(Plenary) Spintronics nano-devices for VLSI integration
H Ohno
Tohoku University, Japan
In order to meet the requirement of lower power consumption and higher performance of VLSIs, particularly low
standby-power for the Internet-of-Things (IoT) era, development and integration of spintronics nonvolatile nanodevices are being under development worldwide. Spintronics nano-device is the only known nonvolatile memory
element that is capable of being used in the place of currently volatile, and hence leaky, working memories such as
DRAM and SRAM [1]. Magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), a two-terminal nonvolatile spintronic device that can scale
beyond 20 nm with the perpendicular-easy-axis CoFeB-MgO system [2, 3] is the device most widely used for these
purposes. I will review the development of such devices and its current status. I will then describe the work on threeterminal devices that separate write current path from read current path; another important entity suitable for high
speed operation. While three-terminal devices utilizing current-induced domain wall motion show favorable features
[4], here I focus on those devices that utilize spin-orbit torque arising from heavy metals as well as from
antiferromagnets [5-9]. If time allows, I will touch upon electric-field switching of magnetization in perpendicular
CoFeB-MgO MTJs [10].
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Generation and utilization of a flow of spin angular momentum of electrons in condensed matter, called
spin current, are the key challenge of today’s nano-scale magnetism and spintronics. The discovery of the
inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) [1-3], the conversion of spin current into electric voltage via spin-orbit
interaction, has allowed researchers to detect and utilize spin current directly, and, since then, many spin-current
driven effects have been discovered by exploiting the ISHE. Here, such newly discovered spin-current effects will
be outlined, including light-spin conversion [1,4], plasmon-spin conversion, sound-spin conversion, and
heat-spin conversion [5-6], and their common mechanism and future possible application will be discussed.
Among them, a typical conversion effect is the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) [5], spin current generation from a
temperature gradient. SSE has attracted a great deal of interest since it may realize new type thermo-electric
convertors which make full use of the characteristic feature of spins: the non-reciprocal dynamics. This nonreciprocity allows a spin to rectify thermal fluctuation into unidirectional spin current via the spin pumping
mechanism, which can be converted into electric power via the ISHE. Spins, working as a natural rectifier in
magnets, may thus provide a versatile mechanism of energy conversion in condensed matter. I will show
also that the rectification mechanism underlies various spin related phenomena which were found recently. At
the end of my talk, spin current generation from mechanical motion of condensed matter will be discussed.
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(Semi-plenary) All-optical switching: from the details of magnetic structure to time scales
A Kirilyuk
Radboud University, The Netherlands
While the basic possibilities for direct laser manipulation of magnetization have been indicated a long time ago,
only recently it became possible to apply such control in magnetically ordered materials [1,2].
The question was immediately triggered whether one could use the same mechanism for practical switching of the
magnetization in e.g. recording media. A seemingly straightforward answer came very soon afterwards, with a direct
demonstration of all-optical light helicity-dependent magnetic recording in thin films of metallic GdFeCo alloys [3].
In spite of the fact that the switching was clearly reproducible and robust, the exact process and mechanism of it
remained elusive for a long time. The most obvious explanation via the inverse Faraday effect, developed in simple
ferromagnetic model, could only very qualitatively account for the observed features [4]. Taking into account several
factors, all-optical switching of the magnetization in rare-earth - transition metal alloys was assigned to a
completely different effect: a combination of ultrafast laser-induced demagnetization with the angular-momentum
conservation in the exchanged-coupled sublattices of a ferrimagnet, on a sub-picosecond time scale [5]. It was
shown that this phenomenon involves behavior on multiple scales, both in space and time. In particular, at 100's
fs, independent demagnetization of sublattices is observed accompanied by spin diffusive processes at <10 nm
distances, as shown by time-resolved X-ray scattering [6]. This is followed by an exchange-spring behavior and
formation of reversed domains [7]. An extensive study on various ferrimagnetically coupled materials and
multilayers [8] showed the basic agreement with this mechanism and paved the way for upcoming applications. For
the latter, AOS appeared to be sufficiently robust, showing reproducible behavior at nanometer domains and in
nanostructures [10,11], which thus again confirmed that it is the light intensity, and not polarization, that plays the
major role in the process
Intriguingly, recently it has been demonstrated that also ferromagnetic multilayers can be switched by circularly
polarized light [11]. In this case, the observation indicate a rather different mechanism than that of the
ferrimagnetic samples. In particular, such parameters as number of layers and interface roughness seem to play an
important role in the process. Indications of accumulated multi-pulse effect seem to be in agreement with the earlier
simulations based on the inverse Faraday effect [4], that also show the importance of pulse width.
Here we discuss the all-optical switching processes in various magnetic structures, starting from the relatively
understood behavior in ferrimagnetic alloys, and then paying special attention to its specifics in structured samples,
at nanoscale, and in ferromagnetic multilayers.
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(Invited) Control of superconductivity with magnetic insulators and vice-versa
M G Blamire, Y Zhu and Z H Barber
University of Cambridge, UK
Unlike a metallic ferromagnet, a ferromagnetic insulator (FI) does not generate a proximity effect at the interface
with a superconductor (S) and so there is little or no proximity suppression of the superconducting properties at the
interface. It is therefore possible to create high quality tunnel devices in which the different barrier heights
experienced by spin-up and spin-down electrons spin filters quasiparticles and modifies the tunneling of Cooper
pairs. Pair scattering from the interface also generates an effective exchange field in the superconductor which leads
to a Zeeman splitting of the quasiparticle density of states. Both of these effects can be used to control the spin
transport and the superconducting state – most conveniently via a FI/S/FI superconducting spin valve. We have
demonstrated that GdN/Nb/GdN heterostructures show a very large magnetic field dependent change in critical
temperature, which has obvious potential for cryogenic data storage. We also show that the resulting change in the
superconducting condensation energy exerts an effective exchange field on the magnetic layers, leading to a strong
temperature dependent antiferromagnetic coupling which can be used for active state control in superconducting
spintronic devices.

A novel hybridized crystal field - phonon excitation in the non-centrosymmetric heavy fermion compound CeAuAl 3
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Hybridized excitations that comprise of well-understood collective modes have received increasing interest as the
possible origin of unconventional materials properties and novel functionalities. In strongly correlated electron
systems the effects of electron-phonon interactions are typically neglected, being deemed not important for an
overall understanding. However, recently neutron time-of-flight spectroscopy on polycrystalline CeCuAl3 have
provided putative evidence for a vibron, i.e., a combined crystal field – optical phonon excitation [1], whereas no
such excitation could be detected in the isostructural sister compound CeAuAl3 [2]. This raises the question to what
extent such hybrid modes represent a generic property of the series of CeTAl3 compounds (T: transition metal
element) or even f-electron systems in general. To pursue this question, we have revisited the properties of CeAuAl3
using triple axis neutron spectroscopy on a float-zoned high-quality single-crystal. In contrast with early conjectures,
we find two pieces of strong evidence suggesting strong crystal field – phonon interactions and the formation of a
novel hybrid mode. First, at the zone center there is clearly a hybridized excitation between the crystal-field and
phonons, which appears to be in general agreement with vibronic bound state reported for CeCuAl3 [1]. However, in
our single-crystal study of CeAuAl3 we can clearly attribute this mode to the interaction of the crystal field with
acoustic phonons at the zone boundary. Second, we observe a distinct anticrossing of the longitudinal acoustic (LA)
phonon with the Γ7(1) crystal field level (see Fig. 1). To the best of our knowledge such an anti-crossing has not been
reported before. Both phenomena are in agreement with observed dominant phonon scattering processes by the
localized 4f electrons [3]. Taken together, our results suggest that strongly hybridized crystal field – phonon
excitations may, in fact, be rather common in f-electron compounds.
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Fig. 1 - Anticrossing of the LA phonon and
crystal field excitation. The solid lines are
result of the fit of the dipole model
approximation and dashed line represents
non-perturbed acoustic phonon mode.

Superconductivity in the doped ferromagnetic semiconductor samarium nitride
B Ruck, E Anton, F Natali, H Warring, S Granville, S Chong, A Engel, U Zuelicke, M Governale and A Moghaddam
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
The rare-earth nitride series are especially attractive for fundamental studies in spintronics and magnetism. Many of
the series are intrinsic ferromagnetic semiconductors, and they possess interesting magnetic states resulting from
the interplay between the spin and orbital contributions to the magnetic moments. They thus exhibit such surprising
properties as a magnetisation in direct opposition to the spin moments in light rare earth nitrides [1], magnetic
moments with no net angular momentum in EuN [2], and ferromagnetically aligned spins with no net magnetisation
in SmN [3]. The last is a result of near complete cancellation of the orbital and spin moments. Perhaps most
remarkably we have very recently discovered superconductivity below 4 K in SmN [4], observed through both
resistivity and magnetisation measurements in a series of SmN films. The superconductivity occurs deep within the
ferromagnetic phase, suggesting spin-triplet electron pairing of superconducting electrons. We have developed a
theoretical description of this novel superconducting phase based on pairing within a fully spin-polarised electron
system.

Figure: Superconducting properties of a SmN film: (a) resistive transition, (b) magnetoresistance, (c) magnetisation
demonstrating the onset of ferromagnetism at 30 K, well above the superconducting transition, and (d)
diamagnetism below Tc.
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Spin supercurrents generated by spin-orbit coupling
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The existence of long-ranged triplet superconductivity in artificial superconductor/ferromagnet structures has been
demonstrated recently in a number of experiments [1]. These equal-spin (triplet) Cooper pairs are immune to the
pair breaking exchange field in a ferromagnet and can propagate over length scales which are significantly longer
than the singlet pair coherence lengths. These dissipationless triplet supercurrents carry a net spin which raises the
novel possibility of superconducting spintronics.
It is well-accepted that the conversion of singlet to triplet state is mediated by magnetic inhomogeneities at the
superconductor-ferromagnet interface. However, recent theoretical proposals [2,3] show an alternative source of
triplet generation: finite spin-orbit coupling in the ferromagnet coupled to superconductors. Here, we proximity
couple niobium to an asymmetric Pt/Co/Pt trilayer with different Pt thicknesses which acts as an effective spin-orbit
coupled ferromagnet owing to the structural inversion asymmetry. Unconventional modulation of the
superconducting critical temperature of the heterostructure as a function of in- and out-of-plane applied magnetic
fields suggests the presence of a spin triplet component which can be controlled by the magnetization orientation.
We suggest a possible mechanism based on the generation of long-range triplets by spin-orbit coupling in this
structure.
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New results on induced magnetism in a normal metal using superconducting spin-valve structures
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We have previously reported on induced magnetism in a normal metal using a superconducting spin-valve structure
[1], measured using the low-energy muon-spin rotation technique. In these structures, a 50nm thick
superconductor (Nb) separates a normal metal (Au) from a Co-based ferromagnetic double layer. When cooling the
structure to below the superconducting transition temperature we observe an induced moment in the Au, opposite
to the externally applied field and strongest near the Au/Nb interface (see figure, where the square symbols are the
measured averages using an external field of 150 G, and the solid lines present the best fitting underlying field
profiles). These results are in contradiction with the theory for superconductor/ferromagnet proximity systems [2]
and the mechanism behind the effect is unclear.
Here we will present our most recent experiments on a variety of similar spin-valve systems, which reveal more
about the underlying mechanism, the generality and the extent of the effect.
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High-field point contact Andreev reflection spectroscopy using Nb-Ti and MgB 2 superconductors
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The generation and detection of spin polarized currents defines the field of spin electronics. Thus far transport spin
polarization has dominantly been probed by spin-polarized tunneling (SPT) and Point-Contact Andreev Reflection
(PCAR) spectroscopies [1][2]. The extraction of its sign, however, has only been available using superconducting
aluminum electrodes at millikelvin temperatures [3]. Presented here are high-field PCAR measurements using
commercially available Nb-Ti monofilament superconducting wire on polycristalline copper, and using sputtered
MgB 2 on MgO (001) substrates with various metallic tips (Fe, Co, Ag and Cu). The critical temperature of Nb-Ti is 9.5
K, with an upper critical field of about 9 T at 4.2 K, whereas the critical temperature of the MgB 2 film is 32.8(8) K
(Fig.1), with an upper critical field in excess of 14 T at 4.2 K. Figure 1 represents the first reliable extraction of the
sign of the spin polarization by PCAR, in a contact between an MgB 2 superconducting film and an Fe tip. The
obtained spin polarization for Fe is close the literature value of 42 %. PCAR on MgB 2 /CoFe evaporated point
contacts will be presented as well. Reproducible spin polarization measurements have been also possible with Nb-Ti
superconducting tip in magnetic fields of up to 7 T. However, the Zeeman-split density of states is irresolvable, due
to the strong spin-orbit interaction in this high-Z alloy. Despite this limitation, Nb-Ti superconducting wires open up
the possibility to study novel materials with non-trivial density of states structures and strong magnetic field
dependences. The advent of the low-Z, MgB 2 in thin film (and potentially in wire) form, bridges the gap between SPT
and PCAR.

Fig. 1: Fe - MgB2 PCAR spectrum obtained in field of 5 T
(in plane of the MgB2). The Zeemansplit density of states
of the MgB2 are clearly observed, sign of the spin
polarization – positive. The inset shows the transition
temperature of MgB2 – 32.8 K.
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Fig. 2: Example of the PCAR conduction
asymmetry in Fe-MgB2 point contact. The field
is applied perpendicular of the plane of MgB2.
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Electron correlations and magnetism in uranium nitride
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The origin of magnetism in 5f-electron systems is often a matter of debate. In this talk I will discuss the magnetic
properties and electronic structure of uranium nitride, a promising fuel material for the generation IV of advanced
nuclear reactors. Our approach is density functional theory plus dynamical mean-field theory (DFT+DMFT) [1,2]. The
calculated electronic structure is in good agreement with recent ARPES measurements [3] and indicates that the 5f
states are well described within an itinerant electron picture. The estimate of the magnetic moment is close to the
experimental value of 0.75 μ B [4], and the dominant contribution is due to the orbital moment. We show that the
incorporation of many-body effects via DFT+DMFT is critical for reaching a good agreement with the experimental
findings.

Figure: Calculated band structure within DFT+DMFT for the antiferromagnetic phase.
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(Invited) Observation of magnetic fragmentation in spin ice Nd 2 Zr 2 O 7
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Over the last decade pyrochlore oxides (formula R2T2O7, where R is a rare-earth ion, and M a metal) have been at
the centre of attention in the magnetism community. In these compounds, magnetic ions are linked by a lattice of
corner sharing tetrahedra. In the specific case of rare-earth ions with a strong Ising anisotropy along the local
<111> axes in the presence of ferromagnetic interactions, a spin-ice ground state, characterized by the local icerule (2 spins point in and 2 spins point out in each tetrahedron) is stabilized [1]. Such state, where the organising
principle is dictated by a local constraint belongs to the class of Coulomb phases [2]: the constraint can be
interpreted as a divergence free condition of an emergent gauge field. In reciprocal space, it results in pinch points
in the magnetic structure factor. Magnetic excitations in spin-ice, called magnetic monopoles, correspond to a
violation of the local ice-rule (3 in-1 out or 3 out-1 in) and introduce a non-zero divergence in the emergent field
[3]. Recently, theoreticians have introduced the concept of magnetic moment fragmentation [4], whereby the local
magnetic moment field fragments into the sum of two parts, a divergence full and a divergence free part. If the
monopoles organise as a crystal of alternating magnetic charges, the fragmentation leads to the superposition of an
ordered \all in - all out" configuration and of an emergent Coulomb phase.
We have shown that such fragmentation occurs in the
spin ice candidate Nd2Zr2O7 where the Nd3+ ion has a
strong Ising character and ferromagnetic interactions are
inferred from the positive Curie-Weiss temperature θ CW =
195 mK [5]. In this system, we observe the coexistence
of an “all in - all out" ordered state below TN = 285 mK
[6], with a reduced magnetic moment, together with a
fluctuating state with ferromagnetic correlations.
Experimentally, this fragmentation manifests itself via the
superposition of magnetic Bragg peaks, characteristic of
the ordered phase, and a pinch point pattern,
characteristic of the Coulomb phase (see Figure) [7]. In
addition dispersive modes emerge from the Coulomb
phase, that can be understood by introducing additional
octopolar transverse terms in the Hamiltonian. These terms
are characteristic of the very peculiar “dipolar-octopolar"
nature of the Kramers Nd3+ doublet [8, 6].
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Pinch point pattern in Nd2Zr2O7: Inelastic neutron
scattering intensity averaged in the energy range 45
< E < 55 μeV measured at T = 60 mK with an incident
wavelength λ = 6 Å at IN5, ILL. The red spots denote
the antiferromagnetic Bragg peak positions that
appear at zero energy transfer.
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Dipolar 4-state Potts model: Presentation and experimental realization
D Louis, F Montaigne, T Hauet, D Lacour and M Hehn
Université de Lorraine – CNRS, France
Since the proposal in 2006 [1] to use nanomagnets patterned by top-down techniques to mimic "artificial spins",
the studies of artificial spin systems has attracted wide interest [2]. As a matter of facts, the possibility to design
"upon request" arbitrary network thanks to lithography and the possibility to determine completely the "spin"
configuration with magnetic imaging offer a wide playground for statistical physics. Up to now only Ising spin
systems have been studied. Multi axes Ising systems have first been realized as elongated nanomagnets with planar
magnetization (on square or Kagome lattice). More recently, single axis Ising spin have been realized as
nanomagnets with perpendicular anisotropy. However, beyond Ising spins, statistical physics and condensed matter
physics have shown the interest of other spin models like q-state Potts models (q different spin orientation) or even
XY model (isotropic in plane orientation). In this talk, we introduce the dipolar 4-state Potts model. It is shown that
on a square lattice, depending on the angle between spins and lattice, the system present very different properties
like antiferromagnetic order, spin ice state (2 in-2 out ice rule) and even dipolar ferromagnetism. This model has
been realized experimentally (Fig. 1). 300 nm square magnets are patterned from a 2 nm thick Fe layer with cubic
anisotropy [3]. At room temperature, the magnets present a uniform state with 4 equivalent directions. Upon
heating at 350 °C the magnets switch from one direction to another. It is therefore possible to simply drive the
system toward its ground state. The magnetic configurations determined by magnetic force microscopy reveals the
importance of the dipolar coupling as the different expected ground states (antiferromagnetic, spin ice and
ferromagnetic) are indeed observed [4]. It is noticeable that these very different properties are obtained with the
same "spins" (magnetic elements) and same lattice. The exact process of magnetization evolution, differences with
"Ising" systems and future prospects will be discussed.

Fig. 1. Topographic (AFM) and magnetic (MFM) image of a 4-state Potts lattice.
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An orientable 2D spin-ice model exhibiting a Kasteleyn transition
C A Hooley and S A Grigera
University of St. Andrews, UK
We present an Ising model on a two-dimensional lattice with mixed ferro- and antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbour
and next-nearest-neighbour exchange couplings. We show that this model exhibits `spin ice' behaviour, retaining a
non-zero entropy density even at zero temperature. We further demonstrate that, in the presence of an applied
longitudinal magnetic field, it exhibits a Kasteleyn (line-defect-driven) transition from a fully magnetised to a
‘stringy' phase upon heating. We characterise this transition, including the determination of its critical exponents.
Finally, we discuss directions for further work, including the possibility of deforming our model into one exhibiting a
quantum Kasteleyn transition.

Terahertz spectroscopic study of low-energy excitations in Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7
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At the frontier of understanding quantum effects in magnetic materials is the study of frustrated magnetism. The
rare earth pyrochlores (R 2 Ti 2 O 7 ), featuring corner-sharing tetrahedra of the rare earth ions are often considered the
canonical example of geometric magnetic frustration [1]. The case of Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 has been debated for a long time:
the dominant antiferromagnetic (AFM) interaction should stabilize long-range AFM ordering yet no ordered phase is
detected down to 20 mK. Exotic quantum phases such as spin-liquid or Coulomb phases have been suggested as
potential ground states. Evidence for these phases have involved the study of the particularly low energy crystal
electric field (CEF) levels of the Tb3+ ions. The results suggest that the presence of quantum mixing and strong spinlattice coupling is important in the low temperature phase. By inelastic neutron scattering, ground state doublets
and magnetoelastic coupling have been observed for the CEF levels [2,3].
Here we present complementary terahertz spectroscopy of these
low energy excitations in Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 performed at SOLEIL on the
AILES beamline. Our results give further confirmation to the
presence of the level splitting and spin-lattice coupling coupling.
Furthermore, they reveal another magneto-elastic excitation at
0.67 THz (2.8 meV) developing below 100K that suggests
structural distortions at higher temperatures than previously
considered. Together our results highlight the potential
importance of domain formation and dynamic spin lattice
coupling in the observed magnetic state of Tb 2 Ti 2 O 7 .
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THz spectrum showing four excitations with
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Thermodynamic phase transitions in artificial kagome spin ice
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We have created a thermally active artificial kagome spin ice
that is made up of a very large array of dipolar interacting
nanomagnets [1]. This two-dimensional system, originally
designed to mimic the kagome phase in the pyrochlore spin
ice crystals, consists of elongated single domain
nanomagnets arranged on a two-dimensional kagome lattice
and coupled via their dipolar magnetic. Each nanomagnet is
single domain and can be represented as a single magnetic
moment, confined by anisotropy to be Isinglike. In analogy
with crystal spin ice, the specific geometry of the lattice does
not allow all interactions to be simultaneously satisfied,
delivering a highly frustrated magnetic system and leading to
a large subset of quasi-degenerate local macrospin
configurations - the spin ice manifold.
Low-energy muon-spin relaxation (LE-μSR) allows the static
Figure 1 The longitudinal and transverse
and dynamic signatures of the magnetic state of these very
relaxation rates for muon spin rotation
thin (6 nm) nanonmagnetic systems to be probed. We have
experiments. The peaks in the longitudinal
used LE-μSR to investigate the dynamic behaviour of the
relaxation rate correspond to the temperatures
interacting nanomagnets and observe peaks in the muon
where magnetic phase transitions occur.
relaxation rate that can be identified with the critical
temperatures of predicted phase transitions. On lowering the temperature, two consecutive phase transitions have
been identified experimentally, consistent with theoretical predictions that the long-range dipolar interactions
gradually lift the degeneracy of the spin ice manifold. A highly degenerate spin ice phase gives way firstly to a
magnetic charge-ordered phase and finally, through a second transition at the lowest temperature, into a long-range
magnetic charge- and spin ordered phase. At high temperatures there is also a crossover to a region where the
effects of the spin-ice correlations are no longer observable in the μSR signal.
The ability to both fabricate and measure macroscopically large arrays of nanomagnets demonstrates that other
metamaterials can be investigated in a similar manner on a scale not possible using numerical simulations and
could lead to further insight into other model systems.
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Alternating patterns occur in a broad range of natural systems, where at least two competitive states exist [1]. In
strongly correlated electron systems such a response has been typically ascribed to the competition between shortand long-range interactions, as for instance, competition between exchange and dipole-dipole interactions, which
leads to domain patterns in ferromagnetic thin films [2]. Here we demonstrate that long-wavelength spin-stripe
modulation may develop also in antiferromagnets, despite the absence of long-range dipole-dipole magnetic
interactions.
Employing magnetic susceptibility, high-field magnetization, specific heat, and neutron diffraction measurements,
we find beta-TeVO4 [3] to be a nearly perfect realization of a frustrated ferromagnetic spin-1/2 chain [4]; namely, a
zigzag chain with competing ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor (NN) interaction J1 and the antiferromagnetic nextnearest neighbor (NNN) interaction J2. The ground state of this system has vector-chiral (VC) correlations, while at
higher magnetic fields collinear spin-density-wave (SDW) state evolves. Remarkably, between these two states we
discover a narrow field/temperature range where an intriguing spin-strip phase with temperature-dependent
nanometer-scale modulation is established [4]. A detailed inspection reveals that spin-stripes consists of the main
SDW state that is intertwined with another SDW modulation, which has slightly different periodicity and
perpendicular alignment of the magnetic moments. We associate the observed behavior with weak frustrated
interchain exchange interactions that may be further assisted by the symmetry allowed electric polarization.
The concept we propose thus represents an alternative route to the stripe formation in strongly correlated electron
systems and may help understanding other widespread, yet still elusive, stripe-related phenomena.

Figure: (a) The crystal structure of beta-TeVO4, with zigzag-chain interactions. Small, medium and large spheres
denote O2-, Te4+ and the magnetic V4+ ions, respectively. The zero-field magnetic structure modulation (b) in the VC
phase at 1.7 K (c) in the stripe phase at 2.5 K. The thin dashed lines emphasize the centres of the stripes, allowing
for the estimate of the stripe modulation period (two sided arrows).
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Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann type freezing of the magnetization dynamics in Artificial Spin-Ice probed by resonant
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Artificial spin-ice systems (ASI) [1] are lithographically fabricated patterns of ensembles of interacting
ferromagnetic nano-islands with bistable single-domain behaviour of the magnetization. They can be arranged in
geometries that mimic the magnetic frustration present in spin-ice materials. Recent advances in ASIs show
thermalization processes that allow the study of thermal effects on the systems by means of imaging techniques
such as PEEM [2] or MFM [3, 4]. Here we report on the magnetization dynamics induced in ASI systems by thermal
excitations using resonant magnetic x-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS). This technique allows us to
explore the time-correlations in the dynamics of ASI patterns formed by nano-islands that are too small to resolve
with the aforementioned imaging techniques. More concretely, we have studied the thermal fluctuations in ASI
patterns with nano-islands made of Permalloy (Ni80Fe20), with dimensions 70x30x10 nm3, and a lattice spacing of
240 nm. The coherent illumination of a portion of the ASI array facilitates the observation of the evolution of the
magnetic speckle in time. The speckle is imaged with a CCD camera and the time-time autocorrelation function of
the images is calculated, from this a characteristic relaxation time for the magnetization dynamics is extracted at
each temperature. We have studied the relaxation times of the magnetic fluctuations of the ASI samples at different
temperatures and found that for the same sample, the temperature dependence of the relaxation times between a
frozen speckle (at 180K, sample magnetically frozen) and one which is too fast (250K, fluctuations too fast for the
acquisition time of the CCD) can be fitted to a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann law, indicating glassy-type freezing of the
system. From the fitting, a freezing temperature T0=178±5K is extracted, together with an activation temperature
TA=40±10K. The origin and physical meaning of TA has been studied by means of SQUID magnetometry, measuring
ZFC-FC magnetization curves, and micromagnetic simulations, obtaining results strikingly similar to the activation
temperature extracted from the fitting.

Fig.1: (a) Time evolution of a frozen speckle (top) and a dynamic speckle (bottom) for two different temperatures.
(b) Plot of the experimental data points (blue) showing the temperature dependence of the relaxation time, fitted to
a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann law (solid black line) and to a Néel-Brown law (red), showing the latter poor agreement
between experimental data and fitting curve. (c) ZFC-FC magnetization curves measured at different probe fields,
showing all a common feature around 40K.
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Magnetic Heusler alloys showing martensitic transitions have recently attracted a great deal of interest due to their
promising functional properties. The strong magneto-elastic coupling and magneto crystalline anisotropy(MCA) in
these materials gives rise to large magnetic field induced strain (MFIS) in the martensite phase, as well as
considerable direct and inverse magnetocaloric effects (MCE). MFIS was first reported in Ni2MnGa by Ullako and coworkers in 1996[1], where strains achieved at low applied fields greatly exceeded those induced by temperature in
nonmagnetic shape memory alloys.
However, practical application of the large MFIS in Ni2MnGa is hindered by a low transition temperature and poor
mechanical stability. Two decades on, the search for new materials still attempts to overcome those two original
issues: increasing the martensitic transition temperature and developing more ductile materials. Within this scope,
Pt substituted Ni2MnGa alloys have been put forward as promising MFIS materials for applications. Pt substitution
elevates the martensitic transition temperature (TM) from 275 K in Ni2MnGa to approximately 340 K in
Ni1.6Pt0.4MnGa, on cooling[2], making it possible to use these materials in room temperature applications.
However, practical MFIS applications depend not only on TM but also on the large MCA.
In this work we present a detailed study of the MCA and MCE in Ni2−xPtxMnGa with x ≤ 0.25, where the martensitic
phase transition occurs within the magnetic phase[3]. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy (MAE) was
estimated through ab initio calculations and then measured in polycrystalline samples using the singular point
detection technique[4].
Both ab initio calculations and measurements show that the MAE decreases with increasing Pt substitutions, in
contrast with the effect on the saturation magnetisation, which remains stable. We will discuss the physical origin of
this seemingly contradicting results and estimate the MCE in this system, which changes sign around the anisotropy
field.
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Long-range antiferromagnetic structure in Ni-Co-Mn-Ga Heusler alloy with inverse magnetocaloric property
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The quaternary Ni-Co-Mn-X (X = Ga, Sn, In and Sb) alloys have focused a considerable interest in the field of the
multifunctional materials thanks to their extraordinary properties, such as giant magnetocaloric and exchange-bias
effect, related to an inverse magneto-structural transition [1-2]. In particular the Ni-Co-Mn-Ga series exhibit an
abrupt decrease of the magnetization in correspondence of the martensitic transformation from a high moment
austenite to a low moment or even paramagnetic martensite (TA-M). A sudden increase of the magnetization is
observed in the martensitic phase at lower temperature usually accounted as the martensite Curie temperature
(TcM). The low magnetization temperature region is commonly referred as the “paramagnetic gap” [1-2], and recent
studies on these systems clearly indicate the presence of antiferromagnetic interactions in the martensitic phase. In
this work we present the accurate magnetic symmetry analysis of the Ni41Co9Mn32Ga18 compound performed on the
basis of high resolution time of flight neutron diffraction data collected on the WISH instrument at the ISIS facility
(UK). Our analysis shows the presence of a long-range magnetic ordering in the martensite phase. The thermal
evolution of the magnetic structure indicates a two-step process featuring the ordering of the independent
crystallographic sites at different temperature, starting with the Ni sub-lattice in the paramagnetic gap, followed by
the Mn lattice below TcM (as sketched in figure 1). The observed magnetic structure clarifies the dispute on the
antiferromagnetic interactions in these types of alloys and opens new insight in understanding the magnetostructural proprieties suggesting a new type of ordering generally not taken into account in the theoretical
calculations on these systems.

Figure 1 AC susceptibility of the Ni41Co9Mn32Ga18 compound measured by TMA, the transition temperatures are
underlined in the plot. The sketches represent the magnetic and crystal structure for every temperature region.
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Ni–Co–Mn–Sn Heusler alloys are attractive materials due to potential applications as sensors and magnetically
actuated materials. Their unique properties, such as metamagnetic shape memory effect [1] and magnetocaloric
effect [2], are associated with strong interdependence between the martensitic transformation (MT) and complex
magnetic ordering. MT, magnetic transitions and magneto-structural properties may be manipulated by composition
and fabrication methods. Melt-spinning process enables to obtain highly textured, polycrystalline ribbons of good
chemical homogeneity. Moreover, it allows to avoid time consuming heat treatments [3,4]. It was found that an
addition of Cu into Ni–Mn–Sn alloys shifts MT to lower temperatures, increases Curie temperature of austenite and
enhances magnetocaloric effect [5].
This work presents results of an influence of substitution of Cu for Ni on magnetic and structural transformations and
magnetic properties of Ni44-xCuxCo6Mn39Sn11 (x=0-4 at.%) ribbons.
Alloys were prepared by induction melting from high purity elements. The ingots were annealed in vacuum furnace
for 5 hours at 1220K in order to ensure homogeneity. Then they were induction melted in quartz tubes and ejected
onto a cooper wheel rotating at a linear speed of 30 m s-1. The crystal structure was investigated by x-ray diffraction
technique (XRD). Microstructure and chemical composition have been investigated by a transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The MT and magnetic phase transition temperatures, magnetic properties and magnetocaloric
effect were studied using vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM). The thermomechanical properties were measured
by TA Instruments DMA machine.
XRD results show that ribbons are single L21 austenitic phase. However, more detailed TEM measurements indicate
that ribbons especially in dendritic grains possess two-phase structure where austenite is in dendrite arms and
martensite is located at the inter-dendrite areas what is connected with chemical microsegregation of elements.
Martensite transformation temperatures generally decrease with Cu addition which can be related to the
modification of Mn-Mn mean distance and thus, changes in the electronic structure. The inverse magnetocaloric and
elastocaloric effects in the vicinity of MT under moderate magnetic fields and stresses have been evaluated. Small
Cu addition enhances both effects and make the materials good candidates for practical applications.
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Studying magnetoelastic coupling in magnetically ordered materials by means of magnetomechanic spectroscopy
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We present here a new method of studying magnetoelastic coupling in magnetically ordered materials –
magnetomechanical spectroscopy [1]. The method is based on registration of reversible inverse magnetostriction
(reversible Villary effect) under cyclic ultrasonic resonant oscillations (90 kHz) of a sample under study.
Examples are given of application of this method to investigations of peculiarities of magnetoelastic coupling in
several polycrystalline and single crystalline ferromagnetic shape memory alloys from the Ni-Fe-Ga family and
phase transitions in the antiferromagnetic phase of pure element – dysprosium [2,3]. We show that in a certain
temperature-field domain the magnetoelastic coupling in both cubic and martensitic phases of ferromagnetic shape
memory alloys from the Ni-Fe-Ga family becomes negative, that is, the line limiting this domain is a Villary critical
line along which the magnetoelastic coupling vanishes. For the cubic phase of single crystalline Ni51.5Fe21.5Ga27
shape memory alloy such anomaly of magnetoelastic coupling is found only for 𝜆𝜆100 magnetostriction constant.
The sensitivity of the method is high enough to study in detail magnetoelastic coupling in antiferromagnets. For
instance, in polycrystalline dysprosium a Villary critical point is found at 165 K in the antiferromagnetic phase. This
temperature is characteristic for several minor peculiarities in a number of other physical properties and the
extensive experimental data obtained in the present work are in agreement with an assumption of the existence of
helicalvortex magnetic transition at this temperature.
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Neutron diffraction and imaging as probes to study magnetic shape memory alloys
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Diffraction and energy-resolved imaging experiments were performed on two different magnetic shape memory
alloys to investigate what characteristics of these systems can be studied with neutrons. In our experiments
conducted at a pulsed neutron source at ISIS facility the single crystals of partially twinned NiMnGa magnetic shape
memory alloys[1] were imaged with high spatial resolution. Large volumes (several mm3) of twinned and parent
regions were formed by partially exposing the alloys to large magnetic fields. Transmission images were captured
using a time of flight MCP neutron detector [2]. The twinned and parent regions were clearly distinguishable in the
images acquired at different neutron energies. Further, the time resolved data was used to elucidate the orientations
of the crystallites in the different volumes of the crystal. In situ neutron diffraction experiments under compressive
loading were performed on austenitic NiFeCoGa crystals at room temperature and at elevated temperatures. The
diffraction data clearly shows the characteristics of the stress-induced reversible austenite to martensite
transformation as a function of temperature. The combination of these neutron techniques can provide a unique
insight into both the morphology of the twins and their orientation distribution, volume fraction, strains and
evolution of stress-induced crystallographic characteristics.
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Magnetic shape memory Ni-Mn-Ga films: stress effect on microstructure and magnetization process
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Magnetic shape memory materials show remarkable multifunctional properties (e.g. “giant” magnetomechanical,
magnetocaloric, barocaloric), which arise from the presence of a martensitic transformation and magnetically
ordered states [1‐3]. Thin films of these materials have recently attracted much interest for their great potential in
applications, such as microactuators, valves and solid‐state microrefrigerators [4]. We have recently demonstrated
that a huge and reversible magnetically induced reorientation of twin variants (MIR) can be achieved in 200 Nm NiMn‐Ga films. This is possible when the proper microstructure is obtained: growth conditions and a stress applied on
the substrate enable the proper microstructure, where differently twinned martensitic regions are aligned
anisotropically (Fig. 1; this configuration enables the occurrence of record values of anisotropic MIR effect [5]. The
films were epitaxially grown on Cr/MgO at high temperature (i.e., in the austenitic phase) by r.f. sputtering. Their
characterization was carried out by different techniques, thus realizing a multi‐scale structural and magnetic study.
We here focus on the stress effect on the microstructure and magnetization process. The MIR effect can be in fact
controlled by applying a stress to the film constrained to the substrate, and the stress effect on microstructural and
magnetic pattern investigated by AFM/MFM (Fig. 1). The occurrence of the MIR effect in the stressed sample has
been monitored by magnetometry, measuring magnetization curves with field applied along different directions of
the substrate crystal (Fig. 1). Reversible and irreversible contributions to the magnetization process during first
magnetization and magnetization reversal have been also investigated.

Fig. 1 MFM image (a) and hysteresis behavior (c) obtained after bending the 200 nm Ni-Mn-Ga film as schematized
in (b)
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Locally inducing and mapping structural transformations in Ni-Mn-Ga thin films by Scanning Thermal Microscopy
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Ni 2 MnGa is a ferromagnetic-shape-memory alloy exhibiting two main structural phases: the austenitic and
martensitic phases. The austenitic phase is cubic with a L2 1 (Heusler) structure. The structure of the martensitic
phase varies according to the alloy’s composition and whether the transformation is induced by stress or
temperature [1]. The martensitic deformation characteristic of this structural transformation causes stress in the
material, which can be released by the introduction of twin boundaries appearing on the sample’s surface as a set
of almost parallel waves [2-5]. The temperature at which the structural transition occurs (T M ) is strongly dependent
on sample composition [6]. We present a study of the thermal effect of locally induced structural transformations by
nano-thermal analysis performed with a Scanning Thermal Microscope on a 400 nm Ni-Mn-Ga thin film. The
Scanning Thermal Microscope thermal tip (radius ~ 100 nm, sensitivity of ~ 1 Ω/ºC and 50 nm spatial resolution)
simultaneously heats and determines temperature locally, acting respectively as actuator and sensor. As the tip
heats the sample in specific location, the cantilever deflection is measured and changes in the structure below are
signaled in this deflection. The Ni-Mn-Ga thin film local structural transformation is marked by a discontinuity in the
cantilever deflection curve, which occurs at different temperatures for different locations in the sample. Mapping of
the sample’s T M distribution, ranging from 329 K to 363 K, was performed. The observed accentuated decrease of
T M ’s from 344 K to 348 K is consistent with the compositional narrowing observed in the material’s phase diagram
[6]. This work shows how nano-thermal analysis can be used to map T M inhomogeneity [7] at the nanoscale for
systems with structural transitions such as Ni-Mn-Ga.

Fig. 1 Representative cantilever deflection curves of a
400 nm Ni 2 MnGa film deposited on MgO and the
respective location in the sample.
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Fig. 2 Distribution of the obtained TM at different
locations in the sample
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A quantitative physical analysis of spin-currents traversing interfaces in ferromagnetic thin-film multilayers will
provide a deeper fundamental understanding applications of such nanoscale magnetic systems in spintronics,
magnonics, and spin-caloritronics. Precessional magnetization dynamics have been used extensively to access
interfacial spin transport where spin-current flows from precession in a ferromagnetic thin-film, into an adjacent
non-magnetic layer where it is dissipated under the influence of the spin-orbit interaction resulting in an enhanced
damping in the ferromagnetic layer – a process known as spin-pumping.
In this talk I will describe growth of multi-layered thin films where we are able to control the dominant crystal phase
in a ferromagnetic cobalt film as a function of thickness; we induce a nonequilibrium fcc (111) texture through
growth on suitable seed layers, and allow relaxation to a bulklike hcp (0001) phase with increasing film thickness. I
will then outline some recent results from our research group where we have been investigating transmission of pure
spin-currents via ‘spinpumping’ under ferromagnetic resonance. Using measurements on sets of device structures
with different overlayers we show that the nature of the atomic scale structure in the vicinity of the interface plays a
dominant role in the transmission of pure-spin currents, creating significant differences in the enhancement of
precessional magnetisation damping.
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Since GaN has reached the status of the second most important semiconducting material after Si the prospect of
spintronics functionalization of GaN have gained in significance. However, the most obvious way of magnetic
functionalization of GaN by alloying it with transition metals (mainly Mn) showed that due to a short range of
superexchange Mn-Mn interaction the Curie temperature, T C , does not exceed 13 K even for as high Mn content as
10%, despite exhibiting the highest saturation magnetization in the whole dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors
family [1,2]. On the other hand, an extending of the effective range of the magnetic coupling in such a high Mncontent material should lead to a substantial increase of T C . For example, a presence of mobile holes is expected to
bring the T C above the room temperature (RT) in this material system [3].
Here we show that a substantial, up to 50% increase of the magnitude of T C in (Ga,Mn)N is possible when a thin (5
nm thick) layer gets sandwiched between Mg-doped GaN. To this end we investigate two sets of
GaN:Mg/(Ga,Mn)N/GaN:Mg structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on GaN templated c-plane Al 2 O 3 .
Targeting the same Mn content in the first set we vary the Mg content in the GaN:Mg cladding layers by changing the
Mg flux from 0 to 2×10-8 Torr. In the second set we vary the Mn incorporation into (Ga,Mn)N film by changing the
substrate temperature from 600 to 730oC under a constant Mg flux of 1×10-8 Torr. Structural properties are
examined by XRD, SIMS and HRTEM. Both Mn concentration and values of T C are established from highly elaborated
and dedicated SQUID magnetometry allowing to fully mitigate spurious magnetic artifacts originating from residual
magnetism of MBE substrates and materials used for sample holder construction. Interestingly, whereas the highest
Mg flux used to grow GaN:Mg layers practically prevented Mn incorporation into the middle layer, the structures
grown with the mid-high Mg flux of 1×10-8 Torr show up to 50% higher T C than equivalent plane thick (Ga,Mn)N films
[4]. On the other hand, a very high RT resistivity of these layers preclude a simplistic explanation of hole mediated
coupling and calls for more detailed studies of the Mn incorporation and final distribution in GaN during Mg-assisted
MBE growth.
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The structure of carbon doped Mn 5 Ge 3 C x epitaxial thin films studied by XANES and EXAFS.
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Ferromagnetic Mn5Ge3 compound is of particular interest for spintronic applications, mainly due to high spin
polarization of the conduction electrons (42%) and compatibility with the mainstream silicon technology.
Interestingly, it has been found that small amount of carbon atoms (x=0.6) introduced into Mn5Ge3 lattice, strongly
increases Curie temperature from 296 K up to 450 K [1]. In those systems revealing hexagonal P63/mcm structure,
Mn atoms occupy two magnetically and structurally nonequivalent sites (Mn1 in 4d and Mn2 in 6g sites) and carbon
atoms are assumed to occupy interstitial sites 2(b) in the vicinity of Mn2 atoms but the experimental evidence is still
lacking. In this study we investigated the structure of carbon doped Mn5Ge3Cx films by means of synchrotron x –
rays. We have also compared the quality of Mn5Ge3 thin films grown on different substrates- (Ge(111) and
GaAs(111)) and studied the properties of samples grown by two different growth methods: Solid Phase Epitaxy
(SPE) and Reactive Deposition Epitaxy (RDE) [2]. 30 nm thick single crystal Mn5Ge3Cx films with carbon
concentration x=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.85 have been grown by
SPE and RDE on Ge(111) substrates with thickness of 500
μm. XAS spectra in fluorescence mode have been collected
at the Mn K-edge and analyzed with the use of Demeter
software package [3]. A model of Mn5Ge3 structure with
carbon located in interstitial sites has been constructed. It
was found that in the range of concentrations up to x=0.5,
carbon significantly modifies the second shell of Mn
absorbers and slightly reduces distances between absorber
and nearest neighbours. In case of highly doped Mn5Ge3C0.85
the XAS spectrum is totally different indicating a possibility of
MnC clusters creation, as suggested in ref. [4]. It was also
found that films grown on GaAs(111) substrate revealed
much lower quality than those prepared on Ge(111).
Investigation of carbon – doped Mn5Ge3 films grown by SPE
and RDE techniques indicated that although the distances
between atoms are the same within error bars, there is a
clear tendency for some distances to slightly decrease in
case of films grown by RDE method as shown in Fig. 1. These
results will be discussed in the context of NMR and FMR data
obtained on those samples.
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Growth of spinel bilayers for a high efficiency room temperature spinfilter device
S Mesoraca, B Prasad and M G Blamire
University of Cambridge, UK
Spin-filtering (SF) across an ultra-thin ferromagnetic insulating barrier between two nonmagnetic electrodes can
generate highly spin-polarized currents due to the preferential tunneling of one of the two spin orientations [1].
The ferromagnetic insulating spinel ferrites (CoFe2O4, NiFe2O4, MnFe2O4) are the candidates for achieving SF at
room temperature as their Curie temperatures are well above 300K [2]. However, high efficiency SF at
technologically useful temperatures [3,4] has been hampered by low structural quality of the barrier due to the lack
of non-magnetic electrodes with the same crystal structure and lattice parameter of these complex oxides. We report
for the first time the successful growth of spinel metallic-superconducting LiTi2O4 and ferromagnetic insulating
CoFe2O4 bilayers on spinel substrates (MgAl2O4). This LiTi2O4(200nm)/CoFe2O4(5nm) system could pave the road to
the fabrication of a SF tunnel barrier in a closely lattice-matched all-spinel heterostructure, attempting to largely
eliminate defects within the barrier and so greatly enhance the room temperature SF efficiency.

Figure 1 – (left) XRD patterns for the LiTi 2 O 4 films around the symmetric (111) MgAl 2 O 4 reflection. Inset shows XRR
oscillation (black) for a 27 nm LiTi 2 O 4 film grown on SrTiO 3 (110) substrate and the simulated fit (red). (right)
Temperature dependence of resistivity for LiTi 2 O 4 film. Blue-dotted line is the 𝝆𝝆 = 𝝆𝝆𝟎𝟎 + 𝑨𝑨𝑻𝑻𝟐𝟐 fit in the temperature
range 40÷120 K. The inset shows the transition from normal to superconducting state.

Figure 2 – (left) Out of plane XRD pattern of 90nm thick CoFe 2 O 4 film grown on (001) oriented MgO substrate.
The bottom figures show the diffraction fringes in the vicinity of the (200) and (400) reflections of MgO.
(right) M-H loops for in plane and out of plane magnetization of a 90nm thick CoFe 2 O 4 film at room temperature.
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Magnetic and magnetotransport properties of ultrathin embedded La 0.7 Ba 0.3 Mn O3 films
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Twenty years after the advent of the manganites as colossal
magneto-resistance materials possible implementations in
2
spintronic applications are still out of reach due to depletion of
4 uc
their useful properties when interfaced with other materials and
3 uc
upon thickness reduction. Single layers of La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3
1
2 uc
thinner than five unit cells have been reported to being
antiferromagnetic and insulating [1], which was partially
1 uc
explained by octahedral tilt and surface symmetry breaking
0
H
⊥
plane
1
leading to dead layers [2]. Based on our findings of Tc
stabilization in manganite/ruthenate superlattices [3], a series
0
300
of LBMO films with thicknesses between 1 and 5 unit cells was
fabricated by RHEED controlled pulsed laser deposition
-1
T LBMO
200
embedded in 3 unit cell thick strontium ruthenate (SRO).
T SRO
100
-2
Coherent growth was confirmed by atomic force microscopy
1
2
3
4
5
and transmission electron microscopy measurements.
µ0H = 0.1 T
LBMO thickness (u.c.)
-3
0
100
200
300 Magnetization measurements confirm magnetic order of the
embedded LBMO film near room temperature (see Figure on
Temperature T (K)
left). Magnetotransport measurements between 5 K and 300 K
show an intricate interplay between magnetic interactions of the constituting layers and electronic reconstruction at
the interfaces. Hall resistance measurements proved to be the most reliable fingerprint of both, magnetization
processes and transport properties of the LBMO layer. Firstly since spurious magnetic signals of the substrates give
a sizable contribution to the measured magnetization in the limit of these ultrathin films, secondly, because the SRO
layers dominate the longitudinal transport. Our results confirm recent theoretical predictions [4] emphasizing the
importance of the local chemical environment at the interface versus strain.
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Spin-polarized surface bands of a single layer of Bi on Ge(111)
C Zucchetti, F Bottegoni, A Calloni, G Bussetti, A Camera, M Finazzi, L Duò and F Ciccacci
Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Spin generation, transport and dynamics in heavy metals with a large spin-orbit interaction are key features laying
at the cutting edge of spintronics. Despite such materials are typically non-magnetic, the structural inversion
symmetry breaking at surfaces or interfaces can introduce a significant Rashba term in the Hamiltonian at particular
points of the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ), thus resulting in spin-polarized electron surface bands [1][2][3]. In the
light of these considerations, we have studied the structural and electronic properties of 1 ML of Bi deposited onto
the (111) surface of a n-doped Ge substrate. Low energy electron diffraction measurements show the presence of a
√3 × √3 reconstruction, compatible with the C3v symmetry which allows Rashba effect to take place. We mapped
the occupied and unoccupied states by angle-resolved ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and inverse
photoemission spectroscopy as a function of the in-plane electron momentum (k||), thus revealing splitted surface
� point of Bi SBZ, as shown in Figure 1(a). These electronic states are indeed spin-polarized as
bands around the 𝑀𝑀
outlined by spin-resolved ARPES of Figure 1(b). Notably, the estimated Rashba parameter (∝𝑅𝑅 R ≈ 1.4 eV · Å),
which describes the removal of spin degeneracy around high symmetry SBZ points, is greatly enhanced with respect
to the one obtained for the (111) surface of bulk Bi [4]. These results confirm the challenging and attractive role
that thin heavy-metals films on semiconductor surfaces might play in spintronics.

� point of the Bi SBZ, with
Figura 1: (a) ARPES spectra of the two spin-polarized branches S1 and S1’ around the 𝑀𝑀
the spin-polarized states represented by red and green dots. (b) Spin-resolved ARPES on S1 and S1’ branches,
�.
probing two different k|| points around ±0.1Å−1 with respect to 𝑀𝑀
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XRMR study of superdiffusive spin transport induced by ultrafast laser pulses
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The discovery of laser pulse induced ultrafast magnetization dynamics [1] has stimulated intense research activity.
The experimental results have led to a series of theoretical models that attempt to describe the underlying
mechanisms. One of these is the so-called superdiffusive spin transport model [2], which predicts that angular
momentum is transported out of the excited area by the excited spin polarized valence electrons. Over the past year,
indirect evidence for the occurrence of spin transport has been found in experiments on magnetic multilayer
samples exhibiting a lateral magnetic domain structure [3,4] or magnetic inter-layer coupling [5]. A direct
verification of the effect of superdiffusive spin transport within a single homogeneously magnetized magnetic
material as predicted by theory [2], however, is still missing. We used time resolved X-ray magnetic reflectivity (trXRMR) to extract the specific evolution of the magnetization profile perpendicular to the film surface.
In the presentation we will report both on the sample characterization by static XRMR done at SEXTANTS and
METROLOGIE beamlines at SOLEIL and the tr-XRMR recorded successfully at the FEMTOSPEX scattering end-station
at the BESSYII slicing source. We will show how we can extract sub picosecond in-depth spatially resolved
magnetization profile using the formalism described in [6] and how this correspond to the theoretical prediction.
Limitation of the present experimental results as well as perspectives using the possibilities offer by XFEL facilities
will also be underlined.
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(Invited) Dynamics of the first order transition and hysteresis in magnetocaloric materials
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Magnetocaloric materials have gained increasing interest as materials for application in alternative solid state
cooling systems due to the promise of higher efficiency compared to vapour compression. A large magnetocaloric
effect (MCE) in the magnetic refrigerant is a prerequisite for being potentially able to provide a larger cooling power
and higher efficiency. Materials exhibiting a first order transition are very attractive in this respect. Despite
breakthroughs achieved in the field, the extensive study revealed a number of challenges in the effective
deployment of the materials with the first order transition [1]. Among these, hysteresis and transition dynamics are
the parameters that require a clear improvement strategy. Here, a progress in understanding and control of the
phase transitions in magnetocaloric materials is reported with an emphasis on material design. On the basis of
thermodynamic considerations, differentiation of first order transitions into two different types - weak and strong according to the relation of the thermal energy to the height of the energy barrier between magnetic states below
and above the transition is proposed [2]. Implications of the transition type on the hysteresis in materials with the
first order transition are discussed. Material choices are compared in terms of their thermodynamics and
applicability for magnetic heat pumping.
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Systematization of magnetic domains in amorphous microwires
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Determination of the magnetic structure in Co- and Fe- rich amorphous microwires is the key element of the
microwire application in magnetic sensor. During last years we studied surface domains in glass covered microwires
using MOKE technique [1, 2]. Starting at room temperature we have determined the main types of the domain
structures (Fig. 1): a) monodomain structure; b) multi-domains structure; c) vortex-like structure. Special attention
was directed on the influence of mechanical stresses and super high frequency electric current on domain structure.
The new step of our investigation is the study of the temperature influence on the surface domains. Performing the
MOKE study in the temperature range of 20-200OC we have found the variety of new structures. Two of them are
presented in Figs. 1d)-e). These structures could be characterised as a hybrid structures. They mainly consist of two
or more local sub-structures which have different domain period and different mobility of domain walls. Now we
recognize that some of these structures are the prolongation of the inner core while the others exist locally in the
outer shell. Another important characteristic of new structures is the meta-stable character of their existence. The
temperature variation could eliminate the local structure supporting in the same time the matrix structure.

Fig. 1. Domain structures observed in glass covered microwires.
During the MOKE experiments we put our attention on the temperature behaviour of INVARtype microwires which are
characterized by the high temperature stability. At this condition the influence of glass covering becomes essential.
Now we understand that the observed temperature effects are related to the specific distribution of the internal
stresses inside the microwire and the influence of glass covering: the glass coating introduces additional internal
stresses due to the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of glass coating and metallic nucleus.
Systematizing the variety of the observed domain structures we have focused on the methods of the creation and
transformation of domain structure and on the temperature range where the domains exist because these
parameters are very important for the stable operation of magnetic sensors.
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Reversible tuning of coercivity of bulk CeMn 2 Ge 2 by Lithium intercalation
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The tunable control of magnetic property under the influence of external electric field, popularly termed as magnetoelectric effect is a thriving research area of recent times. The majority of the reports on magneto-electric effect
concern changes in magnetic property at the surface/ interface [1]. However, a new approach of using Lithium
intercalation has opened up the numerous possibilities of tuning magnetic properties of bulk materials [2]. In this
context, layered RT 2 X 2 compound (R: rare earth, T: transition metal and X: Si/Ge) can be a promising candidate due
to its interesting magnetic properties and possibility to host Lithium ions in between atomic layers stacked along the
c-axis of body centred tetragonal structure (space group I4/mmm). Amongst RT 2 X 2 compounds, CeMn 2 Ge 2 has
been selected for the present study, owing to its interesting magnetic properties arising from diversity of intra and
inter layer magnetic interactions between Mn atoms, which can be mediated using Lithium intercalation.
The compound CeMn 2 Ge 2 has been prepared by vacuum arc melting followed by long homogenization at 800 oC for
4 days. The XRD pattern obtained from as prepared material indicates the phase purity and absence of secondary
phases. The as prepared ingot was crushed into powder of 10-20 µm particle size. The cyclic voltammetry study
indicates a small intercalation plateau at 0.65 V. Subsequently, the powder was blended with 50 nm graphite
powder and coated over cathode. The lithium intercalation to CeMn 2 Ge 2 powder was performed using LiPF 6 /ECDMC electrolyte and Li-metal as anode. It has been observed that the coercivity (at 10 K) of the lithiated sample
increases to 10000 Oe from 2000 Oe observed for as-prepared condition (Fig. 1). Upon reversing the potential,
Lithium ions were extracted (de-lithiation) from the structure and accordingly, the coercivity at 10 K comes back to
the value similar to that of the starting material. However, the magnetization vs. temperature plots measured under
the field cooled and zero field conditions do not reflect any perceptible change of transition temperature upon
lithiation or de-lithiation (Fig. 2). This observation indicates probably the lithiation induced change of magnetic
property is merely restricted to the surface. The analysis of the electrochemical cycling data also suggests only a
small amount of charge is being stored in the structure. Therefore, such small charge is mediating magnetic
interactions at the surface and brings about such a large and reversible change. The possible mechanisms behind
this observed phenomenon will be discussed in this presentation.
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Fig.1: M-H loop of as prepared, lithiated and delithiated samples measured at 10 K

Fig.2: M-T plots of as prepared, lithiated and
de-lithiated samples

Chiral magnetic properties and magnetic phase diagram of trigonal DyNi 3 Ga 9
S Ohara, H Ninomiya, and Y Matsumoto
Nagoya Institute of Technology, Japan
Recently, we have grown single crystals of rare-earth intermetallic compounds RNi3Al9 (R=Gd-Lu) and RNi3Ga9 (R
=Nd, Sm, and Gd-Lu) [1-3]. These compounds crystallize in a chiral structure of the trigonal ErNi3Al9-type with a
space-group R32 [4, 5]. In this structure, the monoaxial chiral magnetism will be caused by Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
(DM) interaction [6]. In fact, we have found YbNi3Al9 is a chiral helical magnet with a magnetic wave vector q=(0, 0,
0.8) below an ordering temperature of 3.4K [1, 5].
In this investigation we studied single crystal DyNi3Ga9 which possesses a transition temperature of 10K. The
specific heat shows a sharp peak at 10K, and three small anomalies around 9K, 4K, and 2K at zero-field. In the
lowest temperature phase, as shown in Fig. 1, four metamagnetic transitions and magnetic plateaus are clearly
observed in magnetization when the magnetic field H is applied for a-axis. Figure 2 shows magnetization processes
in the low field region. For H||a, the magnetization shows concave curve and a small hysteresis. These anomalies
in low field would be originated from the chiral magnetic structure caused by DM-interaction.
We will present the details of magnetic properties and magnetic phase diagrams of DyNi3Ga9. We will also mention
about magnetic structures in each magnetic phase.

Figure 1. Magnetization curves at 2K for
DyNi3Ga9.
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Figure 2. Magnetization in the low field
region at 2K for DyNi3Ga9.
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First principles investigation of the effects of structural defects on the magnetic damping parameter of Co 2 MnSi
B Pradines, R Arras and L Calmels
Université de Toulouse, France
During the last years, the full-Heusler alloy family1 has attracted the attention of many physicists due to its great
magnetic versatility. Since the theoretical prediction of the half-metallicity of Co2MnSi,2 several numerical and
experimental studies have confirmed that this alloy possesses all the necessary features for spintronic applications:
A high Curie temperature, a low magnetic damping parameter3 and a high spin polarization at the Fermi level. These
exceptional characteristics of Co2MnSi are worsened due to the unavoidable partial chemical disorder between
atomic sites in the crystal, to atomic vacancies or to the crystal distortion when a Co2MnSi thin layer is strained on a
substrate. Detailed numerical investigations of the influence of chemical disorder on the magnetic properties, in
particular the Gilbert damping parameter, are only available for the fully-ordered L21 or perfectly disordered A2 or
B2 cubic phases of Co2MnSi,4 but systematic studies including partial chemical disorder intermediate between
these cubic phases, defects or non-cubic deformations are not available in the literature.
The purpose of this work is to fill this theoretical gap. Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green function (KKR-GF) method in
conjunction with linear response and coherent potential approximation (CPA), as implemented in the SPR-KKR5
code, has been used to study the magnetic properties of partly disordered crystal phases intermediate between the
ordered L21 and perfectly disordered B2, A2 and Do3 phases of Co2MnSi, the influence of atom vacancies and the
effects of a tetragonal distortions of the crystal. Correlation between the damping parameter, the atomic disorder,
the distortion of the lattice and the density of states at the Fermi level will be described for all the situations which
may correspond to real samples grown by experimentalists.
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Complex magnetism of Gd intermetallics: Ab-initio theory and experiment
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Using an ab-initio electronic structure theory which includes disordered local moments and strong f-electron
correlations, we have investigated the magnetic ordering and critical temperatures of Gd-intermetallics.1 The theory
correctly finds GdZn and GdCd to be simple ferromagnets and predicts a remarkably large increase of Curie
temperature with pressure (+1.5 K kbar-1) for GdCd, confirmed by our experimental measurements. In our
calculations for GdMg, a transition from ferromagnetic to AF1 is observed with increasing pressure, whilst a canted
magnetic state is seen to emerge from either the ferromagnetic or anti-ferromagnetic state with lowering the
temperature. Replacing 35% of the Mg atoms with Zn removes this transition, in excellent agreement with longstanding experimental data. We conclude that despite being filled and situated at low binding energies, the nonlanthanide metal d-states strongly influence the electronic structure at the Fermi level as well as the magnetic
ordering.
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Giant spontaneous magnetization jumps and relaxation effect in the antiferromagnetic itinerant-electron system
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The remarkable intrinsic magnetic properties of LaFe 12 B 6 compound have been studied combining microscopic
(neutron diffraction) and macroscopic (magnetization) techniques. Neutron powder diffraction (NPD) reveals that
LaFe 12 B 6 exhibits an amplitude-modulated antiferromagnetic structure which can be described with a magnetic
propagation vector of (¼, ¼, ¼) below T N . Fe magnetic moments are confined to the ab-plane with a maximum
value of 0.43 μ B at 1.5 K. It is shown that the antiferromagnetic (AFM) state can be transformed to a ferromagnetic
(FM) state via a field-induced first-order transition accompanied with a huge magnetic hysteresis. LaFe 12 B 6
compound is not only the unique stable RFe 12 B 6 phase, along the rare-earth R series, but also presents
unprecedented magnetic behavior for a purely 3d itinerant-electron system including particularly low ordering
temperature T N = 36 K, remarkably small Fe moment, unusual amplitude-modulated magnetic arrangement and
multicritical point in the magnetic phase diagram. Below a certain threshold temperature the AFM-FM metamagnetic
transition transforms from a spectacular smooth to extremely sharp and multistep transitions. At very low
temperatures, intriguing metamagnetic transitions consisting of a succession of abrupt magnetization jumps
separated by plateaus are observed in LaFe 12 B 6 giving rise to a staircase-like behavior. Under certain combinations
of the external parameters (temperature and magnetic field), the time dependence of the magnetization displays a
unique step-like feature as shown in figure 1. It is demonstrated that this giant spontaneous jump in magnetization
takes place after a silent time and shows a striking resemblance with the phenomenon of an ‘‘incubation time’’
encountered in martensitic transformations. To the best of our knowledge, there have been no reports of such a
step-like magnetic relaxation in any boride materials.
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Figure 1. Time dependence of isofield magnetization curves recorded at the indicated applied fields for LaFe 12 B 6
compound at 2 K.
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(Invited) Quasi-1D topological insulators
G Autès
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland
We present the theoretical prediction and experimental confirmation of a novel Z2 topological insulating phase in
the quasi-1D compound beta-Bi4I4 [1]. First-principles calculations predict that the material is a topological
insulator with Z2 invariants (1;110), making it the first representative of this topological class. This prediction
is confirmed by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments. We show that several aspects
differentiate the topological phase of beta-Bi4I4 from the well known (1;000) phase of topological insulators in the
Bi2Se3 and Bi2Te3 family:
(i) The (1;110) invariants, which indicate that a band inversion takes place away from the Gamma point, results in
translationally active topological surface states at the M point of the (001) surface.
(ii) The defect-free crystals possess a low intrinsic carrier density leaving the Fermi level in proximity to the Dirac
point energy.
(iii) The quasi-1D structure of beta-Bi4I4 results in highly anisotropic surface-state Dirac fermions on the (001)
surface and suggests the possibility of combining topological order with other types of ordering characteristic to
one-dimensional systems.
(iv) The electronic structure of beta-Bi4I4 is in proximity with both the weak topological insulator phase (0;001) and
the trivial phase (0;000), suggesting that a high degree of control over the topological properties can be achieved.
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Tuning the gap and spin texture of topological states at the interface of atom-thin Cr films and Bi 2 Se 3 surfaces
H Aramberri and M C Muñoz
Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid, ICMM-CSIC, Spain
Topological insulators (TI) are characterized by metallic surfaces with topologically protected helical spin surface
states (TSS). The presence of an exchange field, which violates time reversal symmetry reveals novel spin related
phenomena derived from the combination of topology and magnetism. In the present work, based on ab-inito
calculations, we explore the behaviour of the Dirac TSS at the interface between atom-thin Cr films and Bi2Se3
surfaces. We show the controlled emergence of either metallic or gapped TSS, as the magnetic Cr film thickness
increases a double Dirac-metal to gapped transition of the TSS takes place, see Fig.1. The opening and closing of
the gap at the Dirac point is caused by the spin reorientation transitions arising in the Cr films. We find that atomthin Cr layers adhered to Bi2Se3 surfaces present a magnetic ground state with ferromagnetic planes coupled
antiferromagnetically. As the thickness of the Cr film increases stepwise from one to three atomic layers, the
direction of the magnetization changes twice from out–of–plane to in–plane and to out–of–plane again. The out–of–
plane magnetization drives the gap opening. Correlated with the gap evolution, there is a modification of the TSS
spin texture, which undergoes a double circular skyrmion to circular meron transition. Therefore, the Cr spin
reorientation leads to the metalinsulator transition and consequently, the thickness of the Cr film provides a simple,
accessible and effective mechanism to control and modify the metallic or gapped nature, as well as the spin texture
of the topological Dirac states. Our results open a route to the realization of the exotic topological magnetoelectric
effect and to the manipulation of the TSS required for the development of TI based spintronic devices.

FIG. 1. (a) Top view of Bi2Se3 (111) surface. Dashed lines depict the mirror planes M1 , M2 and M3, the M and K
points of the Brillouin zone (BZ) are also indicated. (b) to (d) show the relaxed geometries for 1 to 3 ML Cr films on a
4 QL Bi2Se3 slab, along with arrows indicating the magnetization of the Cr layers for the magnetic ground state. (e)
Band structure around the center of the BZ for a pristine 4 QL Bi2Se3 slab. (f) to (g) display the band dispersion
diagrams for 1 to 3 MLs Cr/Bi2Se3 system. The projection of the states on the interfacemost QL of Bi2Se3 is shown in
red, while the projection on the Cr subsystem is shown in cyan.

Sputtering condition dependence of spin-orbit torque induced magnetization switching in W/CoFeB/MgO
C Zhang1, S Fukami1-3, K Watanabe1, A Ohkawara1, S DuttaGupta1, H Sato2,3, F Matsukura1,2,4 and H Ohno1,2,3,4
Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and Spintronics, Tohoku University1, CSIS, Tohoku University2, CIES, Tohoku
University3, WPI-AIMR, Tohoku University4
Spin-orbit torque (SOT) induced magnetization switching in heavy-metal/ferromagnetic-metal/oxide
heterostructures[1-2] has attracted great interest in these years as a new switching scheme for magnetic tunnel
junction devices. 
𝛽𝛽-W is a promising material for the heavy-metal layer due to its large spin Hall angle (~0.3)[3]. The
SOT-switching properties are expected to depend on the structure, or resistivity, of W, which can be controlled by the
deposition condition[4]. Here we evaluate the SOT switching efficiency of nano-scale W/CoFeB/MgO dots with
perpendicular magnetic easy axis fabricated from the stacks deposited under various sputtering conditions. We note
that the measurement on nano-scale devices is crucial for accurate evaluation of SOT-switching properties[5].
From the evaluation of crystalline structure and resistivity 
𝝆𝝆 of W investigated by X-ray diffraction technique and
standard four-probe method, we find that lower sputtering power and higher gas pressure promote the formation of
𝜷𝜷phase of W with higher
𝝆𝝆.For instance, the W layer deposited at 100 W and 0.06 Pa possesses𝝆𝝆of 111𝝁𝝁𝝁𝝁cm,
which increases to 202 𝝁𝝁𝝁𝝁cm for the layer deposited at 30 W and 0.17 Pa. We fabricate the SOT-switching devices
consisting of a 120-nm diameter dots on a W Hall bar from the stacks of
W(5nm)/CoFeB(1.3nm)/MgO(2nm)/Ta(1nm) deposited under various conditions. Magnetization switching is
induced by pulsed currents (pulse width: 10 ns) under an in-plane magnetic field (20 mT) applied collinear with the
current. We find that the switching efficiency HKeff/Jth increases by a factor of 2.5±0.3 with increasing 𝝆𝝆from 111 to
202 𝝁𝝁𝝁𝝁cm,where the threshold current densityJthdecreases from 1.80 to 1.34x1012A/m2and the effective
anisotropy field HKeff (evaluated from a transport measurement) increases from 0.24±0.01 to 0.46±0.05 T. The
obtained switching efficiency is much larger than that for the devices with Ta as a heavy-metal layer[5], indicating
that the W is more efficient source of SOT with some degree of the tunability of the efficiency.
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Layer-dependent quantum cooperation of electron and hole states in the anomalous semimetal WTe 2
P K Das1,2, D D Sante3,4, I Vobornik1, J Fujii1, T Okuda5, E Bruyer3, A Gyenis6, B E Feldman6, J Tao7, R Ciancio1, G
Rossi1,8, M N Ali9, S Picozzi3, A Yadzani6, G Panaccione1 and R J Cava9
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The behavior of electrons and holes in a crystal lattice is a fundamental quantum phenomenon, accounting for a
rich variety of properties in solids. Boosted by the remarkable electronic and physical properties of two-dimensional
(2D) materials such as graphene and topological insulators, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), long of
interest in materials science, have recently received renewed attention in this context. Among TMDs, the anomalous
bulk properties of semimetallic WTe 2 have attracted considerable interest [1]. Here we report angle and spinresolved photoemission spectroscopy of WTe 2 single crystals, through which we are able to disentangle the role of
W and Te atoms in the formation of the band structure and to identify the interplay of the charge, spin and orbital
degrees of freedom [2]. Supported by first-principles calculations and high-resolution surface topography, we reveal
the existence of a layer-dependent electronic behavior. The balance of electron and hole states is found only when
considering at least three Te-W-Te layers, showing that the behavior of WTe 2 is in between those expected for 2D
and 3D electronic systems. The observed evolution as a function of depth from the surface indicates that WTe 2
provides an excellent platform to study the effect of dimensionality on the quantum properties of matter.
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Circularly polarized light interaction in topological insulators investigated by time-resolved ARPES
D Bugini1,2, F Boschini1,3, H Hedayat1, H Yi4, C Chen4, X Zhou4, C Manzoni5, G Cerullo1, C Dallera1 and E Carpene5
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Topological Insulators (TI) represent a hot-topic for both basic physics and promising applications because of the inplane spin-polarized surface states (TSS) arising within the bulk insulating energy gap. The backscattering
protection and the control of the spin polarization using ultrashort light pulses open new scenarios in the use of this
class of materials for future opto-spintronic devices.
Using time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy on SbxBi(2-x)SeyTe(3-y) class, we studied the ultrafast
dynamics of the circular dichroism (CD) i.e. the response of spin-polarized electrons to ultrashort circularly-polarized
pulses.
Here we report, for the first time, the experimental evidence of a direct coupling between light and empty topological
surface states (ESS) and the establishment of a flow of spin-polarized electrons in k-space i.e. a photon-induced
spin-current.

Figure 1: (a) Electron distribution curves in the 0.8-1.9 eV binding energy range for two opposite pump helicities
(circular right – CR (blue) and circular left – CL (red)) at 0 fs delay. Two dichroic shoulders centered at 1.6 eV appear
on the tails of the spin-unpolarized bulk electronic peak (b) Dichroic asymmetry, A =(CR-CL)/(CR+CL), showing the
signature of the two branches of the Empty Dirac Cone (ESS). (c) Comparison between the CD difference D= (CRCL) (violet triangles) and the unpolarized electronic background induced by CL pump (orange circles) for the CRdichroic branch of the ESS at three different angles of emission +5° (top), +1° (middle) and −5° (bottom). At the
central angle the CD difference exhibites a delay of 25 fs respect to the outer angles.

Determining spin orbit torques by spin torque magnetometry and domain wall depinning
T Schulz1, K Lee1, B Krüger1, R L Conte1,2, G V Karnad1, K Garcia3, L Vila4,5, B Ocker6, D Ravelosona3 and M Kläui1,2
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In spintronics, an efficient method for manipulating magnetization in magnetic materials is a key issue. Spin transfer
torque (STT) uses a spin-polarized current to manipulate the magnetization [1]. STT was initially the mechanism
used for current induced domain wall motion (CIDWM). However, for applications in racetrack memories more
efficient torques are needed. Recently the new concept of spin orbit torques (SOT) has been discovered and studied
by many groups [2-4]. One source of SOTs is the spin orbit interaction at the interface of a heavy normal metal and
a magnetic layer due to the inverse spin galvanic effect and a second source is the spin Hall effect. The resulting
transfer of >1hbar/electron enables magnetization manipulation with high efficiency.
We have determined the SOTs by spin torque magnetometry [5] in Ta(5 nm) \Co 20 Fe 60 B 20 (1 nm)\MgO(2 nm)
nanostructures. In analyzing the spin torque magnetometry signals, we have employed different methods of analysis
for the SOTs at different magnetization tilting angles [6-8]. Based on the angular dependence of the spin-orbit
torques we calculate the non-trivial corresponding current equivalent effective out-of-plane fields acting on a
domain wall (DW). The effective fields of the SOT were for comparison measured by depinning measurements [9].
By developing a 1D model we compared the effective field values measured by the two different methods and find
that the effective field measured by the depinning technique is proportional but not equal to the effective fields
measured by spin torque magnetometry. By comparing these different techniques to quantify the spin-orbit torques
[6-8], we ascertain their reliability to describe and predict spin texture dynamics such as domain wall motion. The
combined results allow us to develop a robust method to quantify the torques reliably, which is a key step to the
development of novel systems with tailored torques.

Figure 1 2nd harmonic measurements for the (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse effective fields of the spin orbit
torques in Ta(5 nm) \ Co 20 Fe 60 B 20 (1 nm) \ MgO(2 nm) nanowires.
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Spin orbit torques in rare earth garnet films with perpendicular anisotropy
A Quindeau, C-F Pai, M Mann, L Caretta, C O Avci, A S Tang, M C Onbasli, G F Dionne, G S D Beach and C A Ross
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA
Iron garnets are a class of ferrimagnetic insulators (FMIs) with composition R3Fe5O12 whose magnetic and
magnetooptical properties can be modified by substitution on the dodecahedral R site. Here we describe chargecurrent-induced switching of the magnetization in heterostructures consisting of heavy metal/Tm3Fe5O12 (TmIG) films
grown on a Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG) (111) substrate. The TmIG is epitaxially grown by pulsed laser deposition, leading to
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) of magnetoelastic origin due to the in-plane tensile strain. MOKE,
vibrating sample magnetometry and magnetic force microscopy confirm the presence of PMA and a near-bulk
magnetization even for films as thin as 10 nm. Symmetric x-ray diffraction scans around the (444) GGG-substrate
and TmIG peaks demonstrate fully strained TmIG films with the anticipated Laue diffraction peak shape. Reciprocal
space mapping showed that in plane the TmIG was coherently strained to match the GGG (111) lattice parameter.
XMCD measurements show the ferrimagnetic configuration of the tetrahedral Fe and the Tm and octahedral Fe.
Spin Hall effect (SHE)-induced spin-orbit torque (SOT) was characterized by depositing 5 nm thick Pt or Ta bars on
the TmIG. Although numerous works have demonstrated the efficacy of SOT in manipulating the magnetization of
ferromagnetic metals, SOT-controlled switching of FMIs has not yet been observed. Here we show that spin Hall
currents in Pt and Ta can generate SOTs in the adjacent TmIG film. A dc current in the heavy metal generates an outof-plane effective field in the FMI consistent with an antidamping torque whose magnitude is comparable to that
observed in allmetallic systems. Full bidirectional reversal of the TmIG magnetization was produced by a dc current
in the presence of a fixed bias field. These results show that charge currents flowing in a heavy metal can produce
an effective field sufficient to completely reverse the magnetization of a FMI, and can detect the magnetization
direction in a FMI electrically.

Left: MFM image of demagnetized film showing perpendicular domain structure. Center: MOKE hysteresis loop of 10
nm TmIG film for out-of-plane field. Right: Switching of a TmIG film by passing current through an adjacent Pt layer,
represented by the applied voltage.

(Invited) Spintronics in micromagnetism
C Abert, F Bruckner, C Vogler and D Suess
TU Wien, Austria
In recent years spintronics has gained a lot of attention in the magnetism community. Possible application of
spintronics devices range from novel storage technologies such as STT MRAM and racetrack memory to tunable
frequency generators. In order to support the development of such devices there is a high demand for simulation
tools that properly model the involved effects.
The micromagnetic model is a well established and reliable tool for the investigation of magnetization dynamics in
systems subject to purely magnetic energy contributions such as exchange and magnetostatic energy.
However, when in comes to spintronics, a multitude of additional physical effects has to be considered and likewise
a variety of extensions to the micromagnetic model exist. Two popular extensions are the models of Slonczewski [1]
and the model of Zhang and Li [2]. While the model of Slonczewski is able to describe the dynamics of multilayer
structures in a single spin approximation, the model of Zhang and Li is able to describe current driven domain-wall
motion. While these models describe the influence of the electric current onto the magnetization, they do not
consider the influence of the magnetization onto the current.
The spin diffusion model introduced by Zhang, Levy and Fert [3] was shown to incorporate both models and
furthermore describes current and resistance in a self-consistent fashion. Figure 1 shows the results for a dynamical
spin diffusion simulation of a spin torque oscillator.

Figure 1: Spin-torque oscillator. (a) magnetization snapshot during oscillation (b) Averaged magnetization and
electric potential during equilibration
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Synchronization in double nanocontact vortex oscillators
A Accioly and J-V Kim
Univ. Paris-Sud, Université Paris-Saclay, France
Magnetic vortices in thin films are configurations in which the magnetization curls in the film plane with an out-ofplane component in the vortex core due to competing exchange and dipolar interactions. When subject to spin
transfer torques (STT) in a nanocontact (NC) geometry, the vortex can show gyrotropic motion around the NC and
periodic core reversal [1]. In spin valves, the vortex motion in the free layer leads to time variations in the giant
magnetoresistance, which make these kind of systems attractive for technological applications in the microwave
frequency domain. Previous studies have shown that a vortex orbiting a single NC can have regular and chaotic
motion involving core reversal [1], and that a multi NC system can show phase-locking [2], but it is still not clear
how synchronization is achieved in the latter and what underlying mechanisms are at play. To address these
questions, we have performed large-scale micromagnetics simulations [3] of vortex dynamics in a double NC
system. The system comprises two self-oscillating vortices (one around each NC), which are coupled together by an
antivortex. We show that mutual phase-locking is possible (Fig. 1) over a range of applied currents and NC
separations. Moreover, we identify different phase-locked states that are possible, which involve different relative
polarities of the two vortex cores, and possible chaotic states under certain conditions. We also analyze how inplane applied fields can modify the coupling between the two vortex oscillators. Our results shed light on how such
coupled oscillators may be useful for neuro-inspired computing schemes such as associative memories [4].

Figure 1. Frequency of the vortex oscillations around left and right NCs as the electric current in the left NC is swept
from 18 to 22 mA. The current in the right NC was kept constant at 20 mA.
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Dynamical analysis of the magnetization reversal in ferromagnetic nanostructures subjected to asymmetric
magnetostatic interactions
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Understanding and controlling the magnetization behavior in magnetic nanostructures remains a key issue in
fundamental physics and for various technological applications. In this framework, the desired single-domain and
Ising-like behavior is commonly achieved by exploiting the shape anisotropy in elongated nanostructures. However,
the energy landscape determined by the geometry and material properties comprises various stable and metastable
states, which cannot be explored under the sole action of a uniform externally applied magnetic field. We have
experimentally observed that Permalloy nanobars (720 nm x 170 nm x 25 nm) arranged in a chiral square unit can
form a stable vortex state of predefined chirality during the system’s remagnetization process, even if only the
single-domain state is achievable for an isolated nanostructure. Measurements of 2nd order Diffracted MagnetoOptical Kerr Effect hysteresis loops and inspections of Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) images of remanent states
in such chiral units reveal the presence of a critical angle 𝜗𝜗 C in the applied field orientation, which separates the
single-domain magnetization reversal path from the magnetic vortex state reversal path [1]. This mechanism has
been studied by micromagnetic simulations [2] and the Dynamic Matrix Method [3] in order to trace out the origin
of the difference in the reversal paths in the dynamical evolution of the magnetization [4]. The symmetry breaking
induced by the inhomogeneous and asymmetric interactions in the chiral unit leads to the formation of new
localized dynamical edge modes: the nucleation of the vortex state is connected to the complete softening of the
lowest frequency localized edge mode occurring at applied field angles below 𝜗𝜗 C . Above 𝜗𝜗 C , only a partial softening
of this mode occurs and thus such a behavior gives rise to the conventional single-domain magnetization reversal
path. Our results demonstrate that localized magnetic field sources can be used to actively manipulate the reversal
paths of nanomagnets beyond what is achievable via lateral confinement and anisotropy engineering alone. The
experimental evidence is supported by the dynamical analysis of the oscillation modes, whose symmetries allow us
to accurately predict the evolution of the magnetization reversal process.
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Figure 1. Panel (a) shows the MFM image of a portion of the
considered sample. Below the MFM image, the schematic representing the
inhomogeneous and asymmetric magnetostatic interaction produced by the
vertical nanobars is depicted. Panel (b) shows the frequency evolution of
the lowest frequency edge mode as a function of the externally applied
magnetic field H, both below and above ϑ . At high magnetic fields, the
behavior is quite similar, also in terms of the spatial localization of the
dynamical oscillation (as pointed out by the inset mode profiles). Reducing
the magnitude of the field, the graphs show a different frequency evolution,
reflecting a different magnetization reversal path for the analyzed cases.
Panel (c) shows the MFM images of the basic unit composing the sample
after being subjected to magnetic fields applied at different angles. Above
ϑ , the image contrast indicates the presence of a single-domain
magnetization state in the horizontal nanobars, while, below ϑ , the
signature of a magnetic vortex state appears.
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Field operating window of magnetic domain wall sensors.
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The potential of non-volatile data storage with very low power provides certain advantages to magnetic domain wallbased sensors using GMR [1, 2] as technological read-out solution. However, there are a number of open questions
with respect to domain wall dynamics, which need to be understood to obtain reliable devices [3]. The stochasticity
of the domain wall behaviour concerning its depinning events as well as the complexity of the manufacturing
constitute major issues for the technology to reach the market. In particular, the key issue is that sensors operate
reliably in a certain field window, which should be as large as possible. This study reports the influence of
roughness, crystallinity, shape and material stacks on this window of a free layer of a multi-turn sensor driven by
rotating external fields.
Magnetic single layers of NiFe, CoFe as well as a bilayer of
CoFe/NiFe and a complete GMR stack are fabricated and
investigated using MOKE microscopy measurements to
ascertain an understanding of the physics governing the
operating field window. All data obtained by Kerr
microscopy is compared to GMR measurements (Fig.1) to
assess the relevance for the industrial application.
Furthermore, the MOKE measurement provides a probe of
the operating window for single magnetic layers where MR
effects are small. We vary the thickness and the width for
different selected materials. The measurement involves
extracting the nucleation field value (upper bound of the
window) and the depinning field (lower bound) with a fixed
angle of the applied field as well as with a rotating magnetic

Figure 1: Comparison between the nucleation
values for 3000 sensors measured with GMR and
24 with Kerr microscopy for a GMR stack patterned
into wires 200-350 nm wide.

field. Indeed, the nucleation field appears to be strongly
dependent on the direction of the applied field as the field
values found for a fixed and rotating magnetic field are not
identical. The nucleation values are fitted with an equation
based on the shape anisotropy including a variation to the
demagnetizing factor [5]. In Fig. 2, we plot the fitting
parameter of the equation as a function of the width for a
rotating field. For the depinning curves (Fig.2 (dots as
symbols)), it is a priori not clear what dependence on the
width can be expected, however, we note that the depinning
field of the CoFe sample is much higher than the NiFe.
Indeed, the intrinsic anisotropy of Ni81Fe19 is zero, so even in the polycrystalline case, a uniform magnetization can
be expected. However, Co90Fe10 has an intrinsic anisotropy (K1 > 4.3*104 J/m3 [4]), thereby, a random alignment of
the anisotropy of the neighbouring grains combined with the exchange coupling across the grain boundaries can
result in a highly energetic inhomogeneous spin texture, which can strongly pin domain walls (leading to a higher
lower bound) and create local spots where the nucleation can occur (explaining the observed differences between
angular scan and single direction scan). For the nucleation fields (Fig.2 (squares)), the fitting parameter appears
constant (within the error bars) thus denoting a clear w-1 dependency as expected from shape anisotropy. The linear
variation of the thickness is compensated by the same linear variation of the nucleation field thus exhibiting the
same constant value for the two thicknesses (red and purple) assessing the validity of our demagnetizing factor
compared with [5].
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Field dependent spin-torque diode sensitivity in a magnetic tunnel junction
D Tiwari1, N Sisodia1, R Sharma1, P Dürrenfeld2, J Åkerman2, 3 and P K Muduli1,2
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Spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance technique (STFMR) [1, 2], an extension of the common ferromagnetic
resonance technique provides useful information about magnetization dynamics in nanomagnetic systems. In the
STFMR technique, a dc voltage is produced by the microwave current when the frequency of the injected microwave
current is close to the eigen frequency of the nanomagnet. By modelling the dependence of this voltage on the
applied microwave frequency, one can extract information about the resonance frequencies, linewidth, and
magnitude of spin torques. Recently, a field modulation STFMR (FM-STFMR) technique is proposed [3], which
provides higher SNR. In this work, we discuss field dependent spin-torque diode sensitivity in a magnetic tunnel
junction nano-pillar using FM-STFMR technique. The MTJ devices with circular diameters of 180 nm and TMR of
73%, similar to Ref. [4], are studied. The FM-STFMR curve shows better signal to noise compared to radio-frequency
modulation STFMR (RFM-STFMR) as shown in Fig. 1 (a). When the frequency of the MTJ nanopillar is varied by
varying external magnetic field (Hext), the measured peak-to-peak voltage shows a non-monotonic behaviour. The
sensitivity is found to decrease with RF power [Fig.1 (c)] and increase with dc bias [Fig.1 (d)] in agreement with our
previous work [5]. However, the sensitivity for 500 Oe is found to be higher. We will discuss macrospin simulations
to explain this non-monotonic behaviour of spin torque diode sensitivity with magnetic field.

Figure1:(a) STFMR spectra measured using two methods (b) Resonance frequency (f 0 ) and V p-p as a function of H ext
at I dc = 7 mA and P e = -10 dBm. (c) Experimentally measured sensitivity as a function of applied input RF power and
(d) applied dc current at varying H ext .
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Modelling current-driven motion of magnetic domain walls and its control using in-plane fields in PMA materials
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Recent studies on perpendicularly magnetized heterostructures of ultrathin ferromagnets sandwiched between a
heavy metal layer and an oxide have highlighted the importance of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and broken inversion
symmetry in domain wall (DW) motion. Specifically, chiral DWs are stabilized in these systems due to the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [1]. SOC can also lead to enhanced current induced DW motion attributed
to the spin Hall effect (SHE) [2]. Externally applied in-plane fields may be used to control SHE driven DW motion by
manipulating the internal magnetic structure of the DW. While micromagnetic simulations of this problem are in
agreement with experiments, analytical models fail to reproduce micromagnetic results accurately [3].
In this work, micromagnetic simulations and analytical models are used to study current-driven DW motion under inplane fields in perpendicularly magnetized nanowires with strong DMI. Micromagnetic simulations revealed a critical
longitudinal in-plane field at which the DW velocity reaches zero and a critical transverse field for which the DW
does not tilt. These features were also observed in experiments by our collaborators, and could be used as
measures of DMI strength. We found that only an analytical model with four collective coordinates (q-Φ-χ-Δ) is
able to reproduce the characteristic shape of the DW velocity versus longitudinal field curve. Two approaches were
used to extend the q-Φ-χ-Δ analytical model to include canting in the domains, which improved the predictions of
the analytical models.

Fig. 1. Variation of DW velocity with longitudinal in-plane field, in the case of SHE driven DW motion under a current
density of J = 0.1 TA/m2 in a Pt-CoFe-MgO system. This figure compares different forms of the four coordinate
analytical model developed in the paper to results from micromagnetic simulations.
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Spin transfer driven resonant expulsion of a magnetic vortex core in a magnetic tunnel junction
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The investigation on spin transfer dynamics in the last decade have led to considerable advances in spintronics,
including opportunities for new features in radiofrequency devices (rf), such as signal generation. These devices,
called spin transfer nano-oscillators (STNOs) are based on the excitation of precession modes in frequency ranges
from 100 MHz up to tens of GHz [1]. Among the different configurations studied, the precession of a vortex core
induced by spin transfer is of particular interest because, in addition to being a model system for identifying the
origin of spin transfer torques, vortex based STNOs have excellent signal characteristics, i.e, large output power and
small linewidth [2].
A potential new functionality of STNO is the radio frequency detection. Indeed, when a RF current is injected into the
device, the magnetization dynamics induced by torques associated with the rf current generates a rectification
voltage called spin diode effect which is related to the mixture of the variation of the resistance and the oscillations
of the applied rf power. Such effect was observed using modes associated to a uniform magnetization in magnetic
tunnel junctions (MTJs) [3] with a higher sensitivity already to the existing semiconductor based detectors [4].
Recently, we focused our studies on the spin diode effect for vortex MTJs [5]. At low Irf (typically less than 1 mA), the
mode of the gyrotropic vortex core is excited resonantly by both Slonczewski and Field-like torques associated to the
rf current. This vortex motion is converted by spin-diode effect into a voltage (See Fig. 1a) that depends of the
different contributions of the torques.
The amplitude of the radius oscillations (and thus the detected voltage) can be compared quantitatively to
analytical predictions and micromagnetic simulations [5]. At stronger Irf and in presence of a dc current (to partially
compensate the damping), a new phenomenon is observed: the resonant expulsion of the vortex core. Indeed, in
this case, the radius of the vortex core excitation becomes larger than the tunnel junction radius. Thus the magnetic
configuration goes from a vortex configuration to a quasi-uniform state when the frequency of I rf approaches the
frequency of the vortex core resonance mode (see Fig. 1b). This phenomenon is accompanied by a sudden and
significant change in resistance (and therefore the voltage) of the device. This effect offers an interesting alternative
to the spin diode effect for detecting rf signals because the sensitivities are potentially much higher and moreover it
allows to consider the development of real time thresholds detectors [6].

Figure 1. a) Rectification effect b) Vortex core expulsion
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(Invited) Ultrafast magnetism of ferrimagnetic oxides
I Radu
Max-Born Institute Berlin, Germany
Using light to control the magnetic order parameter on ultimate time and length scales is a core research activity of
modern magnetism [1]. Of particular interest for both fundamental and applied science is the use of femtosecond
(fs) laser pulses to fully switch the magnetization orientation of a spin ensemble on ultrashort time scales [2,3].
Here, I will present the latest developments in our studies on ultrafast magnetism, which reveal highly unexpected
and very intriguing phenomena. In particular, by employing novel experimental approaches combining resonant and
selective photo-excitation of quasiparticles using mid-IR and visible radiation with femtosecond X-ray probing of
spins we reveal: (i) a novel pathway for ultrafast demagnetization of spin-ordered solids by resonant excitation of
their crystal lattice and (ii) a highly efficient magnetization switching process in ferrimagnetic oxides.
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(Invited) Steering and excitation of spin waves in ferromagnetic thin films by pattern, internal field or excitation
source design
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The magnetic counterpart of photonics, magnonics is focused on the use of spin waves, instead of electromagnetic
waves, for transmitting and processing information. Spin-wave beam in magnonics can play a role analogous to that
of light beam in photonics, where it is an inherent element of research and applications. However, the lack of
efficient spin-wave beam source limits the exploration and exploitation of this field. We present a method for the
generation of a narrow spin-wave beam in homogeneous ferromagnetic thin films by microwave current in a
coplanar waveguide of varied width. We have verified the applicability of this approach for the generation of beams
in different magnetization configurations, and showed the possibility of induction of multiple spin-wave beams of
different width in the same film. Next, we use spin-wave beams to study spin-wave reflection by and transmission
through edges and interfaces of ferromagnetic thin films, to demonstrate the Goos-Hänchen shift of reflected and
transmitted spin waves and their sensitivity to the magnetic properties at the film edge. These studies also provide a
numerical proof of the possibility of controlling the propagation of a spin-wave beam by gradual change of the
refractive index, and demonstrate the magnonic analogs of optical effects, such as mirage. For the excitation of
short-wavelength spin-wave beams we propose to use magnonic crystals, the magnetic analog of photonic crystals,
suitable also for tailoring the spin-wave propagation. We demonstrate the possibility of partial or full angle
collimation of monochromatic spin-wave beams transmitted to planar two-dimensional magnonic crystals.

Time-resolved imaging of Permalloy films excited by tightly-focused optical pulses: Magnonics, optics or magnetoelastics?
C S Davies, F Mushenok and V V Kruglyak
University of Exeter, UK
The interaction between light and matter on ultrashort time scales is a complex research topic. It has been
demonstrated experimentally that tightly-focused optical pulses excite both spin and surface acoustic waves in
Permalloy films [1], while more recent theoretical calculations suggest that magneto-elastic waves could also be
excited in such experiments [2]. Here, we report results of time-resolved magneto-optical imaging of surface
dynamics excited in continuous Permalloy films of 20 and 50 nm thickness by tightly-focused ultrafast laser pulses.
The films were biased by an in-plane magnetic field H B of 145 Oe. The optical pump pulses were linearly polarised.
For the 20 nm thick film, a single “spot” of increased reflectivity signal (Fig. 1 (b), left) was observed throughout,
alongside a stationary four-lobed Kerr signal of alternating polarity (Fig. 1 (b), right). In contrast, the transient
reflectivity signal acquired from the 50 nm thick film was non-uniform (Figs. 1 (c)-(d), left), although the character /
symmetry of the stationary four-lobed Kerr signal was preserved (Figs. 1 (c)-(d), right). In addition, quasi-axiallysymmetric wave excitations were observed to propagate away from the excited region (Fig. 1 (d), right). Further
measurements revealed that the symmetry of the observed reflectivity / Kerr signals was independent of the bias
field orientation, pump polarisation and sample orientation. The results reported here reveal intriguing questions
about the origin of the observed magneto-optical contrast.
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Fig. 1 (a) Time-resolved signals recorded over the first 10 ps after excitation acquired from the 20 and 50 nm thick
Permalloy films as indicated. (b) Snapshots of the transient reflectivity and Kerr signals acquired from the 20 nm
thick Permalloy film 667 fs after the excitation. (c) and (d) Images of the transient reflectivity and Kerr signals
acquired from the 50 nm thick Permalloy film 10 and 524 ps after the excitation, respectively.

Non-thermal magnetization switching via the ultrafast photomagnetism in a garnet
K Szerenos and A Stupakiewicz
University of Bialystok, Poland
In the recent years ultrafast all-optical magnetization switching was demonstrated in numerous metallic magnetic
systems [1,2] showing exciting possibilities of sub-picosecond optical control over spins and application in
magnetic memory devices. In this study we focus on Co-substituted yttrium-iron garnet (001) with non-thermally
induced photomagnetic effect at room temperature. In our previous report we demonstrated in such garnet a large
angle of the magnetization precession through excitation by linearly polarized femtosecond laser pulses via the
photoinduced magnetic anisotropy [3]. In this report we demonstrate non-thermal switching of magnetization. The
laser-induced magnetic domain changes were studied by recording images of the domain patterns before and after
the single pulse excitation with 35 fs time duration using Faraday geometry. We observed switching of the
magnetization induced by a single linearly-polarized pump pulse without external magnetic field under different
angle of polarization and pump fluence (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Imaging of reversible „write-erase” single pulse magnetization switching using the linear pump polarizations
along [100] and [010] directions in a garnet.
The switching of magnetization shows strong dependence on the wavelength and the polarization of pump light,
being reversible with orthogonal polarization of pump. From the fluence dependence of the induced domain size one
can see a threshold for switching. The results correlate with the magnetization precession measurements,
suggesting a precessional switching mechanism under high Gilbert damping in our garnet sample.
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Non-equilibrium magnetic phenomena in the light of Free Electron Laser
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The advent of free-electron-lasers (FEL) represents a groundbreaking advancement for innovative time resolved and
pump-probe magneto-optic spectroscopies disclosing a new way to study emerging magneto optical phenomena
and the underlying physics. In this context, the MagneDyn project, now in construction on the full coherent-variable
polarization soft X-ray FERMI seeded FEL, will pave the road for exploring the ultimate limits of magneto-dynamic
processes in conventional and advanced magnetic materials.
A brief introduction is given of combined time resolved optical and x-ray spectroscopies at a FEL. I will discuss new
experimental opportunities for investigating out-of-equilibrium phenomena in superconductor/magnetic
heterostructures.

Manipulating magnetism by ultrafast control of the exchange interaction
J Mentink
Radboud University, The Netherlands
Magnetic ordering originates from the exchange interaction, the strongest interaction between microscopic spins. In
thermodynamic equilibrium this concept is well known and can often be conveniently described by the Heisenberg
exchange Hamiltonian

where Jij is the exchange parameter and Si and Sj are spins at neighboring sites i,j of a lattice. However, much less
is known about the validity of this concept under electronic nonequilibrium conditions such as generated by
femtosecond laser excitation. Here we present recent theoretical [1,2] advances which demonstrate an ultrafast
control of exchange interactions. Interestingly, we find that depending on the laser frequency and intensity an
enhancement, reduction and even complete reversal of the sign of the exchange interaction can be achieved.
Moreover, we show how such ultrafast control of the exchange interaction can be used to manipulate magnetic
order. In addition to the excitation of high-frequency spin precession in canted antiferromagnets that has been
recently observed in experiments [3], we argue that a change of sign of the exchange interaction causes an effective
timereversal of the spin dynamics. This is illustrated in Figure 1 and may be observable in cold atom systems.
Furthermore, we show that the modification of exchange interaction can even cause spin dynamics in collinear
antiferromagnetic condensed matter systems. Such spin dynamics has recently been observed experimentally [4,5]
and we show that this is a pure quantum effect that stems from the difference between the classical Neel state and
the true ground state of the quantum antiferromagnet [6].

Figure 1: Time reversal of the spin dynamics by periodic driving with an electric field. (a) field envelop of the electric
field. (b) Time evolution of the staggered magnetization M (red) and double occupation d (blue) calculated for a 10site Hubbard chain. Taken from [2].
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Long-range and high-speed electronic spin-transport at a GaAs/AlGaAs semiconductor interface
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The spin-conserving length and time scales are the key parameters that define and limit the functionality of
spintronic devices such as spin-transistors or spin-valves [1]. The desired long-range spin-transport together with a
high speed operation in these spintronic elements brings the requirement on the long spin life-time as well as on the
high mobility of the spin-carriers. Achieving simultaneously these two favorable characteristics has been a major
challenge. [2,3]
In our work [4], we employ the spatially and time-resolved pump and probe technique to demonstrate that spins
can be detected at distances reaching more than 10 μm at times as short as nanoseconds using an undoped
GaAs/AlGaAs interface. The unusual combination of long-range and high-speed electronic spin-transport is due to
the simultaneous suppression of mechanisms that limit the spin life-time and the electron mobility. This we
achieved by electron-hole separation in an electric field. By studying a series of structures of different layer
compositions, we show that the optically generated spin-polarized carriers with spin life-times exceeding 10 ns are
observed at GaAs/AlGaAs interfaces deposited directly on a GaAs substrate or embedded in complex
semiconductor heterostructures. Our conclusions are confirmed by complementary dc and THz conductivity
measurements.

Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of the spatially and time-resolved setup. (b) Kerr dynamics of a spin population at different
distances from the injection point. (c) The time-evolution of the spatial spin-distribution.
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Microscopic theory of ultrafast spin dynamics driven by phonon magnetic fields in a ferrimagnetic insulator
P Maldonado1, S Mährlein2, I Radu3, A Paarmann2, M Gensch4, A M Kalashnikova5, R V Pisarev5, M Wolf2, T
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The magnetization of the insulating ferrimagnet Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 (YIG) is quenched following a resonant phonon excitation
by a THz electromagnetic pulse. As electronic degrees of freedom are not excited, the complexity of the subsequent
dynamics is considerably reduced as compared to ultrafast demagnetization of ferromagnetic metals. To explain the
microscopic processes leading to a phonon-driven demagnetization in YIG, we perform an ab initio study of the
electronic structure and phonon modes of the system. The role of standard microscopic interactions, such as
exchange, spin-orbit, or dipole-dipole interactions, in the observed phonon-to-magnon ultrafast conversion is
analyzed, strikingly revealing a negligible contribution. Therefore, we examine a long-time dismissed interaction,
namely, the coupling between transverse optical phonon and spins, and provide evidences of its fundamental role
in the ultrafast quenching process. Here, vibrating lattice ions are moving charges and, thus, microscopic electric
currents, which induce magnetic fields that subsequently, interact with the atomic spins (see Fig. 1a). We derive a
microscopic theory based on the resonant conversion of phonons into magnons (see Fig. 1b) leading to
demagnetization, and estimate the rate of heat transfer from the lattice to the spins using Fermi’s Golden Rule in a
Boltzmann-type equation, finding an excellent agreement with our experimental observations.

Figure 1: Phonon-magnetic fields and phonon-magnon conversion. a, Chain model of a linearly polarized TO
phonon mode with wavevector kph. The phonon wavelength of four lattice constants a implies that the moving
anions A and C generate magnetic fields (see green circles below dipoles) that leads to an enhanced TO phono
magnetic field Bph b, Ab initio-calculated phonon (solid blue and grey lines) and magnon (solid orange and broken
grey lines) dispersion of YIG.

(Plenary) Room temperature supercurrents in a magnonic system
B Hillebrands
Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Germany
With the fast growth in the volume of information being processed, researchers are charged with the primary task of
finding new ways for fast and efficient processing and transfer of data. Spin excitations – spin waves and their
quanta magnons – open up a very promising branch of high-speed and low-power information processing. In
contrast to conventional spintronics, which relies on the transport of spin-polarized electron currents, magnon
currents are spin fluxes, which propagate entirely without charge transfer through magnetically ordered, conducting
or insulating, materials. An extraordinary challenge is the use of macroscopic quantum phenomena such as magnon
Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) for the information transfer and processing.
Magnons are bosons, and thus they are able to form spontaneously a spatially extended, coherent ground state,
which can be established independently of the magnon excitation mechanism even at room temperature [1, 2]. In a
classic condensate, the group velocity is zero. Recently we have succeeded to realize an accumulation of hybridized
bosons with non-zero group velocity by spin-orbit coupling of magnons to phononic states. The experiment is done
in a parametrically driven, single-crystal film of yttrium iron garnet (Y3Fe5O12, YIG).
Even more promising is the use of magnon supercurrents, which constitute the transport of angular momentum,
driven by a phase gradient in the magnon-condensate wave function. The dynamics of the magnon BEC in a thermal
gradient, which was revealed by means of time- and wavevector- resolved Brillouin light scattering (BLS)
spectroscopy, presents the first evidence of the formation of a magnon supercurrent at normal ambient conditions
[3]. The occurrence of the supercurrent directly confirms the phase coherency of the magnon condensate and
opens the door to studies in the general field of magnonic macroscopic quantum transport phenomena at room
temperature as a novel approach in the field of information processing technology.
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(Semi-plenary) Caloric and multicaloric materials
L Mañosa
Universitat de Barcelona, Spain
Cooling is essential for modern life, and finding more efficient and environmental friendly technologies has become
a challenge for the XXIst century. Solid-state cooling which takes advantage of the thermal response of a material
when subjected to external stimuli can represent a disruptive advancement in that field. To that end, materials with
giant caloric and multicaloric properties represent a unique opportunity and they are receiving a great deal of
interest.
In my talk I will survey a number of significant results from the study of materials subjected to magnetic, electric and
mechanical fields giving rise, respectively, to giant magnetocaloric, electrocaloric and mechanocaloric (barocaloric
and elastocaloric) effects. I will also discuss the materials response to the application of more than one external
field and how the associated multicaloric effects can improve their performances in view of potential solid-sate
cooling.

(Semi-plenary) Interface as key unit in organic spintronic devices
V A Dediu, I Bergenti, A Riminucci, P Graziosi and F Borgatti
CNR-ISMN, Italy
Information and communication technology (ICT) is calling for solutions enabling lower power consumption, further
miniaturization and multi-functionality requiring the development of new device concepts and new materials. A
fertile approach to meet such demands is the introduction of the spin degree of freedom into electronics devices, an
approach commonly known as spintronics. This already lead to a revolution in the information storage (GMR read
heads) in the last decades. Nowadays, the challenge is to bring spintronics also into devices dedicated to logics,
communications and storage within the same material technology [1].
Organic semiconductors emerged as an extraordinary spintronic material about ten years ago, when a few papers
appeared with straightforward and encouraging claims on spintronics phenomena [2]. From then on Organic
Spintronics has evolved into a prolific discipline populated by a large number of experimentalists and theoreticians.
I will discuss the multi-functionality as an intrinsic characteristic of organic based spintronic devices [3] leading to
conceptually new device paradigms. Along this line I will especially concentrate on interfaces, representing the most
important and the most hidden part of any spintronic device. Revealing their secrets is scientifically hard and
experimentally costly, requiring sophisticated spectroscopic methods and massive calculations. For an interface
consisting of a hard metallic electrode touching a soft organic layer, the situation obviously becomes even more
complicated. I will overview the main achievements of the community in the investigation of very complex and very
rich interface properties [4] and will describe the possibilities to develop and fabricate devices which operation is
fully dominated by the interface.
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(Invited)Local neuronal activity recordings with GMR sensors
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Biomagnetism denotes the ability of living organisms to create magnetic fields. These fields are created due to the
electric activity of cells, in particular by neurons or nerve fibers. At the organ level, these magnetic fields can be
detected by non-invasive experiments using highly sensitive magnetometers such as SQUIDS [1], atomic
magnetometers [2] or mixed sensors [3], [4], the latter using spin electronics. To understand the genesis of the
signals obtained at the organ level, it is relevant to investigate the magnetic fields generated at the cellular level.
This requires small and sensitive field sensors, operating at physiological temperatures, which has been a
challenge up to now.
Spin electronics provide a principle to build small sized and very sensitive magnetometers, reaching the subnanotesla field range on micron-size devices. Furthermore, since these devices operate at room temperature, they
can be used to study the magnetism of living tissues or organisms.
We developed magnetic sensors called magnetrodes, as a magnetic equivalent of electrodes, which consist of one
or several GMR elements and allow us to measure the magnetic field of excitable cells at very close distance.
Sensors shapes can be adapted to any biological preparations, which has never been achieved so far.
Hence, these devices can be developed in a planar configuration, to record the electromagnetic activity of tissues
lying on top of the sensors, or as sharp probes penetrating the tissue allowing for the local recording of deeper
structures and adapting the recording orientation selectivity with the specific organization of the biological structure.
Figure 1: Left: planar GMR sensor used to record the magnetic signature due to the propagation of Action Potential
in a muscle; Middle: Schematic configuration of a sharp magnetrode for recordings within the tissue, for example in
a hippocampal slice. The field generated by the aligned neurons is shown by the rotating arrow and the sensitive
direction of the sensing elements by the straight arrow. Left: SEM picture of a sharp magnetrode containing two
sensing elements for in vivo recordings. Scalebar 100μm.
In vitro [5] and in vivo [6] experiments have been performed, achieving for the first time a local evaluation of the
magnetic signal generated by neurons within tissues. The results of the recordings will be presented here.
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Nonlinear dynamics of the networks of spin-torque nanooscillators for bio-inspired networking
A Safin
National Research University (MPEI), Russia
Bio-inspired networking (short for biologically inspired networking - BIN) is a field of modern science that knits
together subfields related to the topics of neuroscience, social behavior, network theory, electronics and physics.
BIN techniques have been investigated more than few decades [1]. Fundamental findings in this field have fostered
new developments in artificial networking, especially in the most important domains such as handling large-scale
networks, their dynamics, heterogeneity, unattended operation, robustness, and complex network problems. There
are three main areas of BIN solutions to problems related to communications and networking, such as algorithm
computing, design of system architectures, and complex network problems.
Besides BIN solutions, communication on the nanoscale is being investigated [1,2]. Mostly the neuromorphic
systems are inspired by the architecture of the brain. The main goal for the BIN designers is to build computing
hardware with one or several of the superior assets of the living brain. Recently [3], it was shown that single
memristor nanodevice can mimic the synapse behavior has boosted research in hardware neural networks. Several
proposals of BIN based on spintronics emulating neurons and synapses have been formulated in [4]. In this case,
spin-torque memristors are synapses, and spin-torque nanooscillators are neurons. One of the main problem in this
case is the modeling of different types of complex networks for
BIN, based on spin-torque effects [5].
Many real oscillator networks such as human brain,
gastrointerestinal digestive tract, power grids, Josephson junctions
are all characterized by a large number of oscillation modes. For a
wide range of fully identical oscillators [5] it is easy to find
parameter values, which lead to synchronization of modes with a
common frequency. However, the same problem for networks of
mutually coupled nonidentical and nonlinear oscillators is a much
more complex and multiparametric. Firstly in this work we
investigate how does network topology (for example ultrametric
Fig.1. The mode structure of the
topology, see Fig.1) of BIN influence modes stability for spin-torque
ultrametric network of coupled spinoscillators. Secondly we show the influence of degeneration and
torque nanoscillators
synchronization of oscillation modes to the problem of optimal
network design. We find that hierarchical (ultrametric) networks are
characterized by a smaller number of stable nontrivial modes than partially hierarchical or randomly organized
networks. Our analysis gives rise to an approach to specify topological transformations of networks that can
enhance synchronization and summarize power of any given oscillation network, which we demonstrate for different
systems. These findings may be used to construct modern microwave miniature oscillators or BIN processors based
on subnetworks of nano-oscillators.
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Structural, magnetic and optical properties of MgFe 2 O 4 nanoparticles crystallized from borate glass
S El Shabrawy1, C Bocker1, D Tzankov2, M Georgieva2, R Harizanova1,3 and C Rüssel1
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Spherical magnetic MgFe 2 O 4 nanoparticles were successfully prepared by the crystallization of a glass in the
system K 2 O/B 2 O 3 /MgO/P 2 O 5 /Fe 2 O 3 . The magnetic glass ceramics were prepared by the conventional melt
quenching technique followed by a thermal treatment at temperatures in the range 540 – 604°C for time periods
ranging from 2 to 8 h. The studies by X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy and FTIR spectroscopy confirmed the
precipitation of finely dispersed spherical (Mg, Fe)-based spinel nanoparticles with a minor quantity of hematite (αFe2O3) in the glass matrix. The average size of the magnetic nano crystals increases slightly with temperature from
8 to 15 nm as determined by the line broadening in the XRD patterns. For electron microscopy investigations, the
particles were extracted by two methods; (i) replica extraction technique and (ii) dissolution of the glass matrix by
diluted acetic acid. An agglomeration of the nano crystals to larger particles (25 to 35 nm) was observed in the
sample treated at 604 oC for 2h. The optical band gap energy is found to decrease with increasing the heattreatment temperature. The magnetic measurements were performed at room temperature using a vibrating sample
magnetometer. The saturation magnetization and the coercivity showed an increase with increasing the heattreatment temperature.

Two-dimensional motion of ferromagnetic swimmers in a uniaxial magnetic field
J Hamilton, M Bryan, P Petrov, C Winlove, A Gilbert and F Ogrin
University of Exeter, UK
Fabrication of self-propelling swimmers capable of moving in low Reynolds number media is central to the
development of microrobot applications in biomedicine, such as targeted drug delivery. Several designs have been
proposed [1 -3]. However, all of these designs depend on a magnetic field being applied along two axes in order to
generate motion in two dimensions, which could be problematic for real-world applications. Here, we provide
experimental demonstration of our ferromagnetic swimmer design [1], showing that propagation is possible using a
uniform, uniaxial field with directionality controlled by the frequency of the field oscillation.
Ferromagnetic swimmers were fabricated by incorporating magnetically hard and soft particles into a rubber
substrate. The swimmers were placed in different concentrations of sugar solution to study motion in the low
Reynolds number regime. Motion occurred under an oscillating magnetic field produced by a single pair of
Helmholtz coils, with direction determined by the field frequency (fig. 1a). Careful adjustment of the frequency
enabled controlled motion along arbitrarily complex paths (fig. 1b) at a particular fluid viscosity and field amplitude.
This work provides the first demonstration of the potential of using ferromagnetic elements within swimming devices.
The ability to direct motion using a single field axis considerably simplifies arrangements for swimming devices, a
necessary step for developing practical applications.
Figure 1: (a) Frequency dependency of
propagation angle. (b) Path trace of
swimmer during frequency variation to form a
figure-of-eight. Field amplitude 200 G at all
frequencies.
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Quantification of the fields and forces produced by micro-magnets developed for bio-medical applications
G Shaw1, S Denmat1 , S Ponomareva1, A Dias1, D Le Roy1, J Motte1, F Marchi1, R Haettel1, F Dumas-Bouchiat1, K
Hasselbach1, L Ranno1, T Devillers1 and N Dempsey1
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We have developed hard and soft micro-magnets for bio-medical applications using a range of techniques [1-4].
Examples of applications include cell sorting in micro-fluidic channels [5,6], stem cell networking [7] and mechanotransduction studies in embryogenesis [8]. In this presentation we will report on the characterisation of the stray
magnetic field patterns produced by both hard and soft micro-magnets arrays, measured using a Scanning microHall probe microscope (Figure 1-left). We will then describe the measurement of forces between such micromagnets and either superparamagnetic beads, that may be considered as models of magnetically functionalised
cells (Figure 1 - right), or hard magnetic beads. The beads were fixed to AFM cantilevers using an SEM equipped
with a micro-manipulator and the forces were measured using a Magnetic Force Microscope. We will show how the
sign of the force changes from attractive to repulsive, depending on the relative position of the probe with respect to
the sample, as well as the direction of the applied field for the case of soft micro-magnets. Finally, we will give
examples of bio-medical applications of our micromagnets.

Figure 1: left) SHPM measurement of the stray magnetic field measured in a plane 15 μm above a row of Fe micromagnets; right) MFM measurement of the force between the array of Fe micro-magnets and a superparamagnetic
bead fixed at the end of the cantilever. The Fe micro-magnets are magnetised in-plane and perpendicular to their
axis of alignment (i.e. the magnetization is vertical in the figure).
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Vector measurements of magnetocardiogram
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For the detection of weak magnetic fields generated by currents in the human or animal heart 1 - 100 pT value an
extremely sensitive sensor with low frequencies band (1-100 Hz) is required. Currently magnetocardiogram
measurements are performed using superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID). These magnetometers
provide high sensitivity of about 1-10 fT/Hz1/2 but require low temperatures (4 K) and can measure only a single
component of the magnetic field, which is perpendicular to the plane of the measurement loop [1]. Another type of
sensors which are used for MCG measurements are optically pumped magnetometers (OPM), which work at room
temperature and provide a sensitivity of about 50 - 100 fT/Hz1/2. However, they do not provide information about
the direction of the magnetic field and for some directions of the magnetic field have zero areas. It should also be
noted that due to the cooling the SQUID magnetometers and large and expensive. In opposite, OPMs are not able to
measure MCG with a resolution smaller than the cell size.
Here we demonstrated new type of vector flux-gate magnetometer based on iron garnet film for
magnetocardiography (MCG). Magnetic field sensor works at room temperature and can measure MCG signals at a
distance of about 1 mm from the chest. The noise level less than 100 fT/Hz1/2 provides a measurement of the MCG
signal of small animal. The main components of the rat MCG, R-peak value of about 10 pT, recorded without using
time averaging, which gives the opportunity to explore heart anomalies.

Figure 1. The rat MCG measurement process and results. Horizontal ECG channel E1 coincides with the vertical
component of the magnetic field HY and the vertical channel E2 coincides with horizontal component of the
magnetic field HX, which corresponds to the rotation of the magnetic field vector of the heart by 90 degrees with
respect to the electric field vector [2].
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On-chip magnetic domainwall tweezers for cell investigation and mechanobiology studies
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In vitro tests and analysis are of fundamental importance for investigating biological mechanisms in cells and biomolecules. The application of controlled forces to activate specific bio-pathways and investigate their effects,
mimicking the role of the cellular environment, is becoming a prominent approach in this field [1]. In particular,
cellular deformation and migration are deeply studied as their comprehension can path the way for cancer
treatment and diagnosis.
In this work, we present an on-chip device for mechanobiology, based on the fine manipulation of magnetic
particles via the Domain Wall Tweezers technology [2], in which magnetic Domain Walls (DWs) nucleated in
ferromagnetic conduits are used for trapping and finely manipulating single superparamagnetic beads properly
functionalized.
To this scope, nanometric Ni 80 Fe 20 rings are patterned on a chip where cells are afterwards cultured and a pair of
DWs, which attract and drag magnetic nanoparticles, are nucleated and displaced through the application of an
external magnetic field. In this way, we demonstrate the possibility to handle (see Fig.1) with high resolution (down
to 100 nm) magnetic beads to a target cell and to assess localized forces which are finely tuned in the pN-nN
range.

Figure 1. Frames from a video of 1 μm superparamagnetic particle manipulated to a target HeLa cell membrane,
applying a rotating external magnetic field.
We also demonstrated the possibility to manipulate magnetic particles, previously internalized, inside the cell
cytoplasm in a completely biocompatible way.
The cellular response and behavior in all the experiment is monitored in real time by means of optical methods, like
confocal microscopy.
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(Invited) Magnetic moments in graphene
J Fabian
University of Regensburg, Germany
Graphene is a nice material for spintronics [1], as the observed long spin diffusion length (from 1 to 10 microns)
make it ideal for transporting spin. Pristine graphene is diamagnetic. However, when functionalized (intentionally or
not) by adatoms such as H or Cu, or by organic molecules forming covalent C-C bonds, local magnetic moments
emerge at the chemisorbed centers. Experimental samples are expected to host such local moments at the ppm
level.
We have proposed [2,3] that the local moments cause the ultrafast spin relaxation in graphene seen in experiments
(0.1 to 1 ns). The mechanism is resonant scattering combined with a spin flip due to exchange coupling. Resonant
scattering strongly enhances the chances for the spin flip, since the scattering electrons say longer at the impurity,
so that the spin has more time to interact with the local moments. Our mechanism agrees quantitatively with
experiment. A distinguished feature of magnetic moments is the isotropic exchange coupling. Our mechanism
predicts that there should be no anisotropy in spin relaxation, which is now confirmed experimentally. Alternative
mechanisms, based on spin-orbit coupling, would give first much greater spin relaxation times than experiment,
and, second, a strongly anisotropic rates.
There is now convincing additional experimental evidence for the presence of magnetic moments in graphene, which
I will also discuss in the talk.
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Extended antiferromagnetic coupling at organic semiconductor/ferromagnetic interfaces
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Recent progress in understanding spin injection from a ferromagnetic (FM) substrate into an organic semiconductor
(OSC) has revealed the intricate nature of the magnetic exchange coupling that exists at the ‘spinterface’ between
the two materials [1,2]. It is now well established that stable magnetic order may be induced in the paramagnetic
molecular layer although the alignment direction and origin of this effect are the topic of much current discussion
[3]. To clarify mechanisms of exchange coupling, we have conducted a systematic study of prototypical
Alq 3 /La 0.66 Sr 0.33 MnO 3 (LSMO) interfaces utilising the perfect surface sensitivity associated with the technique of
spin‐polarized metastable (23S) helium de-excitation spectroscopy [4]. This unique approach allows the spin
polarization of individual molecular layers to be determined thereby giving a direct probe of the magnetic
interactions that exist, not only at the immediate OSC/FM interface, but also in additional molecular layers.
We measure a proximity‐induced spin polarization in the πconjugated ligands of the first Alq 3 monolayer with an opposite
spin polarity to that of the LSMO substrate indicating AFM
coupling between the two. Interestingly, we also observe that
the second molecular layer has a magnetization direction that
is again switched suggesting that the AFM nature of the
interface extends beyond the first monolayer (see Figure). Such
an oscillation in the spin polarization of adjacent molecular
layers has not been reported before although could provide an
important step in understanding, for example, interfacial
magnetoresistance [1] and problems with consistency of
device performance.
We also report supporting DFT calculations taking into account
various preparation conditions of the LSMO substrates that are
known to have a substantial effect on the surface structure.
Despite this, we find the AFM coupling at the interface, and the
reversal of spin polarization in the second monolayer, to be
robust.
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Magneto-optical reflection spectroscopy on graphene/Co in the soft X-ray range
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Graphene may have huge potential in spintronics applications in which the interface of the material with
ferromagnetic metals can be expected to play a crucial role. We present magneto-optical investigations of
grapheme on cobalt by means of resonant magnetic reflection spectroscopy including in particular measurements
of the transversal magneto-optical Kerr-effect (T-MOKE) and the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). Using
linearly polarized synchrotron radiation in the soft x-ray range with energies spanning the carbon 1s edge, the πand σ- bonds of graphene were excited individually, so that their importance for the magnetic coupling between
graphene and the substrate could be probed.
Magnetism was detected over a relatively wide energy range from 255– 340 eV with a T-MOKE peak value of 1.5%
at the π – resonance energy near 285 eV. By comparison with corresponding T-MOKE spectra that were measured
across the 2p edge of the Co substrate, an induced magnetic moment of 0.05 - 0.065 μB  has been derived for the
carbon in the graphene. This value is slightly larger than that for carbon atoms in the amorphous carbon layer of a
C/Fe multilayer [1].
With T-MOKE spectroscopy a hysteresis curve was recorded at the C 1s edge which indicates that the observed
magnetism in graphene is ferromagnetic. A corresponding hysteresis curve was observed at the Co 2p edges, which
shows that the carbon magnetism is indeed induced by the ferromagnetic Co substrate. From the observed energy
and polarization dependencies of the T-MOKE effect we conclude that the carbon magnetism in graphene is carried
by the carbon π – orbitals, which is confirmed independently by the measured XMCD spectra. The latter show a
strong resonant peak of 4% at the π – resonance energy and negligible dichroism at σ – resonance energies.
Furthermore, the difference in the spin-polarized density of states (DOS) of graphene could be deduced from the
XMCD signal.
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Spin relaxation 1/f noise in grapheme
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We report the first measurement of 1/f type spin-dependent noise associated with spin transport in single layer
graphene spin-valves in the non-local geometry. We find that the noise power is proportional to the square of the
spin accumulation. By applying a back gate voltage to control the carrier density near the charge neutrality point,
we find lower values of the spin transport parameters (τs, λs) and a higher value of the spin noise level (𝛾𝛾𝐻𝐻 𝑠𝑠 ),
indicating that the enhanced spin relaxation processes contribute to the increased spin-dependent noise. This noise
might contribute to the total 1/f noise via a slowly fluctuating spin scattering cross-section of the impurities in
graphene. Using the spatial cross correlation (SXC) method, we demonstrate that the spin-dependent 1/f noise has
two components: the contact polarization noise at the ferromagnetic injector/detector due to slow fluctuations
caused by domain wall hopping/rotation and the spin relaxation noise in the transport channel. Using the SXC
method, we filter out the contact polarization noise and measure the distance dependence of only the spin
relaxation noise. This novel approach allows us to extract the spin relaxation length (λs) in agreement with that
obtained from the regular Hanle measurements.
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Proximity-induced spin polarization of graphene in contact with half-metallic manganite
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Engineering the spin polarization properties at the first molecular level of the organic molecules in contact with
ferromagnetic electrodes, is one of the most important objectives for efficient spin-polarized injection in spintronic
components. For graphene based spintronic components, the roles of proximity contact with magnetic oxides are of
highlighted interests from the expectation of the induced spin polarization as well as weak interactions at the
graphene/magnetic oxide interfaces. In the current study, a combined approach of topmost-surface-sensitive
spectroscopy utilizing spin-polarized metastable He atoms and ab-initio calculations has been adapted that
provides a direct evidence for the magnetic proximity effect in the junctions of single layer graphene and halfmetallic manganite La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (LSMO). It is successfully demonstrated that in the graphene/manganite
junctions a large spin polarization is induced in the graphene π band in parallel to the spin polarization direction of
LSMO without giving rise to a significant modification of the band structure. The induced spin polarization at the
interface increases significantly with high temperature annealing of the graphene that leads to charge transfer
between the LSMO and the graphene layer leading to electrostatic interactions between the
 orbitals of gra
and the O 2p orbitals of LSMO and is independent of chemical environment around the graphene layer. This result
gives new insight for the designing of spin-polarized interfaces for future graphene based spintronic components.

Hybrid organic-ferromagnetic interfaces as a new playground for surface magnetism
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In the last years it became clear that the functionality of molecular spintronic devices are decisively determined by
their hybrid organic-ferromagnetic interfaces [1,2]. Until recently, the major viewpoint was from the perspective of
how the substrate affects the molecular properties and what are the associated consequences for spin-injection into
organic materials. In this contribution we present a complementary viewpoint by showing that the adsorbates
themselves can also be used to specifically design surface magnetic properties.
Experimentally it has been shown that phenalenyl-based molecules deposited onto a cobalt contact give rise to an
interface magnetoresistance effect which was outlined to be related to the molecular induced magnetic decoupling
of the first and second uppermost Co layers [3].
In this presentation, we first outline that it is possible to chemically functionalize the magnetic exchange interactions
of hybrid organic-ferromagnetic interfaces at the atomic scale by systematically studying a series from boron to
oxygen containing organic molecules on 1 monolayer Fe/W(110) [4]. We furthermore show that the adsorption of
prototypical weakly and strongly chemisorbed molecules on 2 monolayers Fe/W(110) locally gives rise to a general
reduction of the inter-layer exchange coupling below the molecule due to a molecular induced skyhook effect [5].
Finally, we show that the inter-layer magnetic exchange coupling can be selectively tuned by switching between
adsorbates of different spatial extent.
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Magnetoresistance regimes in organic spintronic devices
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Despite the extensive research efforts devoted to the understanding of spin transport in organic semiconductors, key
results, such as the Hanle effect, are still missing. Many of the results in this field were obtained with the organic
semiconductor (OS) tris(8-hydroxyquinoline)aluminum (Alq3); surprisingly little systematic work has been carried
out on the temperature, thickness and voltage dependence of the resistance of organic spintronic devices made
from this material. We reviewed the data available from the literature and we have contrasted it with the data
collected in our laboratory, as shown in Figure 1. We have identified two distinct classes of device, one with low
resistance that shows spin valve magnetoresistance, and one with high resistance, with no magnetoresistance; the
class a specific device belongs to does not depend on its thickness. All the surveyed Alq3-based spin valves from
the literature, as well as those made in house, belong to the former set. After rescaling for the active area of the
devices in this set, we have found no dependence of the resistance on the thickness of the OS.
The voltage and temperature dependence of the high resistance devices were compatible with known models for
conduction in organic solids. As expected, at low applied voltages, the behavior transitioned from ohmic at room
temperature, due to thermally activated carriers, to space charge limited at 100 K, since at this temperature only
injected carriers participate in charge transport.
Concerning the low resistance devices, the results reported from the literature, taken together, were not consistent
with any given model of conduction in an organic semiconductor; the same held true for the devices fabricates in
house. Since the low resistance devices are the ones that do show giant magnetoresistance, we concluded that the
nature of charge and spin transport in these devices is not understood sufficiently well and that more effort is
required to elucidate it.
Figure 1: Survey of the available data on
LSMO/Alq3/Co organic spintronic device.
The black squares represent devices that do
not show GMR and are in the high
resistance class; these devices were
fabricated in house. The blue circles
represent data obtained from the literature;
in this case the devices did show GMR. The
red triangles represents data from devices
that show GMR and that were fabricated in
house.

Thermal stability of Sm 2 Fe 17 N 3 magnet powders
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The time dependence of coercivity of fine Sm 2 Fe 17 N 3 powder compacts exposed in air and in He gas (oxygen-free
atmosphere) was investigated at 110°C and 150°C. At 110°C in air, coercivity rapidly decreased within 5 h,
reached a minimum at around 5h, and then gradually increased over 1000 h. Similar behavior was observed in the
He gas atmosphere, although the minimum coercivity value was higher than that in air exposure. Since the oxygen
content was confirmed to be constant, the coercivity minimum behavior is independent of oxidation. The
temperature dependence of the anisotropy field, coercivity and saturation magnetization of fine Sm 2 Fe 17 N 3 powder
compacts was measured in air at 110ºC and analyzed by using Kronmüller’s formula.

3D Print of polymer bonded rare-earth magnets, and 3D magnetic field scanning with an end-user 3D printer
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3D print technology is a fast growing field for single-unit production. Since 3D printers are priced affordable for endusers, a boom on new possibilities are triggered. The focus on our work is to use a low-budget 3D printer to
manufacture rare earth magnets. The magnets are made of Neofer 25/60p from Magnetfabrik Bonn. The printing
filaments are an isotropic NdFeB-based rare-earth material which is compound with thermoplastic polyamide
binders. The filaments are extruded into suitable filaments for our Builder 3D printer. After the fused deposition
modelling from a STL file, the printed object are magnetized inside a pulse coil with 4 T, since they particles are
isotropic.
To measure the stray field of our printed magnets a 3D Hall sensor is attached to the printer head. Therefore, the 3D
printer was upgraded to a magnetic ux density scanner. To skip an elaborate adjusting of the sensor a simulation
was used to calibrate the angles, sensitivity, and the offset of the sensor. The effectiveness of our novel calibration
method will be shown.
With our setup we are able to print cheap hard magnetic systems with unprecedented shapes. The scanning setup is
easy to mount, and with our calibration method we are able to get accurate measuring results. Figure 1 shows an
example of a printed magnet, and the stray field above the magnet.

Figure 1: Printed NdFeB magnet (left), line scan of the components of B 2.5mm above the pyramid tip (middle),
and 2D scan of B Z above the printed magnet (right).

Submicron R 2 Fe 14 B Particles (R=Dy, Nd, Pr)
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In this presentation, we will discuss our research efforts to prepare submicron size R2Fe14B particles. The aim of this
study is to prepare particles with uniform particle size, study their intrinsic and hard magnetic properties and then
use them to make anisotropic nanocrystalline magnets and exchange-coupled nanocomposites. Mechanochemical
synthesis of R2Fe14B particles with R=Dy, Nd, Pr has been performed successfully via high energy ball milling
followed by annealing, of rare-earth oxides, iron oxide and boron oxide in the presence of a reducing agent (Ca) and
a dispersant material (CaO). The particle size can be controlled by the annealing temperature and time and the
amount of Ca. In the R=Nd system, 100 nm particles embedded in a CaO matrix were obtained with coercivity of 12
kOe. After washing, interstitial hydrogen enters the 2:14:1 phase leading to a decrease of Hc below 1 kOe; upon
removal of the hydrogen the coercivity increased to 4 kOe. A similar behavior is observed in the Pr2Fe14B particles.
The as-made Dy2Fe14B showed a higher coercivity with a value of 26 kOe which dropped to 24 kOe after washing
with no evidence of H2 absorption. Mössbauer Spectroscopy of the samples reveals the initial formation of the
R2Fe14B phase, the absorption of hydrogen upon washing, and the reconstitution of the R2Fe14B phase with vacuum
annealing and in the infiltrated samples. The amount of bcc-Fe present in the samples does not change with the
processing High field magnetization measurements show that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of these particles is
lower than the bulk value and this is one of the possible reasons for the lower coercivity. Our preliminary studies
show that infiltration with Pr3(Co.75Cu.25) increases the coercivity of Nd2Fe14B to 15.2 kOe.

DFT Calculation of the Influence of RE on MAE in RE2Fe14B (RE=Y, Pr, Nd, Dy)
A Asali, G Zickler and J Fidler
Vienna University of Technology, Austria
Using density functional theory [1, 2], we have undertaken ab-initio studies on four TM-RE compounds as an
outgoing point in understanding the role of the change in lattice parameter ratio (c/a) on magnetic anisotropy
energy (MAE), while the volume is kept constant. The calculations were done with the full-potential linearized
augmented planewave code, WIEN2k [3], which includes spin-polarization and relativistic calculations (like spinorbit coupling). The 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸2𝐹𝐹e14𝐵𝐵 compounds have a tetragonal structure (symmetry group 136) [4]. Since 𝑌𝑌 is nonmagnetic, it provides an ideal opportunity to determine the correct magnetic moments of 𝐹𝐹e sites and the network
they create. 𝑁𝑁d2𝐹𝐹e14𝐵𝐵 undergoes a spin reorientation and has a non-collinear magnetic structure at 0K. This has
been ignored in the calculation to enable an approximation of the error one commits. 𝑃𝑃r2𝐹𝐹e14𝐵𝐵 has comparably
good magnetic properties. 𝐷𝐷y2𝐹𝐹e14𝐵𝐵 has the heavy rare earth 𝐷𝐷y, which is added to 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸2𝐹𝐹e14𝐵𝐵 to improve
coercivity [5]. The generally accepted picture is that the spin moments of RE and TM couple antiferromagnetically
(AFM), while the spin and orbital coupling of the RE atoms is AFM for LRE and FM for HRE [6]. The influence of the
potential approximation (LDA or GGA) is also considered. In conclusion the AFM coupling of RE and TM spin
moments was confirmed, because for each material this coupling resulted in lower energy values (more stable
structures). The total magnetization (MAG) values are in good agreement with experimental results, but the
anisotropy values are underestimated. This is also the case for orbital moments of the RE and shows that these are
interconnected.

Tab. 1. Overview of results. Experimental values are for single crystal magnetization measurements at 4.2K [7].
*Magnetic anisotropies calculated on the basis of a crystal field theory. **It is assumed that Fe has in all
compounds the same magnetic moment as in 𝑌𝑌 2 𝐹𝐹e 14 𝐵𝐵 (2.31 μ𝐵𝐵). ***𝐾𝐾 1 =−16, 2 =28,𝐾𝐾 3 =0.45 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀/𝑚𝑚³. Fig. 1.
The dependence of MAE on c/a ratio for all compounds. The computational results presented in this work have been
achieved, in part, using the Vienna Scientific Cluster (VSC).
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In situ analysis of magnetization reversal in sintered and hot deformed Nd-Fe-B magnets
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Heavy Rare Earth (HRE) elements are commonly used to enhance the magnetic properties of Nd-Fe-B magnets. The
substitution of e.g. Dy or Tb for Nd forms a (Dy/Tb,Nd) 2 Fe 14 B phase that has a higher anisotropy field leading to a
higher coercivity at elevated temperatures [1]. Unfortunately, HRE reduce the saturation magnetization and
therefore the maximum energy product of the magnets [1,2]. Critical is also their high price and its volatility. The
challenge is therefore to decrease the amount of HRE without a loss in performance [3].
The approach of this work is to form grains that consist of a core-shell structure with a Nd 2 Fe 14 B core and a
magnetically harder (Dy/Tb,Nd) 2 Fe 14 B shell by grain boundary diffusion [4]. In this way only a small amount of Dy
or Tb is sufficient to improve the coercivity of the entire magnet by concentrating the HRE at the magnetically
“weakest point”, i.e. the grain boundary. To understand the demagnetization behavior several characterization
techniques have been correlated. The microstructure and chemical composition are investigated with SEM and TEM,
whereas the magnetic structure is characterized with MFM and Kerr microscopy. The latter two were performed under
applied magnetic field making it possible to observe the In Situ demagnetization behavior. Finally, micromagnetic
simulations of the demagnetization process are presented and correlated with microscopic and macroscopic
magnetic properties.
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Recycling of rare earth magnets by hydrogen processing and re-sintering
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Previous studies at the University of Birmingham have shown that it is possible to separate sintered neodymiumiron-boron (NdFeB) magnets from hard disk drives using the HPMS process (Hydrogen Processing of Magnetic
Scrap). It is then possible to re-process this material into new magnets by milling, aligning, pressing and re-sintering
at 1060 °C in vacuum.
From these previous studies the importance of the milling stage was unclear as the multicrystalline particles
produced may retain alignment from the starting material. To investigate the effect of milling, re-sintered magnets
were produced from a range of different particle sizes of hydrogenated powder. The magnets produced from smaller
particle sizes demonstrated an increase in remanence, density and maximum energy product compared to those
from larger particle sized powders. However in all cases the re-sintered NdFeB magnets showed a decrease of
density, remanence, coercivity and maximum energy product in comparison to the starting material. The decrease in
magnetic performance has previously been reported to be due to a loss of Nd-rich grain boundary phase as a result
of oxidation.
In order to alleviate this effect and to optimise the magnetic performance, neodymium hydride was systematically
added to the recovered hydrogenated NdFeB powder in this study to replace the grain boundary phase and to aid
liquid phase sintering. Increasing the NdH2.7 content resulted in an increase in both relative density and coercivity of
the re-sintered magnets, however, there was an associated reduction in remanence. At between 2-3 at% NdH2.7
additions the coercivity was fully recovered, at the expense of remanence which fell by 12.4-13.4% respectively.

Impact of Co, Cu and Nb diffusion on the NdFeB phase
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It was shown that heat treatment of sintered and nano-composite NdFeB magnets leads to chemical and
morphological changes in the grains, at the interface and in the intergranular phase between the grains. Such
chemical and morphological effects can change the magnetic properties in the transition region between the core
region of the magnetic grain and the intergranular phase and influence the macroscopic coercivity. To be able to
control these interface regions one has to investigate the impact of different interface compositions and dopants at
first under equilibrium conditions and second as a function of temperature.
We perform ab-initio and molecular dynamics simulations to understand the impact of Co, Cu and Nb diffusion on
the NdFeB phase at elevated temperatures 300‐600K. For large Co concentrations we observe a disruptive
behaviour of the Co in the NdFeB matrix, distortions. A periodic displacement indicates that a strain is acting on the
whole crystal and produces A “profiling effect”. Detailed temperature studies show that doping materials (Co, Nb,
Cu, ..) diffuse easier into a Fe-rich boundary phase than into a Nd-rich boundary phase. By doing that the doping
materials produce sharp distortion profiles, 5-10 Angstrom. Quantitative analysis shows that smaller infiltration
profiles produce sharp transition phases, e.g. Cu figure 1, hence improving the anisotropy profile at the interface.
Further we show that all dopants and especially Cu tends to accumulate at the interface between two phases as
function of temperature, see figure 1. In conclusion, Cu and Co can be used to reduce strain effects at the interface.

Fig 1. Left: Magnetod-elastic anisotropy of NdFeB doped with Cu from the interface into the bulk phase. Right:
Nd 2 Fe 14 B (white) doped with 10 percent Cu next to a metallic Nd phase (grey): The orange line shows the initialy
profile of Cu atoms within Nd 2 Fe 14 B. The purple, green, and blue lines show the finl Cu profile at 300 K, 450 K, and
600 K, respectively.
This work is based on results obtained from the future pioneering program “Development of magnetic material
technology for high-efficiency motors” commissioned by the New Energy and Industrial technology Development
Organiszation (NEDO).
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The anisotropy of the R2Fe14B compounds with magnetic R atom, is dominated by the rare-earth atoms that occupy
two different sites, 4f and 4g, of the tetragonal structure. In Nd2Fe14B, and other compounds with R elements having
negative 2nd order Stevens coefficient, the anisotropy is uniaxial.
The properties of R2Fe14B compounds with La and Ce cannot be discussed on the basis of the above arguments. La
μ0HA ≈ 2.5 T) must be attributed
has no 4f electrons, and the uniaxial anisotropy found in La2Fe14B (anisotropy field 
to the Fe atoms in the compound [1]. In Ce2Fe14B, Ce is thought to be in an intermediate valence state, the Ce
moments bearing a small magnetic moment [2-4] and a uniaxial anisotropy is found as in La2Fe14B [1]. The
persistence of such uniaxial anisotropy in both La and Ce compounds suggests that magnets could be prepared that
would incorporate these elements [5, 6]. Since La and Ce are the two most common rare-earth elements, the
development of magnets that would incorporate them would be very important from an economical point of view.
To guide the search for such materials, the stability of pseudo-ternary compounds incorporating Ce should be
examined as well as the impact of Ce substitution on the crystallographic parameters and the distributions of the Ce
atoms on the two R crystallographic sites in the Nd2Fe14B-type structure. These properties would provide at the
same time indirect information on the Ce valence state in the considered compounds. In the intermediate valence
state, the 4f electrons are expected to hybridize strongly with the d-electrons and this would negatively affects the
magnetic properties. By contrast, Ce metal is magnetic in the trivalent state and, in the tetravalent state, it would
not affect magnetic properties as much as it does in the mixed-valence state.
Neutron diffraction on (La1-xCex)2Fe14B and (Nd1-xCex)2Fe14B constitute a priori the most adequate tool to establish
whether Ce can enter the compounds and if it does, whether some preferential occupancy of the Ce atoms on the
two crystallographic sites 4f and 4g exists. The X-ray scattering cross-section is almost the same for these three R
elements, which are neighbours in the periodic table of the elements. By contrast, the neutron Fermi lengths of La,
Ce and Nd are 8.24 fm, 4.84 fm and 7.69 fm respectively. In the present study of (R1-xCex)2Fe14B (R=La or Nd), Ce
is found to enter the R2Fe14B phase over the entire composition range. The crystallographic parameters decrease
with increasing Ce content and the Ce atoms occupy preferentially the smaller 4f site. It is concluded that Ce in
these R2Fe14B compounds essentially keeps the intermediate valence character found in Ce2Fe14B.
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(Invited) Engineering the electronic and orbital properties of the rare-earth nickelates
C Ahn
Yale University, USA
The interplay between the structure and physical properties of transition metal complex oxides allows for the
engineering of functional properties by tuning atomic-scale structure using interfacial coupling. This principle can be
applied to achieve two-dimensional electronic conductivity and orbital polarization in nickelate heterostructures. A
combination of synchrotron-based experiment and first principles theory is used to identify key structural features in
LaNiO3 thin films grown using molecular beam epitaxy, allowing one to relate differences in physical structure with
electronic transport properties and x-ray absorption spectroscopy measurements. By implementing design
principles, such as charge transfer and inversion symmetry breaking, which lead to degeneracy breaking of the Ni
3d orbitals, one can design and fabricate tri-component superlattices to control the electronic and orbital properties
of rare-earth nickelate compounds, achieving a two-dimensional single band electronic surface at the Fermi energy.

Dynamics of electric-field driven magnetic domain walls in perpendicularly magnetized CU/Ni multilayers
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Perpendicularly magnetized layers are used widely for high-density information storage in magnetic memories.
Writing of information in these devices is implemented by magnetization switching in local magnetic fields or via
intense pulses of electric current. Improvements in energy efficiency could be obtained when the reorientation of
perpendicular magnetization is controlled by an electric field. Recently, we reported on reversible electric-fielddriven perpendicular to in-plane magnetization switching in Cu/Ni multilayers on ferroelectric BaTiO 3 at room
temperature [?]. Fully deterministic magnetic switching in this material system is based on efficient strain transfer
from ferroelastic domains in BaTiO 3 and the sensitivity of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in Cu/Ni to electricfield-induced strain modulations.
Here, we report on the dynamics of electric-field-driven domain walls in the strain-coupled Cu/Ni- BaTiO 3
heterostructures. The domain walls in the Cu/Ni multilayer, which separate domains with perpendicular and inplane magnetization (90 degree Néel walls), are strongly pinned onto the ferroelectric domain boundaries of the
BaTiO 3 substrate. As a result, reversible motion of the ferroelectric boundaries in an out-of-plane electric field [?]
enables all-electrical control of magnetic domain wall motion (Fig ??). We experimentally demonstrate that the
domain wall velocity varies exponentially with applied electric field. Finally, we show that a magnetic field can be
used to alter the type (Néel/Bloch) and chirality of the magnetic domain walls.

Figure 1: (a) Magneto-optical Kerr microscopy images of reversible magnetic domain wall motion driven by
consecutive electric-field pulses of 3.5 kV/cm. (b) Domain wall velocity as a function of electric field strength.
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Controlling magnetism with an electric field is a very interesting technological challenge and often unveils new
interfacial coupling phenomena. In This work1we have studied the magneto-electric coupling on a Co Wedge (0--‐
7nm) deposited on [Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]0.68-[PbTiO3]0.32 (011) (PMN--‐PT) Using x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD).
We have measured XMCD and element specific hysteresis curves at the Co L 3,2 edges while switching the
ferroelectric polarization of the substrate in-situ. Our results show a change in the hysteresis curve with the
ferroelectric polarization, pointing at a change in the magnetic easy axis. Sum rule analysis of the XMCD spectra
give quantitative values for the change in Co Magnetic moment with ferroelectric polarization indicative of three
different remanent magnetization states for Co. Two of these states are achieved from the change in strain state of
the Co Thin film due to the structural change in the relaxor ferroelectric PMN‐PT Between the states with the
ferroelectric polarization lying in the film plane (IP) And out of the plane (OOP)2. This effect is observed through the
whole Co wedge. Interestingly, the third Co magnetization state comes from the difference in magnetization when
the ferroelectric polarization is poled positively (OOP+) Or negatively (OOP-) Out of plane. The difference in
remanent magnetization between OOP+ and OOP- is only visible for the thin Co film. Given The surface sensitivity of
XMCD detected by total electron yield, this shows that this effect is present only at the interface. We attribute the
observed result to the charge accumulation or depletion at the Co‐PMNPT interface depending on the substrate
ferroelectric polarization.
A Clarification the observed results are given by ab-initio density functional theory calculations which determined
the magnetoelastic constants as a function of the screening charge at the interface. The calculations show that for
OOP- case the strain and electron depletion in the Co Film lead to a preference of the [100] direction as the
magnetization easy axis. For the highly strained IP State with no interface charging the easy axis is along the
orthogonal in‐plane direction [01-1]. For OOP+ the combination of strain and electron accumulation creates an
easy axis along [01-1] at the interface which decays and turns towards [100] away from the interface.
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Exchange bias effects and self-organisation in epitaxial ferromagnetic-ferroelectric LSMO/BTO thin films
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Due to their high potential in spintronic applications, there is a recent surge in the research dedicated to
multiferroics combining ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism. We have grown two perovskite materials, ferromagnetic
LaSrMnO3 (LSMO) and ferroelectric BaTiO3 (BTO) as bilayer and multilayer systems on [110] and [001] oriented
SrTiO3 (STO) substrates. There, we find that the magnetisation strongly depends on the parameters BTO thickness,
BTO unit cell size and STO crystallographic orientation. All the samples show a strongly reduced magnetic moment
for the LSMO layers. Depending upon the crystallographic orientations of the STO substrate and the direction of the
applied magnetic field, the samples show an almost vanishing magnetic moment and an unprecedented exchange
bias effect, respectively. Polarised neutron reflectivity (PNR) measurements reveal the magnetic profile in the layers
and at the interfaces. In addition, we observe self-assembled in-plane structural ordering which also shows typical
characteristics of superparamagnetic behaviour.

Magnetic properties of multiferroic thin films and multiferroic heterostructures
G Vinai1, A Khare2,3, D Rana4, E Gennaro2, B Gobaut5, R Moroni6, A Yu Petrov1, U Scotti di Uccio2, G Rossi7, F Miletto
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The possibility of controlling magnetic properties through an electric field is of particular interest from both
fundamental and technological point of view. This can be obtained either by single-phase multiferroic materials [1],
which present both ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism, either by artificially combining ferroelectric and
ferromagnetic materials in multiferroic heterostructures [2].
Regarding the first category, few materials satisfy both requirements [3], generally having very low magnetic
moment. Among them, BiFeO 3 is the only multiferroic with ferromagnetic signal at room temperature. Quite recently,
a new multiferroic material, Bi 2 FeCrO 6 (BFCO), has been predicted [4] having very large ferrimagnetic response due
to the antiferromagnetic superexchange between Fe and Cr. In our work [5] we measured through x-ray magnetic
circular dichroic (XMCD) measurements the magnetic response of Fe and Cr elements on epitaxial BFCO thin films.
Samples were grown on SrTiO 3 (STO) single crystals with three different crystallographic orientations: (001), (110)
and (111). X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements showed no detectable secondary phases. XMCD measurements,
performed at 2 K under a magnetic field of 6.8 T, showed Cr and Fe net magnetic moments both aligned with the
external field, with a resulting maximum total magnetic moment of 0.15 μ B per unit cell. Chemically sensitive
hysteresis loops gave, for both Cr and Fe elements, no hysteretic behavior and remanence close to zero (see
Fig.1a). The dichoic signal at 6.8 T is due to the tilting of Cr and Fe moments toward the direction of the magnetic
field.
Concerning multiferroic heterostructures, the possible combinations of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic materials is
much wider6. Our recent research has been focused on the interface effects between BaTiO 3 (BTO) and two different
magnetic materials, FeMn and LaSrMnO 3 (LSMO), deposited on STO single crystals. In particular, the study is
focused on structural properties and strain effects, due to the large mismatch between the different materials.
Epitaxial thin films have been deposited by molecular beam epitaxy, with variations of thicknesses and deposition
conditions. Structural analysis through XRD and asymmetric reciprocal maps are ongoing. An example is presented
in Fig.1b.
Fig.1) (a) Chemical sensitive
hysteresis loops at Cr (blue dots)
and Fe (red dots) edges for
BFCO/SRO/STO (001) sample;
(b) Reciprocal space map around
asymmetric diffraction point STO
(013) for
BTO(40u.c.)/LSMO(100u.c.)
bilayer
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The effects of multiple anisotropy axes on magneto-electric coupling in multiferroic composites
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Multiferroic materials continue to be a source of great interest, including their potential use in efficient and smallscale multifunctional applications such as microwave devices, transducers and non-volatile memories [1]. Strain
mediated multilayers, consisting of magnetostrictive and piezoelectric layers, are regularly used to achieve large
room temperature magneto-electric (ME) responses.
NiFe2O4/PbZrTiO3 (NFO/PZT) bilayer composites, with magnetic layers crystallographically textured in planes of the
form {100}, {110} and {111} are reported here in order to investigate how the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy
of the NiFe2O4 affects the ME response. We show how both the peak DC bias field and the strength of the ME
coupling change as a function of sample rotation, comparing the results with the multiple anisotropy axes types and
directions as determined by a torque magnetometry technique [2]. Figure 1 shows the ME coupling signal as a
function of applied DC bias field for the first instances of the three principal anisotropy directions of the {110}
sample, identified as <111> Easy, <110> Medium and <100> Hard. The signal is generated in response to a small
AC field, of amplitude ~ 4 Oe and frequency 80 Hz, being superimposed on top of the DC bias field. Large changes
in the optimum DC bias field (at the point of maximum ME response) and in its coupling signal value are observed.
The inset demonstrates the complete curve of the changes in optimum DC bias field as a function of alignment with
the anisotropy axes brought about by sample rotation. The features of this plot are consistent with the repeating
points of the measured Easy, Medium and Hard axes shown, with similar results found in the {110} and {111}
systems. This gives confidence in the potential to tune such multiferroic devices to need by utilising their magnetocrystalline anisotropy and in the further potential for real-time changes being brought about in a device by switching
of the applied field direction.

Figure 1. The magneto-electric
coupling signal as a function of
applied DC bias field for the first
instances of the Easy, Medium and
Hard axes in a NFO/PZT bilayer
orientated in the plane {110}. The
inset shows the position of the
optimum field value, determined from
the peak of the main plot, as a
function of sample rotation.
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Magnetoelectric super-nonlinearity in a ferromagnetic-piezoelectric layered structure
Y Fetisov
Moscow Technological University, Russia
Magnetoelectric (ME) effect in composite ferromagnetic-piezoelectric (FM-PE) layered structures, that is electrical
poling of the sample under action of magnetic field, arises due to combination of magnetostriction of the FM layer
and piezoelectricity of the PE layer [1]. It was shown that nonlinearity of magnetostriction λ(H) results in a variety of
nonlinear ME effects in such structures, including the frequency doubling [2], mixing of the fields [3], static
deformation of the sample in ac fields etc.
This work demonstrates that nonlinear ME effects are much stronger than similar effects in bulk materials or layered
structures caused by acoustical, microwave, or optical nonlinearities of their material parameters [4].
Figure 1 shows a schematics of the FM-PE structure and experimental set up used in measurements. The structure
contained a piezoelectric langatate La 3 Ga 5.5 Ta 0.5 O 14 (LGT) plate with dimensions of 4 x 20 x 0.5 mm3 and a 25 μm
thick amorphous metal FeBSiC (Metglas) film, mechanically coupled to each other with an epoxy glue. An
electromagnetic coil created excitation magnetic field hcos(2πft) with h up to 30 Oe and f = 10 Hz - 200 kHz. The
dc bias field H up to 100 Oe was applied along the structure length.
Figure 2 shows typical frequency spectrum of the ME voltage generated by the structure for f=310 Hz, h = 25 Oe,
and H = 0.3 Oe. Up to n = 100 harmonics were effectively excited and observed in the spectrum. Amplitudes of
harmonics gradually decreased with increasing frequency and their number n, but unusually slowly. Coincidence of
the n-th harmonic frequency with the frequency f 0 of the bending (or in-plane) acoustic oscillation of the structure
resulted in a sharp increase in its amplitude. Thus, any harmonic of the spectrum can be enhanced by adjusting the
pumping field frequency. Note for comparison, that harmonics with the largest numbers n ~3...5 are typically
observed in other nonlinear physical systems [4]. A theoretical model using nonlinearity of magnetostriction λ(H)
and explaining this super-nonlinearity of ME effect in layered FM-PE structures is proposed.
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(Invited) Excitation of propagating spin waves by non-local spin injection
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Recently it was demonstrated [1] that pure spin currents can be utilized to excite coherent magnetization dynamics,
which enables development of novel magnetic nano-oscillators. Spin current-driven oscillators do not require
electric current flow through the active magnetic layer, which can help to reduce the Joule power dissipation and
electromigration. In addition, this allows one to use insulating magnetic materials and provides an unprecedented
geometric flexibility.
The pure spin currents can be produced by using the spin-Hall effect (SHE). However, SHE devices have a number of
shortcomings. In particular, efficient spin Hall materials such as Ta or Pt exhibit a high resistivity, resulting in the
shunting of the driving current through the active magnetic layer and a significant Joule heating.
These shortcomings can be eliminated in devices that utilize spin current generated by the nonlocal spin-injection
(NLSI) mechanism. NLSI-based oscillators [2-4] are characterized by negligible current flow through the active
magnetic layer and do not suffer from the detrimental effects of layers with strong spin-orbit coupling on the
dynamic magnetic damping. Moreover, since the driving current in NLSI devices flows mostly through low-resistivity
layers, the Joule heating effects are minimized.
Here we review our recent studies of excitation of magnetization dynamics and propagating spin waves by using
NLSI. We show that NLSI devices exhibit highly-coherent dynamics resulting in the oscillation linewidth of a few MHz
at room temperature. Thanks to the geometrical flexibility of the NLSI oscillators, one can utilize dipolar fields in
magnetic nano-patterns to convert current-induced localized oscillations into propagating spin waves. The
demonstrated systems exhibit efficient and controllable excitation and directional propagation of coherent spin
waves characterized by a large decay length. The obtained results open new perspectives for the future-generation
electronics using electron spin degree of freedom for transmission and processing of information on the nanoscale.
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Reservoir computing with spin-torque nano-oscillators
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The brain displays many features typical of non-linear dynamical networks, such as synchronization. These
observations have inspired a whole class of models that harness the power of complex non-linear dynamical
networks for computing. In this framework, neurons are modeled as non-linear oscillators, and synapses as the
coupling between oscillators. These models are very good at processing waveforms for pattern recognition or at
generating precise time sequences useful for robotic motion. However there are very few hardware implementations
of these systems, because large numbers of interacting non-linear oscillators are indeed a challenge. In this talk, we
will show that coupled spin-torque nano-oscillators are very promising for realizing cognitive computing at the
nanometer and nanosecond scale, and will present our first results in this direction.
Spin-torque nano-oscillators are very tiny resistors oscillating in the GHz regime [1]. The resistance oscillations are
induced by injecting DC currents through the magnetic tunnel junction. The non-linearity of magnetization dynamics
can be tuned by spin transfer torque mechanism. Very importantly for neural computing, they can be electrically
coupled and synchronized. Due to all these outstanding properties, these microwave oscillators are very promising
for bio-inspired computing.
We have focused on Reservoir Computing which is a new implementation of recurrent neural network [2]. These
setups use the transient dynamics of coupled non-linear oscillators to process a temporal input sequence and to
reconstruct the suitable output signal by training methods. The main advantage of reservoir computing with respect
to others bio-inspired approaches is that, if the coupled oscillators dynamics inside the Reservoir is complex
enough, the training procedure can be considerably simplified. In this work, we have used a single delayed
feedback spin torque nano-oscillator to generate the complex transient response of the Reservoir, Fig. 1. To
compensate the loss of parallelism (with respect to a network of several interconnected oscillators), the input signal
is pre-processed in order to generate interconnected virtual nodes. We show that we obtain very promising
classification results recognising unambiguously different patterns in an input signal (sine and squares), Fig. 1. Our
work opens the path to building dense and compact bio-inspired networks of nano-oscillators leveraging non-linear
dynamics for pattern recognition.

Figure 1. Scheme of reservoir computing based on delayed feedback spin torque nano-oscillators (STNO). Input
signal is pre-processed to create interconnected virtual nodes defined by separation time
 along delay t
dynamic is related to current induced magnetization dynamics of STNO. Suitable output signal is built by training
algorithm: sine (square) input corresponds to output 0 (1).
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Time-resolved measurements of incommensurate states in nanocontact vortex oscillators
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Current-induced spin torques in magnetic multilayers give rise to novel regimes of magnetization dynamics that are
inaccessible with magnetic fields alone. A striking example involves the large amplitude gyrotropic motion of
magnetic vortices in nanocontacts [1]. In such systems, spin torques compensate the Gilbert damping associated
with the vortex dynamics, leading to steadystate gyration of the vortex core around the nanocontact. Such torques
can also drive ballistic vortex motion between multiple nanocontacts [2]. Here, we will present the first experimental
evidence of chaotic dynamics in such vortex oscillators. This behavior appears above a current threshold at which
the core polarity of the vortex reverses periodically, where chaos ensues when the frequency of the core reversal is
incommensurate with the frequency of the underlying gyrotropic motion around the nanocontact. We characterized
the vortex nanocontact oscillator using high-frequency electrical measurements, performed at 77 K to minimize
thermal fluctuations, and explored the dynamics over a large range of applied currents and fields. By tuning the
strength of the applied perpendicular field, transitions between the chaotic phase and the self phase-locked phase,
in which the ratio between the core reversal and gyration frequencies is an integer fraction, are observed in both the
time and frequency domain (Figure). We have also quantified the degree of chaos in the experimental system by
extracting Lyapunov exponents from the time series data, which is shown to give good agreement with similar
measures obtained from micromagnetics simulations [3].

Figure: Frequency domain
measurements of a nanocontact vortex
oscillator. (a) Power spectral density
(PSD) of commensurate, selfphase
locked state. (b) PSD of
incommensurate, chaotic state. (3)
Ratio of modulation to central
frequency as a function of
perpendicular applied field, where
commensurate and chaotic states are
indicated.
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Imaging dynamic processes in spin Hall nano-oscillators driven by AC and DC currents
T Spicer1, P Keatley1, P Dürrenfeld2, A Houshang2, M Ranjbar2, A Awad2, R Dumas2, J Åkerman2,3,4, V Kruglyak1 and R
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Spin Hall nano-oscillators (SHNOs) exhibit magnetization precession driven by pure spin currents generated by the
spin Hall effect. The local injection of spin current can excite an auto-oscillation that takes the form of a nonpropagating spin-wave mode[1]. In this study a SHNO was formed by fabricating two Au (150nm) triangular nanocontacts on top of a 4 micron diameter bi-layer disk of NiFe (5nm)/Pt (6nm). We compare the excitation of
dynamics by AC and DC currents by means of microwave electrical measurements, Figure 1(a), and time-resolved
magneto-optical Kerr microscopy (TRSKM), Figures 1(b) and 1(c). In the AC case, ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is
induced through the combined action of the AC Oersted field and spin transfer-torque (STT)[2,3]. For DC currents, a
localized spin wave mode (auto-oscillation) is excited between the noncontacts, with a frequency that lies below
that of the FMR. We show how this mode can be injection locked to an applied AC current, and the effect that this
current has on the magnetization of the disk and the oscillating mode. The spatial variation of the FMR and localised
modes are compared, and the contributions made by different excitation mechanisms are discussed.
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Control of the effective spin-wave damping in Heusler-Pt waveguides via the spin-transfer torque effect in the short
pulse regime
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In magnetization dynamics, the Gilbert damping is one of the most crucial parameters. The possibility to control this
parameter, i.e. to reduce the effective spin-wave damping, is of large interest concerning spin-wave based devices.
In this work, we employ the spin-transfer torque effect [1] to control the effective spin-wave damping in the Cobaltbased Heusler compound Co2Mn0.6Fe0.4Si. This compound already provides a comparably low Gilbert damping
[2], thus, an even further decrease of the effective spin-wave damping in this class of materials is very promising for
any future magnonic applications. Here, in order to control the effective spin-wave damping, a pure spin current is
generated via the spin-Hall effect [3] by a charge current flowing in a Pt layer adjacent to the magnetic layer. The
measurements were performed by means of Brillouin light scattering microscopy which allows for the investigation
of purely thermally excited spin waves. The presented results show the time evolution of the thermally excited spin
waves in a 7 μm wide and 30 μm long spin-wave waveguide for the effective damping being controlled by applying
short DC pulses to the system. Here, a strong influence on the spin-wave properties can be observed. Furthermore,
we show that the threshold current for the damping compensation can be determined via the rise times of the spin
wave intensity and that the threshold value is exceeded in the experiments.
By operating a spin-torque controlled system in the pulsed regime, we were able to characterize its temporal
dynamics, which is a major prerequisite for any future application using spin waves as information carriers.
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Micromachined high-frequency magnetoimpedance device for strain and magnetic field sensing
G Büttel and U Hartmann
Saarland University, Germany
The high-frequency regime of the giant magnetoimpedance effect (GMI) offers high sensitivity for strain and
magnetic field sensing in flexible electronics as has been recently shown [1,2]. To better investigate and model
such sensors we have developed a fabrication process for a coplanar waveguide based GMI device, which is 50 Ω
on-chip terminated with NiCr film resistors to allow for 1-port network analyzer measurements in the GHz regime and
fabrication on bendable suspended substrates like microcantilevers. To our knowledge this is the smallest GMI
device of that kind shown in literature. We discuss results on appropriate magnetic layer systems, aspect ratio and
position of the signal line on bendable suspended beams made of SiN and SiO2. Single and multilayer magnetic
structures are integrated into the signal line and compared. Magnetic domain structures are imaged and tuned for
understanding interplay with impedance change under applied stress and field sweeping.

Figure 1. Left: Microscope image of on-chip terminated coplanar waveguide with magnetic signal line. Right:
Magnetic domains of Py(100nm)/Ti(7nm)/Py(100nm) layer system with different aspect ratio recorded by
magneto-optical Kerr microscopy
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Mutual synchronization of spin Hall nano-oscillators
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The spin Hall effect [1] arises when an electric charge current passes through a non-magnetic metal with strong
spin-orbit coupling, thus generating a transverse spin current. Such transverse pure spin currents can exert an
effective spin transfer torque on adjacent magnetic layers, resulting in the generation of auto-oscillations and spin
waves. Such a device is referred to as a spin Hall nano-oscillator (SHNO) [2]. These devices hold great promise as
extremely compact, broad-band, and versatile microwave oscillators and have unique opportunities for magnonic
devices.
The synchronization of nano-contact based spin torque oscillators has been demonstrated [3] and shown to, among
other aspects, improve their RF emission characteristics. SHNOs exhibit a strong nonlinearity, which increases their
phase noise, but at the same time, strengthens their propensity for injection locking [4] to external sources, and
ultimately the possibility of mutual synchronization.
Here, we present the first experimental demonstration of the mutual synchronization of nano-constriction SHNOs.
The mutual synchronization is observed both as a strong increase in the power and coherence of the electrically
measured microwave signal, Fig. 1(main panel). The mutual synchronization is also optically probed using scanning
micro-focused Brillouin light scattering microscopy (µ-BLS), Fig. 1(inset), providing the first direct imaging of
synchronized nano-magnetic oscillators.
Our results [5] on mutual synchronization of SHNOs opens up many research and application opportunities where
coherent phase locking is needed, e.g. for energy efficient spin wave computing on the nanoscale.

Figure 1. Power spectral density plot of
frequency vs. current of a SHNO device with
two constrictions (120 nm width) separated by
500 nm. Inset shows a µ-BLS spatial map of
the auto-oscillation in a synchronized state.
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Self- and field- localized spin wave modes in spin Hall nano-oscillators in oblique magnetic fields
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The recent demonstration of spin Hall nano-oscillators (SHNOs) [1, 2] driven by pure spin currents has greatly
increased the versatility of spin transfer torque (STT) driven devices. In needle based SHNOs the auto-oscillations
are driven by a laterally injected spin current between two low-resistance sharply pointed gold electrodes [1, 2]. As
a consequence, these SHNOs allow for simultaneous electrical measurement and direct optical characterization of
their magnetization dynamics using e.g. micro-focused Brillouin light scattering microscopy (µ-BLS).
Needle-based SHNOs have shown signs of co-existence of two spin wave modes for in-plane fields and at low
temperature [2]. Here we study similar devices, based on Py(5 nm)/Pt(6 nm) bilayers, in oblique magnetic fields
and are able to observe two well defined modes at room temperature and for a wide range of current and field
magnitudes.
For purely in-plane magnetic fields (θ = 0°) the auto-oscillations have a frequency of the ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) after taking into account the Oersted field contribution to the effective field, thus the auto-oscillation high
frequency mode is a field-localized FMR mode. At oblique fields a second mode with lower frequency appears in the
electrical measurements. Both modes can be directly observed using µ-BLS, where the higher frequency mode (Fig.
1b) is clearly extended well beyond the spatial resolution (~300 nm), while the lower frequency mode (Fig. 1c) is
likely not resolved by our microscope. We have compared our experimental results with micromagnetic simulations,
using Mumax3 [3], where the full current distribution was obtained numerically using Comsol simulations. Through
this comparison, we identify the lower frequency mode as a self-localized spin wave bullet, with a diameter much
smaller than the spatial resolution of the µ-BLS, and the higher frequency mode as a field-localized FMR-like spin
wave excitation, excited in a region where the local effective field is lower due to a combination of the applied
magnetic field and the Oersted field from the current.

Figure 1. (a) frequency vs. current of a SHNO device with
gap between needles of 120 nm. (b, c) shows a µ-BLS
spatial map of the auto-oscillation presenting the high
frequency mode (b), and the bullet mode (c).
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(Invited) Martensitic phase transition of Heusler-based magnetic shape memory alloys accessed by photoemission
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The Heusler-type ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs) have attracted enormous attention due to their
various attractive properties, which are all related to the martensitic phase transition (MPT) that can be reversibly
manipulated by an external magnetic field. One of the key properties of these alloys is attributed to the drastic
reduction of magnetization on cooling from the highly magnetized cubic phase to the nonmagnetic or the antiferromagnetic tetragonal phase. Such a peculiar magnetic property leads, for example, to an inverse magnetocaloric
effect [1] and a giant magnetoresistance effect [2]. Especially, the Ni-Mn-In system with excess Mn exhibits the
large magnetocaloric effect and thus is regarded as a strong candidate for magnetic refrigeration without rare-earth
elements [3]. To scrutinize the driving mechanism of the MPT, an investigation of bulk electronic structure is
indispensable. Here I will show our recent study on the electronic states utilizing hard X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (HAXPES) combined with first-principles calculation.
I first discuss the underlying physics of the MPT in the ferromagnetic phase of Ni 2 Mn 1+x Sn(In) 1-x [4,5]. The result of
Ni 2 Mn 1+x Sn shows that the Ni 3d e g state in the cubic phase systematically shifts towards the Fermi energy (E F ) with
an increase in the number of Mn atoms substituted at the Sn sites [4]. An abrupt decrease of the intensity for the Ni
3d e g state upon the MPT for x = 0.36~0.42 has been observed near E F . The ab-initio calculation supports the
observed shift and tells us that the Ni 3d minority spin e g state in the cubic phase originates from hybridization with
the antiferromagnetically coupled Mn in the Sn-site. Below the MPT temperature, the Ni 3d state splits into two
levels located below and above E F to achieve an energetically stable state. Similar changes in the spectral weight
near E F have been observed also for Pd 2 Mn 1+x Sn and Ni 2 Mn 1+x In. The latter has even exhibited a pseudo gap, which
might be responsible for the giant negative magnetoresistance [2].
In developing micro actuators, which is required for the current MEMS technologies, the growth of thin films of
ferromagnetic shape memory alloys are becoming more important [6]. Here, the electronic structure of a FSMA film,
Ni 49.1 Fe 17.5 Ga 29.1 Co 4.3 (1μm-thick) deposited on MgO(100) substrate has been experimentally explored [7]. The
HAXPES measurement has revealed a drastic change in the electronic states near E F upon the MPT. The observed
change displays the hysteresis associated to the transition, and reflects the opening of a pseudo-gap at E F .
All the HAXPES experiments shown here were performed at BL15XU of SPring-8 with the approval of NIMS
Synchrotron X-ray Station (Proposal No. 2009A4800, 2011B4803, 2012A4805, 2013B4910, 2014A4903).
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Advances in cantilever magnetometry based on novel co-resonantly coupled sensors
J Körner, C Reiche, B Büchner and T Mühl
Leibniz Institute for Solid State and Materials Research, Germany
Cantilever magnetometry is a technique to study magnetic properties of micro- and nanosized particles and thin
films by means of an oscillating cantilever beam. The sample is placed at the free end of the cantilever and a
magnetostatic interaction between sample and an external magnetic field leads to an alteration of the cantilever’s
oscillatory state. Usually the change of the cantilever’s resonance frequency is used as measurement signal and
detected with laser-optical methods, e.g. laser-deflection or laser-interferometry [1],[2].
However, with sample sizes being reduced to the nanometre scale the interaction with the external magnetic field is
diminished, hence the change of the cantilever's oscillatory state is also decreased. This fact requires an
improvement of the cantilever sensor which can be achieved by reducing the cantilever's dimensions to the
nanometre scale as well. Though, this creates the challenge of detection since it becomes difficult to reliably detect
the oscillatory state of such a small cantilever [3]. Consequently there are two opposing objectives: on the one hand
the necessary reduction of the cantilever's dimensions in order to increase the sensitivity and on the other hand the
challenge of detection.
Our recently developed sensor concept [4] addresses these two objectives by co-resonant coupling of a micro- and
a nanocantilever. The co-resonance is achieved through matching of the eigenfrequencies of the two cantilevers
which induces a strong interplay between them. Thus, if the highly sensitive nanocantilever is subject to an external
interaction, the oscillatory state of the coupled system as a whole is changed. This change can easily be detected at
the microcantilever with standard equipment and very high precision [4].
The co-resonantly coupled sensors feature a very high sensitivity which we demonstrate by employing an iron-filled
carbon nanotube (FeCNT) as nanocantilever and magnetic sample. The magnetic properties of these iron nanowires
have been previously studied hence they constitute an ideal sample to show the applicability of the sensor concept.
A strong increase in signal strength by several orders of magnitude has been found compared to cantilever
magnetometry experiments with similar iron-filled carbon nanotubes [2].
With the vast potential of the sensor concept demonstrated, we are now using sensors based on unfilled carbon
nanotubes as highly sensitive nanocantilevers to study novel magnetic materials like nanotubes filled with Heuslernanoparticles [5] and endohedral metallofullerenes [6]. Their magnetic properties are not accessible by standard
room-temperature cantilever magnetometry which further illustrates the advances which can be achieved with the
novel co-resonant sensor concept.
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Noise study of magnetic field sensors based on magnetic tunnel junctions
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For several years now, magnetic field sensors based on tunneling magnetoresistance have been developed to take
advantage of their high sensitivity and ease of integration. Magnetic field sensors based on magnetic tunnel
junction (MTJ) need to be designed specifically taking into account their sensitivity and noise level. These
characteristics give the limit of detection defined by the ratio of noise spectral density and sensitivity.
The work presented here deals with the study of low-frequency noise in 2 different MTJ-based structures originally
developed for two different purposes. The first structure consists of arrays of hundreds of small circular MTJs
specially designed for general purposes application. The second structure is composed of no more than 4 large
rectangular (> μm²) MTJs in series designed specifically for low-noise applications. At low-frequency, both structures
exhibit 1/f noise, whose level is characterized by Hooge coefficient.
We studied the dependence of Hooge coefficient as a function of sense-layer magnetic volume. In Fig. 1 we observe
that noise is reduced when the magnetic volume is increased. However, this trend is only observed up to an
optimum value. This increase in noise for higher sense-layer volume may be due to a reduced magnetic quality of
the junctions with thicker sense-layer. The noise level of the optimal junction is remarkably low with a Hooge
coefficient in parallel state below 10−10μm². However this junction was not designed to have a large sensitivity so
that its limit of detection is rather high (≈700𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇√𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧⁄).
By contrast, the arrays of small MTJs which were specifically designed to have higher sensitivity, also have a higher
noise level so that their limit of detection is also unsatisfactory.
Despite the good results of each structure (high sensitivity or low-noise), both finally exhibit the same limit of
detection (≈700𝑛𝑛𝑇𝑇√𝐻𝐻𝑧𝑧⁄) at 10 Hz. This limit can now be improved by combining the assets of both structures.

(Invited) High resolution NMR micro-spectroscopy with spin electronics sensors
R Ayde, P Guitard, M Pannetier-Lecoeur and C Fermon
Université Paris Saclay, France
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMRS) is extensively used in chemistry, biology and physics as it gives
a unique view of the contents and structure of molecules. However NMR signals are small and performing
spectroscopy at local scale either in a microfluidic conditions, either in in vivo style measurements is a difficult
challenge. Today, main approaches are to use micro-coils or MRI techniques to localize the signal[1-2]. We will
describe the approach developed in our laboratory based on the use of GMR or TMR devices. Devices and setup has
been constructed to be able to measure weak signal in a very strong, up to 0.7T magnetic field required for NMR
spectroscopy.
We will present first results of high resolution NMR spectroscopy on volumes of tens of pL, typically 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than those achieved by micro-coils at very high field [3].

a) Experimental NMR spectrum of ethanol detected with by GMR sensor over 3000 averaging. b).Simulated NMR
spectrum of ethanol at 0.3 T
[1]
[2]
[3]
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Detection limit of the TMR fluxgate sensor: Is pT-resolution feasible with a magnetoresistance based technology?
L Breth1, D Suess1 and H Brückl2
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We present the results of our research on a novel technology for the detection of weak magnetic fields - the TMR
(tunneling magnetoresistance) fluxgate sensor. The aim of our approach is to overcome the known detectivity issues
due to 1/f noise that are faced by conventional magnetoresistance sensors in the low-frequency regime. The
measurement of a DC magnetic field with the TMR fluxgate sensor is based on the fluxgate operation principle using
second harmonic detection of a voltage signal from a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), in which the free layer's
magnetization is switched periodically at a frequency f between saturated states. Then, the magnetic field to be
measured is proportional to the Fourier component at 2f, because it induces an asymmetry in the time domain
signal of the MTJ. The alternating field is generated on chip by an integrated current line on top of the MTJ. It was
shown with an analytical calculation and by measurement with a lock-in amplifier that the 2f-signal amplitude has a
linear response with respect to an external weak field [1]. In order to estimate the detection limit of this sensing
technology the crucial question is whether the reduction of the bandwidth by lock-in amplification is effective for
improving the signal-to-noise ratio or new noise mechanisms will limit the performance of TMR fluxgate sensors. In
this context, thermally activated magnetization switching was identified as a possible noise source. The noise floor
originating from the thermally activated reversal was simulated using a Monte-Carlo simulation of Stoner-Wohlfarth
particle under the influence of thermal fluctuations [2]. Additionally, experimental data were taken in the time and
frequency domain from sensors fabricated using standard photolithographic methods (see Fig. 1). Based on our
work, we estimate a theoretical detection limit of 122 nT/Hz0.5 for DC magnetic fields. Finally, we address the
relevant parameters that could help to improve both the experimental performance of the sensors as well as the
theoretical model.

Figure 1: (a) Time domain magnetoresistance signals from a TMR fluxgate sensor and from the Monte Carlo
simulation, (b) Calculated lower limit from simulation data for the noise floor at the second harmonic in the
frequency domain.
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Magnetoelectric analog of the fluxgate magnetometer
D Burdin, D Chashin, N Ekonomov, L Fetisov, and Y Fetisov
Moscow Technological University (MIREA), Russia
Various physical effect are used for measuring magnetic fields, including the electromagnetic induction, Hall effect
in semiconductors, magneto-optical Faraday effect, magnetoresistance and so on [1]. For measurement of weak
magnetic fields H ~10−4–1 Oe, the most common fluxgate magnetometers that use magnetization of a
ferromagnet in external field [2]. Recently, great attention has been paid to magnetoelectric (ME) sensors that
based on a combination of magnetostriction and piezoelectricity in composite ferromagnetic-piezoelectric (FM-PE)
layered structures [3]. However, the ME sensors do not measure dc and low-frequency (f <10 Hz) magnetic fields
due to leakage currents in the PE layer.
In this paper a new type of ME dc magnetic field sensor is suggested and realized which uses a nonlinear
dependence of the FM layer magnetostriction λ(H) on magnetic field. Operation of the ME sensor is very similar to
the fluxgate magnetometer.
Figure 1 explains operation principle of the ME sensor. The FM-PE structure is placed in ac pumping magnetic field
hcos(2πft) with frequency f and magnitude h ~HS, where HS is the magnetostriction saturation field.
Magnetostriction induced periodic deformation in the FM layer S(t) results in generation of even voltage harmonics
u(2f) and u(4f) across the PE layer. Upon application of measured field H < h, the symmetry breaking results in
generation of odd voltage harmonics u(f) and u(3f). It was shown that amplitudes of odd harmonics are linear
functions of the field u(f)~qHh and u(3f)~rHh3, where q=∂λ/∂H and r = ∂3λ/∂H3 are the derivatives of the
magnetostriction at H=0. This property is used to measure dc magnetic field. Figure 2 shows a schematics of the ME
sensor which contains a piezofiber composite (Smart Materials) as PE layer and two layers of amorphous
ferromagnet (Metglas), placed inside a pumping coil. For the field h=6 Oe with frequency f=1 kHz the sensor had
sensitivity of u1/H≈0.4 V/Oe and was able to detect fields as low as 0.1 mOe (see Fig.3). Preliminary measurements have shown that characteristics of the sensor can be improved by 2-3 orders by means of the sensor design
optimization, choosing proper pumping frequency, and decreasing magnetic noise. It seems, the ME sensors of the
type described can compete with the fluxgate magnetometers.

Fig. 1 Principle of the ME dc magnetic field sensor operation, λ(H) is the magnetostriction of the ferromagnetic
layer, f = 1 kHz.. Fig 2. Design of ME dc field sensor. Fig. 4 (a) Spectrum of output signal, (b) dependence of u 1 vs
measured field H

Low frequency thermal noise in magneto-resistive sensors
A Stankiewicz
Seagate Technology, USA
Thermal excitations of damped harmonic oscillators have been studied thoroughly over many years. There are exact
analytical solutions, showing that the spectra of these random oscillations are equivalent to the oscillator resonance
curve [1]. Hence, the most energy is contained in the resonance line, and the low frequency (LF) tail is usually very
small. However, the situation changes dramatically in the presence of asymmetry around the equilibrium state,
which may be caused by an asymmetric energy profile, as well as a non-linear transfer curve. In these conditions, a
significant 1/f-like low frequency tail may show up. This is a universal property of randomly stimulated, asymmetric
oscillators, which is discussed elsewhere [2].
In this work, it is demonstrated that such behavior may be present in rectangular magneto-resistive sensors due to
shape anisotropy. While ferromagnetic resonance (frez~4 GHz) is driven by thermal power, in the presence of a
moderate external field the demagnetizing field breaks the local symmetry of the energy profile and paves the way
to significant low-frequency noise. When the magnetization is aligned to the main axis of the demagnetization
tensor, which corresponds to a null external field, the noise disappears. On the other hand, in large external fields
the noise is clamped, leading to the characteristic M-shape of the LF noise vs. field dependence.
A simple macrospin model allows investigating the properties of the phenomenon, and obtaining noise profiles. The
modeled results are in excellent qualitative agreement with observed noise collected from actual readers (Fig. 1).
Field scale difference is related to shield effect approximation in the macrospin model.
The demonstrated mechanism is an important channel that allows thermal excitation to produce LF noise in
magneto-resistive sensors, compromising their performance.

Fig. 1. Comparison of macrospin model and experimental LF (< 0.5 GHz) noise power.
[1]
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(Invited) Martensitic phase transition of Heusler-based magnetic shape memory alloys accessed by photoemission
A Kimura
Hiroshima University, Japan
The Heusler-type ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (FSMAs) have attracted enormous attention due to their
various attractive properties, which are all related to the martensitic phase transition (MPT) that can be reversibly
manipulated by an external magnetic field. One of the key properties of these alloys is attributed to the drastic
reduction of magnetization on cooling from the highly magnetized cubic phase to the nonmagnetic or the antiferromagnetic tetragonal phase. Such a peculiar magnetic property leads, for example, to an inverse magnetocaloric
effect [1] and a giant magnetoresistance effect [2]. Especially, the Ni-Mn-In system with excess Mn exhibits the
large magnetocaloric effect and thus is regarded as a strong candidate for magnetic refrigeration without rare-earth
elements [3]. To scrutinize the driving mechanism of the MPT, an investigation of bulk electronic structure is
indispensable. Here I will show our recent study on the electronic states utilizing hard X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (HAXPES) combined with first-principles calculation.
I first discuss the underlying physics of the MPT in the ferromagnetic phase of Ni 2 Mn 1+x Sn(In) 1-x [4,5]. The result of
Ni 2 Mn 1+x Sn shows that the Ni 3d e g state in the cubic phase systematically shifts towards the Fermi energy (E F ) with
an increase in the number of Mn atoms substituted at the Sn sites [4]. An abrupt decrease of the intensity for the Ni
3d e g state upon the MPT for x = 0.36~0.42 has been observed near E F . The ab-initio calculation supports the
observed shift and tells us that the Ni 3d minority spin e g state in the cubic phase originates from hybridization with
the antiferromagnetically coupled Mn in the Sn-site. Below the MPT temperature, the Ni 3d state splits into two
levels located below and above E F to achieve an energetically stable state. Similar changes in the spectral weight
near E F have been observed also for Pd 2 Mn 1+x Sn and Ni 2 Mn 1+x In. The latter has even exhibited a pseudo gap, which
might be responsible for the giant negative magnetoresistance [2].
In developing micro actuators, which is required for the current MEMS technologies, the growth of thin films of
ferromagnetic shape memory alloys are becoming more important [6]. Here, the electronic structure of a FSMA film,
Ni 49.1 Fe 17.5 Ga 29.1 Co 4.3 (1μm-thick) deposited on MgO(100) substrate has been experimentally explored [7]. The
HAXPES measurement has revealed a drastic change in the electronic states near E F upon the MPT. The observed
change displays the hysteresis associated to the transition, and reflects the opening of a pseudo-gap at E F .
All the HAXPES experiments shown here were performed at BL15XU of SPring-8 with the approval of NIMS
Synchrotron X-ray Station (Proposal No. 2009A4800, 2011B4803, 2012A4805, 2013B4910, 2014A4903).
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Tunable microwave electric polarization in magnetostrictive microwires
L Panina1,2, D Makhnovskiy3, A Dzhumazoda1, A Morchenko1, V Kostishyn1 and H Peng4
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Miniature sensors with remote wireless operation are required in many technological areas including structural
health monitoring, smart composites, embedded biosensors, etc. Microwave technologies have a high potential for
remote sensing applications. Here we propose to utilize magnetic microwires as embedded sensors operating at
microwave frequencies (1-10 GHz). The sensor operation is based on tunable electric polarization due to large
modulation of the wire surface impedance (known as magnetoimpedance effect). Recently, the research topic on
microwave interacting with ferromagnetic materials or metamaterials is intensively developing. The main areas of
applications are identified as sensor materials and microwave shielding systems.
In order to realize efficient tunable properties, magnetic microwires of CoFeSiB composition in amorphous state are
considered. The absence of the crystalline structure is very useful since it is possible to induce a required magnetic
anisotropy through magnetoelastic interaction. For microwave sensing applications, the magnetic structure in the
outer shell of a circumferential or helical type is preferable, which can be established in Co-rich alloys with negative
magnetostriction. For such wires, the remagnetisation behaviour in an axial magnetic field less than the effective
anisotropy field is almost linear, without hysteresis and with very high susceptibility. The external stress and
temperature can substantially modify the magnetic anisotropy and the magnetization processes.
Tunable soft magnetic properties of amorphous microwires result in unique high frequency behavior, namely, giant
magnetoimpedance. At MHz frequencies, MI is utilized in various magnetic and stress sensors. At GHz frequency,
the MI effect can be used to control the scattering of electromagnetic waves from microwires with application to
tunable electromagnetic composites and embedded sensors. The use of metal inclusions in microwave applications
is often justified by their larger electric polarisability in comparison with dielectrics. This enables a strong response
even from a single inclusion. Here we demonstrate that scattering from a ferromagnetic microwire showing large MI
effect at microwaves can be modulated with low frequency magnetic field and the amplitude of this modulation
near the antenna resonance can sensitively change in the presence of the external stress or temperature. The
modelling is based on solving the scattering problem from a cylindrical wire with the impedance boundary
conditions. The modelling results agree well with the experimental data.

Magnetic Shape Memory Alloys: Magnetoelastic Properties Affected by Volume Effects
V Chernenko1,2
1
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A range of Heusler X2YZ magnetic shape memory alloys (MSMAs), where X and Y are transition metals and Z
belongs to the III-V group from the periodic table of elements, exhibits the martensitic transformation (MT) and
complex magnetic ordering. In the case of Mn-excess Ni2Mn1+x(Ga,In,Sn,Sb)1-x alloy series, the magnetic and
magnetoelastic properties are governed by competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions due to two
different Mn-Mn distances in the unit cell and strong coupling of the magnetic and structural degrees of freedom.
This gives rise to the unique functional properties such as giant magnetic shape-memory effect and the
magnetocaloric effects, as well as the exchange phenomenon.
Based on the recent experimental and theoretical developments [1-3], we will discuss following issues: (1) how is
transformation volume change influences the magnetic contribution to the entropy change accompanying the MT;
(2) explanation will be provided about the mechanism of the volume effect on the magnetic anisotropy of
NiMnGa/MgO(001) thin films; (3) we will introduce a volume magnetostress responsible for the large shift of
superelastic curves towards the high critical stress of MT. This influence will be compared with the anisotropic
magnetostress induced in the martensitic phase by application of magnetic field.
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Nature and origin of structural modulation in Ni2MnGa magnetic shape memory alloy
S Singh1, J Bednarcik2, P Rajput3, A Hill3, V Petricek4, E Suard5, S Barman6, C Felser1 and D Pandey7
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Ni 2 MnGa is an important ferromagnetic shape memory alloy, which shows a large MFIS (10%) and fast actuation in
the martensite phase. [1] The large magnetic field induced strain is associated with the structural modulation in the
martensite phase. Ni 2 MnGa shows martensitic and magnetic transitions at 210 K and 373 K, respectively. The
martensitic transition in Ni 2 MnGa is preceded by the appearance of a premartensite phase around T= 260 K, which
also shows modulation. A controversy about the nature and origin of modulation has been solved by using high
resolution x-ray diffraction data. The analysis of high resolution x-ray diffraction data confirms that both the
premartensite and martensite phases of Ni 2 MnGa are incommensurate modulated. [2, 3] We observed the
inhomogeneous displacement of different atomic sites on account of incommensurate modulation and the presence
of phason broadening. Further, we show that the incommensurate martensite phase results from the
incommensurate premartensite phase, and not from the austenite phase assumed in the adaptive phase model.
The temperature variation of the modulation wave vector q shows smooth analytic behavior with no evidence for any
devilish plateau corresponding to an intermediate or ground state commensurate lock-in phases. The existence of
the incommensurate 7M like modulated structure down to 5K suggests that the incommensurate 7M like
modulation is the ground state of Ni 2 MnGa and not the Bain distorted tetragonal L1 0 phase or any other lock-in
phase with a commensurate modulation. These findings can be explained within the framework of the soft phonon
model. [3,4]
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Development of high temperature NI-MN-GA ferromagnetic shape memory alloys
A Pérez-Checa1, J Feuchtwanger2, D Musiienko3, A Sozinov3, J Barandiaran1,2, K Ullakko3 and V Chernenko1,2,4
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Magnetically driven effects in Ni-Mn-Ga have been extensively studying during past decades [1]. It has been shown
that the mechanism of magnetic shape memory (MSM) effect is based on the field-induced rearrangement of twin
variants realized by the twin boundary motion [2]. The development of these materials should be focused on
improvement of mechanical properties, the decrease of twining stress as well as decreasing of actuation field [3].
Also, only few studies have been performed in order to increase the actuation temperature of these alloys, which is
one of the principal requirements of modern technological applications, achieving values up to 80ºC for Ni-Mn-Ga
system [4].
Ni-Mn-Ga alloys properties have been shown to be very sensitive to composition and to additives [5, 6]. Our goal is
to achieve values of martensitic transformation temperature TM > 100ºC and Curie temperature TC >150ºC in Ni-MnGa system by simultaneous doping with Co, Cu and Fe. Previous works have shown that the addition of Co instead
of Ni leads to an increase of TC, but lowers TM, while substitution of Mn or Ga by Cu produce an increase of TM [7, 8].
On the other hand, the effect of Fe strongly depends on site-occupancy [9-11]. Fe prefer to occupy Ni or Mn sites,
but replacement of Mn position is preferable due to an increase of TC.

The aim of the present work is to design and study new compositions of Ni-Mn-Ga-Fe-Co-Cu showing MSM effect at
high temperatures. Master alloys were produced from high purity raw elements by an induction furnace. Various
single crystals growth techniques were developed (Floating zone and modified Bridgman–Stockbarger methods) in
order to grow high quality single crystals with predefined crystallographic orientation. Crystallographic structure
analysis and orientation of single crystals were performed by utilizing the custom configuration of Panalytical
α2 intensity
tube, 2xGe
less(220)
than Hybrid
0.1%) monochromat
Empyrean diffractometer setup with CoK

and PIXcel 3D area detector. We demonstrate TC values up to 178ºC and TM above 100ºC for NiMnGaFeCoCu alloys
using vibration sample magnetometer, low-field magnetic susceptibility and differential scanning calorimetry
techniques.
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Magnetorezistive effects in NiFeGaCu and NiMnGaCu Heusler compounds
F Tolea, M Sofronie, B Popescu, A Crisan, A Leca and M Valeanu
National Institute of Material Physics, Romania
The magnetoresistive effects have different origins which share the general dependence on the electron's spin
orientation [1]. In the Ni–Mn–Ga or Ni-Fe-Ga systems, the magnetic behavior is governed by Mn (Fe) sites in terms
of an indirect exchange interaction (assisted by conduction electrons) between localized magnetic moments.
Therefore, the electronic structure, conduction electron concentration, and inter-atomic distances are the factors
that can affect the crystal phase stability, magnetic ordering and magnetic structure. The motivation to investigate
magnetic and transport properties of these alloys is the attractive multifunctional potential for both fundamental
science and technological applications of Ferromagnetic Heusler alloys.
In the present work we investigate the influence of Cu substitution for Mn/Fe sites on the transport, magnetic
properties and MT characteristics of Ni50Mn20Ga27Cu3 and Ni50Fe20Ga27Cu3 as ribbons prepared by melt spinning
method and subjected to thermal treatment at 400 °C for 20 minutes. X-ray diffraction, DSC, magnetometry and
magnetoresistive characterizations were performed (see Figure). Comparing the properties of the bulk and ribbons
samples is expected to shed light on the role of interfaces and the microstructure.

FIG. Thermal variation of resistivity in 0 T and 5 T applied field and magnetoresistance (blue curves) on
Ni 50 Fe 20 Ga 27 Cu 3 (left) and Ni 50 Mn 20 Ga 27 Cu 3 (right) ribbons annealed 20min at 400 °C. Insets: Temperature
dependence of magnetization emphasizing MT and Tc in 200 Oe applied magnetic field.
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Development of in situ magneto-ellipsometry for studying correlation between the optical, magnetic and magnetooptical properties of ferromagnetic thin films
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It is well-known that new nanomaterial synthesis is needed for various aspects of modern life, i.e. they are highly
appreciated in aerospace technologies, medicine, biology, engineering, civil engineering. That is why the
development of non-destructive methods of control and diagnosis is required. In this work we demonstrate how to
control the synthesis at each step of the technological process, as well as, the final structure, before it is taken out
of vacuum. Magneto-ellipsometry combines standard ellipsometry and transverse magneto-optical Kerr effect
measurements. It is a convenient powerful optical technique, as it can be used for simultaneous precise in situ
control of various nanomaterials properties in the process of deposition in the high-vacuum chamber [1]. There are
some groups of scientists around the world who work in this field [2, 3], but still the way of data analysis is not
completely described and approved.
In this work we present the way of nanostructured films characterization by means of magneto-ellipsometry. The
method of interpretation of in situ magneto-optical ellipsometry spectra from the in situ molecular beam epitaxy
setup with an integrated magneto-ellipsometric real time control is described. The analysis of data of ellipsometric
and magneto-ellipsometric measurements under the influence of an external magnetic field in the transverse
magneto-optical Kerr effect configuration is presented. It is demonstrated how to analyze the experimental data in
order to completely determine all elements of the dielectric permittivity tensor and to obtain information on optical,
magnetic and magneto optical properties directly in the process of film synthesis. The formulae and the algorithm
for data analysis are obtained. The method is tested on the ferromagnetic nanostructures Fe/SiO2/Si within several
models of reflective structures. The expressions for analyzing ellipsometry and magneto-ellipsometry data are
obtained and used for calculating the values of refractive index and extinction coefficient of the ferromagnetic metal
Fe in a thin nanostructure Fe/SiO2/Si, as well as the values of real (Q1) and imaginary parts (Q2) of magneto-optical
parameter Q (Figure 1). The results are in good agreement with [4]. Thus, the opportunity of simultaneous
characterization of nanostructures optical and magneto-optical properties and correlation between them have been
demonstrated by means of magneto-ellipsometry.

Fig. 1. The values of real (Q1) and imaginary (Q2) parts of magneto-optical parameter Q, calculated for a semiinfinite model and for a single-layer model
This work is of a great practical interest, as it helps to develop the reproducible technology of synthesis of
nanostructures with the preset parameters, i.e. for the needs of spintronics, electronics.
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Magnetoelastic effect in ferromagnetic/NiTi bilayer films attached to Si (100) substrate
D Torres and D Cornejo
University of Sao Paulo, Brazil

A film composed by a layer characterized by a temperature- or field-driven structural phase transition (SPT) coupled
to a ferromagnetic layer is potentially interesting for applications such as sensors. In such structure, the
magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer may be modified through changes in the stress field at the interface, when
the SPT in the non-magnetic layer is carried-out. In the present work, we study the magnetic behavior of the NiTi/Co
and NiTi/Ni films through SPT of the nearly equiatomic NiTi layer for different compositions of Ni50-xTi50+x. The films
have been grown on silicon (100) substrates by DC magnetron co-sputtering of pure Ni and Ti targets. Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out to obtain the
composition and the crystal structure of the films. The thickness of the NiTi layer was 1
m approximat
those of Co or Ni were 20nm.
Magnetic measurements as a function of temperature and magnetic field were performed by using a
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). The results show that the magnetization of the NiTi/Ni
bilayer in contrast to NiTi/Co is highly sensitive to the phase transition of NiTi. This causes a variation in the
behavior of both; the magnetization (Fig.1.) and the coercivity of the Ni layer with the temperature, which reflects
the structural changes of the non-magnetic NiTi layer.

Method for reproducible single bubble formation in patterned dot array
T Liu1, V Puliafito2, C Deranlot3, F Montaigne1, S Petit1, S Andrieu1, O Ozatay4, G Finocchio2 and T Hauet1
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Several numerical analyses and theoretical studies have recently predicted that magnetic soliton states observed in
system with perpendicularly anisotropy (PMA) systems, i.e. bubbles and droplets, would have the potential to
significantly widen the scope for recording and dynamics of existing spintronic devices [1-3]. In our presentation, we
will discuss the formation conditions of magnetic bubble through in-plane field demagnetization in array of Co/Ni
circular dots. Based on magnetic force microscopy (Fig. 1), we will demonstrate high success rate in nucleating
stable bubble (up to 90%). The efficiency of single bubble formation depends not only on the static energy of the
bubble, which is a function of dot size, material thickness and intrinsic material parameters (e.g. anisotropy), but
also on the bubble nucleation mechanism. Experimental Phase diagrams consisting in region with single domain
state, single bubble and multi-domain state will be presented, and compared with micromagnetic simulations, to
highlight the influence of starting in-plane field amplitude and dipolar interactions during the demagnetization
process. Finally, we will focus on anisotropy distribution in the dots that limits in our experiments the efficiency rate
of bubble formation.

Fig. 1. 45×45 μm2 MFM images of the [Co/Ni] 10 of 1.25 μm dots arrays after demagnetization under AC in-plane
field. The red, blue and green circles show single bubble state, single domain state, and multi-domain state,
respectively.
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Excitation and confinement of spin waves in a patterned Co/Py composite structure
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Extensive efforts have been devoted to investigations of the high-frequency magnetisation dynamics in micro- and
nano-sized square magnetic elements, in particular fuelled by their existing and future use within data recording and
processing devices [1,2]. Here, we have used use time-resolved scanning Kerr microscopy (TRSKM) and
micromagnetic simulations to study the excitation of spin waves within a magnonic structure formed by a
continuous film of Permalloy (14 nm thick) upon which an array of square elements patterned from 55 nm thick film
of cobalt was formed. The cobalt elements had a width of 12 µm and the edge-to-edge spacing of 3 μm, as shown
in Fig. 1 (a). The structure was biased by a uniform external field HB of either 180 Oe or 729 Oe strength.
The frequencies of the dominant modes in the sample were identified from experiments with a pulsed excitation.
Most intriguingly, three dominant modes of resonance were identified within the Permalloy film at the points marked
‘H’, C’ and ‘V’ in Fig. 1 (a). TRSKM imaging with a harmonic excitation of the structure revealed that the excited spin
waves were localised to rather well-defined regions within the Permalloy layer [Fig. 1 (b)-(e)].
The significant difference in magnetization of saturation between the cobalt and Permalloy layers led to the
possibility of launching spin waves of finite wave-vector into the Permalloy film, via the resonant excitation of the
dominant mode within the Cobalt square [3]. Micromagnetic simulations were used to explain the experimental
findings in terms of the distributions of both the effective field [Fig. 1 (f)] and the local frequency of resonance [4].
Our findings demonstrate how the graded magnonic index in composite magnonic structures is able not only to
confine spin waves but also to excite short-wavelength spin waves.

Fig. 1 (a) Micrograph of the patterned Co/Py composite structure. (b)-(e) TRSKM images acquired when the
structure was continuously pumped at frequencies of 10.80, 8.56, 8.00 and 7.52 GHz respectively (H B = 729 Oe
throughout). (f) The calculated effective field (projected onto the magnetisation) across the upper plane of the
Permalloy film, when H B = 729 Oe.
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Thermal characterization of Permalloy nanostripes deposited on thick SiO2
C López, E Ramos, J Akerman, M Muñoz and J Prieto
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain
The concept of the Race-Track memory has encouraged an immense number of studies on the movement and
dynamics of magnetic domain walls (DW) displaced by an electric current. Due to the large current densities
required to move or transform the DW, a correct and precise knowledge of the temperature in the nanowire is
mandatory, especially when the current is introduced in short pulses [1-4]. Here we present a complete
characterization of the thermal behaviour of nanowires with pulsed current excitation based on an experimental
calibration on Permalloy nanostripes on a SiO2 substrate. The resistance of the nanostripe is monitored as the
current pulse flows through the stripe, with the help of a high frequency oscilloscope. These resistance values are
compared to a Resistance versus Temperature calibration performed on a stripe of the same dimensions. The results
are simulated with the help of COMSOL and the parameters required to match the experimental results are
discussed within the work. The introduction of a thermal interface term has been crucial to achieve a good
agreement between the experimental results and the simulation [5], and its impact on the final predictions is
evaluated. All the parameters allow to extract valuable information of the temperature in the notch and, specifically,
of the temperature gradient generated along the device. Thermal gradients along the device may be important on
magnetic materials where the movement of DWs follows the Arrhenius law. In substrates with small thermal
conductivity like amorphous SiO2, the temperature increases dramatically in standard working conditions. For
instance, for 400nm-SiO2, the temperature can reach 1000 K on a 10nm thick Permalloy for J=5•107 A/cm2, and
it can be 40 % hotter in a notch, with depth one third of the width of the wire. Also, for sharp notches, the current
density can increase up to 2 orders of magnitude higher in the edge. This could be detrimental for some studies but
allows large in plane thermal gradients that may be useful for other studies in spin caloritronics. Besides, the
influence of the width and depth of the triangular notch has been discussed as well, which may show a path to an
optimal notch design for obtaining more resilient devices in pulse current excitation DW experiments.
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Magnetic vortex chirality investigation in patterned structures by means of local hysteresis loops measurements
M Coïsson, G Barrera, F Celegato, A Manzin, F Vinai and P Tiberto
INRIM, Nanoscience and Materials Division, Italy
Magnetic vortices are flux closure domain
configurations often observed in patterned micrometric
and sub-micrometric structures. They are characterised
by a polarity (the orientation of the magnetisation in the
singularity of the vortex, i.e. at its centre), and by a
chirality (the clockwise or anticlockwise rotation of the
magnetisation). Both these characteristics have been
proposed as means of storing magnetic information.
However, measurement and control of vortex chirality
may be rather complex or require techniques not
available in laboratories (e.g. XMCD, neutrons).
Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) is a widely
accessible technique that can distinguish chirality
states in patterned structures. Recently, a suitable
modification of a field-dependent MFM has been
exploited to measure local hysteresis loops [1] by
repeatedly scanning a single profile of a patterned
structure as a function of the applied magnetic field,
and then by properly analysing the resulting phase
image in pass 2. As shown in Figure 1, four different
outcomes are possible for an individual magnetic dot:
vortices nucleate in both loop branches on the same
side of the dot (i.e. with opposite chirality, top half of
the figure), resulting in symmetric loop shapes that
depend on the relative position of the scanned profile
and the side at which the vortex nucleates; or they can
nucleate along opposite edges in the two loop
branches, resulting in asymmetric loop shapes (bottom
half of the figure). The interaction between the MFM tip
and the sample magnetisation affects the probability of
observing loops of different types and can be exploited
to control, to a certain degree, the vortex chirality.

Figure 1. Experimental and simulated MFM images and
local hysteresis loops on Ni80Fe20 square dots (size 800 nm,
thickness 30 nm) displaying inverted or preserved chirality
in the two loop branches.

In this work, different patterned magnetic structures have been investigated, including individual Ni80Fe20 square
dots (as those shown in Figure 1), small arrays of interacting dots, and “astroid” structures consisting of four
antidots arranged in a square configuration. Local hysteresis loops have been used to investigate their
magnetisation reversal processes as a function of the applied magnetic field and to discuss the chirality states of
the vortex structures that develop during the magnetisation reversal.
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Magnetic transition from antidot to dot regime in large area Co/Pd nanopatterned arrays with perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy
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The understanding how the patterning affects the magnetic phenomena is an important question for magnetic
recording media, sensors and actuators based on ordered arrays of nanostructures. This work focuses on magnetic
properties of dots and antidots of Co/Pd thin films, and shows patterning effect on domain shape and domain wall
behaviour in system with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. In particular, magnetic transition from antidot to dot
regime is analysed.
Large area periodic arrays of magnetic nanostructures have been fabricated by depositing Co/Pd multilayers on
polystyrene masks prepared on Si wafers. Change of the preparation conditions allowed to obtain both arrays of
separated magnetic islands as well as arrays of antidots with adjustable sizes down to 30 nm and periods from 200
nm to 800 nm (see Figure 1). Flat, continuous films were simultaneously prepared on Si substrates as reference
samples.
The magnetic properties and magnetization switching of such system exhibits strong dependence on the
nanostructure size and separation distance. The coercivity increases with the increase of antidot size, reaching
maximum at 3 kOe for the antidot size of around 80% of the period, and then diminishes to the value of 0,8 kOe,
characteristic for flat films. The change is more pronounced at low temperatures and it is related to pinning effect as
well as modification of magnetic domain sizes and shapes observed by Magnetic Force Microscopy and Scanning
Magneto-Resistive Microscopy. For narrow range of nanostructure sizes the antidot array behaves magnetically as
an array of isolated dots. Additionally, field cooling measurements demonstrate significant amount of paramagnetic
phase, which can be associated with magnetic dead phase appearing on the edge of nanostructures. The influence
of sample morphology and structure on coercivity and magnetization switching characteristics is confirmed by the
micromagnetic modelling.

Figure 1. Scanning electron image of Co/Pd arrays with period of 438 nm. Coverage of the sample surface with
magnetic material changes and amounts to (a) 7%, (b) 16% and (c) 55%, resulting in different morphology from
separated magnetic islands (a) to arrays of antidots (c).

Non-trivially distorted vortex cores in asymmetric permalloy patterns observed by soft X-ray microscopy
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The magnetic vortices in confined magnetic patterns are the topic of intense discussions in the
magnetism/spintronics community due to their fascinating topological texture for the fundamental studies of
nanoscale spin behavior and also in view of harnessing their unique spin structures [i.e. circularity (c) and polarity
(p)] in advanced magnetic technologies such as data storage and logic devices, etc [1,2]. Most of studies on
magnetic vortices have focused on the common magnetic vortex structure consisting of a single vortex core (polarity,
p) aligned on both surfaces of a magnetic element pointing either up or down and a circular in-plane domain
(circularity, c) rotating either clockwise or counter-clockwise []. The individual values for c and p yields four different
vortex states in a single magnetic element.
We directly observed non-trivial distorted vortex cores in asymmetric shaped permalloy (Py, Ni80Fe20) disks with a
height of h = 100 nm, a radius of R = 500 nm, and an asymmetric ratio of r = 0.3R utilizing full-field magnetic
transmission soft X-ray microscopy (MTXM) [3]. We find that the core locations on the top and bottom surfaces of
the disk are not coaxial. They appear as elongated magnetic structures as shown in the MTXM images (Fig. 1(a))
and significantly differ from the shape of vortex cores created in circular disks (Fig. 1 (b)). Interestingly, the cores on
top and bottom surfaces point not only in the same direction (Right disk in Fig. 1(a)), but were also found to point
into the opposite direction (Left disk in Fig. 1(a)), which implies that with such structure eight different vortex states
can be created in a disk. Study on the field-driven motions of the distorted vortex cores show that their magnetic
behavior are considerably sensitive to the initial spin configurations of vortex cores, particularly depending on
whether the cores on top and bottom surfaces point into the same direction or the opposite direction.
This work is supported by BES MSD DOE Contract No. DE-AC02-05-CH11231 and by Leading Foreign Research
Institute Recruitment Program through the National Research Foundation (NRF) of Korea funded by the Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology (MEST) (2012K1A4A3053565).

Fig. 1. MTXM images for the vortex cores in asymmetric shaped (a) and circular (b) Py disks. The black and white
indicate the orientation of out-of-plane magnetization pointing up and down, respectively.
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(Invited) Magnetism in curved geometries
D Makarov
Helmholtz-Zentrum Deresden-Rossendorf e.V., Germany
While conventionally magnetic films and structures are fabricated on flat surfaces, the topology of curved surfaces
has only recently started to be explored and leads to new fundamental physics as well as applied device ideas. In
particular, novel effects occur when the magnetization is modulated by curvature providing a new degree of freedom
that leads to new magnetization configurations (see for instance [1,2]) and is predicted to have major implications
on the spin dynamics due to topological constraints for instance in circular tubes and rolls [3].
Advances in this novel field solely rely on the understanding of the fundamentals behind the modifications of
magnetic responses of 3D-curved magnetic thin films. The lack of an inversion symmetry and the emergence of a
curvature induced effective anisotropy and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction are characteristic of curved surfaces
[4-6], leading to curvature-driven magnetochiral effects [7-9] and topologically induced magnetization patterning
[6, 10], including unlimited domain wall velocities in hollow tubes [3], chirality symmetry breaking [6-9] and
Cherenkov-like effects for magnons [11]. In addition to these rich physics, the application potential of 3D-shaped
objects is currently being explored as magnetic field sensorics for magnetoﬂuidic applications [12], spin-wave ﬁlters
[13], magneto-encephalography devices [14] and high-speed racetrack memory devices [3]. To this end, the
initially fundamental topic of the magnetism in curved geometries strongly benefited from the input of the
application-oriented community, which among others explores the shapeability aspect of the curved magnetic thin
films. These activities resulted in the development of the family of shapeable magnetoelectronics [15], which
already includes flexible [16], printable [17], stretchable [18] and even imperceptible [19] magnetic field
sensorics.
These recent developments starting from the theoretical predictions to the fabrication and characterization of 3Dcurved magnetic thin films and their application potential are in the focus of this talk.
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Monte Carlo study of the exchange bias behavior of MnFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 core/disordered shell nanoparticles
M Vasilakaki1, K N Trohidou1, F G Silva2,3,4, R Aquino2,5, R Perzynski3,4 and J Depeyrot2
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The structure and the low-temperature magnetic properties of non-textured diluted frozen dispersions of single 3.3
nm sized nanoparticles (NPs) consisted of a soft MnFe2O4 core protected by a disordered maghemite shell have
been experimentally investigated [1,2].We use Monte Carlo simulations technique to study the exchange bias
behaviour of these systems [3] in an atomic scale.
We model spherical ferrimagnetic soft core/hard disordered shell nanoparticles with Heisenberg exchange
interaction between the spins. We consider uniaxial anisotropy along the z-axis in the core and at the interface and
random anisotropy in the shell and at the surface. To take into account the random distribution of the NPs in the
ferrofluid, the cooling field has been applied in different directions and the hysteresis loop is calculated by
averaging on the hysteresis loops along each magnetic field direction. Our simulations have been performed for
several cooling field sizes and they show that the optimum exchange bias field is achieved for a cooling field of the
order of the anisotropy field. Higher cooling fields lead to the decrease of the exchange bias value. Our numerical
results reproduce well the experimental findings confirming that the NPs consist of a well-ordered ferrimagnetic core
surrounded by a disordered spin glass-like surface layer [1,2].
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Longitudinal domain wall formation in elongated nanoparticle assemblies
M Varón, M Beleggia, T Kasama, J Jordanovic, J Schiøtz and C Frandsen
Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
Next-generation magnetic materials may be built bottom-up using nanoparticles as building blocks. Although not
trivial, these materials have the potential to be engineered at the nanoscale by means that are not easily accessible
in other systems and particles can for instance be combined into new nanocomposite [1] or sensor materials [2].
However, in many cases, it is undetermined how magnetic properties of nanoparticle assemblies compare to
conventional magnetic materials.
We prepared elongated “rope-like” nanoparticle assemblies of 13 nm Co particles with assembly thicknesses of
100–400 nm and lengths of up to some hundred microns through evaporation of dense colloids on carbon
substrates (Fig. 1a) [3]. The particles have nm-thick organic coatings and form almost close-packed assemblies.
Their collective magnetic ordering is captured visually by electron microscopy experiments (Lorentz microscopy and
electron holography) [3]. In comparison with thin film strips of Co of similar dimensions, a fundamental difference in
magnetic response is found: In thin film strips, transverse (or vortex) domain walls are typically observed, but in the
nanoparticle assemblies, we observe longitudinal domain walls (Fig. 1b) [3]. We explain this domain structure as
the result of dipolar interactions and shape anisotropy, in the absence of inter-particle exchange coupling.
We have through simulations verified that longitudinal domain-walls can be stabilized by dipolar inter-particle
interactions in elongated close-packed nanoparticle assemblies with aspect ratios of 2-7, in the absence of interparticle exchange coupling (Fig. 1c) [3,4]. In detail, we correlate between magnetic domain structure and 2D
particle order (packing). We further find, both experimentally and through simulations, that the propagation of
longitudinal domain walls occurs in the transverse direction with reverse field. Domain walls are stabilized during
reversal (Fig. 1c) by packing disorder [4].
The experimental observations and numerical simulations provide a coherent physical picture that highlights how
domain structures and hence magnetic properties of nanoparticle systems may be very different from conventional
magnetic materials.

Figure 1: a) Transmission electron microscopy image of “rope-like” structures formed by self-assembly of Co
nanoparticles. b) Domain walls in “ropes”, observed by Lorentz microscopy, highlighted by dotted orange and
yellow lines. c) Simulations of domain structures in elongated nanoparticle assemblies during field reversal; colors
represent magnetization direction (blue: right; yellow: left), black bars represent moment sum. Adapted from [3,4].
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Macroscopic nanoparticle assemblies: Exploring the structural and magnetic properties of huge supracrystals
G Wilbs, M Smik, E Volkmann, U Rücker, O Petracic and T Brückel
Juelich Centre for Neutron Science JCNS and Peter Gruenberg Institute, Germany
Due to their potential use as building blocks for spintronic devices, high density data storage systems, biomedical
applications or functional materials, nanoparticles have moved into the focus of intense research activities [1-4].
They exhibit novel electrical, optical and magnetic properties that are caused by size effects like
superparamagnetism, quantum mechanically discrete energy states or surface plasmons [5-7]. Several
characteristics like shape and size have become tunable for a broad range of materials, thanks to rapid
developments in chemical synthesis [8]. Nevertheless, arranging nanoparticles in a desired configuration with a
macroscopic coherence length remains challenging due to the enormous variety of forces contributing to the
process with a limited degree of influence.
However, we succeeded in fabricating three dimensional supracrystals that exhibit length scales in the 0.1mm range
as shown in figure 1. The iron oxide nanoparticles employed for these samples have a diameter of 15 nm and are
covered with an organic surfactant shell to avoid agglomeration. By the use of GISAXS and SEM studies (an example
is shown in figure 2), the local and average order is studied in detail. For the investigation of the magnetic behavior
as a function of structural properties, systematic SQUID magnetometry measurements were performed. Hence, a
comprehensive picture of the inter-particle interaction as well as of the overall magnetic behavior and its influence
on the particle order is deduced.
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Magnetic behavior of nanoparticles stemming from interfaces between transition metal oxides
V Salgueiriño, B Rivas-Murias and B Rodríguez-González
Universidade de Vigo, Spain
Nanoparticles of magnetic materials are very useful in different applications, on which the combination of chemistry
and magnetic performance will determine their final purpose. Different examples of magnetic nanoparticles
synthesized and manipulated by wet-chemistry methods will be detailed to demonstrate how to exert control over
the final magnetic behaviour and over the possible diversity of the ultimate functionalities.
Thus, for example, the metal cation chemical potential at the interface between two antiferromagnetic and
ferrimagnetic oxides, captured as the dynamic variable, causes the effective magnetic anisotropy to increase and
modify the final magnetic behaviour. Increased coercive and tunable exchange bias field values were registered in
hybrid CoO@Fe 3 O 4 and CoO@MnFe 2 O 4 core-shell octahedron-shaped nanoparticles of different average size. In this
strained morphology, the metal cation chemical potentials at the interface between the antiferromagnetic and
ferrimagnetic oxides become a very dynamic variable. This causes the effective magnetic anisotropy to increase and
the type of interface to change after growing the spinel ferrite shell epitaxially onto the cobalt oxide {111} surface
facets, and consequently, to tune the overall magnetic behaviour.

Fig. 1: Example of a magnetic hybrid CoO@Fe 3 O 4
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Magnetic properties of a porous silicon/iron oxide composite usable as biocompatible magnetically guidable
nanovehicle for payloads
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In this work template assisted synthesis of magnetic nanostructures is presented to fabricate biocompatible
nanovehicles for payloads movable in aqueous solutions by a magnetic field. Both employed materials, porous
silicon (PSi) as well as iron oxide (IO) are known to be biocompatible. Two routes are applied to produce various IO
phases of the embedded nanostructures within PSi. First, readily synthesized magnetite nanoparticles (NPs) coated
with oleic acid which are superparamagnetic (SPM) due to their size, are infiltrated into the pores. The second
attempt is the chemical deposition of IO particles inside the PSi. Concerning the adjustability of the magnetic
properties of the system the loading procedure of the PSi with IO NPs will be elucidated in detail as well as the
growth of IO structures within the pores to correlate magnetic and fabrication parameters.
After the loading of the samples with IO, the filled PSi layers have been removed mechanically from the substrate
and after subsequent milling and filtering microparticles of a few micrometers could be achieved. The loading
process of the templates depends not only on the pore-diameter/particle-size ratio but also on the particletemplate interactions due to different surface treatments (e.g. as etched or oxidized PSi). Temperature dependent
magnetization measurements give information about the nature of the particle filling (packing density, spatial
distribution). Considering the chemically grown IO, mainly clusters of particles are formed. An increase of the
temperature during the deposition resulted in a decrease of the coercivity which can be due to an IO phase
modification or due to a modification of the shape of the deposits. The investigated samples offer T B around 40 K
indicating a SPM behavior of the achieved nanocomposite which can be seen in the figure below.
In general the saturation magnetization decreases with
decreasing particle size [1] which could not be
observed for the investigated nanocomposites in all
morphology variations. One reason can be that the spin
disorder at the particle surface is reduced due to the
oleic acid coating and thus the saturation
magnetization does not decrease as expected which
has also been reported in [2]. The saturation
magnetization has been estimated in using the
measured hysteresis curves and considering the 1/H
-3
emu/cm2. The amount of IO
approach to 6 10
particles inside the pores of the PSi matrices has been
estimated in taking the magnetic moment of an
individual IO NP which is about 1.49 · 10-18 emu. This
leads to a number of 1.3 · 
1019 particles/cm3. The
coercivity H C of the nanocomposites below T B decreases with decreasing particle size. This decrease of H C is due to
SPM relaxation effects since all of the investigated particles offer a size which renders them SPM.
The fabricated magnetic nanovehicle, offering biocompatibility can be tuned in its magnetic behavior (coercivity, T B )
due to the morphology of the template, the particle size and the filling conditions. Especially in the case of filling
with NPs a desired T B can be achieved within a certain temperature range. A sufficient filling leading to a
magnetization high enough for the movement of the nanovehicle within aqueous surroundings (e.g. body fluid) by a
magnetic field of 0.1 T could be reached easily.
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Properties and multifunctionality of Fe oxide @ Gold magneto-plasmonic heterostructures
F Vita1,2, D Cozzoli3, F Rossi1, F Casoli1,A Secchi2, F Pineider4, C Sangregorio5, F Albertini1 and C de Julián Fernández1
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Magnetic nanoparticles constitute nowadays a key component for the design of novel nanostructures with multi-fold
functionalities. In particular magnetic - plasmonic heterostructures combine noble metals like Au and Ag with
magnetic metallic or oxides moieties in a single nanostructure. These systems join simultaneously the optical
absorption and all the opportunities provided by the plasmon resonance with all the chances offered by the
magnetic counterpart. For these reasons, many potential applications, in particular in the biomedical field, are
possible, like combined magnetic and photo thermal therapy, or dual magnetic (MRI) and optical probe for cell
imaging and drug delivery are now of great interest.
To gain a control over the properties of the hybrid nanosystem, many kinds of hetero-nanostructures were
developed, with morphologies varying from dumbbell-like to flower-like or core-shell. The most investigated structure
is the Au@Fe oxide due the excellent biocompatibility of both components. However there is a wide debate on the
structure/composition and optical and magnetic properties of these heterostructures. On one side, magnetic
component appears to be composed by different oxides like magnetite, maghemite and wustite with different
properties. On the other hand interface effects can leads to charge transfer and spin frustration phenomena. The
complex intertwining of the structural, compositional, electronic and magnetic features of the different moieties
determine the final magnetic, plasmonic and magneto-optical properties [1-4].
In this study the properties of different Au@ Fe oxide nanostructures with core@shell and heterodimeric morphology
prepared by thermal decomposition using different precursors to modify the Fe-oxide properties are shown.
Depending on the precursor and the morphology, the magnetic moiety appears composed mainly by magnetite but
also by the antiferromagnetic wustite. High resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy studies do not distinguish
both components what suggest that wustite is present in the Au-Fe oxide interface. The presence of different phases
explains the observed magnetic properties which are determined by the Verwey transition of the magnetite and Néel
temperature of the wustite and their influence on the superparamagnetic behaviour of the heterostructures. On the
other hand the plasmonic properties do not appear depending on these compositional features, but on the
morphology and on the optical properties of the two main moieties. Similar characterizations were performed in
samples aged in the air and in samples transferred to water show that the magnetic properties can change due to
the manipulation or by the chemical functionalization. These results show the critical role of the synthesis route
and/or aging processes on the final magnetic and plasmonic properties of these hybrid structures[3-7]. The
magnetic hyperthermia properties of these multifunctional nanostructures will be presented to show their potential
application in this cancer therapy.
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(Invited) Creating and manipulating magnetic skyrmions at room temperature
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Magnetic skyrmions are topologically stable spin textures that have been discovered in materials with Dzyaloshinskii
Moriya interactions. Due to their quasi-particle like behavior the controlled manipulation of magnetic skyrmions at
room temperature in thin films is envisioned to enable skyrmion-based spintronics. In this presentation, we will
demonstrate how in heterostructures, inhomogeneous electric charge currents combined with the spin Hall effect in
a heavy metal layer can be used to generate and manipulate magnetic skyrmions in an adjacent ferromagnetic
layer [1]. Skyrmions are generated via diverging electric charge currents from chiral stripe domains in a process that
appears similar to droplet formation in surface-tension driven fluid flow. This provides a practical approach for
skyrmion formation on demand. Additionally, micromagnetic simulations identify two distinct mechanisms that lead
to formation stable skyrmions from inhomogeneous currents, depending on the magnitude of the current density
[2]. Under application of sufficiently large homogeneous currents, the motion of magnetic skyrmions is
experimentally shown to contain both longitudinal and transverse components, evidencing the skyrmion Hall effect
[3], which is the analogue to the ordinary Hall effect of electrically charged particles, for topological charges. The
derived skyrmion Hall angle is shown to increase with increasing current density, indicating pinning due to defects
plays a role in determining the dynamics.
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Minimal radius of magnetic skyrmions: Statics and dynamics
A Siemens, Y Zhang, J Hagemeister, E Vedmedenko and R Wiesendanger
University of Hamburg, Germany
In a broad range of applied magnetic fields and material parameters isolated magnetic skyrmions condense into
skyrmion lattices. While the geometry of isolated skyrmions and their lattice counterparts strongly depend on field
and Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction, this issue has not been adequately addressed in previous studies.
Meanwhile, this information is extremely important for applications, because the skyrmion size and the
interskyrmion distance have to be tuned for skyrmion based memory and logic devices. In this investigation [1,2]
we elucidate the size and density dependent phase diagram showing traditional phases in field vs. material
parameters space by means of Monte-Carlo simulations on a discrete lattice.
According to our calculations, the main reason for the enhanced stability of skyrmions is a different field
dependence of skyrmionic and ferromagnetic activation energies and a lower attempt frequency of skyrmions rather
than the height of energy barriers [1]. The obtained diagram permits us to establish that, in contrast to the
continuum limit, skyrmions on a discrete lattice cannot be smaller than some critical size and have a very specific
shape [2]. These minimal skyrmions correspond to the micromagnetic configuration at the energy barrier between
the ferromagnetic and the skyrmionic states. Furthermore, we use atomistic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert simulations to
study dynamics of the skyrmion annihilation. It is shown that this process consists of two stages: the continuous
skyrmion contraction and its discontinuous annihilation. The detailed analysis of this dynamical process is given.
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Observation current driven dynamics of magnetic skyrmions in metallic ferromagnets at room temperature
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Magnetic skyrmions are nanoscale magnetic configurations, whose spin structure can be mapped continuously onto
a sphere, leading to interesting new dynamic behavior. They are promising candidates for future spintronic devices
such as the racetrack memory, where information could be stored in skyrmions [1-7]. One advantage compared to
conventional domains stems from their tendency to avoid wire edges so that edge roughness therefore leads to less
pinning effects on skyrmions.

Skyrmions have been first predicted in bulk magnetic materials due to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI)
that favors a chiral spin canting. Within the last years, DMI was also reported in different thin film materials due to
broken inversion symmetry. Due to the interplay with the exchange interaction that favors collinear alignment, the
DMI can lead to a helical magnetic order [8,9]. In such systems magnetic skyrmions can results as the favourable
spin structure. They can arrange spontaneously into lattices and move due to spin torques at remarkably low current
densities. For applications the main obstacles are that skyrmions could only be observed in a few materials and
only at low temperatures, and that current-driven motion of skyrmions in application relevant geometries has not yet
been achieved.
Here we demonstrate the ability to generate magnetic single skyrmions and skyrmion lattices at room temperatures
and displace them by pulsed currents [10]. We use scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) to observe the
skyrmions in [Pt(3 nm)/Co(0.9 nm)/Ta(4 nm)] 15 and [Pt(4.5 nm)/CoFeB(0.7 nm)/MgO(1.4 nm)] 15 multilayer thin
films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. The measured skyrmion velocities due to spin orbit torques at room
temperature in thin film devices exceed 100 m/s as required for spintronic applications showing that efficient and
reliable displacement of skyrmions is possible!
Figure 1 a, Schematic of a skyrmion racetrack on a Si 3 N 4 membrane with current contacts and beaded skyrmions.
b, Sequential STXM images showing skyrmion displacement in [Pt(3nm)/Co(0.9nm)/Ta(4nm)] 15 with current pulses
with an amplitude of j a = 2.2 × 1011 Am-2. c, Average skyrmion velocity in [Pt(3nm)/Co(0.9nm)/Ta(4nm)] 15 and
[Pt(4.5nm)/CoFeB(0.7nm)/MgO(1.4nm)] 15 versus current density.
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Electric-field control of magnetic skyrmion bubbles nucleation at room temperature
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Magnetic skyrmions are topological spin structures stabilized by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) present
in systems with broken inversion symmetry. The skyrmions possess several properties that makes them attractive
candidates for future spintronics applications. In particular, they have been recently observed at room temperature
in ultra-thin ferromagnetic transition metal films interfaced with a heavy metal and it has been demonstrated that a
low current density is necessary to move them compared to straight domain walls [1-3]. In these previous works
electrical current or pulsed magnetic fields have been used to create skyrmions. Here we show that the electric
charge variation induced in the ferromagnet by an electric field can be used to control the nucleation density of
skyrmion bubbles. The results are obtained using magneto-optical Kerr microscopy (MOKE) which allows the
observation of magnetic domains though a transparent Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) electrode. Our system is a
Pt/Co/AlOx trilayer where the presence of an Al wedge allows to tune the magnetic anisotropy along the sample.
The observation of a labyrinth demagnetized state and its period evolution along the wedge (Fig. 1.a) allows us to
estimate the domain wall energy and deduce a DMI value ~3 mJ/m2. In a static out of plane magnetic field we
observe skyrmion bubbles whose density can be controlled by an electric field (Fig.1.b,c). We have also observed
current induced motion of skyrmion bubbles against electron flow when a current is applied in the ferromagnet
plane.

Fig 1: MOKE image of the magnetic domains of a Pt/Co/Al2O3 trilayer below an
ITO electrode (a) at remanence and under magnetic field (b-c). The application
of a voltage changes the skyrmions density (b-c). A wedge of Al is present, with
the thicker region in the upper part of the image.
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Sputtered multilayers supporting skyrmions viewed by MFM
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The recent success in using interfacial Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction (DMI) for the fabrication of materials
systems [1] that can sustain skyrmions structures [2] constitute a first step toward the use of these magnetic
structures in applications. But the critical current densities for skyrmion motion in such materials [3], for instance,
still remain well above the ultra-low levels previously reported [3,4], suggesting further work is necessary. We can
take the variability of skyrmions in a thin film of Si/Pt 10nm /Co 0.6nm /Pt 1nm [Ir 1nm /Co 0.6nm /Pt 1nm ]x5/Pt 3nm (Fig. 1a) as a
proxy for the local film characteristics. We observe by MFM that individual skyrmions are not stable in the same
range of fields (Fig. 1b-c). Furthermore, high resolution images show a sizeable contrast difference between
skyrmions, although their widths appear comparable. These differences can be quantified when the measurements
are carried out with a suitably calibrated tip and careful control of the tip sample distance, whereby the tip transfer
function can be exploited. Quantitative comparison between model and experiment lead to values of the DMI
coefficient that differ significantly from the film-effective values obtained from domain structure considerations.

Figure 1: skyrmions (bright white spots) observed by MFM. a) 1.19 mT after + saturation. b) -4.04 mT after image
a). One skyrmions has burst. c) -10.0 mT after image b). Several skyrmions have burst.
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From domain walls towards smart skyrmions devices
A Hrabec, S Rohart and A Thiaville
Universités Paris-Sud et Paris-Saclay, France
The Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia interaction (DMI) has been recently demonstrated in thin ferromagnet/heavy metal
systems [1]. The classic picture of magnetism of interplay between exchange, dipolar, and anisotropy energies is
perturbed by a new energy term with profound consequences. The DMI term is expressed as D i,j × (S i × S j ), where
D i,j is the DMI vector, and S i and S j are spin moments sitting on neighbouring atoms. When D is sufficiently high, a
non-uniform ferromagnetic state has a lower energy giving rise to exotic textures like cycloids, helicies, or skyrmions.
For small DMI values, domain walls (DWs) are the precursors indicating the presence of the DMI. Its strength is
imprinted into the static DW texture which has extensive consequences on the DW dynamics process and its
sensitivity to the torques exerted on the localized magnetic moments [2,3].
Here we use the inherited knowledge and skills of physics of DWs to design new magnetic films to obtain stable
isolated skyrmions suitable for their efficient current-induced motion. We use finely tailored thin films composed of
Pt/FM/Au based bilayer (FM=Ni\Co) to obtain a state where DW energy is significantly lowered down by
engineering the perpendicular anisotropy, DMI and dipolar couplings. In combination with dipolar couplings, this
leads to a formation of a non-uniform magnetic state as shown in magnetic force micrograph in Fig.1(a). As soon as
a small magnetic field is applied this state collapses down to isolated skyrmions as demonstrated in 300nm tracks
in Fig.1(b). We demonstrate in our devices systematic nucleation and displacement of skyrmions by nanosecond
pulses of electric current. We show that the skyrmions are moved by a net spin current originating from spin Hall
effect.

Figure 1 Magnetic force microscopy of a non-uniform magnetic state in zero magnetic field (a) and isolated
skyrmions in 300 nm wide track in out-of-plane field of 2mT.
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Skyrmion formation in multigrain systems
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Magnetic skyrmions induced by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) have attracted much attention, because
of their potential implementation in high-performance information processing devices. Recently, stable skyrmions at
room-temperature have been observed in ferromagnetic/heavy metal systems [1-3] and many theoretical studies
have been reported on the static and dynamic properties of skyrmions. However, most of previous theoretical
studies assume ideal conditions which shows somewhat different results from those in real systems. Here, we report
the role of disorder on the formation of magnetic skyrmions. First, using Kerr microscopy, we measured the
depinning field strength (H dep ) of our strong DMI sample (Pt/Co/Ir) [2] from relations between applied field strength
and domain wall velocities. Next, based on the obtained H dep , we made multigrain models to find the grain
structures of the sample [4]. In the model system, each grain has different perpendicular anisotropy constant (K),
thus, several pinning points are distributed in the system, because the domain wall energy is changed by K. From
the calculations of H dep for different multigrain systems, we found corresponding parameters of multigrain models
which has similar H dep value with real DMI samples [Fig. 1(a)]. To investigate the skyrmion formation in the
multigrain system, we investigated the static skyrmion profile over a hundred different realizations of the disorder
[Fig. 1(b)] and measured the skyrmion sizes for different field strength. As shown in Fig. 1(c), we obtained relations
between H and skyrmion sizes which are different from that of the perfect model. From the results, we found that the
multigrain structure prohibits the transformation of the skyrmions as a result of the pinning potential associated with
the disorder. This result provides deeper insight into the magnetic skyrmions in real systems and can be a guide for
the development of skyrmion-based devices.

Fig. 1. (a) Examples of perpendicular anisotropy constant (K) distributions for different multigrain conditions. D G and
σ K indicate average diameter of grains and standard deviation of K. K 0 is mean values of K. (b) Local normalized zcomponent of magnetizations (m z ) of skyrmions in nanodots under μ 0 H = 0 mT of the same models in (a). (c)
Relations between μ 0 H and average m z on the disks(⟨m z ⟩) for different D G and σ K . The μ 0 H decreases from 100 to
0 mT, as indicated by a dashed arrow.
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(Plenary) MRAM challenges and advances
J A Katine
HGST Research, USA
In the past decade, there has been a great deal of interest in solid state non-volatile memory technologies that
could supplement or perhaps supplant established semiconductor memories such as NAND flash, DRAM, and
SRAM. It has been 15 years since the first magnetic bits were switched in pillar devices using the spin transfer
torque (STT) effect. In recent years, Everspin, Avalanche, and other companies have been supplying customers
sample shipments of STT-MRAM chips. The first applications of STT-MRAM will target niche markets, but it is
believed that there are two potentially large markets available for MRAM – a non-volatile competitor with DRAM, and
high performance memory that could supplant SRAM for cache applications. In this talk, I will describe the
challenges STT-MRAM must overcome in order to enter those markets. I will then highlight some of the work being
done at HGST to achieve these goals. In particular, I will describe the work we are doing to explore the limits of STTMRAM scaling, both in how small bits can be, and also the pitch on which they can be fabricated. For high
performance cache applications, density is less of a concern, since SRAM bit cells are enormous compared to
DRAM dimensions. The bit-error rate and endurance requirements for these applications are, however, quite
daunting. Emerging device geometries such as 3-terminal bits based on spin-orbit torque (SOT) switching, are a
promising path for achieving the performance required for these applications. I will describe the pros and cons of
SOT devices, and show examples of research we are doing to improve the performance of SOT MRAM bits.
I want to acknowledge my numerous collaborators at HGST who are responsible for much of this work, especially
Goran Mihajlovic, Tsai-Wei Wu, Lei Wan, Young-suk Choi, Pat Braganca, and Jeff Childress.

(Semi-plenary) Magnetism in Mn2-Heusler compounds
C Felser
Max Planck Institute Chemical Physics for Solids, Germany
New materials for data storage beyond the state of the art are necessary. Heusler compounds are a remarkable
class of materials with more than 1,000 members and a wide range of extraordinary multifunctionalities including
half-metallic high-temperature ferri- and ferromagnets, multiferroic shape memory alloys, and tunable topological
insulators with a high potential for spintronics [1], energy technologies and magnetocaloric applications [2]. The
tunabilty of this class of materials is exceptional and nearly every functionality can be designed [2]. Recently a high
spinpolarisation for spintronic applications was proven by angle resolved photoemission [3]. The Curie temperature
are far above room temperature up to 1200 K. The recent development of efficient spintronic devices is based on
the spin transfer torque (STT) phenomenon. In 2007 Mn3-xGa was identified as a potential electrode for STT
applications [4,5]. In general Manganese-rich Heusler compounds are attracting much interest in the context of spin
transfer torque, spin Hall effect, non collinear magnetism and rare-earth free hard magnets. Here we give a
comprehensive overview of the magnetic properties of non centrosymmetric Mn2-based Heusler materials, which
are characterized by n antiparallel coupling of magnetic moments on Mn atoms [6,7]. The Mn3+ ions in Mn2YZ
cause a Jahn Teller distortion [6,7]. Tetragonal Heusler compounds with large magneto crystalline anisotropy can be
easily designed by positioning the Fermi energy at the van Hove singularity in one of the spin channels. Such a
ferrimagnetic order leads to the emergence of new properties that are absent in ferromagnetic centrosymmetric
Heusler structures. Because of the ferrimagnetic arrangement of the sublattice artificial antiferromagnets:
compensated ferrimagnets, can be designed in soft magnetic cubic and hard magnetic tetragonal Mn2YZ Heusler
compounds. Additionally, new properties can be observed such as, large exchange bias, non-collinear magnetism
topological Hall effect, spin gapless semiconductivity, Skyrmions, and a giant anomalous Hall effect [8-12].
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(Semi-plenary) Experimental measurement of three-dimensional magnetization distributions in nanoscale materials
and devices using electron holography
R E Dunin-Borkowski
Ernst Ruska-Centre for Microscopy and Spectroscopy with Electrons and Peter Grünberg Institute, Germany
Off-axis electron holography is a powerful technique for recording the phase shift of a high-energy electron wave that
has passed through an electron-transparent specimen in the transmission electron microscope. The phase shift is,
in turn, sensitive to the electrostatic potential and magnetic induction in the specimen, projected in the electron
beam direction. Recent developments in the technique have included the use of advanced specimen holders with
multiple electrical contacts to study nanoscale working devices and the use of ultra-stable transmission electron
microscopes to achieve sub-2π/1000-radian phase sensitivity.
We are currently working on a model-based approach that can be used to reconstruct the three-dimensional
magnetization distribution in a specimen from a series of phase images recorded as a function of specimen tilt
angle using off-axis electron holography. In order to perform the reconstruction, we generate simulated magnetic
induction maps by projecting best guesses for the three-dimensional magnetization distribution in the specimen
onto two-dimensional Cartesian grids. Our simulations make use of known analytical solutions for the phase shifts
of simple geometrical objects, with numerical discretization performed in real space to avoid artifacts generated by
discretization in Fourier space, without a significant increase in computation time. Our forward simulation approach
is used within an iterative model-based algorithm to solve the inverse problem of reconstructing the threedimensional magnetization distribution in the specimen from tilt series of two-dimensional phase images recorded
about two independent tilt axes. In this way, we avoid many of the artifacts that result from the use of classical
backprojection-based tomographic techniques, as well as allowing additional constraints and known physical laws
to be taken into account. Results will be presented from studies of magnetite and FeNi nanocrystals, skyrmions and
lithographically patterned magnetic elements.
In such applications of off-axis electron holography, which require the recording of weak phase shifts, it is important
to remember that both the sample and the support film must remain clean, stable and undamaged for the time
required to acquire images with a sufficient signal to noise ratio, that electron-beam-induced charging can affect the
measured phase shift and that for crystalline specimens the effects of dynamical diffraction may be important even
for a specimen thickness of only a few atoms [1].
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(Invited) Magnetic materials and techniques for recording media beyond the 1 Tbit/in2
D Niarchos
NCSR Demokritos, Athens, Greece
In modern society there is an almost insatiable demand for ever increasing storage capacities in computers and
consumer electronics. Magnetic recording is the dominant storage technology and the hard disk, due to its
versatility, is becoming a pervasive device in various applications. The soaring demand arises from data-intensive
computer applications, including graphics, animation, multimedia and desktop publishing, to which can be added a
growing market for non-PC consumer devices such as set-top boxes, cameras, mobile phones, laser printers and
satellite navigation systems. In 2014, the world manufactured ~1 zettabyte (ZB), i.e. 1 Billion terabytes (TBs), of
data storage devices, including ~600 million magnetic hard disk drives (HDDs). Global demand of storage will likely
increase by 10x in the next 5-10 years, and manufacturing capacity cannot keep up with demand alone. In the
meantime higher than 1-2 Tbits/cm2 densities are required to satisfy the needs that emerge from for the Internet of
things (IoT), supporting mobility, connectivity and networking.
To overcome the predicted “superparamagnetic limit” very hard magnetic materials, such as L10-ordered FePt,
CoPd and CoPt alloys, are needed to balance off the further decrease in size of grains that make up the data bits
(the energy barrier for thermally activated switching is Ku∙V, with V the particle volume and Ku the anisotropy energy
constant). In this context we have designed, fabricated and tested future perpendicular magnetic storage media
with areal density larger than 1 Tbit/in2 using the concept of exchange spring media and bit-patterned media
(nanoscale patterning) of L10-FePt films.
To achieve even higher densities, because the current 2D-technologies soon will reach their limits, new radical
approaches are needed to achieve at least a fivefold increase in areal-volume density. We propose the realization of
the 3D-magnetic recording, a concept emerged in the last 10 years based on extending the current media from 2D
to 3D by stacking layers of magnetic films with different Curie temperatures and or ferromagnetic resonance
frequencies, utilizing either discretized Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording (HAMR) or Microwave Assisted Magnetic
Recording (MAMR). Some recent successes will be reported.
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We propose an original architecture of magnetic comparator devices based on the extraordinary Hall effect (EHE)
which have strong potential for logic applications because of their simplicity and scalability, as compared with other
magnetic logic devices [1,2]. It is a multi-bit logic comparator (Fig. 1) which is physically composed of a chain of
crosses and can compare a user input with a reference encoded by the magnetization orientations of the cross cells
[3]. The latest is required in many security application fields including secure microcontrollers, SIM cards, banking
cards, biometric authentication chips, and near field communication. In the context of the conventional flash
technology, the reference codes are usually stored in a recording device, and is extracted and injected into the logic
circuit during the comparison process. This extraction process not only causes time and energy wasting but also
results in the security risk of possible exposure of reference codes to malicious user.

Figure 1. Scheme and MFM image of the EHE-comparator device
The demonstrated EHE-based devices possess simple architecture, low cost fabrication process and are obtained in
single magnetic layer. Its feasibility is proved in our manuscript on two prototypes made of 4 μm and 300nm width
TbCo ferrimagnetic crosses chain. Although TbCo alloy may be very interesting because it provides reliable writing
procedure and very high security level (if tuned to have the compensation temperature around room temperature),
other materials and writing process may also be used to improve EHE signal-to-noise ratio of the reading process as
well as writing process energy consumption [3,4].
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To sustain Moore’s law, the tendency of solid-state memory devices is to make use of the third dimension, instead
of further decreasing technological nodes, facing ever more challenges. Commercial flash are already based on 3D
architectures, while devices based on phase-change materials have been announced. An open question is whether
there is room for magnetic materials to compete with 3D solid-state devices, with concepts such as the 3D racetrack memory based on domain walls (DWs). There are many acute challenges, however a potential advantage is
that spin transfer / spin-orbit torques to shift bits do not require interconnects for each layer. This has the potential
for more scalability along the third dimension.
We tackle address the challenge of dealing with a macroscopic magnetic medium, liable to give rise to sizeable
internal dipolar fields. This means cross-talk, detrimental for device operation. So far experiments and models of
dense arrays of nanowires have considered mostly the situation of full magnetization reversal. Here we consider the
impact on wires containing DWs. We provide experimental evidences of these interactions; propose coding schemes
to minimize them; derive scaling laws for the residual short-range interactions; propose and evaluate the potential of
various coding schemes in terms of volume density.

Long-range dipolar fields arise if the medium is macroscopically magnetized. The remagnetization loop of a dense
array of wires initially prepared through transverse demagnetization with DWs in each wire, display a slanted shape
(FIG.1). The (weak) intercept with zero moment provides an indication of local pinning fields, while the slope is
determined by dipolar interactions, consistent with the nominal magnetic packing density p. This calls for the need
of a zero-moment coding, with basic building blocks such as shown on FIG.2.
There remains short-ranged interactions, related to interaction between consecutive DWs along a wire, or between
neighboring wires. We derive analytically a (d/D)^2 scaling law for these (d: wire diameter; D: pitch), in excellent
agreement with micromagnetic simulations. This should serve as a guide to design a dense 3D medium, taking into
account the operating conditions of a single wire.
Another issue is that the coding shown in FIG.2 may not be optimal, as some states fulfilling the global zeromoment constraint, may not be built out of the two basic building blocks. Thus, volume density could potentially be
increased by a more complex coding scheme. However, these are liable to induce larger local interaction fields.
These fields may in turnbe compensated by a larger pitch and/or larger spacing between domain walls along the
depth, which however comes at the expense of reduced volume density. We developed an algorithm designed to
deliver the optimum coding scheme to reach the highest volume density.
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In a conventional HAMR system a FePt granular layer is used to provide both a temperature dependent
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the required signal for retrieval of the information. Hence a single material is
used with two functions. With bi-functionality of this type it is difficult to optimise each function and generally a
compromise for both functions results. In the case of FePt there are also issues associated with achieving the
necessary phase transformation to create the high anisotropy L 10 phase. [1]
We have undertaken a study with the intention of separating the two functions so that the temperature dependent
anisotropy is generated separately from the ferromagnetic (F) signal required for read back. We propose to use an
antiferromagnet (AF) material such as IrMn to provide the temperature dependent anisotropy coupled to a
conventional CoPtCr-SiO 2 ferromagnetic (F) layer. In such an exchange bias system the information is stored in the
AF when it is field cooled. This has the advantage that the data cannot be field erased and can only be erased by
the use of thermal energy. Our initial work has been aimed at providing proof of principle. We have identified
suitable underlayers to orient the IrMn in the perpendicular direction and achieved coupling to a conventional
CoPtCr layer.
A series of magnetic and X-ray diffraction measurements were undertaken to optimise the magnetic properties.
Figure 1 shows a room temperature hysteresis loop measurement. The key feature is that both coercivities lie in a
negative field. This indicates that we have achieved exchange bias perpendicular to the plane in a system
containing a CoCrPt ferromagnetic layer. Hence we have provided a proof of principle that a perpendicular recording
medium based on exchange bias could be achieved.

Figure 1. Room temperature hysteresis loop measurements in perpendicular orientation.
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We have studied experimentally the nanosecond--‐scale spin--‐torque--‐induced switching in perpendicularly
magnetized tunnel junctions. They are improved CoFeB/MgO based systems [1] with sizes varied between 75 and
300nm. The properties of each of the magnetic layers inside the MTJ are first determined by spin wave
spectroscopy. The experimental observations can thus be tested versus the predictions of the standard switching
models.
The electrical signatures of the reversal (figure) indicate non uniform magnetization reversal with the presence of a
domain wall in junctions of various sizes. In the antiparallel to parallel switching, the reversal proceeds within 3‐4
nanoseconds. A nucleation phase is followed by an irreversible flow of a wall through the sample at an average
velocity of 40 m/s with features indicating a Walker propagation regime. The electrical signature of the reversal can
be reproduced with a simple model. Conversely, the P to AP transition has a complex dynamics with dynamical
back--‐hopping that worsen at larger applied voltages. We attribute this back hopping to the instability of the
nominally fixed layers.

Figure: AP to P switching of a 75x150 nm device. (A) Typical switching events. The exponential decays after the
switching are capacitive artefacts. (B) Zoom on 8 single-step switching events.
(C) Domain Wall positions as simulated in the 1D model for various fields and a fixed current. The experimental
traces have been converted to DW positions assuming a single wall scenario. (D) Zoom on the onset (i.e. domain
nucleation) of two-step switching events.
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We present preparative methods towards a three-dimensional magnetic data storage medium based on arrays of
parallel, cylindrical metallic nanowires structured along their length. The preparation utilizes porous anodic alumina
as an inert template that defines the geometry (cylinder length, diameter and pitch), combined with galvanic
deposition of the functional materials inside the pores. We demonstrate that the composition of nickel-cobalt alloys
can be tuned systematically at one constant deposition potential, whereby the magnetocrystalline anisotropy can
be minimized. The wires then display maximal shape anisotropy. The definition of bits along the 'vertical' direction
of each wire is performed either by the introduction of non-magnetic segments or by modulation of the pore
diameter. The former strategy is made possible by pulsed electrodeposition from a ternary electrolyte. The latter
structure is achieved by combining several anodization steps. We demonstrate the presence of magnetic domain
boundaries at such designed pinning points using bulk magnetometry and single-wire magnetic imaging
techniques. As future read/write elements we introduce ultrathin oxide layers by atomic layer deposition and
demonstrate a magnetoresistance of these layers.

Basic noise mechanisms of heat-assisted magnetic recording
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Heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) allows to locally reduce the coercive field of magnetic grains beyond
available write fields in order to reliably switch their magnetization. Recording at high temperatures near or above
the Curie temperature 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 of the involved grains is a source of thermal noise, and thus thermally induced errors.
There exists little knowledge about the detailed noise mechanisms.

There are two main noise sources to be distinguished: (i) AC noise, which determines the width of transitions in
granular media and the distance between neighboring bits in bit-patterned media. (ii) DC noise, which restricts the
maximum switching probability of magnetic grains away from transitions in granular media and the overall
maximum switching probability of bits in bit-patterned media.
We present how both AC and DC noise can be understood by looking at the effective recording time window ERTW
during HAMR. The ERTW is defined as the intersection between the time span during cooling of a bit in which the
reduced coercive field is lower than the magnetic write field, and the time span during which the field points in right
direction. We show how the duration and the jitter of the ERTW essentially influence the switching probability of
magnetic recording grains. To gain deeper insights into this important influence we investigate the ERTW for various
phase points of the previously calculated HAMR switching probability phase diagrams (see Refs. [1, 2, 3]) for
different head velocities as displayed in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Switching probability phase diagrams of a hard magnetic single-phase grain under an applied field of 0.8T
(see Ref. [2]) and a Gaussian shaped heat pulse with a peak temperature T peak . Various head velocities are
compared. The probabilities were calculated with a coarse-grained LLB model (Ref. [1]). The contour lines mark the
transition between areas with less than 1% switching probability (light green) and areas with more than 99%
probability (dark red).
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Here, we report direct evidence for AFM exchange coupling at the Fe/Fe3O4 surface obtained using the uncommon
technique of spin-polarized metastable (23S) helium deexcitation spectroscopy (SPMDS). This approach is
extremely surface sensitive and therefore ideal for probing the spin-resolved electronic structure at the outermost
layer of a material [1].
Exchange coupling is one of the key mechanisms for controlling magnetisation alignment in many practical
applications such as magnetic recording media, magnetic sensors, and MRAM [2]. Synthetic antiferromagnetism
(AFM) arises when dipole coupling leads to antiparallel alignment of the magnetisation of two ferromagnetic layers,
usually separated by a nonmagnetic layer. Synthetic antiferromagnets (SAFs) play a critical role in the operation of
modern spintronic devices such as magnetic tunnel junctions, serving as a reference layer with reduced dipolar
interactions with the free layer in the device when compared to magnetically-hard pinned layers [3]. Yanagihara et
al. previously observed exchange coupling in Fe/MgO/Fe2O3 and Fe/MgO/Fe3O4 structures using magnetisation and
magneto-optical measurements [4,5]. The authors found that even without an MgO spacer layer, the Fe and Fe3O4
magnetization directions align antiparallel with an exchange coupling of 1.5 ergcm-2. This reduces as the MgO
thickness increases. The authors also found that the exchange coupling has almost no temperature dependence
suggesting a new type of SAF composed of only two layers.
The results presented here aid in understanding the origin of this coupling mechanism and are interpreted using
density functional theory (DFT) calculations that extend Kida et al.’s work using first-principles band structure
calculations for Fe/Fe3O4(001) junctions [6]. This suggests an extrinsic mechanism for antiparallel alignment that is
mediated by impurity-like states of Fe atoms at the interface.
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Artificial heterostructures consisting of complex oxides have become a special issue in recent years, as much for the
fundamental physics involved as for the technological prospects. Novel phenomena emerging at the interfaces of
transition metal oxides can give us an alternating and new pathway of controlling the magnetic and transport
properties of magnetorresistive devices, like magnetic tunnel junctions. Particularly important is the case of
La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 (LS0.33MO) as it is ferromagnetic (FM) with the highest transition temperature (Tc ~ 370 K) and a
half-metal, so becoming an excellent candidate to use as electrode in magnetic tunnelling devices. However and
despite its room temperature FM order, the tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR) ratios measured in junctions built
with this material are vanishing small at room temperature. The decrease of the TMR ratios is usually attributed to
the existence of a so-called dead layer, a few unit cells wide, at the interface between the electrode and the tunnel
barrier. The physics inherent to the reduction of the spin polarization at the interface is usually related to surface
symmetry breaking effects, preferential orbital occupation, new magnetic phases, strain and charge transfer. In this
work, we studied series of LSxMO/LS0.33MO bilayers grown by pulsed laser deposition on SrTiO3 (001) substrates,
where the tunnel barriers are low doped manganites with Sr doping 0≤x≤0.1 and thicknesses from 2 nm to 6 nm.
These barriers are Mott insulators and can exhibit different magnetic phases in thin films depending on the Sr
doping. Therefore, the magnetic coupling between layers plays an important role. By combining surface sensitive
techniques such as XAS, XMCD (Fig.1) and XLD, we described the magnetic order, oxidation states, the electronic
orbital occupation and the spin polarization at interfaces. The quality of the films has been probed by STEM with
HAADF techniques. All the heterostructures are grown coherently, with no apparent formation of misfit dislocations
at the interface. In terms of the barrier thickness, we can see a non-trivial dependence of the in-plane spin
polarization at the interface. This would suggest an optimal barrier thickness in terms of the reduction of the spin
polarization (Fig. 3). In this work, we will also discuss about the hybridization between transition metal d and oxygen
p orbitals, which are responsible for the functional properties of transition metal oxides.

New contribution to anisotropy energy – an investigation via XMCD and XRMR on an exchange bias thin film sample
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The Co/FeMn exchange bias system is a widely studied bilayer system. For a better understanding of the spin and
orbital character of the magnetic moments at the interface, we used XAS (x-ray absorption spectroscopy) and XMCD
(x-ray magnetic circular dichroism). One advantage of these measurement techniques is the separation of element
specific spin and orbital contributions of magnetic moments [1]. We used our own dedicated “ERNSt” endstation at
BESSY II, which is by purpose a reflectometer and therefore capable of very precise angle dependent
measurements. Therefore we were able to separate rotatable from non-rotatable magnetic moments in the
antiferromagnet of the exchange bias system by performing measurements at opposite sample orientation while
keeping magnetic field and beam polarisation constant. Here we present Fe based XMCD sum rule results. We
surprisingly found a different field dependent behaviour for spin and orbital moments (shown in Figure.1).

Figure. 1 XAS and XMCD measurements to separate pinned and rotatable magnetic moments in a Co/FeMn thin
film sample, at 135 K.
While the rotatable moments are spin dominated, the non-rotatable magnetic moments are of nearly pure orbital
character [4]. In a working model for the finding the orbital moment of one atom is due to the symmetry breaking
the interface pinned, while the spin moment of the same atom is rotating with the external field (Fig. 2). We also
estimated the effective thicknesses for rotatable and pinned moment layers at the interface from the escape length
of absorption measurements. These results are supported by additional measurements of so called constant qz
scans based on X-ray magnetic reflectivity (XRMR). Using our advanced simulation tool ReMagX for analysis it is
possible to unambiguously identify the magnetic nature for both the rotatable and the pinned magnetic moments at
the interface of a multi-layer sample, especially in the antiferromagnet. The finding in this very special system
indicates a much broader impact for many magnetic systems, where non rotatable orbital moments might play a
significant role.
Figure. 2 Working model with a pinned orbital moment l, while the spin s
is rotating with the external field
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Commonly, exchange biasing is evidenced by a field-like horizontal shift of the M(H)-loop. In contrast, its
microscopic origin is attributed to uncompensated spins, i.e., an excess magnetization, of the antiferromagnet
exchange coupled to the ferromagnet. This infers the presence of an additional vertical shift. We present Co:ZnO as
model system in which the uncompensated spins indeed exclusively lead to a vertical shift of the M(H) loops which
is measurable by conventional magnetometry [1]. Co:ZnO films with Co concentrations of up to 60% of the cationic
lattice have been grown by reactive magnetron sputtering.
The wurtzite crystal structure was maintained even for these high dopant concentrations beyond the coalescence
limit [2]. By measuring the x-ray absorption at the near edge and the linear and circular dichroism of the films at the
Zn and Co K-edge it could be shown that Co substitutes predominantly for Zn in the lattice. No hints of metallic Co
have been found in the samples [2]. At low Co concentrations the films are paramagnetic, but with increasing Co
content the films show antiferromagnetic next neighbor interaction [3] and develop magnetic order with increasing
characteristic temperature. Uncompensated spins interact with the antiferromagnetic configurations and lead to a
vertical exchange bias like effect [1]. In addition, the single ion anisotropy [4] is lost with increasing Co percentage
and the effective magnetic moment is strongly reduced.
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Insulating ferrite thin films [e.g., cobalt ferrite, CoFe2O4 (CFO)] have received a renewed attention for novel
spintronic devices exploiting pure spin currents [1,2]. Yet, anomalous magnetic properties have been reported as
the film thickness is reduced below approx. 10 nm, including large spin magnetoresistance and smaller
magnetization with a superparamagnetic-like behaviour due to antiphase boundary (APB) defects [3]. Although
substantially thicker CFO films (>10 nm) display conventional ferromagnetic loops, they do not have the expected
bulk-like magnetization. Apart from the APB defects, the peculiar magnetic properties could be related to the
distribution of cations between tetrahedral (Td) and octahedral (Oh) sites in the spinel structure which - due to the
inherent out-of-equilibrium conditions of the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) thin film growth process - may lead to
unexpected cationic distributions, other than the well-known Td vs Oh inversion. Although this possibility should have
a deep impact on the magnetization, it has surprisingly been overlooked so far. In view of this, we have undertaken
an exhaustive analysis of cationic ordering and its effects on the magnetic properties of cobalt ferrite films.
For that purpose, we have fabricated epitaxial CFO films on (001)-oriented SrTiO3 (STO) and MgAl2O4 (MAO)
substrates with different film thicknesses (14, 20 nm) by PLD growth. We employed soft x-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) to investigate the electronic charge distribution and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) to
unravel the spin and orbital magnetic moments of Fe/Co ions. The total magnetic moment (mtot) was found to be
smaller in the CFO films than for the CFO single crystal [3.46 mB] [see Table-I]. Partially inverted spinels include
Co2+/Fe3+ cations in both Oh and Td sites. However, our XMCD data analyses show that a single inversion parameter
doesn’t suffice in CFO thin films to describe the experimental results. We propose a new, novel approach for nonideal spinel structure i.e. [Fe1-yCox]Tet[Fe1+yCo1-x]OctO4 with two independent inversion parameters ‘x’ and ‘y’. This
implies that the individual total no. of occupied Td and Oh sites (assumed to1:2) is not preserved. In case of ideal
𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕
inverse spinels (x = y), the 𝑻𝑻𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕
𝒅𝒅 : 𝑶𝑶𝒉𝒉 ratio is 1:2 [see Section I in Table-I for, e.g., x = 0]. It turns out that the CFO
single crystal is close to that ideal cationic distribution of spinels as the Oh/Td ratio is near to 2, while all CFO films
made by PLD exhibit smaller ratios, due to the fact that the films have an unusual Td occupancy [see Section II in
Table-I]. The most relevant finding is that the Td/Oh occupancy is well above the conventional 1:2 ratio [4]. This is
interpreted as due to the cation occupation at the normally empty, but available Td interstices in the structure.
Furthermore, ligand field multiplet calculations of Co2+/Fe3+ XAS give qualitative support to the derived site
occupancies. In summary, our approach provides a microscopic mechanism for the magnetization reduction that
had not been yet considered, yielding a different perspective on the magnetic properties of spinel thin films and
thus an alternative explanation for a myriad of published results

Table-I: Total magnetic moment (mtot) and cationic occupancies of CoFe2O4 samples.
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Blocking temperatures of antiferromagnetic MnN
T Huminiuc, J Sinclair, A Rose, D Clarke, D Moore, M Salaam, G Vallejo-Fernandez and K O’Grady
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In a recent report Meinert et al. [1] described a large exchange bias in a relatively little studied system consisting of
antiferromagnetic (AF) MnN coupled to a CoFe ferromagnetic (F) layer at room temperature. This compound may be
of significance for devices due to the low cost of the elements involved and also the ease with which thin films can
be fabricated. The elements used are significantly cheaper than the commonly used AFs for device applications i.e.
PtMn and IrMn and it is also corrosion resistant and does not require annealing in order to achieve the AF phase.
The compound MnN when deposited in equi-atomic proportions crystallises in a tetragonal phase with lattice
parameters a = 4.256Å and c = 4.189Å thus giving rise to anisotropic behaviour with an easy direction along the caxis. We have prepared a number of thin films of MnN using a HiTUS sputtering system [2] and depositing in an
atmosphere with equal parts of Ar and N using a Mn target. The resulting films exhibited the tetragonal phase and
coupled readily to a Co40Fe60 layer. The samples did not require annealing but were set by field cooling from 525K
to room temperature in a field of 10kOe. Using the now well established York Measurement Protocols [3] we have
determined the variation of the exchange bias at room temperature as a function of a temperature of activation.
Figure 1 shows the expected sigmoidal curve. The solid line on the sigmoidal curve was calculated from TEM
analysis of the grain size distribution and based on the York Model of Exchange Bias that gives K=3.1x105 ergs/cc.

Figure 1. Blocking temperature distribution for a MnN(30nm)/CoFe(2nm) exchange bias system.
The data in Figure 1 and its fitting indicates a narrow distribution of energy barriers with a standard deviation of 0.2.
In the full paper a full discussion of the origins of the anisotropy of compounds such as MnN will be given together
with a strategy for its possible implementation in devices.
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Highly textured FeCo thin films deposited by low temperature pulsed laser deposition
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Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) technique has been widely and successfully used to deposit complex metal oxide
materials [1], while only few examples are reported on metallic thin films grown by PLD. In this work we
demonstrated that properly choosing the experimental conditions, high quality continuous Fe50Co50 thin films, of
great interest for a number of applications including spintronics, can be prepared at room temperature, thus paving
the way to a simple process to fabricate advanced multifunctional films and heterostructures combining metallic
and oxide materials [2].
The effect of the deposition temperature on the crystallographic orientation was investigated by combining XRD and
HRTEM analyses and correlated with the magnetic anisotropic properties measured by angle dependent hysteresis
loops. Highly textured films with a bcc structure and a very smooth surface were obtained, the film being [100] and
[110] oriented at Tdep = 25 °C and 150 °C, respectively. The cubic symmetry is reflected in the angular dependence
of remanent magnetization, showing a 4-fold feature, whose in-plane distribution is consistent with the different
crystallographic orientations of the films. The high structural quality, observed even at room temperature, is
reflected in a high value of the saturation magnetization (∼1.88 MA/m) and a low coercivity (∼2 mT at 25 °C and
∼4 mT at 150 °C, along the easy-axis), matching the requirements for technological applications. The thin film
growth mechanism is also discussed. (This work was supported by MIUR, under the project FIRB2010 – NANOREST).
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(Invited) Tailoring the magnetic anisotropy in fe- and ni-based magnets: An ab initio study
H C Herper
Uppsala University, Sweden
A large uniaxial magnetic anisotropy is one of the key features of high-performance magnets and huge efforts are
undertaken to find replacements for existing magnets which contain critical or expensive raw materials such as Pt or
rare earth.
We have investigated different hexagonal and tetragonal transition metal based magnets with respect of their
magnetic properties on the basis of state-of-the-art density functional theory methods. Heusler alloys are of special
interest because their magnetic and structural properties can be quite easily designed by composition. A series of
tetragonal Ni-based Heusler alloys Ni2YZ with (Y = Mn, Fe, Co) and Z varying from B to Sn has been investigated
showing that only systems with Y=Fe tend to have a uniaxial anisotropy. Even though the MAE values for alloys with
Y = Fe are found to be smaller compared to the Ni2CoZ alloys, the maximum energy products similar. Furthermore,
we were able to demonstrate that the MAE of systems like Ni2FeGe can be tailored by lattice deformation to reach
values of about 1MJ/m3.
For many industrial purposes Fe-rich magnets are advantageous, but the stabilization of an uniaxial phase with a
high MAE turned out to be a challenging task. Here we discuss two examples Fe3Sn1-xZ and Fe6CoZ (Z= Hf, Ta, Bi).
Hexagonal Fe3Sn has been viewed as a candidate phase, but it provides only an easy-plane anisotropy. Replacing
Sn partially by Sb would turn the system into an easy-axis system but worsen the magnetic properties. To overcome
this problem we use Bi and Hf instead for which the hexagonal phase can be stabilized in a small concentration
range.

Effect of carbon on magnetic order in Mn-Al-C alloys
M Tyrman1,2, A Pasko1, L Perrière3, V Etgens2, O Isnard4 and F Mazaleyrat1
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Obtaining 100% of metastable 𝜏𝜏-phase (L1 0 ) in MnAl alloys needs addition of carbon and Mn in excess to stabilize
the phase [1,2]. The excess of Mn could lead to partial antiferromagnetic coupling, that would result in a reduction
in magnetization, which is in opposition to experimental results. To clear up this question, (Mn 0:54 Al 0:44 ) 100-x C x alloys
with x = 1; 2 were rapidly quenched from the melt and annealed at 550 0C. High temperature magnetic
measurements show that the Weiss plot (reciprocal susceptibility 1/𝑥𝑥 versus temperature) consists in two
asymptotes with the same slope from which we can determine the Curie constant and the Curie temperature, and in
turn the magnetic moment per Mn atom in the paramagnetic state of both 𝜖𝜖 and 𝜏𝜏 phases. The magnetic moment
per Mn atom in the ferromagnetic state was also determined at 20 K on a heat treated sample. The moment in the
paramagnetic state is in both alloys higher than the moment in the ferromagnetic state. The results suggest that the
ferromagnetism of the MnAl alloys is not perfect, there is either a non-collinear ferromagnetic coupling or partial
antiferromagnetic coupling. In order to verify this hypothesis, powder neutron diffraction (ND) has been performed in
a wide range of temperatures. Firstly, the comparison between the two samples show that single phase 𝜏𝜏 was
obtained and a clear elongation of the lattice for 𝑥𝑥 = 2 compared to 𝑥𝑥 = 1. Furthermore, taking into account the
magnetic contribution, refinement of the ND pattern recorded at 10 K on sample having 𝑥𝑥 = 1 gives magnetic
1 1 1
moments of 2:4 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 and -3:2 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵 for sites 1a (0,0,0) and 1d (2 , 2 , 2), respectively. This shows that Mn atoms are
partially antiferromagnetic. Details of the ND pattern fitting (position of C and magnetic moment) will be given in the
complete paper.

Figure 1 Neutron diffraction pattern for (M𝑛𝑛 0:54𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 0:44 ) 99𝐶𝐶 1 recorded at 10 K, λ2.5258Å.
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Development of rare earth free hard magnet based on L1 0 FeNi
P Sharma1, K Sato2,Y Zhang1, K Takenaka1 and A Makino 1
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Ordered phase (L1 0 ) of FeNi has drawn renewed attention as a novel alternative to rare earth based permanent
magnets[1-2]. Theoretical magnetic performance of L1 0 FeNi magnet is close to the rare-earth-based magnets. The
L1 0 FeNi is known to present in meteorites. Artificial production generally results in disordered phase, which is soft
magnetic. Development of an ordered phase in FeNi is practically difficult due to low order-disorder transition
temperature [1-2]. Recently, we have demonstrated the possibility of development of highly ordered L1 0 FeNi
phase [1]. It was produced by partial replacement of Fe with Ni in NANOMET® alloys [3-4]. Initial state/structure of
Fe 42 Ni 41.3 Si 8 B 4 P 4 Cu 0.7 alloy is amorphous. Heating of alloy (~ 400 0C) leads to crystallization (average grain size ~
30nm) and phase separation. The alloy is found to compose of three regions: Ni-rich (40%), Fe-rich (37%), and
nearly equiatomic Fe-Ni (23%). The equiatomic Fe-Ni phase contains the L1 0 ordered phase, which was confirmed
by the nano-beam diffraction pattern, and the x-ray diffraction. Electron diffraction detects four-fold 110
superlattice reflections and a high chemical order parameter (S ≥ 0.8) for the developed L1 0 -FeNi phase. The
magnetic field of more than 3.5 kOe is required for the switching of magnetization. Various experimental techniques
such as DSC, TEM, VSM, SQUID magnetometer and MFM were used to understand the properties of ordered phase
and its formation mechanism. The key issue in processing is to utilize an amorphous state, which is metastable.
Atomic ordering in FeNi is promoted by high diffusion rates of the constituent elements at relatively lower
temperatures when crystallizing from an amorphous phase. We have also performed the micromagnetic simulations
using OOMMF to understand the effect of various magnetic phases (soft; Fe-rich, disordered FeNi, and hard; L1 0
FeNi) on overall properties of the sample. Details will presented in the symposia.
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A study on the Fe 16 N 2 magnetic thin film deposited by RF magnetron sputtering
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Due to the high saturation magnetization and coercivity, permanent magnet with rare-earth components have been
used in the industrial applications such as not only mechanical parts but also electrical and electronic products.
However, rare-earth components have strong dependency on rare-earth elements limited and regionally
concentrated supply. To overcome this problem, investigation of rare-earth free magnets are necessary. In this
study, among rare-earth free magnetic materials, Fe 16 N 2 films shown significantly high saturation magnetization on
several previous papers[1-3] were deposited on Si (001) by RF magnetron sputtering. To get an optimum saturation
magnetization, ratio of Fe 16 N 2 in the Fe-N film should be maximum, so that we investigated magnetic properties of
Fe-N films with various deposition factors (partial pressure of gases, power, bias and temperature). Crystallization
and the ratio of Fe 16 N 2 in the Fe-N film were measured by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and X-Ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS). Magnetic properties were measured by Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM). Surface
morphology and a structure were shown with Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM).
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Anomalous hysteresis loops in bismuth substituted hexaferrite
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Hexaferrites present a magnetoplumbite crystal structure, high Curie temperature and magnetocristalline anisotropy
[1]. In the case of Ba hexaferrite (BaM) these properties are found to depend on the magnetic moments of iron in
spin up and spin down orientations in sublattice. A proper cation substitution by trivalent metal ions or with an
appropriate arrangement of bivalent and tetravalent cations on iron sites, in tetrahedral and octahedral sites in the
BaM unit cell, is an effective way to change these properties [2].
In the present work, we focus on the study of the magnetic anisotropy of Bi substituted hexaferrite. BaBi x Fe 12-x O 19
(x=0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.7, 1 and 1.3) are synthesized by hydrothermal method as reported in our previous work [3]. The
X-ray Diffraction analysis shows that the samples have crystallized in single hexagonal phase with less than 3% of
BiFe 2 O 4 . Scanning electron microscope images reveal small spherical particles with a size about 400 ± 50 nm. The
Bi-substituted hexaferrites exhibit ferromagnetism at room temperature, but show two-step hysteresis loop for all
samples, which become more significant with increasing substitution. This characteristic feature is not due to the
presence of secondary phase, which is attested by XRD data. In order to understand the origin of this phenomenon,
the effect of temperature on the magnetic properties is investigated in a wide range of room temperature. We
observe that the magnetization increases with decreasing temperature from 300 to 100 K but the two-step curves
persist, in contrast, at 400 K this feature disappears (Figure 1). It can be attributed to a negative value of the fourthorder anisotropy constant.
To understand the origin of this behavior, we simulate the experimental hysteresis loop using the Stoner and
Wohlfarth model [4]. A detailed analysis on the evolution of hysteresis curves with Bi substitution, using different
anisotropy values, is performed as a function of applied field. Taking into account the anisotropy constants up to the
fourth order, this behavior has been qualitatively reproduced.
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Figure 1. Hysteresis loops of BaBiFe 11 O 19 as function of applied field at different temperatures
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Bulk combinatorial analysis for searching new rare-earth-free permanent magnet: Reactive crucible melting
approach
B Fayyazi, K P Skokov, D Y Karpenkov and O Gutfleisch
Institut für Materialwissenschaft, Germany
Criticality of rare-earth (RE) elements in high performance NdFeB-based permanent magnets directs researchers’
attention towards searching for the new magnetic materials with reduced or completely free of RE elements [1]. For
screening through the large number of yet unexamined material compositions, application of high-throughput
methods is required. Reactive crucible melting method is known to be an efficient and low-cost bulk highthroughput synthesis technique [2,3]. However, so far it has only been used for searching of hard magnetic phases
in RE-TM systems.
In this work, we applied the reactive crucible melting method for the first time to the RE-free systems. In order to
search for new magnetic phases, we investigated the Fe-Sn binary and Fe-Sn-X (X=Sb,Pb,In,…) ternary systems by
means of reactive crucible melting. For the phase characterization, the method is coupled with energy dispersive Xray spectroscopy and magneto optical Kerr microscopy. Reliability of the method was controlled by correlating the
forming phases in reactive crucible samples to the known phase diagrams. A detailed study has been conducted on
the Fe-Sn binary system by comparison of the reactive crucible melting samples with concentration gradients and
18 individual homogeneous samples produced by conventional metallurgy.
Reactive crucible melting results indicate that Fe 3 Sn 2 intermetallic compound shows uniaxial domain structure
detected by magneto optical Kerr microscopy and assumed as a potential candidate material for the use in
permanent magnets. Therefore, the single phase Fe 3 Sn 2 sample was synthesized and the intrinsic magnetic
properties such as anisotropy field, spontaneous magnetization and the Curie temperature were investigated.

Figure 1: Kerr image of the Fe-Sn crucible. Fe3Sn grains are observable with planar anisotropy domain structure
while Fe 3 Sn 2 grains shows the typical domain pattern of the phase with uniaxial anisotropy
Figure 2: Spontaneous magnetization of Fe3Sn2 versus temperature. The continuous red line is a fit to equation
𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇
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(𝑇𝑇)=𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠(0) [1 − 𝑠𝑠 ( 𝑇𝑇 )32 − (1 − 𝑠𝑠) (𝑇𝑇 )𝑝𝑝]13[4] with 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠 (0) = 82 𝑔𝑔 , 𝑠𝑠 = 0.65, 𝑝𝑝 = 3.66 and 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 = 646 𝐾𝐾
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Study on the Henkel plots applied to novel ferrite-based magnets
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Henkel plot constitutes a classical experimental methodology to investigate the strength and/or nature of
interparticle/intergranular interactions in magnets and nanomaterials [1,2]. This plot evaluates the differences
between the isothermal remanence (IRM) and the DC demagnetization curve (DCD) that exhibit a linear relationship
in the case of non-interaction conditions. Basing on the sign of the deviation from the linear relationship, positive or
negative, magnetizing and demagnetizing interactions are postulated and often this is also correlated to the
presence of exchange or dipolar interactions. In particular the plots are employed to investigate the coupling
between the soft and the hard phases in novel spring-magnets. Recently hybrid Cobalt ferrite- CoFe nanostructures
with enhanced remanence and apparent spring-magnet behaviour were reported even if different experiments
demonstrate the absence of exchange coupling [3,4].
In this study we present critical investigation including experiments and simulations on the application of the Henkel
plots in single phase and multiphase nanostructures. The magnetic properties of high anisotropic Cobalt ferrite
nanoparticles [5], Cobalt-ferrite@CoFe nanostructures [4] and Sr-hexaferrite@ultrasoft bulk structures were
investigated using Henkel plots. These were compared with Recoil curves [6] and the temperature dependence of
the hysteresis. The ensemble of results does not allow to reach a coherent description of the type of interactions as
different measurements give different sign of coupling. In order to investigate this controversy magnetic simulations
of the remanence curves were performed and the corresponding Henkel plots were calculated. The curves were
simulated considering the Stoner-Wolfarth model of non-interacting random oriented single domain particles with
an uniaxial anisotropy and with a cubic anisotropy, both with K 1 >0. The simulations confirm the validity of the
Henkel plots to describe the non-interacting condition in systems with uniaxial anisotropy but not in the case of
cubic anisotropy. In this case the Henkel plot indicates the presence of magnetizating interactions. This can be
explained considering that in the case of cubic anisotropy the IRM and DCD curves explore different reversible paths
due to the multi-easy axis of the cubic anisotropy. In conclusion, we shown that the Henkel plot is not very adequate
tool for the characterization of magnetic interactions in complicated nanocomposite systems.
The research was supported by the European Commission through the project FP7 NMP 2012 SMALL6
“NANOPYME” (Grant No.310516)
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Plasmonic structures are widely used in low-cost, label-free biosensors, and the investigation of how to improve
their sensitivity or to widen their range of applications is a central topic in the field of plasmonics.[1,2] The most
commonly used plasmonic sensors are based on the concept of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and, in
particular, on the sensitivity of these resonances to changes in the refractive index of the medium surrounding a
metallic structure.
In the search for an improved bulk sensitivity of SPR-based sensors, researchers have proposed different strategies.
Thus, for instance, it has been shown that the use of the magneto-optical properties of layered systems containing
magnetic materials can, in principle, enhance the sensitivity of these sensors.[3,4] Another possibility that is
becoming increasingly popular is the use of nanohole arrays or perforated metallic membranes featuring arrays of
subwavelength holes. [5,6] These sensors make use of the extraordinary optical transmission phenomenon, which
originates from the resonant excitation of surface plasmons in these periodically patterned nanostructures.
We present here a theoretical study that shows how the use of hybrid magnetoplasmonic crystals comprising both
ferromagnetic and noble metals leads to a large enhancement of the performance of nanohole arrays as plasmonic
sensors. In particular, we propose using Au−Co−Au films perforated with a periodic array of subwavelength holes as
transducers in magnetooptical surface-plasmon-resonance sensors, where the sensing principle is based on
measurements of the transverse magnetooptical Kerr effect (TMOKE). We demonstrate that this detection scheme
may result in bulk figures of merit that are two orders of magnitude larger than those of any other type of plasmonic
sensor.[7] The sensing strategy put forward here can make use of the different advantages of nanohole-based
plasmonic sensors such as miniaturization, multiplexing, and its combination with microfluidics.

Left: TMOKE as a function of wavelength for varying values of the environment refractive index. Top-right: sketch of
the structure used for the study. Bottom-right: figure of merit of obtained from the TMOKE curves.
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Terahertz excited plasmon-magnon interaction and magnetoplasmon-enhanced energy transfer within the
framework of generalized spin Hamiltonian
V S Gritzaenko, D I Bazhanov and O V Farberovich
IRC "Smart Materials", Russia
The ultrafast spin dynamics induced by transport of spin polarized carriers has attracted considerable interest over
last decade. It is motivated by the fundamental interest in magnetic excitations and applications like spintronics
and data storage. To achieve a microscopic understanding of the underlying elementary processes that typically
occur on femtosecond time scales, we has developed a time dependent approach that probes the spin dynamics
induced by plasmon-magnon excitations. Surface plasmons in the THz range are technologically important because
they provide a possibility to develop subwavelength-size devices and offer the exclusive opportunity to investigate
nanoscale systems at THz frequencies Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy in conjunction with pump-probe
measurements offers a powerful tool to examine energy transfer and ultrafast spin dynamics in nanosystems. The
THz spectral range provides a high degree of sensitivity for research of a spin structure, which at very strong
exchange complex generally dominate the charge response. In addition, method of THz yields directly information
on the real and imaginary parts of the complex Green’s function of the cluster over a spectral range extending up to
a few THz. The approach involves only propagating electromagnetic waves and thus eliminates the need for
contacts. Further, with ultrafast optical excitation, the method permits one to probe nonequilibrium systems with
picosecond to sub-picosecond time resolution.

These unique capabilities of the optical pump/THz-probe spectroscopy have opened up possibilities for the
investigation of energy transfer phenomena that have remained inaccessible with conventional techniques. The
microscopic origin of magnetic properties, provided by the exchange and spin-orbit coupling, rests on quantum
mechanical principles and it can be understood as a particular consequence of spin-dependent interactions
between Fermions in a many-electron system. In the language of many-body quantum mechanics, these
interactions lead to the formation of quasiparticles and collective excitations. A quasiparticle can be understood in
simple terms as a low-lying excited state of the system possessing energy very close to the ground state energy,
basically a single elementary particle whose motion is modified by interactions with the other particles in the
system. Magnons and spin waves can be interpreted as collective excitations associated to the electron spin
structure and plasmons can be directly linked to high energy oscillations of the electron density in the crystal lattice.
In this context, a magnon is a spin wave with zero phase, and it can be understood as a quantum of a spin wave.
Both quasiparticles as a magnon and plasmon and their collective excitations are of great importance in the
understanding of the electronic origin of magnetic phenomena and therefore, the study of their properties is a key
prerequisite regarding the applications in charge based electronics and spintronics.

As plasmon resonances give rise to large localized field enhancements in the near field of a nanostructure, also the
interaction with externally applied magnetic fields is strongly enhanced. This results in large increases in observed
Kerr rotation when measuring at the Plasmon resonance wavelength. In fact, by tuning the plasmonic properties of a
nanostructure it is possible to tailor the Kerr response both in sign and amplitude over very wide spectral ranges.
This could be applied in various sorts of optical devices such as optical modulators, which can in this case be
controlled by means of the external magnetic field.
Of course it is also possible to use the reverse mechanism and to exploit plasmon resonances to define the
magnetization state of a material, which has already been realist in ultrafast pulsed measurements. In future
applications this might even lead to optically controlled magnetic memories, which could potentially be scaled
down further beyond what is possible today.

Optical polarization rotation induced by spin-orbit coupling in polarons
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When polarized light interacts with magnetic materials, a gyrotropic response arises from the changes in its
polarization state, so that a rotation or ellipticity is induced proportional to the magnetization. This phenomenon has
been exploited in magneto-optic storage drives to store and read out binary data. Alternatively, the gyrotropic
response associated to the magneto-optic activity is nowadays applied to optical isolators for the control of optical
communications. The versatility of exploiting the polarization of light to control the flux of photons along optical
fibers or to use it for storage and optical readout has driven the pursuit for novel materials with superior magnetooptic responses. For that purpose, different strategies have been followed, particularly the exploitation of photonic
and plasmonic effects, in which an enhanced gyrotropic effect is observed at some wavelengths [1,2].
Here we uncover a novel physical mechanism by which the magneto-optic activity is enhanced in a dramatic way in
optimally doped ferromagnetic manganites [3]. More specifically, the ellipticity 𝜀𝜀 is boosted up by more than order
of magnitude around the ferromagnetic transition when the material is probe with photons of high enough energy
(see Figure). This phenomenon is only observed for just a relatively narrow range of wavelengths and temperatures
and it is strongly dependent on the optical arrangement (e.g., angle of incidence and light polarization). We
understand such an outstanding optical response as the result of the interplay between Jahn-Teller (JT) distortions
and spin-orbit coupling. In particular, we present a theoretical model in which the massive amplification of the
gyrotropic response is explained in terms of spin-reversing polaron jumping induced by light. Instead, lower energy
photons that do not change spin do not induce the gyrotropic enhancement (see Figure).
Interestingly, the showcased material is La 2/3 Ca 1/3 MnO 3 , for which the extraordinary gyrotropic response is
observed near the room temperature. This raises the possibility of optimizing the stoichiometric composition to drive
the effect to higher temperatures. All things considered, the observed optical phenomenon gives an added
functionality –unseen previously in any manganite or other magnetic oxides– and puts a new perspective on the use
of these materials for optical data storage and retrieval.
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Origin of magneto-optical anisotropy in crystalline and patterned magnetic thin-films
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Due to its high precision and experimental versatility, the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) is extensively utilized
for magnetometry of nanomagnetic entities such as thin-films, multilayers and nanostructures. For the vast majority
of MOKE studies, it is assumed for the sake of simplicity that the strength of the magneto-optical coupling factor Q
is independent from the magnetization orientation, such that the symmetry and structure of the material are often
ignored. This is generally understood to be a reasonable assumption for metallic systems, as very few experimental
studies have observed only minor deviations from this assumption [1,2]. However, it is still difficult to assess what is
the impact of these deviations on MOKE magnetometry, unless the origin of magneto-optical anisotropy and its
relation to other material properties are well determined.
Here, we investigate the existence and origin of magneto-optical anisotropy in crystalline as well as patterned
magnetic thin-films via the generalized magneto-optical ellipsometry (GME) technique [3]. Our measurements on
epitaxial hcp Co-films and Ni 80 Fe 20 (permalloy) gratings reveal that the amplitude of magneto-optical anisotropy is
strongly correlated to agents such as the growth-induced epitaxial strain [4] and the topographic profile depth [5],
respectively (see Fig.1). We find that the amplitude of magneto-optical anisotropy can be relatively large even for
modest strains or profile depths, in strong contrast to the broadly accepted isotropic Q picture. Finally, we
investigate the consequences of the presence of magneto-optical anisotropy on MOKE magnetometry, highlighting
the artifacts that result from a data-analysis pathway ignoring the anisotropic Q scenario [6].

Figure. 1: (a) Thickness dependence of the growth-induced strain in hcp Co-films. In the inset, the schematic of the
epitaxial sequence to achieve the Co(1010) orientation. (b) Amplitude of magneto-optical anisotropy in hcp Cofilms, resembling the same thickness dependent reduction as the strain in (a). (c) Schematic of the Ni 80 Fe 20 grating
samples with variable groove depth h. (d) Anisotropy amplitudes of the real and imaginary part of the magnetooptical coupling factor Q, which show an increase with the groove depth h.
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Probing lateral magneto-electric response by 2nd order magneto-optical imaging
N O Urs and J McCord
Kiel University, Germany
The observation of magnetic domains by magneto-optical (MO) microscopy, based on the various MO effects, is one
of the most prominent and flexible techniques for the visualization of magnetization distributions within magnetic
materials. Wide-field MO microscopy using the 1st order MO Kerr effect (MOKE, linear in magnetization M), as well
as the rarely used 2nd order MO Voigt effect (MOVE, quadratic in M), or even combining the effects, provides
numerous options for the imaging of magnetic microstructures. Dual-path imaging allows for the simultaneous
imaging of the different MO effects.
2nd order spin-orbit coupling effects are inherent to magnetoresistance effects, to spin-polarized tunneling, as well
as to MO effects in the visible and in the x-ray wavelength regime. All the effects show a quadratic dependency with
magnetization. Another magnetic effect displaying the same magnetization symmetry is the Joule magnetostriction.
The general and magnetization symmetry-equivalent dependency of magnetostriction ƛ and MOVE intensity I V
relative to a magnetization component m x , where m x is parallel to the measuring direction x of strain and along the
2nd order MO sensitivity axis x, can be (in the most simplest form) be approximated as
ƛ = 𝐶𝐶 +

with the saturation magnetostriction
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Here, we demonstrate the use of 2nd order dynamic MO imaging to derive the local magnetostrictive behaviour of
magneto-electric (ME) composite structures. Using MOKE and MOVE imaging in parallel, a direct correlation of
magnetic domain behavior and local magnetostrictive response to the exhibited ME signal is derived. We show that
local magnetoelastic effects dictate the overall magnetic domain formation, even in extended magnetic structures.
Simultaneous measurements of ME response prove the correlation of the domain effects to the ME behaviour.
Magnetic domain formation and interacting domain wall effects are responsible for non-linear ME response in the
multiferroic composites.

Figure 1 MOKE and MOVE images from a ME sensor structure and MO derived magnetoelectric field dependence.
The ME response measured at sensors’s mechanical resonance frequency is added for comparison. The measuring
field amplitude is 0.1 Oe peak-to-peak.
In summary we demonstrate dynamic MOVE imaging and spatially resolved [M2(H)] loop extraction. We show that
magneto-elastic and ME response becomes predictable via MOVE imaging. 2nd-order spin-orbit effects can be
probed by similar means.
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Enhancing the magneto-optical Kerr effect with a near field plasmonic antenna
T H J Loughran1, P S Keatley1, R A J Valkass1, E Hendry1, W L Barnes1, R J Hicken1, A Amy2, W R Hendren2, J F
Einsle2,3, P Dawson2, and R M Bowman2
1
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Time resolved scanning Kerr microscopy (TRSKM) is a powerful technique for imaging magnetisation dynamics [1],
but with spatial resolution constrained by the diffraction limit of light. Plasmonic effects can localize optical fields
within a sub-wavelength region [2, 3], and could be used to increase the spatial resolution of TRSKM. We present
simulations and experimental realisation of wavelength-tuneable plasmonic antenna structures, and describe
progress towards their use in TRSKM measurements when mounted on the cantilever tip of an integrated atomic
force microscope (AFM). Simulations performed on in-plane magnetic films showed a magneto-optical Kerr effect
consistent with analytical expressions found in [4]. Arrays of antenna structures were introduced into these
simulations, and a frequency dependent enhancement of the Kerr effect was observed. In order to experimentally
realise these effects, structures were fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB) milling of the gold layer in
Pt(3nm)/4x[Co(0.5nm)/Pt(3nm)]/Ta2O5(various)/Au(100nm) stacks. However, the Kerr signal obtained from
these structures was found to be reduced due to Ga implantation, which is known to alter the properties of magnetic
materials [5]. To avoid this we adopted a lift-off approach [6], allowing us to recover the full Kerr signal. Work is
underway to integrate similar plasmonic antennas onto the tip of an AFM cantilever. Au films have been deposited
onto optically transparent AFM cantilevers and tips, into which nanoscale apertures, plasmonic antennas, and light
harvesting bullseye grating structures have been defined by FIB milling. A circular aperture with diameter of ~300
nm fabricated on an AFM tip has been used to obtain scanning optical images of sub-micron apertures in a second
Au film placed beneath the AFM tip. The spatial resolution was comparable to that of a high numerical aperture
lens, demonstrating the successful implementation of the platform required for near-field TRSKM with plasmonic
cross antennas.

Figure 1. (a) The rear side of an AFM cantilever with a 300 nm FIB milled aperture in the Au coating of the optically
transparent tip. A microscale aperture directly behind the tip is illuminated by the laser of the Kerr microscope for
optical measurements. (b) An optical transmission image of a 700 nm circular aperture in a continuous Au film
scanned beneath the modified AFM tip. (c) A FIB milled plasmonic nano-cross antenna at the center of a light
harvesting bullseye grating structure.
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Light localization and magneto-optic enhancement in magneto-plasmonic meta-structures
M Rollinger1, P Thielen1, E Melander2, E Östman2, V Kapaklis2, M Cinchetti1, A Garcia‐Martin3, M Aeschlimann1,
and E T Papaioannou1
1
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We reveal an explicit strategy to design the magneto-optic response of a magneto‐plasmonic crystal by correlating
near‐ and far-fields effects. We use photoemission electron microscopy to map the spatial distribution of the electric
near-field on a nano-patterned magnetic surface that supports plasmon polaritons. By using different photon
energies and polarization states of the incident light we reveal (Fig. 1) that the electric near-field is either
concentrated in spots forming a hexagonal lattice with the same symmetry as the hexagonal nano-pattern or in
stripes oriented along the ΓΚ direction of the lattice and perpendicular to the polarization direction. We show that
the polarization-dependent near-field enhancement on the patterned surface is directly correlated to both the
excitation of surface plasmon polaritons on the patterned surface as well as the enhancement of the polar magneto‐optical Kerr effect. We obtain a relationship between the size of the enhanced magneto-optical behaviour and the
polarization and wavelength of optical excitation. The engineering of the magneto‐optic response based on the
plasmon-induced modification of the optical properties introduces the concept of a magneto-plasmonic metastructure.

Fig. 1: Photoemission patterns excited at photon energy of 3.1 eV. Spot-like emission is observed from the region in
between the holes for incident light aligned along the Γ-K direction. Incident light polarized along the Γ‐M direction
causes emission patterns that form lines perpendicular to the E-field vector direction. The light localization strongly
influences the magneto‐optic response of the magneto-plasmonic nanostructure.

(Plenary tutorial) Spin orbit effects in spintronics
M Kläui
Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz, Germany
In our information-everywhere society IT is a major player for energy consumption and novel spintronic devices can
play a role in the quest for GreenIT. Reducing power consumption of mobile devices by replacing volatile memory by
fast non-volatile spintronic memory could also improve speed and a one-memory-fits-all approach drastically
simplifies the microelectronic architecture design.
However there are key requirements for the implementation of future spintronic devices: (i) large read-out signals,
(ii) stability of the magnetic information and (iii) fast and efficient manipulation.
Spin – orbit effects can provide mechanisms that enable all three, thus leading to novel device concepts.
Fundamentally, the relativistic spin-orbit interaction couples electron's momentum and spin and it can lead to a
range of effects when the system is brought out of equilibrium for instance by applying electric fields.
(i) A very established spin-orbit based effect is the anisotropic magnetoresistance discovered in transition metal
ferromagnets more than 150 years ago, that led to the development of the first generation of spintronic magnetic
sensors and random access memory chips [1].
While large magnetoresistance effects based on spin-dependent tunneling are these days used for read-out,
anisotropic tunneling effects based on spin-orbit interaction mechanisms can provide read out with large signals
using only a single magnetic layer [2].
(ii) Conventionally used single domain particles, which are stabilized by Heisenberg exchange, are intrinsically
susceptible to thermal fluctuations as they can be reversed without changing the topology of the system and
domain walls can be annihilated easily if they have random chiralities. More stable spin structures can be obtained
based on spin-orbit interaction effects (SOI), by going beyond the commonly used Heisenberg exchange interaction,
which dominates conventional spintronics. In systems without inversion symmetry, SOI leads to spin structures with
topological protection that are stabilized by additional chiral exchange interactions such as the Dzyaloshinskii –
Moriya interaction (DMI) [3]. These include chiral domain walls and skyrmions, which are topologically distinct from
the single domain state and thus topologically stabilized and can be just a few nm in diameter enabling high
densities [4].
(iii) Novel low power storage-class memory devices have been proposed, where switching by alternative means,
such as spin-polarized currents is used [5]. However for the currently employed method of choice to manipulate
magnetization (spin transfer torque) each electron transfers for adiabatic transport only one unit of spin angular
momentum (“ħ”) thus limiting the intrinsic spin manipulation efficiency The transfer of orbital angular momentum
can overcome this limit (>>1ħ/e-) and is thus potentially much more efficient [6]. Such Spin Orbit Torques (SOTs)
can then lead to fast magnetization switching at ultra-low current densities. Two mechanisms for SOTs have been
identified in asymmetric systems: the Inverse Spin Galvanic effect [7], where electric fields resulting from the
asymmetry lead to effective magnetic fields that can manipulate the magnetization and the spin Hall effect [8] that
converts a charge current into a spin current that can induce magnetization switching.
Together the highly stable chiral spin structures due to DMI and the efficient manipulation using SOTs can then be
used to build novel devices, such as the skyrmion racetrack with a number of skyrmions beaded in a nanowire [9]
The stable dynamics of the novel spin structures is governed by the topology and excitations by spin – orbit torques
are predicted to be very efficient thus potentially leading to novel spintronics devices for GreenIT.
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(Plenary tutorial) Advanced magnonics
B Hillebrands
Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Germany
In the field of magnonics, wave-based logic devices are constructed and studied based on the utilization of spin
waves and their quanta - magnons. The field is developing rapidly due to its potential to implement innovative ways
of data processing as a CMOS complementary technology. Basic building blocks of magnonics have already been
realized. Examples are spin-wave waveguide structures, frequency- and wavenumber-selective spin-wave filters
based on magnonic crystals, parametric amplifiers and induction- and Spin Hall Effect-based spin-wave emitters
and detectors.
In this tutorial, I will give an overview over the fundamentals and the current trends in magnonics. One topic is the
realization of new functionalities and devices based on the already available “magnonic tool-box”. In this context, I
will discuss magnonic logic gates based on interference effects, e.g., spin-wave Mach-Zehnder-type current
controlled interferometers. In addition, I will present the even more advanced magnon majority gate, which
represents the newest type of a multi-functional, all-magnonic logic gate with the ability to perform AND-, OR-,
NAND-, and NOR- operations. Another important step towards spin-wave based logic elements is to control magnon
currents by other magnons – the realization of a magnon transistor. I will report about the successful realization and
application of this device. Finally, I will present innovative approaches to distribute spin-waves in a magnonic
network by utilization of non-diffractive spin-wave beams, so called spin-wave caustics. I will demonstrate how a
dynamically switchable spin-wave splitter can be realized on a 2D magnonic microchip.

(Plenary turtoial) Magnetoresistive sensors: from industrial to biomedical applications
P P Freitas3,1, S Cardoso1,2, R Ferreira3, J Germano4, M Piedade 4, E Paz3, T Dias1,2, E Fernandes3, J A Chicharo3, J
Gaspar3 and J Valadeiro1,2
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Magnetoresistive sensors based on spin valve and magnetic tunnel junction stacks are discussed, starting with
working principles, biasing techniques, optimized stacks, magnetic annealing procedures, noise limits and sensor
architectures. Where necessary, magnetic flux guides or hybrid configurations combining sensors with MEMS
structures can be implemented to increase field detectivity or decrease 1/f noise. It is shown that magnetoresistive
sensor architectures can be fabricated with field detectivities down to few pT ( above 1/f knee) to few tens pT at 10
Hz, with controlled field spans (from 0.5mT to 100mT), and low coercivities (< 0.1mT). Thermal stability can be
tuned in optimized stacks to close to 300C. Applications are discussed including scanning heads for non destructive
testing (micro-defect detection in welding joints), for magnetic NP detection in security applications, and for fault
detection in IC circuits. Examples for current and power monitoring applications, as well as angular monitoring will
also be given. In the biochip area, examples are given of static and dynamic lab-on-chip platforms where integrated
magnetoresistive sensors detect bio analytes ( DNA, proteins, cells) that are labelled with magnetic NPs. These
platforms can also provide magnetophoretic separation capability where required. In the neuroelectronics area,
magnetoresistive sensors are fabricated in thin Si ( down to 50um thick) , or polyimide microelectrodes in order to
check in vitro ( brain slices) or in vivo, magnetic fields generated by single and bundled neurons. Magnetoresistive
sensors in proper architectures can also be used to monitor the magnetic fields originating from current distribution
in the heart ( magneto cardiography).

(Invited) Collective oscillations of magnetic vortices
G Meier
Max-Planck Institute for the Structure and Dynamics of Matter, Germany
Tailored ferromagnetic micro- and nanostructures are promising candidates for future storage and logic devices
based on spin-wave excitations. We study collective oscillations of coupled magnetic vortices emerging in micronsized permalloy disks using scanning transmission X-ray microscopy and ferromagnetic resonance spectroscopy.
Coupled magnetic vortices can exhibit crystal properties, e.g. a dispersion relation and a group velocity [1]. The
manipulation of such properties is demonstrated on nanosecond time scales [2]. Collective excitations are
experimentally studied in a variety of interacting 2D and 3D arrangements [3, 4].
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Magnetic damping: local ferromagnetic resonance vs. domain wall dynamics
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Magnetic damping [1] is most certainly the key feature of magnetization dynamics. It is involved in every process
where magnetization textures are dynamically manipulated. Most importantly, knowledge of its exact magnitude is
very often required in order to quantify under debate phenomena such as the non-adiabatic spin transfer torque.
Besides, domain wall and magnetic structure dynamics are still highly up-to-date as proven by the intensive work on
features such as spin-orbit torques [2] and Dzyaloshinskii- Moriya interaction [3] or more recently, the newly
discussed skyrmions [4]. Yet, depending on magnetic structures and experimental approaches, different
magnitudes of the damping parameter are reported even for a given material. A precise knowledge of the damping
parameter and above all a clear experimental proof of the different discrepancies are of utmost importance.
In this work [5], we experimentally address this issue by accessing the damping parameter on the same magnetic
nanotracks using two different approaches (Figure 1a and b): local ferromagnetic resonance and field-driven
domain wall dynamics. The experimental results cannot fully be accounted for by solely modelling roughness in
micromagnetic simulations (Figure 1c) but by including a magnetic texture- induced damping term [6] in domain
walls dynamics.

Figure 1 : a) Local ferromagnetic resonance b) field-driven domain wall dynamics c) Micromagnetics simulations of
domain wall dynamics in stripes without roughness (blue triangles); with roughness (purple circles); with roughness
and non-local damping (red squares).
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Spin-transfer torque based damping control of parametrically excited spin waves in a magnetic insulator
V Lauer1, D A Bozhko1,2, T Brächer1, P Pirro1, V I Vasyuchka1, A A Serga1, M B Jungfleisch1, M Agrawal1, Y V
Kobljanskyj3, G A Melkov3, C Dubs4, B Hillebrands1 and A V Chumak1
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Our experimental studies [1] address the spin-wave damping control in a macroscopically sized IG (100nm)/Pt
(10nm) bilayer, based on the spin Hall effect (SHE) and spin-transfer torque (STT). The application of a dc current to
the Pt film leads to the formation of a spin-polarized electron current normal to the film plane due to the SHE. This
spin current exerts a STT in the YIG film and, thus, changes the spin-wave damping. The variation of the spin-wave
relaxation frequency is determined via the threshold of the parametric instability measured by Brillouin light
scattering (BLS) spectroscopy.

Figure 1. Relative variation of the spin-wave damping in the YIG film due to the SHE-induced STT as a function of the
dc charge current through the Pt layer.
We show (see Fig. 1) that the variation of damping is proportional to the applied dc current and can be tuned by
±7.5% for a current density of 5x1010 A/m2. The linear extrapolation to our measurement data yields a critical
current density of 6.7x1011 A/m2, which is required to fully compensate the damping in our system. This value is in
good agreement with theoretical estimations following the work provided in Ref. [2]. Financial support by the EU-FET
grant InSpin 612759 is gratefully acknowledged.
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Nanoscopic x-ray imaging of spin waves in magnonic nanostructures
J Gräfe1, M Decker2, A Gangwar2, M Noske1, H Stoll1, C H Back2, G Schütz1 and E J Goering1
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Magnonic crystals are nanostructured metamaterials with periodically alternating magnetic properties, similar to
photonic crystals, which have gained significant scientific interest in the past years [1-5]. These nanostructures
have great potential for technological applications in data processing and storage, and spintronics [3, 4]. A periodic
variation is achieved by creating holes in a magnetic host material to form a so-called antidot lattice (ADL). The
introduction of the artificial ADL allows to alternate the spin wave dispersion in the material and to form a spin wave
guide or filter [2, 5]. Additionally, these antidots act as scattering centres for spin waves and can be used to form
magnonic devices based on spin wave interference [6].
As the spin wave propagation in nanoscaled magnonic structures cannot be visualized by time resolved Kerr
microscopy, typical investigations use all electrical spin wave spectroscopy or Brillouin light scattering and are
unable to directly image the propagation of spin waves in nanometre sized magnonic crystals. Here, we present
results from advanced time resolved x-ray microscopy (MAXYMUS@BESSY) with magnetic contrast.
Spin wave modes ranging from 250 MHz up to 8 GHz in the rich spin wave band structure of ADL based magnonic
crystals were directly imaged. Both long range (>10 μm) propagating and non-propagating modes are observed.
Hybridisation of modes with different localisation within the ADL, as predicted in micromagnetic simulations, is
experimentally confirmed. Furthermore, the mechanism behind the tailorable band structure of this class of
magnonic crystals and the selective transmission or damping is visualised. Based on this understanding a spin
wave filter, tuning propagation lengths from 0.5 to >10 μm, is constructed and the spin wave propagation therein is
imaged in operation. Additionally, self-focusing of spin waves was observed for propagating spin waves in ADL and
subsequently the focusing properties of the magnonic structure was enhanced by moving to a non-periodic
arrangement of antidots.

Figure 1: Dynamic X-ray micrographs with magnetic contrast (XMCD) at different time steps of a movie showing the
propagation of a spin wave mode in an antidot lattice. The spin wave can only propagate between antidots. The
applied external bias field allows propagation over 10 μm from the excitation source. The positions of the stripline
and the antidots are indicated as white overlays.
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Giant frequency splitting of dipolar azimuthal modes caused by Berry phase in magnetic nano-rings
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Novel effects caused by the Berry phase [1] occur in classical mechanics, physics of recently discovered topological insulators,
and in magnetism [2].
One of the simplest magnetic objects where the existence of geometrical and topological Berry phase effects for exchangedominated short-wavelength magnons has been predicted theoretically is described in [3]. This object is a circumferentially
magnetized ferromagnetic nano-ring placed in an out-of-plane bias magnetic field B (see inset in Fig. 1). The spectrum of a
sufficiently thin and narrow ring consists of several spin wave modes having different azimuthal indices m = ± p, (where
p=1,2,3,… .) [4]. If the static magnetization of a ring lies completely in the ring’s plane, the magnon modes having positive
and negative azimuthal indices (i.e. traveling clockwise and counter-clockwise) are degenerate in frequency. However, this
degeneracy is removed if an out-of-plane bias magnetic field B is applied. This field pulls the static magnetization out of plane,
and the magnons traveling along the ring experience an additional phase shift attributed to geometrical and topological Berry
phases [3, 5]. This phase shift causes a frequency splitting between the modes having the same magnitude of the azimutal
index, but traveling in the opposite directions. The effect of frequency splitting of exchange magnons in magnetic rings has been
studied in [3], but the influence of the dipolar interaction has been neglected there.

Fig. 1. Resonance frequencies of spin wave-modes with m=±1 and m=±3 in a NiFe (Permalloy) nano-ring (r 1 = 55nm,
r 2 =75nm, thickness h=10 nm, see inset) for different values of the bias magnetic field.
Here, we present results of micromagnetic simulations of ferromagnetic nano-rings, demonstrating that the dipolar interaction
leads to the enhancement of the Berry-phase-related frequency splitting of the azimuthal spin wave modes.

Figure. 2. Dependence of the frequency splitting ∆f for modes with m=±1 and ±3 on the average inverse ring radius r =
(r 1 +r 2 )/2 at B= 0.3 T. Rings width w=r 2 -r 1 =20nm.
The bias field dependence of the resonance frequencies for the spin wave modes having the azimuthal indices m = ±1 and m=
±3 is presented in Fig.1. Our calculations show that, when the dipolar interaction is taken into account, the Berry-phase-related
frequency splitting of the azimuthal modes with m = ±1, ±3 can reach several GHz. This splitting persists even for fully
saturated rings (B > 0.5T), where the static magnetization is spatially uniform, and the contribution of the geometrical Berry
phase is vanishing. The non-zero frequency splitting in the dipolar case occurs because the magnetization precession is
elliptical. The rotation of the precession ellipse contributes to an additional phase accumulated by a magnon traveling around
the ring. Thus, the account of the dipolar interaction is very important, as it changes not only the magnitude of the splitting, but
also the dependence of the splitting on the inverse average radius r of the ring. Instead of the 1/r2 behavior predicted for the
exchange-dominated spin waves in [3] , for the dipolar spin waves the frequency splitting of the azimuthal modes is

approximately proportional to 1/r ( r = (r 1 +r 2 )/2, see Fig. 2), what leads to the enhancement of the frequency splitting for the
larger rings.
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Time-resolved X-ray detected ferromagnetic resonance with spatial resolution using scanning X-ray microscopy
A Ney1, V Ney1, T Schaffers1, K Ollefs2, R Meckenstock2, D Spoddig2 and H Ohldag3
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Laboratory, USA
Recently a scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) setup has been combined with a novel microwave
synchronization scheme for studying high frequency magnetization dynamics in the GHz regime [1] enabeling
spatially resolved x-ray detected ferromagnetic resonance (XFMR) studies on magnetic micro- and nanostructures.
Compared to other spatially resolved detection schemes based on conventional ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [2]
the novel STXM-XFMR setup features element-selective detection as well as a high temporal and spatial resolution
of down to 18 ps and 35 nm, respectively [1]. Here we will briefly present the detection scheme which allows us to
probe the high-frequency transverse component of the processing magnetization down to precession angles of 0.1°
[1]. In addition, first results derived for coupled magnetic micro-stripes and heterostructures will be discussed. We
are able to directly image the magnetic excitations and identify the contributions of the respective constituents to
complex conventional FMR spectra. The relative phases between microwave excitation and standing spinwaves can
furthermore serve to separate ground state from coupling modes.
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Vortex core reversal by resonant excitation of the first order gyromode studied by table top magneto-optic Kerr
microscopy
G Dieterle1, A Gangwar1,2, M Noske1, J Förster1, J Gräfe1, I Bykova1, M Weigand1, H Stoll1, G Woltersdorf3, C H Back2
and G Schütz1
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Higher order gyromodes in magnetic vortex structures (cf. Fig. 1) have been predicted by micro-magnetic
simulations [1] and recently their resonance frequencies have been measured by ferro-magnetic resonance
experiments [2]. Here we demonstrate magnetic vortex core reversal by excitation of the first order gyromode G1 in
a similar way as it was shown before for the fundamental gyromode G 0 [3] or azimuthal spin waves [4].

Figure. 1: Schematic representation of the gyro-tropic modes G 0 and G 1 and G 2 . The index denotes the number of
nodes (marked by blue dots) along the disk thickness. The red lines correspond to the vortex core.
Our experiments were carried out by polar magneto-optic Kerr microscopy in a single Permalloy disk, 500 nm in
diameter and 100 nm thick, excited by short bursts of counter clockwise (ccw) or clockwise (cw) rotating magnetic
fields with varying frequencies, 100 periods in duration. A sophisticated lock-in technique has been developed [5]
based on (i) repetitive switching of the magnetic vortex core and (ii) a continuous calibration allowing for a reliable
determination of the switching probability by Kerr microscopy. The minimum threshold for the G 1 mode mediated
vortex core reversal is found at about 2 GHz (Fig. 2a) in agreement with micromagnetic simulations [6]. Fig. 2b
indicates that no switching occurs if the senses of rotation of the gyromode G 1 and the external rotating excitation
field are not the same. Such a unidirectional switching was also observed for the G 0 mode [7] and for azimuthal
spinwaves [4]. Movies taken by time-resolved scanning X-ray microscopy at BESSY II, Berlin, support that the mode
involved in our experiments is indeed the first order gyromode G 1 .

Figure 2: Switching probability as a function of the amplitude Bext and the frequency fext of the external excitation
field bursts rotating: a) ccw, b) cw. Initial vortex core down, red indicates switching to up.
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(Plenary) Hidden magnetoelectric multipoles in multiferroics and superconductors
N Spaldin
ETH Zurich, Switzerland
Most magnetic materials, phenomena and devices are well described in terms of magnetic dipoles of either spin or
orbital origin. There is mounting evidence, however, that higher-than-dipolar order multipoles both exist (often in
hiding) and lead to intriguing magnetic behaviors. In this talk I will discuss the relevance of the so-called
magnetoelectric multipoles, which form the next-order term, after the magnetic dipole, in the multipolar expansion
of the magnetization density with the magnetic field. First I will describe how magnetoelectric multipoles underlie
multiferroic behavior and in particular how they determine the magnetic response to applied electric fields. Then I
will discuss signatures of hidden magnetoelectric multipolar order, how it can be unearthed using density functional
theory calculations and possibilities for its direct measurement. Finally, I will demonstrate that such
magnetoelectric hidden order occurs in the high-Tc cuprate materials, where it is likely relevant for the
superconducting behavior, and therefore provides a link between multiferroism and exotic superconductivity.

(Semi-plenary) Magnetic nanoparticles for life-sciences applications
C Marquina1,2
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Magnetic nanoparticles are suitable for a broad range of applications, like those involving the synthesis and use of
ferrofluids, data storage, catalysis, and in bio-applications in general. In medicine the aim is their use for diagnosis
(e.g., in biosensors or as contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging) and for therapy (e.g., as magnetic
carriers for selective drug delivery, or as heating agents for magnetic hyperthermia). The on-going research and
results obtained in these fields open a wide range of possibilities for using magnetic nanoparticles in other
disciplines, for example in general plant research and agronomy. It is not difficult to envisage the great impact of
this research on agriculture, ecology and environmental sciences, and in the food industry. However, in comparison
to the studies conducted on animal cells and more specifically those aimed to the diagnosis and therapy of human
pathologies (as cancer, neurodegenerative diseases etc.), there is a lack of information regarding the interaction of
functional nanoparticles with plant cells, as well as regarding in planta studies.
In this talk, an overview of the research carried out in our group in collaboration with an interdisciplinary team
(physicians, biologists and agronomists) will be presented, establishing a parallelism between the application of
nanotechnology in animal1, plant2 and fungi3 kingdoms. Our work includes not only the magnetic nanoparticle
synthesis and physicochemical characterization, but also, in cases where needed, the functionalization of the
nanoparticle with, for example, antibodies to target or detect a specific parasite, toxin etc. We will present our
studies at cellular level, on how inorganic functional nanostructured materials interact with animal (human) cells, as
well as with plant and fungal cells3. In the particular case of in planta studies, the results obtained on whole plants
after the injection of magnetic nanoparticles will be also shown.

(A) Cells in a section of the petiole vascular tissue of a pumpkin plant treated with carbon coated magnetic
nanoparticles. (B) Detail of magnetic nanoparticles in a Fusarium oxysporum hypha and in the hyphal septum area
(arrows). Fusarium oxysporum, is a fungal species that infects an enormous range of crops causing important
economic losses, and it is also an opportunistic human pathogen. The aim of our work is the detection and control
of these pathogenic fungi in plants and crops.
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(Semi-plenary) Spintronics in graphene: Current status and future prospects
B van Wees
University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Graphene has been heralded as the ideal material for spintronics, because of its very weak spin orbit interaction,
which allows for long spin relaxation times. Recent experiments, employing high quality boron nitride (BN)
encapsulated graphene spin valve devices, have indeed confirmed the long distance transport of spins at room
temperature, with corresponding spin relaxation lengths up to 20 micrometer, thus establishing the record of all
materials [1].
I will give a basic introduction of the physics and technology of graphene spintronics, as is currently being
addressed in the EU Graphene Flagship spintronics work package. Then I will show two recent examples which
highlight the potential of graphene for new unique spintronics applications. We have recently shown that spin
transport can be speeded up considerably, by using carrier drift induced by charge currents [2]. Thus we are able to
extend the spin relaxation length to values 100 micrometer, but we also can steer the spin currents in well-defined
specific directions.
I will discuss how this makes a new class of spin logic devices possible. Second, I will discuss an experiment which
employs the proximity of graphene with a ferrimagnetic insulator (Yttrium Iron Garnet) on which it is deposited [3].
We prepared spin valve devices on this ferrimagnetic substrate, and we have shown that the spin transport is a very
sensitive probe for the exchange interaction between the graphene spins and the (localized) spins in the YIG
substrate. We can induce a ferromagnetic exchange interaction, thus making the graphene an artificial (weak)
ferromagnet, which reveals itself by the precession it induces in the injected spins. It will discussed how this can be
used in future spintronic devices.
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(Invited) Magnetic hyperthermia for treatment of localised tumours
D Ortega
IMDEA Nanociencia, Spain

Abstract to follow.

Effect of the shape of the distribution of anisotropy constants on hysteresis losses for magnetic hyperthermia
applications
G Vallejo-Fernandez and K O’Grady
University of York, UK,
Traditional methods for cancer treatment are based on the unspecific death of cancerous cells using drugs or highly
energetic radiation which cause drastic side effects. Magnetic hyperthermia has been shown to have no known side
effects and will allow for reduced doses and even replacement of those more conventional treatments [1]. Currently,
-Fe2O3) nanoparticles have been approved for use in humans. In most studies
only magnetite (Fe3O4) / maghemite ( 
of magnetic hyperthermia the value of the anisotropy constant K is assumed to be uniform although a distribution
will occur. This is due to the fact that the anisotropy of magnetite/maghemite nanoparticles is dominated by shape.
This is shown in Figure 1 where the value of both magnetocrystalline (Kc) and shape (Ks) anisotropy constants for
magnetite are shown as a function of the particle aspect ratio. Figure 1 highlights the extreme sensitivity of the value
of the Ks to particle elongation at low aspect ratios. For example a change in the aspect ratio from 1.1 to 1.5 varies
Ks by 300%. This is critical as in most experimental studies particles have elongation ratios in that range. Hence,
any theoretical model of magnetic hyperthermia needs to take into account the distribution of aspect ratios, i.e.
shape anisotropy constants for its conclusions to be valid.
In this paper we present calculations based on our previous work which showed that hyperthermia is dominated by
hysteresis heating [2,3]. Figure 2 shows the heat output generated through hysteresis losses as a function of the
dispersion in the anisotropy constant distribution, assumed to be Gaussian, for particles of different median size.
The effect is strongly dependent upon the median particle size. In the full paper the effect of the shape of the
anisotropy constant distribution will be presented.
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Ni80Fe20 nanodisks by nano sphere lithography for biomedical applications
P Tiberto1, G Barrera1, F Celegato1, M Coïsson1, G Conta1,2, F Vinai1, K Martina2, M Caporaso2, L Serpe2,
R Canaparo2
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Magnetic nanoparticles have been intensively studied for applications as contrast enhancement agents in magnetic
resonance imaging, drug delivery and hyperthermia. Their
magnetic moment is exploited for target-directed delivery,
detection, separation, and manipulation. Recent publications
describe the preparation of composite materials suitable for
biorecognition, targeting, multimodal imaging, and therapy.
However it is intrinsically difficult to control nanoparticles size
and magnetic properties. Bottom-up nanolithography
techniques allow the production of nanodisks with controlled
diameters and magnetic properties.
In this work, the fabrication and magnetic behaviour of Ni 80 Fe 20
nanodisks suspended in ethanol and in water are presented.
Arrays of nanodisks have been obtained by sputtering
continuous Ni 80 Fe 20 films on an optical resist, then by selfassembling commercially available polystyrene nanospheres
(starting diameter 800 nm). After depositing a monolayer of
nanospheres on the film surface, their diameter is reduced by
plasma etching in Ar. Subsequently, the magnetic material
among the nanopsheres is removed by sputter-etching. The
removal of the remaining spheres is performed by sonication.
Finally, the resist layer is dissolved in acetone, resulting in
freestanding nanodisks that are dispersed in ethanol or in water
(Figure 1, top panel). Room-temperature magnetic hysteresis
curves have been recorded at several stages of the process,
indicating that the continuous film displays a typical soft
magnetic behaviour. Patterning leads to a hysteresis loop
having the typical shape of magnetization vortex nucleation, as
confirmed also by AFM/MFM images. A magnetic vortex
configuration at the remanence is a desirable property as it
minimises the magnetic stray field, therefore reducing
magnetostatic interactions and tendency to agglomeration. The
free-standing nanodisks display a similar behaviour, maintaining a vortex magnetisation process. SQUID
magnetometry in the 5-300 K range has been exploited to study possible magnetostatic interactions among the
disks (Figure 1, bottom), that turned out to be negligible.
To assess the suitability of the nanodisks in targeted drug delivery, chemical bioderivatization has been taken into
account. Bioderivatization was aimed to the production of a nanoscale functional material that combines multiple
functionalities for enhanced therapeutic efficacy. The in vitro toxicity assessment of the nanodisks will be discussed.

Evaluation of La1-xSrxMnO3 (0 ≤ x < 0.4) synthesised via a modified sol-gel method as mediators for magnetic fluid
hyperthermia
K McBride, J Cook, S Bennington-Gray, S Felton, L Stella and D Poulidi
Queen’s University Belfast, UK
Magnetic hyperthermia is a promising branch of cancer treatment which utilises the magnetocaloric effect in
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs). MNPs are delivered to the tumour and a radio-frequency alternating magnetic field
is induced close to the area containing the MNPs. The repeated field-induced flipping of the magnetic moments of
the MNPs results in a localised temperature increase which can damage or destroy cancer cells whilst minimising
damage to the surrounding healthy tissue when within the range of 41–46 °C 1. Until recently the vast majority of
MNPs investigated for hyperthermia treatment have been iron based as they are biocompatible and have high
specific absorption rates (SARs)2. However iron based materials tend to have to have high Curie temperatures (Tc),
meaning the application of the magnetic field may lead to excessive heating of the local tissue beyond the desired
temperature range3. Perovskite-based manganate MNPs prove to be an attractive alternative as their magnetic
properties can be altered without significantly changing the perovskite phase4. The aim of this study was to reduce
the Tc into the therapeutic range, whilst optimising the SAR, of a range of lanthanum strontium manganates by
altering dopant concentrations.
The MNP clusters were characterised using SEM, X-ray powder diffraction and IR spectroscopy to confirm the
crystalline phases, crystallite size and cluster morphology. SQUID magnetometry was used to evaluate the magnetic
susceptibility, Tc and static hysteretic losses. The SAR of the materials was evaluated experimentally and via
numerical simulations. It was found that a transition in the crystalline structure of the perovskite crystal between
rhombohedral and orthorhombic increases the magnetocaloric properties of LSMO. Taking into consideration the
target temperature range and requirement for a low MNP dosage for therapeutic application, whilst maintaining a
high SAR, La0.65Sr0.35MnO3, with crystallite diameter=82.4nm, Tc=89°C, SAR=56WgMn−1 at a concentration of
10mgmL−1 and optimum heating data (Tmax of 46.7 °C) was deemed as most suitable for the purposes of mild
hyperthermia.
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Magnetic colloids based on mixed ferrites core/shell nanoparticles for heat-exchange applications
G S Gomide1, V Pilati1, P Coppola1, R C Gomes1, F G da Silva1, F L de O Paula1, G Goya2, R Perzynski3, J Depeyrot1,
R Aquino1
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Mixed ferrites Nanoparticles (NPs) and Magnetic Fluids (MNF) have been proposed on the design of magnetic
cooling systems by mean of thermomagnetic effect or as heat sources in magneto induced hyperthermia. In
magnetic cooling devices, a thermo-induced gradient of the magnetization generates convection from the heat
source to the heat sink. In this context, materials with a large variation of the magnetization as a function of
temperature (also called thermomagnetic coefficient) are of great interest. As nano-heaters in hyperthermia
applications, NPs transform magnetic into thermal energy through Néel and Brown relaxation mechanisms. Several
parameters influence the heating efficiency of NPs, such as size, volume fraction, saturation magnetization and total
anisotropy [1]. Considering these applications, we have synthesized MNFs based on core-shell Co (1-) Zn x Fe 2 O 4 @γFe 2 O 3 and Mn (1-x) ZnxFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 NPs (x varying from 0.1 to 0.9). The NPs’ chemical composition, size
distribution, crystalline structure and morphology were checked by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AAS), X-Ray
Powder Diffraction (XRPD) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Magnetization measurements were
performed by using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). The obtained MNFs room temperature magnetization
curves present a superparamagnetic behavior and are well adjusted with the Langevin formalism, the values of
MS(300K) are in the same order of the well known iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) generally used on
hyperthermia applications. We have determined the thermomagnetic coefficient (K TM ) and Curie temperature (TC)
core-shell NPs by measuring the thermal dependence of the magnetization above room temperature. For both kinds
of samples we verified that as the zinc content increase, TC reduces by 200 °C. Also, as it can be seen in figure 1a,
an increase of KTM, determined between 300-350 K, was verified as the Zn content increase. Finally, we measured
the Specific Loss Power (SLP) (figure 1b) for diluted MNFs based on particles with similar sizes. The SLP values for
Zinc-Manganese ferrite NPs are of the order of widely used SPIONs, and the Zinc-Cobalt ones are three times larger
in the case of sample Co 0,7 Zn 0,3 Fe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 . Our results suggest that these NPs or MNFs could serve as
potential candidates in the design of materials for heat exchange applications.

Figure 1. a) Dependence of thermomagnetic coefficient KTM (determined between 300-350 K ) with Zn content. b)
Specific Loss Power (SLP) for diluted MNFs based on Co (1-x) Zn x Fe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 and Mn( 1-x) ZnxFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 NPs
with d~10 nm.
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Lorentz force study on the interparticle dipolar interactions between nanoparticles for magnetic hyperthermia
M Campanini1, R Ciprian1, E Bedogni2, A Mega2, V Chiesi1, F Casoli1, C de Julián Fernández1, E Rotunno1,
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Magnetic nanoparticles are considered key nanomaterials for future information storage, energy and biomedical
and pharmaceutical applications. In particular in the biomedicine, they are suitable for both diagnostics,
therapeutics and delivery. They are proposed as contrast agents to enhance the magnetic resonance imaging
signal, while in the field of therapeutics, they can be used as magnetic vectors in drug delivery and/or as heat
mediators in hyperthermia treatment. In this last application, the apoptosis of cancer cells is produced by the local
increase of the temperature thanks to the heating of the magnetic nanoparticles contained in the cells under a
oscillating magnetic fields. The physic-chemical mechanisms and effects that give rise to the magnetic energy
losses are under study. One of the most discussed questions is the role of the interparticle interactions induced by
the different aggregation levels, which can be different in the laboratory conditions and into the cells.
In this study monodispersed magnetite nanoparticles of very similar sizes have been synthesized using two different
synthesis routes: coprecipitation and thermal decomposition. Thanks to the different steric stabilizations, the
nanoparticles present different aggregation levels. We observe different magnetic properties but also hyperthermia
efficiency in these two types of nanomaterials. The structural and magnetic studies conclude that such differences
in the properties depend mainly on the aggregation configuration. Lorentz microscopy studies [1] were employed to
visualized the magnetic configurations (Figure 1) that are stabilized by the interparticle dipolar interactions of the
two type of nanoparticles. These results show the key influence of the interparticle interactions in the power loss
mechanisms for different nanoparticle aggregates.

Figure 1, In plane projected magnetic induction map of coprecipitated nanoparticles.
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Colloidal CoFe2O4-based nanoparticles for magnetic fluid hyperthermia
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Magnetic Fluid Hyperthermia (MFH) is based on the use of magnetic nanoparticles as heat mediators, which are
able to convert the electromagnetic energy into heat under the application of an alternate magnetic field. The
optimisation of the material’s performances passes through the optimisation of the magnetic properties1 and spinel
ferrite structures offer the opportunity of their fine tuning. Despite cobalt toxicity, different cobalt-containing systems
have been proposed as promising heat mediators.2–7
In this framework, this work deals with the synthesis and characterisation of two different set of CoFe2O4-based
nanoparticles, designed with the idea of (i) studying the effect of the tuning of the magnetic properties on the
hyperthermal efficiency and, at the same time, (ii) of lowering the material’s toxicity. The first set of samples
consists on Zn-substituted CoFe2O4 nanoparticles with different zinc content (ZnxCo1-xFe2O4 with 0<x<0.6),
specifically synthesised with similar crystallite diameter, particle diameter, polydispersity and capping agent
amount. The second set of samples is represented by CoFe2O4@MIIFe2O4 core@shell architectures, where MIIFe2O4 is
magnetite/maghemite or manganese ferrite. All ZnxCo1-xFe2O4 (with 0<x<0.6) samples show high saturation
magnetisation (Ms) values at 5 K (> 100 emu/g) with an increase of Ms up to a zinc content of 0.46 per formula
unit. On the other hand, both coercive field (Hc) and saturation field (Hsat) have similar values when x > 0. The 5 K
magnetic properties are discussed in the light of their cationic distribution. At 300 K, both CoFe2O4 and
Zn0.30Co0.70Fe2O4 samples exhibit also high and similar saturation magnetisation values (90 emu/g). Despite the
similarities among the two samples, cobalt ferrite is responsible for a Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) value three
times higher than the Zn-substituted one. The synergic combination of DC/AC magnetometry with Dynamic Light
Scattering and 57Fe Mossbauer Spectroscopy has been successful on justifying the observed behaviour. The
second set of samples, CoFe2O4@MIIFe2O4 core@shell architectures, have been characterised by XRD, TEM &
HRTEM, FTIR, 57Fe Mössbauer Spectroscopy suggesting the effective production of core@shell systems. The SAR
measurements revealed an improved efficiency for all the core@shell samples with respect to their corresponding
core. Preliminary magnetic measurements conducted on two samples can be interpreted coherently in the light of
the hypothesised scenario. Further magnetic measurements are currently underway.

(Invited) Deliberate design of exotic phases in nano-magnets via unusual, dedicated geometries
C Nisoli
Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA
Frustration, the presence of constraints/interactions that cannot be completely satisfied, often provides a
mechanism for degeneracy and disorder, giving rise to lively manifold and phases of exotic behaviors. In the past
few years a new perspective has opened in the study of such states via artificial frustrated magnetic systems [1,7] via
arrays of lithographically fabricated single-domain ferromagnetic nanostructures whose magnetic textures behave
like macro-spins. While their collective dynamics is controlled by their mutual geometric arrangement, which is open
to design, they can furthermore be characterized, at the magnetic degree of freedom level, in real-space, and
recently also in real-time, for unprecedented vistas of statistical mechanics in action. In this talk, after an overview
on the state of this field we inform on recent new directions. Higher control, inclusive of genuine thermal
ensembles [8,9] have replaced the earlier and coarser methods based on magnetic agitation [2,6]. Dynamical versions
are now being realized [10,12], characterized in real time via PEEM. This has lead to the implementation of new,
dedicated topologies [13, 14], not found in nature, for bottom up design of desired emergent properties [15, 16] and
exotic phases, which appear now at reach to the experimental search [12]. Born as a scientific toy to investigate
frustration-by-design, artificial spin ice might now be opening “a path into an uncharted territory, a landscape of
advanced functional materials in which topological effects on physical properties can be explored and
harnessed.” [17]
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Methods of dilatometric investigations in strong magnetic fields – The case of spin ice compounds
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Dilatometric investigations, i.e., measurements of the changes in sample dimensions or crystal symmetries of
solids, can shed light on how lattice is influenced by magnetic interactions or transitions. Magnetostriction
experiments, therefore, perfectly complement macroscopic measurements of the magnetization and the specific
heat. The recent interest in quantum criticality and magnetic-frustration effects has made it necessary to extend the
accessible temperature range to the millikelvin region. Here, we give an overview on how our dilatometric methods
have been developed in the last decade. The long-time concept of capacitive dilatometry was successfully adapted
to top-loading dilution refrigerators with a resolution of better than 10-8. Modern miniaturized dilatometers with an
overall diameter of 18 mm or less allow to be rotated in magnetic fields and are, thus, optimally suited for
measuring longitudinal and transversal components of the general striction tensor. Nowadays, also techniques to
measure magnetostriction under pressure are planned by scientific groups. Going to another extreme, namely to the
highest available (pulsed) fields, optical methods, such as for example the FBG (fibre Bragg grating) technology,
were developed for investigations up to 100 T.
Strong progress has also been made in the understanding of the spin-ice materials: Prominent examples are the
rare-earth titanates R 2 Ti 2 O 7 (R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Yb) which contain spin degrees of freedom at the corners of shared
tetrahedra. Among these substances, Dy 2 Ti 2 O 7 and Ho 2 Ti 2 O 7 are well understood as classical spin-ice systems
whereas enhanced quantum fluctuations in the quantum spin ice Yb 2 Ti 2 O 7 can influence magnetic correlations. In
order to characterize the magneto-elastic coupling in these materials, we investigated the thermal expansion and
magnetostriction between 60 mK and 15 K and in magnetic fields up to 15 T and found numerous field-induced
phases and strong ferromagnetic correlations below 500 mK. In comparison to recently published phase diagrams
our data demonstrates, that the formation of distinct phases is strongly influenced by lattice distortions: any change
in interatomic distances will result in a variation of the magnetic exchange couplings and thereby overcome the
ground state degeneracy.

Dynamics of bound monopoles in artificial spin ice: How to store energy in Dirac strings
E Y Vedmedenko
University of Hamburg, Germany
Dirac strings in spin ices are lines of reversed dipoles joining two quasiparticle excitations. These excitations behave
as unbound emergent monopoles if the tension of Dirac strings vanishes. Recently [1], analytical and numerical
analysis are used to study the dynamics of two-dimensional dipolar spin ices, artificially created analogs of bulk
spin ice, in the regime of bound monopoles. It is shown that, in this regime, strings, rather than monopoles, are
effective degrees of freedom explaining the finite-width band of Pauling states. A measurable prediction of pathtime dependence of endpoints of a stretched and, then, released Dirac string is made and verified via simulations. It
is shown that string dynamics is defined by the characteristic tension-to-mass ratio, which is determined by the fine
structure constant and lattice dependent parameter. It is proposed to use string tension to achieve spontaneous
magnetic currents. A concept of an energy storing device on the basis of this principle is proposed and illustrated by
an experimental demonstration. A scheme of independent measurement at the nanoscale is proposed.
[1]
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In physics, frustration appears in a system when it is impossible to minimize all pairwise interactions
simultaneously. Frustration exists in some particular rare-earth based compounds, like Dy 2 Ti 2 O 7 or Ho 2 Ti 2 O 7 [1].
Because of some common characteristics they share with water ice, physicists call these compounds spin ices.
Their internal frustration gives rise to unusual magnetic properties, like residual entropy or monopole-like
excitations [2]. However, experimental techniques are unable to probe each spin individually in these compounds.
In 2006 Wang et al. opened a new way for studying magnetically frustrated spin systems [3]. Using e-beam
lithography, one can make arrays of nanomagnets with the desired design. The state of each nanomagnet can then
be probed individually in real space at room temperature using magnetic imaging (eg. Magnetic Force Microscopy).
It allows a local study about how the system accommodates to frustration. But for geometrical reasons, square ice
system orders instead of showing a massive ground state degeneracy.
In this contribution, we will explain how to bring back the massive ground state degeneracy of artificial square spin
ice, using common microfabrication tools. An experimental magnetic image obtained on our pioneering system is
represented in figure 1a. Comparison between experimental (fig. 1b) and theoretical (fig. 1c) magnetic structure
factors shows that the experimental array is nearly a snapshot of an ideal six-vertex model in its low energy
manifold [4]. Our results show the formation of pinch points located to (±𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛; ±𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) in reciprocal space, where
𝑛𝑛, 𝑚𝑚 ∈ ℤ. This study makes a new step toward the observation an investigation of a coulomb phase in artificial
array of manomagnets.

Figure 1: a)14x14 𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇 2 Magnetic Force Microscopy view of a square nanomagnets array showing a disordered
ground state. b) Magnetic structure factor averaged over 4 realizations of a). c) Magnetic structure factor of the lowenergy states computed for an ideal square spin ice.
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Gapless spin liquid ground state in a S=1/2 Vanadium Kagome Antiferromagnet : A 19F and 17O NMR study
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The search for quantum spin liquid states such as the resonant valence bond state (RVB) formed by the
macroscopic resonance between the various spin singlet coverings of the lattice, is a major challenge in both
experimental and theoretical condensed matter research [1]. The prime candidate to host this state of matter is the S
= 1/2 Kagome antiferromagnet (KAFM) in two dimensions.
Among the rare experimental realizations of the KAFM model the recently synthesized compound,
[NH 4 ] 2 [C 7 H 14 N][V 7 O 6 F 18 ] (DQVOF) [2], is the first one to host magnetically active V4+ (d1) ions rather than more
usual Cu2+ (d9) thus allowing to investigate the effects of different perturbations to the ideal Heisenberg
Hamiltonian. Further, this compound seems to be the first experimental realization of the trimerized Kagome model,
formed by two different equilaterals triangles.
Our low temperature magnetization and specific heat results suggest that DQVOF is a good candidate for the S=1/2
KAFM physics despite a complex structure [4]. Besides, the low temperature specific heat and 𝜇𝜇SR studies evidence
a gapless spin liquid behaviour down to 20 mK [5].
Recent 19F and 17O NMR studies unveil the intrinsic susceptibility of the Kagome layers. The spin lattice time
relaxation experiments reveal a gapless behaviour despite the trimerization and the supposed low Dzyaloshin-skii
Moriya interaction. Those studies suggest that the gapless behaviour is rather robust in DQVOF and could be
intrinsic to the kagome planes or related to a deviation.
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Local manipulation of the frustrated magnetic state of artificial spin ice arrays
J C Gartside, D M Burn, K Zeissler, S K Walton, M Chadha, L F Cohen and W R Branford
Imperial College London, UK
Artificial Spin Ice is a magnetic meta-material, where the nano-elements act as macrosized spins. The magnetic
properties are governed by the collective behaviour of the macrospins in addition to the magnetic material. He we
study honeycomb Artificial Spin Ice, where interconnected magnetic nanobars are arranged in a kagome network.
The collective behaviour originates from the ‘ice rules’ local ordering principle and also magnetic domain wall (DW)
effects.[1,2]. The structures are rather interesting for data storage if a methodology can be developed to controllably
select a single microstate of the array.[3]
Here we explore spatially selective methods of magnetization reversing within the array, including selective domain
wall propagation [1,2] off-axis global fields4 and injection of domain walls with locally applied fields from striplines
and an MFM tip. The spatially resolved magnetisation reversal behaviour is imaged using MFM and focussed MOKE
magnetometry.
This research builds on our understanding of complex interconnected magnetic systems and opens pathways to
further explore the manipulation of magnetic charges5 and potential technological applications.
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Critical speeding-up in the magnetoelectric response of spin-ice near its monopole liquid–gas transition
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Competing interactions in the so-called spin-ice compounds stabilize a frustrated ground state with finite zero-point
entropy and, interestingly, emergent magnetic monopole excitations. The properties of these monopoles are at the
focus of recent research with particular emphasis on their quantum dynamics. It is predicted[1] that each monopole
also possesses an electric dipole moment, which allows to investigate their dynamics via the dielectric function
ε(ν).
The dynamics of the magnetic susceptibility χ haspreviously been studied in a number of publications, e.g.
[2-4]. In [4] critical speeding up close to the critical field was reported, but due to the limited frequency range
available for conventional magnetic ac susceptibility measurements so far the relaxation time could not be
evaluated in the vicinity of the critical field.
Here we present results from broadband spectroscopic measurements of ε(ν) in Dy2Ti2O7 down to temperatures of
200mK with a specific focus on the critical end point present for a magnetic field along the crystallographic
[111] direction. Clear critical signatures are revealed in the dielectric response when, similarly as in the liquid–gas
transition, the density of monopoles changes in a critical manner. The dielectric relaxation time τ exhibits a critical
speeding-up with a significant enhancement of 1/τ as the temperature is lowered towards the critical temperature
as shown in the Figure. Besides demonstrating the magnetoelectric character of the emergent monopole excitations,
our results corroborate the unique critical dynamics near the monopole condensation transition.
Additionally, we will present tentative results from recent experiments with high frequency magnetic ac susceptibility
measurements.
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(Invited) In-situ TEM experiments using microwave fields
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A microwave circuit was designed for operation in the environment of a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The
apparatus consists of a loop-shaped microstrip, assembled on a TEM specimen holder (Fig. 1(a)-(b)). The
microwave signal is supplied by a vector network analyzer (VNA), connected to the microstrip via a series of coaxial
cables, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Prior to TEM in-situ experiments on a magnetic material, an understanding of the
interactions between the microwave field and the electron beam is required. For that, we studied the effect of the
microwave field distribution on the propagation of the electron beam in the TEM, while operating in low angle
diffraction mode [1, 2]. We demonstrate how the electron beam propagating along the optic axis of the column is
affected by the amplitude and phase distribution of the microwave fields in the region of the omega-loop. As the
microwave frequency is varied in the VNA, the diffraction pattern of the electron beam acquires different intensity
profiles as shown in Fig. 2. To understand these results, we correlated the low angle diffraction data with the
reflection coefficients of the microwave circuit, measured with the VNA. This apparatus can be used as a very
sensitive probe for electromagnetic fields in the gigahertz range as well as for in-situ TEM ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) measurements since the microwave fields may be used to either probe resonances [3] or to drive spin
dynamics in nano-structured materials. For the purpose of studying nanostructured magnetic materials, we
developed a TEM holder suitable for the high resolution microscope JEOL ARM-200 [4, 5]. Figure 1(d) shows the
end piece of the specimen holder, where we can see a two port circuit with a sample loaded on top. A
demonstration of the in-situ FMR capabilities is then discussed by studying a sample which consists of a stack
constituted by an exchange biased layer (IrMn/CoFe) and a free layer (CoFe) (Fig. 3(a)). The magnetometry results
presented in Fig. 3(b) show the stepped behavior of the multi-layered structure. The sensitivity of the in-situ FMR
measurements, shown in Fig. 3(c), is compared to that of the conventional broadband VNA-FMR (Fig. 3(d)). An area
of this thin film was patterned with an antidot lattice configuration, and subsequently studied using a Lorentz mode
of scanning-TEM called differential phase contrast (DPC). A bright field TEM image of the antidote lattice is shown in
Fig. 4(a). An example of the DPC measurements is shown in Fig. 4, where we present a color coded map of the
magnetic induction, while the antidot sample is under an external applied field of -3.5 mT, after coming from
saturation. We observe the formation of magnetic vortices, highlighted with circles, which appear to populate a
considerable volume of the antidot lattice. In this case, the in-situ FMR allowed the confirmation of the magnetic
state of the specimen, particularly in cases where both layers are in the anti-parallel configuration. While TEM is still
limited in terms of temporal resolution, the unprecedented spatial resolution and sensitivity in the detection of
magnetic induction fields enable, when combined with microwave excitation, the direct imaging of the ground state,
at resonance, of highly confined nanostructures as well as the possibility of affecting or controlling its switching
properties.

Figure 1- (a) Optical image showing the loop-shaped region of the waveguide fabricated on a silicon substrate. The
Si has been etched and there is a hole in the center of the loop to allow the transmission of the electrons. (b) End
piece of the TEM holder designed for an FEI T20 TEM. (c) Schematic of the setup comprised of a VNA, a TEM
specimen holder and the microstrip waveguide. The microwave circuit operates in single port configuration. (d) The
specimen holder designed for the ARM-200 operates in a two-port transmission mode.

Figure 2 Low angle diffraction (or small angle electron scattering, SAES) patterns of the electron beam transmitted
through the hole in the loop-shaped waveguide, in the frequency range f = [1-18] GHz.

Figure 3- (a) Illustration of the layer configuration of S2. Sample S1 corresponds to a single exchange biased layer
of CoFe(8 nm)/IrMn(8 nm). (b) VSM data of samples S1 and S2 in continuous film configuration. S1 exhibits a
uniform reversal, displaced laterally from zero-field due to the presence of an exchange bias field. S2 exhibits a
stepped hysteresis due to the existence of two, weakly coupled, ferromagnetic layers which reverse at different
fields. (c)- (d) Derivative of the magnitude of the forward transmission parameter, S21, as a function of the
frequency and external field, representing the derivative of the FMR signal of: (c) derivative of S21 of S2, acquired
with the in-situ FMR setup (the trace noise and signal to noise ratio are 0.2 mdB and 2 mdB, respectively); and (d)
FMR data of S2 acquired with the conventional VNA-FMR setup. The arrows illustrate the direction of the
magnetisation of both ferromagnetic layers, in the case of S2.

Figure 4- (a) Bright field TEM image of an antidot lattice fabricated using focused ion beam milling. (b) Colour
coded map of the induction field distribution in the antidot, obtained using DPC-STEM, while in the presence of an
H = which corresponds to a -1 degree tilt of the specimen holder, inside the TEM. The black
external field,

-3.5
 mT,
circles highlight the vortex states obtained during the reversal process. Circular regions in blue correspond to the
holes of the antidote lattice. The contrast in those regions is dominated by electrostatic phase contrast near the
edges of the holes.
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X-PEEM imaging of global vortex states in ferromagnetic nanotubes
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In three-dimensional magnetic nanostructures, vortex configurations are of strong contemporary interest since, as
flux-closure states, they produce nearly no stray fields. As a result, they minimize magneto-static interactions
between nanomagnets and therefore may find application in densely packed magnetic memories. Core-free
ferromagnetic nanotubes (NTs) are predicted to support stable low-field configurations including a conventional
axially aligned state, as well as a global vortex state, in which all magnetization points circumferentially around the
tube axis, and a mixed state consisting of an axial central domain with vortex-like caps of circumferential
magnetization [1]. The stability of either the axial, vortex, or mixed configuration at zero field has been predicted to
depend on the aspect ratio of the tubular structures [2].
We use x-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) in combination with x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) at the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institute [3] to investigate the influence of the NT geometry on its
remnant magnetic configuration at room temperature. The NTs are about 300 nm in diameter and consist of a 30nm-thick shell of CoFeB or NiFe sputtered around a non-magnetic GaAs template nanowire. A focused ion beam
(FIB) is used to cut the NTs to different lengths between 0.5 and 8 µm. We measure X-PEEM images with two
orientations of the NT axis relative to the incident x-rays: parallel and perpendicular. In the parallel geometry, the XPEEM signal is sensitive to the projection of the magnetization along the NT axis, while in the perpendicular
geometry it is sensitive to the projection perpendicular to the NT axis [4]. Magnetic fields up to 50 mT can be
applied along the NT axis in order to initialize the NTs.
For long NTs, we observe magnetization configurations in the mixed state, i.e. the NTs have an axially aligned central
domain with vortex domains at the ends as shown for NT 1 and 3 in the figure. Some especially short NTs (less than
1.5-µm-long) show a global vortex state, as can be seen for NT 2 in the figure. Thus, measurements reveal that the
magnetic NTs can support stable global vortex states and that their dependence on NT geometry is nearly as
predicted.
Our results are an example of how X-PEEM is able to reveal important insights into the formation and nature of
stable magnetic configurations in magnetic nanostructures. Here, the technique shows, as predicted, that NT
aspect ratio plays a crucial role in stabilizing the global vortex state.
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Temperature dependence of structural and magneto-optical properties of Ce:YIG thin films
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Monolithic integration of non-reciprocal photonic devices requires high quality thin films of materials with strong
magneto-optical effect. Among them Cerium-doped Yttrium Iron Garnet (Ce:YIG) gained a considerable attention
due to its high magneto-optical response in infrared region. We have already demonstrated a possibility of
preparation of high quality Ce:YIG thin films with large Faraday rotation and high transparency at 1.5 µm
telecommu- nication wavelength, which even exceeded bulk values[1].
Here we present temperature dependent structural and magneto-optical properties of 60 and 80 nm thick single
crystal Ce:YIG films grown on (111) Gallium Gadolinium Garnet (GGG) substrates by pulsed laser deposition.
Temperature dependent X-ray diffraction mea- surements revealed a stronger contraction of d111 values of Ce:YIG
film than of GGG substrate (as shown in Fig. a). This induces a tensile strain in the film, which has a significant
influence on the magnetic anisotropy of Ce:YIG.
Faraday rotation hysteresis loop measurements of investigated samples (shown in Fig. b) demonstrated a gradual
change from in-plane magnetization behaviour at room temperature (RT) to out-of-plane behavior at liquid nitrogen
temperature (80K). Substantial out-of plane magnetization behavior in 80 nm thick film was achieved at about
150K. However, the tem- perature of this transition depends strongly on the film thickness. There is also a
significant increase of the coercivity field and amplitude of the Faraday rotation for temperatures bellow this
transition.
Additionally, we performed spectrally dependent measurements of complex magneto- optical Faraday effect at RT
and 80K. These measurements confirmed strong enhancement of both, Faraday rotation and MCD amplitudes.
Moreover, we observed slight shifts of the peaks in the Faraday spectra, pointing to the change of the energy of
electronic transitions in the material due to the lattice straining.

Temperature dependence of d111.
[1]

(b) Faraday rotation loops at 1550 nm.

M. C. Onbasli, L. Beran, et al., Optical and magneto-optical behavior of Cerium Yttrium Iron Garnet thin
films at wavelengths of 200-1770 nm, Scientific Reports, in press

Magnetic characteristics of a high-layer-number NiFe/FeMn multilayer
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We report the static and dynamic magnetic characteristics of a high-layer-number NiFe/FeMn multilayer test
structure, shown in Figure 1(a), with potential applications in broadband absorber and filter devices. [1]
Magnetometry measurements show that the sample has complex hysteresis loops with features consistent with
single ferromagnetic film reversals [Fig. 1(b)]. Characterisation by transmission electron microscopy allows us to
correlate the magnetic properties with structural features, including the film widths and interface roughnesses.
Analysis of resonance frequencies from broadband ferromagnetic resonance measurements as a function of field
magnitude and orientation, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1(c), provide values of the local exchange bias,
rotatable anisotropy, and uniaxial anisotropy fields for specific layers in the stack and explain the observed mode
softening. The linewidths of the multilayer are adjustable around the bias field, approaching twice that seen at larger
fields, allowing control over the bandwidth of devices formed from the structure.

Figure 1: (a) Annular darkfield scanning transmission electron microscopy image of a cross-section of the test
structure showing the layer widths and composition. (b) Vibrating sample magnetometry data showing steps
suggestive of single layer reversals. (c) Angular dependence of the ferromagnetic resonance data showing, through
the ellipticity and offset from centre of the 'rings', the existence of uniaxial anisotropy and bias.
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Controlling the magnetic phase transition in mesoscale FeRh stripes
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Understanding and ultimately controlling emergent phenomena at the mesoscale requires understanding the
interactions and correlations of the individual constituents in complex materials [1] and engineered systems [2]. The
nature of first-order phase transitions that exhibit an interplay between multiple degrees of freedom (i.e. electronic,
structural and/or magnetic) is at the forefront of materials science. We focus on the metamagnetic transition from
the antiferromagnetic order (AF) to ferromagnetic order (FM) in FeRh which occurs at approximately 370 K [3]. The
transition is accompanied by a volume increase of 1-2%, a reduction in resistivity [4] and a large change in entropy.
Unlike bulk single crystals, measurement of the resistance or magnetization [5] of thin films across the phase
transition gives a continuous smooth transition that is relatively broad (about 10K).
However, in micron-scale patterned FeRh stripes we observed pronounced supercooling and avalanche-like abrupt
transition from the ferromagnetic to the antiferromagnetic phase while the reverse transition remains nearly
continuous (Fig. 1). We deduce that the asymmetry arises from the differences in the magnetic correlations of FM
regions compared to AF regions. Although modest asymmetry signatures are present in full films, the effect is
dramatically enhanced at the mesoscale.
Finally, using electrical transport measurements we show that once in the phase-separated state, the system can be
driven to the ferromagnetic phase by nanosecond current pulses.

Fig. 1 Asymmetry in the transition for a 550-nm-wide and 4-micron-long stripe. Compared to full films and wide
stripes, the phase transition is shifted to lower temperatures due to strain relaxation. The inset shows discrete steps
in the order parameter upon heating corresponding to the transition in uncorrelated regions of the sample. Upon
cooling the transition proceeds primarily through a single event.
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A TEM nanoscale investigation of the structure of FeRh-based thin films
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Equiatomic iron-rhodium (Fe 48 Rh 52 to Fe 56 Rh 44 ) has attracted much interest due to its magnetostructural transition
from its antiferromagnetic (AF) to ferromagnetic (FM) phase. This ordered α’ alloy adopts a CsCl structure and is AF
at room temperature, but makes a first-order phase transition to a FM state at ~ 350 to 380 K, and hence can
present phase co-existence and hysteresis. The co-existing phases are separated by a phase-boundary domain wall
(DW) and effective control over the creation and motion of these phase boundary DWs are considered desirable for
potential application in a new generation of novel nanomagnetic or spintronic devices. Previous studies have shown
that the DWs can be nucleated in FeRh films and driven through combining heating with differential gradients of
chemical doping. However, current understanding of the behaviour of DWs in FeRh is often limited to bulk magnetic
measurements or relatively low magnification imaging, i.e. x-ray magnetic circular dichroism. In this study, we
perform several scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) techniques (on a JEOL ARM cFEG instrument) to
examine the localised chemical, structural and magnetic properties of a series of FeRh films grown epitaxially on
MgO (Fig. 1a). Electron-energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) provides chemical analysis of the MgO substrate and FeRh
film (Fig. 1b-e), including the dopant profiles across the sharp layer interface of the cross sectional sample. High
resolution STEM imaging shows the well defined single crystal structures of the FeRh and MgO and the well matched
interface between these two materials (Fig 1f). We will also report on the magnetic structure of the films imaged
using the STEM technique of differential phase contrast (DPC) imaging. This can be performed under magnetic field
free conditions and with an in situ applied field. Additionally in situ heating will provide access to the
thermomagnetic behaviour and motion of the phase boundary DWs within the FeRh films.

Figure 1. (a) Dark-field STEM image of a FeRh thin film grown epitaxially on the MgO substrate. (b) EELS spectrum
image acquired from the boxed region in (a), and associated chemical maps showing the (c) oxygen; (d) rhodium;
and (e) iron content. (f) High resolution STEM image showing the localised structure of the epitaxially grown FeRh
and its interface with the MgO substrate.

Voltage induced electrochemical control of ferromagnetic properties of Ni80Fe20 thin films
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We demonstrate low-voltage induced manipulation of Ni80Fe20 thin film magnetic properties via ionic liquid gating
(Figure 1). Varying the voltage applied to the ferromagnetic/ionic liquid interface caused large non-volatile changes
to the coercivity and magnetisation of the Ni80Fe20 films, through reversible chemical oxidation and reduction.
Electric potentials were applied via the ionic liquid 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide,
EMITSFI. Cyclic voltammetry showed repeatable behaviour and allowed onset voltages for different oxidative
reactions to be identified. The coercivity and magnetic moment of the film could be decreased with positive voltages
applied to the magnetic film (e.g. over 50% decrease with +4 V and a 5 nm thick film), while subsequent reversal of
the voltage increased the coercivity again. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy confirmed an increase in oxygen
presence at the surface with increasing positive applied voltage and a reduction on applying negative voltages,
suggesting that oxidation is the reason for changes in observed magnetic properties. In situ ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) measurements revealed reversible changes in magnetisation, FMR linewidth and gyromagnetic
ratio during oxidation/reduction that can be understood as changes in in-plane anisotropy during exposure. This
work shows how low voltages can be used to control the oxidation state and magnetic properties of soft magnetic
films. In future, this may also allow tuneable properties of patterned permalloy elements.

Figure 1: Schematic of cell

(Invited) Progress towards developing new FeNi-based permanent magnets of high energy density
L H Lewis
Northeastern University, USA
Motivation persists to diversify the supply of rare-earth-based supermagnets in response to evergrowing demand in
energy, defense, transportation and consumer product sectors. In contrast to many rare earth elements that are
currently utilized in ultra-strong permanent magnets, the elements Fe and Ni are among the most abundant, most
readily processed and most studied magnetic elements in the Earth’s crust. An intriguing proposition is to develop
the equiatomic FeNi compound with the tetragonal L10 structure, a meteoritic mineral known as tetrataenite, into a
magnet. Tetrataenite exhibits confirmed impressive permanent magnetic properties that are derived from, in part, its
lowersymmetry tetragonal crystal structure (1). This tetragonal anisotropy leads to a large magnetic remanence
which significantly amplifies the amount of magnetic energy that may stored in this compound.
While tetrataenite has been confirmed to exhibit excellent permanent magnetic properties, it is only found naturally
and in appreciable volumes in selected meteorites subjected to extraordinarily slow cooling rates, as low as 0.3 K
per million years. In this presentation new results concerning recent progress towards laboratory-based synthesis of
tetrataenite will be presented, with the goal to foster discussion of its potential as a rare-earth-free permanent
magnetic material. In particular, effects on phase formation accelerated by severe plastic deformation and postprocessing treatments that allow access to kinetically hindered but thermodynamically accessible states will be
described. In this manner tailored synthesis and processing protocols for the realization of a new type of magnetic
material are identified and advanced, with high relevance for the creation of next-generation permanent magnets
comprised entirely of easily accessible, earth-abundant elements that may be utilized for energy-relevant
applications and beyond.
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Effect of He+ ion irradiation on the structural and magnetic properties of Co 2 MnSi alloys
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Co 2 MnSi (CMS) is a full Heusler alloy particularly interesting for spintronics applications as it is predicted to be half
metallic, with a high Curie temperature and very low microwave loses. However its magnetic properties are strongly
related to its structural order. Ion irradiation with light ions is an efficient technique to improve the local chemical
order in different magnetic alloys such as FePt [1]. More recently, Gaier et al. demonstrated that He+ ion irradiation
at 30 keV increases the long range order parameter in CMS grown in the B 2 phase. Then it appears as a very
interesting complementary technique to high temperature annealing but further studies on the structural
modification induced by irradiation are needed. In this work, we offer to study the structural and magnetic
modifications in both the L2 1 and B 2 order in CMS irradiated with 150 keV He+ ions.
He+ irradiation with fluences of 1015, 5.1015 and 1016 ions/cm² is performed on 40 nm CMS thin films grown by
magnetron sputtering on (100) MgO substrates. The magnetization, anisotropy and FMR linewidths as a function of
the ion fluence are measured by Ferro Magnetic Resonance (FMR) while a quantitative analysis of structural
disorder is performed by normal and anomalous X- ray diffraction along with HAADF-STEM imaging. Structural
analysis shows that our films grow as a mixture of L2 1 (≈75% ) and B 2 (≈25% ) order. We demonstrate that the
effect of ion irradiation is first to favor the B 2 order via Mn/Si atomic exchange while a Co/Mn exchange arises in
the L2 1 matrix (Figure 1a). Furthermore, the evolution of the FMR spectra (Figure 1b) demonstrates that the
magnetic parameters of the B 2 phase are kept almost constant with the ion fluence while the magnetization for the
L2 1 phase decreases when its cubic anisotropy increased. Additionally, we observe that irradiation induces a
tetragonal distortion of the atomic cell at the origin of an uniaxial anisotropy aligned with one hard axis direction.
Finally we will show that ion irradiation allows decreasing the FMR linewidth, i.e. the microwave loses, of the B 2
order for low irradiation doses, while the increase of the dynamic Gilbert damping coefficient for the L2 1 phase is in
agreement with the evolution of the cubic anisotropy anisotropy.

Figure 1: (Left) Disorder parameters and (right) FMR spectra at 17 GHz as a function of the ion fluence.
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Magnetic susceptibility oscillations and De Haas-Van Alphen (dHvA) effect in cerium doped lead chalcogenides
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Low temperature magnetization and magnetic susceptibility measurements of cerium doped Lead Chalcogenides
single crystals of type Pb 1-x Ce x X (X = S, Se and Te) with Cerium content from x = 0.006 to 0.036 were investigated.
The magnetic measurements were carried out from 300 K down to 2K. The high temperature magnetic susceptibility
showed a small deviation from the Curie-Weiss law due to crystal-field splitting of the lowest manifold 2F 5/2 for Ce3+
ions; the zero-field splitting of the 2F 5/2 manifold were deduced from the fitting of the magnetic susceptibility to be
about 340 K, 440 K and 540 K for Pb 1-x Ce x Te, Pb 1-x Ce x Se, and Pb 1-x Ce x S, respectively. The oscillatory part of the
magnetic susceptibility at ultra-low temperature 20 milli-Kelvin for various strength and directions of the external
magnetic field were also investigated. The de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations showed periods of 1.12×10-2
and 1.23×10-2 Tesla-1 for H || <001> in Pb 1-x Ce x Te samples with x = 0.0048 and 0.007, respectively. Furthermore,
the effective were determined by X-band (~9.5 GHz) Electron Paramagnetic Measurements (EPR) to be g = 1.333,
1.364, and 1.402 for Ce ions in PbX, X = S, Se, and Te, respectively. The strength of the crystal-field admixtures
were estimated from the small shift between the experimental and theoretical Landé factors.

Amorphous magnetic semiconductor in low carrier density regime
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Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS) are a class of materials in which a magnetically inert host semiconductor
(𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺, 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍) is doped with both localized spins and carriers, electrons or holes, that are either free
or localized on the impurity sites. Among the others germanium manganese (𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 1-x𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥 ) diluted alloys had attracted
attention since the discovery reported in 2002 by Park et al. [1] of ferromagnetic order in a thin epitaxial layer of
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 doped 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺, due to the huge variety of magnetic behaviour that is linked with the tendencies of the transition
metal ions to segregate in the semiconductor host, forming nanoclusters or nanocolums that are ferromagnetic perse [2]. In the Low Carrier Density Regime (LCDR), of interest in this work, the ratio of local moments to carriers is
inverted with respect to the diluted magnetic alloys. As a consequence of the low moment density, the exchange
between local moments could not be the standard direct or super exchange, but is mediated by the carriers even
though their density is small. One of the most studied and accepted theoretical model for DMS in LCDR is based
upon the concept of Bound Magnetic Polaron (BMP)[3].
R

Here we present a complete study of the electrical and magnetic properties of the amorphous DMS, with 2%≤ 𝑥𝑥 ≤
17% by means of SQUID magnetometry and low temperature DC measurements. The thin films (ℎ ~ 40nm) where
grown by Physical Vapour Deposition at low temperature (50°C) in UHV environment (𝑃𝑃 base ~ 10−11mbar) with
different 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 atomic concentrations. In Figure1 (left panel) the results of FC-ZFC measurements are presented: in
our sample a unique and smooth magnetic transition is visible; the shape of 𝑀𝑀(𝑇𝑇)in LCDR using the BMPs
percolation model could be expressed as [4]
R

which fits well our experimental data for the samples with higher Μ𝜂𝜂 atomic percentage (x = 17% and x = 10%
) at low temperatures (T < 20K). The DC electrical characterization (Fig. 1, right panel) show that Variable Range
Hopping (VRH) [5] is the main mechanism of charge transport below room temperature, confirming our hypothesis
about the charge carriers localization in such systems. Low temperature hysteresis loops confirm the ferromagnetic
nature of the system below the curie temperatures; that are T C = 15K for x =10% and T C = 12K for x = 17%.
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Synthesis and magnetic properties of c-axis oriented MnBi thin films with high anisotropy grown from a
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Low-temperature phase (LTP) MnBi has recently attracted much attention as a possibly competitive rare-earth
free permanent magnet candidate to be used as the hard magnetic component in an exchange spring magnet
coupled to another soft magnetic phase or in magneto-optical memory applications because of its high spin
polarization.
The usual approach for the growth of MnBi thin films is stacking of individual Mn and Bi layers using two separate
targets which makes its deposition process less straightforward. In this work, for the first time we report the
synthesis of fully c-axis oriented MnBi thin films with high anisotropy from a single stoichiometric target with
Mn 55 Bi 45 at.% composition.
The films were grown onto quartz glass substrates using DC magnetron sputtering at room temperature. The
ferromagnetic LTP MnBi was formed by a subsequent in-situ annealing step in vacuum. The maximum saturation
magnetization is about 600 emu/cm3 under the optimum annealing conditions. Both uniaxial anisotropy and
coercive field show positive temperature co- efficients. The out-of-plane and in-plane coercivity increases with
working temperature reaching 12 kOe and 16 kOe at 350 K, respectively. The resulting uniaxial anisotropy is
estimated to be about 1.47·107 erg/cm3 which is close to the value of 1.6·107 erg/cm3 reported for a bulk single
crystalline MnBi sample (1).

Figure 1: Summary of recent room temperature data on saturation magnetization, M s , and coercive field, H c , in
literature (numbers in brackets refer to the list of references) of Mn 55 Bi 45 (at. %) including thin films (TF: gray
circles), bulk (B: dashed circles), and a single crystal (SC: black circle) compared to the current paper (dashed
squares).
Figure. 2: Temperature dependence of H c and M s for a Mn 55 Bi 45 thin film annealed at 415◦ C in out-of-plane and inplane direction. The in- set shows the change of the ratio M r /M s (M r is the remnant magnetization) with temperature
for out-of-plane direction.
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Magnetic and structural properties of neon-irradiated Fe 60 Al 40 thin films
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The relationship between structural and magnetic order in the Fe-rich FeAl alloys has intrigued scientists for many
decades [1]. Recently, the interest in their thin film form has been rekindled by demonstrations of patterning of
magnetic properties by selective use of ion irradiation and the local control of the disordered and magnetic phases
[2]. Here, thin films of Fe 60 Al 40 are irradiated with various doses of Ne+ ions and their Fermi-level spin polarisation
(SP), by Point Contact Andreev Reflection (PCAR), and local magnetic order, by Depth-selective Conversion Electron
Mössbauer Spectroscopy (DCEMS) are studied, in order to define the underlying dependencies between the
structural and magnetic properties. The ~40 nm thick films of Fe 60 Al 40 are grown on Si/SiO2 (100) substrates, by
magnetron sputtering from a stoichiometric target and subsequently annealed at 773 K for 1 hr. in vacuum.
Irradiation follows with Ne+ ions at fluencies in the range 0 – 2.1015 cm2. The unirradiated films are dominantly B2
ordered phase, which is however paramagnetic at RT. Increasing doses of Ne ions promote the formation of the A2
disordered phase, which renders the films ferromagnetic, with an M s ~ 650 kAm-1, above fluencies of ~6 1014 cm2.
All films exhibit a Kondo-like minimum of the resistivity at T > 20 K, as illustrated on fig. 1. 57Fe DCEMS of the
ordered films reveals no magnetic order at RT with an IS corresponding to Fe-metal, throughout the film depth, as
seen by both electrons and X-rays (fig. 1). No measurable SP is seen by PCAR. Well- irradiated films display room
temperature in-plane magnetic order throughout their thickness, with a hyperfine field of about 23 T, and P = 26 %
(see fig. 2). Selectively ion-irradiated films of FeAl alloys offer possibilities of controlling magnetism of the scale of
10-ns of nanometre and should find applications in the area of magnetic logic.

Figure 1. Resistance vs. temperature (left panel) and DCEMS for electrons (top) and X-reafeysre(nbcoettsom).
Figure 2. Point Contact Andreev Reflection Spectrum of a well-irradiated sample (left) and its ordered DCEMS
spectrum (right).
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Ferrimagnetic Tb-Fe alloy thin films: Composition and thickness dependence of all-optical switching
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Ferrimagnetic rare earth (RE) - transition metal (TM) Tb-Fe alloy thin films exhibit a variety of different magnetic
properties, which depends strongly on composition and temperature [1]. In this study, first the influence of the film
thickness (5 - 85 nm) on the sample magnetic properties was investigated in a wide composition range between 15
and 38 at.% of Tb. From our results, we find that the compensation point, remanent magnetization, and magnetic
anisotropy of the Tb-Fe films depend not only on the composition but also on the thickness of the magnetic film up
to a critical thickness of about 20-30 nm. Beyond this critical thickness, only slight changes in magnetic properties
are observed. This behaviour can be attributed to a growth-induced modification of the micro-structure of the
amorphous films, which affects the short range order. As a result, a more collinear alignment of the distributed
magnetic moments of Tb along the out-of-plane direction with film thickness is obtained. This increasing
contribution of the Tb sub lattice magnetization to the total sample magnetization is equivalent to a sample becoming richer in Tb and can be referred to as an “effective” composition [2].

Figure 1. (a) Remanent magnetization MR and (b) uniaxial magnetic anisotropy Ku both at room temperature of TbFe films of various thicknesses and composition. The dotted line indicates the area, where AOS occurs. Taken from
Ref. [2].
Besides these structural peculiarities in RE-TM ferrimagnets such as short range order, leading to perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy, an ultra-fast magnetization reversal process induced by circularly or linearly polarized laser
pulses was recently discovered in amorphous ferrimagnetic GdFeCo alloy films [3]. With this so called all-optical
switching (AOS) the orientation of a magnetic domain can be reversed by a femtosecond laser pulse without any
external magnetic field. AOS has also been demonstrated for a variety of other amorphous ferrimagnetic RE-TM
alloys including Tb-Fe thin films [4, 5]. It was found that a rather small remanence magnetization (< 220 emu/cm3
[5]) is an indispensable requirement for the AOS ability. We have investigated the AOS ability of the above
mentioned sample series. It was observed that AOS is connected to film samples, exhibiting low remanence (see
Fig. 1), confirming the low re- manence criterion. Furthermore, Tb-Fe films as thin as 9 nm and as thick as 85 nm
could be switched all-optically [2], which might be relevant for prospective spintronic applications.
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(Invited) MgAl 2 O 4 spinel based magnetic tunnel junctions and related topics
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Crystalline MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) are commonly used for spintronic applications such as a
read sensor of hard disc drives and memory cells of magnetoresistive random access memories (MRAMs) due to
their large tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio by the spin-dependent coherent tunneling effect. Recently, spinel
“MgAl 2 O 4 ” has emerged as a new crystalline barrier material for coherent MTJs showing large TMR ratios more than
300% at room temperature (RT) [1]. For (001) orientation growth, MgAl 2 O 4 has a 4% smaller lattice spacing than
MgO, which enables us to achieve better lattice-matched interfaces with typical ferromagnets such as FeCo (~0%),
Co-based half-metallic Heusler alloys (0~1%) and D022 Mn 3 Ga (3~4%) alloys. Therefore, the use of MgAl 2 O 4 based barriers provides high quality and dislocation free MTJ stacks with various ferromagnetic materials, which is
suitable for constructing high performance spintronic devices.
In this talk, recent progress of the MgAl 2 O 4 barrier based MTJs and related phenomena will be introduced. Firstly, I
show a new fabrication method for MgAl 2 O 4 barrier, a direct RF sputtering from a sintered MgAl 2 O 4 target [2],
instead of a conventional method using post-oxidation of an MgAl film [1]. As shown in Fig. 1, a lattice-matched,
chemically uniform, and atomically flat MgAl 2 O 4 barrier were successful demonstrated. Secondly, achievement of
large TMR ratios up to 342% at RT and 616% at 4 K in an MTJ using highly spin-polarized Co 2 FeAl Heusler layers,
i.e, Co 2 FeAl/MgAl 2 O 4 /Co 2 FeAl structure, will be shown [4]. The large TMR ratios indicate the effectiveness of the
half-metallic electrodes for spinel based MTJs.
Thirdly, I will discuss the possibility of new spinel oxide based barriers other than MgAl 2 O 4. As an example, I will
report a Li-substituted MgAl 2 O 4 (Li-Mg-Al-O) quaternary oxide barrier and a TMR ratio of 120% at RT in an Fe/Li-MgAl- O/Fe MTJ, indicating the coherent tunneling effect even in the quaternary spinel barrier. These results suggest
the capability of spinel-based MTJs for future practical applications.

Fig. 1 Scanning transmission electron microscopy image (left) and corresnponding elemental maps using energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (right) of an Fe/MgAl2O4/Fe(001) MTJ fabricated by direct sputtering.
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Magnetothermoelectric effects in Hanle measurements leading to apparent anisotropic spin relaxation
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We observe anisotropic Hanle line-shapes, with unequal in-plane and out-of-plane spin signals, in spin precession
measurements carried out on lateral permalloy (Py) / aluminium (Al) non-local spin valves with transparent
interfaces at temperatures greater than 150 K (Fig. 1). The conventional interpretation for such anisotropy would
correspond to unequal spin relaxation times for in-plane and out-of-plane spin configurations, as it is present in 2-D
materials like graphene [1, 2]. However, the transverse and longitudinal spin relaxation times are expected to be the
same in our system [3], where the Al channel is polycrystalline and therefore such anisotropic spin relaxation
cannot be justified a priory. A systematic study of the Hanle line-shapes conducted at different temperatures and for
different lengths of the spin transport channel suggests a thermal origin [4, 5] of the anisotropy. Analytical and
numerical calculations, based on diffusive heat transport, independently confirms that the apparent anisotropic
spin relaxation in the Hanle measurements is caused due to anisotropic Seebeck and Peltier coefficients of the
ferromagnetic electrodes. This study thus demonstrates the presence of anisotropic magnetothermoelectric effects
in Hanle measurements and the importance of considering such effects, especially for studying anisotropic spin
relaxation via spin precession.

Figure 1 Hanle spin precession measurements in a Py/Al spin valve with a channel length of 700 nm at different
temperatures: (a) 300 K, (b) 200K, (c) 80 K and (d) 4.2 K. Initially at BZ = 0, the magnetization orientation of the
Py wires is parallel (black squares) or anti-parallel (red circles), with the solid lines representing fits to the data. The
anisotropy (δ anis ) in the Hanle response is clearly observed at 300 K and 200 K but absent at 80 K and 4.2 K.
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Spin injection in silicon and germanium: Direct comparison between 4 and 3 terminal measurements
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The electrical spin injection from a ferromagnetic metal into silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) is the first requirement
for the integration of spintronic devices with mainstream semiconductor (SC) technology. However, it still represents
a challenging task: very few 4 terminal measurements in Si or Ge have been reported up to now and a controversy
has been recently raised about the origin of the spin signal recorded in 3 terminal devices. A large difference
between theoretical and experimental spin signals is generally found in 3 terminal studies. The possible presence of
localized states within the insulating barrier [1] or at the interface with the SC [2] might be at the origin of this large
difference.

In a first part, we present 3 terminal and Hanle effect measurements using sputtered ferromagnetic tunnel junctions
made of Ta/CoFeB/MgO and grown on silicon and germanium on insulator (SOI and GeOI). We clearly found a spin
signal amplification in agreement with earlier reports. However, we succeeded in controlling the presence of defects
by using electrical stress and inelastic tunneling spectroscopy. We observed a spin signal amplification even in the
absence of defects in the tunnel barrier. In order to probe the presence of localized states, we performed
capacitance-voltage measurements at variable temperature. A clear signature of localized states was observed in
most of the devices at low frequency. We thus concluded that a scenario only based on the presence of defects in
the tunnel barrier cannot explain the origin of the very large spin signals measured experimentally. However
interface states might play an important role.

Figure 1: Scanning transmission electron microscopy image of an epitaxial ferromagnetic tunnel junction grown on
SOI and GeOI. These junctions were used in 4 terminal devices. A scanning electron microscopy image of such a
device is shown in (b). (c) Giant magneto-resistance signals, Non-local measurements and the Hanle effect were
measured and compared to the signals recorded in 3 terminal devices grown is same conditions.
Finally we developed the fabrication of 4 terminal devices (Fig.1b) with ferromagnetic tunnel junctions grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (Fig.1a) and applicable to both SOI and GeOI substrates. It consists in growing epitaxially
the full stack Pd(8 nm)/Fe(15 nm)/MgO(2 nm) on top of Si and Ge films. We are then able to decouple electrical
spin injection and detection ruling out any spurious tunneling magneto-resistance in the electrical signals. We
succeeded in measuring non-local, GMR (Fig.1c) and Hanle signals in both substrates. We then made a direct
comparison with 3 terminal measurements performed on the same substrates.
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Spin field-effect transistor (FET) [1] is a critical vehicle to study injection, manipulation and detection of spin
polarised electrons in a semiconductor, all of which are essential for future utilisation of spin-degree of freedom in
semiconductors. In particular, the Fe/GaAs system has been intensely investigated due to the desirable lattice
matching, and successful injection and detection of electron spins have been reported [2]. However, manipulation
of the injected spins via electric or optical gates is still required to create a working spin FET.
In this work, a number of Fe/GaAs(001) lateral spin-injection devices were fabricated and characterised electrically.
Bulk n-doped and inverted high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) GaAs structures with a highly n-doped (1019 cm3
) GaAs capping layer were employed to create a well-defined Schottky barrier for efficient spin injection at the
Fe/GaAs interface. Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) images indicated epitaxial growth (see Figs.
1A and 1B). The Fe films and the GaAs substrates were patterned and etched using photolithography. Ar-ion milling
and chemical wet-etching were used for Fe and GaAs, respectively. Additional 45 nm thick AlO x layers were sputterdeposited after the GaAs etching to insulate surrounding GaAs.
Three- and four-terminal devices were fabricated where rectangular Fe injector/detector contacts were typically 100
µm long with aspect-ratios of between 5 and 20 (see Fig. 1C). The bulk n-doped GaAs developed visible damage on
its surface after wet-etching with ammonia. Current-voltage curves between two Fe contacts showed tunnelling-type
conduction properties (see Fig. 1D), as expected from back-to-back Schottky barriers at the Fe/GaAs interface. The
non-local spin-valve properties of the devices are currently being measured and will be discussed in the full work.
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Observation of room-temperature spin transport and spin relaxation in highly doped n-type Germanium.
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Spintronics grants new ways for overcoming scaling limitations and power consumptions problems of modern
electronics. However, to use advantages of spintronics one will need material that will be capable of carrying spins
over long distances at room temperature. Due to the crystal inversion symmetry the Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation
mechanism in germanium (Ge) is suppressed. Additionally, carrier mobility in Ge is order of magnitude higher than
in silicon (Si), making Ge devices superior to its Si counterparts [1]. However, in contrast to Si, non-local spin
transport in Ge was only achieved at low temperatures up until recently [2].
In this study the authors for the first time directly demonstrated spin transport at room temperature in n-Ge
epilayers with a doping concentration of ~1.0×1019 cm-3 grown on a Si(001) substrate [3]. Due to spin pumping
under the ferromagnetic resonance the pure spin current was generated in the n-Ge channel (Fig. 1). After
propagation through the channel, the pure spin current was detected via the inverse spin Hall effect in either a Pt or
Pd electrode on top of n-Ge (Fig. 2). From a theoretical model that included a geometrical contribution the spin
diffusion length in n-Ge at room temperature was estimated to be λ n-Ge = 660 ± 200 nm. Additionally, the authors
showed that the spin relaxation time increased with decreasing temperature, in agreement with recently proposed
theory of donor-driven spin relaxation in multivalley semiconductors [4]. As a result of the authors’ study, roomtemperature spin transport has now been shown in both pivotal semiconductor materials, Ge and Si, providing new
opportunities for the semiconductor spintronics.

Figure 1. Layout of the spin transport experiment through the n-Ge channel. Py pad was used as a spin pumping
injector; MeSOI pad was used as a spin detector via the inverse spin Hall effect. MeSOI stands for the metal with large
spin-orbit interaction: Pt or Pd in the authors’ study. Figure was published in [3]. Copyright 2015 American Physical
Society.

Figure 2. The electromotive force 𝑉𝑉 detected from the Pd strip under the ferromagnetic resonance in the Py/nGe/Pd structure. Voltage changed sign together with the direction of the external magnetic field θ H , as expected
from the inverse spin Hall effect. Data were published in [3]. Copyright 2015 American Physical Society.

The study was published in the journal Physical Review Letters [S. Dushenko, M. Koike, Y. Ando, T. Shinjo, M.
Myronov, and M. Shiraishi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 196602 (2015)], and was chosen as “Featured in Physics” by the
American Physical Society (APS, United States of America) and highlighted in the “Physics World” magazine of the
Institute of Physics (IOP, United Kingdom).

Kirchhoff’s first law and pure spin currents
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In conventional electronics a fundamental component of circuit design is the principle of fan-out, which allows
multiple operations to be performed in order to build up complex logical procedures. A fan-out device relies on the
condition that electrical currents obey Kirchhoff’s laws and investigations into how this applied to pure spin currents
is crucial to the development of spin-logic [1].
Lateral spin valves are ideal structures for the study of pure spin transport due to the separation of the spin and
charge currents [2–5]. We have fabricated a new multi-terminal lateral spin valve, shown in Fig. 1 a), and perform
spin fan-out and fan-in measurements. The fan-out geometry demonstrates that a pure spin current will divide
between the different branches in a circuit, with a magnitude determined through the spin resistances of each arm.
Through fan-in measurements we have observed the symmetry of the spin injection by reversing the polarity of the
injection current or the direction of the magnetisation of the electrode. Here we have demonstrated that two pure
spin currents will add and subtract with each other in a linear manner.
We have performed finite element analysis highlighting how Kirchhoffs first law is not strictly obeyed by pure spin
currents. However, we show that the spin current at the detector under dual injection is a linear combination of the
current from each injector, providing important information for applications to spin-logic.

Evidence for spin-to-charge conversion in the ferroelectric Rashba semiconductor GeTe
C Rinaldi1, M Liebmann2, D Di Sante3, R Wang4, J-C Rojas-Sánchez5,6, Y Fu6, S Oyarzun6, L Vila7, J Kellner2, C Pauly2,
M Asa1, M Cantoni1, J-M George5, R Calarco4, S Picozzi3, M Morgenstern2, A Fert5 and R Bertacco1
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The past decade has been particularly creative concerning the use of materials and heterostructures exploiting spinorbit coupling as key ingredient to modulate transport and micromagnetic properties. The emerging field of spinorbitronics aims to generate, manipulate and detect pure spin currents in nonmagnetic materials through the use of
Spin Hall Effect and inverse Spin Hall effect. In this context, the search of new materials compatible with
semiconductor technology and displaying strong Rashba effect is crucial in order to improve the charge-to-spin
conversion efficiency and bridge the gap towards application [1].
Germanium Telluride (GeTe) belongs to the recently discovered FerroElectric Rashba SemiConductors (FERSCs) [2].
The remanent ferroelectric polarization vector breaks the inversion symmetry and is predicted to determine a giant
bulk Rashba spin-dependent k-splitting of the bands [2], which can be controlled by switching the ferroelectric
polarization, thus providing a unique way to achieve non-volatile full-electric control of spin transport.
In this work, we prove the FERSC properties of GeTe(111) epitaxially grown on Si(111) [3]. Via Piezoresponse Force
Microscopy (PFM), we demonstrated the ferroelectric behaviour of GeTe and the possibility to write stable
ferroelectric domains by scanning the surface with a biased PFM tip [4], paving also the way to reconfigurable
devices based on the non-volatile spatial modulation of spin-orbit coupling. By Spin and Angular Resolved
PhotoEmission Spectroscopy, a huge Rashba splitting of the valence band was measured in GeTe(111) thin films
with an intrinsic outwards remanent ferroelectric polarization, in nice agreement with Density Functional Theory
calculations [4].
Finally, we report on epitaxial Fe/GeTe(111) heterostructures grown by molecular beam epitaxy [5]. Spin-pumping
experiments were performed in a radio-frequency cavity by pumping a spin current from the Fe layer into GeTe at the
iron ferromagnetic resonance and detecting the transverse charge current originated in the slab due to spin-tocharge conversion. Data indicate the existence of a clear spin-to-charge currents conversion, providing a
fundamental milestone in the investigation of FERSC materials for spin-orbitronics.
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Tuning phase transitions and the magnetocaloric effect of La(Fe,Si)13 alloys
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Magnetic refrigeration is regarded as a promising, more efficient, and environmentally friendly alternative to gascompression-based refrigeration due to its potential applications in a wide range of temperatures1-2. La(Fe,Si) 13
undergoes a first order phase transition and is a promising candidate in 300K magnetic refrigeration due to its large
magnetocaloric effect (MCE). However, first order transitions suffer from hysteresis losses which are detrimental to
the refrigerant capacity. Accordingly, it is desirable to obtain a magnetocaloric material with a high MCE and
reduced thermal and magnetic hysteresis loss whilst tuning the TC towards the 300K regime. Thus we investigated
the effect of doping on the MCE, T C, magnetic and thermal hysteresis and the refrigerant capacity in the
LaFe 11.6 Si 1.4 compounds using magnetic measurements. We also investigated the effect of different processing
routes used to synthesize La(Fe,Si) 13 on the same magnetic properties and relative cooling power(RCP). Results
from this work show that besides a significant reduction of preparation time, thermal and magnetic hysteresis is
practically overcome in spark plasma sintered (SPS) La(Fe,Si) 13 . The effective RCP, as a function of applied field for
the arc melted and SPS La(Fe,Si) 13 is shown in Fig. 1. It is observed that the introduction of dopants significantly
tunes the RCP. At low fields, the effective RCP of the arc melted and SPS LaFe 11.6 Si 1.4 are comparable thereby
demonstrating the potential of SPS La(Fe,Si) 13 in low field magnetic refrigeration applications.

Figure1. The effective relative cooling power, of La(Fe,Si) 13 alloys measured in the magnetic field range of 0 -5T.
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Two families of Mn-alloys with giant magnetocaloric effect probed by x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
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A giant-magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is observed in materials exhibiting first-order magnetic transition (FOMT), like
when the magnetic field triggers a change in crystal structure. Understanding the relation between crystal, electronic
and magnetic properties is thus of high applicative and fundamental importance as it paves the way for further
improvement of the MCE. It primarily concerns the respective roles of magnetic and structural/elastic changes at
FOMT and calls for a detailed understanding of the microscopic mechanisms involved. For that purpose, an element
specific and orbital selective probe such as x-ray magnetic circular dichorim (XMCD) is particularly appropriate to
disentangle the various contributions. Here, two case studies in archetypical Mn-alloys will be presented.
In MnFe(P,Si,B) magnetocaloric materials based on a magneto-elastic FOMT, x-ray absorption (XAS) and XMCD
spectra were recorded at the K-edges of P, Mn, and Fe (tender and hard x-ray ranges). Surprisingly, while Fe and Mn
XAS spectra do not show pronounced changes, the K-edge XAS of P is strongly modified across the ferromagnetic
transition and is a fingerprint of electronic structure changes at the FOMT. The evolution of the 3p electronic states
of phosphorus is linked to changes in metal-metalloid bonding. The amplitude of this effect is correlated to the
discontinuity in interatomic distances at the transition and progressively disappears with B substitution. Moreover, it
is found that the P atoms carry a finite magnetic moment in the ferromagnetic state in accordance with the results of
band-structure calculations. [1]
In MnCoGe magnetocaloric materials based on a magneto-structural FOMT, one important aspect of the magnetostructural transition (ferromagnetic TiNiSi to Ni2In type) is the reduction in saturation magnetization from the
orthorhombic to the hexagonal phase. By combining an element specific magnetization probe such as XMCD and
band structure calculations, we show that the magnetic moment instability between orthorhombic and hexagonal
structures originates from a reduction in the Mn sub-lattice magnetization, cf. figure below. The possible
consequences of the moment instability for the magnetocaloric effect will be discussed. [2]

Fig: XMCD spectra at the Mn K-edge in MnCoGeB 0.04 alloys with ortho. (black curve) and hexa. (red curve)
structures. The magnetic moments determined by relativistic band structure calculations are indicated in the
schematic crystal structures.
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Kinetics of heat flux avalanches at the first order transition in La(Fe-Mn-Si)13-H1:65 compounds
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Magnetocaloric (MCE) materials for active magnetic regenerative (AMR) refrigeration cycles exhibit first order
magnetostructural transitions in which the transition kinetics may limit the AMR frequency [1]. A detailed
understanding of this kinetics is therefore required to further optimize MCE materials [2]. Temperature scan
measurements performed at low rate reveal kinetic effects by showing well separated heat flux avalanches (Fig. 1a),
characterized by different time constants [3] .
In the present work we develop the thermodynamics of first order phase transitions as out-of-equilibrium processes
occurring in the phase coexistence region (Fig. 1b). We associate the latent heat to the motion of the phase
boundaries front and we determine an expression describing the heat flux: qs = C s dT=dt + A𝛼𝛼 s (T− T t ), where C s is
the reversible heat capacity and the second term is the contribution from the latent heat, which is proportional to
the distance from equilibrium T − T t [4]. A is the area of the moving front surface and 𝛼𝛼 s is the kinetic factor of the
model. For small and constant A, the solution is a single avalanche containing characteristic rising and decay time
constants, with 𝛼𝛼 s as the free parameter of the rising time to be determined from comparison with experimental
data. In the paper we perform the exponential fit of the avalanches measured on La(Fe-Mn-Si) 13- H 1.65 samples to
determine 𝛼𝛼 s. The study will be applied to describe transitions changing from first to second order at increasing
applied magnetic field.
R
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R

R

Fig. 1: (a) Experimental heat flux avalanches at different applied magnetic field. (b) Sketch of temperature vs.
entropy behaviour in a first order transition. T h, T t , T c are the heating, equilibrium and cooling transition
temperatures, respectively.
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In-situ study of the martensitic transition in poly- and single crystals of Heusler alloys in high magnetic fields of up
to 14 T
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Since 1999 the number of the publications devoted to the study of the materials with magnetocaloric effect (MСE)
is growing exponentially. The large number of prototypes of magnetocaloric refrigerating machines are described in
literature, but none of these systems can compete with traditional ones based on Freon yet. There is a row of basic
difficulties of fundamental character on the way of broad application of solid-state magnetic materials with MСE.
The basic problem is the physical nature of the interaction of the elastic and magnetic subsystems of solids at
phase transformations (PTs) in a magnetic field. At the moment the study of martensitic domain structure at
magnetostrutural PTs of the 1st order in magnetic fields attracts much attention because martensitic domains
evolution reflects directly internal degrees of freedom of the materials [1,2].
In order to improve the quality of the experimental technique we have developed the original device including an
optical microscope allowing registration of martensitic domain evolution under the influence of a magnetic field up
to14 T simultaneously with temperature measurement in a large number of points of a sample, reflecting local
magnetocaloric processes connected with martensitic domains origin and evolution. Heusler alloys were selected as
the samples: the polycrystalline Ni 2.16 Mn 0.84 Ga alloy with martensitic transition temperature T AM exceeding room
temperature T room (T AM > T room ), polycrystalline Ni43Mn46Sn11 alloy (T A M << T room ) and Ni 2.19 Mn 0.81 Ga single crystal
(T AM > T room ). The video records of the magnetic-field-induced evolution of the martensitic domains are obtained. Also
in in-situ mode temperatures of samples in a large number of points are determined that allowed to construct a
temperature map of sample’s suface during PT. The difference of formation of domain structure at phase transition
in poly-and single crystals is shown outlined. The theoretical model is suggested and the results of calculations are
compared with the experimental data.
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Fig.1 Evolution of martensitic domain structure at magnetic-field-controlled PT in Ni 2.16 Mn 0.84 Ga Heusler alloy in
case of initial temperature of a sample at T=310 K. Transition "austenite-martensite" in case of switching on at
different magnetic fields: (a) μ 0 H = 0 T, (b) μ 0 H = 8 T, (c) μ 0 H = 14 T, (d) μ 0 H = 14 T (relaxation process).
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Influence of rapidly quenching on order of phase transition in RCo2 compounds
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Recently we have shown that the rapid quenching of Y 2 Fe 17 intermetallic compound with second order ferro-toparamagnetic transition leads to a change in the lattice parameters, which in turn results in change of its magnetic
and magnetocaloric properties [1]. The aim of this work is to study the impact of changes in the lattice parameters
on order of phase transition in bulk and rapidly quenched RCo 2 compounds.
In this work we are showing that the formation of nanocrystalline state by means of rapid quenching in ErCo2 and
HoCo 2 compounds lead to decreasing of the lattice parameters, increasing Curie temperature and changing the
order of phase transition. To explain the observed effects, the theory proposed by N. H. Duc and D. Givord [2] was
applied, where the mechanism for the first-order transition is connected to the volume discontinuity occurring at the
transition. Considering the variation of the bandwidth with volume, it is shown that the transition from paramagnetic
to feromagnetic state accompanied by the lattice expansion is determined by the competition between the elastic
energy which increases with volume, and the magnetic energy which decreases when the lattice expands.
Basing on our experimental data for as-cast and rapidly quenched RCo 2 alloys (magnetization and
magnetostriction), a magnetoelastic contribution to the magnetic entropy change was estimated. It was found that
the magnetoelastic energy makes a significant contribution to the energy barrier separating the paramagnetic and
ferromagnetic states. Rapid quenching leads to strong internal stresses, which significantly affect magnetization of
nanoscale grains. As a result, the energy barrier separating the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic state is greatly
reduced in nanocrystalline RCo 2 and the type of phase transition changes from first- to the second-order.
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Reduction of the thermal hysteresis in magnetocaloric materials by highly charged ion bombardment
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The reduction of thermal hysteresis is one of the key challenges to optimize giant magnetocaloric materials (GMC)
for application in room temperature solid-state based refrigeration technology. In the last decades many efforts
have been devoted to suppress hysteresis (doping, external constrains, etc.) [1–3] keeping the first order nature of the
transition.
Recently we presented a new approach based on slow highly charged ions (i.e. 90 keV Ne9+) interacting with a GMC
thin film [4] and powders resulting in the full or partial suppression of the thermal hysteresis without affecting the
other material properties.
This technique has been successfully used on MnAs thin film and on powders of Mn-Fe-P-Si compounds where we
observed a suppression and reduction, respectively of the thermal hysteresis. The main interest of the comparison is
due to the fact that hysteresis is expected to stem from different features respectively in MnAs and Mn-Fe-P-Si
alloys. In the former we observe a magnetostructural transition where the energy barrier is expected to be
associated with the crystal symmetry change. The latter shows an itinerant metamagnetic transition lead by the
shape of the electronic density of states at the Fermi level [5].

Left : MnAs magnetization as a function of the temperature before and after bombardment (notice the suppression
of the hysteresis. Right: Comparison of the magnetic entropy change.
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Engineering magnetic frustration in antiperovskite Mn nitridese
D Boldrin, J Zemen, O Baumfeld, K Sandeman and L Cohen
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The family of antiperovskite manganese nitrides, Mn4-xTxN (T = Sn,Ni,Zn,Ga...), have recently attracted much
attention due to the various functional properties these materials display, such as baro- and magnetocaloric effects,
negative thermal expansion and piezomagnetism[1,2,3]. The underlying mechanism behind these is closely linked to
a non-collinear antiferromagnetic structure and the strong magneto-structural coupling with the cubic lattice3. For
many of the x=1 members the antiferromagnetic structure, and the transition from paramagnetism, has been
thoroughly documented. However, for x < 1 an additional ferromagnetic component appears that further frustrates
the magnetism. Particularly for T = Sn, the magnetic structure for this series has not been thoroughly explored since
preliminary magnetisation and neutron diffraction experiments over 30 years ago[4]. These experiments built a phase
diagram with distinct ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic regions, with clear transitions between the two. Here we
show bulk magnetisation, heat capacity and dilatometry data on Mn4-xNixN and Mn4-xSnxN that conflict with this
relatively simple picture. Our results are compatible with a coexistence of both antiferro- and ferromagnetism as x is
lowered, which is significant as it means the crucial non-collinear antiferromagnetic structure is preserved.
Moreover, below a critical value of x we find a peculiar negative magnetisation intrinsic to the material that may be
related to coupling between the two magnetic phases. These findings give us a better understanding of the
magnetism behind the varied and useful functional properties found in these materials, whilst manipulation of x
allows control of these properties to near room temperature.
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Volume dependence of magnetic properties in Co2CrGa-based Heusler alloys for magnetocaloric applications: a
first-principles study
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We present a detailed study of quaternary full Heusler alloys with general formula Co 2 Cr 1−x Y x Ga (Y=Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co,
Ni), with particular attention given to the volume and pressure dependence of its magnetic Curie temperatures (T C )
and spin moments. We use the density functional Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method as implemented in the SPR-KKR
code. We first study some of the ternary end compounds, and we find that, although the generalized gradient
approximation leads to more accurate equilibrium lattice parameters, the local density approximation (LDA) leads
to better predictions to the change of the Curie temperature with volume, dT C /dV. We then use the LDA to study the
quaternary alloys, using the coherent potential approximation to treat disorder. Effective Heisenberg exchange
constants are calculated via the magnetic force approach, and the mean field T C is obtained for changing
compositions in steps of ∆x = 0.1. We present the calculated dT C /dV with a view to find high performance
magnetocaloric materials. These materials display a wide range of property values suitable for composition tuning.
The magnetic moments range from 0.8 to 4.9 µB, and T C from 130K with Ti to 1250K with Fe. dT C /dV is negative for
the Cr, Mn and Fe rich compounds, but increases with addition of Ti, V, Ni, and Co becoming positive for high
concentrations of these elements. It ranges from −7 (Co 2 MnGa) to +6.3 K·Å−3 (Co 2 Cr 0.9 Ni 0.1 Ga). The Ni and V rich
compositions possess T C close to room temperature, and similar magnetic moments, while clearly higher dT C /dV for
Ni should benefit the magnetocaloric effect, while the Co 2 CrGa and Co 2 MnGa compounds possess the largest
negative values. The systematic computational search of optimally magnetovolume enhanced magnetocaloric
materials may be continued with other materials and more sophisticated calculation approaches.

Figure: Calculated derivative of the ferromagnetic Curie temperature (K) with respect to volume (Å3) for the alloys
Co2Cr 1-x Y x Ga (Y = Ti, V, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) as a function of x.
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Uncovering the mystery of pinned interfacial spins responsible for exchange bias
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Exchange bias is essential to the operation of magnetic read sensors. It is known that pinned interfacial spins are
responsible for the unidirectional exchange bias field [1], but their physical origin has so far been elusive. Here we
uncover the origin of the pinned spins in a Co/IrMn3 ferromagnet/antiferromagnet (FM/AFM) bilayer using an
atomistic spin model [2]. The properties of the disordered IrMn3 AFM are modelled including localized
magnetocrystalline anisotropies and Heisenberg exchange, reproducing key experimental results including the Neel
temperature and magnetic ground state. After field cooling and equilibration, the simulated hysteresis loop shown in
Fig. 1 gives an exchange bias field of less than 0.25T for realistic values of the interfacial exchange coupling without
the need for multiple domains. The interfacial magnetization in the AFM is a combination of a large reversible
component induced by the FM and a small irreversible component arising from the crystal structure of the interface.
The irreversible magnetization component arises due to an imbalance of the number of spins in the four magnetic
sublattices due to the random distribution of Ir in the crystal. Thus, the pinned spins are delocalised over the AFM
interface and we now have a complete microscopic understanding of the exchange bias phenomenon.
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Many recent applications with appealing technological perspectives are based on the magnetization dynamics at
high temperatures. These include the spin-Seebeck effect, ultrafast laser-induced magnetization dynamics or heatassisted magnetic recording. Their modelling requires temperature-dependent micromagnetic parameters. The
hierarchical multi-scale approach [1], i.e. ab-initio parameterization of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian and atomistic
Langevin dynamics simulations to constitutes a path toward correct temperature-dependent micromagnetism. The
evaluation of micromagnetic parameters is straightforward for the saturation magnetization, but more challenging for
the correct macroscopic anisotropy and the exchange stiffness constants where special methods such as the
constrained Monte Carlo [2] should be used.
The micromagnetic exchange stiffness is a critical parameter in numerical modelling of magnetization dynamics and
reversal processes, yet the current literature reports a wide range of values even for the same material. Based on a
hierarchical multi-scale approach, we calculate the low temperature micromagnetic exchange stiffness parameter
for fcc and hcp Cobalt. For hcp is appears to be slightly different in parallel to the c-axis and perpendicular to its
direction, as 2-4 times larger as frequently assumed. Yet the Curie temperature was found in agreement with the
experiment. By evaluating temperature-dependent domain wall width, we establish its scaling relation with
magnetization A(m)~m1.81 valid for a wide range of temperature. The exponent is in agreement with the classical
spectrum density method. We find an anisotropic domain wall width close to 30 nm, which increases slowly with
temperature, a value significantly higher than usually assumed. The results form a critical input for large- scale
temperature-dependent micromagnetics simulations and demonstrate the importance of correct parameterization
for accurate simulation of magnetization dynamics.

Figure.1Temperature-dependent exchange stiffness in hcp Co. The temperature is re-scaled to account for
experimentally measured magnetization as a function of temperature
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Similar to cylindrical nanowires, long thin-walled soft magnetic nanotubes are expected to have their magnetization
along the axis [1]. We have recently carried out X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism – PhotoElectron Emission
Microscopy (XMCD-PEEM) observation of such tubes at Soleil synchrotron. Ni 80 Fe 20 and Ni 20 Co 80 nanotubes,
prepared by electroless deposition in polycarbonate templates, have diameters in the range 250-400 nm, tube wall
thickness 20-30 nm and the length around 30 microns. To the best of our knowledge this is the first direct
observation of a clear domain pattern in magnetic nanotubes. However, contrary to the predictions, we evidence in
our tubes orthoradial magnetization with multiple well- defined domains (Fig. 1). The orthoradial magnetization
persists also after re-magnetization along the tube axis, suggesting a ground-state. Such tubes with orthoradial
magnetization may be one of the components in a future magnetic race-track memory based on domain walls.
Indeed, orthoradial domains significantly reduce stray fields and thus cross-talk in a dense matrix of elements.
According to simulations, orthoradial (“vortex”) configuration should be present only in short, thick-walled tubes
with large diameters. However, these theoretical calculations and simulations are usually based only on interplay
between dipolar and exchange energy. It has been shown that Co monocrystalline nanotubes may exhibit
magnetocrystalline anisotropy favouring orthoradial magnetization [2]. We rule out a significant magnetocrystalline
anisotropy in our case as the tubes are polycrystalline with no preferred crystallographic direction/texture
(transmission electron microscopy observation + selected area electron diffraction); in addition this anisotropy can
be neglected for Ni 80 Fe 20 material.
We suppose that the magnetoelasticity plays a crucial role in our case with a strain imposed anisotropy. Based on
magnetometry on arrays of tubes (in a matrix with very low porosity, thus negligible dipolar interactions) and
focused Kerr on single tubes dispersed on a substrate, with both giving similar results, we assume that the strain
originates from the growth itself rather than a rapid dissolution of the polymeric template and/or the fact that the
tubes are supported. Further, we performed analytical calculations for evaluating the contribution of exchange to
longitudinal versus orthoradial magnetization, to extract orthoradial anisotropy. We found an equivalent anisotropy
field of a few mT.
Ongoing work aims at releasing the strain by annealing and recovering the magnetization along the tube axis.
Scheduled synchrotron experiments under external magnetic field should provide more information on the
anisotropy and comparison with nanotubes prepared by electroplating (also having smaller diameters).

Fig. 1: (Left) X-ray Photo-electron Emission Microscopy of a Ni20Co80 tube, X-rays arrive transverse to the tube and
16° from the substrate. (Right) corresponding XMCD image (Co L2 edge) mapping projection of the magnetization
along the beam. Technique provides information both on the tube (surface) and the shadow (transmission,
information form the volume). Alternating orthoradial domains of various size are present. It is the XMCD dark /
bright contrast in the shadow that proves the orthoradial curling.
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Macroscopic simulation of isotropic permanent magnets
F Buckner
TU Wien, Austria
Accurate simulations of isotropic permanent magnets require to take the magnetization process into account and
consider the anisotropic, nonlinear, and hysteretic material behaviour near the saturation configuration. An efficient
method for the solution of the magnetostatic Maxwell equations including the description of isotropic permanent
magnets is presented. The algorithm can easily be implemented on top of existing finite element methods and does
not require a full characterization of the hysteresis of the magnetic material. Strayfield measurements of an isotropic
permanent magnet and simulation results are in good agreement and highlight the importance of a proper
description of the isotropic material.

Figure 1: Simulation results using the presented algorithm for isotropic magnets using a freezing field H freeze = 0.6 T.
The applied field is gradually reduced from 4 T to 0 T until the final remanence state is reached. The resulting final
B r -vector shows significant deviations from the homogeneous distribution assumed for the anisotropic model.

Figure 2: Comparison of simulation results with strayfield measurements. Different descriptions of the isotropic
permanent magnet are compared: (a) FEMME as well as with (b) ANSYS assuming an anisotropic material law. (c)
FEMME using the presented remanence-freezing algorithm for isotropic magnets with a freezing field µ0 H freeze = 0.6 T.

Metadynamics-local minima search algorithm.
J Tóbik and V Cambel
Institute of Electrical Engineering, Slovakia
Magnetic systems are very often in non-equilibrium state. The presence of more local minima in configuration space
is essential for memory applications. The stability of the stored information in fact requires that there are large
energy barriers between minima. The knowledge of transition state with the lowest energy provides estimate of the
rate for thermal stability of the magnetic state. The partitioning of the energy surface in configuration space limits
practical use of algorithms like Metropolis Monte-Carlo for search of local minima in configuration space. Artificial
increase of the temperature in Monte-Carlo simulation is not remedy without side-effect. Elevated temperature
might deform free energy surface considerably, even so that some significant features disappear. Other methods
like Nudged-Elastic-Band requires knowledge of the local minima and reasonable estimate of the path with lowest
barrier connecting these minima. Here we present implementation of the meta-dynamics algorithm in OOMMF
software. It is kind of dynamics with time-dependent potential. The method effectively searches configuration space
of the problem. Except of configurations of the local minima it also provides also path of the lowest energy barrier
between minima.

Design of control field pulses to efficiently induce magnetic transitions
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Control of magnetization switching is of critical importance for the development of novel magnetic memory devices.
Magnetization switching can be induced using various methods including external field pulses, spin transfer torque,
etc. Transitions between stable magnetic states can follow various pathways which are not equivalent in terms of
efficiency and required time.
In this study, we propose a general approach for employing theory to design external field pulses for efficient
switching between magnetic states. The approach involves the calculation of a minimum energy path (MEP) for
desired magnetic transition and systematic identification of the temporal and spatial shape of the pulse needed to
drive the system along the MEP. An MEP between two energy minima corresponding to the stable states is a path in
configuration space which lies lowermost on the energy surface and, therefore, provides information about optimal
microscopic mechanism of the transition. Following an MEP means rotating each magnetic moment in such a way
that the energy barrier associated with the transition is minimal. While MEP is not a dynamical trajectory, the system
can be forced to follow the MEP by applying just right external field, which is defined by the intrinsic effective fields
along the path defined by the intrinsic effective fields along the path.

Figure 1. (a) Energy variation along the MEP (solid line) and uniform rotation path (dashed line) for the
magnetization switching in the fifty-atom Fe chain on Cu 2 N surface. Insets schematically show the orientation of the
spins at the energy minima and at the saddle point with respect to the anisotropy axis, K. (b) The external field
pulse needed to induce transition along the MEP shown in Fig. 1a. Different curves show how the shape of the pulse
needs to be changed in time so as to proceed along the MEP. Labelling of the curves corresponds to that of the
states in Fig. 1a.
We calculate efficient switching pulses for the atomically-thin Fe nanowires on Cu 2 N surface, a system that has
previously been studied extensively in the laboratory [1]. The MEP calculations revealed two possible transition
mechanisms. Short nanowires (≤10 atoms in length), reverse their magnetization via coherent rotation of spins and
this mechanism is induced by applying a uniform magnetic field. Transitions in longer chains follow a more
complicated path involving nucleation and propagation of transient domain walls. Fig. 1a shows the energy
variation along the MEP for a fifty-atom chain, while Fig. 1b demonstrates how the external field needs to be
changed so as to advance the system along the MEP. First, a transient domain wall is nucleated at the left end of
the nanowire by applying a relatively large, localized field. After the domain wall has been formed, the magnitude of
the pulse decreases and its maximum shifts towards the center of the chain. A uniform rotation mechanism is
possible here, too, but it requires four times larger fields to terminate the transition within the same period of time.
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One of the fundamental coupling mechanisms in multiferroic thin films and nanostructures is the elastic coupling.
The magnetism of transition metal oxides is very sensitive to elastic deformation, providing researchers with an
effective tool to alter and design magnetic properties. Coherent epitaxial strain of thin films has been exploited
towards this goal for about two decades now, and I will recall a few examples. During the last about five years,
another elastic interaction at thin film interfaces has emerged as vital for interface magnetism: the interaction of the
oxygen octahedral networks at a coherent interface. Functional units of BO6 octahedra in an ABO3-type lattice (A, B
are metals) show cooperative rotations which are intimately linked with magnetic order and anisotropy. However,
also this novel elastic mechanism does not give the complete picture for understanding and controlling interface
magnetism as I want to address in my talk. Atomically flat interfaces between ternary oxides have chemically
different variants, depending on the terminating lattice planes of both oxides. Well-defined terminations have yet
rarely been demonstrated for oxides of ABO3 type, one prominent example being the LaAlO3/SrTiO3 interface with a
two-dimensional electron system arising for just one of the two possible terminations. In a second part of my talk, I
present a strategy of thin film growth and interface characterization by scanning electron microscopy (STEM)
applied to fabricate the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3-SrRuO3 interface with both controlled terminations. Ultra-strong
antiferromagnetic coupling between the ferromagnets occurs at the MnO2-SrO interface, whereas the other
termination shows weaker coupling and exchange-bias-like behavior, in agreement with density functional
calculations. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measured at the Ru and Mn L edges as a function of an
applied magnetic field reveals an unusual rigid coupling of Mn and Ru magnetic moments across the MnO2-SrO
interface. Our results demonstrate that the termination can fundamentally alter magnetic order and coupling across
a complex oxide interface. A pathway is suggested for theoretical and experimental explorations of novel electronic
interface states resulting from controlled interface termination.

Electric field control of the magnetic properties of in multiferroic heterostructures
W-G Wang, J Sharp, M Rainforth and N Morley
University of Sheffield, UK
Recently, the use of an electric field to control the magnetic properties of a thin magnetic film has drawn intensive
interest due to their important potential applications such as magnetoelectric random access memory (MERAM)
devices and magnetoelectric (ME) sensors. This work has investigated the strain mediated magnetoelectric coupling
strength between a PMN-PT substrate and a magnetostrictive FeCo film with the insertion of thin underlayers
between the PMN-PT and FeCo (fig. 1a). The underlayers studied included the amorphous magnetic material Fe-SiB and the non-magnetic Ti. For all the heterostructures investigated the underlayer and FeCo films were RF sputtered
onto the PMN-PT substrate. The heterostructures were then characterised using XRD and TEM to determine the
texture and morphology of the different layers. The magnetic hysteresis loops were measured as a function of
applied electric field on a magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometer. For the PMN-PT/FeSiB/FeCo structures,
two different non-volatile remanence states (Fig 1b) were achieved at zero electric and magnetic fields. These states
were obtained by either applying a large positive or negative electric field, then removing the field. The two states
were stable and repeatable. For the PMN-PT/Ti/FeCo structures, it was found that the remanence ratio (Mr/Ms)
could be tuned via the Ti thickness (Fig 1c). The largest change in the hysteresis loop (from easy to hard loop) on
the application of a 16kV/cm electric field occurred at 8nm Ti, which corresponded to a large ME constant α of
2.1×10-6s/m. This was due to the change in FeCo texture from <110> out of plane to random orientation, which
increased the magnetostriction constant and reduced the anisotropy energy, such that the magnetoelastic energy
dominated. It was also found that the hysteresis loops at two different applied electric fields (12kV/cm and
14kV/cm) were repeatable and stable over 30 cycles.

Figure 1a. A schematic (not to scale) of 65 nm CoFe/24 nm metglas/400 μm (001) PMN-PT heterostructure.
Magnetic properties were measured by a MOKE system. Magnetic field (H) was fixed and applied in plane, while the
E-field was applied through the thickness. 1b. Electrical dependence of the Mr/Ms along [010] for different
sweeping field directions for the 65nm CoFe/24 nm metglas/400 μm (001) PMN-PT heterostructure. 1c The
normalized remanance (Mr/Ms) as a function of applied E-field in the 50 nm CoFe/x nm Ti/PMN-PT heterostructure
along [01-1]. The inset shows the angular dependence of Mr/Ms. The 0o corresponds to the [01-1] direction of
PMN-PT substrate.

Manipulation of magnetic anisotropy through piezoelectromagnetism in a magnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)N
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Interplay between magnetic and electric properties of magnetic layers is of a considerable interest owing to
possibility of low-power information storage and processing. Several different ways have been exploited for agile
control of magnetization vector by an electric field including gating of thin ferromagnetic layers [1], electric and
magnetic coupling in multiferroics [2] or strain in hybrid magnetic/piezoelectric devices [3]. In this paper we show that
the application of an electric field along a polar axis in a wurtzite magnetic semiconductor leads to a sizable change
of its crystalline magnetic anisotropy via the inverse piezoelectric effect. We investigate this new phenomenon
experimentally and theoretically in an insulating paramagnetic wz-Ga 0.975 Mn 0.025 N as a function of temperature,
magnetic, and electric field, see Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Left panel: Sample structure and set-up for magnetization measurements in phase with an applied electric
field. Right panel: Changes in magnetization ∆M E induced by an electric field of 0.47MV/cm applied to (Ga,Mn)N at
selected temperatures as a function of the magnetic field applied along the hard axis. Red curves depict results of
theoretical modeling employing known values of the piezoelectric constant and parameters of single-ion Mn3+
anisotropy. To take into account ferromagnetic Mn-Mn interactions [4], simulations have been performed for lower
temperatures (shown near curves). Inset shows a decrease of ∆M E with temperature.
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we have observed the complete loss of the magnetic
THz spectra in HoMnO 3 recorded as a function of
character of a magnon transmuted into an electroactive temperature through the two magnetic transitions at
excitation [1]. We attribute this magnetoelectric
75K and 37 K.
dynamical process to the hybridization between a
crystal field level transition of the Er magnetic rare earth and a Mn magnon. In HoMnO 3 , spectacular modifications
of the Mn spin waves and Ho crystal field level transitions are observed at a temperature of 40 K when a spin
reorientation of the Mn3+ magnetic moments occurs, together with the ordering of some Ho ions. At lower
temperature, the spin waves dispersion perpendicular to the Mn triangular planes vanish, the Mn ordered structure
being maintained in the molecular field of the rare earth ions. Both studies highlight the crucial role of the strong
coupling between Mn and rare earth ions in the dynamical properties of these hexagonal manganites.
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Memristive and magnetoresistive properties of SrTiO3 based junctions
I Bergenti, P Graziosi, A Riminucci, L Vistoli, M Calbucci, F Borgatti, D MacLaren and V Dediu
University of Glasgow, UK
SrTiO 3 (STO) based magnetic tunnel junction have been subject of intense research in the field of spintronics[1]. Only
recently STO material has been considered for electrical bistable memory devices[2]. In this work we identify the
conditions for magnetic tunnel junction featuring electrical bistability in devices including manganite
(La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 ‐LSMO) and Cobalt (Co) as electrodes. The mechanism behind this phenomenon is still under
discussion and several scenario have been proposed mainly related to the use of an oxide electrode (voltage driven
oxygen diffusion[3]) or by the functionality of insulating barrier layer (charge trapping and space‐charge field
inhibition of injection[4]). To gain insight into the combined magnetic and electric behaviour, we exploited a set of
investigations on the STO/Co interface as a function of the fabrication method and of the electrical functionality;
including X ray photoemission spectroscopy (XAS), Cross sectional Transmission microscopy (TEM), and
magnetoelectrical characterization on a cross bar device of composition LSMO/STO/Co. Crystalline epitaxial STO
layers exhibit magnetoresistive behaviour in tunnelling regime (2.5nm STO) while amorphous STO layers give rise to
bipolar resistive switching. For ultrathin STO amorphous layer (5‐7 nm STO) the resistive switching is associated to
magnetoresistive behaviour. Measurements show very rich physics underlying the transport of charge and spin in
these device, and an interesting interplay between resistive switching and spintronic properties.

Fig. 1 a)Cross‐sectional TEM images of LSMO/STO/Co device. b) Multiplet of Ti4+ in octahedral symmetry as
expected in the stoichiometric and ordered STO layer
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Peculiar high temperature magnetoelectric coupling in BaTiO3:Fe113ppm
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Multiferroics is one prominent area of Physics due to the outstanding applications that arise from these materials
which led to the study of composites of ferroic materials, namely composites of ferromagnetic and ferroelectric
archetypes [1-3].
We show results regarding polycrystalline BaTiO3 which contained an overall 113 ppm of Fe. This specific kind of
composite is a high-temperature extrinsic ME multiferroic, with very large relative spontaneous magnetization
changes up to ΔM/M ≈ 32% and therefore corresponding to a ME coupling of α ≈ 10−2 G·cm/V.
This result originate from magnetic phase transitions which are correlated with the BaTiO 3 ferroelectric phase
transitions, at temperatures confirmed by Raman Spectroscopy analysis of the 520cm-1 (T≈373K) and the 487cm-1
(T≈330K) vibrational modes [4].
STEM/EDS mapping reveals that Fe distribution through the BaTiO 3 is quite inhomogeneous, tending to aggregate in
specific locations, namely in the vicinity (between/inside) of the grain boundaries which should have a
preponderant role in the reported magnetoelectric coupling [4]. BaTiO 3 thermal treatments show that the
magnetoelectric coupling persists for temperatures as high as 1200ºC. Although, for T≥1300ºC treatments the
abrupt variations of the magnetization vanish and the magnetic curve assumes the shape of a typical paramagnetic
Curie curve, suggesting the dispersion of the Fe ions all over the BaTiO3 matrix [5]. Fe ion implantation in BaTiO3
single crystals confirms the importance of grain boundaries and in fact even for local Fe concentrations as high as
1% do not show any signs of a magnetoelectric coupling in the magnetization curve, having instead a magnetization
behavior similar to the one obtained for the T≥1300ºC thermal treatments [5].
To unveil the microscopic mechanism behind the observed sharp increase in magnetization near the structural
transition temperatures of the BaTiO3 matrix, a density functional theory study was made. We considered an atomic
layer of Fe forming an interface with bulk BaTiO3. For a particular metastable Fe atomic configuration, it was found
that a low-spin to high-spin transition occurs in Fe, when the BaTiO3 matrix changes from cubic to tetragonal. This
surprising effect, due to the distorted octahedral environment of the Fe ions in the BaTiO3 interface, would promote
a sharp increase in the observed magnetization, in accordance with experimental data.
This work paves the way for a new kind of extrinsic ME multiferroic that could be applied in devices/industry when
mass production of optimized BaTiO 3 :Fe nanoparticles with the same characteristics as the ones presented in this
work is achieved. Their applications would be a breakthrough since this magnetoelectric multiferroic operates well
above room temperature.
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Second harmonic generation imaging of magnetoelectric coupling in BiFeO3
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Multiferroic materials [1] are the focus of an intense research effort due to the significant technological interest of
multifunctional materials as well as the rich fundamental physics lying in the coupling of various order parameters.
Among all multiferroics, BiFeO 3 (BFO) is a material of choice because its two ordering temperatures (ferroelectric
and antiferromagnetic) are well above room temperature. In addition a fairly large magnetoelectric coupling has
been demonstrated in single crystals as well as in thin films. Second harmonic generation has been proven to be a
powerful and elegant way to assess complex multiferroïc textures and to untangle the different contributions at
play [2]. In this study, we investigate the possibility to use second harmonic generation (SHG) to access the submicron distribution of the different order parameters and visualize the magnetoelectric coupling. We clearly observe
the presence of substructure patterns in ferroelectric monodomains written using a piezo-force microscope a 50 nm
BiFeO3 thin film. The topology of the observed domains thus depends on the electrical writing process. We will
present here detailed measurement of the symmetry of the SHG signal leading to the visualization and
characterization of the BFO antiferromagnetic texture with a sub-micron resolution.

Figure 1 : SHG study of 50 nm thick BiFeO3 multiferroïc distribution which includes wide-field imaging and local
polarization dependence analysis allowing the identification of the ferroelectrics as well as the antiferromagnetic
domains.
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Manipulating small spin textures that can serve as bits of information by electric and spin currents is one of the
main challenges in the field of spintronics. In this work we study the stability and current driven dynamics of
skyrmions and their lattices [1] in two-dimensional ferromagnets and antiferromagnets with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction.
Ferromagnetic skyrmions recently attracted a lot of attention because they are small in size and are better than
domain walls at avoiding pinning cites while moved by electric current. Nevertheless, ferromagnetic skyrmions also
have certain disadvantages, such as the presence of stray fields and transverse dynamics, making them harder to
employ in spintronic devices. To avoid these unwanted effects, we propose a novel topological object: the
antiferromagnetic (AFM) skyrmion [2] and explore its properties using analytical theory based on generalized Thiele
equation and micromagnetic simulations. This topological texture has no stray fields and we show that its dynamics
are faster compared to its ferromagnetic analogue. We obtain the range of stability and the dependence of AFM
skyrmion radius on the strength of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction coming from relativistic spin-orbit effects.
Moreover, we study the temperature effects on the stability and mobility of AFM skyrmions. We find that the thermal
properties, e.g. such as the antiferromagnetic skyrmion radius and diffusion constant, are rather different from those
for ferromagnetic skyrmions. More importantly, we show that due to unusual topology the AFM skyrmions do not
have a velocity component transverse to the current (no topological Hall effect), see Fig. 1, and thus may be
interesting candidates for spintronic memory and logic applications.
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Very large domain wall velocities in Pt/Co/Gd trilayers with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
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Domain wall (DW) dynamics in multilayer films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) is an important topic
today, as these micromagnetic objects may be used as carriers of binary information in future storage devices. The
DW wall speed is in general limited by the breakdown that occurs at the Walker field Hw, beyond which the DW
starts precessing. This limitation is overcome in asymmetric trilayer systems deposited on a heavy metal, where the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) favours chiral Néel walls that are more stable against precession [1]. In this
case the Walker field becomes HW~𝛼𝛼H DMI where H DMI is the effective chiral field stabilising the Néel walls [1]. Using
Kerr microscopy, we measured domain wall velocities driven by magnetic field pulses in symmetric (Pt/Co/Pt) and
asymmetric (Pt/Co/GdOx and Pt/Co/Gd) trilayers. Due to the presence of a large DMI, the saturation DW velocity is
much larger in the asymmetric samples. In quantitative agreement with analytical models, in the asymmetric
samples the saturation DW speed vW is observed to scale as D/Ms, where D is the strength of the DMI and Ms the
spontaneous magnetisation. In Pt/Co/Gd, where the anti-parallel coupling between the magnetic moments of Gd
and Co leads to an important decrease of the total magnetisation Ms, very large DW speeds (up to 700 m/s), twice
as large as in Pt/Co/GdOx, are obtained (Figure 1 (a-b)) [2]. In our samples the DMI strength depends weakly on the
nature of the top Co interface, so that the large increase of the DW velocity in Pt/Co/Gd is due to the reduced Ms.
However, we anticipate that the maximum attainable DW velocity may in general be optimised by tuning the
magnetisation of the magnetic layer as well as the strength of the DMI.

Figure 1. Field-driven domain wall speeds measured for Pt/Co/GdOx and Pt/Co/Gd. The inset of (b) shows the
saturation velocity vs. the in-plane field Bx. (c): 2D micromagnetic simulation using the material parameters of
Pt/Co/GdOx
The saturation of the DW speed after the Walker field is in disagreement with the predictions of 1D models.
However, we show that 2D micromagnetic simulations allow explaining the absence of Walker breakdown (Figure
1(c)) via two dissipation channels : i) the annihilation of pairs of Bloch lines giving rise to spin wave
emission [3,2] and ii) the creation of skyrmions that detach from the meandering DWs [2].
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The Spin-Orbit (SO) interaction arises from the coupling of the electron spin with its orbital motion. The microscopic
origin of the magnetic anisotropy of ferromagnetic (FM) systems ultimately arises from SO, dictating the preferential
magnetization directions.
In FM films with (two-fold) uniaxial magnetic anisotropy the SO determines symmetric magnetoresistance (MR)
responses, around the magnetization easy-axis (e.a.) and hard-axis (h.a.) directions [1]. This is anisotropic
magnetoresistance (AMR), which depends on the angle formed by the magnetization and electrical current. Uniaxial
systems present symmetric magnetization reversal pathways and hence symmetric anisotropic MR responses [1]. In
this sense, a magnetic symmetry-breaking could promote non-symmetric reversals [2] and MR responses.
Here, we show that the interfacial exchange coupling in ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic (FM/AFM) systems
induces a symmetry-breaking of the SO effects [3]. This has been done by performing angular- and field-dependent
measurements of the magnetoresistance and vectorial-resolved Kerr magnetization hysteresis loops [4], measured
simultaneously and reproduced with numerical simulations. The samples consist in sputtered polycrystalline
Co/IrMn bilayers with collinear uniaxial and unidirectional magnetic anisotropy.
We demonstrate the existence of a broken-symmetry of the SO effects due to the exchange interaction at the
FM/AFM interface, which is responsible of asymmetries in both magnetic and transport properties [3]. In particular,
we show how the induced unidirectional magnetic anisotropy at the FM/AFM interface results in strong asymmetric
transport behaviours, which are chiral around the magnetization hard-axis direction [3]. Similar asymmetric features
will be anticipated in other both spintronic and spin-orbitronic systems when either intrinsic magnetic anisotropy or
the SO interaction presents symmetry-breaking.
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The interface of thin magnetic film breaks the inversion symmetry of the magnetic exchange interaction due to the
spin-orbit coupling. This effect is particularly large in contact with heavy metals. It is described by the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) that favours a non-collinear spin arrangement and is the driving force for
accessing new magnetic topological textures, like skyrmions.
We propose the possibility to obtain quasi-particles with an opposite topology, anti-skyrmions, in ultra-thin chiral
magnetic systems. The stabilization of anti-skyrmions requires the presence of an anisotropic DMI, directly
correlated to the crystal symmetry. Materials with a C2 symmetry are the best candidates to obtain such an
anisotropy.
We studied the anisotropic DMI in an ultra-thin Co (0.65 nm) layer epitaxial grown on a W(110) surface and capped
with Au, which induces an out-of-plane magnetization. The cobalt strained crystal acquires the same symmetry as
the substrate during the epitaxial growth, leading to an additional in-plane magnetic anisotropy and anisotropic
DMI. We used two different experimental techniques for the evaluation of the anisotropy of the DMI strength in
Au/Co/W(110) :
1) We used Kerr microscopy to study domain wall (DW) propagation under combined in-plane and perpendicular
fields in the flow regime, as shown in Fig. 1. DW velocities along the in-plane hard and the in-plane easy axis show
minima for comparable in-plane fields. We performed 1D micromagnetic calculations to obtain the DW
configuration along different in-plane directions, by minimising the DW energy density as a function of the in-plane
magnetisation angle inside the DW (fig 2). The 1D model proposed for the DMI evaluation [2] loses validity in this
system due to the presence of a 2D DW dynamics.
2) BLS spin-wave spectroscopy allows a direct valuation of the DMI strength and sign [3]. Indeed the effect of DMI
on the spin wave dispersion is not correlated to other anisotropies present in the system. The magnitude of the DMI
vector along the in-plane magnetic easy axis is found to be 2.5 times bigger than the one along the hard axis. This is
the first experimental confirmation of an anisotropic DMI in thin films with perpendicular magnetization. This is a
prerequisite towards the experimental realization of anti-skyrmions.
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A magnetic domain wall (DW) is a topological object which can be treated as a classical particle with a well-defined
mass and momentum. The mass of a magnetic domain wall (DW) is generally determined by its shape anisotropy
field and the saturation magnetization and remains constant whether a DW is under motion or at rest [1]. For
example, the wall mass is the same when a DW is at rest or it is driven by direct current through the magnetic layer
via the spin transfer torques (STT) [2]. A constant DW mass gives rise to identical acceleration and deceleration
times. Thus, the position of a DW driven by pulses of field or current via STT varies almost linearly with the pulse
length and results in pulse length independent velocity [2].
In this work, we have studied the current-induced domain wall motion via spin hall effect in ultrathin magnetic
heterostructure W/CoFeB/MgO with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy as a function of pulse length and heavy
metal underlayer, respectively. The broken inversion symmetry at the interfaces promotes chiral Neel walls by
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [3]. Here, we find that the velocity increases as the pulse length is reduced,
indicating that the distance a DW travels does not scale linearly with the pulse length, Fig. 1(a). The change in the
velocity with pulse length depends on the current passed along the film plane as well as the film stack. It indicates
that the effective mass of a chiral Neel walls is much lighter when the wall is driven by current via the spin Hall
torque compared to that at rest. Such current dependent effective mass gives rise to fast acceleration and slow
deceleration, in the case of films with low damping, and manifests itself as a pulse length dependent DW velocity,
Fig. 1(b). The deceleration time depends on the strength of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction whereas the
acceleration time can be controlled by the spin Hall effect, enabling tunable inertia of chiral DWs [4].

Figure 1.(a) Pulse length dependence of quasi-static domain wall velocity v end for fixed pulse amplitude (±16 V) and
current pulse length 10 ns. Symbols represent the average v end for both voltage polarities. (b) 1D model calculations
of DW velocity for wires without pinning. Instantaneous DW velocityfor a fixed current density (𝐽𝐽 = 0.5 × 108
A/cm2) and current pulse length 100 ns. Numerical results are shown for two different damping, α=0.01 and 0.3.
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Interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction in perpendicularly-magnetized Pt/Co/AlOx ultrathin films measured by
Brillouin light spectroscopy
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In ultrathin magnetic films, it has recently been realized that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) can play an
important role in systems showing perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) by inducing chiral magnetic textures.
Being able to determine its sign and amplitude is therefore crucial in order to gain understanding on its origin and to
be able to designing magnetic thin films suitable for devices based on magnetic chiral structures such as skyrmions.
In thin films such as Pt/Co/AlOx, the broken symmetry at interfaces together with the large spin orbit coupling [Fert]
in the Pt is believed to be responsible for this chiral exchange interaction whose origin would be interfacial and
strength, D, decays as the inverse of the magnetic thin film thickness, t.
Not only quasi-static but also dynamic spin textures such as spin waves are also influenced by this interfacial
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. The latter induces non-reciprocal the spin wave, and a measure of this nonreciprocity is a direct method to infer D [Theory]. We used Brillouin light spectroscopy in the so-called DamonEshbach geometry to study magnetostatic surface spin waves [Koree] in a series of Pt/Co/AlO x ultrathin films
exhibiting perpendicular magnetic anisotropy for Co thicknesses in the range 0.6-1.2nm.
We measured the Stokes and anti-Stokes resonances to determine the reciprocity,
-f
fantiStokes,
= fStokes in a
-1
range of wavevectors up to 20 µm with large in-plane fields that allows to canting the magnetization in the sample
plane. The non-reciprocity is linear with the wavevector and independent of the applied magnetic field. This nonreciprocity, which is significantly stronger than asymmetries resulting from surface anisotropies for such modes, is
attributed to DMI. The deduced values of D decreases with the Co thickness as 1/t. Our results are consistent with
an interfacial origin of the DMI, with an interfacial DMI constant D s = -1.7 pJ/m, which favors left-handed chiral spin
structures.

Evolution of the non reciprocity for the spin wave propagation as a function of the wave-vector for different
thicknesses of the the Co layer. The inset show that this non-reciprocity is independent of the applied magnetic
field.
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Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction probed by domain-wall tilting
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Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) is of great interest to the spintronics community because of its role in fast
current-driven domain wall (DW) motion and the formation of skyrmions. However, measurements of this interaction
remain challenging and unambiguous quantification is still lacking. Methods that are very recently developed are inplane field dependent domain wall velocity measurements, Brillouin light scattering, and nitrogen-vacancy
microscopy.
It has been reported that domain walls unexpectedly tilted during current-driven motion [1]. This was explained as a
consequence of the DM interaction [2], and later a more refined model (including domain wall shape anisotropy and
the possibility for the DW moment to rotate away from the direction perpendicular to the DW) was proposed [3]. The
central idea is that when a torque rotates the DW moment away from the direction preferred by the DMI, tilting of
the DW will reduce the DMI energy penalty. This inspired us to experimentally investigate the tilting of domain walls
under influence of in-plane magnetic fields. Because interpretation of current-induced tilting is impeded by large
amount of possible contributions to the torque (adiabatic and non-adiabatic spin transfer torques, field-like and
damping like spin orbit torques, Oersted fields) this should provide a much more straightforward method to extract
the magnitude and sign of DMI.

Fig. 1 Kerr microscope images of a domain wall in a 50μm wide magnetic strip under influence of an in-plane
magnetic field in four different directions
After a DW is nucleated in a strip with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, an in-plane field is applied, together with
a small perpendicular field which allows the DW to creep towards its equilibrium configuration. Figure 1 shows Kerr
microscope images of 50μm wide Ta 4 /Pt 4 /Co 0.6 /Pt 4 strips during such measurement. For in-plane fields transverse
to the strip, fig. (a) and (b), the theoretically expected tilting is clearly observed, while fields longitudinal to the strip,
fig. (c) and (d), can result in a deformation of the DW which is more complex than simple tilting. The experiments
are performed for various material stacks and the obtained DMI values are compared to the ones reported in
literature. This allows us to validate whether this new technique could be the fast, simple and quantitative DMI
probe that the research field is so urgently looking for.
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We discuss standing spin wave patterns in confined systems with a chiral energy contribution in their Hamiltonian.
In micromagnetic simulations using mumax 3.9.1 as well as a simple linear spin chain model we find that many
modes with even and odd node counts can be excited through ferromagnetic resonance as shown in fig. 1 for the
case of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). Mode patterns with odd node counts are usually forbidden if the
sample is excited with one coherent microwave field. Due to the chiral energy the magnon dispersion of such
materials is nonreciprocal [1,2] in almost all propagation directions. This allows for such node patterns to be the
result of waves that are stationary in terms of their group velocity but have a non-zero phase velocity. From
micromagnetic simulations we are able to observe those modes in the time domain and describe their features as
well as provide an analytic model that makes consistent predictions on the appearance and behavior of such
modes as well as their contribution to a ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measurement. Thus we are able to devise a
model that allows an observer to extract the chiral energy density of a material directly from FMR measurements.
Especially for small chiral energy densities the fingerprint of such "forbidden" mode patterns in an FMR spectrum
can be a precise tool to quantify such energies.
Figure 1 FMR
absorption spectra
with and without DMI
calculated with mumax
3.9.1 and the mode
patterns that
correspond to the
respective maxima.
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Magnonic crystals, such as bi-component systems or periodically patterned magnetic thin films, form the most
relevant group of systems that today’s magnonic devices are based on. This work contributes to the fundamental
understanding of spin-wave modes evolving gradually in the transition from a thin film to a magnonic crystal.
By multistep ion-milling of a single permalloy (Ni80Fe20) film, such a transition is performed experimentally.[1]
Initially, the surface of the 37 nm thin film is lithographically patterned into a regular stripe lattice of 300 nm
periodicity. For each ion-milling step, subsequent frequency-dependent ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)
measurements are carried out and corroborated by analytical theory [2] as well as numerical simulations (see Figure
1). Both give insight into the spin-wave dispersion and can be employed to map out the spin-wave mode profiles.
Effects of dipolar coupling and mode localization are observed to become more and more prominent and are related
to the evolution of the internal demagnetizing field distribution.

The latter can be experimentally obtained on a nanometer scale via transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
holography.[3] Results of the measured internal and external demagnetizing field distributions of a lamella made
from the same film with a surface-modulation of 10 nm are presented. As theory allows for a direct calculation of
the FMR response using either geometrical parameters or the demagnetizing field distribution, both approaches are
employed and complemented with the results of the frequency-dependent FMR measurements.
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Dynamical dipolar coupling in pairs of 25 nm thick YIG nano-disks
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In the past years, ultra-thin films of Yttrium Iron garnet (Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 , YIG) have become highly desirable in the context
of magnonics [1] and its coupling to spintronics [2]. Due to its record low damping (α = 3.10-5 in bulk), YIG is the
magnetic material of choice to propagate and manipulate spin-waves. Having YIG films with thickness down to a few
tens of nanometers is important to enhance interfacial effects with an adjacent metallic layer, e.g. to reach sizable
spin-orbit torques at a YIG|Pt interface [3]. It is also required to pattern those films by standard nanofabrication
techniques, e.g. to engineer the spin-wave spectrum of individual nanostructures [4]. Nanometer thick epitaxial YIG
films with excellent dynamical quality (α down to 2.10-4) have recently been grown by pulsed laser deposition [5].
Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), the reference method to grow micrometer thick films with bulk-like dynamical properties,
has long be thought to be inappropriate for thinner films, despite some encouraging results obtained on 200 nm
thick films [6].
In this study, we will show that LPE can actually be used to grow YIG films with thickness from 17 nm to 200 nm and
with damping parameters ranging from less than 2.10-4 down to 4.10-5 (extracted from broadband FMR between 1
GHz and 20 GHz). In order to characterize the dynamical dipolar interaction between YIG nanostructures, we have
patterned from a 25 nm film pairs of YIG nano-disks with variable diameters and edge-to-edge separation. We use a
magnetic resonance force microscope (MRFM) and take advantage of the stray field gradient produced by the
magnetic tip to continuously tune and detune the resonance frequencies of adjacent nanodisks [7]. The magnetodipolar interaction is revealed by the frequency anti-crossing and by the variation of the resonant peaks amplitude,
as shown in Figure 1. In a pair of touching nano-disks with diameter of 470 nm, the strength of the dynamical
dipolar coupling is Ω/γ = 20 Oe, more than five times the resonance linewidth. This is a promising result to achieve
control of the spin-wave dispersion in magnonic crystals based on YIG nanostructures.
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The magnetoelastic effect or inverse magnetostriction, i.e. the change of magnetic properties by elastic deformation
or strain, is often a key coupling mechanism in multiferroic heterostructures and nanocomposites. It has lately
attracted considerable interest as a possible approach for controlling magnetization by electric fields (instead of
current) in future devices with low power consumption. However, many experiments addressing the magnetoelastic
effect are performed at slow speeds, often using materials and conditions which are impractical or too expensive for
device integration.
In this work, the magnetoelastic effect is measured for Ni microstructures under time dependent elastic deformation
produced by a Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) in a piezoelectric LiNbO 3 substrate, as used in commercial
microelectronic elements. By synchronizing the SAW frequency with the repetition rate of the synchrotron x-ray light
pulses used for PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy (PEEM), the time resolved magnetic domain configuration can
be followed using X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism contrast (XMCD) with a resolution close to 50 ps in time and 50
nm spatially. A sizable magnetoelastic effect is demonstrated on the subnanosecond time scale, manifesting in an
additional uniaxial magnetic anisotropy with the same periodicity as the SAW. However, there is a phase delay of
200-300 ps with respect to the SAW piezoelectric potential and strain components, which is much longer than
expected from micromagnetic simulations and sound propagation through the polycrystalline Ni layer of 20 nm
thickness. Experiments investigating the effect of dynamical strain on other material systems presenting different
static and dynamic properties are underway.

Hybridization of flexure gyromodes with spin waves: Three‐dimensional character of the magnetization dynamics in
magnetic vortex structures
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The study of spin wave excitations in micro and nanosized
magnetic elements is one of the most important topics in modern
magnetism. Three-dimensional linear spin-wave eigenmodes of a
Permalloy disk having finite thickness are studied by
micromagnetic simulations based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
equation. The eigenmodes found in these simulations are
interpreted as linear superpositions (hybridizations) of
’approximate’ three-dimensional eigenmodes, which are the
fundamental gyromode G 0 , the n = 1, m = ±1 azimuthal spinwave modes and the higher-order gyromodes G N (flexure
modes) [1,2]. The hybridization of the first-order gyromode G 1 with
the azimuthal n = 1, m = +1 spin wave which have the same
rotational senses (CCW for vortex core ‘up’) leads to the formation
of a gap in the mode spectrum at the crossing of the modes [3]
(see Fig. 1 at h ≈ 40 nm). No such feature is present for the CW
rotating spin-wave mode. The effects of the hybridization on the
mode profiles can be observed in Fig. 2. For the CCW rotating n =
1, m = +1 spin wave mode hybridization with the first order
gyromode G1 is found in Fig. 2b and with the second-order
gyromode G 2 in Fig. 2c. No hybridization is present r thin films
(Fig. 2a,d) or when the senses of rotation of the spin wave and
gyrotropic modes are opposite (Fig. 2d,e,f).
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Delocalization of the nonlinear magnonic edge mode of the magnetic nano-constriction
M Dvornik1, A A Awad1, R K Dumas1 and J Åkerman1,2
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Magnonic edge (also known as “end”) modes are surface states confined by the non-uniformity of the internal field
in the vicinity of the lateral edge of the magnet [1]. It has been demonstrated that auto-oscillations of this type could
be nucleated and then driven to the strongly nonlinear regime by pure spin currents in devices such as spin-Hall
nano-oscillators (SHNOs) [2, 3]. For in-plane applied magnetic fields the frequencies of these modes were reported to
monotonically decrease with the applied current strength, consistent with the expected negative nonlinearity of the
investigated systems. However, recently we demonstrated experimentally the non-monotonic frequency behaviour of
such oscillations in oblique out-of plane magnetic fields [4]. We here report on a corresponding micromagnetic study
of the phenomena in the experimentally-relevant nanoconstriction geometry [2]. At first we demonstrate that the nonmonotonic frequency behaviour is an intrinsic property of the system and has a negligible contribution from the
peculiarities of the spin current density and the corresponding Oersted field, Fig. 1. We then show the emergence of
the delocalization of the edge mode via its expansion and subsequent detaching from the edge of the nanoconstriction, Fig. 2. Such an unexpected behaviour is attributed to the interplay of the spatially non-uniform
nonlinearity and dispersion of the system responsible for the red and blue shifts of the auto-oscillation frequency,
respectively. As the expansion of the mode also leads to the enhancement of the mutual coupling in networks of
such oscillators, our findings represent an important milestone in understanding the mutual synchronization of
nano-constriction-based SHNOs and open new possibilities for future neural computing architectures where
dynamic control over the coupling between artificial neurons is ultimately required.
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(Plenary) The magnetic skyrmions: Newcomers in spintronics
V Cros
Universite Paris-Saclay, France
Magnetic skyrmions are arguably the smallest topologically non-trivial magnetic configurations [1,2] and promising
candidates for novel spintronic devices [2]. In this plenary talk, I will first provide the basic understanding of this
new kind of magnetic solitons. A fundamental property of the magnetic skyrmion is that it is topologically protected,
which, shortly speaking, means that it cannot be continuously twisted into a classical (non-trivial) magnetic
configuration. This topological protection should enhance the thermal stability of the skyrmions that have a tunable
dimension in the nm range, and consequently allow an easy manipulation by very small currents densities [3]. Up
to recently however magnetic skyrmions have been observed mostly at very low temperature in a few exotic
materials and ultra-thin films. After having made a short survey of the experimental results in bulk [5] and thin film
materials [6], I will then illustrate the wealth of skyrmions with some recent experimental [7-10] and numerical
results [11] stabilized in magnetic multilayers due to interfacial chiral interaction. I will show that single or multiple
skyrmions can be stabilized at room temperature in nanodots or nanostrips (see Fig. 1a) and thus hold promise
because of their potential extremely small sizes and low threshold currents for initiating their spin torque driven
dynamics in skyrmion based memory [3] or logic devices [12] (see Fig. 1b).
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Fig. 1 : (a) Room temperature imaging by STXM of skyrmions in 300 nm dots. (b) Sketch of a skyrmion based race
track memory devices.

(Semi-plenary) Ferromagnetic Josephson junctions for cryogenic memory
N O Birge
Michigan State University, USA
Large-scale computing facilities and data centers are using electrical power at an ever increasing rate. Current
projections suggest that a future “exoscale” computer will require the power output of a typical nuclear power plant
[1] – clearly an untenable situation. One approach to addressing this problem is to build a computer out of all
superconducting elements, which dissipate very little power. Such a computer would have to be cooled to cryogenic
temperatures, of course, so it must be extremely energy-efficient to justify the added complexity and cost
associated with cooling.
Superconducting logic circuits based on manipulating single flux quanta have existed since 1991 [2]; what has
been missing is a high-density, fast, and energy-efficient cryogenic memory. This talk will focus on proposals to use
Josephson junctions containing ferromagnetic (F) materials as the basic memory element for such a memory [3]. In
principle, either the critical supercurrent amplitude, or the quiescent phase shift across the junction, could be used
to store information. The latter mode of operation has advantages in read speed, and is the approach we are
pursuing. The simplest Josephson junction design that can achieve this goal contains two ferromagnetic layers
whose magnetization directions can be switched between being parallel or antiparallel to each other, just as in a
conventional spin valve. We have recently demonstrated successful switching of such a junction between the “0”
state and the “π” state, from measurements of two junctions in a SQUID geometry [4]. If there is time, we will also
discuss other possible types of Josephson junction memory elements, such as those that carry spin-triplet
supercurrent rather than the conventional spin-singlet supercurrent.
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(Semi-plenary) Magnetic molecules in hybrid structures: from magnetic bistability towards quantum coherence
R Sessoli
Universita degli Studi di Firenze, Italy

Abstract to follow

(Invited) Long range coherent magnetic bound states in superconductors
G C Ménard1, S Guissart2, C Brun1, S Pons3, V S Stolyarov1, F Debontridder1, M V Leclerc1, E Janod4, L Cario4, D
Roditchev3, P Simon2 and T Cren1
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Individual local magnetic moments act destructively on Cooper pairs, leading to discrete spin-polarized states inside
the superconducting energy gap as predicted by Yu, Shiba and Rusinov (YSR) [1,2,3]. Rusinov suggested that
around magnetic atoms the decaying YSR wavefunction should have a spatially oscillating structure. We will show
that in superconductors with a two-dimensional electronic band structure the YSR bound states indeed give rise to
long range coherent magnetic quantum state [4]. We experimentally evidence coherent bound states with spatially
oscillating particle-hole asymmetry extending tens of nanometers from individual iron atoms embedded in a 2HNbSe2 crystal and in Pb/Si(111) monolayers. We theoretically elucidate how reduced dimensionality enhances the
spatial extent of these bound states and describe their energy and spatial structure. These spatially extended
magnetic states could be used as building blocks for coupling coherently distant magnetic atoms in new topological
superconducting phases.
Recently a new type of electronic excitations being their own antiparticles were predicted to appear at the edges of
a hybrid system constituted of a chain of magnetic atoms coupled to a superconductor [5]. These so-called
Majorana end-states were claimed to have been observed in the case of chains of iron atoms on Pb (110) [6],
however their spatial extent is restricted to a few atomic distances, making difficult to handle them for braiding.
Enhancing the spatial extent of YSR bound states would facilitate the remote coupling of magnetic systems through
a superconducting state, opening the route towards an easier manipulation of Majorana quasiparticles and the
creation of new topological quantum devices.
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Optimal spin-fluctuations: A key to magnetic-mediated pairing in ironbased superconductors
T Shiroka1,2, N Barbero1, N Zhigadlo1, H-R Ott1,2 and J Mesot1,2
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Pairing mediated by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations has emerged as a unifying thread in different classes of
unconventional superconductors. While in some organic superconductors pairing is known to originate from
fluctuations of a nearby antiferromagnetic phase, for ironbased superconductors a pairing scenario involving
antiferromagnetic fluctuations is likely, but not fully confirmed experimentally.
By investigating LaOFeAs 1-x P x iron-pnictide compounds, from the well known 1111-series, we offer new evidence for
the intimate relationship between AF spin fluctuations, the multiband Fermi surface topology, and s ± wave
superconductivity. By means of nuclear magnetic resonance, a local low-energy (μeV) technique, we probe the lowlying antiferromagnetic fluctuations. The magnetic ordering temperature T N , as indicated by a peak in (T 1 T)-1(T),
always precedes the superconducting T c , with T N and T c exhibiting a clear correlation across a wide range of P
substitutions. Nevertheless, the suppression of AFM fluctuations, as inferred from the overall reduction of the spinlattice relaxation rate, does not necessarily lead to a reduction of T c . Instead, considering also other iron-based
classes, superconductivity seems to be favoured by an optimal, class-dependent, fluctuation rate.
Hence, spin fluctuations with a non-zero momentum Q m , connecting two parts of the Fermi surface, and optimized in
energy appear to be key ingredients for the magnetic-mediated pairing in these cases.
Our new and improved phase diagram as a function of isovalent substitution of As by P confirms that, in a series
whose end compounds are metallic, superconductivity can exist even without formal doping in a wide range of P
concentrations. In addition, our NMR data on relaxation rates and line widths suggest that the long-range magnetic
order disappears upon the onset of superconductivity.
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The standard model of the rare-earths in the Hubbard-I approximation
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Germany
In this talk I will present a crytical analysis of the electronic properties of the rare-earth elements, by means of the
Hubbard I approximation. Concerning the spectral properties, I will show that this approach is able to reproduce all
measured (direct and inverse) photoemission features for basically all elements. Such a remarkable description of
the electronic structure leads to cohesive properties (equilibrium volume and bulk modulus) in very good agreement
with experimental data, especially if compared to previous theories. Moreover, basic magnetic properties such as
spin and orbital moments are correctly described with the Hubbard I approximation, and compare well with data
from the Curie-Weiss law and measurements of the high temperature susceptibility. In addition, we calculate the
interatomic exchange parameters of an effective spin Hamiltonian for the heavy rare-earths. From those, ordering
temperatures are obtained via Monte Carlo simulations and are shown to reproduce measurements with an error
smaller than 10-30 K. The accuracy of these exchange parameters is also illustrated by comparing measured and
calculated magnon dispersions for Gd. I will finally compare the Hubbard I approximation with other common
theories of the electronic structure of the rare-earth elements, and highlight its (many) advantages and its (few)
disadvantages. In conclusion, I will also mention the relevance of the presented results to develop a generalized
approach to treat the electronic structure of materials containing rare-earth elements, such as permanent magnets,
magnetostrictive compounds, photovoltaics, optical fibers, topological insulators and molecular magnets.

Atomic-scale imaging of the magnetic order in a strongly correlated electron material by spin-polarized STM
R Aluru1, M Enayat2, Z Sun2, U R Singh2, S Schmaus2, A Yaresko2, Y Liu2,3, C Lin2, V Tsurkan4, 5, A Loidl4, J
Deisenhofer4 and P Wahl1,2
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Most unconventional superconductors are magnetic when undoped and the suppression of magnetism via doping,
pressure or isoelectronic substitution is accompanied by the appearance of a superconducting phase. The quest to
understand the mechanism of high temperature superconductivity gained new momentum with the discovery of Febased superconductors. Fe 1+y Te chalcogenides are the parent compounds of the structurally simplest family of ironbased superconductors in which superconductivity sets in by the substitution of Te by Se [1]. Fe 1+y Te exhibits a
structural transition from tetragonal to monoclinic structure accompanied by antiferromagnetic order. The magnetic
structure in Fe 1+y Te is rotated by 45º compared to the magnetic structure in other iron-based superconductors, it is
also not connected to a nesting vector between different sheets of the Fermi surface. As a function of excess iron
concentration y, Fe 1+y Te exhibits a complex magnetic phase diagram with commensurate, incommensurate and
helical magnetic order. I will present how spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) can be used to
image the atomic scale magnetic structure in Fe 1+y Te and how we prove that what we see is magnetic contrast [2,
3]. Our data confirms that the magnetic order in Fe 1+y Te is truly a unidirectional stripe order. At higher excess iron
concentration y > 0:12, in the orthorhombic phase, a transition to a phase with coexistence of stripes in both
directions within a single domain is observed in our measurements, resembling a plaquette order. The magnetic
contrast disappears on the scale of magnetostructural phase transition found in the bulk confirmed by the
temperature dependent measurements. Our results highlight the applicability of spin-polarized STM to study
magnetic order in strongly correlated electron materials.

Figure 1: Spin-polarized STM image of Fe 1+y Te, together with a schematic picture of the atomic-scale magnetic
order.
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Hole-doping effects in BaFe 2 As 2 studied by high resolution x-ray emission and absorption spectroscopies
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Recently, a novel scenario of of coexisting strongly and weakly correlated electrons has been found to agree with
and disentangle a wealth of experiments on mass enhancements (specific heat, low-frequency optical conductivity,
etc.) in electron- and hole-doped BaFe 2 As 2 [1]. In this selective Mott physics model, correlations are both orbital
and doping dependent and hence Mott physics has been invoked to be at play. Mott correlations increase with
hole-doping and accordingly the fluctuating local moments in the paramagnetic phase are also expected to build
up.
A direct method to probe the local magnetic moment is the core-to-core (CTC) Kβ x-ray emission spectroscopy
(XES) technique, sensitive to the 3d spin due to the intra-atomic 3p-3d exchange interaction [2]. We have then
applied CTC Fe Kβ XES to obtain the evolution of the Fe local moment with hole-doping in BaFe 2 As 2 studying two
different families of compounds: superconducting Ba 1-x K x Fe 2 As 2 (out-of-plane doping) and non-superconducting
Ba(Fe 1-x Cr x ) 2 As 2 (in-plane doping). The experiment was carried out at beamline ID26 of the ESRF synchrotron
(Grenoble, France) at room temperature on plate-like single crystals. Besides, valence-to-core (VTC) Fe Kβ XES and
high-energy resolution fluorescence-detected x-ray absorption near edge structure (HERFD-XANES) spectra at the Fe
K edge were also collected to complete the characterization of the Fe local electronic structure.
The CTC Kβ XES spectra have been analyzed using the well-known integrated absolute difference (IAD) method [3]
where the IAD values reflect the evolution of the local spin moment. As shown in Fig. 1, we obtain a monotonic
increase of the Fe local spin moment upon hole-doping which is, however, smaller compared with the variations
reported among other related iron superconductors [4] for which the strength of the correlations is comparable. On
the other hand, the VTC Kβ XES and HERFD-XANES spectra reveal a significant enhancement of the Fe 3d – As 4p
hybridization in Ba 1-x K x Fe 2 As 2 compared to Ba(Fe 1-x Cr x ) 2 As 2 . Interestingly, when these covalency effects are taken
into account, we get an evolution of the IAD values that validates the increment in Fe local magnetic moment
predicted by the selective Mott physics model [1].
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Figure 1. IAD values derived from the Fe CTC Kβ XES spectra of the Ba 1-x K x Fe 2 As 2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) and Ba(Fe 1-x Cr x ) 2 As 2 (0.026 ≤ x ≤
0.47) series as a function of holes/Fe (x/2 and 2x for K- and Cr-doping series respectively).
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Physics beneath magnetic textures in superconductors
C Carroll and B Brauneker
University of St. Andrews, UK
We study the limit of a line of dense spins within or atop a 2D s-wave superconductor in a continuum model. Spin
order can be tuned from Ferromagnetic to spirals by self-organisation. Coupling of electronic and magnetic degrees
of freedom are freely tuneable.
Recent work [1] indicates interaction between electrons, chains of magnetic moments and superconductivity gives
rise to self-organised spiral chains and, for strong enough coupling, a topological superconducting phase without
fine tuning. Equivalently, one can use a Ferromagnetic chain with Spin-Orbit interaction in the superconductor.
Most work has focused on the limit of “dilute” Shiba chains [2] with large inter-spin distances (excepting [3]) and
are most accurate close to the centre of the superconducting gap. It is desirable to understand if there is an
appreciable difference between the dilute and dense limits and to develop a theory valid far from the gap centre.
We perform analytic calculations of spectral properties, sub-gap density of states and response functions in terms
of externally tuned parameters for dense magnetic chains in a 2D superconductor. Sub gap structure is resolved
across the entire gap for all spiral wave-vectors and magnetic interaction strengths.
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(Invited) Temperature-dependent magnetic depth profiles of epitaxial films with graded and oscillatory exchange
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Precise tailoring of magnetic interfaces allows for the control of exchange coupling strength and effective Curie
temperature (T C ) over tens of nm [1]. In this regard, Cobalt-Chromium alloys, Co 1-x Cr x , constitute an interesting
model system having magnetic properties that are easily tunable by changing the dopant concentration x. We have
grown a series of graded Co 1-x Cr x (10-10) epitaxial thin films on top of a Si(110)/Ag(110)/Cr(211) template
structure, with x having an overall U-shaped concentration profile. Fig.1 (b) shows the Cr content depth profile while
(c) illustrates the expected effective T C distribution. The structural XRD analysis verifies the epitaxial nature and
crystallographic quality for the entire set of samples, with in-plane c-axis orientation. Temperature and fielddependent magnetic depth profiles have been measured using polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR). The effective
T C is found to vary as a function of depth, exhibiting a minimum in the center of the structure, verifying the graded
modulation [2]. Specifically, Fig.1(d) displays the magnetization values of the outer Co layers and the central 30
nm thick layer as a function of temperature for the sample with a concentration x c = 0.28 in the center. The effective
coupling in between the two outer Co layers is now dependent on the magnetization of the central Co 1-x Cr x spacer,
and thus continuously tunable via temperature T. For x c = 0.28, magnetometry measurements reveal square
hysteresis loops below 260 K, which change to a two-steps loop behavior for higher temperatures, suggesting an
abrupt transition from coupled to uncoupled behavior. We have therefore studied the T-dependence of the
magnetization reversal process via PNR for this sample. Fig.1(e) shows the field dependent occurrence of
antiparallel magnetization alignment along the surface normal near the coercive field H c , corroborating the magnetic
decoupling of top and bottom sample parts at elevated temperatures. In addition to this U-shaped concentration
profile, we have explored an “oscillatory Curie temperature” structure of different wavelength
 produced by a
triangular Cr content profile, oscillating in between x = 0.22 and x = 0.28. PNR data prove the achievement of the
desired oscillatory pattern and by changing 𝜆𝜆, we have explored the viability of compositional effects being
transferred into modulated magnetic states [2].

Fig.1(a) Schematic of the sample. (b) Cr content depth profile, and (c) associated effective Curie temperature T C depth profile.
(d) displays magnetization vs. T values for Co and Co 72 Cr 28 sublayers from the same U-shaped alloy structure. (e) shows the
field dependent volume fraction of the antiparallel orientation state for the x c = 0.28 sample at 4K and 297K.
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Chiral domain walls in co/ir/pt(111) ultrathin films from atomistic simulations
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In low-dimensional magnetic structures, such as ultrathin films or multilayers, it has been demonstrated
experimentally and theoretically that the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction leads to the
homochirality of domain walls and to the formation of magnetic skyrmions. For Pt/Co/Pt and Pt/Co/Ir/Pt
multilayers with different Ir thicknesses it was shown that inserting an Ir layer changes the chirality of the Néel-type
domain wall as a consequence of the sign change of the effective DM interaction. [1]
In this contribution we examine the Co/Ir n /Pt(111) (n=0-6) magnetic thin films by a combined approach of firstprinciples calculations and spin-dynamics simulations. We determine the Co-Co magnetic exchange interaction
tensor and the magnetic anisotropies of the Co overlayer in FCC and HCP growth, depending on the number of Ir
buffer layers. We find strong nearest neighbour ferromagnetic isotropic exchange interactions in the Co layer and an
out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy for the majority of the studied thin films. Spin-dynamics simulations then prove
the preference of Néel-type domain walls in these systems. As illustrated in Figure 1, in agreement with the
experiment [1] we found that the chirality of the Néel walls changed upon insertion of the Ir layer. This can uniquely
be associated with the change of the direction of the calculated DM vectors.
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Figure 1
Néel-wall profiles in the (a) Co/Pt(111) and (b) in the Co/Ir1/Pt(111) ultrathin films
according to the x, y and z components of the atomic spin moments across the domain wall
(x direction) obtained from spin-dynamics calculations. The change of chirality is clearly
marked by the different sign of Sx. Note also the different widths of the domain walls.
A. Hrabec, N. A. Porter, A.Wells, M. J. Benitez, G. Burnell, S. McVitie, D. McGrouther, T. A. Moore, and C. H.
Marrows, Phys. Rev. B 90, 020402 (2014)

egaOhm Extraordinary Hall effect in oxidized CoFeB
G Kopnov and A Gerber
Tel Aviv University, Israel

We report on development of controllably oxidized CoFeB ferromagnetic films demonstrating the extraordinary Hall
effect (EHE) resistivity exceeding 1
cm and magnetic
orders of magnitude higher than previously observed in ferromagnetic materials, while sensitivity is two orders larger
than the best of semiconductors.

Tuning the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction via interface engineering in epitaxial Co/Pt
A W J Wells, C H Marrows and T A Moore
University of Leeds, UK
In this presentation, we demonstrate control of the interface quality in epitaxial samples of Pt(30Å)\Co(7Å)\Pt(10Å)
through variation of the deposition temperature of the Co and top Pt layers, and determine the effect on the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). Using X-ray reflectometry, we find that the roughness-intermixing peaks
with deposition temperature at 250 ˚C before rising rapidly after 400 ˚C. These interfacial changes before the rapid
rise, however, leave the anisotropy unaffected.
The net Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interaction (DMI) in these samples was found using wide-field Kerr microscopy with
applied in-plane and out-of-plane fields[1,2]. It varies with the relative quality of the top and bottom Co interfaces
[2,3], up to an effective field strength of 270 Oe, and even to change sign as shown in figure 1. A lower growth base
pressure enhances these fields. DMI strengths were found in the range of -0.04 to 0.11 mJ/m2. In conclusion, the
Co/Pt interfaces are exquisitely sensitive to the deposition temperature which, for low sputtering base pressures,
gives rise to a method of tuning the DMI.

Figure 1: The effective DMI field vs the difference in sigma (sum in quadrature of roughness and intermixing) at the
top and bottom Co interfaces in Pt/Co/Pt normalised by their sum.
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Magnetic domain wall motion in He + irradiated CoFeB/MgO with perpendicular anisotropy
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In this Reliable control of magnetic anisotropy and domain wall motion in technologically relevant magnetic
materials is at the heart of a variety of emerging practical applications in spintronics. In particular, modulating the
velocity of a magnetic domain wall and constraining its motion at predefined positions is a key aspect in the
development of novel magnetic devices in view of applications ranging from magnetic sensors to magnetic
memories[1-3]. In this study we present the effective tuning of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in
CoFeB/MgO by He+ ion irradiation leading to the control of magnetic domain wall velocity in the creep regime (Fig.
1, left) and beyond. In addition, we demonstrate the use of localised irradiation as a means to pin domain walls at
specific sites in full films and microstructures (Fig. 1, right).
We present a considerable irradiation-induced weakening of the effective magnetic anisotropy constant and
saturation magnetisation in CoFeB/MgO and correlate it with the observed monotonic decrease in domain wall
creep velocity and to the expansion of the upper limit of the creep regime [4]. These findings have been linked to
the observed irradiation-induced redistribution of the Fe content in the stack which points at an irradiation-induced
modification of the CoFeB/MgO interface. At higher magnetic fields beyond the creep regime, the domain wall
velocity experiences an initial increase beyond the values of the pristine film followed by a monotonic decrease. This
behaviour is discussed in terms of an interplay between the induced changes in magnetic anisotropy, defect density
and damping mechanism.

Figure 1: Irradiation effects on domain wall velocity in the creep regime in CoFeB (left). Domain wall pinning at the
edges of irradiated areas in a magnetic field of 0.25mT (right).
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Domains and domain walls in perpendicularly magnetised thin films and nanostructures
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Materials with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) deal well with the dilemma of thermal stability and
writeability and therefore are suitable for modern, energy efficient, non-volatile and fast memory and storage
concepts. We investigate PMA systems with our spin-polarised scanning electron microscope. With a spin rotator all
three components of the magnetisation can be determined with high spatial resolution. With this tool we measure
the magnetisation components of domains and domain walls in two different PMA systems. In perpendicularly
magnetised Ni thin films we focus on the influence of film thickness on the domain walls, in particular the domain
wall width, the azimuthal angle and the domain wall type. In magnetic nanowires patterned from Co/Ni multilayers,
we analyse domain walls in dependence of the wire width. The first PMA system we prepare in-situ by growing a Ni
wedge on top of single-crystalline Cu(100). Perpendicularly to the Ni wedge an Fe wedge is grown on top, so that
different combinations of Fe and Ni thicknesses can be accessed. In addition, Fe might introduce DzyaloshinskiiMoriya interaction [1] into the system. A typical measurement of the out-of-plane magnetisation component of
Ni/Cu(100) is shown in the figure. We use the data from the marked region to fit the domain wall with a tanh profile,
yielding a wall width of (20 ± 6 ) nm. The second PMA system consists of sputtered Co/Ni multilayers, which were
patterned by e-beam lithography into nanowires of varying width and with a constriction to pin the domain wall
there. We find different domain wall types with varying wire width: Néel and intermediate walls for narrow wires,
Bloch walls for wires broader than 110 nm. The measurements are compared to micromagnetic simulations in order
to determine the material parameters in these systems and geometries.
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Investigation of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interaction in Epitaxial Trilayers of Pt/Co/Pt1-x(Ir,Au)x
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Investigating the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) in multilayers with broken inversion symmetry is a matter
of enormous interest since it is the DMI that stabilises skyrmions in these systems. Many different structures are
being studied to achieve higher DMI [1] or to understand influence of other parameters such as growth conditions,
layer thickness[2], interdiffusion[3], or oxidation [4]. The effect of two different interfaces on each side of a
ferromagnet is not solely dependent to the material which is used [5]; it also depends on roughness, inter-diffusion,
crystallinity, and other parameters that can break the inversion symmetry in practice due to differing interface
quality. To avoid ambiguities arising from crystallographic disorder in polycrystalline or amorphous layers and
unknown contributions to DMI from uncontrolled interface oxidation at the top oxide layer [4], here we investigated
fully epitaxial layers of Pt/Co (0.6 nm)/X, where X is a series of alloys with endmembers Ir, Pt, and Au. In this way
the Fermi level is scanned by continuously raising the electron count from 77 to 79. The epitaxial structure is
confirmed using X-ray diffraction. Field-induced bubble expansion [6] was imaged by Kerr microscopy (Fig. 1a and
b), proving for X=Pt we achieve a negligible DMI (as expected for a symmetric structure). The DMI rises as the
electron count rises or falls from the Pt value (Fig. 1c), so that all samples showed left handed walls. Figure 1c
clarifies that DMI is changing in accordance with electron count of the top layer, from 77 (100% Ir) to 79 (100%
Au) which resembles the composition related bulk DMI in B20 structures [7]. It is also suggesting that although
Pt/Co/Ir is widely accepted as a good structure to achieve high DMI, Pt/Co/Au will give better results.
μ0HDMI = D/Ms
∆

Ir
Pt
Au
Figure 1: a) Kerr images of a bubble in Pt/Co/Ir trilayer when there is no in-plane field applied and b) when the inplane field is larger than DMI + Shape anisotropy field (white arrows show the magnetization inside the wall).
c) Measured D factor for different trilayers.
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Spin-electronics and -caloritronics are rapidly developing and many new effects have been observed such as the
Spin-Seebeck effect, SSE [1], the Tunneling Magneto Seebeck Effect (TMS) [2] or spin transfer torque switching
(STT) at ultralow current density [3].
The first part will discuss the tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) and spin-caloritronic measurements on magnetic
tunnel junctions. We present results on the Tunneling Magneto Seebeck effect obtained by two heating methods,
discuss time-resolved experiments [4] and the influence of an uncertainty of input parameters on the effect. For
TMR devices with ultrathin MgO barrier, we demonstrate arbitrarily low “critical current” for magnetization switching
down to a few 10 A/cm².

Figure 1: The critical current density for switching the magnetization in CoFeB 1nm /MgO 0.9nm /CoFeB 1.2nm MTJs as a
function of temperature. Puls time was ≈ 1msec. Close to the vanishing 𝐻𝐻⊥𝑐𝑐 above 75°C, thermally activated
magnetization switching occurs.

This effect (shown in figure 1) will be discussed in terms of temperature- and voltage-driven anisotropy changes. In
relation with the thermally driven spin currents, the possibility to achieve sizeable thermally driven spin transfer
torque will be evaluated [3]. The second part will present results obtained for the dependence of the thermal
conductivity of GMR multilayer stacks on the magnetizations directions. After introducing the 3ω-method, we show
that the Wiedemann-Franz law is conserved for samples of high quality [5]. The last part will discuss the SSE in
transverse and longitudinal geometry. We demonstrate the LSSE in insulating and semiconducting ferromagnets [6]
and show that the signals attributed to a “TSSE” are most probably due to unintended out-of-plane temperature
gradients [7].
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Interface induced perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the Heusler Co2Fe0.4Mn0.6Si
B M Ludbrook, B J Ruck and S Granville
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
Spin-transfer-torque (STT) based devices require that a magnetic free layer can be easily flipped by a spin-polarized
current while maintaining a high stability against thermal fluctuations.[1] Magnetic layers with perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are well suited to optimize this trade-off for device applications. Additionally, in order to
realize a high efficiency STT device, a high degree of spin-polarization in the magnetic layers is also desirable. There
is a strong motivation to incorporate a half-metallic ferromagnet (HMFM) in these devices, and Heusler alloys are
promising in this regard.[2] In particular, Co 2 FeSi and Co 2 MnSi both have 100% spin polarization[3] and high Curie
temperatures (c. 1000 C). Recent studies have shown the intermediary compound Co 2 Fe x Mn (1-x) Si (CFMS) with x ~
0.4 to be eminently promising for device applications with a low Gilbert damping parameter[4] and record 75 %
room temperature GMR ratio.[5]
Here, we demonstrate PMA in the highly spin-polarized Heusler CFMS in MgO/CFMS/Pd trilayer stacks. PMA is
found for CFMS thicknesses between 1 and 2 nm, with a magnetic anisotropy energy density of K U = 1.5 x 106
erg/cm3 for t CFMS = 1.5 nm. Both the MgO and Pd layer are necessary to induce the PMA, and contribute a sizeable
interface anisotropy term of K S =1.08 erg/cm2. Additionally, we measure a tunable anomalous Hall effect, where its
sign and magnitude vary with both the CFMS and Pd thickness.

Figure 1: Magnetization-field loops in (a)-(d) show PMA for CFMS films 1-2 nm thick. The uniaxial energy density
shown in (e) quantitatively establishes the PMA. The fit in (f) shows that the PMA comes from the CFMS interfaces.
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Magnetotransport properties of Fe 0.8 Ga 0.2 films with stripe domains
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Fe 1-x Ga x alloys have been widely studied in the last decade due to their relatively high magnetostriction coefficient,
roughly 10 times larger than iron, at moderate magnetic fields. Moreover, interesting applications in devices based
on Fe 1−x Ga x films have been proposed, like microwave filters or magnetic field sensors. In recent years, Fe 1−x Ga x
magnetostrictive alloys have been studied in thin film form, deposited by different techniques. In particular,
magnetic domains with stripe geometry were observed in films fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
In this work, magnetotransport properties of Fe 0.8 Ga 0.2 films grown by MBE with stripe domains are studied. The
anisotropic magnetoresistance dominates the low field behavior, which is extremely dependent on the magnetic
domains configuration. The magnetoresistance measured at different temperatures displays qualitatively different
behaviors depending on the measurement configuration. When the stripes are perpendicular to the electric current
the magnetoresistance curves are nearly temperature-independent [Fig. (a)], while when the stripes are oriented
along the electric current, the low-field magnetoresistance changes sign with temperature [Fig. (b)].
A simple model considering parallel (series) conduction along (across) the stripes, plus the temperature
dependence of anisotropic magnetoresistance and domains configuration, accounts for these experimental results.

Mutual synchronization of spin torque nano-oscillators through a non-local and tunable electrical coupling
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The concept of spin torque driven high frequency magnetization dynamics has opened up the field of spintronics to
non-linear physics, potentially in complex networks of dynamical systems. In the scarce demonstrations of
synchronized spin-torque oscillators, the local nature of the magnetic coupling (spin-waves [1–3], exchange [4] or
dipolar [5] field) that is used have largely hampered a good understanding and thus the control of the
synchronization process. Here we take advantage of the non-local nature of a large electrical coupling, thanks to the
use of magnetic tunnel junctions, to mutually synchronize spin-torque oscillators through their self-emitted
microwave currents leading to a strong (and predicted) improvement of both the emitted power (by a factor 4) and
the signal linewidth (by a factor 2) [6]. Such approach, never reported experimentally, will permit the use of STOs as
model systems for complex features of collective nonlinear physics [7] but also for the potential alluring
applications towards a new generation of microwave spintronic devices [8].
In this experimental work, we achieve to electrically lock the phase of two vortex based spin torque oscillators
connected in parallel (see Fig. 1). More interestingly, owing to the non-local nature of the coupling mechanism, we
provide clear evidence that the different rf-features of the synchronized state (frequency, power, synchronization
range and the phase shift between the oscillators) can be finally controlled at the nanoscale through the intrinsic
nonlinear parameters of the oscillators and, more originally, through the ratio between the two active components of
spin transfer torque, i.e. Slonczewski like Torque and Field like Torque. We also emphasize that the full control of the
synchronization capability permits to reach a record power of 1.6 μW and a linewidth of 500 kHz and thus the first
requirements for a technological implementation [9].

Fig. 1 Schema of the electrical circuit for the mutual synchronization of two oscillators independently alimented by
two currents and connected through the rf-port of two bias tee with a tunable delay line 𝜓𝜓Δ𝜏𝜏 . The detected signal is
measured by a spectrum analyzer

Fig. 2 (Left) Evolution of the synchronization bandwidth of the two mutually synchronized oscillators (STO 1 with I dc,2
= +10.6mA and STO 2 with I dc,1 swept) depending on the delay constant (associated to the length of the delay line).

(Right) Color maps of the power spectral density as a function of frequency and Idc,1 at different delays:
intermediate synchronization bandwidth (a) for 𝜓𝜓Δ𝜏𝜏 = 1.25π, minimum (b) for 𝜓𝜓Δ𝜏𝜏 = 1.4π, intermediate (c) for
𝜓𝜓Δ𝜏𝜏 = 1.6π and maximum (d) for 𝜓𝜓Δ𝜏𝜏 = 1.9π.
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The use of delayed feedback, whereby the output signal of a system is sent back into its input with amplification
and delay, can result in a variety of nonlinear behaviors [1]. In the context of spin-torque nano-oscillators (STNOs)
in which magnetization is driven into self-oscillations by spin-transfer torques, it has been shown that delayed
feedback can improve spectral properties such as the emission linewidth [2,3]. Here, we will present results of a
theoretical study of the complex transient response and chaotic behavior in STNOs subject to delayed feedback. We
considered model macrospin oscillator systems submitted to an in-plane field in which the output is generated by
changes in the tunneling magnetoresistance. The output is subsequently fed back as time-delayed variations in the
input drive current. The figure shows possible phases for a macrospin oscillator operating near the transition
between the in-plane (IPP) and out-of-plane (OPP) precession regimes. By tuning the delay and the amplification of
the self-injected signal, we have identified new dynamical regimes in this system such as chaos, IPP/OPP switching
with complex transients, and oscillation death. Such delayed feedback schemes open up a new field of exploration
for STNOs, where the complex transient states might find important applications in information processing
paradigms such as reservoir computing.

Figure: Phase diagram of macrospin oscillator with delayed feedback according to the time delay tau (s) and the
relative feedback amplitude DJ. Identified phases are: (1) in-plane precession (IPP), (2) out-of-plane precession
(OPP), (3) chaotic dynamics involving switching between (OPP) and (IPP) states with eventual damping (4) , and
(5) oscillation death. This RGB image components are : (red) chaos , (green) perpendicular magnetization
component, (blue) parallel magnetization component.
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Effect of sink layer thickness on damping in CoMnGe (5nm) / Ag (6nm) / NiFe (x nm) spin valves
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In spin valve structures the damping of a ferromagnetic layer driven at resonance can be modified by the transfer of
spin angular momentum into a ‘sink’ ferromagnetic layer. This effect is interface dominated and expected to
increase with increasing sink layer thickness up to a saturation absorption depth. It has been previously reported
that the transverse spin relaxation length is 1.2nm regardless of the sink layer’s composition [1]. Using vector
network analyser ferromagnetic resonance (VNA-FMR), we have studied the variation in damping as a function of
sink layer thickness in a series of CoMnGe (5 nm) / Ag (6 nm) / NiFe (x nm) spin valves. These measurements show
only small variations in the CoMnGe Gilbert damping parameter for x ≤ 1.8 nm, although damping is observed to
increase at x = 0.3 and 0.6nm (Figure 1). Element-resolved x-ray detected ferromagnetic resonance (XFMR, Figure
2) [2] measurements confirm spin transfer torque due to spin pumping as the mechanism driving the sink layer
dynamics for x = 1.5 and 1.8 nm, with both thicknesses having the same effective spin mixing conductance. This
supports the findings of Ghosh et al [1]. For sink layer thicknesses > 1.8nm the source and sink FMR fields are seen
to coincide, hampering the identification of spin pumping.

Figure 1: Gilbert damping, 𝛼𝛼, in the CoMnGe layer as a function of NiFe layer thickness. The inset shows resonance
linewidth as a function of frequency for the trilayer and two single layer reference films. Figure 2: Schematic of
XFMR. The sample is placed face down on a CPW connected to a microwave driving source. X-rays pass through a
hole in the signal line of the CPW, striking the sample, causing the emission of photons by luminescence of the GGG
substrate. These are collected by the photodiode and the current recorded by a lock-in amplifier.
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Towards multi-scale spin dynamics simulations of current-induced switching in magnetic tunnel junctions
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We report of a complete multi-scale method to compute the critical currents for switching of magnetic tunnel
junctions (MTJ) in current-perpendicular-to-the-plane geometry. At the microscopic scale we employ the density
functional theory combined with the non-equilibrium Green's function technique, as implemented in the Smeagol
code [1], to calculate the spin-transfer torque (STT) in the MTJ as a function of the applied finite bias V ant the angle
of misalignment, 𝜃𝜃, of the free magnetic layer (FML). The ab initio STT is then projected over all atoms in the FML
which provides direct input to finite-temperature atomistic spin dynamics based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
equation augmented with additional STT [2]. Different methods of mapping the ab-initio STT are also considered, i.e
that the torque is individual to each spin or the atomic monolayer average determines the torque.
This method is applied to a Co|MgO|Co|Cu MTJ stack with 4 Co monolayers in the FML (figure 1). The ab initio STT
shows a strong decay into the Co FML - it is the largest on the first monolayer and then decays rapidly, oscillating in
magnitude for further layers. Due to the high exchange coupling of the spins, both methods of mapping the torque
produce very similar dynamics. Uniaxial anisotropy is incorporated and the bias voltage varied to find the critical
voltage to cause switching, above which the switching time drops sharply as shown in figure 1(d). At finite
temperature thermal excitation over the anisotropy barrier significantly reduces the critical voltage.

Figure 1. Ab initio STT as function of (a) the bias voltage, for 𝜃𝜃 = 𝜋𝜋, (b,c) the misalignment angle 𝜃𝜃 of the FML, for V
= 50 mV and V = 0:5 V, respectively. (d) Switching time of the free layer magnetisation showing a critical voltage of
290 mV.
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(Invited) Directing the orientational alignment of anisotropic magnetic nanoparticles using dynamic magnetic fields
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The response of magnetic nanoparticles to applied static and dynamic magnetic fields is the subject of intense
research in view of its fundamental technological importance, e.g. for medical applications such as imaging and
magnetic hyperthermia [1], or sensor applications [2]. The field-assisted self-assembly of shape-anisotropic
nanoparticles in dispersions is particularly desired for liquid crystalline or optically anisotropic materials [3] and as
a prerequisite for self-organization into long range ordered arrangements with anisotropic physical properties [4].
Whereas magnetic nanorods commonly align their long axis parallel to the inducing magnetic field, weakly
ferromagnetic hematite spindles bear a magnetic easy axis in their crystallographic basal plane and are thus known
to orient with their principal axis perpendicular to an applied magnetic field [5,6]. We have recently determined the
frequency-dependence of their orientation distribution in alternating and rotating magnetic fields using timeresolved Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). In addition to the particle orientation distribution obtained by static
SAXS, the time-resolution of our stroboscopic SAXS experiment provides information on the dynamic particle
orientation for a given state of an applied alternating or rotating magnetic field. The dynamic reorientation behavior
was further exploited towards self-organization of these elongated nanoparticles. Using a dynamic field-induced
self-assembly process, we developed nanoparticle arrangements with parallel and perpendicular orientation
towards the substrate that exhibit directionally anisotropic magnetic properties [7].
In this contribution, we will demonstrate the dynamic, field-induced reorientation behavior of elongated magnetic
nanoparticles in dynamic magnetic fields using time-resolved SAXS. We will further report on the consequent
influence of the applied magnetic field on the particle alignment obtained in oriented assemblies.
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Electron spins in colloidal quantum dots as surface sensors and qubits
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The magnetic doping of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals (quantum dots, QDs) has recently attracted significant
interest for applications in quantum information processing (QIP) and life science. [1,2] The controlled incorporation
of a single magnetic ion in a QD (Figure 1a) has led to the observation of Rabi oscillations and long quantum
coherence times (T M ~ 10 𝜇𝜇sec at T = 5 K). [3,4] On the other hand, the heavy doping of QDs with magnetic ions
(up to 7%) confers the QDs with paramagnetic properties that could be exploited in bimodal fluorescence and
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. [5] However, the rational design of functional magnetic QDs requires a detailed
understanding of the interactions occurring at the surface of the QDs between the magnetic impurities and their
surrounding.
Here, we combine pulsed-nuclear and electron spin resonance methods (NMR and ENDOR, respectively) to study
PbS QDs weakly doped with manganese ions and i) demonstrate the detection of Mn spins near the surface of the
QDs; ii) discriminate between inequivalent proton spin relaxations of surrounding capping ligands and solvent
molecules, with sensitivity within 1 nm (Figure 1b); ii) identify the main sources of electron spin decoherence and
sec
T = 250K
at (Figure 1c); and iv) determine the
observe near room temperature Mn spin dynamics with T M ~ 1
strength and anisotropies of Mn electron and surrounding nuclear spin interactions. Our findings pave the way for
the use of surface magnetic impurities in colloidal QDs as sensor of the QD’s surface as well as for the design of
magnetic QDs with enhanced MRI contrast.
Finally, we demonstrate Rabi oscillations of the zero, single and double quantum transitions between the │m s m I >
states of 55Mn isotopes by electron double resonance (ELDOR) methods (Figures 1c-1d) relevant for the exploitation
of 55Mn electron-nuclear spin coherences as qubits in QIP.

Figure1 a) TEM image of a colloidal QD and representation of the interactions between a surface Mn spin and its surrounding
ligands. b) 1H spin relaxation rate versus the NMR detected inequivalent protons of the capping ligands. Inset:1H- NMR
spectrum of the capping ligand’s CH groups in an ensemble of PbS QDs c) Mn electron spin-lattice (T 1 ) and phase memory time
(T M ) versus temperature. Inset: ELDOR spectrum of the Mn zero (ZQ), single (SQ) and double (DQ) quantum transitions and
energy level diagram. d) Rabi oscillations as detected by ELDOR nutation experiments.
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Nanoparticles and interfaces, nanomaterials and molecular magnetism III
Spiral magnetic ordering in nanosized cobalt chromite by polarized neutron scattering
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Multiferroic materials, which exhibit coupling of magnetic and ferroelectric order, have attracted great interest from
fundamental research as well as application in spintronics[1]. One potential multiferroic material is cobalt chromite
with both magnetization and polarization exhibiting of spin origin. The appearance of dielectric polarization in cobalt
chromite is associated with a non-collinear arrangement of spins due to the strong near-neighbor exchange
interaction. Up to date, the presence of non-collinear structure has only been found in single crystal[1-2] and
polycrystalline[3-4] cobalt chromite but never for nanosized cobalt chromite. We will present the appearance of
spiral magnetic ordering with respect to cobalt chromite nanoparticle size.
We investigate magnetic properties of cobalt chromite nanoparticles with different mean particle diameters using
macroscopic magnetization measurements and neutron diffraction with xyz polarization analysis. The prepared
cobalt chromite nanoparticles were structurally characterized by powder X-ray diffraction and morphologically by
transmission electron microscopy. In contrast to the bulk material, where is transition from paramagnetic to longrange ferromagnetic ordering, the synthetized cobalt chromite nanoparticles have magnetic phase transition from
paramagnetic through superparamagnetic to ferrimagnetic ordering. With decreasing of the particle size, a shift of
blocking temperature, T b towards lower values is observed. In case of cobalt chromite nanoparticles with larger
particle size of 26.9(1) nm, a transition to spiral magnetic ordering around 25 K is observed by both macroscopic
magnetization measurements and neutron diffraction with xyz polarization analysis, where it is manifested by the
appearance of magnetic satellite reflections from the non-collinear structure. For evaluation of the non-collinear
magnetic structure the spiral model proposed by Lyons, Kaplan, Dwight, Menyuk4 as well as Hastings and
Corliss[5] was used and the temperature dependence of a propagation vector was obtained. In contrast, no
magnetic scattering contribution is detected for smaller cobalt chromite nanoparticles (3.1(2) nm) even at 5 K,
which will be discussed in-depth together with the evolution of a propagation vector with respect to the nanoparticle
size
We acknowledge JCNS for providing of neutron scattering facility at DNS instrument. This work was supported by
Czech Science Foundation (GACR), Project No. 14-10279S.
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How the surface affects the electronic and magnetic properties of magnetite nanoparticles
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Magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) nanoparticles are objects of intense research activities due to their broad range of applications
covering technological, medical, and environmental applications. They are used e.g. for rotary shaft sealing,
oscillation damping, position sensing, magnetic inks for jet printing, as contrast agents in magnetic resonance
imaging, and to remove heavy metals from wastewater. In addition, magnetite is a half-metal with a predicted
negative spin polarisation making magnetite interesting for spintronics. For all applications, a high quality of
magnetite is crucial to obtain the desired properties. In this work, we studied the influence of the surface on the
electronic and magnetic properties of magnetite nanoparticles by means of x-ray absorption near-edge
spectroscopy (XANES) and its associated magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). In particular, we investigated
ensembles of magnetite nanoparticles with a mean diameter of 3nm, 6nm or 9nm and the influence of capping the
particles with a 3nm thick silica shell or organic ligands.
XANES and XMCD gives the unique possibility to distinguish between the three different Fe species in magnetite, i.e.
tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ ions, octahedrally coordinated Fe3+, and octahedrally coordinated Fe2+, by using
different photon energies for hysteresis measurements. Besides changes in the electronic structure, i.e. in the
density of unoccupied 3d states monitored by XANES, and the effective spin magnetic moments, we obtained a
different spin canting behaviour of Fe ions in magnetite at different lattice sites from the magnetic field dependent
XMCD as shown in the figure below. The results are discussed regarding different exchange mechanisms and
possible advantages and drawbacks for applications.
Measurements were performed at beamline UE46-PGM1, HZB – BESSY II synchrotron radiation facility. We thank
the BESSY II staff for kind support during beamtimes. Financially supported by BMBF (05 ES3XBA/5) and DFG
(WE2623/3-1).

Universal distribution of magnetic anisotropy in ordered and disordered nano grains
A Szilva
Uppsala University, Sweden
We examine the distribution of the magnetic anisotropy (MA) experienced by a magnetic impurity embedded in a
metallic nanograin. As an example of a generic magnetic impurity with partially filled d-shell, we study the case of
d1 impurities imbedded into ordered and disordered Au nanograins, described in terms of a realistic band structure.
Confinement of the electrons induces a magnetic anisotropy that is large, and can be characterized by 5 real
parameters, coupling to the quadrupolar moments of the spin. In ordered (spherical) nanograins, these parameters
exhibit symmetrical structures and reflect the symmetry of the underlying lattice, while for disordered grains they are
randomly distributed and, - for stronger disorder, - their distribution is found to be characterized by random matrix
theory. As a result, the probability of having small magnetic anisotropies is suppressed below a characteristic scale,
which we predict to scale with the number of atoms by power of 3/2. This gives rise to anomalies in the specific
heat and the susceptibility at the characteristic temperatures and produces distinct structures in the magnetic
excitation spectrum of the clusters, that should be possible to detect experimentally.
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Direct imaging of superparamagnetic fluctuations in individual magnetite nanoparticles
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Superparamagnetic magnetite nanoparticles have been proposed for biomagnetic applications. Currently,
measurements of their local magnetic properties are usually inferred from bulk magnetometry techniques.
Questions about how their arrangements and variations in their structure and morphology affect their saturation
magnetic moment and blocking temperature therefore remain open.
Off-axis electron holography in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) can be used to probe magnetism on the
nanometer scale. Here, we use the technique to study superparamagnetic fluctuations in individual 40-nm-sized
magnetite nanoparticles that have blocking temperatures of approximately 400 K (as determined by SQUID
magnetometry) [1]. Different arrangements of nanoparticles (including single particles, dimers and large clusters)
were imaged using electron holography at temperatures between 300 and 733 K in an FEI Titan 80-300 TEM
operated at 300 kV. Electron holograms were acquired using a Gatan K2-IS camera at 400 frames per second.
During the experiment, the specimen temperature was increased in steps of 20 K and hologram series were
acquired. This procedure provided the possibility to determine the blocking temperatures of individual nanoparticles
directly and to study their dependence on particle arrangement and separation. At each specimen temperature, the
magnetic signal for each series was determined by examining the difference between the average phase in the
series and the phase recorded at high temperature (far above the blocking temperature). Figure 1 shows an
example of a magnetic induction map determined from the difference between phase shifts recorded from two
nanoparticles at 323 and 733 K. Since a magnetic signal is present, one can infer that the nanoparticles are in a
blocked state at 323 K and in the superparamagnetic regime at 733 K. At temperatures close to the blocking
temperature, fluctuations in the direction of the magnetic moment of each nanoparticle can be studied by
examining each individual hologram within a series. Although the signal to noise ratio in each electron hologram is
low, it can be improved by using denoising approaches. Changes between frames can also be addressed by using
compressed sensing algorithms.
We are grateful to Cory Czarnik and Ana Pakzad from Gatan Inc. for making the K2-IS camera available for the
experiments and to the European Research Council for an Advanced Grant.
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Dynamic cantilever magnetometry on individual magnetic nanoparticles
B Gross, A Mehlin, M Wyss and M Poggio
University of Basel, Switzerland
Detecting magnetic moments of individual nanoscale particles is an experimental challenge.
Here, we present a technique for the investigation of nanometer-scale magnetism based on the sensitive
mechanical detection of magnetic torque: dynamic cantilever magnetometry (DCM) [1]. With the object of interest
being attached to the tip of an ultrasensitive cantilever, cf. the SEM image below, DCM allows the collection of
information on the saturation magnetization, anisotropy, switching behavior, and magnetic phases.
With this technique we have studied e.g. the magnetic skyrmion phase of MnSi nanowires, where effects of reduced
dimensionality could be shown [2]. Another example is the investigation of ferromagnetic nanotubes [1, 2],
interesting because of their potential flux-closure ground state at low applied magnetic fields. Adopting
improvements to DCM [4, 5], we were able to detect signals from iron nanoparticles as small as 25 nm in diameter.
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Abstract to follow.

Nanoscale imaging of spin Hall effect-driven magnetization reversal
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We use scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA)[1] to directly image spin Hall effect-driven
in-plane magnetization reversal of Co 20 Fe 60 B 20 (2 nm) elements on Ta (6 nm) wires in zero applied field. The spin
Hall effect provides the ability to efficiently manipulate magnetization electrically, without applying a magnetic
field[2,3]. Recent research has focused on characterizing the spin Hall effect using transport measurements and
ferromagnetic resonance[4], but magnetic imaging of spin Hall effect-driven magnetization reversal to date has
been limited to optical Kerr microscopy[5]. Using SEMPA, we are able to image magnetization changes in the CoFeB
elements driven by current pulses in the Ta wire with better than 100 nm resolution, which provides a clearer picture
of the details of the magnetization than can be inferred from transport measurements alone. For example, the
images below show changes in the y component of magnetization after current pulses in the x direction with density
5×1011 A/m2 through the underlying Ta wire in the directions indicated by the arrows. White contrast in (a) shows
magnetization reversed from down to up, and black contrast in (b) shows magnetization reversed from up to down.
The symmetry of the switching is opposite to that of the Oersted field but is consistent with the negative spin Hall
angle of Ta.
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Spin Hall effect induced spin wave amplification in Permalloy/platinum bilayers
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The use of spin waves for information transfer and storage is the key aim of the field of magnonics. The functionality
of magnonic devices depends strongly on the magnetic damping of the metallic ferromagnetic films, which limits the
ability of spin waves to transfer signal over long distances. Recently, it has been shown that in ferromagnetic/heavy
metal bilayers, the magnetic damping can be controlled electrically using the Spin Hall Effect (SHE) [1,2]. In this
work, we report on an experimental study of the effect of an electrical current on the relaxation rate of propagating
spin waves in a permalloy/Pt bilayer using propagating spin-wave spectroscopy [3]. In the studied devices (inset of
Fig.1) a spin wave with a well-defined wave length of 900 nm is excited and detected by a pair of spin-wave
antennas patterned on top of Py(15nm)/Pt(10nm) strip. The amplitude and phase of the oscillating signals
measured for different antenna spacing are then analyzed to extract the relaxation rate of the propagating spin
wave. Once an electric current is applied, it modifies the amplitude of the signal (inset of Fig.1), that is a direct
demonstration of the SHE-induced spin transfer torque effect: the spin current generated by the SHE in the Pt layer
is injected into the Py layer and changes the magnetization precession via the spin transfer torque, leading to a
reduction or enhancement of the spin wave relaxation rate, depending on the current polarity. We observe a
modification of the spin-wave relaxation rate which is linear in current density, reaching up to 14% for an electric
current of 50 mA (Fig.1) [4]. Estimating the fraction of current flowing in the Pt layer and using the slope of the
linear fit (Fig.1), we deduce an effective spin Hall angle of 0.13, which is among the highest values reported so far
[5]. Thus, we demonstrate that the spin Hall effect is an efficient way of amplifying/attenuating propagating spin
waves.

Fig.1. Dependence of the spin wave relaxation rate 𝛤𝛤 on the electrical current I. (top inset) Signal measured at ±50
mA. (bottom inset) Scanning electron microscopy image of a device
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Ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic nanostructures for the electrical measurement of the Spin Hall Effect
V T Pham, L Vila, G Zahnd, A Marty, W Savero-Torres and J P Attané
CEA, INAC, SPINTEC and Université Grenoble Alpes, France
Pure spin currents correspond to the case of spin up and spin down electrons in equal number, flowing in opposite
directions so that there is a transfer of angular momentum without overall charge current flow. Spin-orbit (SO)
interactions can be used to achieve the conversion between charge currents and pure spin currents: the direct
(charge to spin) or inverse (spin to charge) conversions can occur by spin Hall effect (SHE) in the bulk of metals[1] ,
semiconductors[2] and superconductors[3], by Rashba effect in 2D electron gas[4] , or in topological insulators[5].
The angular momentum carried by pure spin currents can be used to excite or to switch the magnetization[6] , and
the promising use of SO interactions in spintronics has given birth to an expending field of research, the
spinorbitronics[7].
The precise evaluation of the conversion efficiency becomes a crucial issue, the need for straightforward ways to
observe this conversion has emerged as one of the main challenges in spintronics. In this report, we propose a
simple device, akin to the ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic bilayers used in most spin-orbit torques experiments, and
consisting of a SHE wire connected to two transverse ferromagnetic electrodes [Fig. 1a]. We show that this system
allows probing electrically the direct and inverse conversion in a SHE system [Fig. 1b], and measuring both the spin
Hall angle and the spin diffusion length. By applying this method to several SHE metals and alloys (Pt, Pd, Au, Ta,
W, AuW and AuTa), we show that it represents a promising tool for the metrology of spin-orbit materials.

Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the conversion device. The magnetization within the ferromagnetic electrodes, represented

by black arrows, is along the x direction. A charge current Jc flows along SHE wire (in the Y direction), and generates
a spin current Js along the Z direction, as down-spin and up-spin electrons are deflected along the positive and
negative Z direction, respectively. Consequently, a spin accumulation appears at the edges of the SHE wire, which
can be probed by the ferromagnetic electrodes. (b) The SHE signal in the conversion device of CoFe/Pt.
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In magnetic materials, the exchange interaction between the conduction electron spin and the local magnetization
is responsible for a variety of important and interesting phenomena. Among the spintronic effects caused by this
interaction, spin-transfer torque provides a path to promising information technology by enabling the angular
momentum to be transferred between the electrons and magnetization. The same interaction can also mediate a
transfer of energies between the two channels. Such a transfer is mediated by the spinmotive force (SMF), where
magnetic energies stored by the magnetization can be transformed to an electric voltage. The SMF reflects the
temporal and spatial variations of the magnetization, and thus offers a powerful way of probing and exploring the
dynamics and nature of various magnetic textures.
Whereas these phenomena have been intensively studied mostly for ferromagnets, antiferro-magnets (AFMs) are
generating more attention in the field of spintronics due to their potential to become a key player in technological
applications where AFMs play an active role. This motivates the demand for reliable methods to observe dynamical
AFM textures that are often difficult to see directly because of their small magnetization. SMF, if present, would
allow for a detection of the AFM dynamics by electrical means.
In the presentation, we will show our theoretical work that predicts a finite electric voltage to appear in dynamical
AMFs[1]. We suggest a formalism of the SMF in two-sublattice AMFs, and demonstrate that domain wall motion and
antiferromagnetic resonance generate dc and ac SMFs, respectively. These results indicate the capacity of SMF for
detecting AFM dynamics by generating electric signals. We will also touch on the recent progress on our formalism
of and predictions on spin-transfer torque in the AFMs.
[1]
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Towards ferromagnetic resonance in scanning tunnelling microscopy using homodyne detection: exciting skyrmions
M Hervé, M Peter, T Balashov and W Wulfhekel
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Germany
Spin polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy (SP-STM) is a powerful tool to study the local spin structure of
magnetic surfaces with a lateral resolution down to the A range [1]. The time resolution of conventional STM is
limited by the bandwidth of its transimpedance amplifier which is used to convert tunnelling current in the pA/nA
range to a manageable voltage. Typical bandwidth are around several kHz which is much too low to track the
magnetic precession dynamic of single nanoobjects. In this communication we report on the experimental
development of a new technique to measure locally ferromagnetic resonance signal with a SP-STM. The concept of
this experiment, inspired by the spin torque diode effect [2], is based on the homodyne detection of the resonance
signal in the sample. A continuous radio-frequency (rf) voltage (up to 3 GHz) is mixed to the bias voltage of the STM.
If there is a magnetisation precession under the STM tip, the tunnelling conductance will be modulated at the
resonance frequency. When the high frequency signal mixed to the tunneling junction reach the resonance
frequency of the precession, the tunneling current is rectified. This rectified current, measurable by conventional
STM transimpedance amplifier correspond to a ferromagnetic resonance signal in the sample.
The experiment is carried out in a home-built STM operated at 4.2 K under ultra-high vacuum. The continuous
electromagnetic wave is provided by a rf generator and sent to the STM sample stage through a 50 Ω transmission
line and is compensated for losses within the line [3]. The system we choose to study with this method is the
skyrmionic spin structure Fe(0.4ML)/Ir(111) [4]. Figure 1(a) display a SP-STM topography revealing the magnetic
structure. On several position of the spin structure, the additional DC component of the tunnelling current generated
by the introduced microwave is recorded versus the rf-frequency (figure 1(b)). This experiments allowed to reveal a
resonance signal at 615 MHz. Figure 1(c) and (d) present the lateral dependency of amplitude (figure 1(c)) and
frequency position (figure 1(d)) of the peak. The spatial dependency on the signal is directly correlated to spin
structure of the skyrmionic lattice indicating a local excitation of the skyrmions. Alternative scenarios of the signal
will also be discussed.

Figure 1: (a) SP-STM topography revealing the skyrmionic spin structure on Fe(1 ML)/Ir(111) – (b) Additional DC component of
the tunneling current versus the rf frequency recorded on several location of the spin structure – Spatial variation of the
amplitude (c) and frequency position (d) of the peak within an area of 2x2nm2 of the skyrmionic lattice.
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Hanle magnetoresistance: a novel spin Hall related magnetoresistance without the presence of a ferromagnet
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In this talk we will present a new type of magnetoresistance (MR) occurring in thin metal films with strong spin-orbit
coupling [1]. We experimentally demonstrate that the electrical resistance in Pt and Ta thin films increases due to
the interaction of the spin currents generated by the spin Hall effects with the applied magnetic field via the Hanle
effect, an effect originally predicted by Dyakonov [2]. Although it is closely related to the recently discovered spin
Hall magnetoresistance in Pt/Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 bilayers [3], the presence of a magnetic insulator is not required. By
adapting Dyakonov´s model to our geometry and boundary conditions, we can explain and fit our magnetic-fieldand angular-dependent MR curves (Fig.1), allowing us to estimate the spin diffusion length λ, the spin Hall angle
θ SH and the electronic diffusion coefficient D of metals with complex Fermi surface such as Pt and Ta. This novel MR,
which we call “Hanle magnetoresistance” (HMR), provides an alternative, simple way to quantitatively study the
coupling between charge and spin currents in metals with strong spin-orbit coupling.

Figure 1. HMR effect measured in Pt and Ta on non-magnetic insulating substrates. (a), (b) Magnetic-fielddependent MR curves taken in Pt(7nm)/Pyrex and Pt(3nm)/Pyrex, respectively. Sketch in panel (b) shows the color
code of the magnetic field direction and measurement configuration. Thick blue and red curves show the theoretical
fits to our HMR model. (c) Amplitude of the HMR effect as a function of Ta thickness at H=9T measured in films
grown on SiO 2 . Thick red and blue lines show fits of the experimental data to the HMR model assuming different θ SH
values, allowing us to extract λ and D in Ta. Inset: Angular-dependent MR measurements performed in the three
principal planes of the sample. Thick black and purple lines show fits of the MR to the expected angular
dependencies. See Ref. 1 for more details.
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We present a theoretical study about the influence of magneto-crystalline anisotropies on the static and dynamic
magnetic properties of trilayers coupled via bilinear and biquadratic exchange fields for situations in which the
systems are grown in unusual [hkl] low-symmetry directions. We considered identical ferromagnetic layers
separated by non-magnetic layers with two different thicknesses chosen based on the Fibonacci sequence. We
apply a realistic phenomenological model, with a total free magnetic energy that includes four terms: Zeeman, cubic
anisotropy, bilinear coupling, and biquadratic coupling. We consider parameters from the literature to illustrate our
results for Fe/Cr/Fe systems. In particular, six different magnetic scenarios for the [211] and [321] low-symmetry
growth orientations and three sets of exchange fields were analyzed, and the associated magnetization,
magnetoresistance, and spin-wave frequencies were calculated. Our results show that the combination of magnetocrystalline symmetries and exchange fields leads to various interesting properties, including different values of the
saturation field for the magnetization and magnetoresistance curves. Regarding the spin-wave modes, we observed
the presence of Goldstone modes, associated with second-order phase transitions, resulting from the competition
between the Zeeman and biquadratic energies.
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Determination of the magnetic structure in Co- and Fe- rich amorphous microwires is the key element of the
microwire application in magnetic sensor. During last years we studied surface domains in glass covered microwires
using MOKE technique [1, 2]. Starting at room temperature we have determined the main types of the domain
structures (Fig. 1): a) monodomain structure; b) multi-domains structure; c) vortex-like structure. Special attention
was directed on the influence of mechanical stresses and super high frequency electric current on domain structure.
The new step of our investigation is the study of the temperature influence on the surface domains. Performing the
MOKE study in the temperature range of 20-200OC we have found the variety of new structures. Two of them are
presented in Figs. 1d)-e). These structures could be characterised as a hybrid structures. They mainly consist of two
or more local sub-structures which have different domain period and different mobility of domain walls. Now we
recognize that some of these structures are the prolongation of the inner core while the others exist locally in the
outer shell. Another important characteristic of new structures is the meta-stable character of their existence. The
temperature variation could eliminate the local structure supporting in the same time the matrix structure.

Fig. 1. Domain structures observed in glass covered microwires.
During the MOKE experiments we put our attention on the temperature behaviour of INVARtype microwires which are
characterized by the high temperature stability. At this condition the influence of glass covering becomes essential.
Now we understand that the observed temperature effects are related to the specific distribution of the internal
stresses inside the microwire and the influence of glass covering: the glass coating introduces additional internal
stresses due to the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of glass coating and metallic nucleus.
Systematizing the variety of the observed domain structures we have focused on the methods of the creation and
transformation of domain structure and on the temperature range where the domains exist because these
parameters are very important for the stable operation of magnetic sensors.
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Antiferromagnetic orderings of magnetic ions in Mott insulators Nd2CuO4, of tetragonal symmetry, which are using in
HTS investigations, are of interest in investigations of behavior of the systems of correlated electrons carriers, which
determine destructions of antiferromagnetic orderings of Nd and Cu magnetic moments in Nd2-xCexCuO4±δ in certain
ranges of Nd , Ce and O concentrations, when formations of new states, as examples, strips, charge, spin density
waves, take place, when correlated electrons carriers are introduced in materials. Investigations of interactions of
magnetic ions, based on theory of crystallographic and magnetic symmetry, which determine non-collinear
antiferromagnetism of ordered magnetic moments of four Cu ions
and polarized-ordered magnetic moments of four Nd ions in the
magnetic unit cells of Nd2CuO4, are caring out using vector
v.s.magnetometers, which investigate magnetic field dependencies
of three, separate components of samples magnetic moments.
Investigations of magnetic phase transitions of non-collinear
antiferromagnetic orderings in systems of ordered magnetic
moments of Cu ions and polarized-ordered magnetic moments of
Nd ions in magnetic fields Hc1 ~ 42kOe and Hc2 ~ 8.4kOe, at
magnetic fields orientations along [110] and [100] axis and
temperatures, T ~1.8K, in Nd2CuO4 can be used in investigations of
transformations of antiferromagnetic orderings in Nd2-xCexCuO4±δ.
Examples of magnetic field dependencies of Mx(H,T) components of
the samples magnetic moments, along magnetic fields, oriented
along [110] axis and My(H,T) components of samples magnetic
moments, perpendicular to magnetic fields, oriented at small
angles with respect to [110] axis in basic planes, at T~4.2K(1),
1.8K(2) are presented in Fig.1a,b. As can be indicated, magnetic
phase transitions of polarized – ordered magnetic moments of
interacting Nd–Nd, Nd– Cu, Cu–Cu ions in magnetic fields Hc1 ~
42kOe, which are difficult to observe in magnetic field
dependencies of the Mx(H,T) components, are determined by rapid
appearance of the magnetic field dependencies of My(H,T)
components of samples magnetic moments. Such appearances of magnetic field dependencies of My(H,T)
components in fields Hc1 are determined by brake of the non–collinear antiferromagnetic orderings in systems of
polarized – ordered Nd magnetic moments and non-collinear antiferromagnetic orderings of ordered Cu magnetic
moments, determined by changes of orientations of Cu magnetic moments. Indicated rapid appearances of
magnetic field dependencies of the My(H,T) components of Nd2CuO4 magnetic moments in fields Hc1, with
maximums in magnetic fields H ~ 46kOe and next diminishing of values of magnetic field dependencies of My(H,T)
components in high magnetic fields, where saturations of magnetic field dependencies of the Mx(H,T) components
to the values ~ 2M0(Nd), determined by saturations of Nd magnetic moments along magnetic fields, take place,
present possibility to investigate transformations of such magnetic field dependencies of My(H,T) components of
samples magnetic moments, which are determined by destructions of non-collinear antiferromagnetic orderings of
Nd and Cu ions, to investigate particularities of phase diagrams of systems of correlated electrons in the Nd2xCexCuO4±δ Mott insulators, when correlated electrons carriers are introduced in such materials.
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The intermetallic CeT 2 X 2 compounds, with T = transition d-metal and X = p-metal, have been investigated for a
variety of ground state properties as the heavy-fermion behavior, valence-fluctuations, non-Fermi-liquid behavior, or
superconductivity. These properties are the result of the competition between several interactions which take place
in these materials: RKKY and Kondo interaction, and an influence of the crystal electric field on the single electron in
the 4f shell. Another highly interesting phenomenon was proposed for CePd 2 Al 2 : the strong interaction between
crystal field excitations and phonon modes [1]. This type of interaction leads to the formation of so called <vibron>
quasi-bound state, which was firstly proposed for cubic CeAl 2 [2] and later on for only several other compounds,
e.g. CePd 2 Al 2 [1], CeCuAl 3 [3] or PrNi 2 [4].
We present neutron scattering results on compounds from the CePd 2 (Al,Ga) 2 series. CePd 2 Al 2 crystallizes in the
tetragonal CaBe 2 Ge 2 -type structure (space group P4/nmm) and undergoes a structural phase transition to an
orthorhombic structure (Cmma) below 13 K. The amplitude modulated magnetic structure of CePd 2 Al 2 is described
by an incommensurate propagation vector k = (0.06, 0.54, 0). The magnetic moments order antiferromagnetically
within the planes, stacked along the c-axis, and are oriented close to the orthorhombic a-axis with a maximum value
of 1.5(1) μB/Ce3+. CePd 2 Ga 2 reveals a magnetic structure composed of two components: the first is described by
the propagation vector k1 = (½, ½ , 0), and the second one propagates with k2 = (0, ½, 0). The magnetic moments
of both components are aligned along the same direction - the orthorhombic [100] direction and their total
amplitude varies depending on the mutual phase of magnetic moment components on each Ce site.
Inelastic neutron scattering experiments disclosed three non-dispersive magnetic excitations in CePd2Al2, while only
two are expected from crystal field (CF) splitting for this cerium-based compound. The presence of an additional
magnetic peak is described within the Thalmeier-Fulde CF excitation-phonon model generalized to the tetragonal
point symmetry. The second parent compound CePd2Ga2 does not display any sign of additional magnetic
excitation. The expected two CF excitations were observed. The magnetic excitations in substituted CePd2(Al,Ga)2
compounds were also investigated.
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Fe55Co17Ga28 alloy was made in an induction furnace, and then slowly cooled to room temperature (RT). The
structural property of the as-cast alloy was examined by an x-ray diffracto-meter. From the diffraction pattern, we
conclude that the major phases in the alloy are the A2 and D03 phases, and the minor phases contain the D019,
and L12 phases. The optical microscopy images of the alloy sample show that for most of the grains, the ordered
D03 phase precipitated heterogeneously both along the grain boundaries and inside the grains. The magnetic
hysteresis loop was measured by the vibration sample magnetometer: saturation magnetization MS = 113 emu/g,
and coercivity HC = 4 Oe. Complex permeability ( 
μ ≣ μR – iμI) as a function of frequency (f) was obtained by using
an LCZ meter. At 20 Hz (low-f), μR equals to 280. The mechanical properties, such as Young’s modulus (E) and
shear modulus (G), were measured as a function of magnetic field (H), respectively, by the impulse excitation of
vibration (IEV) method. The ∆E or ∆G effect is defined as ∆E/E ≣ [ES – Eo]/ES, or ∆G/G ≣ [GS – Go]/GS, where
subscript “s” means the near saturation state @H = 3.0 KOe, and the subscript “o” means the zero-field state.
Moreover, the flexural magneto-mechanical coupling coefficient (KE) and the torsional magneto-mechanical
coupling coefficient (KG) can be calculated from the following definitions: (KE)2/[1 – (KE)2] ≣ 
∆E/ES and (KG)2/[1 –
2
∆G/GS. Thus, KE = 15.7% and KG = 15.2% for the Fe55Co17Ga28 alloy.
(KG) ] ≣ 
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The influence of on-site spin-flip processes on Majorana bound states in topological superconducting wires
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Majorana bound states (MBSs) in solid state systems have been attracting a lot of interest of researchers beginning
with Kitaev’s pioneer works [1]. Since MBSs are spatially separated the qubit formed by a pair of such MBSs is
robust against decoherence by local perturbation which is the main obstacle for the realization of quantum
computer. In addition, quantum information encoded in MBSs can be manipulated by braiding operations as MBSs
obey non-Abelian statistics [2]. Majorana fermions as emergent quasiparticles were predicted in different systems.
Among these, 1D semiconducting wire/superconductor heterostructures can be engineered into Kitaev’s topological
superconducting state supporting MBSs at two ends of the wire [3, 4]. To achieve that the combination of induced
s-type superconductivity, a Zeeman field and strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is necessary. The last is usually
modeled by the spin-flip processes on neighboring sites of the wire (the Rashba term). In this work we considered
on-site spin-flip processes as an additional manifestation of strong SOC in the system.
We studied a one-dimensional semiconducting wire with both strong Rashba SOC and on-site spin-flip scattering in
the proximity of a superconductor and subjected to a Zeeman magnetic field. The Hamiltonian of the wire can be
given in tight-binding as follows

where 𝜀𝜀𝜎𝜎 = 𝑡𝑡 + 𝜎𝜎𝑉𝑉𝑧𝑧 − 𝜇𝜇 is an on-site electron energy; t - a hopping integral between sites; V z – a Zeeman energy;
α – the Rashba SOI constant; r – an intensity of on-site spin-flip processes; Δ – an induced pair potential; N – a total
number of sites.

Figure 1. (a) The dependence of MBS energy, E 1 , and the energies of first excited states, E 2 and E 3 , on a Zeeman
field. (b) The site distribution of the MBS spin polarization. Parameters: μ=0, t=1, r=0.25, α=0.5, Δ=0.1, N=40.
It is demonstrated that Majorana end states can appear without the magnetic field exceeding a threshold [3, 4].
Moreover, these states emerge even at the zero fields (see the splitting between MBS energy, E 1 , and first excited
state energy, E 2 , at fig.1a). The analysis of the probability density distribution of the Majorana bound states allowed
to find their spin polarization. It is symmetric with respect to the wire centre when r=0 (see dashed red line at fig.1b)
[5]. In the opposite case the polarization is antisymmetric (dotted blue line). Finally when both magnetic field and
on-site spin-flip scattering are taken into account the symmetry is broken (solid black line).

This study was supported by the Comprehensive programme SB RAS no. 0358-2015-0007, the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research, projects nos. 15-42-04372, 16-02-00073.
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Effects of Finite-size Effect and Components on Magnetic Properties in Iron Sulfide Nanowire Arrays
X Luo
Xiamen University, China
In recent years, there have been a considerable number of studies regarding magnetic nanowire arrays embedded in
anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) templates, which may have a strong potential as possible candidates for a future
generation of high-density magnetic information storage media. Magnetic metal nanowires, such as Fe, Co, Ni and
their alloys, have been prepared and studied successfully. Although there are many reports of nanowires of several
metal chalcogenides, oxides and nitrides, there are few reports to date on iron sulfide nanowires, possibly because
of the inherent difficulty in the synthesis and control of stoichiometry of these materials. The Fe–S system has a
complex phase diagram and a broad range of compositions of Fe 1−x S (pyrrhotite) phases occurring between FeS and
FeS 2 , showing interesting magnetic and electrical properties. Here, we report the size and the components effect on
the magnetic properties in Fe 1−x S nanowire arrays which have been prepared by electrodeposition with AAO films.
The size can be controlled easily with the diameter of the hole and the components were taken over readily with
empirical formulae. The microstructural, component and magnetic properties of the arrays were investigated using
several experimental techniques. The hysteresis loop shape and the magnetization are dependent on the diameter
and the component of the nanowires strictly. Also, a growth mechanism has been speculated.
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We present a recently developed ab initio theory of the Gilbert damping in substitutionally disordered ferromagnetic
alloys [1]. The theory rests on introduced nonlocal torques which replace traditional local torque operators in the
well-known torque-correlation formula and which can be formulated within the atomic-sphere approximation. The
formalism is worked out both in a simple tight-binding model and in the relativistic tight-binding linear muffin-tin
orbital (TB-LMTO) method and the coherent potential approximation (CPA). The resulting nonlocal torques are
represented by nonrandom, non-site-diagonal and spin-independent matrices, which simplifies the configuration
averaging. The CPA-vertex corrections play a crucial role for the internal consistency of the theory and for its exact
equivalence to other first-principles approaches based on the random local torques.
The developed theory has been applied to a broad class of itinerant ferromagnets including (i) binary (fcc NiFe, bcc
FeCo) and ternary (permalloy doped by transition-metal impurities) random alloys, (ii) pure iron with a model
atomic-level disorder (see Fig. 1), and (iii) stoichiometric FePt alloys with a varying degree of L10 atomic long-range
order. Besides a comparison of the obtained results to those of other authors and to experiment, following aspects
will be discussed: concentration trends of the Gilbert damping and their relation to the density of states at the Fermi
energy, to the alloy magnetization and to the strength of the alloy disorder and of the spin-orbit interaction.
Moreover, the non-monotonic temperature dependence of the Gilbert damping, which is conductivity-like at low
temperatures and resistivity-like at elevated temperatures, has been reproduced for pure iron in semi-quantitative
agreement with experiment.

Fig. 1:
The Gilbert damping parameter α (left scale) and the
residual resistivity ρ (right scale) as functions of the
strength δ of the spin-independent atomic-level
disorder in pure bcc iron.
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Both nickelates and cobaltites in their perovskite thin-film forms are intensively studied both for commercial
applications as well as their unique and interesting fundamental properties1,2. Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) phases
related to these perovskite oxides are also intensively studied and certain nickelates being isoelectronic to
cuperates are as potential candidates for high Tc superconductivity. Furthermore, RP phases of cobaltites are
finding applications as solid oxide fuel cell electrodes for next generation technology. We3 as well as the Greenblatt
group4 have pioneered synthesis and high temperature structure-property characterization and assignment of crystal
structure of RP phases of such cobaltites, especially the RP3 phases. As the La 4 M 3 O 10 RP3 phases of M = Ni and
Co are isostructural with a monoclinic structure in P2 1 /a symmetry for all concentrations5, this provides us the
impetus to study the magnetic, electronic and specific heat properties of these low-dimensional systems. Here we
present our understanding of the physical properties and provide comparisons with their respective perovskite type
phases. Nickelate RP3 sample clearly show an existence of a charge density wave and a small pseudo-gap
extending up to room temperature with itinerant metallic behaviour below T CDW , whereas, the Cobaltite RP3 sample
is semiconducting at room temperature, and show a pronounced transition into a metallic state at lower
temperatures. In these respects the RP3 phases show strong deviations from their perovskite parent compounds.

Figure 1: Resistivity (left) and magnetic (right) susceptibility as a function of temperature of for La 4 (Ni 1-x Co x ) 3 O 10+δ
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Spin-torque oscillators (STOs) have recently drawn a lot of attention in the context of microwave signal generation.
However, only a few attempts have been made in order to investigate their dynamic properties as magnetic field
sensors. A possibility of such an usage of an STO device has been demonstrated both theoretically and
experimentally [1,2], but the external field has been so far assumed as uniform, which is not universally true for
many application cases such as e.g. magnetic hard disk read heads. In this work, we utilize micromagnetic
approach in order to analyse the potentially detrimental effect of magnetic field inhomogeneities on STO
magnetization and, in consequence, its ability to act as a magnetic field sensor.
We use an STO device based on tunnel magnetoresistance sensor and investigate its dynamics under both uniform
external magnetic fields as well as non-uniform fields originating from series of bit-like structures few nanometers
wide each, treating the total resistance of the junction as the simulation output and using signal processing
methods similar to those presented in [2] together with injection lock technique.
Example readout signals are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen
that both the uniform field and the field originating from
10nmwide bits allow for reproduction of the original bit
sequence, while the field originating from 6nmwide bits does
not lead to successful readout, indicating the detrimental
effect of the magnetic field inhomogeneities which become
increasingly important as the size of the bit is lowered. We
note that the uniform field readout is investigated for both
10nm-wide (not shown in the Fig.1.) and 6nm-wide case with
only negligible difference found. The hypothetical read speed
is set to 6.5 Gbit/s in all cases.
We acknowledge the Polish National Science Center grant
Preludium DEC-2015/17/N/ST7/03749.
J.Ch. acknowledges the scholarship under Marian
Smoluchowski Krakow Research Consortium
KNOW programme. Numerical calculations were supported by
PL-GRID infrastructure.
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Exchange bias occurs when a ferromagnet (F) is coupled to an antiferromagnet (AF) and field cooled. It is observed
through a number of effects such as a shift in the hysteresis loop (H ex ) and an increase in the coercivity (H C ). The
effect is used to pin one layer in GMR or TMR stacks in read heads. Whilst the behaviour of the bulk AF grains is
understood the true mechanism of the interface remains elusive [1].
The current concept of the interface is that it contains spin clusters distributed in volume and/or anisotropy showing
behaviour similar to superparamagnetic particles. Part of the difficulty in developing a model of the interface is a
lack of experimental data showing the relationship between the setting field and temperature dependence of H ex , H C
and the athermal training effect (ΔH C1 ). Furthermore the data that is available is distributed across a number of
systems produced in different environments.
In this work the composition of the F/AF (CoFe/IrMn) interface was varied from Ir rich to Mn rich. This was done by
depositing dusting layers (≤6Å) of Ir and Mn. Mn is the moment carrying atom and its variation is equivalent to
changing the volume of the spin clusters. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) shown in figure 1a) data shows that up to t Ir =6Å the
Ir dusting does not appear as an independent layer but as an extension of the IrMn. This is seen in the density
where to obtain a good fit the Ir density must match that of the IrMn and only approaches bulk values at t Ir =6Å.
The behaviour of H C is highly dependent on the order of the interface in exchange biased systems, indeed the origin
of the increase in H C is thought to be due to irreversible spin clusters at the interface. Therefore as Ir is added to the
interface the cluster volume will effectively decrease leading to two effects: 1) H C will drop to that typically observed
for CoFe and 2) lower temperatures will be required to freeze the interfacial spins giving an increase in H C . This is
shown in figure 1b) where for all Ir thicknesses above 1Å H C is ~25Oe at room temperature. Furthermore with
decreasing Ir thickness H C is seen to increase dramatically and approaches saturation for t Ir =0.5Å. This saturation
implies that the full distribution of spin clusters is frozen.
a)

b)

Figure 1a) The measured thickness and density of the Ir dusting layer and b) temperature dependence of the
coercivity with respect to t Ir .
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Quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) phase is a two-dimensional bulk ferromagnetic insulator with a nonzero Chern
number usually in presence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Associated metallic chiral edge states carry
dissipationless current transport in electronic devices. Due to its intriguing nontrivial topological properties and great
potential application for designing dissipationless spintronics, extensive theoretical and experimental studies have
been made to search for real materials to host such QAHE. Indeed, this intriguing QAH phase has recently been
observed in magnetic impurity-doped topological insulators, albeit, at extremely low temperatures [1]. Based on
first-principle density functional calculations, we predict that the QAH phases would exist in two kinds of layered 4d
and 5d transition mental oxides at high temperatures [2-3]. Furthermore, theoretical analysis reveals that the QAH
phases in these oxide systems originate from two distinctly different mechanisms [2-3]. I gratefully acknowledge
that the works presented here were carried out in collaboration mainly with Jian Zhou, Qi-Fend Liang and Hirak
Kumar Chandra.
[1] C.-Z Chang et al., Experimental Observation of the quantum anomalous Hall effect in a magnetic topological
insulator, Science 340, 167 (2013)
[2] J. Zhou et al., Quantum topological Hall effect and antiferromagnetism in K 0.5 RhO 2 , arXiv: 1602.08553 (2016)
[3] H.K. Chandra and G. Y. Guo, Quantum anomalous Hall phase in magnetic perovskite superlattices along the
[111] direction, arXiv:1512.08843 (2015)
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Among the variety of ways of substitution in iron superconductors there is only one example, when a 3d-element
(Fe) replaces an alkali metal (Li) to form Li1-xFexFeAs (x≤0.04) [JACS 2010, 132, 10567]. In our work we show that
not only Fe, but also Mn or Cu atoms may be incorporated in the tetragonal-pyramidal polyhedra [LiAs5] of the
LiFeAs structure instead of lithium. In the case of Li1-xMnxFeAs a continuous series of solid solutions (0 <x <1) is
formed, and in the case of Li1-xCuxFeAs the maximum level of substitution 𝒙𝒙 was found to be about 0.3.

Polycrystalline samples Li1-xTMxFeAs with a degree of substitution x = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3. 0.5 for TM = Cu and x = 0,
0.05, 0.1, 0.3. 0.5, 0.7, 1 for TM = Mn were prepared by a two-stage solid state synthetic approach. According to
the scanning electron microscopy, specimens consisted of partially sintered lamellar microcrystals having
dimensions of 5-20 μm. The EDX analysis of individual microcrystals showed that for all samples the atomic iron
content was equal to the content of arsenic, and the content of TM deviated from the nominal content by not more
than 2.5%.

Full-profile analysis of diffraction data by the Rietveld method confirmed the partial replacement of lithium by TM
cations. Along with the main phase isostructural to LiFeAs (space group P4/𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏), the impurity phase FeAs is
present in the samples. Increase of the degree of substitution of lithium by TM is accompanied by a decrease of the
unit cell parameters, which corresponds to decreasing of the interlayer distance.
The study of the isothermal magnetization curves and the T-dependence of the magnetic susceptibility curves for Li1𝒙𝒙(T) curves on the
xCuxFeAs samples (x≤0.3) showed that they exhibit paramagnetic properties. Treatment of the 
basis of the Curie-Weiss model allows us to conclude that the samples contain only diamagnetic Cu+ cations.
Approximation of the magnetization curves by a Langevin function allowed us to determine the effective magnetic
moments (4.3 - 5.5 μB) and the concentration of the magnetic centers (approximately 0.3%). Thus, the magnetic
properties of Li1-xCuxFeAs (x≤0.3) samples can be described within the model of non-interacting magnetic moments,
which may be impurity iron cations in the lithium positions.
The features of the electronic and magnetic state of iron cations of the Li1-xTMxFeAs samples were studied by
Mössbauer spectroscopy on 57Fe. The main spectral component over the entire temperature range is a slightly
enlarged broadened, quadrupole doublet, which corresponds to the localisation of iron in a tetrahedral environment
of arsenic atoms within conducting layers. In addition to the main component, the second signal is present in the
spectra, which corresponds to the FeAs impurity. In contrast to TM=Cu, Li1-xMnxFeAs samples exhibited complex
magnetic behavior and spontaneous magnetization observed up to room temperature.
The authors would like to acknowledge the financial support by the Volkswagen Foundation and the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research (grant # 15-03-99628).
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Magnetic and electronic properties of selected RT x Ge 2 compounds
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The ternary rare-earth based intermetallic compounds exhibit interesting physical and structural properties [1].
These structures changing composition and stoichiometry change drastically their magnetic properties. Lots of them
were experimentally studied concerning their magnetic properties but only a few were studied theoretically
explaining nature of their magnetic behaviour [2-6].
In presented work the magnetic and electronic properties of RT x Ge 2 (R=Tb, Dy, Ho or Er, T=Mn, Co, Cr) were
investigated theoretically applying plane-wave DFT/PBE methodology. The computational investigations were
performed for the crystallographic structure with the space group Cmcm. The theoretically obtained structural
parameters are in good agreement to the data contained in Ref.[1, 7]. Following the geometry optimization of the
investigated structures was confirmed that the rare-earth atoms are arranged in double-layer slabs and they have
essential impact on the magnetic properties of investigated compounds. Thus, essentially for the non-stoichiometric
compounds their magnetism originates from the magnetic moments of f electrons localized on the R atoms and the
d electrons of T (except T=Mn) do not contribute to the magnetic properties of the crystals. In this case the R-R
distance of double-layered atoms decreases. The magnetic properties of T uncompleted systems are different than
for stoichiometric crystal structures. The diverse magnetic behaviour originates from the competition of interactions
between the R atoms, which are arranged in double-layer slabs stacked along the longest axis. The stoichiometry of
the compounds has also significant effect on the electronic properties of compounds. In the presented work the
nature and mechanism of the magnetic and electronic properties of RT x Ge 2 (T=Mn, Co, Cr) is presented. The
theoretical predictions are compared to the experimentally obtained results.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

A. Szytula, J. Leciejewicz; Handbook of Crystal Structures and Magnetic Properties of Rare Earth
Intermetallics, CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 1994
J.P.A. Makongo, N-T Suen, S. Guo, S. Saha, R. Greene, J. Paglione, S. Bobev; Journal of Solid State
Chemistry 211 (2014) 95–105
S. Gupta, K.G. Suresh, A.V. Lukoyanov, Yu V. Knyazev, Yu I. Kuz'min; Journal of Alloys and Compounds 664
(2016) 120-124
S. Gupta, K.G. Suresh, A.V. Lukoyanov, Yu.V. Knyazev, Yu.I. Kuz'min; Journal of Alloys and Compounds 650
(2015) 542-546
J. Deniszczyk, W. Burian, P. Maślankiewicz, J. Szade; Journal of Alloys and Compounds 442 (2007) 239–
241
A. Gil, M. Makowska-Janusik; Acta Physica Polonica A, 127(2) (2015) 385-387
H. Bie, A. V. Tkachuk, A. Mar; Journal of Solid State Chemistry 182 (2009) 122–128

Approximate approach to magnetism of molecular chain with AB2 topology
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Motivated by the rapid development in the synthesis of novel supramolecular magnets, we have investigated
magnetic properties of a molecular magnet comprising mixed spin (s-S) exchange coupled chains displaying a
knotted AB2 arrangement. The compound with the chemical formula [Mn(2,2'-bpy)(H2O)2][Mn(2,2'bpy)2][Nb(CN)8]∙5H2O (bpy=bipyridine, C10H8N2) crystallizes in the monoclinic P21/n space group. The Mn(II)
ions carry spin 5/2, while the Nb(IV) ions contribute spin 1/2. Approximate approach for s=1/2 and S≥5/2,
treating at an intermediate step spin S operator as a commuting variable and using the transfer matrix technique, is
presented. Susceptibility and magnetization of the spin system are evaluated numerically from the corresponding
free energy and compared with the experimental output. The averaged value of the superexchange coupling
constant is estimated to amount to J=-33(1) K. At Tc=5.37(2) K the system of chains undergoes a transition to a
long-range ferromagnetically ordered phase driven by the extensive interchain hydrogen bonding and π-π contacts.
The dipole-dipole interactions are argued to enhance the ferromagnetic alignment.

Magnetic percolation in 3D molecular based magnet
1
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Percolation is a universal problem related to lattice. It is also the simplest model displaying a phase transition. Over
the years it has been proved that it is possible to describe with this formalism different kinds of problems related to
physics, technology or social issues. Percolation problem was also studied in magnetism where different kinds of
lattices, types of interactions (Ising, Heisenberg, XY) and signs of interactions (AF and F) were investigated.
In this study we show the first example of percolation in molecular based magnet with a nontrivial crystal structure.
Moreover, it is also probably the first example where this problem is studied in a ferrimagnet with a selective
substitution of sites. The compound {NbIV[(CN)8MnII(H2O)2]2∙4H2O} (1) crystallizes in the tetragonal I/4m space
group and possesses two slightly different superexchange pathways between MnII(d5 electronic configuration,
SMn=5/2, gMn=2.0) and NbIV (d1, SNb=1/2, gNb=2.0) ions realized by C-N linkages [1]. Each Nb ion is linked to
eight Mn ions and each Mn ion connects with four Nb ions (Fig. 1.). The original compound (1) was magnetically
diluted by a gradual substitution of Nb ions with MoIV (d2, SMo=0): {(NbIVxMoIV1-x)[(CN)8MnII(H2O)2]2∙4H2O}
with x=0.83, 0.69, 0.56, 0.40, 0.24, 0.09 and 0. This defines a site percolation problem, where only part of all
magnetically active sites is substituted (the Mn sites remain untouched). Different magnetic properties were
monitored for all values of x with ac/dc magnetometry. To interpret the observed data we used a modified mean
field model which allows to reproduce the concentration dependence of the critical temperature (cf. Fig. 2) and to
determine the percolation threshold for the studied system: xc=0.22(1). We also show that the estimated value of
JMnNb= -9.7 K does not change for members of the series with x>xc.

Fig. 1. Structure of 1 along a crystallographic axis (Nb - white circles, Mn - black circles). For simplicity only metal
sites are shown. The unit cell is marked with dashed line.

Fig. 2. Dependence of Tc as a function of x. The points represent the obtained temperature of phase transition and
the red line is the best fit of modified mean field model.
[1] J.M. Herrera, P. Franz, R. Podgajny, M. Pilkington, M.Biner, S. Decurtins, H. Stoeckli-Evans, A. Neels, R. Garde, Y.
Dromzée, M. Julve, B. Sieclucka, K. Hashimoto, S. Okhoshi, M. Verdaguer , C.R. Chimie 2008, 11, 1192.
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Exchange bias is a magnetic effect which appears at an interface between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
materials and causes centring of a hysteresis loop around a non-zero external magnetic field. This behaviour makes
the materials exhibiting such effect promising candidates for applications in data storage, sensors and biomedicine.
Here, we present our studies on the [CoO/Co/Pd]10 multilayer system with the ferromagnetic material in a form of
an assembly of small clusters placed at the interfaces. We have found an unusual rise of the loop shift magnitude
with decreasing temperature with the exchange field of 6 kOe at 4 K (Fig. A). This observation can be explained by
the progressive thermal blocking of the superparamagnetic Co-rich clusters. At lower temperature more clusters
become ferromagnetic and they couple to the antiferromagnetic layer leading to an increase of the exchange
anisotropy energy. This mechanism affects also the orientation of the easy axis of magnetisation, at aprrox. 50 K the
system switches from in-plane to out-of-plane configuration (Fig. B). At this temperature the anisotropy energy of
the blocked ferromagnetic clusters overcomes the demagnetization energy.

Poster session A
Magnetic interactions in structural modifications of functional Mn-Ga alloys
S Khmelevskyi and P Mohn
Vienna University of Technology, Austria
We investigate the formation of the magnetic order in all three known crystalline modifications of Mn 3 Ga (and close
compositions) within the single theoretical first-principle scheme based on the calculations of the inter-atomic
exchange interactions in the paramagnetic state with Disordered Local Moments (DLM) and statistical simulations
with Monte-Carlo method on ordered and site-disordered lattices. The calculated exchange constants allow
predicting the magnetic ordering temperatures with reasonable accuracy in tetragonal and hexagonal phases and
revealing the mechanism of the stabilization of triangular magnetic state in the system of frustrated Kagome planes.
The interesting finding is that due to presence of non-magnetic Ga there are two non-equivalent nearest-neighbor
couplings in the Kagome plane. We predict that in turn the disordered fcc phase would have antiferromagnetic
structure with alternating ordering of ferromagnetic [100] planes, so-called “kind 1” or “afm1” ordering on the fcc
lattice. The ordering temperature of the fcc phase was predicted to be at about room temperature. The effects of the
off-stoichiometry have been studied in details for the tetragonal phase.
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Research one-dimensional resonance dynamics of the domain walls in multilayer ferromagnetic structure
E Ekomasov, A Gumerov, R Kudryavtsev, N Abakumova and J Vasilieva
Bashkir State University, Russia
Multilayer magnetic structures have been widely studied recently in connection with the opportunity of their
practical application. Frequently, these are periodically alternating layers of two materials with different physical
properties. The dynamics of spin waves [1] and magnetic inhomogeneities [2] that are extended in such systems in
directions perpendicular to the layer interfaces are studied intensely at present. Note that, frequently, the study of
one-dimensional models makes it possible to understand the influence of various magnetic parameters. It has been
shown [3] that the presence of a thin layer with the magnetic anisotropy parameters, smaller than those in the
adjacent layers, can lead to new dynamic effects, e.g., the appearance of a nucleus of a new magnetic phase or the
reflection of a moving domain wall (DW) from the attracting potential. In this work, we have studied the effect of
spatial modulation of the parameters of magnetic anisotropy, exchange and damping on the nonlinear resonant
dynamics of DWs in a three-, five- and N-layered ferromagnetic with allowance for the opportunity of the excitation
of localized magnetic inhomogeneities, internal modes of DW oscillations, and the emission of bulk spin waves.
Using as an example two identical thin layers in a fivelayered ferromagnetic we showed that the collective effects of
the layers influence on the DW dynamics are largely connected with the resonant energy exchange between the
localized waves. The presence of a critical distance is discovered between the thin layers separating the two regions
with qualitatively different system behavior. The possibility of the existence of a settings range, in which to pass
through both layers of a DW requires significantly less energy, is proved. We demonstrated that damping and
external force counteract the onset of the DW resonant reflection from the attracting thin layer, but its initiating
cause – resonant energy exchange between the localized waves still takes place.
[1]
[2]
[3]

V.A. Ignatchenko, D.S. Tsikalov, Solid State Phenomena 190, 71-74 (2012).
Е.G. Ekomasov, R.R. Murtazin, V.N. Nazarov, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 385, 217–221 (2015).
E.G. Ekomasov, A.M. Gumerov, R.V. Kudryavtsev, JETP Letters, 101(12), 835–839 (2015).

Magnetic Texture in Nanocluster Assemblies: Influence on Isothermal Remanent Magnetization
A Robert, Y Nicod, D Le Roy, A Tamion, V Duplis
Institut Lumière Matière, Univ. Lyon, France
Here we report on the influence of magnetic texturing on nanomagnet arrays. Single domain cobalt nanoclusters
with less than 10 nm in diameter were produced by Low Energy Cluster Beam Deposition (LECBD), and codeposited into Cu matrix with low volume fraction to avoid inter-clusters interaction. By applying a magnetic field at
the proximity of the substrate during co-deposition process, we verified that the easy axis of nanomagnets partially
line up with the direction of the applied field, as previously reported in refs [1, 2]. The underlying orientation
mechanism involves a torque that exerts on the cluster crystal. Magnetic characterizations were performed in a
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometer. We will show that this technique of texturing
can be efficient even for extremely small clusters of less than 2 nm size, supposedly in the superparamagnetic state
at the deposition temperature. The results were described by integrating magnetic texture in existing semi-analytical
model, based on combined Stoner-Wohlfarth and Néel relaxation time descriptions [3]. This approach leads to the
assessment of the angular dispersion of the easy axes.

Fig.: Isothermal Remanent Magnetization curves measured along two orthogonal directions: the global easy
direction of the nanomagnet array and a perpendicular direction. The experimental curves for both directions were
confronted to the results of our model simultaneously.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Le Roy D., Morel R., Brenac A., Notin L. (2011) J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 323 pp.127-129 Anisotropy easy
axes alignment of deposited Co nanoclusters.
Qiu J.-M., Bai J., Wang J.-P. (2006) Appl. Phys. Lett. 89 pp. 222506. In situ magnetic field alignment of
directly ordered L10 FePt nanoparticles.
Hillion A., Tamion A., Tournus F., Gaier O, Bonet E., Albin C., and Dupuis V. (2013) Phys. Rev. B 88
094419 Advanced magnetic anisotropy determination through isothermal remanent
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The flow of a spin polarized current is well known to drive domain walls (DWs) in different dynamical regimes. A
pinning dependent, thermally activated “creep” regime is observed at low drive. At sufficiently large drive DWs follow
a dissipative flow regime. In contrast, the effect of a polarized current on the shape of domain walls is much less
well understood. Here, we study the shape instability of magnetic domain walls placed in a current density gradient,
in a ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film with perpendicular anisotropy. We show that the gradient either stabilizes
domains with walls perpendicular to current lines or produces fingerlike patterns, depending on the sense of the
current (see Fig. below). We propose a quantitative interpretation of this phenomenon from the calculation of the
linear stability limit based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. The instability mechanism is shown to be
essentially controlled by the nonadiabatic contribution of the spin transfer torque mechanism. Those findings unveil
some potential weaknesses for future devices relying on complex circuits where these gradients are ubiquitous, yet
they also give us some interesting directions to propagate and manipulate DW over large surfaces, by taking
advantage of the gradient-controlled stability.

Fig. Instability of magnetic DW produced by a gradient of current density.
Left frames: Stability of a domain wall (dotted arcs) placed perpendicularly to a current density gradient. A small tilt
of an elementary wall length (blue segments) produces an asymmetry of the forces due to spin transfer (thin black
arrows). A current flow (thick green arrows) in the direction of the narrow electrode (j > 0, top frame) tends to
destabilize the initial orientation while it tends to be stabilized for j < 0 (bottom frame). (a)–(d) DW shape instability
for j > 0. (a) Initial state. (b)–(d) A 60 s dc current flow produces a finger growth towards the narrow electrode.
Increasing the current magnitude [I = 0.70, 1.10, and 1.20 mA for (b)–(d), respectively] enhances the distance at
which the semicircular DWs become unstable. (e)–(g) Stable radial DW growth for j < 0.
[1] J. Gorchon, J. Curiale, A. Cebers, A. Lemaître, N. Vernier, M. Plapp, and V. Jeudy, Phys. Rev. B 92, 060411(R)
(2015).
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The pinning dependent motion of elastic interfaces is observed in a wide variety of systems such as ferromagnetic
and ferroelectric materials, contact lines in wetting, crack propagation... In those systems, the competition between
driving force, interface elasticity and pinning leads to a complex thermally activated motion, so called creep. The
universality of the creep motion was established in the very low drive limit for Pt/Co/Pt ultrathin ferromagnetic
films1. More than 15 years later, a quantitative description of whole creep regime has remained elusive.
Here, we present a comparative study of magnetic field driven domain wall motion in thin films made of different
magnetic materials over a wide range of field and temperature2. For each velocity-field ( 𝜐𝜐 − 𝐻𝐻) characteristic, we
determine the material and temperature dependent parameters which are the coordinates of the upper boundary of
the creep regime (𝐻𝐻 d , υ(H d )) and the characteristic pinning energy (E d k B T d ) . Below the depinning transition (H
< H d ), an appropriate re-scaling is found to collapse all the velocity-field characteristics onto a single universal
energy barrier function (see Fig. below). The good quantitative agreement with the prediction of a minimal model
indicates our findings to be relevant for other systems that ferromagnets whose dynamics can be modeled by elastic
interfaces moving on disordered energy landscapes.
R

Fig. Universal energy barrier of the creep regime. 25 curves corresponding to five different magnetic materials and a
10-315 K temperature range are superimposed. The universal empirical law describes the whole creep regime form
the zero drive (ΔE~H-1/4) limit up to the depinning transition (ΔE → 0)

[1] S. Lemerle et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 849 (1998). 2 V. Jeudy et al., arXiv 1603.01674. 3A. B. Kolton et al.,
Phys. Rev. B 79, 184207 (2009).

Study of micro-droplets from thin ferrofluid layer splitting in vertical magnetic field
C Fang, Y Zhaoqiang, L Ying
The distribution of micro-droplets from thin ferrofluid layer splitting is experimentally investigated, as the ferrofluid
layer is placed in a vertical magnetic field. In this work, the field is applied in an instant and a slow manner(shown
in Fig.1), respectively; the field strength and the thickness of the ferrofluid layers are varied. With instantly raising
the field, it is observed that the ferrofluid layer is split into regularly distributed micro-droplets, and that the number
of micro-droplets is liner to the magnetic field strength and the thickness of the liquid layers. When the field is
slowly increased, a liquid ring together with several micro-droplets appears from the ferrofluid layer splitting. A
spatial drift of the micro-droplets is also observed in the process of increasing the magnetic field. Our results are
helpful in the understanding of the ferrofluid layers splitting, which may be important in the research of non-contact
segmentation, collection and interactive arts & media, etc.
Keywords: Ferrofluid; Micro-droplets

Figure 1: Splitting of the ferrouid layers under a magnetic field of 27mT that was raised
a) in an instant manner, and b) in a slow manner
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Recently pure spin currents (SCs) have been receiving attention as an exciting and efficient means of manipulating
magnetization. The lateral spin valve is an attractive geometry to study the transport of pure diffusive SCs [1] which
additionally has potential in device applications such as miniaturized read-heads [2]. Recently it has been shown
that pure SCs can be employed to switch the magnetization state of small discs [3] and furthermore efficiently
displace magnetic domain walls (DWs) via spin transfer torque [4,5]. For commercial applications the reliability and
efficiency needs to be improved, requiring precise control of the magnetic configurations and improved efficiency in
the generation and transport of the SC and its ultimate employment to manipulate a magnetic state.
Here we show that reliable positioning of the DW in the detector via geometrically defined pinning potentials allows
for optimizing the angle between the SC spin direction and the local magnetization in order to maximize the acting
torques. As a result we observed high efficiency of the pure SC induced spin transfer torque which led to a complete
depinning of the DW at zero external field for a charge current density of 6x1011 Am-2 in Py based devices [6].
Furthermore by studying the depinning field as a function of the applied current density and for opposite directions
of the external field we correlate the device behaviour with the shape of the pinning potential and are able to
disentangle the different contributions from the spin transfer torque, Joule heating and the Oersted field.
To generate larger SCs and further improve the efficiency of magnetization manipulation, recent studies using highly
spin polarized Heusler based electrodes have found large spin signals. We demonstrate the injection and detection
of electrically and thermally generated SCs in Co2MnSi/Cu lateral spin valves [7]. First, the electrically generated
non-local signals at room temperature are measured as a function of the electrode separation, allowing for a
determination of the spin diffusion length in the Cu of ~500 nm and an injected spin polarization of 0.63, which is
significantly larger than using typical 3d metals as injectors. Both spin signals are then measured as a function of
temperature between 5 and 300 K. We find a different temperature behaviour for both signals (Fig. 1) and conclude
that it is not only the spin transport in the nonmagnetic channel that plays a role, but additionally the spin injection
at the Co2MnSi/Cu interface contributes significantly to the temperature behaviour which has been overlooked in
the past.

Figure 1: Temperature evolution of the non-local signal for spin currents injected (a) electrically and (b) thermally,
displaying different behaviour and revealing a contribution from the generation mechanism.

[1] F. J Jedema, A. T. Filip, and B. J van Wees; Nature 410, 345-348, (2001).
[2] M. Yamada et al.; IEEE Trans. Magn. 49, 713–717 (2013).
[3] T. Yang, T. Kimura, and Y. Otani; Nat. Phys. 4, 851–854 (2008).
[4] N. Motzko et al.; Phys. Rev. B 88, 214405 (2013).
[5] D. Ilgaz et al.; Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 076601 (2010).
[6] A. Pfeiffer et al.; In submission (2016).
[7] A. Pfeiffer et al.; Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 082401 (2015).

Magnetism of 3d metal ions in polyoxopalladates
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Polyoxometallates (POMs) respresent a large class of nanosized, polynuclear metal-oxo anions with a wide
compositional and structural variety. POMs based on noble metal ad- denda (e.g Pd2+) could be attractive as
catalysts and pre-catalysts of di_erent chemical processes as well as precursors for nanoparticles synthesis.
Moreover, the cuboid shaped Pd12O8L8 noble metal shell can incorporate with a wide row of transition metals. In
this way, 3d metal ions can be placed in a cubic crystal _eld (which is a quite rare situation in coordination
chemistry) for studying the inuence on its magnetic properties.
In this work three di_erent types of polyoxopalladate nanoclusters were stud- ied: pure Pd clusters
[Pd13O8(AsO4)8H6]8� (palladates), palladates with CoII ion [CoPd12O8(PO4)8H4]10�, and palladates
encapsulating FeIII ion [FePd12O8(PO4)8H4]9�. All samples were obtained in the reaction of condensation of
Pd(II) aqua-hydroxo complexes in the presence of the corresponding 3d metal ions and the heterogroups (AsO4 3�
and PO4 3, respectively).
The x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) technique and its magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) were used
to characterize magnetic properties of these systems for the _rst time. All measurements were performed for pristine
and hydrogen plasma treated samples. Treatment in hydrogen plasma was used to reduce PdII ions in the
palladates. XAS measurements were performed at the high-_eld end station at beamline UE46-PGM1, HZB-BESSY
II, Berlin, at a sample temperature of 4.2 K and magnetic _elds up to 6 T. Fig. 1 shows typical XANES (XMCD)
spectra at the Co and Fe L3;2 absorption edges.
As a result, a magnetic signal was found for all types of palladates after the hydrogen plasma treatment. The
e_ective spin magnetic moments (meff S ) were determined for Co2+ and Fe3+/Fe2+ ions by sum rules analysis of
XAS and XMCD data. The experimentally obtained values of meff S corresponds with theoretical values from a
simple atomic model.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1: X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) and magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the Co (a) and Fe
(b) L3;2 absorption edges.
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We present new micromagnetic simulations, carried out using the mumax
package, where the spatial distribution of internal magnetoelastic stress is
taken into account. Local magnetoelastic anisotropy is approximated to be
uniaxial, with spatial dependence due to the stress distribution. Our
simulations reproduce the domain structure found in the wires with positive
magnetostriction constant λ. The Figure 1 presents the magnetization
distribution in a cross section of the wire of diameter d = 2 μm, at half of its
length L (L = 100μm). Both the outer shell, with domains oriented radially,
and the inner core - one large domain, uniformly magnetized along the wire,
are visible.
We study the dependence of the bistability, the coercive field and the
remanence of the single wire on the diameter and the length of the wire. The
critical length of the wire necessary for the appearance of the bistability is
calculated as a function of the diameter. The importance of the proper
discretization is also discussed.

Figure 1. The magnetization
distribution in a cross section of a
straight wire, at the half of the wire
length. The colors mark the
horizontal component of the
magnetization

Spin-electric coupling in triangular single-molecule magnets and its stability under external contacts
F Islam, C M Canali
Linnaeus University, Sweden
Triangular single molecule magnets (SMMs) with antiferromagnetic exchange coupling exhibit Kramer degenerate
chiral spin-doublets ground states, which can be efficiently coupled by an electric field, even in the absence of spinorbit interaction. Recent first-principles density functional theorery (DFT) calculations [1] show that unsupported
{V3} SMM has a giant spin-electric coupling corresponding to the dipole moment of about one tenth the watermolecule dipole moment. The corresponding Rabi time for electric switching between two chiral states can be on the
order of one nano-second for reasonable electric fields, which makes these molecules very attractive candidates for
storing and manipulating pairs of coupled spin-chiral qbits. However, for device applications of the spin-electric
coupling, these frustrated SMMs need to be supported on a surface or between metallic leads as shown in Fig 1.
Preserving this effect in an external environment is a challenging problem, requiring appropriate functionalization. A
theoretical analysis of this problem based on standard DFT poses further difficulties, since the delocalized nature of
Khan-Sham orbitals cause spurious charge transfer across the contact region which can obscure the spin-electric
coupling effect. In this talk we employ constrained DFT to address the stability of the spin-electric coupling of a {V3}
SMM coupled to gold leads or deposited on a graphene or Boron Nitride surfaces.

Fig 1: {V3} SMM on graphene flake.
[1] J. F. Nossa et al., Electric control of spin states in frustrated triangular molecular magnets (unpublished)
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Since an idea of exchange-coupled hard/soft nanocomposite magnets was proposed, predicting a huge maximumenergy-product (BH)max value [1], much experimental effort was made so far. Reported experimental (BH)max values
are, however, still much smaller than the predicted one. The reason for the gap would be related mainly to a
difficulty in controlling the size and alignment of magnetic grains. Moreover, Toga et al. suggested, according to the
first-principle calculations [2], the magnitude of exchange-coupling constant Jex in the Nd2Fe14B/α-Fe system
depends on the crystal orientation at the interface, even taking a negative Jex value for a particular combination. We
recently confirmed experimentally that positive and negative Jex values were realized in Nd2Fe14B(001)/α-Fe(100)
and the Nd2Fe14B(100)/α-Fe interfaces, respectively [3, 4]. These results thus suggest that we need to control the
crystallographic orientation at the interfaces in order to avoid interfaces with a negative Jex value. In this work, we
fabricated the Nd2Fe14B/Mo/Fe multilayer films, in which we tried to avoid the negative Jex interfaces by keeping the
layer-by-layer structure and the perpendicular alignment of the c-axis. The Mo(20nm)/[Nd-Fe-B(tNFB)/Mo(1
nm)/Fe(5 nm)/Mo(1 nm)]5/Mo(10 nm) multilayers were deposited on the MgO(100) or Al2O3(0001) substrates
using UHV helicon sputtering system. During the deposition of multilayers, the substrate was heated at 300°C.
Then, the films were annealed successively in the range from Ta=400°C to 700°C in a vacuum under 10-7 Pa.
Typical out-of-plane and in-plane magnetization curves are shown in Fig. 1 for films with the Nd-Fe-B layer thickness
of tNFB = 5 nm and 30 nm after annealing at Ta=650°C. The films with tNFB = 5 nm showed soft magnetic properties,
while films with tNFB = 30 nm exhibited the perpendicular anisotropy with the coercivity of 5~6 kOe as shown in Fig.
1(b). In order to analyze the exchange-coupling behavior, we made the first-order-reversal-curve (FORC)
measurements for these films. The result for the film with tNFB = 30 nm annealed at Ta=700°C is given in Fig. 2.
Shapes for the major loop and the FORCs suggested an existence of positive exchange coupling between the Nd-FeB and the α–Fe layers via the 1-nm-thick Mo spacer layer. X-ray diffraction measurements on the films with tNFB = 30
nm suggested that the c-axis of the Nd2Fe14B crystalline layer was aligned perpendicular to the film plane. The
degree of the c-axis alignment, however, was not so high in the present film. Several approaches are now in
progress to fabricate the multilayer films with higher degree of alignment and larger energy-product values.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

R. Skomski and J.M.D. Coey. Phys. Rev. B 48, (1993) 15812.
Y. Toga, H. Moriya, H. Tsuchiura, A. Sakuma, J. Phys: Conf. Ser., 266, (2011) 012046.
D. Ogawa, K. Koike, H. Kato, S. Mizukami, T. Miyazaki, M. Oogane, and Y. Ando, J. Korean Phys. Soc. 63
(2013) 489.
D. Ogawa, K. Koike, S. Mizukami, T. Miyazaki, M. Oogane, Y. Ando, and H. Kato, Appl. Phys. Lett., 107,
(2015) 102406.

Fig. 1 Magnetization curves for films annealed at Ta=650°C, with (a)
tNFB = 5 nm, and (b) tNFB =30 nm.

Fig. 2 FORCs for the films with tNFB = 30
nm annealed at Ta=700°C.
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γ’-Fe 4 N, an antiperovskite-type ferromagnetic nitride, has attracted much attention for its novel magneto-transport
properties and potential applications in spintronics devices, since it has negative spin-polarization of conduction
electrons originating from electron orbital hybridization between Fe and N atoms [1]. The negative spin-polarization
is experimentally confirmed with inverse tunnel magnetoresistance effect [2], inverse current induced magnetization
switching effect [3], and negative anisotropic magneto- resistance (AMR) effect [4]. The negative AMR effect is
owing to the scattering of minority-spin conduction electrons to the minority-spin 3d-electron orbital that is
deformed by spin-orbit interaction (SOI) [5]; and it shows anomalous behaviors in low temperature below 50 K
[6,7]. Since anomalous Hall effect (AHE), another galvanomagnetic effect of ferromagnetic materials, also
originates from SOI, it is expected to observe a unique behavior in AHE of Fe 4 N in low temperature. The present
study investigated the correspondence of low temperature anomalies of
AMR and AHE in pseudo-single-crystal Fe 4 N thin films.
50-nm-thick Fe4N thin films were epitaxially grown on MgO single-crystal
substrates by DC reactive sputtering method. After the deposition,
specimens were annealed at 323–573 K to change the degree of order (S)
of the N-site. The AMR and AHE were measured with a sensing current
along Fe4N[100] direction.
Figure 1 shows temperature dependences of AMR ratio. In the case of S =
0.93, the AMR ratio suddenly increases in magnitude below 50 K,
accompanying an appearance of four-fold symmetry in AMR curves [7].
This low temperature anomaly is elucidated with tetragonal transformation
of electronic structure of Fe 4 N below 50 K, through an analysis based on
the electron scattering theory that takes into account SOI and tetragonal
crystal field effect [8]. The tetragonal transformation is confirmed with an
appearance of two-fold symmetry in transverse AMR curves below 50 K
[9].
Figure 2 shows temperature dependences of anomalous Hall conductivity,
σ AH = ρ AH / (ρ AH 2 + ρ xx 2), where ρ AH and ρ xx is anomalous Hall resistivity and
longitudinal resistivity, respectively. In the case of S = 0.93, σ AH linearly
increases with decreasing temperature from 300 K to 50 K and drastically
drops below 50 K [10]. The decrement of σ AH below 50 K reduces as S
decreases, well corresponding with the changes of AMR ratio below 50 K,
shown in Fig. 1. From these results, we conclude that the drastic change of
AHE below 50 K observed for the high S specimens might be due to the
change of orbital moment at Fermi level resulting from the tetragonal
transformation of electronic structure of Fe 4 N.
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The doping effects of graphene, graphene oxide, and reduced graphene oxide were compared based on their
superconducting performances. The graphene doped MgB2 can improve the critical supercurrent density in the
whole measurement magnetic field due to its two-dimensional characteristic. Three-dimensional atomic probe
analysis indicates that the graphene entangles in the samples, as shown in Fig. 1. Further research will focus on the
uniform doping of graphene-like materials in MgB2.

Fig.1 (a) 3D atom probe tomography reconstruction of GO-doped MgB 2 . (b) Local excess profiles extracted from the
composition profiles around the isoconcentration surfaces.
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Uniaxial strain effects on the Verwey transition of magnetite Fe 3 O 4 examined by magnetization measurements
S Katano, Y Nagasawa, and M Kosaka
Saitama University, Japan
Magnetite has an inverse-spinel structure, and its ionic configuration is formally described with Fe3+[Fe3+, Fe2+]O4.
There the tetrahedral A sites are occupied by Fe3+, and the octahedral B sites are by Fe3+ and Fe2+ equally. Below
860 K, the magnetic moments on the A and B sites align antiparallel and exhibit typical ferrimagnetism. At the lower
temperature at around 123 K, the material undergoes a first-order phase transition, so called the Verwey transition.
Below the transition temperature T V, the electrical resistivity abruptly increases by two orders of magnitude.
Simultaneously a lattice deformation from the cubic symmetry occurs and several sudden changes in physical
properties, such as specific heat, magnetization and so forth, are observed.
For this transition Verwey et al. suggested a charge ordering of Fe2+ and Fe3+ on the B sites1). This ordering explains
its dramatic metal-insulator transition at T V mentioned above. However, this model was disproved through several
experiments.2-5) Thus, the mechanism of the Verwey transition remains unresolved in spite of the intensive
investigations. For this mechanism, Seo et al. proposed a new theoretical model based on a Peierls-Hubbard
Hamiltonian6). They indicated that a bond dimerization of Fe ions on the B site takes place along the [1 1 0]
directions below T V.
In order to obtain further information on the mechanism of the Verwey transition, we have studied effects of uniaxial
strain (not stress ; the sample is encapsulated in epoxy, and thus the sides of that are not free.). In the experiment,
we measured magnetization by a SQUID magnetometer under uniaxial compression using a piston cylinder cell.
The results for the typical crystalline directions of [1 0 0], [1 1 0] and [1 1 1] showed that the transition
temperature T V is enhanced by the strain for all these directions; and the strongest effect is observed for the [1 1 0]
direction. The rate of dT V/dP =1.6 ± 0.1 K / kbar for this direction, as shown in Fig. 1. This result indicates a sharp
contrast with those obtained under hydrostatic pressure. There T V decreases with an initial slope of about -0.3 K /
kbar, and over about 7.5 GPa the Verwey transition disappears surprisingly.7) The results obtained here indicates
that the Verwey transition is sensitively enhanced with the strain, in particular for the [1 1 0] direction. This might be
consistent with the theory of Seo et al.6)
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of magnetization of
magnetite near the Verwey transition.
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Niedemayer et al.[1] found a very important result that the spin freezing temperature exhibits the same linear
dependence on the planar hole content for LaSrCuO and YbCaBaCuO in lightly doped system. Recently the present
authors can introduce angle-resolved photoemission of the single- and double-layered Bi family [2] and Bi2201 [3]
high-Tc superconductors, using quantized massive gauge fields, which might contain effects of spin fluctuation,
charge fluctuation, and phonons. In this study, by using quantized massive gauge fields, we shall consider the
freezing mechanism of the string-like aggregation of hole-induced hedgehog-like solitons in underdoped high-Tc
cuprates.
[1]
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Hedgehog-like Spin Fluctuation and the Boson Peak in Zn-Mg-Tb Quasicrystals
Y Sekiyama, T Sasaki and I Kanazawa
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Sato et al.[1] have investigated the low-temperature spin dynamics in the face-centered icosahedral Zn-Mg-Tb
quasicrystal around its spin-glass-like freezing temperature by inelastic neutron scattering. They observed the broad
inelastic peak , which can be interpreted as localized collective fluctuation of short-range-ordered spins in a
docahedral spin cluster. Futhermore they gave very important suggestion. That is, they indicate a possible close
relation between the broad inelastic spin-excitation peak and the so-called boson peak in topological glasses. One
(IK) of the present authors [2] has introduced a generalized view of the physical origin of the boson peak in the
gauge-invariant formula. In this study, we propose the mechanism of localized collective fluctuations of short-range
ordered spin in a dodecahedral spin cluster in quasicrystal Zn-Mg-Tb, and discuss the relation to the boson peak in
the topological glasses.
[1]
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The growing technological demand for spintronics applications raised increased interest for searching novel
antiferromagnets (AFM). Promising candidates are the full Heusler compounds like Ni2MnAl in the B2 phase or
Ru2MnZ (Z= Si, Ge) having Néel temperature above the room temperature. In this contribution we present a study of
these alloys based on first-principles calculations of interatomic Mn-Mn exchange interactions. Chemical disorder is
taken into account in terms of the coherent potential approximation. By setting up a suitable Heisenberg spin model
we performed Monte Carlo simulations of the magnetic properties at finite temperature.
In case of Ru2MnSi, our numerical results suggest that suppressing the intermixing between the Mn and Si atoms,
the Néel temperature can potentially be increased by more than 30% [1] (see Figure 1). For Ni2MnAl, a systematic
study from the ordered L21 to the disordered B2 phase shows a progressive change from the FM state to a fully
compensated AFM state, due to strong AFM site-antisite Mn-Mn interactions [2].
As an input for the study of potential exchange bias effects, we also present calculated spin-model parameters for
the interface between these Heusler alloys and bcc Fe.
Figure 1: Simulated Néel temperature of
partially ordered Ru2MnSi alloy as a function of
the Si concentration in the Mn sublattice. The
approximate concentration where a transition
from collinear to non-collinear AFM ordering
occurs is marked by vertical dotted line.
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Magnetic properties of the thin films based on octacyanidometallates
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In the last few years, there has been a significant interest in the study of the molecular magnets in a form of thin
films. Low- dimensional assemblies have assumed remarkable importance due to their unique properties which
make them attractive for future application e.g. in spintronic devices. Among the group of cyanido– bridged
coordination networks, the most studied compounds are thin films of hexacyanidometallates (Prussian blue
analogues), while the reports on the preparation of thin films based octacyanidometallates are quite rare.
Herein we present the the investigation on the thin films based on octacyanides. In particular MnII-[NbIV(CN) 8 ]4(1) and MnII-bipyrimidine-[NbIV(CN) 8 ]4- (2) compounds are studied. Both samples were generated using sequential
adsorption methods. In that technique the films are formed by depositing alternating layers of oppositely charged
ions. The magnetic properties of 1 and 2 are similar: the critical temperatures are equal to Tc= 50K for 1 and
Tc=51K for 2. For both compounds the magnetic anisotropy is observed- the magnetization measured for the
sample oriented parallel to the external field is higher than when the film plane is perpendicular to the external
field. In this presentation we will discuss the results of dynamic and static magnetic susceptibility, IR spectroscopy
and SEM analysis.
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The spin density wave (SDW) behaviour in two co-dopant Cr-substitutional alloy series, namely antiferromagnetic
(Cr98.4Al1.6)100-xMox and (Cr100-yAly)95Mo5 , with 0 < x < 8.8 and 0 < y < 8.1 are reported. Electrical resistivity (𝜌𝜌) and
≤ 350 K, were used to determine the
magnetic susceptibility (𝑥𝑥) measurements, in the temperature range 2 ≤ T 
Néel transition temperatures (TN) of these alloys. In both the resistivity and susceptibility results of certain samples
weakly defined magnetic anomalies are observed, especially in those alloys with concentrations close to the critical
points. It was therefore decided to validate these measurements through neutron diffraction studies on selected
samples, as this is a powerful technique for the purpose of identifying the transition temperatures [1]. In addition
this technique has also being used to determine the magnetic structures in various Cr alloys [1]. TN values obtained
𝑥𝑥(T) and the neutron diffraction studies compare well. For all the neutron diffraction
for the samples from 𝜌𝜌(T), 
measurements solid rod samples were used and in the case of a Cr98.4Al1.6 alloy, both powdered and solid rod
samples were investigated. Interestingly, values of the Néel temperatures obtained on both the solid and powdered
Cr98.4Al1.6 samples compare very well. This indicates that crushing the sample did not have a strong effect on TN, as
was previously reported for the TN of Cr [2]. Neutron diffraction patterns for the samples with x = 0 (rod and powder)
) reciprocal lattice positions, indicating that
and y = 0 showed the presence of magnetic satellites at the (1 ± 𝛿𝛿,0,0
these alloys order in the incommensurate (I) SDW phase. 𝜌𝜌(T), 𝑥𝑥(T) and neutron diffraction measurements showed
that the addition of Mo to the Cr98.4Al1.6 alloy suppresses the antiferromagnetism in this alloy system. Present results
also supports the quantum critical behaviour preciously reported in (Cr98.4Al1.6)100-xMox [3] and the existence of two
critical points at approximately 1.7 and 4.0 at.% Al for (Cr100-yAly)95Mo5 alloy system. Neutron diffraction studies
confirms an ISDW to paramagnetic (PM) type of phase transition at the quantum critical point of the (Cr98.4Al1.6)100xMox series. In addition two magnetic phase transitions, one from ISDW to PM and the other from PM to
commensurate (C) SDW, were corroborated for the (Cr100-yAly)95Mo5 series.
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Interaction between an electrical current and magnetic domain walls (DWs) through spin-torque effect opens the
possibility of realization of magnetic logical circuits for data manipulation and storage[1]. However, when an
electrical current is used, the required current density is so high (~ 3 x 1012 A/m2) [1], that heats the device and
increases the power consumption, preventing the efficient scaling up process. A possible alternative is to use pure
spin currents (i.e. down to ~ 1011 A/m2)[2][3].
We present a study of a lateral spin valve (LSV) device composed of two Ni nanowires and a spin diffusion channel
made of Au (Fig. 1a: blue for Ni; green for Au). The spin injector (straight Ni wire) is characterized by a homogenous
magnetization state along the wire, while the spin detector has an L-shape that can trap a single DW in the corner.
Using the electrical setup shown in Fig. 1a (i.e. passing an electrical current through the injector and measuring the
voltage between the channel and the detector), we ramped magnetic field from negative to positive at different
angular orientations in order to measure the relative resistance of the channel. These measurements, shown in Fig.
1b, allow to determine when a DW is pinned/depinned at/from the corner by the effect it has on the
magnetoresistance. In particular, Fig. 1c shows for an arbitrary angular orientation, that when different electrical
current densities are applied to the injector, the DW pinning/depinning process (i.e. step in the resistance) is field
dependent due to the spin-torque effect changing the trapping potential at the corner.
Our results demonstrate a modification in DW pinning potential due to the spin torque effect, produced by the
interaction between the DW at the corner and the spin diffusion across the channel. This interaction changes the DW
depinning field up to 5 mT for current densities ~ 1010 A/m2 in the spin injector, opening the possibility of DW
manipulation using low current density.

Fig. 1. (a) False color SEM image of Ni/Au LSV (blue/green). (b) Spin resistance across the channel for different
angular orientations of the applied field. Main angular dependencies of DW switching are outlined. (c)
Magnetotransport measurements for 3 different currents densities when magnetic field is ramped up at 45º.

[1] S. S. P. Parkin, M. Hayashi, L. Thomas, Magnetic domain-wall racetrack memory., Science. 320 (2008).
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A ferromagnetic thin film coupled with a typical Magnonic crystal (MC) is theoretically studied. By using the planewave method, the dispersion relation and profiles of the spin waves are obtained. By means of analytical
expressions, it is shown that the spin wave nonreciprocity arising from dipole-dipole coupling is negligible in an
isolated MC, nevertheless when the dynamic dipolar stray fields interact with a second system, the nonreciprocal
properties become important and asymmetric magnon modes are observed. By controlling the geometrical
parameters, the MC layer can be studied from a one-component FM layer up to one typical bi-component system.
Overall, the theoretical model allows understand the physics behind this kind of systems and application purposes,
associated with unidirectional spin wave propagation, can be glimpsed.

Gapless Polariton Spectra in Rare Earth Magnonic Crystals
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The study of the energy band gaps in periodic systems for different particles and quasi- particles, such as photons,
electrons and phonons have been performed in order to control the excitation in these systems. The pioneer work of
Yablonovitch and Gmitter [1], have fired up the researches in photonic crystals, which have an unique property that
actually is well known as “photonic band gap”. On the other hand, periodically modulated magnetic materials have
been explored to form the counterpart of the photonic crystals, called magnonic crystals, in which the information
carriers are spin waves in a desired regime. Due to particular properties of spin wave spectra, magnonic devices
should offer important functionalities that are different from those of photonic and electronic devices, depending of
the frequency region. A natural extension of the concept of photonic crystal to magnonic crystal is to consider a
periodic magnetic permeability function instead of a periodic electric permittivity. This definition is compatible with
spin waves in the magnetostatic regime or polaritons regime. Therefore, we address in this work the analysis of the
propagation of magnetic polaritons in magnonic crystals by using the transfer matrix method. The layered structures
considered here are composed of the stacking of two different layers A and B. The magnetic layer considered here is
the Dysprosium(Dy) in the helix phase, that lies between the Néel (TN ≈179K) and Curie (TC≈85K) temperatures,
and the nonmagnetic layer is a dielectric insulating. By analyzing the dispersion relation of the periodic arrangement
of these magnetic layered structures, we found that the bulk modes are characterized by large symmetrical bands
with reciprocal surface modes (in respect to the change k to −k) between them, and, we evidence a gapless-like
frequency region that can be tuned by applying an external magnetic field of few hundred Gauss. Analyzing the
reciprocity in respect to the direction of the in-plane wave vector of the spectrum, we show that for every two bulk
modes we always have a reciprocal single surface mode between them.

FIG. 2: Spectrum for magnetic polaritons in magnonic crystals (dielectric/Dysprosium) in Helix phase, displayng
gapless region.
[1] E. Yablonovitch, T.J. Gmitter, Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 1950 (1989).
[2] C. H. O. Costa, M. S. Vasconcelos and E. L. Albuquerque, J. Appl. Phys. 109, 07D319 (2011).
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In this work, we propose to control the strength of the phase locking between two dipolarly coupled vortex based
spin-torque nano-oscillators by placing an intermediate oscillator between them. Although the synchronization of
spin-torque nano-oscillators has been extensively studied during the last ten years, it remains a challenge to control
the phase locking between oscillators. In the past, we proved theoretically [1-3] and experimentally [4] the
feasibility of efficiently synchronizing spintorque oscillators through dipolar interaction. We believe that the natural
magneto-static interaction arising between such oscillators is an interesting route towards building large arrays of
interacting spin-torque nano-oscillators. One of the goals of studying large arrays of coupled spin-torque
nanooscillators is their potential for fabricating new kind of processing devices. The perspective is, for instance, the
hardware realization of neuromorphic computation units inspired from neural synchronization in the brain for
massively parallel classification of big data. To build that kind of devices, we need to selectively control the
synchronized states of subsets of oscillators in the array. This is why it is important to be able to tune the phase
locking between oscillators as we propose in the present communication. We study a chain of three close-by vortex
spin-torque oscillators. We show through micromagnetic simulations that the strength of phase locking between the
two extreme oscillators can be largely tuned by a slight variation of current in the intermediate oscillator (see Fig. 1).
We develop fast numerical simulations based on analytical expressions of the vortex core trajectories that will be
useful for investigating large arrays of densely packed spin-torque oscillators interacting through their stray fields
[5].
Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of a three
vortex spin-torque oscillators chain
where the edge to edge distance is 50
nm. Oscillators 1 & 2 are supplied with
the same current density (J1 = J2) and
the "tuning" oscillator # is supplied
with J # = η×Jc. The graph shows the
maximum amplitude of the phase
difference between oscillators 1 & 2
[max (φ1 – φ2)]. The results of
micromagnetic simulations (vortex
analytics) are displayed as hollow red
circles (small blue disks).
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Cu-substitution induced modifications in the magnetic state of Mn 2 NiGa shape memory alloys
M Vagadia and A K Nigam
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, India
Polycrystalline Mn2Ni1-xCuxGa (x = 0.0, 0.01, 0.05 & 0.1) alloys were prepared by arc melting. The XRD patterns of
Mn2Ni1-xCuxGa exhibit tetragonal structure with presence of cubic phase at room temperature. XRD peak shifts
slightly towards lower angle with increase in Cu-concentration from 0% to 5% resulting in the increase in lattice
parameters. Temperature dependent magnetization measurement suggests existence of martensitic phase transition
in Mn2Ni1-xCuxGa alloy. The substitution with Cu decreases the martensitic transition temperature while 10% Cu
substitution at Ni – site results in complete suppression of martensitic phase where the magnetization shows
ferromagnetic behavior in the temperature range of 5 – 390K. The magnetic entropy change ∆SM calculated from
magnetization isotherms measured around transition temperature show the occurrence of inverse magnetocaloric
effect associated with magneto-structural transformation with maximum value of ∆Smax at 7T field ~ 0.56, 2.20 and
1.04 J/kg-K for x = 0.0, 0.01 & 0.05 samples, respectively. Magnetoresistance (MR) measurement as a function of
applied magnetic field shows slight asymmetry in MR about the direction of magnetic field in the samples studied.
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Perpendicular Nanomagnetic Logic (pNML) is one promising Beyond-CMOS technology using the interaction of 2Dand 3D-arranged nonvolatile magnets to perform logic operations [1-4]. Directional signal-flow in logic
computation based on pNML devices is ensured by local focused ion beam (FIB) irradiation to control the domain
wall (DW) nucleation of the magnets, but fabrication variations within the magnets cause a broad distribution of the
nucleation field [5]. In order to decrease this variance and hereby increase the reliability of pNML, other techniques
of lowering the nucleation fields locally are investigated.
It is demonstrated that the nucleation field can be tuned by changing the geometry of the wire ends [6,7]. This is
accomplished by a local reduction of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) using shadowing effects due to
the resist mask during sputtering the Co/Pt-multilayers. However, in the simulations conducted in [6] the gradient
for the anisotropy value K is only included at the tip where the DW nucleation occurs. Here, we improve this
approach by including a gradient to all sides of the magnetic structures as observed during fabrication. A 2D model
and a more realistic 3D model (Fig. 1) are developed and substantiated by experiments. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) measurements on fabricated Co/Pt-magnets and anisotropy measurements on Co/Pt multilayer films have
been conducted in order to determine the topography and the anisotropy distribution of the nanomagnets.
Simulations of the modeled nanomagnets varying the width of the nucleation site and the gradient of the magnets
are performed using the OOMMF micromagnetic simulation software [8].
Fig. 1c,d shows the resulting switching field with 40nm-gradient of the magnet in dependency of the tip width w. The
nucleation field in the tip is decreasing from 150 mT for higher widths to 90 mT at w = 30 nm. With decreasing width
of the tip below 60nm, the DW nucleation field decreases due to the local anisotropy reduction and the spot of DW
nucleation can be controlled as desired. Hence, small widths at the tips have to be chosen to ensure unidirectional
signal-flow in pNML. In summary, the presented 3D-approach provides an adequate model close to reality for the
local anisotropy reduction based on shadowing effects during fabrication. Our studies demonstrate the ability of
tuning the PMA locally using different gradients and tip widths in order to control the DW nucleation within fieldcoupled magnets.
Figure 1: a) Uniaxial anisotropy
profile, b) Geometry of modeled
nanomagnets, c) Domain wall
nucleation and propagation for w =
50 nm and w = 120 nm at given
external magnetic fields, d)
Nucleation field over tip width w.

The authors like to thank G. Csaba and M. Becherer for fruitful discussion and simulation support.
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A variable variance Preisach model for multilayers with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
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Materials with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are of great interest to the scientific community due to their
potential in reducing the switching energy of magnetic tunnel junctions while conserving thermal stability in spintorque transfer(STT) magnetic random access memory (MRAM) applications.
Through the use of field dependent magnetization techniques, unique switching mechanisms of the magnetization of
materials with PMA have been identified [1], and theoretical efforts have successfully reproduced the observed
behavior in a qualitative manner [2, 3]. However, quantitative analysis of magnetization field dependence in
materials with PMA remains a challenge.
In this paper, we propose a new implementation of the
variable variance Preisach model (VVPM) [4] that fully
accounts for the different magnetization processes of
a multilayer with PMA. We successfully compare it in a
quantitative manner to experimental alternating
gradient magnetometer (AGM) hysteresis loops of
[CoFeB/Pd]n multilayer thin films. Figure 1 shows the
comparison between our model and the
measurements of a [CoFeB(3 Å)/Pd(10 Å)]n sample. A
perfect agreement between the two is observed, and
similar results were obtained for different
configurations of the [CoFeB/Pd]n structure.
Furthermore, our model allows to identify if a
multilayer structure has a well defined PMA or has
strong in plane components of the magnetization, and
has provided us with insights on the finer points of the
physics of the different magnetization reversal
mechanisms.

FIG. 1: Hysteresis cycles of a [CoFeB(3Å)/Pd(10Å)]n
multilayer system, with n = 5, 10, and 15.

We have found that the behavior of the magnetization is greatly affected by the reduction of the domain size due to
the increase of the magnetostatic interaction, and the subsequent enhanced stability of these domains. Increasing
the number of repetitions does not affect the anisotropy field. However, an elevated number of repetitions will lead
to self-interaction effects within the sample, eventually inducing an in-plane anisotropy. We also found that a
minimum thickness of the Pd is necessary to achieve perpendicular magnetization due to the need of relatively
smooth CoFeB/Pd interfaces.
[1] J. E. Davies, O. Hellwig, E. E. Fullerton., G. Denbeaux,J. B. Kortright, and K. Liu, Phys. Rev. B 70, 224434(2004).
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Polarisation-dependent and Polarization-independent Effects Under the Laser-induced Domain Wall Motion
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Various aspects of spin photonics attract attention of both theoreticians and experimentalists [1, 2]. Here, we study
domain-wall motion in a garnet film under the action of circularly polarized laser pump-pulse with wavelength of
527 nm, pulse duration of 5 ns. The lattice domain filling factor 
0 was controlled by the external magnetic field. We
studied in detail the time evolution of the domain-wall displacement. It was found that photomagnetization signal
contains both the part that does not depend on the pump-pulse polarization type (linear, circular), and the part that
depends on the circular polarization direction (Fig.). A relationship between this effects, on the one part, and a
change in the magnetization and domain widths (i.e. domain-wall motion), on the other part, was demonstrated.

M: the contributions from the
Fig. Time evolution of the sample’s magnetization normal component change 
Mp.dep, left) and polarization-independent ( M
p.ind, right) effects; 0
- domain lattice’s
polarization-dependent ( 
filling factor for the initial state of the magnetic film.
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We present a systematic investigation on the evolution of microstructure and magnetic properties as a function of
the pulsed laser annealing energy in GaMnP prepared by ion implantation and pulsed laser annealing [1]. The
sample microstructure was analyzed by high-resolution X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy,
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), ultraviolet Raman spectroscopy, and extended X- ray absorption fine
structure spectroscopy. The presence of X-ray Pendellösung fringes around GaP (004) and RBS channeling prove
the epitaxial structure of the GaMnP layer annealed at the optimized laser energy density (0.40 J/cm2). However, a
forbidden TO vibrational mode of GaP appears and increases with annealing energy, suggesting the formation of
defective domains inside the layer. These domains mainly appear in the sample surface region and extend to
almost the whole layer with increasing annealing energy. The reduction of both the Curie temperature and the
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy gradually takes place when more defects and the domains appear along the
increasing annealing energy density. This fact univocally points to the decisive role of the pulsed laser annealing
parameters on the resulting magnetic characteristics in the processed layers, which eventually determine their
magnetic (or spintronics) figure of merit.
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The valley index in 2D semiconductor crystals based on transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) monolayers (MoS2,
WS2...) [1] could constitute a novel degree of freedom to carry and process information. Electrical generation and
control of valley-polarized carriers, constitutes a key point for the use of this valley degree of freedom in
nanoelectronics, and yet remains a formidable challenge [2]. Due to the unique correlation between spin and valley
indices of electric carriers in these materials [3], this crucial step is directly linked to the ability to electrically inject
spin polarized (and energy selected) carriers in TMDC. Ferromagnetic metals constitute good potential candidates
for such an injection. We used first principles methods based on the density functional theory to investigate the
atomic and electronic structure at the interface between hcp cobalt and a single MoS2 layer. Covalent bonding
between Co and S atoms strongly modifies the electronic structure of the MoS2 layer which behaves like a metal at
the interface with Co. We give details on the magnetic moments of Co, S and Mo atoms at the interface, and on the
nature and spin-polarization of the electron states at the Fermi level. This interface could be used to promote
electrical spin-injection from a cobalt electrode to a single MoS2 layer.
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Evaluating exchange coupling constants: from solid state physics to quantum chemistry
T Steenbock, C Herrmann
University of Hamburg, Germany
Exchange spin coupling between spin centers plays an important role in systems containing transition metals such
as enzymes and molecular magnets, and in organic di- and polyradicals. A reliable and e_cient computation of
spin-state energy splittings and magnetic exchange coupling constants is therefore an important task of theoretical
chemistry.
We rederived, inspired by Ozaki and coworkers [1], an approach from solid-state physics based on Green’s
functions [2] by employing local projection operators and compared it with the standard method in quantum
chemistry, Noodleman’s Broken-Symmetry (BS) approach [3], for the calculation of exchange coupling constants J
[4] in Kohn-Sham density functional theory (DFT). One advantage of this method is that it requires an electronic
structure of only one spin state and can therefore be used in cases where the antiferromagnetically coupled state is
tedious or impossible to describe computationally. The results of both approaches were in good qualitative
agreement, which suggests that the Green’s function approach can be generally employed in quantum chemistry.
Another advantage of the Greens-function approach is the possibility to decompose the total exchange coupling
constant into contributions from molecular orbitals. In future work we want to check if this method can be employed
for the automatic evaluation of exchange pathways.

Figure 1: Scheme for the evaluation of the coupling constant by Noodleman’s Broken-Symmetry and the Green’s
function approach.
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The availability of femtosecond laser pulses opened up new ways to control magnetism in solids, leading to
spectacular observations including ultrafast demagnetization and femtosecond laserinduced switching of magnetic
domains [1,2]. However, rather little is known about the direct effect of laser pulses on the spin dynamics at the
femtosecond timescale. Interestingly, recent experimental and theoretical results demonstrate that even the
exchange interactions, which are the strongest interactions in magnetism and at the very origin of magnetic order,
can be modified by laser pulses [3,4]. This theoretical work has been performed using a single orbital Hubbard
model under periodic driving with an electric field. Beyond this, we study a two orbitals Hubbard model. We recover
similar effects for the Heisenberg bilinear exchange interaction Jex as illustrated in Figure 1. Moreover the
supplementary degree of freedom JHund due to intra-atomic Hund exchange interaction gives rise to an additional
biquadratic exchange interaction not present in the single orbital model. Here we present the first results of the
laser-induced modification of biquadratic exchange interactions and investigate how it influences the spin
dynamics.

Figure 1. Laser-induced modification of the exchange interaction for single and two orbitals model and biquadratic
exchange interaction energies as a function of the electric field. A similar effect is found in both cases. Results
computed for parameters: laser frequency ⍵=25, hopping parameter t0=1, Coulomb interaction U=10, Hund
exchange interaction JHund=2 and with Ueff=12 for the single orbital exchange interaction.
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Spin wave propagation and spin polarized electron transport in single crystal iron films
O Gladii, D Halley, Y Henry, M Bailleul
Université de Strasbourg, France
Up to now, research in magnonics has concentrated on a few materials containing iron (Permalloy, CoFeB, YIG).
Surprisingly, spin wave propagation in pure iron has not been studied yet despite the promising bulk properties of
this material, such as high saturation magnetization, well-defined magneto-crystalline anisotropy and low damping
factor. In this work, we investigate the spin wave dynamics in 10 and 20 nm thick epitaxial Fe(100)/MgO films
using propagating spin wave spectroscopy [1]. Spin waves with a wave vector k=3.7 μm-1 are excited and detected
by inductively coupled microwave antennas (Fig. 1a). The amplitude and phase of the measured waveform (Fig. 1b)
can be related to the attenuation length Latt (the distance over which the amplitude of the magnetization precession
decreases by a factor e), and the group velocity vg, respectively. Comparing the signal measured on several devices
with different spacing D between antennas, we can extract the values of both Latt and vg. Performing the
measurements for different values of the applied magnetic field, we found an attenuation length as high as 6 μm
and a group velocity of 3-5 km/s. These values are in good agreement with the ones expected from the spin-wave
theory accounting for a field dependent effective damping factor ranging from 0.004 at low field to 0.0025 at higher
field (the last value being comparable to the bulk tabulated value).
We also examine the ability of this material to conduct spin-polarized current. The degree of spin polarization of the
electric current is extracted by performing current-induced spin-wave Doppler shift measurements [1, 2]. We found
a spin polarization of 83% at room temperature, which is very high compared with the values obtained previously by
other techniques [3,4]. As suggested by a recent calculation [5], this high value may indicate a significant degree of
spin-polarization of the electron-phonon scattering, which is the dominating scattering process in such films at room
temperature.
Based on these findings, we conclude that pure iron, with its small damping factor and high spin polarization, is a
very promising candidate for spin-wave and spin-current based applications.

Fig.1. (a) SEM image of an experimental device. (b) Propagating spin-wave waveform measured for 𝜇𝜇0𝐻𝐻=58 𝑚𝑚𝑇𝑇
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Superferromagnets (SFMs), e.g., magnetic nano-crystal self-assemblies and/or arrays, represent promising
candidates for Lab on a Chip systems including many laboratory tasks. Such soft magnetic systems provide an
opportunity to develop new materials with characteristics far beyond traditional solids. The randomly jumping
interacting moments (RJIM) model, see [1] and refs. therein, gives useful framewok for studies of SFMs. In
particular, it provides a basis for developing analytical tools employed in order to specify, quantify and analyse
respective magnetic structures. Such tools explore correlations of magnetic noise amplitudes and allow for
quantitative definition, description and study the SFM origin, as well as self-organized criticality in the response
properties. In this contribution we briefly overview some results for a sensor mode of SFM reactivity associated with
spatially local external fields, i.e., a detection of magnetic particles. Favorable designs of superferromagnetic
systems for sensor implications are revealed.
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In conventional superconductors described by the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory, the transition from the
normal to the superconducting state is accompanied by a reduction in the potential energy and an increase in the
kinetic energy. On the other hand, in high-temperature superconductors the potential and the kinetic energies
present an unconventional behavior that may be strongly related to the pseudogap phenomena. In this work, we
analyzed the kinetic and potential energies in the superconducting state of the two-dimensional Hubbard model.
The model includes hopping to first (t) and second (t2) nearest neighbors and is investigated by the Green's
function method within a n-pole approximation [1,2], which allows to consider superconductivity with dx2-y2-wave
pairing. In the present scenario, a pseudogap emerges near the anti-nodal points in the Fermi surface, when the
strong coupling regime is reached. In the present work we show that in the low doping region, the system enters the
strong coupling regime and the opening of a pseudogap is followed by a decreasing of the kinetic energy and an
increasing of the potential energy. This result corroborate the scenario recently presented by Gull and Millis [3] that
attributes the pseudogap to the strong correlations present in the underdoped regime. A phase diagram of Coulomb
interaction U versus the occupation n is also presented. This phase diagram shows clearly that the pseudogap
regime coincides with the strong coupling regime in which the kinetic and potential energies present an
unconventional behavior. Finally, we show that the pseudogap and the unconventional behavior of the kinetic and
potential energies are closely related to strong antiferromagnetic correlations.
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Mapping the graded magnonic index due to non-uniform magnetic configuration
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Recently, we demonstrated experimentally that propagating spin waves can be excited through targeted microwave
pumping of specific regions of the magnetisation adjacent to antidots patterned in otherwise continuous magnetic
films [1]. Furthermore, using micromagnetic simulations, we have also shown that the spatial character of
propagating spin waves generated in this fashion can be tuned so as to give them the form of either tightly-focused
caustic beams or more regular plane waves [2]. The excitation mechanism from Refs. 1 and 2 relied on the static
and dynamic demagnetising fields in regions adjacent to the antidot that increased the local magnetic resonance
frequency f FMR (r). A continuous uniform pumping of the sample at any fixed frequency resonantly excited magnetic
precession only in the regions of matching f FMR (r), which then launched propagating spin waves into the rest of the
sample.
Here, we report the development of a hybrid (analytical and numerical) theoretical framework that enables the
calculation of f FMR (r), as well as the corresponding local dynamic magnetic susceptibility χ(r), for arbitrary nonuniform magnetic configurations. The framework takes into account contributions from all interactions that are
included within standard micromagnetic simulations, e.g. magneto-dipole, exchange, anisotropy fields, etc. The
method of calculation included three stages, as illustrated below. First, micromagnetic simulations are used to
accurately calculate the non-uniform ground magnetic state of an exemplary antidot system [Fig. 1(a)]. In the
second stage, the ground-state magnetization is used to calculate the local effective demagnetizing tensor N(r) [Fig.
1(b)]. In the third stage, N(r) is used to calculate both f FMR (r) and χ(r) [Figs. 1 (c)-(d)]. Upon deduction of these
three quantities, the excitation and propagation of spin waves using magnetic non-uniformities can be quantitatively
predicted and explained, extending further the concept of graded-index magnonics [3].
This research has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Grant Agreement No. 644348 (MagIC).

Fig. 1 (a) Distribution of the effective magnetic field (projected onto the magnetisation) calculated for an isolated
antidot in a 60 nm thick Permalloy film at the bias field of H B = 500 Oe. (b)-(d) Distributions of N yy , f FMR , and the
imaginary part of χ xx , respectively, corresponding to (a).
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Gallium is an element that exhibits a large degree of polymorphism. For example, it presents at least five possible
structural phases at ambient pressure with superconducting transition temperatures TC ranging from 1.08 K to 7.85
K [1]. The Ga extensive polymorphism makes it an interesting candidate for phase-change memory and integrated
photonic devices, as well as having fundamental implications for our understanding of metallicity [2].
Among these structural phases, only one (∝) is stable in bulk form, while the four others (𝜷𝜷, 𝜸𝜸, 𝜹𝜹 and 𝜺𝜺) are
metastable. However, many experiments have demonstrated that the formation of the Ga metastable phases is a
common occurrence at nanometer scale. In this sense, Li et al. [3] have discussed and proposed a sizetemperature phase diagram of Ga, where the 𝜷𝜷
-phase is indicated to form for droplets with diameter smaller than
250 nm. Therefore, Ga samples with low dimensionality are optimum systems to explore superconducting
properties. Furthermore, some of these metastable phases presents a TC above the He boiling temperature (4.2 K),
so they can be potential candidates for composing devices operating in liquid He in cryogenic systems.
In this work, our goal is to obtain high-quality Ga nanowires (NWs) with TC above 4.2 K. We propose a successful
novel route to grow Ga NWs via the metallic-flux nanonucleation (MFNN) method [4, 5]. The dimensions and
chemical composition of the NWs were confirmed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive Xray spectrometry (EDS). Most of the observed isolated NWs exhibit a diameter of 150 nm with a length of 5.5 𝝁𝝁m,
approximately (Fig. 1(a)). From magnetic susceptibility data measured on Ga NW array, we obtained its H-T
superconducting phase diagram (Fig. 1(b)). The critical field line (HC(T)) follows (𝟏𝟏 − 𝐓𝐓/𝐓𝐓𝐓𝐓)𝜷𝜷  with exponent
TC and the slope of HC(T) were respectively,
𝜷𝜷=0.78±0.05, as can be seen in Fig. 1(b). The extracted values for
6.05±0.05 K and -150±20 Oe/K, indicating that we fabricated 
𝜷𝜷-Ga NWs [6]. Thus, our results, in addition to
confirm that Ga NWs can be crystallized in 𝜷𝜷
-phase, with TC above 4.2 K, open a new playground for nanoscale
superconducting entities, with the synthesis of large aspect ratio NWs.

Figure 1: (a) SEM image of an isolated Ga nanowire (indicated by the white arrow) (b) H-T phase diagram of Ga
nanowires obtained from magnetic susceptibility data. The solid line is the fitting curve H C (T)=H 0 (1-T/T C)𝛽𝛽 . The
inset shows measurements of H C close to T C .
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The title compound reveals interesting magnetic properties as it was shown by the ac- and dc susceptibility and
Mössbauer measurements at low temperatures [1,2]. It has been found that on cooling down this compound orders
first anitiferromagnetically at TN=34.3(2) K, while at Tf = 15.3 K undergoes spin glass-transition (SG).
Since Ag and Sn metal ions in REAgSn compounds do not carry magnetic moments, therefore magnetic properties
of these compounds are governed by the rare earth moments, by their conduction – electron mediated exchange
interactions, and by the effects of crystalline electric fields (CEF) acting on the 4f electrons. In turn, valuable
information on CEF can be drawn from 155Gd Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS) in GdAgSn. The free Gd3+ ion in S-state
is insensitive to CEF effects, and consequently 155Gd nuclei are good probes for a lattice contribution to the electric
field gradient (EFG) enabling to estimate the quadrupolar 𝐵𝐵20 parameter of the CEF Hamiltonian for a given RE atom
in isostructural compound since it is directly related to the value of the quadrupole interaction constant ΔEQ as
observed by 155Gd MS experiments. The aim of this work is to review and discuss the results obtained by means of
𝜒𝜒ac magnetic susceptibility as well as electrical resistivity measurements supplemented by the 155Gd Mössbauer
spectroscopy. Above TN, the non-cubic local symmetry of the Gd sites leads to the well resolved pure quadrupole
split resonance spectrum providing the determination of the absolute value of ΔEQ and below TN, the fits of
magnetically split spectra deliver its negative sign. Eventually, using the obtained in such a way ΔEQ value, the
quadrupolar terms of CEF Hamiltonian for rare earth ions with non-zero orbital momentum can be estimated
allowing to study of their influence on magnetic ordering (i.e. in the establishing of magnetic moments orientations)
observed in other isostructural REAgSn compounds what will be strictly emphasized.
[1]

K. Łątka, E.A. Görlich, W. Chajec, R. Kmieć, A.W. Pacyna, J. Alloys Comp., 262-263 (1997) 108.
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E.A. Görlich, K. Łątka, R. Kmieć, W. Warkocki, Molecular Physics Reports, 22 (1998) 35.
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It has been predicted that spin-polarized currents can induce spin-transfer torque on a ferromagnet. [1, 2] The spintransfer torque is a result of interactions between a spin polarized current and magnetization. It can lead to
precession of the magnetization of ferromagnets in a multilayer structure by applying a large current (~ 108 A/cm2)
[3]. Current-induced magnetization switching (CIMS) has applications in spintronics technology such as a write
process for a high-density magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM). Current-induced magnetization
precession can also be integrated with conventional semiconductor electronic devices [4]. A key figure of merit in
determining the performance of such a device is the non-local behaviour in spin-valve devices in which charge and
spin currents are separated.
In this study we have fabricated a nano-spin motor which contains a central ellipse of Ni 81 Fe 19 (Py) island (200 nm
× 150 nm) surrounded by two 100 nm wide horseshoe-shaped Py bars. Cu wires were fabricated to bridge to these
elements. Electron beam lithography, using a JEOL JBX-6300FS with a BEAMER attachment was used for patterning
the nano-spin motor on thermally-oxidized Si substrates. Py and Cu of thicknesses of 30 nm and 70 nm,
respectively, were grown using e-beam evaporation.
In our measurements we investigated the magnetization configuration of the Py island by measuring a non-local
voltage while applying an in-plane external magnetic field. We observed a mixture of a hard- and easy-axis switching
during the reversal of the Py island. This two-step reversal was attributed to a gradual rotation of a vortex domain
followed by a sudden change from the vortex domain to a single domain state. This study forms a preparatory step
towards future measurements where the Py island magnetisation can be changed by applying current pulses
through nearby horseshores.

Fig. 1 (a) Scanning electron microscope image of a nano-spin motor (b) Non-local resistance of the Py island with
an in-plane magnetic field sweep.
[1] J. Slonczewski, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 159 L1 (1996)
[2] L. Berger, Phys. Rev. B 54 9353 (1996)
[3] J. A. Katine et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84 3149 (2000)
[4] S. A. Wolf et al, Science 294 1488 (200

Magnetic-Polaron-Induced Enhancement of Surface Raman Scattering
1,2
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The studies of the effects of magnetic field on surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) have been so far limited
to the case of ferromagnetic/noble-metal, core/shell nano-particles, where the influence was always found to be
negative. In this work, we investigate the influence of magnetic field on a diluted magnetic semiconductor/metal
SERS system [1]. Guided by three dimensional finite-difference time-domain simulations, a high efficient SERS
substrate was obtained by diluting Mn into Au-capped ZnO, which results in an increase of the dielectric constant
and, therefore, an enhancement of Raman signals. More remarkably, an increase of intensities as well as a
reduction of the relative standard deviation (RSD) of Raman signals have been observed as a function of the
external magnetic strength. We ascribe these positive influences to magnetic-field induced nucleation of bound
magnetic polarons in the Mn doped ZnO. The combination of diluted magnetic semiconductors and SERS may open
a new avenue for future magneto-optical applications.
[1]

Q. Shao, F. Liao and A. Ruotolo, Sci. Rep. 6, 19026 (2015).
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Using a macroscopic approach based on the Boltzmann equation, we studied theoretically the heat generation due
to spin transport in a spin valve. Our analytical results show that heat generation exhibits a behavior analogous to
the giant magnetoresistance effect. We prove in general that the additional heat generation associated with spin
accumulation in the whole spin valve is identical to Joule heat of the spin-coupled interface resistance. However, the
heat generation does not obey Joule's law in each individual layer, which can be interpreted as the spatial
separation of energy relaxation from momentum relaxation. More careful analysis indicates that the additional heat
generation can be ascribed to spin-diffusion process and spin-flip scattering, which have equal contributions only in
semi-infinite layers. On the other hand, in the most meaningful situation, where the thickness of the nonmagnetic
layer is much shorter than its spin-diffusion length, the additional heat generation of the nonmagnetic layer is
dominated by the spin-flip scattering in the antiparallel configuration, and by the spin-diffusion process in the
parallel configuration.

Poster session A
Magnetic properties of multilayers based on anysotropic heisenberg films with dipolar long-range interaction
P P Prudnikov, V V Prudnikov and A P Soldusova
Omsk State University, Russia
The magnetic properties of multilayer magnetic systems have been widely investigated over the past decades, since
they widely used in magnetic storage devices1 . Magnetic order in the multi-layers is complex due to a strong
influence of the shape and the magnetocrystalline anisotropies of the sample. Anisotropy effects leads to
dimensionality crossover in Heisenberg films2. This study includes the Monte-Carlo simulation of the critical behavior
of multilayers based on anisotropic Heisenberg films with dipolar interaction. Competition between short-range
exchange interaction, uniaxial anisotropy and long-range dipolar interaction results in appearance of different
domain structures and in occurrence of the phase transitions.
Magnetic film is constructed as a spin lattice with Heisenberg Hamiltonian

where 𝐒𝐒𝑖𝑖 is a three-dimensional spin in the lattice cite 𝑖𝑖, 𝐽𝐽 is exchange constant, 𝐴𝐴 characterizes uniaxial anisotropy
in out-of-plane direction, 𝒉𝒉 is applied magnetic field, 𝐷𝐷 characterizes the strength of dipolar interaction and
𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 − 𝑟𝑟𝑗𝑗 is the distance between cites 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗.

Figure 1. Temperature dependencies of layer magnetization 𝑚𝑚 for di
erent layer thickness N (a) and out-of-plane layer magnetization 𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧 (ℎ = 0) (b) for bilayer with 𝐴𝐴 = 0:1𝐽𝐽, 𝐷𝐷 = 0:01𝐽𝐽

The modeling of the bilayer with dipolar interlayer interaction demonstrates the effective antiferromagnetic character
of this interaction. Magnetic properties are calculated for these systems with regard to the film thickness (Figure
1a). Dipolar interaction is resulted in antiparallel orientations of adjacent ferromagnetic layers (Figure 1b). This spin
configuration may be changed by application of the external magnetic field.
Support by Russian Science Foundation through project No. 14-12-00562 is acknowledged. The simulations were
supported by the Supercomputing Center of Lomonosov Moscow State University, Moscow and Saint Petersburg
Joint Supercomputer Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
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P.V. Prudnikov, V.V. Prudnikov, M.A. Menshikova and N.I. Piskunova (2015) J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 387,
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Nanomagnetism tunned by crystal facet engineering
Y Li, W Li

Shanghai University, China
The presentation aims at clarify the contribution of the exposed crystal planes on the magnetic behaviors of
transition metal oxides nanocrystals based on the crystal facet engineering. The First Principle Calculation was
employed to simulate the magnetic moments and their coupling modes in the exposed surface layer of
nanocrystals. The exposed crystal plane was controlled accuratedly using different surfactants and structuredirecting agents during the thermohydral synthesize of transition metal oxides. Correspondingly, different
nanomagnetic performances were generated because the magnetic moment and their coupling mode were modified
in the surface layer on the exposed crystal plane. The nanomagnetism was discussed based on the analysis of the
crystallinity, lattice distortion, morphology, size, valence state, defect type and contents, and configuration
environment. The contribution of different exposed crystal planes on the nanomagnetism was explored to explain
the origination of nanomagnetism on the level of atom layout and electronic structure as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Magnetic spin states in MnO 2 with different exposed crysatal planes, (1 1 0) and (2 1 0).
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Influence of temperature, magnetic field and doping on ferromagnetic characteristics of narrow-band systems with
correlated hopping
Y Skorenkyy and O Kramar
Ternopil Ivan Puluj National Technical University, Ukraine
For theoretical investigation of ferromagnetism in narrow-band systems with correlated hopping of transitional metal
dichalcogenides type the effective Hamiltonian of generalized Hubbard model, obtained by canonical
transformation method, is used. Quasi-particle energy spectra have been calculated in paper [1] within projecting
procedure for arbitrary band filling n, weak external magnetic field, lattice strain and correlation hopping
parameters, reflecting the influence of site occupations on electron hoppings. Self-consistent determination of the
spin-dependent subband center shifts, caused by translational processes, results in its dependence on external
influences like magnetic field, doping, temperature change, etc. The system magnetization m, Curie temperature T C
have been calculated numerically for different forms of non-perturbed density of
and magnetic susceptibility
electronic states (DOS). One can distinguish a few regimes by system magnetization behaviour at different
temperatures as external magnetic field increases (see Fig.1
for an example). Dependences of the system magnetization
on temperature and magnetic field strength have been
obtained numerically for various model DOS forms and
correlation hopping values.
In rare cases one can obtain analytical expressions for
concentration and magnetic field dependence, e.g. following
for rectangular model
formula for magnetic susceptibility
DOS

where
, for n<1 lower energy subband halfbandwith is
and for n>1 for upper energy
subband one has
, subject to extra
renormalization by stress or doping,

and

Figure1.
Dependences of
the system
magnetization on magnetic field for n=0.5,
zJeff/w=0.04, Θ/w=0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.08,
0.1, 0.15, 0.2, up to down, model rectangular
density of states is assumed.

are parameters of correlated hopping.

dependences are smooth while for greater n electron correlations may lead to
In almost empty band
stepwise changes in temperature dependences, which are diminished only by high external field application. This
reflects sharp transition from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic state at certain band filling and effective exchange
. Correlated hopping proves to act destructively on translational mechanism of
interaction parameter
ferromagnetic order stabilization. Obtained dependences of the system magnetization on external field are in
accordance with experimental findings [2] for CoS 2-x Se family.

[1]
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Skorenkyy Yu.et al. Acta Physica Polonica A. 111, P. 635 (2007).
Krill G. et al. J. Phys. C.: Solid State Phys. 12, 4269 (1979); Panissod P. et al. J. Phys. C.: Solid State Phys.
12, 4281 (1979); Adachi K. et al. Journ. Phys. Soc. Japan. 46, 1474 (1979); Goto T. et al. Phys. Rev. B.
56, 14019 (1997).

Study of magnetic, electric and thermal properties of ferrimagnetic Fe3Se4 nanorods
M Sen, P Poddar
Monoclinic Fe3Se4 is a ferrimagnetic compound which has recently gained attention owing to its large anisotropy
constant and huge coercivity at low temperature (
kOe at 10 K) without having any rare earth ion or noble metal
40
ion1,2. Below the Curie temperature (~320 K), an ordering of iron vacancies in the alternate layers takes place
leading to huge magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The synthesis was done by a high temperature organic solution
phase method. The diameter of the nanorods is in the range 30-50 nm and they remain highly aggregated at room
temperature due to their strong ferrimagnetic nature (Figure 1).
In our study we found that, Fe3Se4 shows ferroelectric polarization and also, this system shows coupling between
electric and magnetic properties which is manifested by an anomaly in the frequency dependence of the dielectric
constant ( )
of the material around the magnetic transition temperature Tc. The origin of ferroelectricity is still not
understood properly, but, we propose that Fe2+/Fe3+ charge ordering may lead to polarization in this compound as
in the case of Fe3O43,4.

Figure1: The synthesis method and morphology of nanorods
In addition, temperature dependent Raman spectroscopy shows a prominent anomaly in full width half maxima
(FWHM) at Tc (Figure 2). This anomaly in Raman modes observed near magnetic transition temperature provided a
significant input indicating spin-phonon coupling in the system. Also, from the heat capacity data (Figure 3), we see
that λ-anomaly is seen around Tc. Also, strong dependence of intensity of Raman spectra on external magnetic field
is observed which indicates towards the presence of spin-phonon-charge coupling in the system.

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of FWHM in Raman band at 220 cm-1.
Ferroelectric polarization measurements revealed hysteresis loops in a broad frequency range. The microscopic
origin of the coupling between spin-charge-phonon is not clearly understood. Vigorous theoretical calculations are
required to probe this mechanism in this compound. Our important observation about the coexistence of both
magnetic and charge ordering at room temperature proposes Fe3Se4 as a possible room temperature multiferroic
compound.

Figure 3: Temperature dependence of heat capacity, dielectric permittivity and magnetization.
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Magnetic response of surface plasmon polaritons in silver/Heusler alloy/silver films
Y Ashizawa, Y Fukumoto, K Nakagawa
Nihon University, Japan
Change in excitation condition of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) by external magnetic field is important for a
magnetic sensing technique to use SPPs. The magnetic response of SPPs in the films with noble metal and
ferromagnetic metal has been reported [1-4]. Half-metallic ferromagnetic materials, such as Heusler alloys, are
paid attention for spintronic devices because of their perfect spin polarization. A Co2FeSiAl Heusler alloy is one of
candidates for high spin-polarized material even at room temperature [5]. In this study, the magneto-plasmonic
effect utilizing the Co2FeSiAl Heusler alloy as a magnetic responsible layer was investigated.
Specimens were fabricated by RF magnetron sputtering method at room temperature on a glass substrate. Base
pressure and process Ar pressure were less than 1x10-4 Pa and 1 Pa, respectively. Sputtering rates of Ag and
Co2FeSiAl were 1 and 2 nm/s, respectively. Film structure for magneto-plasmonic effect was
substrate/Ag/Co2FeSiAl/Ag. Film thickness of Ag was varied from 10 to 30 nm and that of Co2FeSiAl was changed
from 1 to 4 nm. Specimens were post-annealed in nitrogen atmosphere of 1 mPa at 500-600ºC in 30 minutes after
d byline.
attenuated
The SPPs were excite
exposure. Crystal structure was measured by X-ray diffraction with Cu-K

total reflection (ATR) method with or without magnetic field in perpendicular to the film direction. Magnetic
responses of SPPs were evaluated by using following figure of merit;
R = {R(H)
– R(0) }/ R(0) where, R(0) and R(H) are reflectivity without and with applied field H, respectively.
Reflectivity curves in glass / Ag (25) / Co2FeSiAl (5) / Ag (5 nm) multilayered films with or without applied
magnetic field as a function of incident angle are shown in Fig. 1. Wavelength is 500 nm. Both curves show
excitation of SPPs at around minimum reflectivity around 46º. The reflectivity curve shifts to lower incident angle by
applying magnetic field. As a result, the magnetic response of
R shows 0.11.

Fig. 1 Refection curves with or without applied magnetic field as a function of incident angle.
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Single-chain magnet dynamics observed in a S=2 antiferromagnetic chain system
Mn(C10O2NH12)2(CH3CO2)
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The magnetic properties of a S=2 antiferromagnetic (AFM) chain compound Mn(C10O2NH12)2(CO2CH3) were
studied over a wide range of temperature and magnetic field on polycrystalline sample. From temperature
dependence of magnetic susceptibility a presence of intrachain AFM interaction J/kB = -2.3 K is suggested. A sharp
anomaly at 3 K followed by sudden decrease of susceptibility was observed as an evidence of AFM long-range
order, which was confirmed by the presence of a λ-anomaly in specific heat. Below 3 K a slow magnetic relaxation
was observed from both temperature dependent measurements of ac susceptibility at constant frequency and
frequency dependent measurements of ac susceptibility at constant temperature. Slow magnetic relaxation is
governed by Glauber dynamics with a single relaxation time proposed for single-chain magnets based on canted
spin chains with activation energy Δ/kB = 25 K and attempt time τ0=1.5 ns. The value of single-ion anisotropy
estimated from activation energy using Glauber model is |D|/kB= 4.3 K. This value is also in good agreement with
the analysis of Schottky-like maximum in the specific heat above the ordering temperature and with preliminary
results of high-frequency EPR measurements on single crystals. Presumably, a small transverse magnetic moment
exists in the chains due to the spin canting and it is antiparallel for neighboring chains in the ordered state. This
results in a spin-flip transition in field-dependence of magnetization at 0.12 T, from which the interchain interaction
was estimated as zJ’/kB =-0.04 K.
This work was supported by ERDF EU project under the contract No. ITMS26220120005 and VEGA 1/0145/13.

Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation and Cluster Formation at Deposition of Metals Under an Inhomogeneous Magnetic
Field
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The influence of inhomogeneous magnetic fields on electrochemical processes of corrosion, chemical etching and
deposition of metals is studied last years [1-5]. The experimental observation and theoretical modeling of liquidliquid phase separation at metal deposition are carried out at the surface of a ferromagnetic ball under an external
homogeneous magnetic field, applied with different angle perpendicularly to the gravity force.
The experiments were carried out on the formation of areas with a high concentration of effectively paramagnetic
clusters (magnions) in the vicinity of the magnetized steel ball [3, 5]. Magnions represent the nano- and microscaled groups of products of electrochemical transformations including iron ions. Such groups contains 103-105 iron
ions that’s why they possess magnetic moment much greater than a magnetic moment of a separate ion in a
magnetic field. In this case the potential magnetic energy of a single magnion is comparable with or larger than the
energy of its thermal motion. This explains particularly the fact that the regions with high concentration of magnions
are forming near the magnetic poles of the magnetized ball (see Fig. 1). The Tyndall scattering which takes place
when the size of nanoparticles are less or comparable with the light wavelength, was used for visualization and
checking the presence of nanoscale magnions in CuSO 4 solution. The form of the surface separating the solution
with a higher concentration of magnions and bulk electrolyte was calculated based on the equation of hydrostatic
equilibrium for the quasi-stationary state of an electrolyte.

Fig. 1. The Tyndall effect in the solution of CuSO 4 at the copper deposition for different angle (a – 900, b – 600)
between an external uniform horizontal magnetic field H 0 = 3 kOe and the gravity force.
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Half-metallic character of some Heusler alloys offers great advantage due to their potential application as a highly
spin-polarized current source for spintronic devices [1]. Particularly, Co2-based Heusler alloys have a special place
thanks to their theoretically predicted half-metallic nature [2], high Curie temperature and small Gilbert damping
[3].
Theoretical calculation shows that Co2MnSn Heusler alloy is predicted to exhibit 100% of spin polarization at Fermi
level [4]. However, only 60% spin polarization has been obtained experimentally using point contact Andreev
reflection (PCAR) method, which is much lower than the predicted value [5]. Based on the previous theoretical and
experimental results obtained in Co2MnSn alloy, we investigate the influence of Fe-doping of Co2MnSn alloy ribbons
on their structural and magnetic properties. The partial replacement of Mn atoms by Fe may result in the increase of
Curie temperature and the value of the magnetic moment. Indeed, it was found that one of the most crucial property
to achieve the highest degree of spin polarization in full-Heusler materials lies in the highly ordered L21 crystal
phase. Rapid quenching techniques as melt spinning offers the advantage of easy preparation of large amount of
Heusler alloy with correct L21 crystalline structure.
Here, we report on structural and magnetic properties of Co2Mn0.75Fe0.25Sn melt-spun ribbons. SEM analysis shows
the averaged chemical composition of Co47.4Mn20.7Fe6.4Sn25.5 and X-ray diffraction analysis revealed the most
representative high ordered L21 crystalline structure. Apart of the high Curie temperature and high magnetic
moment, the magnetic anisotropy is well-defined in the plane of the ribbon due to the applied internal stresses
introduced during the rapid quenching process.
This work has been financially supported by NanoCEXmat ITMS 26220120035, VEGA 1/0060/13, APVV-0027-11,
VVGS-PF-2015-495 and Spanish MINECO research funds under project Nº MAT2013-48054-C2-2-R.
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Domain walls in cylindrical magnetic nanowires and their displacement observed via electron holography
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We present a study of magnetic domain walls (DWs) in rather soft magnetic cylindrical nanowires (NWs) by means
of electron holography [1]. Aside from fundamental research interest, IBM proposed a concept of three-dimensional
solid-state race-track memory based on shifting DWs [2]. Biziere et al. [3] identified with electron holography
Transverse Walls (TWs) in nickel NWs with diameters 55 nm and 85 nm (with significant curling in the latter). For
larger diameter another DW with a different topology and orthoradial curling is more favourable – so called Bloch
Point Wall (BPW). We have recently provided the first experimental observation of the BPW by XMCD-PEEM [4].
Here we used electrodeposited Co40Ni60 NWs modulated in diameter. DWs are preferentially nucleated in the
central part with a diameter of 120 nm, which could host the BPW. Thicker parts at the ends have 200 nm in
diameter and should prevent the DW from escaping the central part when subjected to a moderate magnetic field (a
few mT).
Electron holography enables us to determine both amplitude and phase of the electron wave that passes through
the sample, thanks to an interference pattern and a numerical reconstruction algorithm. The phase shift of the
electron wave passing through the sample is affected by electrostatic and magnetic potentials. The electrostatic part
has been experimentally removed via subtracting images with opposite magnetization or flipping the sample by
180°.
Electron holography is a perfect tool for quick determination of a DW presence and together with simulations
enables identification of the DW and its structure. Moreover, using the objective lens of the microscope we could
apply in-situ magnetic fields ranging from several mT (displacement of the DW) up to 2 T for the DW nucleation or
saturation of the wire along its axis. We were able to reproducibly nucleate, shift (back and forth between several
pinning sites) and annihilate the DW.
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the experimental images, we also calculated expected phase maps based
on two simulated micromagnetic configurations with either a TW or a BPW. Fig. 1 depicts comparison of magnetic
phase extracted from the experiment (no tilt) and simulated phase for a TW with azimuth 30° away from the inplane transverse direction. The occurrence of a BPW can be excluded, as the con trast would be symmetric with
respect to the central plane of the domain wall. Good agreement with the experiment has been observed. No
dynamic transformation of the DW (TW↔BPW) has been observed, TW was found in all cases despite the fact that
BPW is energetically more favourable. Different nucleation procedure (= not with transverse field) is needed for the
BPW.

Fig. 1. Comparison of phase maps for experiment (left) and simulation (right) of transverse domain wall (pointing
30° from in-plane direction) in the CoNi nanowire.
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Understanding and controlling magnetic domain structures on a nanometer length scale in complex magnetic alloys
and in magnetically coupled layers requires an experimental technique that allows imaging of magnetic domains
with nanometer lateral resolution. This can be achieved using resonant scattering of soft X-rays from a domain
pattern acting as two-dimensional magnetic grating.1 Due to its relative simplicity and its ability to measure average
domain size distribution the technique is ideally suited for studies of magnetic domain dynamics on ultrafast time
scales. We studied the magnetic domain structure of (Co/Pt)N multilayers as well as CoPd and FePd thin films and
bi-layers using resonant magnetic scattering of soft X-rays. Our samples were grown on top of 50 nm thin Si3N4
substrates to allow measurements in transmission geometry. By tuning the light to the absorption edges of iron or
cobalt we recorded scattering images of the domain structure, corresponding to chosen elements. Applying in-situ
magnetic fields resulted in pronounced reorientation in the domain structure in extremely weak magnetic fields that
were clearly observed in the scattering patterns. Our analysis of both magnetic multilayers and alloys provides
insight into the formation of domains under weak magnetic field perturbations and paves the way to a better
understanding of the transient changes expected in magneto-dynamic measurements.

Fig.1 Magnetic force microscope (MFM) image of magnetic domains in CoPd alloy (left) and the corresponding
resonant scattering image of XUV light from its two-dimensional magnetic ‘grating’ (right).
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The structure, magnetic properties and the magnetic entropy change of Tb 8-X Y X Co 16 compounds are reported. From
the X-ray diffraction measurements it was revealed that the investigated samples cristallyze in cubic MgCu 2 (C15)
structure. The lattice parameters were found to be quite independent on composition.The magnetic measurements
were performed in the temperature range 5-650 K and external fields up to12T. The compounds are
ferrimagnetically ordered, tebium and cobalt magnetic moments being antiparalelly oriented. The cobalt magnetic
moments at 4.2 K decreases with increasing Y content from 0.93 µ B /Co atom (x=1) to 0.57 (x=6) µ B /Co atom. The
transition temperature decrease from 206 K (x=1) to 52 K (x=6). The total density of states at the Fermi level
decreases slightly when the yttrium content increase. The calculated spin contribution to the magnetic moment of
Tb is not too much affected by alloying, the total terbium moment being close to the value determined by neutron
diffraction studies. The changes in the the Co atoms envinronment due to substitution Tb modify the contribution
associated with R 5d–M 3d hybridization and finally the cobalt magnetic moment.
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The temperature dependences of the magnetic entropy
changes, ΔS M (T) are presented in Fig.1. The peaks
have symmetrical shapes around the transition
temperature for the samples with high terbium content,
a behavior which is characteristic for materials
exhibiting a second-order magnetic phase transition.
The compounds with high yttrium content have shown
that the shape of the ΔS M (T) peaks are only
approximately symmetric fact that suggest that the
magnetic transition is not purely of second-order. The
obtained maximum entropy change values were found
to decrease from 5.3 J/kgK for x = 1 to 1.9 J/kgK for x
= 6 for a magnetic field change from 0 to 4 T.

The decrease of magnetic entropy change with
increasing yttrium content may be caused by the
T(K)
decrease in the Tb – Tb interaction. The large RCP
values obtained in these materials were mainly
Fig.1. The magnetic entropy changes as function of attributed to the large Tδ
FWHM values. It was found that
temperature for all Tb 8−X Y X Co 16 system
RCP(ΔS)/ΔB values are quite independent of Y
concentration. For example, an RCP(ΔS)/ΔB value of
53.25 J/kgT was obtained for the sample with x = 1, while for the sample with x = 6 a value of 37.8J/kgT. Due to
their high RCP values these compounds are promising candidates for applications in magnetic refrigeration devices
in the intermediate temperature range.
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All Electrical Propagating Spin Wave Spectroscopy with Broadband Wavevector Capability
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Spintronic devices based on spin waves are promising alternatives to the complementary metaloxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) transistor technology due to their high potential for significant power and area reduction per computing
throughput. To be competitive with actual requirements of the CMOS technology the spin wave devices need to
tackle waves with large wavevectors and implicitly short wavelengths. However, efficient methods to generate and
detect spin waves with short wavelengths are still lacking.
In this work, we developed an all-electrical experiment to perform broadband phase-resolved spectroscopy of
propagating spin waves in micrometer sized thin magnetic films. The experimental configuration is presented in Fig.
1(a,b): The Permalloy films (17 nm thickness) were patterned into stripe-shaped spin wave conduits with widths in
the range of w = �0.25 – 5 µm� using electron beam lithography and standard ion-beam patterning. The
Permalloy conduit is magnetized transverse to its long axis by static bias fields with amplitudes up to 200 mT. The
spin-wave excitation is realized by RF powered Ti/Au antennas with widths scaled from 1 µm down to 125 nm,
connected in series between a ground pad and another coplanar contact pad. The propagating spin waves are
detected by an identic antenna as the emitter placed at distances ranging from 1 to 10 µm from the latter one. We
investigated the properties of the travelling spin waves as a function of the excitation frequency, bias field and the
propagation distance.
We demonstrate that nano-sized inductive antennas (125 nm width) can be successfully used for the generation
and detection of spin waves with ultra-wide frequency band capability and broad wavevector capability (see Fig.
1(c)). From the experiment and the analysis of the dispersion relations calculated for different magnetic bias fields,
we could estimate that the highest detected wavevector was 𝑘𝑘ℎ,30𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≈ 17 rad/µm (wavelength 𝜆𝜆30𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 =
370 nm), 𝑘𝑘ℎ,50𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≈ 15 rad/µm (𝜆𝜆50𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 420 nm) and 𝑘𝑘ℎ,75𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≈ 12 rad/µm (𝜆𝜆75𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 525 nm),
respectively. Furthermore, we developed an analytic model to describe the main features of the spin-wave
transmission functions as the dispersion relation or the non-reciprocity in the propagation.
Our approach is very advantageous because it identifies the routes to access even higher wavevectors, and open an
avenue for the all-electrical study of wavevector-dependent spin wave properties.

Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of the studied devices consisting of inductive antennas (orange) and a magnetic Permalloy
conduit (blue) supporting propagating spin waves (wavy arrows).(b) Scanning electron micrograph of a 2.5 μm wide
Permalloy stripe with two 125 nm gold antennas deposited on top. (c) Examples of transmitted spin wave signals

(continuous thick lines) recorded for the narrowest antenna (width L = 125 nm), the shortest propagation distance r
= 1.125 µm and a stripe width of 5 µm. The top curve has been rescaled proportionally to the wavenumber to better
evidence the signal oscillations at higher frequencies. The dashed lines represent the spin-wave dispersion relation
calculated for the given geometry and the material parameters extracted from FMR and VSM experiments.

Computer simulations on ultrafast magnetization dynamics in ferrimagnetic DyCo5
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Ferrimagnetic rare earth transition metal alloys have gained a lot of interest in research, since it was discovered by
Radu et al. [1], that it is possible to switch the magnetization of GdFeCo films using ultra-short laser pulses. Our
research on DyCo5 is motivated by its extraordinary properties: it is a monocrystalline ferrimagnet with a
magnetization compensation point at ca. 150K, which also features a spin reorientation transition (SRT) close to
room temperature [2], where the easy axis changes from in-plane to out-of-plane.
Therefore we can use this material to study the influence of such a reorientation transition on ultra-fast spindynamics and thermally induced magnetization switching (TIMS).
Figure 1: Spin reorientation transition, due to competing magnetocrystalline anisotropies of Dy and Co sublattices,
calculated from the atomistic spin model.
We implemented a multi scale model for DyCo5, combining ab-initio calculations and atomistic spin simulations.
First we calculated the isotropic
Heisenberg exchange parameters for bulk DyCo5 with the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method. Then we used the
stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation in combination with the two temperature model to compute equilibrium
properties at finite temperature, as well as the spin dynamics in response to ultra-short laser excitation.
The calculated SRT is depicted in Fig. 1 and is in good agreement with previous measurements [2], showing that our
model describes this material accurately. In our simulations we find a decoupling of the magnetization dynamics of
rare earth and transition metal sublattices in response to a fs laser pulse, which is supposed to be a prerequisite for
TIMS. However, we can show that a sustainable switching cannot be achieved at room temperature, since the laser
heating induces the spin reorientation from the in-plane to the out-of-plane phase on a 10 ps time scale, thus
erasing the information about the initial in-plane magnetic state. Above SRT, wefind that TIMS is possible, but the
effect is counteracted by the finite remanence and strong electron-phonon-coupling, thus more fragile than in e.g.
GdFeCo [3].
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The behavior of the exchange bias effect of a ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic bilayer in the presence of a second
ferromagnetic layer at the other interface of the antiferromagnetic layer can yield important information about the
nature of the pinning of spins in the antiferromagnetic layer. We have studied Ni25Mn75/Ni(/Co) bilayers and
(Co/)Ni/Ni25Mn75/Ni(/Co) trilayers, epitaxially grown on a Cu3Au(001) substrate. The optional Co layers were used
to change the magnetization direction of the Ni films from perpendicular to the film plane into the film plane.
Magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements show that trilayers with collinear magnetization directions of both FM
layers exhibit always a much lower exchange bias field Heb at a fixed temperature compared to bilayers of the same
Ni25Mn75 thickness. At the same time, the blocking temperature for exchange bias Tb is strongly reduced. In trilayers
with orthogonal easy axes of the two FM layers (in-plane and out-of-plane), in contrast, both Heb and Tb are nearly
identical to that of the corresponding bilayers. This is shown in the figure, in which the exchange bias (bottom part
of the graph) of the bottom Ni/Co ferromagnetic film with in-plane magnetization (green curve) nearly does not
change upon the deposition of a Ni layer with out-of-plane magnetization on top of the antiferromagnetic Ni25Mn75
layer (red curve), but shrinks drastically once the magnetization direction of the top Ni layer is turned into the plane
by a Co overlayer (blue curve). Such a behavior can be explained by pinned magnetic moments inside the bulk of
the antiferromagnetic layer that coexist independently for orthogonal spin directions, but have to be equally shared
between both interfaces in the case of collinear spin directions. This result thus also confirms a 3Q-like noncollinear
spin structure of Ni25Mn75.

Figure: Temperature dependence of coercivity H C and exchange bias field H eb of the bilayer (squares) and trilayer in
the noncollinear (circles) and the collinear configuration (triangles) measured with longitudinal MOKE.

Reduction of non-linearity by parametric synchronization in a magnetic tunnel junction based spin torque
oscillator
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Spin torque nano-oscillators (STNOs) are nano-sized microwave devices where signal in GHz range can be
generated by steady magnetization precession of the free layer.1-2 However, practical applications of these devices
are yet to be realized due to large linewidth and low output power. A solution for these limitations is synchronization
of multiple STNOs. For better understanding of synchronization phenomena, here, we report on time domain
measurement of a parametrically synchronized magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) based STNO. The device 3 under
study shows a single mode at a frequency of 3.75 GHz. An external signal of power, Pin= -6 to 6 dBm is applied
over the frequency range of fext =7-8 GHz. Parametric synchronization is observed for fext= 2f0 , where f0 is the
frequency of STNO. We have found more than one order of reduction of linewidth (Δf) in locking regime. From the
autocorrelation of amplitude, we extracted amplitude relaxation frequency, fp as shown in Fig.1 (a). We also
calculated the ratio r= Δf/fp as shown in Fig.1 (b). Both fp and r are found to decrease with RF power. Most
importantly the ratio r reduces from 1.35 to 0.25 under locking regime, indicating a significant reduction of nonlinearity during parametric synchronization. This behavior is also qualitatively reproduced by macrospin simulation.
We also studied the frequency noise during parametric synchronization and found a reduction of both white noise as
well as 1/f frequency noise observed in these devices.4This indicate a possible correlation between the 1/f
frequency noise and non-linearity of the STNOs.

Figure 1: (a) Amplitude relaxation frequency vs. RF power applied. (b) r vs. RF power applied.
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The excitation and propagation of short-wavelength spin-waves (SWs) in magnetic thin films and waveguides is a
topic of great interest because of their potential application in both magnonic and spintronic devices. For instance,
SW based devices have been proposed for on-chip communication and for logic gates [1,2]. More recently, we have
shown by micromagnetic simulations that spin waves can perform optically inspired, non-Boolean computing
algorithms [3].
A cornerstone of practical spin-wave devices is the efficient creation of short-wavelength SWs. This motivates our of
study spin-wave generation by sub-micrometer, tapered microstrip lines. The 200 nm thick Au striplines have been
deposited on a top of 100 nm thick dielectric, and a 20 nm thick CoFe film and an underlying Au ground plane. An
example of the waveguide geometry is shown in Fig 1a. The widths of the different fabricated striplines range from
1.0 µm on the wider side, down to 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 or 0.1 µm on the narrower end. Micro-focused Brillouin light
scattering (µ-BLS) spectra were recorded at various points along the antenna axis (X axis in Fig.1d). The measured
spectra reveals a rich structure characterized by several peaks whose frequency and intensity evolve with the
position of the laser probe along the waveguide (Fig.1d). µ-BLS scans perpendicular to the waveguide evidences
propagating spin-waves with a decay length of about 2 µm.
Micromagnetic simulations correctly predict the wavelength and some of the intensity peaks in the BLS spectra.
There are peaks that result from the interaction between non-uniformities in the film and the waveguide field.

Figure 1. a) SEM image of the fabricated waveguide, with the magnified panel showing the tapered part, b) shows
BLS scan perpendicular to the waveguide, evidencing propagating spin-waves c) is simulated d) is BLS measured
spin-wave spectra at various points along the waveguide.
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The spin-resolved transport properties of quantum-dot-based Cooper pair splitters [1] are studied theoretically in
both the linear and nonlinear response regimes. The considered system is described by a three-site model [2, 3]
with one s-wave superconducting lead and two ferromagnetic electrodes, whose magnetizations can be aligned
either in parallel or antiparallel. In such system, for voltages smaller than the superconducting energy gap, transport
can occur due to either direct or crossed Andreev reflection processes. In crossed Andreev reflection, the Cooper
pairs are split and the electrons leave the superconductor through two different arms of the device. By means of the
equation of motion for the nonequilibrium Green's functions, we determine the dependence of the Andreev current
and associated differential conductance on both the gate and bias voltages. We discuss the influence of spindependent tunnelling on Andreev reflection processes and analyze their dependence on the magnetic configuration
of the device. We show that quantum interference can lead to asymmetric transport line shapes, which depend on
the spin polarization of ferromagnets and the system's magnetic configuration. Moreover, ferromagnetic contacts
can in certain cases allow for an increase of the efficiency of Cooper pair splitting, while in other cases they can
lead to the suppression of transport through the system, which results in a nontrivial behavior of the tunnel
magnetoresistance of the device. Finally, we also analyze the role of normal transport properties on the operation of
the Cooper pair splitter.
This work is supported by the National Science Center in Poland as the Project No. DEC-2013/10/E/ST3/00213.
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In order to control the behavior of superconducting vortices two materials of antagonistic nature such as
superconductors and ferromagnets can be engineered into artificial hybrid structures where the interaction between
their two different order parameters at the system interfaces plays an important role in the pinning landscape [1].
A regular square array of micrometer-sized Py ferromagnetic disks has been patterned, each exhibiting a remanent
magnetic vortex state with a weak uniaxial anisotropy and cloverleaf-like stray fields shown in Fig.1(a). On top of the
array a superconducting Nb thin film has been grown and Cooper pair breaking effects occur in the vicinity of the
ferromagnet [2]. In order to avoid this, a second sample with a thin dielectric layer at the interface between Py and
Nb has been grown.
Scanning Hall probe microscopy (SHPM) has been used to directly visualise the vortex behavior in the hybrid
structures with high spatial resolution and sensitivity [3]. The cloverleaf stray magnetic fields of the disks lead to
specific preferred positions for the superconducting vortices on top of them, showing clear differences in pinning
behavior for samples with and without the dielectric layer at the interface exemplified in Fig.1(b) and (c). In
addition, an in-plane magnetic field has been applied to produce an “onion” magnetic state. Both, vortex-like and
“onion” magnetic states of the disks, exhibited qualitatively different pinning phenomena, reflecting their distinct
pinning landscapes and pinning strengths.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.1: SHPM images of (a) one central Py disk with a cloverleaf-like stray fields at 77 K, (b) the hybrid system with a
dielectric layer and (c) without a dielectric layer at the interface at 5 K.
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The Heusler Ni-Mn-X (X = Ga, In, Sn) alloys are interesting for practical applications because of the numerous
unique effects such as a shape memory effect in ferromagnetic state, a magnetic shape memory effect, a giant
magnetocaloric effect and magnetostriction etc. The strong magnetoelastic interaction between the magnetic and
structural subsystems is one of reason of these effects. The magnetic field-induced strain in Ni-Mn-Ga alloys
reaches about of 10% [1]. The recent ab initio works have shown that the Pt addition to Ni-Mn-(Ga, Sn) alloys leads
to a higher the magnetic field induced strain of 14% [2]. In this work, we presented results of ab initio investigations
of structural and magnetic properties of Ni-Pt-Mn-Z (Z = Ga, In, Sn) Heusler alloys.
All the calculations were performed using the density functional theory as implemented in the ab initio total
energy and molecular dynamics program VASP (Vienna ab-initio simulation program) developed at the Fakultät fur
Physik of the Universität Wien [3,4] and a spin polarized relativistic Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (SPRKKR) code [5]. In
both codes, the generalized gradient approximation for the exchange correlation functional in the formulation of
Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) was used. The VASP was used to determine the optimized lattice parameters of
the 16-atom L21 supercell. In this supercell, the Z atoms occupy the sites (0; 0; 0); Mn occupy (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) ones;
Ni and Pt atoms occupy (0.25, 0.25, 0.25) and (0.75, 0.75, 0.75) ones. Calculations of magnetic exchange
couplings were carried out by the SPR-KKR method using the Spin Polarized Scalar-Relativistic Hamiltonian with the
PBE exchange correlation potential. To construct the non-stoichiometric composition, the coherent potential
approximation (CPA) was used.
Our calculations of equilibrium lattice parameters have shown that lattice constant increases with
increasing of the Pt excess (𝒙𝒙). The lattice constants of Ni-Pt-Mn-In and Ni-Pt-Mn-Sn alloys have the same
tendencies and larger than for Ni-Pt-Mn-Ga. The results of calculation of tetragonality ratio (𝒄𝒄/𝒂𝒂) show, that the
addition of Pt atoms leads to the appearance of martensitic states with 𝒄𝒄/𝒂𝒂 < 1. Moreover, the energy difference
between austenite and martensite is found to increase with increasing Pt content. The largest 𝜟𝜟𝑬𝑬 (≈ 100 meV) is
observed for Pt2MnGa with 𝒄𝒄/𝒂𝒂 > 1. It should be noted that for the case of Pt2MnSn, the martensite with 𝒄𝒄/𝒂𝒂 < 1 is
found to be more stable. By using the obtained values of lattice constants and tetragonal ratio (𝒄𝒄/𝒂𝒂) in further
calculations, we calculated the exchange coupling parameters for Ni2-xPtxMnZ (Z = Ga, In, Sn) with different
concentrations. In the next step, we estimated Curie temperatures with the help of the mean-field approximation
using calculated exchange parameters [6]. Our calculations have shown that Curie temperatures for cubic phase
decrease with increasing Pt excess. Obtained values of Curie temperature are in a good agreement with
experimental data [7, 8]. This work was supported by RSF (No. 14- 12-00570) and Ministry of Education and
Science RF (No. 3.2021.2014/K) and, partially, RFBR (No. 14-02-01085).
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The functional properties of Mn excess Ni-Mn-Z (Z = Ga, In, Sn, Sb) Heusler alloys with addition of fourth and fifth
elements like the magnetic shape memory effect, exchange bias effect and the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) are
promising for future technologies [1]. These effects are associated with the complex magnetic ordering which
changes from ferromagnetism in austenite to composite magnetic structures in martensite below the
magnetostructural transformation (MST) [2]. The competing magnetic interactions lead to the characteristic drops of
magnetization curves across the MST for the Ni-(Co)-Mn-(In, Sn) alloys [2, 3]. The strong antiferromagnetic
correlations start to appear with the Mn excess atoms, which mainly occupy sites of the Z sublattice, causing the
nearest neighbor Mn-Mn distances to shrink.
In this work, we have focused on the Ni 1.75 Co 0.25 Mn 1.25 Cr 0.25 Sn 0.5 alloy. The reason is that the recent measurements
show that Mn enriched samples and addition of Co may lead to quite pronounced value for the MCE at the MST with
ΔT=6 K for Ni 45.2 Co 5.1 Mn 36.7 In 13 alloy [4]. It is also interesting to investigate the influence of Cr addition on the
value of MCE for Ni-(Co)-Mn-Sn alloys. Before the modelling of the MCE by the Monte Carlo method, we need to
determine the magnetic equilibrium state of Ni 1.75 Co 0.25 Mn 1.25 Cr 0.25 Sn 0.5 alloy. For this aim, we performed the lattice
relaxation calculations with 32 atoms in the supercell of Ni 14 Co 2 Mn 11 Cr 1 Sn 4 alloy in the austenite with L2 1
structure. Because of the distribution of Co atoms on Ni sublattice and Cr atom on Mn sublattice may be different
we used the USPEX code to create a special quasirandom structure (SQS) [5] and all ab initio calculations were
carried out for obtained SQS. The ab initio calculations were performed using the VASP package [6,7].
The four magnetic configurations, where either all magnetic moments of Ni, Co, Cr, Mn 1 (on own sites), and Mn 2 (on
Sn sites) (FM) atoms are positive, or magnetic moments of Mn 2 (FIM-I) and Cr (FIM-II) atoms are negative
separately, or magnetic moments of both Cr and Mn 2 (FIM-III) are negative, have been considered in our
calculations. It was shown that the FM spin configuration in the austenite is favorable compared with FIM
configurations. Therefore, the FM alignment is the stable magnetic ground state in the austenite giving the maximum
total magnetic moment, m tot ≈ 6.4 μ B . The equilibrium lattice parameter of the cubic austenite with FM order of
Ni 1.75 Co 0.25 Mn 1.25 Cr 0.25 Sn 0.5 is equal to 5.96 Å. The total energy as a function of tetragonal distortion c/a for the
Ni 1.75 Co 0.25 Mn 1.25 Cr 0.25 Sn 0.5 alloy with different magnetic ground states, which was also calculated. We have
obtained that the FM order is not favorable in the martensite, whereas the minimum in the total energy at c/a ratio
of ≈ 1.3 can be found for FIM-II and FIM-III orders with magnetic moment ≈ 2 and 1.4 μ B , respectively. As a result,
the large changes in magnetizations across the MST and the large value of MCE for Ni 1.75 Co 0.25 Mn 1.25 Cr 0.25 Sn 0.5
composition are expected.
This work was supported by the Grants RSF No. 14-12-00570, Ministry of Education and Science RF No.
3.2021.2014/K and, partially, RFBR grant No. 14-02-01085.
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Non-reciprocal spin-wave dispersion in bent thin-film stripes
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Spin waves are considered as promising candidates to carry information in future technology applications. Therefore
in the last decades they have been studied intensively in ferromagnetic thin films. Since SWs propagate over
macroscopic distances without electron charges being displaced, information technologies based on magnon
computation are expected to achieve lower power consumption, faster operative rates and smaller packing sizes.
Recent developments in material research enabled the manufacturing of more complex structures than planar thin
films; especially nanotubes and bent structures of varying curvature can be produced. It has recently been shown by
theory that in nanotubes the curvature has an impact on both the domain wall and spin-wave propagation [1,2].
Moreover, the dispersion relation in nanotubes is non-reciprocal regarding the sign of the propagation vector [2,3].
These effects are attributed to the lack of local inversion symmetry due to the curved surface of the nanotube [2].
Here, we studied the spin-wave propagation and the spin-wave dispersion in bent Permalloy thin-film stripes in the
form of quarter-tubes, half-tubes and three-quarter tubes. Compared to nanotubes, these systems only posses the
curvature but not the specific boundary condition of nanotubes. However, they are easier to fabricate
experimentally. For the simulations we used our GPU accelerated Finite Element micromagnetic code TetraMag [4].
The spin waves are excited with an external field in Damon-Eshbach geometry. A Fourier analysis is used to
determine the wave vector corresponding to a given frequency mode. The resulting dispersion relations show a nonreciprocity regarding the sign of the propagation vector, similarly to those reported for nanotubes [3]. The spin-wave
asymmetry, defined as the ratio between the difference of the frequencies and their sum for a given wave vector but
with opposite signs, can be as high as ≈ 5%, as shown in the Figure. We show that the non-reciprocity is a
curvature-induced effect originating from the dipole-dipole interaction. Its effect on the dispersion is similar as the
interfacial or intrinsic Dzyalonshiinsky-Moriya interaction (DMI) [5], as predicted by Ref. [2]. In addition, the nonreciprocity can be easily tuned with currents in bent structures, which in not the case for the DMI. Due to the large
effect predicted by simulations, we believe this asymmetry can be verified experimentally, providing further
prospects for the research.

Figure: Spin-wave asymmetry versus wave vector.
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Cerium based intermetallic compounds have attracted considerable attention of the condensed matter research
community for last few decades due to their divergent physical properties which include heavy fermion (HF)
behavior, Kondo effect, valence fluctuation, magnetic ordering and superconductivity. However, coexistence of
ferromagnetic ordering and Kondo/ HF behavior are very rare in the existing literature. Very recently we have
discovered HF behaviour in the trivalent Ce compound CeCrGe3 which exhibits enhanced value of Sommerfeld
coefficient (~ 130 mJ/mol/K2) even in the ferromagnetically ordered state of itinerant Cr moments (TC ~70K) in the
system[1, 2]. Moreover, itinerant Cr moments in this system have a strong coupling with localized Ce moments
which is quite evident from the results on CeCr1−xTixGe3 indicating a possible existence of quantum critical point in
the system [2]. Therefore, in order to obtain further information on themagnetic ordering and to explore the
magnetic structure, we have carried out muon spin relaxation (μSR) and neutron diffraction investigations on
CeCrGe3. μSR and neutron diffraction experiments have been carried out at ISIS Muon and Pulsed neutron facility at
the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, United Kingdom.
The zero-field μSR spectra exhibit exponential type decay in the paramagnetic as well as in the magnetically ordered
state. Our μSR investigation in the temperature range 1.2 K to 125 K has revealed a long range magnetic ordering
below TC = 70 K which is confirmed by a loss in initial asymmetry below TC accompanied with a sharp peak like
anomaly in the muon depolarization rate (λ) [Fig.1 (a)-(b)]. Moreover, field dependent μSR spectra suggest that the
internal field at the muon site is higher than 0.25 T. On the other hand, the neutron diffraction patterns recorded
below Tc show magnetic contributions only at nuclear peak positions and no extra magnetic reflection was
observed. This confirms the ferromagnetic nature of magnetic ordering and suggests a collinear arrangement of Cr
and Ce magnetic sublattices at low temperature[3]. However, down to 2.4 K magnetic peaks are seen only for the
(110 ) and (100 ) reflections [eg. Fig. 1(c) for (110) reflection] which confirms magnetic ordering of Cr sublattice.

Fig 1. (a) Temperature dependence of initial asymmetry and (b) the depolarization rate (λ). (c)
Thermal evolution of the (110 ) reflection observed in neutron diffraction experiment.
[1] D. Das et al. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter, 26, 106001 (2014).
[2] D. Das et al. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter, 27, 016004 (2015).
[3] D. Das et al. Manuscript under preparation.

Investigations of magnetization reversal mechanism in periodic Py nanostructures.
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Magnetization reversal behaviour in periodic arrays of complex antidots lattices (ADLs) based on Ni80Fe20 (Py)
films of 10 nm thickness was investigated by experimental methods and micromagnetic simulations.
Photolithographically patterned samples are characterized by the longitudinal magnetooptical Kerr effect based
microscopy (LMOKE), while simulations have been carried out in Mumax3.
Three samples with different geometries (Fig. 1) have been studied. Starting from the basic structure, a) an array of
circular antidots in the square lattice, (b) bi‐component (smaller and larger antidots) ADL where smaller antidote is
added inside the unit cell and (c) wave‐like pattern formed by additional nonmagnetic connections between smaller
and larger holes.
From experimental and simulation results performed in dependence on the in‐plane magnetic field orientation, we
found easy and hard axes which define directions of high and low coercive fields Hc, in the remagnetization process
(Fig. 2). For the square ADL we found two easy axis directions along next‐nearest holes with remarkable increase of
Hc with respect to the plain film. For bi‐component ADL, we found additional two easy axes along lines connecting
nearest smaller holes. Thus, the two sets of easy axes can be distinguished along the diagonal and side of the
centro‐symmetric square lattice. The coercive fields along both easy axis directions can be tuned by changing
smaller holes radius. In ADL with a wave‐like pattern, drastically change in magnetic anisotropy has been observed
which is substantially different from square and bi‐component ADL. In the wave‐like pattern we found only one
direction of the low coercive field when the external magnetic field is close to perpendicular direction to the wave‐
like patterns. The uniaxial anisotropy is found with the similar coercive fields in the broad range of the angles from ‐
45o to 45o, which remind the properties of an array of ferromagnetic stripes.
With the help of micromagnetic simulations we have identified reversal magnetization processes along easy and
hard axis for the three samples. Additionally, in micromagnetic simulations we have found formation of the meta‐
stable 360o domain walls, which in bi‐component ADL and wave‐like ADL are created along lines connecting
adjacent large and small antidots.

Figure 1. In analogy to the experimental pattern, the simulation structures used for the three studied geometries are
used: (a) circular antidots in square lattice, (b) bicomponent ADL and (c) wave‐like pattern.

Figure 2. Polar plot showing comparison of simulated and experimental (from LMOKE) Hc field in dependence on
the external magnetic field orientation for (a) square ADL, (b) bi‐component ADL and (c) wave‐like structure
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LaRuO 3 : A trivalent Ru oxide close to a magnetic instability
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Ruthenate oxides are one of the important family of compounds in the field of strongly correlated electronic
systems. Topics of interest are e.g. the unconventional putative p type superconducting state in Sr2RuO4, and the
transition from metallic ferromagnetism to enhanced Pauli paramagnetism in the alloy Sr1-xCaxRuO3, where the
occurrence of a quantum critical point and associated Non-Fermi Liquid behavior is discussed. In both cases Ru is
in a tetravalent state leading in a simple approximation to a d4, S = 1 configuration. The former compound
crystallizes in the double layer perovskite, while the alloy crystallize in the GdFeO3 type distorted perovskite. On the
other hand, the metastable perovskite form of SrIrO3, which crystallized in the same structure as CaRuO3 and
SrRuO3, has recently attracted new interest because of strong spin orbit effects and the possibility of topological
states. In this case the tetravalent Ir state lead formally to a d5 S = 1/2 configuration.
This directed our attention to the compound LaRuO3, which also crystallizes in the GdFeO3 distorted perovskite
structure. Interestingly it presents the very uncommon case of a trivalent Ru state, which leads to the d5 S = 1/2
configuration as in SrIrO3. While CaRuO3, SrRuO3 and now SrIrO3 have been and are still the subject of intensive
investigations, only few studies have been devoted to LaRuO3, and the knowledge of its physical properties is quite
superficial.
We therefore started a detailed study of the physical properties of this compound. Here we present the first series of
results obtained on polycrystalline samples. The results show LaRuO3 to be an enhanced Pauli paramagnet close to
a magnetic instability, as evidenced by a power law divergence of the susceptibility at low T and the absence of any
evidence for a magnetic transition in all studied properties. The observed large Sommerfeld coefficient of the
electronic specific heat, γ = 60 mJ/mol.K2, indicates strong correlations. Resistivity at high temperatures show
metallic behavior, but at low temperatures the T dependence is strongly sample dependent. Thus LaRuO3 presents
some similarities to CaRuO3, despite a different Ru oxidation state and a different configuration of the d shell. The
observed properties shall also be analyzed in the context of DFT based calculations.
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Magnetoelastic properties in melt-spun Ni-Fe-Ga(Cu) ribbons
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The applications of the Ferromagnetic Shape Memory Alloys (FSMA) are related to the well known martensitic
transformation (MT), a first order phase transition occurring in magnetically ordered domain. For Heusler type FSMA,
the transition takes place between austenite (with B2 or ordered L21 structure) and either a seven-layer (14 M) or
five-layer (10 M) modulated or a non-modulated (L10 tetragonal) martensite structure, depending on composition
and thermal history. The Ni-Fe-Ga [1,2] near stoichiometric Heusler alloy has drawn much attention as an
alternative to the brittle Ni-Mn-Ga FSMA [3-5].
In this work, we investigate the thermoelastic properties (from thermal expansion and magnetostriction
measurements in magnetic fields up to 5T) in Ni50Fe20Ga27Cu3 FSMAs with previously unstudied composition. All the
measurements were carried out on as prepared rapid quenched ribbons and thermal treated (20min at 400oC and
800oC) ribbons. Information about magnetic easy axis and magnetically field induced strains (MFIS) which are
closely related to the strength of the magnetoelastic coupling in the martensitic state were achieved from the linear
thermal expansion measurements performed under cooling, at different applied fields (1T, 3T, 5T). The applied
magnetic field facilitates nucleation of variants with easy magnetic axis along the field direction as the sample is
cooled down through martensitic transformation (FC) [6].
The as prepared textured ribbons are single phase
and present high atomic disorder and large strain, as
characteristic features induced by processing route.
The quenched-in stress stored in ribbons during the
rapid quenching and released by thermal treatments
was found to influence the MFIS which has moderate
values (Fig.1).
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Fig.1 Linear thermal expansion of samples during the
cooling process with and without magnetic field parallel to
the ribbon plane. Inset: The temperature-dependent MFIS
and magnetostriction at applied magnetic field (B = 5 T).
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The application of a field (up to 5T) in the martensitic
phase (ZFC) induces a weak motion of twin
boundaries in concordance with magnetostriction
values. The results suggest that the thermal treatment
at moderate temperature (20min at 400oC) and
textured ribbons may lead to better strain properties
under applied magnetic field for promising
technological applications.
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The spin wave dynamic behaviour of the nano-patterned Py thin films were studied using ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR), Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy (BLS) and reproduced through micromagnetic simulations, and plane
wave method (PWM), respectively. Simulations have been performed with Mumax3. Three samples with different
patterns have been studied (Fig. 1 (d,e,f)): an array of circular antidots in the square lattice (ADL), bi-component
ADL created by inclusion of an additional small hole in a center of the square unit cell and wave-like pattern formed
by additional parallel nonmagnetic connections between small and big holes.

From experimental and simulation results performed in dependence on the in-plane magnetic field orientation (
H),
we found strong angular dependence of the multi-lines FMR spectra (Fig. 1 (a,b,c)). The observed resonance lines
are assigned to spin wave excitations from three categories: fundamental (with largest, angular depended FMR
intensity), bulk modes (high frequency, low FMR intensity and strong angular dependences), edge modes (low
frequency and intensity and strong angular dependences). For each structure we found the most intensive
resonance line close to 9.5 GHz, which is a fundamental mode showed in Fig. 1 (g, h for
H = 0o and
The most pronounced variation of the FMR spectra is found in wave-like structure, to be a result of significant
variation of the demagnetizing field with the change of the magnetic field orientation.
To study propagation of spin waves, the dispersion relation for Damon-Eshbach geometry was measured with BLS
and calculated with PWM. We found good agreement between experimental results and calculations, except for the
re = 90o but s
edge modes. The band of the fundamental mode is similar for all structures for
H
observed in wave-like structure for
H = 0o.

Figure 1. a), b) and c) Calculated FMR frequency spectra in dependence on the angle in-plane magnetic field
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The pseudo-binary Sc 1-x Ti x Fe 2 system crystalizes in the hexagonal MgZn 2 type structure (P6 3 /mmc) and exhibits, as
function of x, different forms of itinerant electron 3d magnetism. ScFe 2 is ferromagnet with T C = 540 K and average
magnetic moment 1.37 µ B /Fe. TiFe 2 is antiferromagnet with T N = 280 K and different magnetic moments on
positions 6h (1.4 µ B /Fe) and 2a (~ 0 µ B /Fe). Within the Sc 1-x Ti x Fe 2 series this different behavior leads to complex
magnetic diagram with magnetic ground state varying from ferromagnetic for Sc- rich compounds through canted
states where ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism coexists to an antiferromagnetic ground state for Ti-rich
compositions. Since the substitution of Ti by Sc is accompanied with an increase of the volume of elementary cell,
the application of the high pressure can have similar effect as substitution of Sc by Ti. To get more detailed
information about the effect of volume change on the character of magnetism and exchange interactions we have
studied effects of hydrostatic pressure up to 1GPa on magnetic properties of polycrystalline Sc 0.35 Ti 0.65 Fe 2
compound in temperature range 5 – 380 K using a SQUID magnetometer with magnetic field up to 7T and miniature
Cu-Be pressure cell.
Sc 0.35 Ti 0.65 Fe 2 compound exhibits complex ferromagnetic structure with T C = 348 K and another ferro-ferro transition
with T F-F = 108 K connected with the increase of the intrinsic magnetic moment of Fe at the 2a site [1]. Application
of pressure leads not only to decrease of T C with a slope dT C /dp = -27K/GPa but also to a significant decrease of
both T F-F and magnetization of ferro-ferro transition as is illustrated on Fig. 1. The magnetic transition temperature T F-1
F decreases strongly non-linearly with increasing pressure. The average slope is very high, dT F-AF /dP ~ -150 K/GPa
with critical pressure for disappearance of this transition Pc ~ 0.7 GPa. If we suppose that the compressibility of
this compound is similar to YFe 2 [2], κ = 0.013 GPa-1, then at pressure of 0.7 GPa the volume of the elementary
cell is lower by 0.9 %. In the case of purely volume effect this decrease of volume of elementary cell corresponds to
the decrease of Sc content by ~ 7% that seems to reasonable value. The possible pressure induced decrease of the
intrinsic magnetic moment of Fe at the 2a site will be also discussed.
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Fig 1: Suppression of ferro-ferro transition by hydrostatic pressure (a) Temperature dependence of low field
magnetization under different pressures, (b) Magnetic isotherms measured at 5 K and at the indicated pressures
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In recent years, the spin-dependent force driven by the magnetization dynamics, so-called spin motive force, has
been investigated in nanomagnetic systems where the nanoscale magnetic modulation is presented. It has been
pointed out that magnetic domain wall that formed in a one-dimensional wire induces the dc voltage during a
propagating in one direction. Two-dimensional magnetic vortex structure also induce the AC voltage that can be
measured by the well-fabricated nanoprobe on the magnetic disk. To magnify the voltage signal due to the spin
motive force, the cascade effect has been proposed by using the collective mode of the Skyrmion lattice [1,2]. The
amplitude of the AC voltage is proportional to the number of the Skyrmion core between two probes. From the view
of the spintronics application, the large DC voltage signal is required.
In this report, we investigate the spin motive force due to the spin wave dynamics excited in the chiral magnet. The
chiral magnet represents the one-dimensional spiral structure that can be considered as a series of domain walls
[3]. By using the numerical technique, we solve the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation in the presence of the
ferromagnetic coupling and Dzyaloshinskii-moriya (DM) interaction and dipole-dipole interaction. We investigate the
spin-wave excitation driven by, (i) DC magnetic field (i) local AC magnetic field, and (iii) temperature gradient. By
using the magnetization dynamics, we calculate the spin motive force and also obtain the measurable voltage. The
rotation mode of the spiral magnet is observed by applying the DC magnetic field, and that reveals the large DC
voltage. We investigate the spin wave excitation of dipole- and exchange- mode excited by the AC magnetic field.
We obtain the AC voltage due to two spin wave dynamics. By applying the temperature gradient, the exchange
mode of the spin wave is excited and we point out that the sign of the voltage is an useful information for
determining the chirality of the spiral magnet.

Fig.1 : Schematic view of the chiral magnet. Arrows show the magnetization. The magnetization dynamics is excited
by magnetic field and temperature gradient. He spin motive force is measured by the electric voltage.
[1] J. Ohe and Y. Shimada, Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 242403 (2013).
[2] Y. Shimada and J. Ohe, Phys. Rev. B 91, 174437 (2015)
[3] Y. Togawa et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 107202 (2012)
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The recent experiments on the excitation of magnetization precession by the picosecond strain pulses have
demonstrated that coherent phonons are prospective and powerful tools to manipulate magnetization on the
nanoscale and at GHz frequencies in various ferromagnetic materials [1-3]. The interaction of elastic and magnetic
excitations, which is based on the magnetostrictive effects, may be enhanced if the inherent elastic properties of a
ferromagnetic nanostructure (the Eigen phonon resonances, boundary conditions, elastic anisotropy etc.) are
involved. This allows achieving of high precession amplitudes [4] and precise control of the magnon resonances [5].
In the present work we realize the resonant driving of the magnetization precession by localized phonon modes of a
ferromagnetic layer embedded into a phononic Fabry-Perot nanoresonator [6].
The studied structure, schematically shown in Fig. 1(a), consists of a Galfenol (Fe0.81Ga0.19) layer of 59-nm
thickness grown on semiconductor superlattices (SLs) playing a role of phononic Bragg mirrors. Both SLs, SL1 and
SL2, are formed by 10 pairs of GaAs/AlAs of 59/71-nm and 42/49-nm thicknesses, respectively. The phononic
cavity between the SLs and open surface of Galfenol layer possesses several high-Q phonon resonances in 20- 40
GHz frequency range. In experiment we monitor the time-resolved kinetics of magnetization, M, using a conventional
magneto-optical pump-probe setup with an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser (pulseduration ~200 fs, 800 nm
wavelength, 100 kHz repetition rate).
Fig. 1 (b) demonstrates the oscillating kinetic signals, which reflect the optically excited magnetization precession
and depend strongly onexternal magnetic field, B, applied in the layer plane. At B=190 mT ferromagnetic resonance
frequency coincides with the frequency of the ground localized phonon mode and we observe drastic increase of
precession lifetime [Fig. 1(b)] and its spectral amplitude [Fig. 1(c)]. This effect is due to the resonant pumping of
the magnetization precession by the optically excited monochromatic coherent phonons localized in a ferromagnetic
layer. At higher magnetic fields when the resonant conditions are fulfilled for several high order phonon modes, the
magnetization precession lasts longer than 10 ns and demonstrates strong beating. Our results allow further
development of the oscillating magnetic fields on the nanoscale for various applications (e.g. clocking and magnetic
imaging).

Fig. 1 (a) The studied ferromagnetic nanostructure schematic. (b) The temporal evolution of the normal projection of
magnetization, DMz(t) after the optical excitation at t=0. (c) The Fourier spectra of the kinetic signals as a function
of external magnetic field. The vertical and inclined dashed lines indicate the corresponding resonances: phonon,
fR, and ferromagnetic, fM.
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Nanostructured magnetic materials may exhibit phenomena, which are not achievable in their bulk constituents.
Due to their unexpected behavior, these materials are often called metamaterials. We have recently shown the
possibility to grow metastable fcc Fe thin films which can undergo magnetic and structural (paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic, fcc to bcc) phase transformation upon ion-beam irradiation [1]. These films represent an ideal
system, where ferromagnetic elements may be selectively written into a paramagnetic matrix by using focused ion
beam.
In our experiments we have used epitaxial metastable thin films of fcc Fe78Ni22 evaporated in UHV (p=3×10-10 mbar)
on Cu(100) surface and on H-terminated Si(100) with Cu(100) buffer layer. The films can be selectively
transformed by 30 keV Ga+ focused ion beam [fig. 1(a)]. By varying the parameters of the focused ion beam we are
able to write magnetic patterns with spatially modulated magnetic properties. We also demonstrate, that with a
proper selection of focused ion beam scanning strategy (circular or linear scanning) we are able to control the type
of the anisotropy of the transformed areas [fig. 1(b), (c)].
Our results show that the metastable fcc Fe thin films are good template for fabrication of arbitrary magnetic
patterns by focused ion beam direct writing. This system presents an ideal candidate for fabrication of magnetic
metamaterials [2], due to its unprecedented possibility of spatial variation of magnetic properties by using different
irradiation procedures.

FIG. 1: a) Magnetic force microscopy measurement of magnetic patterns written into a 25-nm-thick metastable fcc
Fe layer by 30-keV focused ion beam. b, c) angular dependence of remanent magnetization in transformed pattern
element after b)-circular scanning c)-linear scanning. By choosing the right scanning strategy we are able to control
the growth (transformation) of different structural domains, thus we can can directly control the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of the transformed areas.
[1]
[2]

Gloss J., et al., Ion-beam-induced magnetic and structural phase transformation of Ni-stabilized facecentered-cubic Fe films on Cu(100). Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 262405 (2013).
Chumak A. V., et al., Magnon spintronics. Nature Physics. 11, 453-461 (2015).
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L12-type Pt3Fe ordered alloy exhibits successive antiferromagnetic transitions at TN1 ~ 170 K and TN2 ~ 100 K and
becomes ferromagnetic even at room temperature if the alloy is plastically deformed [1]. The plastic deformation
induces the formation of ferromagnetic (FM) domains around superlattice dislocations near the {111} glide plane,
where local nearest-neighbor Fe-atom pairs with ferromagnetic coupling are formed. Our recent magnetization
measurements under magnetic fields for a crystal deformed in tension along the [100] direction revealed an
exchange bias effect below TN1, where a coupling between FM domains and antiferromagnetic matrix was inferred
[2]. Further, measurements varying magnetization direction with respect to [100] tensile axis revealed an uniaxialtype magnetic anisotropy, from which homogeneous distribution of FM domain around {111} glide plane was
suggested [3]. Nevertheless, the morphology of FM domains such as size, shape, as well as the detailed
magnetization mechanism were not fully understood.
In this study, we have studied magnetization process of FM domains for a Pt3Fe single crystal with 11.6% plastic
strain, under elastic uniaxial stress along the [100] direction, in order to get the detailed information about
magnetic interactions of Fe atoms near {111} glide plane. Magnetization measurements were performed for a
rectangular single crystal with dimensions of 0.9´0.8´2.3 mm3 using a commercial SQUID magnetometer
(Quantum Design MPMS-XL).
Figure 1 shows M-H curves at T=10 K after zero-field cooling before and after the application of uniaxial pressure of
P=400 MPa along the [100] direction. We found that the uniaxial pressure clearly shrinks the M-H loop without
changing saturation magnetization. The decrease of coercivity can be due to an orientation of magnetic anisotropy
and/or strengthening of ferromagnetic coupling of Fe atoms within FM domains. Furthermore, an exchange bias
effect observed for P=0 MPa was found to enhance at P = 400 MPa and the exchange bias field increases by 25%
as shown in the inset of Fig. 1. These observations demonstrate that magnetization process of FM domains can be
easily controlled by uniaxial pressure along the [100] axis, through the modification of exchange coupling within FM
domains and that between FM domains and antiferromagnetic matrix
.

Figure 1: M-H curve of Pt3Fe single crystal with 11.6%
plastic strain, taken at T=10K after ZFC with and without
uniaxial pressure of 400 MPa. The inset shows a change of
exchange bias field Heb and coercivity Hc by the application
of uniaxial pressure of 400 MPa.
[1] G.E. Bacon and J. Crangle, Proc. Roy. Soc.
(London) A272 (1963) 387.
[2] S. Kobayashi, S. Takahashi, Y. Kamada, H.
Kikuchi, IEEE Trans. Mag. 44 (2008) 4225.
[3] S. Kobayashi, R. Morita, J. Appl. Phys. 117
(2015) 17D120.
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We report on the experimental and numerical study of the collective spin waves (SWs) propagation in bi- component
magnonic crystals (MCs) consisting of bi-layer nanowires (NWs) having width of w=340nm, separation D=100 nm
and periodicity a=440 nm.
The bi-layer NWs, fabricated by deep ultra-violet lithography, are composed of different material; the lower layer is
Permalloy with thickness of 10 nm, magnetic saturation MsPy= 875 kA/m and exchange constant APy=10-11J/m;
the upper is iron with thickness of 10 nm, magnetic saturation MsFe= 1313 kA/m, exchange constant AFe=2∙1011J/m. The interface exchange constant is AFe/Py=6∙10-11J/m.
The dispersion relation of collective spin waves has been measured by Brillouin light scattering technique (BLS) in
the Damon-Eshbach geoemetry for transversely magnetized NWs and wave vector directed along their length. From
the comparison of the experimental data with micromagnetic simulations we can label the curves of the dispersion
relation. To reproduce the dynamic of the magnetization we simulated the sample exploiting the computing power of
the graphic processor unit (GPU) used by the software MuMax3, that resolve the Landau-Lifshits equation in a
micromagnetic model. At first we studied the spin waves modes with zero wavevector exciting the entire system with
a field pulse direct along the z-axis. In Fig. 1b we show the power spectrum of the different material when the
system was placed into an external field perpendicular to the NW with intensity H0=200 kA/m (the blue line is
referred to permalloy while the green line to the iron). This plot was obtained by the analysis of the Fourier transform
of the z-component of the average magnetization. Close to the principal peaks, we show the spatial profile of
corresponding mode. Inspection of the these profiles enable us to distinguish two different kinds of mode: the
fundamental (F) mode, localized in the center of the NW and the edge mode (EM) localized near the NW edge. The
peaks of the spectrum are the same in both materials, but they differ for the intensity. These difference allows us to
recognize the spatial localization within the two constituent materials. The frequencies of the F mode and the EM of
the permalloy are smaller than the mode of the iron, because the iron magnetic saturation is bigger than the
permalloy. In Fig. 2 we show the comparison between the measured (blue points) and simulated (color-plot)
dispersion relation (frequency vs wave vector k). The modes at frequencies higher than 15 GHz are well reproduced
by the simulation, while some discrepancy is observed for the EM modes whose frequency depends on the on edge
imperfections and surface anisotropy.

All optical switching in granular ferromagnets due to magnetic circular dichroism
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Magnetic recording using circularly polarised femto-second laser pulses is an emerging technology that could allow
write speeds much faster than existing _eld driven methods. Originally ob- served in ferrimagnetic materials
containing two sub-lattices with di_erent demagnetisation times[1] it has been recently observed in ferromagnetic
materials[2]; importantly in granular L10 FePt. How- ever, the mechanism that drives the magnetisation switching in
ferromagnets is unclear. Popular theories suggest that the laser creates an opto-magnetic _eld within the media,
known as the inverse Faraday e_ect (IFE)[3], but the exact properties of this are unknown. Here we present an
alterna- tive mechanism, driven by thermal excitation over the anisotropy energy barrier and a di_erence in the
energy absorption depending on the laser polarisation, magnetic circular dichroism (MCD). Using atomistic spin
dynamics the probability of a single FePt grain reversing its orientation due to the thermal e_ects of a femto-second
laser pulse is calculated. By combining this with a two state Master equation the evolution of a ensemble of grains
over a series of laser pulses is modelled. The MCD leads to a di_erence in the switching probability and, as shown
in _gure 1.(a), causes acquisition of magnetisation within a certain uence window. It was shown experimentally that
a weak applied _eld can counter the opto-magnetic e_ect; which is also observed in the model, shown in _gure
1.(b) and (c), for MCD values expected for FePt.

FIG. 1. The induced magnetisation over a range of uence and MCD percentage for (a) zero, (b) +0.1 T and (c) -0.1 T
constant applied _eld strengths. The solid lines are after 100 pulses while in (a) the dashed lines are after 1000
pulses and the dotted lines are equilibrium solution.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Ostler et al., Nat. Commun. 3, 666 (2012).
Lambert et al., Science 345, 1337 (2014).
Kimel et al., Laser & Photon. Rev. 1, 275 (2007).
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Heusler alloys that undergo martensitic transformation are of scientific interest due to their potential for future
applications [1]. The most well known alloy of this class is Ni-Mn-Ga, which was intensively studied during the last
decade [2]. On the other hand Fe-Mn-Ga alloy, in which the martensitic transformation from high temperature
paramagnetic austenite phase to low temperature ferromagnetic martensite phase was recently observed [3], is still
in the early stage of research. Comparison of its physical properties with Ni-Mn-Ga may therefore be beneficial from
the application point of view.
Here, we present a systematic study of optical and MO properties of Fe-Mn-Ga alloy prepared under different growth
conditions. The samples were afterwards mechanically polished to obtain the surface of optical quality. Vibrating
sample magnetometry showed the ferromagnetic behavior with magnetic moment around 90 emu/g at 10K. The
Curie point was estimated to be 526 K. Spectral dependence of MO Kerr effect was obtained by generalized
magnetooptical ellipsometer with rotating analyzer in the photon energy range from 1.2 to 5 eV. The spectra were
obtained in polar and longitudinal configuration on magnetically saturated samples at room temperature. Hysteresis
loops at the photon energy of the Kerr effect maximum were measured as well.
Experimental MO spectra exhibit a monotonic spectral behavior with increase of MO amplitude in the infrared
region. This comes from the contribution of free electrons and notably differs from MO properties of Heusler Ni-MnGa, where prominent spectral features typical for complexes containing Mn ions were observed [4]. On the other
hand the investigated Fe-Mn-Ga samples exhibit MO spectra similar to those of pure Fe or some Fe compounds [5],
suggesting higher contribution of electronic transitions involving Fe ions to their MO properties. At room temperature
the amplitude of MO effect was approximately five times higher than for off-stoichiometric Ni-Mn-Ga, which, in
contrast to Ni-Mn-Ga, allowed an observation of magnetic domain structure by MO microscopy.
[1] O. Söderberg et al., Mater. Sci. Eng. A481–A482, 80 920080
[2] O. Heczko, Mater. Sci. Tech. 30, 1559 (2014 )
[3] T. Omori et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 95 , 082508 (2009)
[4] M. Veis et al., J. Appl. Phys. 115 , 17A936 (2014)
[5] G. S. Krinchik et al., Sov. Phys. JETP 26 1080 (1968)
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Among the strongly correlated electrons family, Ce-based
intermetallics are of special interest due to their ground
state with an unstable 4f shell depending mostly on the
subtle balance of competing RKKY and Kondo interactions.
Such an example is the intermetallic phase CeCoAl4Si2,
whose synthesis in molten Al is studied. The samples were
prepared by melting the constituting elements in an
electric arc furnace under Ar atmosphere, or in a alumina
crucible sealed within a fused quartz tube under vacuum.
In order to obtain the CeCoAl4Si2 pure phase excess Al in
different amounts was used. Reaction attempts without
excess Al (1:1:4:2 ratio) produced a mixture of phases
including the one of our interest. Structural analysis show
that CeCoAl4Si2 adopt an ordered derivative of the ternary
KCu4S3 structure type (tetragonal, P4/mmm). Magnetic, thermodynamic and transport properties investigations
reveal a complex behavior with multiple low temperature transitions as a result of the interdependence of the
different 4f localized magnetic moments of Ce an fluctuating 3d moments of Co.
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Exchange in perpendicular Pt/Co thin films: using domain wall creep motion to probe the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction and Heisenberg exchange stiffness
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Understanding domain wall dynamics in thin films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is important for
developing new devices for data storage and spintronics. The strengths of exchange interactions play a key role in
determining the spin structure and energy of a domain wall, with the Heisenberg exchange favouring collinear
alignment of spins and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) favouring orthogonal alignment of spins [1].
Here we employ Kerr microscopy, a technique commonly used for studying domain wall motion, to extract both the
size of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) and the exchange stiffness constant A from measurements of
domain wall motion in the creep regime. Figure 1 shows that varying the thickness of the Co layer and the material
of the capping layer influence the DMI and exchange stiffness. Both parameters are crucial for elucidating the role of
strain, Co layer thickness or perpendicular anisotropy in tuning domain wall creep velocity [2].

Figure 1. a) DMI field and b) exchange stiffness are plotted against Co layer thickness in Pt/Co/X thin films, where X
is a capping layer of Pt, Ir/Pt or Ir.
[1]
[2]

A. Thiaville et al. EPL, 100, 5, 57002 (2012)
P.M. Shepley et al. Scientific Reports, 5, 7921 (2015)

Effect of anisotropy distribution on the hysteresis loops of amorphous glass-coated nanowires
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Magnetic amorphous glass-coated nanowires have been recently prepared by rapid solidification [1]. They exhibit a
peculiar magnetic behavior, i.e. magnetic bistability irrespective of the sign and magnitude of their magnetostriction
constant, 𝜆𝜆, due to their very small diameters, which enhance the role played by shape anisotropy [2]. In nearly
zero magnetostrictive amorphous nanowires (𝜆𝜆 ≈ 0), this is the most significant anisotropy term. Another, equally
important anisotropy term – the magnetoelastic one, 𝐾𝐾%& – is expected to play a key role in highly
magnetostrictive nanowires (𝜆𝜆 ≫ 0).

Here we investigate the influence of magnetoelastic anisotropy, 𝐾𝐾%&, and its radial distribution, 𝐾𝐾%& , on the
magnetization process of amorphous glass-coated nanowires with large magnetostriction. We prepared
Fe77.5Si7.5B15 amorphous glass-coated nanowire samples (𝜆𝜆 = 25 × 10/0) with the metallic nucleus diameter of
100 nm and different values of the glass coating thickness between 0.5 and 15 μm through glass-coated meltspinning. Hysteresis loop measurements show that all samples are magnetically bistable, displaying rectangular
axial hysteresis loops, and that the value of the switching field, 𝐻𝐻∗, at which the magnetization spontaneously flips
into the opposite direction, is affected by the glass coating thickness, which is clearly an effect of the
magnetoelastic anisotropy determined by various glass-induced stresses.
In order to understand the interplay between the magnetoelastic and shape anisotropies, we employed
micromagnetic simulations based on a finite element method to calculate the axial hysteresis loops. Simulations
have been performed considering a radial distribution of 𝐾𝐾%& similar to the one encountered in amorphous glasscoated microwires, as shown in Fig. 1 below (left).

Fig. 1. Left: radial distribution of the magnetoelastic anisotropy constant, 𝐾𝐾%&, considered in the micromagnetic
simulations. Right: Simulated hysteresis loops of a rapidly solidified Fe77.5Si7.5B15 amorphous nanowire for
uniform uniaxial magnetoelastic anisotropy and for a radial anisotropy distribution, respectively.
Simulation results show that the anisotropy distribution increases the value of the switching field in comparison with
the case in which 𝐾𝐾%& is assumed to be uniform. On the other hand, the distribution of elementary magnetic
moments indicates that the magnetostatic term is quite significant at the nanowire ends. The calculated results

allowed us to understand the experimental ones and to get a better insight into the basic magnetic properties of
these novel nanowires, paving the way for controlling and tailoring them for new sensing applications.
[1]
[2]

H. Chiriac, S. Corodeanu, M. Lostun, G. Stoian, G. Ababei, T.-A. Óvári, “Rapidly solidified amorphous
nanowires”, J. Appl. Phys. 109, 063902 (2011).
T.-A. Óvári, S. Corodeanu, C. Rotărescu, H. Chiriac, “Magnetization reversal in zero-magnetostrictive
rapidly solidified amorphous nanowires”, IEEE Trans. Magn. 50, 2007304 (2014).

Magneto-optical properties of doped aluminophosphate glasses
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Optical glasses with high magneto-optical effects are increasingly required due to their potential applications in the
domain of magnetic field sensors and optical elements with nonreciprocal behavior. On the other hand, an
important distortion in the magnetic domain contrast due to the effect of the stray-filed emerging from the analyzed
specimen on the objective lens in wide-field Kerr microscopy was recently reported [1], rising up the request for
convenient glasses with as low as possible magneto-optic effects. The most known magneto-optic effect is the
Faraday Effect which consists in the nonreciprocal rotation of the polarization vector of light when passing through a
transparent material, if an external magnetic field is applied along the wave-vector. The rotation is proportional to
the passing length, the intensity of the magnetic field and the intrinsic electronic properties of the material as taken
into account by the so called Verdet constant (V). The Verdet constant is specific to each wavelength and is closely
related to the magnetic behavior of the component ions.
The effect of different doping level with Dy2O3 (3%, 6% and 13% or 2.4%) of an aluminophosphate glass (Li2OBaO-Al2O3- P2O5) is investigated in this work, in relation to magnetic properties and specific Faraday rotations. The
wavelength dependence of the Verdet constant, for the un-doped and doped glass matrix measured on the entire
visible spectrum, was analyzed by taking into account the different dispersion laws for the diamagnetic and
, T).
paramagnetic contribution, according to the relations: V=Vdia(
) +Vpara(
Hebb assumption the ratio between the experimental values for paramagnetic Verdet contribution and the magnetic
susceptibility follows a unique dispersion curve indifferent of the doping level. Starting from the estimated
normalized Vpara per molar percent of Dy2O3 it was established a method to design magneto-optic glasses with
desired Faraday rotation. By choosing a suitable level of doping with paramagnetic RE elements, the glass Verdet
constant may be tuned to obtain the desired active and passive elements with respect to the Faraday rotation.

Fig. The dependence of the doped aluminophosphates Verdet constant on the wavelength in the range of visible
spectrum
Thus, in the range of 500-700nm the Verdet constant for the aluminophosphates doped with 2.4 mol % Dy2O3
vanish(see Fig), while for a doping with 13mol% the glass has a Verdet constant is 0.08-0.1 min/(Oe cm) in the
same wavelength range.

[1]

D. Markó, I.Soldatov, M.Tekielak, R.Schäfer, 2015, J. Mag. Mag. Mat, 396, 9
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Amorphous glass-coated wires with metallic nucleus diameters below 1 μm have been recently prepared by rapid
solidification [1]. They exhibit bistable magnetic behavior on the axial direction due to their specific domain
structure. Therefore, the propagation of domain walls in these ultrathin magnetic wires is of very high interest for
applications in domain wall logic devices and in miniature magnetic sensors [2]. Nevertheless, such applications
require an accurate control over the dynamics of the domain walls, as well as over their formation and motion, since
the speed of these devices will directly depend on the velocity of the domain walls.
Here we report on the influence of artificial defects on the dynamics of domain walls in rapidly solidified amorphous
glass-coated nanowires. Artificial defects such as the one shown below have been made using a focused ion beam
(FIB) system.

Fig. 1. Left: notch in an Fe77.5Si7.5B15 amorphous nanowire. Right: effect of the notch on the MOKE hysteresis
loops before (zone 1) and after the notch (zone 2).
The influence of artificial defects on the nucleation of new domains and propagation of domain walls along the
samples has been investigated using a set-up based on a NANOMOKE-2 equipment for the study of magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE). We have found that it is possible to generate and pin a domain wall in well-defined
regions of the samples. The simultaneous use of nucleation pulses and artificial defects can yield a good and
efficient control over the domain wall movement in magnetic amorphous nanowires. The results obtained in this
study are essential for the accurate control of the magnetization reversal in such ultrathin amorphous wires and for
the development of novel applications based on these nanowires.
Acknowledgment – Work supported by the Romanian Executive Agency for Higher Education, Research,
Development and Innovation Funding (UEFISCDI) under project PN-II-ID-PCE-2012-4-0424 – Contract no.
46/2013 and by the European Commission under Grant no. 316194 (NANOSENS).
[1] H. Chiriac, S. Corodeanu, M. Lostun, G. Ababei, and T.-A. Óvári, “Magnetic behavior of rapidly quenched
submicron amorphous wires,” J. Appl. Phys. 107, 09A301 (2010).
[2] M. Vázquez, G.A. Basheed, G. Infante, and R.P. del Real, “Trapping and injecting single domain walls in
magnetic wire by local fields,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 037201 (2012).

Influence of annealing conditions on the microstructure and high frequency magnetic properties of glass-coated
nanocrystalline microwires
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Glass coated amorphous microwires (GCAWs) have started to be used in electromagnetic shielding due to their soft
magnetic properties such as large magnetic permeability, low coercivity field and high magnetization [1-3].
In this paper, the influence of annealing conditions on the microstructure evolution and high frequency magnetic
properties of Fe and Co-based glass-coated amorphous microwires was studied, in order to obtain nanocrystaline
microwires with controlled high frequency magnetic properties for electromagnetic shielding applications.
Fe 77.5 Si 7.5 B 15 (Fe-based), Co 68.15 Fe 4.35 Si 12.5 B 15 (CoFe-based), and Fe 73.5 Cu 1 Nb 3 Si 13.5 B 9 (FINEMET) GCAWs with the
diameter of the metallic nucleus D m between 6 and 16 µm and the glass coating thickness, t g , between 7 and 15
µm have been prepared by the glass-coating rapid solidification technique in amorphous state. The glass-coated
nanocrystalline microwires (GCNWs) were obtained by annealing the GCAWs at temperatures, T an , ranging between
100 and 600oC for 60 min. The coercive field and relative magnetic permeability, µ r , were measured using a
modified a.c. fluxmetric method. The high frequency magnetic properties of individual microwires have been
investigated in the frequency range 8-12 GHz. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) microstructural investigations were made using an imagecorrected Zeiss Libra 200MC transmission electron microscope, operated at 200 kV.

Figure 1. STEM (a, b) and HRTEM (c) images of FINEMET GCNWs annealed at 550oC for 60 min.
The coercivity of all investigated GCNWs decreases and the magnetic permeability increases by increasing the
metallic nucleus diameters. The coercivity increases abruptly above T an = 550oC due to the complete crystallization
of the metallic nucleus in all GCNWs. The optimum nanocrystalline structure is characterized by a larger
permeability as compared with the amorphous samples. FINEMET and, respectively, Fe-based GCNWs annealed at
temperatures below 300oC presents approximately constant values of the relative magnetically permeability (µ r ~
4000) for D m = 16 µm and t g = 7 µm. The highest value µ r = 100×103, is obtained for CoFe-based GCNWs with D m
= 16 µm and t g = 15 µm, annealed at T an = 450oC. The FINEMET-GCNWs have maximum µ r = 12×103 for T an =
350oC, while the Fe-based GCNWs presents maximum µ r = 16×103 for T an = 550oC and the same D m = 15 µm and
t g = 15 µm. The microwave absorption frequency is enhanced with about 2 GHz for the annealed microwires
compared with the amorphous ones. The microstructure of the annealed microwires evolves from amorphous to
nanocrystalline, with the nanograins increasing from an average size of 4 nm for T an = 300oC to about 25 nm for T an
= 600oC, randomly oriented and homogeneously dispersed within the Fe-B-rich amorphous residual matrix, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Enhancing injection locking range by mutually coupling spin torque oscillators
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During the last decade, the perspective of use of spin torque oscillators as efficient microwave nano-devices [1] for
microwave applications as emitters [2] and detectors [3,4] has faced an inherent dilemma related to their nonlinear behavior. On one hand non-linearity allows oscillators to be easily tuned using external stimuli but on the
other hand it reduces their spectral purity. To tackle this dilemma, synchronization to an external source – injection
locking – is one of the most promising approaches [5]. However, this strategy requires a sufficient injection locking
range.
In this work, using the coupling strength due to the presence of an additional spin torque oscillator, we demonstrate
that injection locking range can be enhanced and even be tuned by controlling the coupling between oscillators.
Thanks to the individual control of dc current flowing in each oscillator, our experimental implementation constituted
by two electrically coupled spin torque oscillators connected in series (Fig.1) offers the possibility to control
individually natural frequencies.
In this way, by fixing the natural frequency of one reference oscillator and sweeping the dc current injected in the
other oscillator we succeed to reduce the frequency detuning between two oscillators and as a consequence to
increase the mutual coupling strength.
This microwave coupling increase causes successively frequency pulling between oscillators (Fig.2a-black) and
frequency locking to the common frequency of the injection locking state (Fig.2aorange).
These two mechanisms allow enhancing the injection locking range which leads to an optimum injection locking
range enhancement of 60% compared to the initial individual locking range obtained without mutual microwave
coupling to the other oscillator (Fig.2b). These different locking range dependences on the frequency detuning will
be important results for future emitting microwave applications and arrays of globally coupled oscillators used in
novel neuromorphic computing approaches [6].

Figure 1: Schematic of the electrical setup.

Figure 2: (a) Injection locking experiments at 2f of STO1 uncoupled (red curve) or coupled to STO2 (rest of the
curves) for different values of the current flowing through
STO2.Arrows highlight the injection locking range of STO1, delimited by horizontal dashed lines. (b) Enhancement of
the injection locking range of STO1 due to its coupling to
STO2 as a function of the current applied on STO2. Frequency difference decrease as ISTO2 increases.
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Exploratory Solid-State Computational Devices and CircuitsPP, 1–1 (2015).
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Spin waves in self-similar aperiodic structures - Fibonacci sequence versus Thue-Morse sequence
J Rychły, M Zelent, S Mieszczak, J W Kłos and M Krawczyk
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland
Self-similar aperiodic structures (SAS) can be obtained by iterative substitution rules. Due to this deterministic
procedure the SAS poses the order which can be reviled in a reciprocal space. The subclass of SAS are
quasicrystals[1]. They are characterized by structure factor composed of Dirac-delta peaks in a reciprocal space[2].
The location of Dirac-delta peaks points out the wave vectors for which Bragg condition for reflected waves is
fulfilled. The Bragg condition allows to find, for crystal and quasicrystal structures, the wave vectors at which the
frequency gaps in the excitation spectra are opened. In this study we investigate the spin wave spectra of the
magnonic SAS. We considered the planar magnonic structures being 1D and 2D Fibonacci (F)[3] and Thue-Morse
(TM) structures. The Fibonacci structures are quasicrystals whereas Thue-Morse structures belong to broader class of
SAS.
The aim of our study is to compare the spectral properties of these two kinds of magnonic structures. We
investigated the sequences of flat wires (1D) or square/rectangular dots (2D) of the same sizes but made of two
different magnetic materials (Co and Py). The magnetic field was applied in the film plane, along the wires (for 1D
structures) or in one of two orthogonal directions (for 2D structures) – see Fig.1. To find the frequency gaps we
calculate integrated density of states for successive sequences of the F and TM structures. Magnonic gaps were
identified in both 1D structures. The spectra are similar at low frequency part, but differences are observed with
increased frequency. For 2D structures we calculate also the intensity of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) lines and
plotted the spatial profiles of modes. Interestingly, only for 2D F structure the low frequency localized spin wave
mode of significant intensity was identified. Nevertheless, in both structures the most intensive modes have
amplitude concentrated in the Py elements of the same shape.
For 1D structures we solve eigenvalue problem for linearized Landau-Lifshitz equation using finite element method in
frequency domain. The spectra of 2D structures were calculated by Fourier transform of the magnetization dynamics
obtained from micromagnetic simulations and by plane wave method.

Fig.1.

(a) Integrated density of states (IDOS) for 1D Fibonacci (red line) and 1D Thue-Morse (black line) structures
composed of infinitely long stripes made of Py (gray areas) and Co (black areas). Width of stripe is 90nm (180nm)
for single (double) stripe. (b) and (c) FMR spectra and the spatial distribution of the magnitude of dynamical
magnetization for selected modes in (b) 2D Fibonacci and (c) 2D Thue-Morse structures. The in plane dimensions of
squares, which are made of Py (gray areas) and Co (black areas), are 90nm and 180nm. The patterns below the

FMR spectra present the magnitude of Fourier transform of the corresponding 2D structures. The thickness of the
structures and the strength of magnetic field are 30nm and 0.1T, respectively, the same for both structures.
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Investigation of structural, magnetic and mechanical properties of Fe-Ni-Co-Al-Ta-B rapidly quenched microwires
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Using high strength shape memory alloys (SMAs) such as superelastic ferromagnetic alloys in the medical field
enables the design and construction of smaller devices than those Ni-Ti based, currently in use, such as catheters,
stents and guide wires that are urgently needed in microsurgery. The superelastic ferromagnetic alloys offer special
advantages due to their favorable combination of mechanical properties (superelasticity) and magnetic properties
that will enable the use of these materials in applications with dual actuator-sensor-type functionality. Recently a
FeNiCoAlTaB SMAs, which exhibits remarkable tensile superelastic strains higher than 13% at room temperature in
a Fe 40.95 Ni 28 Co 17 Al 11.5 Ta 2.5 B 0.05 polycrystalline alloy and strengths of >1 GPa, was reported [1]. In the attempt to
reduce the steps involved in the thermo-mechanical processing of this materials a cost effective technique, rapid
quenching from the melt, has been reported for the fabrication of these magnetic superelastic materials as wireshaped materials [2].
This work presents results on the structural, magnetic, and mechanical properties of the cold-drawn and annealed
rapidly quenched Fe 40.95 Ni 28 Co 17 Al 11.5 Ta 2.5 B 0.05 wires with the initial diameter of 200 μm which was subsequently
reduced by cold-drawing down to 50 μm. The amorphous-like structure, observed in the as-cast state by SEM
microscopy, transforms into a polycrystalline structure by both cold-drawing and subsequent annealing at 800°C
for 1h. Relatively large grains have been observed with a fine precipitates structure of tens of nanometers
attributable to γ '-(FeNiCo) 3 (AlTa) phase that occupy a relatively small volume, have spherical shape and were
coherent with the austenitic phase matrix. Thermomagnetic analysis at low fields of 10 Oe, presented in the figure
bellow, indicates the antiferromagnetic ordering at the Neel temperature of about 290°C.
Annealing for 1h at 800°C also induces a bi-phase
character of the hysteresis loops for the samples colddrawn down to 50 μm, due to the formation of the
Al(Ni/Co)Ta phases in the parent matrix. Low values of
superelasticity (about 2%) have been achieved in
annealed 50 μm microwires.
The understanding of the effect of structural changes on
the magnetic and mechanical is necessary for
applications of SMAs as they are are critical to the design
and reliability of potential microscale devices that employ
ferromagnetic superelastic materials for applications
such as microsurgery.
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Molding of spin wave refraction in antidots lattice
J W Kłos, P Gruszecki, A E Serebryannikov and M Krawczyk
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland
The spin wave propagation in systems of planar geometry is anisotropic when the magnetic field is applied in the
film plane. This effect is present even in homogeneous films making the spin wave dispersion significantly different
for the propagation in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the external magnetic field. This anisotropy has
dipolar origin and is not overshadowed by isotropic exchange interactions for the spin waves of small wave vectors.
To tune the dispersion relation of spin waves in dipolar regime for homogeneous film we can play only with one
structural parameter (thickness) and one material parameter (magnetization saturation). To overcome this limitation
we can use the magnonic crystals instead of homogeneous film. For the small wave vectors the planar magnonic
crystals of fine nanostructure can be used as metamaterials with effective parameters tailored by geometrical
factors. The position of the bottom of the lowest magnonic band (related to FMR frequency) and slopes of 2D
dispersion relation (related to group velocity) can by gradually changed by modification of the filling fraction.
In this study, we investigated numerically (using plane wave method and micromagnetic simulations) the spin wave
refraction on the interface between two areas of YIG film: periodically patterned and homogeneous ones [1]. We
analyzed the spin waves [2] incoming from homogeneous area and entering to the patterned area. We chose the
frequency significantly above FMR frequency for the homogeneous area of the YIG film to get circular like
isofrequency line. The geometrical parameters of patterned area were adjusted to shift up the bottom of the lowest
magnonic band to obtain (for the same frequency) the isofrequency dispersion line that is typical for highly
anisotropic dispersion. We considered two orientations of the in-plane applied magnetic field: (i) perpendicular and
(ii) parallel to the above-mentioned interface. For these two cases we observed the angular filtering effect. For the
field perpendicular to the interface, the spin wave can be refracted at the interface only if the incidence angle is
smaller than some critical value, enabling the filtering effect. The opposite effect, i.e. perfect reflection for the angles
smaller than some threshold value is observed for the field applied along the interface. As illustrated by Fig. 1, the
cases (i) and (ii) correspond to refraction at the interface of the positive and the negative effective medium,
respectively. Thus, sign of refraction can be changed and the filter characteristic can be switched from low-pass to
high-pass one just by changing direction of the applied magnetic field.
Fig.1. The isofrequency dispersion lines for antidots lattice (ADL)-(black contours) and homogeneous film (HF)-(red

contour) for the frequency 7.67GHz, located close to the bottom of the first magnonic band in ADL, where the
saddle point (resulting from the opposite slopes of dispersion for backwards and Damon Eshbach configurations) is
observed. The red and black arrows show the directions and the magnitude (in arbitrary units) of group velocity
whereas orange and gray ones point out the direction of phase velocity. The dotted squares mark the edges of the
first Brillouin zone. (a) Low-pass angular filer; (b) high-pass angular filter. ADL and HF are made of YIG and have
thickness 12nm. The values of material parameters for YIG are: M S =0.194x106A/m, and λ ex =13.0nm. The diameter
of antidotes an and period of ADL are 84.6nm and 150nm.
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Tuning the CoFeB/MgO interface magnetic anisotropy energy
A Kaidatzis, C Serletis and D Niarchos
Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, Greece
We study Ta/CoFeB/MgO stacks for Spin-Orbit Torque Magnetic Random Access Memory (SOT-MRAM) applications
[1]. A typical SOT-MRAM stack is composed of a Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ), two ferromagnetic layers
separated by an oxide, grown on top of a high spin-orbit coupling metal. Obtaining MTJs with perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA) is of crucial importance for efficiently scaling-down the memory cells to sub-22-nm
technology nodes.
Sputter-deposited Ta/CoFeB/MgO half-MTJ stacks are studied for determining the appropriate deposition
parameters for obtaining PMA. It has been shown in the literature that Ta/CoFeB/MgO may readily obtain PMA after
annealing [2]. PMA arises in the Ta/CoFeB/MgO system due to the interface CoFeB/MgO anisotropy which
competes to the CoFeB layer shape anisotropy. Thus, tuning the properties of the CoFeB/MgO interface is of crucial
importance. In this work, the effect of the sputtering gas (Ar) pressure during MgO deposition on the CoFeB/MgO
interface anisotropy is studied. MgO is sputtered using a constant RF power at Ar pressure between 0.5 and 15
mTorr. A detail study will be presented for fine tuning the Ar sputtering pressure for maximizing CoFeB/MgO interface
anisotropy.
[1]
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I. M. Miron et al., Nature 476, 189 (2011)
S. Ikeda et al., Nature Materials 9, 721 (2010)
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Figure: SQUID magnetometry of Ta(6 nm)/CoFeB(1 nm)/MgO(2 nm) stacks after annealing at 300oC for 1 hour.
The Ar sputtering pressure during MgO deposition is 0.5 mTorr (left) and 5 mTorr (right). There is a clear
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy enhancement for lower sputtering pressure.
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Magnetic order of FeGa3-xGex single crystals near the Quantum Critical Point
J Munevar1, M Cabrera-Baez2, R A Ribeiro2, M A Avila2 and E Morenzoni1
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Recently, the FeGa 3-x Ge x intermetallic compound has been reported to present a very complex magnetic order due
to hybridization of Ga(Ge) 4p and Fe 3d bands [1] and a ferromagnetic quantum critical point (FMQCP) [1,2],
among other properties. However, little is known about the magnetic order that emerges at approximately
x=0.13 Ge concentration. We present ZF and LF muon spin rotation studies on single crystals of intermetallic
FeGa 3-x Ge x from x=0.11 to x=0.17 Ge concentration. We observe that all the ZF spectra obtained show a dip for
short times followed by a tail, which we fitted following a model describing a combined Gaussian Lorentzian
broadened magnetic moment, in principle consistent with theoretical calculations and preliminary Mössbauer
spectroscopy measurements. Further discussion is given for the samples close to the FMQCP and a power law
behavior is seen for the muon relaxation rate of the x=0.11 sample. LF spectra show decoupling of the asymmetry
in all the samples, meaning static order for all the samples studied in the magnetic regime.
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Element-selective investigation of the spin dynamics in NixPd1-x magnetic alloys in the extreme ultraviolet spectral
range
1

S Gang, 1R Adam, 1M Plötzing, 1M V Witzleben, 1C Weier, 1D E Bürgler, 2O Schmitt, 3P Maldonado, 4S Mathias, 5H C
Kapteyn, 5M M Murnane5, 2M Aeschlimann, 3P M Oppeneer, 1C M Schneider
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Optical pump-probe experiments allow the investigation of spin dynamics in magnetic materials on femtosecond
time scales [1]. Alloying 3d magnetic transition metals with 4d non-magnetic materials is expected to lead to better
understanding of the exchange interaction in simple magnetic material systems [2]. In our project, we studied the
ultrafast demagnetization of NixPd1-x alloys with varying composition (x=0.5-0.8), which allows us to tune both the
exchange interaction of the materials and the spin-orbit coupling in the system. Transversal MOKE (T-MOKE) based
on a laser-driven high harmonic source was employed to measure ultrafast demagnetization at both Ni M2,3- and
Pd N3-edges element-selectively. The results provide deeper insight into exchange coupling of Pd and Ni in an alloy.

Fig.1 (Left) XUV spectra obtained in static T-MOKE of Ni50Pd50 show magnetic asymmetries at the Ni M-edge (greyshaded area) and Pd N3-edge (red-shaded area). (Right) Demagnetization dynamics obtained from integrated
signal of the respective edges (black for Ni and red for Pd). Full lines are the double-exponential fits.
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Atomisitic Modeling of the Exchange Bias Effect in Magnetic Nanowires
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We study the magnetic properties of exchange biased cylindrical nanowires composed of a ferromagnetic core and
an antiferromagnetic shell, using atomistic modeling (Fig.1a) and the Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation algorithm.
Emphasis is given to the impact of exchange biasing on the domain wall propagation mechanism during
magnetization reversal. To this end, we compare the properties of FM core – AF shell nanowires to bare FM
nanowires of the same size. The magnetic structure is described within a classical
Heisenberg Hamiltonian on a simple cubic lattice containing uniaxial anisotropy terms and dipolar interactions. Our
main results demonstrate that core-shell FM-AF nanowires exhibit an initial increase of the coercivity (Hc) at small
lengths followed by a saturation value (Hc0), which increases with increasing dipolar coupling strength (g).
Similarly, the bias field (Hb) decreases at small lengths and reaches a saturation value (Hb0) at large lengths.
However, when the FM core of the NW is hard (g<0.1KFM) the saturation value
Hb0 increases with dipolar strength, while the opposite trend is observed when the FM core is soft (g~KFM).
Magnetization reversal proceeds by nucleation of a pair of domain walls (DW) at the opposite ends of the wire, that
propagate towards the centre of the wire with constant and opposite velocities and eventually they merge (Fig.1b).
However, the coupling to the AF shell, obstructs the DW nucleation, pushing the coherent rotation limit of a nanowire
to higher values of the dipolar strength. Finally, for a given reversing field, the DW velocity is enhanced due to
coupling to the AF shell. The implications of our findings to technological applications of magnetic nanowires are
discussed.

Figure 1 (a) Cross section of a cylindrical core-shell nanowire with aspect ratio L:D=5. Different colors indicate sites
in the core and the shell. (b) Time evolution of the magnetization profile along the axis of a core-shell nanowire
(LFM=50a, tAF=3a). Nucleation and propagation of a pair of domain walls towards the center of the nanowire is
shown.
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Magnetoelastic material structure investigated by means of polarized neutrons
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Research on the structure and properties of elastomers filled with magnetic particles is a provocative and exciting
topic for both theoretical and engineering findings. The combination of polymers with magnetic particles displays
properties new and often improved. But then, the capability to characterize and control numerous structures that
form within the elastomer represents an aspect of morphological engineering for reinforced polymers to be changed
for a large variety of applications.
In earlier works, small-angle neutron scattering examination of subtle structural features of the polymeric matrix and
the ensemble of embedded ferroparticles as resulting from the conditions of preparation of magnetic elastomers by
the variation of particle concentration and the strength of external magnetic field applied during polymerization, was
presented [1, 2, 3].
In the present work results of the small angle scattering of polarized neutrons by magnetic elastomers, synthesized
in a field perpendicular to the film plane are presented.

The experiments were accomplished at the diffractometer with cold polarized neutrons, “Vector” (NRC KI PNPI
𝜃𝜃Gatchina), at room temperature, in the momentum transfer range q = (4𝜋𝜋/𝜆𝜆)sin(𝜃𝜃/2), q:0.02-0.4 nm-1, where
the scattering angle; 
𝜆𝜆=9.2 nm, neutron wavelength, ∆𝜆𝜆/𝜆𝜆
=0.25.
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Visualisation of electric dipole matrix elements in Brillouin zone: comparisn with linear and quadratic magnetooptic
spectra on Fe(001)
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Optic and magneto-optic properties of crystals are determined by the well-known Kubo formula [1] for direct interband transitions. It states that the absorption of a photon followed by the excitation of electron in solids is governed
by electric dipole element <i /p/f> where /i>, /f> are initial and final electron states and p is the momentum
operator. In order to understand in detail the electric dipole elements, we visualise them in the reciprocal space by
two different means: (i) on surfaces of constant energy difference between initial and final states and (ii) by joint
spaghetti diagram (see Fig. 1). It allows us to identify hot-spots contributing to the magneto-optic response, and
conditions of those hot-spots in topology of the band structure. The dipole elements are calculated using Wien2k
package [2] and visualised for ferromagnetic bcc Fe and half-Heusler PtMnSb. The calculated non- magnetic optical
spectra (permittivity "(0) 0 ) as well as linear (K) and two quadratic (Gs = G11 G12, 2G44) magnetooptic spectra
of permittivity of Fe are compared with experimental ones determined for Fe(001)/MgO, measured on samples with
Fe thicknesses 5 { 30 nm. The permittivity spectra are determined using symmetry arguments and generalized
ellipsometry. The work was supported by Czech Science Foundations (grant no. 13-30397S).

Figure 1: Joint-spaghetti of electronic structure of bcc Fe. The numbers denote number of initial and final states, ∆E
expresses energy difference between those states. The color presents (left) probability of photon absorption and
(right) strength of magnetooptical response, being difference of absorption between circularly left- and rightpolarized photons. Right figure shows only the strongest transitions.
[1]
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Magnetization transport theory for the spin Seebeck effect in ferromagnetic insulators
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The longitudinal spin Seebeck effect, measured in ferrimagnetic insulators, is the consequence of the transport
properties of out-of-equilibrium magnons which are at the same time responsible for heat and spin currents [1]. The
current literature has described this effect either as driven by the interface coupling [1] or as a bulk effect [2,3],
therefore further investigation is needed.
In the present paper we derive the constitutive Johnson and Silsbee's equations for magnetization and heat
transport [4] from the statistics of spin waves. It turns out that the chemical potential of the out-of-equilibrium
distribution of magnons corresponds to the potential for the magnetization current H*, introduced by Johnson and
Silsbee, defined as the distance from equilibrium H*=H-Heq [4]. We then use the Boltzmann transport theory in the
relaxation time approximation to derive the coefficients of the constitutive equations and the behavior of the
magnetization and the specific heat. The results are obtained in closed form for ferromagnets and in the limit of low
temperature. In the paper we show the temperature and magnetic field dependence of the coefficients. Of particular
interest is the absolute thermomagnetic power coefficient εM, describing the proportionality between the gradient of
H* and the gradient of the temperature, which turns out to be temperature and field independent and equal to εM =
- 0.642 kB/μB = - 0.956 KT-1.
[1] H. Adachi, K. Uchida, E. Saitoh and S. Maekawa, Rep. Prog. Phys. 76, 036501 (2013).
[2] S. M. Rezende, et al. Phys. Rev. B 89, 014416 (2014).
[3] V. Basso, et al Physics Procedia 75, 939 (2015); V.Basso et al, arXiv:1512.08890.
[4] M. Johnson and R. H. Silsbee, Phys. Rev. B 35, 4959 (1987
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The development of spin-based devices relies on the injection and manipulation of spin currents in nanoscale
systems. Therefore, the calculation and the understanding of spin transport in nanostructures is essential to
optimize spintronics devices. Several approaches to calculate spin currents and spin accumulations have been
proposed from the pioneering works1,2 up to the description of spin transport in lateral structures3 including three
dimensional effects4.
Spin-dependent diffusion equations are differential equations that can be solved step by step using boundary and
continuity equations for charge and spin currents at each interface2 However, the calculation becomes quickly
heavy in a complex structure comprising several elements. Here, we propose a simple and systematic method to
derive mathematical expressions of the magnetoresistance and spin accumulations.
This method primarily addresses the spin transport in multi-terminal spintronics structures, typically composed of
several nanowires connected through transparent or non-transparent interfaces. Such a system can be described by
a network of spin resistors connected by nodes, where each node corresponds to a transparent interface. The
concept of spin resistor is inspired from electric resistor concept however with the difference that the spin current is
not conservative. Each wire and each non-transparent interface are spin resistor. As the goal is to describe the
transport properties a current source is used to inject an electrical current between two ends of the circuit, while a
voltmeter detects the voltage between two other ends. We show that the spin accumulation at the nodes can be
determined easily and systematically using a matrix representation of the spin resistor network. The spin signal is
then a bilinear form involving this matrix and the spin asymmetries of wires lying along the sources and voltmeter
loops. A simple example of the method is shown in Fig. 1 for the classic lateral spin valve. The systematic nature of
the method allows the study of more complex circuits and examples involving barriers, inserted elements, etc. will
be presented after the description of the method.

Fig. 1. : Circuit representation of a lateral spin valve and mathematical expression of the non-local spin signal. R N
the spin flip
and R F * are the spin resistance of the wires, 𝛽𝛽 the spin asymmetry of the ferromagnetic materials and 
ratio in the channel gap.
[1] P. C.van Son et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 58, 2271. (1987).
[2] T. Valet et al., Phys. Rev. B, 48, 7099 (1993).
[3] S. Takahashi, et al. Phys. Rev. B, 67, 052409 (2003).
[4] J. Hamrle et a., Phys. Rev. B, 71, 094402 (2005).
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Using nonlocal spin injection1, spin-orbit coupling2, or spincaloritronic3 effects, the manipulation of pure spin
currents in nanostructures underlies the development of new spintronic devices. Here, we demonstrate the
possibility to create or detect pure spin current, controlled by magnetic domain walls. Indeed, when an electric
current is forced along a magnetic wire in contact with a transverse non-magnetic wire (fig. 1) a spin accumulation
due to deviated current appears locally at the interface. If the wire is uniformly magnetized the compensation
between currents flowing out and in the magnetic wire leads to zero average accumulation. But when a DW is
pinned in a constriction situated below the transverse normal wire, a net spin accumulation appears, which can give
rise to a spin current in the normal metal wire. This spin current propagating in the transverse wire can be detected
with a second magnetic wire as is shown on fig. 1c. Reciprocally, a DW present in the constriction can be used as a
pure spin current detector for a spin current injected from the magnetic wire on the left side. This reciprocal
measurment gives the same signal magnitude as expected from reciprocity relations. Combining both effects is also
possible in a device where both wires have a constriction at their contact with the transverse normal wire. In such a
device (not shown here) we found a clear signal in magnetoresistance curve when the two DWs are pinned
simultaneously4. Moreover the tail to tail or head to head character of the DW gives opposite signal giving an
additonnal information on the DW configuration.
Thanks to its simple geometry, this device can be easily implemented in spintronics applications; in particular, a
single current source can be used both to induce the domain wall motion and to generate the spin signal.

Fig. 1. : spin injection using a DW. a) scanning electron microscopy image of the device, b) schematic
representation of the device. c) Non local measurement, the voltage changes when the DW is pinned in the
constriction. Simulations of the spin accumulation when the DW is pinned on the constriction d) and not pinned e).
[1] Jedema et al. Nature 410, 345 (2001)
[2] Jungwirth et al. Nat. Mater. 11, 382 (2012)
[3] Bauer et al. Nat. Mater. 11, 391 (2012)
[4] Savero Torres et al. Nano Lett. 14, 4016 (2014)
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Multi-layered materials for magnetic shielding in microwave applications
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To meet the modern appetite for information, devices for the processing, communication and storage of data are
required to operate at high speed. An important aspect of these technologies is the shielding required to prevent
interference and control fields at Gigahertz frequencies. This work addresses the development of thin film materials
for shielding from high frequency magnetic fields, which although might be of more general interest, has application
in magnetic data storage in particular, where the control of rapidly varying stray magnetic fields in the recording
head is critical to performance.
A successful shield material must possess high permeability at the relevant frequencies, coupled with effective
damping of the field. The mechanism for absorption is ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and current materials
operate in the upper MHz range. Frequency and range may be increased using complex structures incorporating
ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) layers, whose individual properties and how they interact allow the
performance of the composite material to be engineered. The objective is to produce a magnetic shield, which
exhibits a wide frequency broadband response in the GHz region.

Figure 1 FMR of a single layer of permalloy (top left); magneticproperties of an exchange biased permalloy film
(top-right); the consequential effect of the exchange bias to the FMR response (bottom).

Domain wall chirality control in NiFe nanowire with triangular edge-modulation

J Brandão, D Atkinson
Durham University, UK
The motion of domains walls driven by magnetic field or spin-polarized current has been widely studied due
significant progress in applications to build memory and logic devices. Control of the velocity and the chirality of
domain walls is often key and one of the most important challenges to speed up the performance of devices whilst
maintaining functional performance. Under higher magnetic fields the wall motion is complex, chirality information
is lost and velocity decreases due to Walker breakdown. Approaches using asymmetric notches and sinusoidal
modulation on the edges of the nanowire have been proposed as ways to control the chirality of domain walls and
maintain high domain wall velocity [1, 2]. This work aims to study further control of chirality with low amplitude
structural modulation to provide a further route to controlling the motion of domain walls in nanowires.
The magnetization reversal behaviour and domain wall chirality control were studied in Permalloy (NiFe) nanowires
with various amplitude triangular modulation on both edges using focused effect Kerr magneto optical and
micromagnetic simulations. The nanowires were fabricated using electron beam lithography and UHV magnetron
sputtering thin film deposition. The modulation amplitude was varied from 30 nm and 200 nm whereas that the
pitch between the triangles was kept in 100 nm. Hysteresis obtained in the nanowires shows that the reversal field
depends on the amplitude modulation. The reversal field increases rapidly to small amplitudes up to 75 nm and
drops down slowly to large amplitudes. Independent of the position of the nanowire the reversal field was found to
be consistent. This behaviour was used to explore the chirality conservation on the propagation of domain walls
driven by higher magnetic field.
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Micromagnetic simulations were performed in detail to identify what mechanisms are useful to control the chirality
of domain walls. For specific amplitudes the chirality of domain walls can be preserved. The reversal field from the
simulations follow the same trend as the experiments and assist understanding the experimental results and show
how the triangular modulated edges play a role in chirality conservation and the motion of domain walls. The
velocity was also shown to be constant over large field range.
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Figure. Example of hysteresis loops measured in nanowires with different amplitudes, (a). Reversal Field as a
function of amplitude, (b).
[1] Applied Physics Letters 102, 242414 (2013).
[2] Journal Applied physics 116, 193902 (2014).
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We present the description of all the eight fundamental magnetic structures and their symmetry groups including
SGS in terms of the fibre bundle approach [1]. It turns out that the SGS structure consists in the appearance of the
3-dimensional Gaussian distribution of the orientations of all the separate atomic magnetic moments in the sample.
Therefore, the magnetization vector M is also subject to the Gaussian-like distribution. Thus, the structure of the SGS
is presented by M situated along the generatrix of a cone whose axis coincides with the direction of an internal
spontaneous magnetic field H indispensable for the SGS stability in a sample [2]. This cone is parametrized by the
angle φ between M and H. The axis of this distribution coincides with the same direction. Any spontaneous
precession angle of M around H represents the symmetry operation of SGS once the angle φ remains constant,
because in this case the energy of the system is constant. This means that the magnetic symmetry group of SGS is
SO(2) [1]. One can also suppose that the spontaneous precession is here allowed to be permanent, but of course it
is not a perpetuum mobile because it should exist a “first cause” of such a permanent precession in the similar way
as in the case of the motion of planets around the Sun. One has to point out the uniqueness of this magnetic
symmetry group among all the other magnetic symmetry groups. This uniqueness consists in the possibility of this
spontaneous – including permanent – precession (see Figure below).
The temperature dependence of susceptibility of SGS in the alloys Cu 1-x Mn x (x=1.08 and 2.02) [3] can be
explained on the basis of aforementioned relationship, namely: at ZFC it corresponds to the gradual degeneration of
the Gaussian distribution of the magnetization vector with the increase of temperature, while at FC the effect is
dominated by the external field F, which is usually much higher than H and it destroys instantaneously the primary
Gaussian-like distribution of magnetic moments. We take in the account the interrelation of both fields and the
frustration of orientations of the magnetic moments situated on the separate atoms with their given average kinetic
energy depending on temperature.
[1] Warczewski, Gusin, Wojcieszyk, Mol.Cryst.Liq.Cryst.,
554(2012), 209-220
[2] Warczewski, Gusin, J.Phys.:Condens.Matter,
21(2009), 035402-035406
[3] Nagata, Keesom, Harrison, Phys.Rev.B19,
1633(1979)
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The interaction between a conventional superconductor and a ferromagnet is one of conflicting microscopic order.
Under the right conditions however, superconducting correlations with equal spin can emerge for which the
ferromagnet is no longer a hostile environment. These correlations are a key ingredient for future superconducting
spintronic devices [1-3]. The performance of such devices depends largely on the precise interface conditions and
layer thicknesses, and whilst the layer thicknesses can be carefully tuned, the interface parameters are often
unknown.
One way to extract these interface parameters, and thus be able to improve device performance, could be by a
direct comparison between theory and experiment for a series of similar devices where one tunes the interface
parameters in the theory model such that the experimentally obtained results are correctly predicted.
Here we present our results of such a study on Au/Nb/Co and Cu/Nb/Co based systems where we measure the
critical field and critical temperature of the devices and use the quasiclassical Usadel equation to find the interface
parameters.
[1]
[2]
[3]

M. Eschrig, Phys. Today 64(1), 43-49 (2011).
J. Linder and J.W.A. Robinson, Nature Physics. 11, 307-315 (2015).
M.G. Flokstra et al. Nature Physics 12, 57-61 (2016).
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Investigation of spin-Hall magnetoresistive effect in CoFeTaB/Pt
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Recently, understanding magnetism at interfaces between ferromagnets and heavy metals has become vital in the
development of spintronics. Scattering of spin-polarized, and pure spin, currents can be significantly modified by
magnetic degradation due to interdiffusion and alloying, or formation of magnetic dead layers at the interface [1,
2]. The aim of this work is to clarify the role of the interfacial structure and the magnetism in transport phenomena
such as the spin Hall magnetoresistive effect.
CoFeTaB/Pt thin-films were sputtered deposited onto Si/SiO 2 substrates under ultra-high vacuum. X-ray reflectivity
was used to quantify the structural roughness, and room-temperature polarised neutron reflectivity(PNR) was used
to measure the magnetisation profile as a function of depth from the scattering length density profiles derived from
fits to the PNR data. Proximity polarization of Pt at the CoFeTaB/Pt interface was investigated with the use of X-ray
resonant magnetic reflectivity at the Pt absorption edge. Structural and magnetic depth profiles of these interfaces
between amorphous CoFeTaB and polycrystalline Pt allow us to investigate how the interface structure modifies the
local magnetization. Understanding the interface magnetism in these films enables interpretation of the complicated
interplay of magnetoresistance phenomena – with contributions due to anisotropic, proximity-induce-polarisation,
and spin-Hall magnetoresistances – observed in this material system [3, 4].
PNR indicates a reduced magnetic moment in the CoFeTaB layer at the interface with Pt. Magnetoresistance
measurements using high resolution lock-in detection are shown in Fig 1, revealing that around 3/4 of the in-plane
magnetoresistance is due to spin Hall magnetoresistance mechanism. The linkage between structure and magnetic
phenomena will be presented in detail.
(a)

(b)

Fig 1 (a) Angular dependent Magnetoresistance measurement in CoFeTaB(20Å)/Pt(15Å) (b) Scattering Length
Density profile of CoFeTaB(100Å)/Pt(30Å) extracted from PNR
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Re S. Singh et al, J. Appl. Phys. 107, 123903 (2010)
T. Zhu et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 202406 (2012)
H. Nakayama et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 206601 (2013)
M. Isasa et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 142402 (2014)

Small Angle X-Ray Scattering of Nanoscale Transient Magnetic Gratings
1
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We investigate optically driven non-local ultrafast magnetization dynamics via a resonant, magnetic small angle Xray scattering (SAXS) experiment at the free-electron laser facility FERMI, Italy. Femtosecond optical pulses induce a
nanoscale transient magnetic grating via plasmonic interaction with a metallic proximity mask. The observed 1st to
5th diffraction order give us access to higher spatial frequencies of the magnetic grating; their distinct time evolution
provide direct information on ultrafast magnetic transport processes on the nanoscale.
Non-local effects like superdiffusive spin and hot electron transport are currently thought to be an important channel
contributing to optically driven ultrafast demagnetization dynamics as well as ultrafast magnetic switching. Beyond
investigation of the underlying microscopic processes, further motivation lies in the anticipated technological
relevance of all-optical switching techniques, whose success will in part depend on a detailed understanding of how
non-local spin currents can lead to a spatial change of the initially excited area, thus potentially limiting the
fundamental minimum bit size. The required high excitation densities of several mJ/cm² and strong lateral
“temperature” gradients from field-enhancing excitation schemes are expected to lead to significant (nonequilibrium) electron and spin transport.

The experiment was performed at the free-electron laser facility FERMI at the endstation DiProI combining
femtosecond temporal and nanometre spatial resolution in an optical pump-SAXS probe experiment. Thin
aluminium gratings with periodicities ranging between 200 and 250 nm were deposited via electron beam
lithography on top of a magnetic Co/Pd multilayer with an out-of-plane magnetic domain network (Fig. 1a). The
optical excitation with femtosecond laser pulses centred at

 = 400 nm was sp
interaction with the Al mask leading to a high contrast optical excitation within the magnetic film. Demagnetization
of the excited regions induces a transient magnetic grating which is probed by ultraviolet radiation at the M-edge of
Co at 60 eV exhibiting magnetic scattering due to the magnetic circular dichroism effect. Magnetic domain
scattering as well as diffraction peaks of the grating structure up to the 5th order were recorded for different pumpprobe delays (Fig. 1b). The ultrafast time evolution of the diffraction orders (c.f. Fig. 1c) measures the dynamics of
the respective Fourier coefficients of the periodic grating in reciprocal space. Hence, the observed distinct dynamics
is a sensitive probe of the nanoscale spatial evolution of the magnetic grating and yields direct information on
femtosecond, non-local magnetization dynamics.

Fig. 1: a) Magnetic Co/Pd multilayer with a nanoscale aluminium proximity mask. b) Detail of the SAXS pattern
showing the 1st scattering order of the magnetic domain network as well as the 1st – 5th order of the grating
structure. c) Time evolution of the magnetic domain scattering and of selected diffraction orders of the optically
induced transient magnetic grating. Note the distinct temporal evolutions

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

C. von Korff Schmising et al., PRL, 112, 217203 (2014)
C. von Korff Schmising et al., NJP, 17, 033047 (2015)
Vodungbo et al., Scientific Reports, 6, 18970 (2016)
F. Capotondi et al., Review of Scientific Instruments, 84, 051301 (2013)

Control of domain wall magnetization reversal using heavy metal (Pt) capping layers on NiFe nanowires
J Brandão, S Azzawi, A T Hindmarch, D Atkinson
Durham University, UK
Heavy metal layers such as platinum are proving to have important contributions to spintronic physics through the
spin-Hall effect, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, proximity induced magnetization and enhancement of magnetic
damping. Here the effect of Pt overlayer on domain wall (DW) magnetization reversal driven by magnetic field was
investigated in Ni 80 Fe 20 /Pt x nanowires bilayers. The domain wall (DW) magnetization reversal driven by magnetic
field was investigated in Ni 80 Fe 20 /Pt x nanowires bilayers. The Pt x thickness was varied to study the influence of
heavy non-magnetic material on the DW motion. Nanowires were produced by electron beam lithography with
triangular modulation on both edges. Unmodulated nanowires were also fabricated. Using focused longitudinal
magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE), hysteresis loops were measured with the laser spot sited at different places on
the nanowire. Based upon these experimental observations, the reversal field due to propagation of the DW was
found out to vary with Pt thickness. The reversal field increases for small Pt thickness in the range between 0.2 and
1 nm. Above this Pt thickness, the reversal field reaches strictly a constant plateau value.
Taking advantage of previous work where the damping was measured to enlarge when Pt thickness is increased, the
relationship between reversal field and damping parameter has been inferred. Interestingly, increase in damping
modifies the strength of the magnetic field required to move the DW independent of whether the nanowire is
modulated or un-modulated. Important mechanisms as such surface roughness, discontinuities in the Pt layer, spin
orbit coupling, and the intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to damping are used to interpret the influence of the Pt
thickness on the DW reversal process. Micromagnetic simulations were also carried out to support the experimental
results. Hysteresis and reversal fields were careful calculated as a function of damping parameter and triangular
modulation amplitude, allowing a direct link with experimental data. Experiment and simulation show good
agreement, demonstrating that inclusion of heavy metal overlayers on NiFe nanowires provides a new route to
control the DW magnetization reversal process.
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Figures: Scanning electron microscope images of the triangular modulated nanowire edges, (1). Examples of
hysteresis loops for NiFe (10nm) and NiFe (10nm)/Pt (0.6 nm) nanowires with 75 nm triangular modulation, (2).
Reversal field as a function of Pt thickness, (3).
[1]
[2]

S. Azzawi et al., Physical Review B 93, 054402 (2016).
J. Brandão et al., Journal Applied Physics 116, 193902 (2014).

The Effect of Injection Methodology on Stochastic Domain Wall Pinning in Magnetic Nanowire
Devices
K A Omari, P W Fry, T J Hayward

University of Sheffield UK
Understanding stochastic effects in nanomagnetic systems is an area of major research interest due
to the critical importance of these effects to the performance of data storage technologies. In
nanoscopic systems where single energy barriers separate bistable magnetisation states thermally
activated behaviour is well described by the Arrenhius-Néel law [1]. However, more complex
mesoscopic systems typically exhibit larger numbers of stable states and multiple transitional
paths, making simple descriptions of stochastic phenomena challenging.
Domain walls (DWs) in planar magnetic nanowires strongly exhibit the complex stochastic
behaviours described above. In addition to showing non-trivial reversal paths when depinning from
defect sites [2], the transformations of their magnetisation structures when propagating above the
Walker breakdown field results in highly variable interactions with defect sites [3], and thus a
dynamically-induced stochastic component to their behaviours. However, while large numbers of
studies have characterised this in specific systems, there have been few attempts to investigate how
the details of the experimental approaches used impact on the degree of stochasticity observed.
Here we demonstrate that the degree of stochasticity observed in DW pinning is strongly influenced
by the method used to inject the DWs into a nanowire. We use single-shot focused magneto-optic
Kerr effect (FMOKE) magnetometry measurements to characterise the pinning of DWs at notchshaped artificial defect sites in 400 nm wide, 20 nm thick Ni 20 Fe 80 nanowires. DWs are injected
into the nanowires using one of two methods: either by nucleating them from an injection pad, or by
passing a current pulse through an orthogonal current line. Our results indicate that DWs injected
from the pads exhibit less deterministic pinning behaviour than those injected using the current
lines, being both more likely to pass through the defect sites without pinning, and showing a more
widely distributed range of depinning fields when they do pin. This occurs even when a current line
is used to exactly mimic the injection field distribution of a pad, thus suggesting it results
intrinsically from the injection methodology used, rather than simply from poor definition of the
injection field. Dynamic micromagnetic simulations are used to explore possible explanations for
this surprising result. Our results serve as interesting examples of the sensitivity of stochastic
phenomena to the details of magnetisation dynamics at the nanoscale.

Figure 1: Injection and depinning field distributions measured at an artificial defect sites in a nanowire where DWs
were injected using an injection pad and a nanowire where they were injected using current pulse through a current
line. The nanowire where DWs were injected using the pad show a greater stochastic component to their
pinning/depinning behaviour.
[1] W. Wernsdorfer et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 1791 (1997).
[2] C. Wuth et al., J. Phys. Condens. Matter 24, 024207 (2012).
[3] T.J. Hayward, Sci. Rep. 5, 13279 (2015).
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Multilayer ultrathin-films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) show a perspective as candidates for
spintronic devices. The effective magnetic anisotropy strongly depends on the magnetic layer thickness – spin
reorientation transition (SRT) at a critical thickness takes place from the inplane to out-of-plane magnetization
direction. Moreover, SRT can be shifted to higher thicknesses by means of ion [1] and fs-laser irradiation [2]. Here,
we employ variable energy positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) that is sensitive to open volume defects and
their atomic surrounding to compare these two methods of the SRT inducement. Molecular beam epitaxy deposited
films with different bottom Pt layer thicknesses and growth temperatures have been investigated. In case of Ar+ ion
irradiated trilayers magnetization can be driven to the out-of-plane state twice as a function of ion fluence [1],
whereas our preliminary studies of UV laser irradiation suggest only one SRT.

Fig. 1 Annihilation line parameter S a
function of positron energy, E, and mean
positron implantation depth, zmean for asgrown, and ion and laser irradiated
trilayers. The S-parameter is sensitive to
the open volume concentration changes.

PAS analysis (Fig. 1) of the as-grown samples reveal slight differences in crystal quality and defect concentration
that is likely due to a thicker bottom Pt layer used for the ion irradiation experiment. Films utilized for the laser
irradiation exhibit larger initial positron diffusion length, L+ that is close to L+ of the substrate (~60nm). In case of
lower ion and laser fluences only minor and no interface intermixing has been found, respectively. The sample
irradiated with lower ion fluence shows a slight increase of S (for E~1.5keV) being likely due to Co-vacancy
increase, which could be responsible for first SRT. The sample irradiated with lower laser fluence shows no
difference compare to the as-grown stacks, where only increase of magnetic anisotropy was found. The larger ion
and laser fluences reorients magnetization to the out-of-plane state that is evidenced by both magneto-optical and
PAS studies – S(E) curves nicely overlap. Moreover, large intermixing is expected, thus creation of the CoPt alloy
with PMA. To elucidate stoichiometry and atomic surrounding of open volume defect coincidence Doppler
broadening investigations will be presented.
[1]
[2]

A. Maziewski et al., Phys. Rev. B. 85, 054427 (2012)
J. Kisielewski et al., J. Appl. Phys. 115, 053906 (2014)
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Topological insulators (TIs) have recently attracted significant attention due to their unique ability to control
spinpolarization via the electronic current magnitude and direction via spin-momentum locking mechanisms.
Reported here are direct transport spin polarization measurements on the TI family (Bi 1-x Sb x ) 2 Te 3 [1] by means of
Point Contact Andreev Reflection (PCAR) [2]. The samples are prepared by molecular beam epitaxy with coevaporation of high purity Bi, Sb, Te from Knudsen effusion cells, and Cr, V (all 4N5 or better) by electron-gun
evaporation on sapphire (0001) substrates. Crystalline quality is monitored in-situ by reflection high-energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) and composition is confirmed on calibration samples by inductively couple plasma
atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES). The two end composition, x = 0 and x = 1, exhibit quasi-metallic electronlike and hole-like resistance, respectively, and show remarkably high spin polarization of 70(4) and 57(3) %.
Remarkably, when the Fermi level is positioned within the bulk bandgap, x = 0.2, an even higher value of 83(9) % is
measured (Fig. 1). Further insights are obtained via doping with magnetic impurities - Cr and V [3]. Low Cr doping,
of 0.5 %, reduces the spin polarization of Bi 2 Te 3 to 45(2) % and the one of Sb 2 Te 3 to 52(1) %. Small
concentrations (up to 0.5 %) of V in Bi 2 Te 3 have similar effect and reduce the spin polarization to 54(2) %. At
sufficiently high V-doping the latter composition becomes a magnetic topological insulator, with an effective spin
polarization in excess of 75 %. The Curie temperature of this magnetic-TI (Bi 1.985 V 0.015 Te 3 ) is extracted by Anomalous
Hall Effect to be 11.6(6) K (Fig. 2). The high transport spin polarization of the surface states of TIs, directly
demonstrated here, should enable the building of low-temperature topologically protected spin injectors. All TI
compositions studied, exhibit spin polarization higher than those of 3d ferromagnets. The composition most
insulating in the bulk - Bi 0.4 Sb 1.6 Te 3 , demonstrates spin polarization of at least 83 %, rivalling the best transport
halfmetals.

Fig. 1: PCAR spectrum of Bi0.4Sb1.6Te3
with the fit

[1] J. Zhang et al., Nat. Comm. 2:574 (2011).
[2] K. Borisov et al., Journ. Appl. Phys. 115, 17C717 (2014).

Fig. 2: Anomalous Hall Effect amplitude of
Bi1.985V0.015 Te3 with the extracted Curie
temperature of Tc = 11.6 K. The inset shows a
single AHE recorded at 2 K.

[3]
C. Z. Chang et al., Nat. Mat. 14, 473 (2015).

Effective Field Model of Edge and Surface Roughness in Ferromagnetic Nanowires
S Lepadatu
University of Central Lancashire, UK
It is well known that roughness in ferromagnetic nanowires significantly modifies the physical behaviour of magnetic
systems, including changes in coercivity and pinning fields for both field and current-driven domain walls. [1] In
micromagnetics, roughness is typically modelled by modifying the mesh to include a generated roughness profile.
[2] This method becomes problematic for small roughness levels to simulate accurately, in particular for finite
difference schemes, as very small cellsizes are required to produce roughness profiles.
This work introduces a new method to accurately model small roughness levels, both edge and surface roughness,
without the requirement to refine the mesh below the exchange length, by introducing a new energy term in the LLG
equation. Typical roughness energy density profiles are shown in Figure 1 for a wire in the X-Y plane and oriented
along the X axis, calculated using both the mesh and effective field methods, showing excellent agreement. Edge
roughness results in an easy axis in the transverse direction and requires two orthogonal energy density terms to
reproduce. For surface roughness the easy axis is perpendicular to the wire and three orthogonal energy density
terms are required with values depending on the dimensions of the system and roughness depth.
The model introduced here is further extended to extrinsic threshold current calculations for single-layer
ferromagnetic wires as well as multi-layered synthetic antiferromagnetic structures, by taking into account the effect
of both spin-transfer-torques and spin-orbit-torques. [3]

Figure 1 - Roughness energy density terms for a wire in the X-Y plane and oriented along the X axis with (a) 80 nm
width, 5 nm thickness, with 2.5 nm edge roughness depth, (b) 320 nm width, 40 nm thickness with 2.5 nm surface
roughness depth.
[1]
[2]
[3]

X. Jiang, L. Thomas, R. Moriya, M. Hayashi, B. Bergman, C. Rettner and S.S.P. Parkin, Nature
Communications 1, 25 (2010)
Y. Nakatani, A. Thiaville and J. Miltat, Nature Materials 2, 512 (2003)
S-.H. Yang, K-.S. Ryu and S. Parkin Nature Nanotechnology 10, 221 (2015)
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In this work, we study via depth-resolved 57Fe conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) the effect of
atomic interdiffusion on the exchange bias field (EB) and coercivity of polycrystalline Fe/FeMn exchanged biased
ferromagnetic (F) / antiferromagnetic (AF) bilayers. Atomic diffusion is due to the thermal setting of exchange
coupling during the process of field annealing. Such process promotes the setting of interfacial spin order, but,
depending on temperature, it also can induce atomic migration across the F/AF interface [1-3]. FeMn (10 nm) / Fe
+ 57Fe (5 nm) EB bilayers were produced by magnetron sputtering, with a 57Fe tracer layer (1 nm) introduced at
different depths inside the F layer. The FeMn/Fe samples were grown with a Cu seed layer (30 nm) on top of Si
substrates, and covered with a Ta (25 nm) cap layer. Grazing incident X-ray diffraction, vibrating sample
magnetometry and CEMS were used to for characterization of the samples. The CEMS spectra shown in Figure (a)
illustrate the strong differences in the atomic migration along the Fe layer after magnetic annealing at high
temperatures. Our results show that the diffusion of Mn in the F layer increases the coercivity and can decrease the
exchange bias field. Although heavy interdiffusion due to high setting temperatures breaks the exchange coupling,
there is a range of temperatures where effects due to Mn interdifussion at the AF/F interface and increased
exchange coupling compete due to thermal setting of the AF order. For these samples, we found that the optimum
condition to set exchange coupling is around 300 °C. The maximum obtained EB was –110 Oe, as shown in the
Figure (b).
Work supported by the CNPq, CAPES and FAPEMIG.
(a) Room temperature CEMS spectra after
EB setting at 400oC for the samples with
the 57Fe tracer layer at the top (top), in the
center of the Fe layer (center), and at the
Fe/FeMn interface (bottom). The intensity
of the central peaks in each spectrum is
proportional to the interdiffusion in the
probed region of the sample. (b) VSM
hysteresis loop at room temperature for a
Fe/FeMn sample annealed at 300oC.
[1]
[2]
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K. O´Grady et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 322, 883 (2010).
L. E. Fernandez-Outon et al., J. Appl. Phys. 113, 17D704 (2013).
W. A. A. Macedo, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 368, 402 (2014).
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E Siegel, E Wigner, A Weinberg, S Siegel, W Pearson, E Moneyiz, A Hoffman
failure-PREDICTION-associates(fPa)/Thermalloy-Technology(TAT/TATL), USA
CAVEAT EMPTOR!!!: Famed Canadian metallurgist William Pearson’s DIRE WARNINGS VERSUS Naïve: HansenSomerville(SIO)-…-APS.ORG-EPRI.ORG-NEI.ORG-NRC.GOV-DOE.GOV as A/THE claimed “panacea” for “mitigation”
of CO2-exacerbated/driven global-warming climate-change Siegel[AIP Shock-Physics Meetings: Chicago(2011);
Seattle(2013); Tampa(2015)] carbides solid-state “physics”/ “chemistry” FIRST-EVER EXPERIMENTAL NANO“physics”/“chemistry”[1968->Physica Status Solidi (a)11,45(1972); and EARLY NANO-“physics”/”chemistry”
THEORY(after: Kubo(1962)-Matsubara(1960s-1970s)-Fulde(1960s);[reference: Sugano[“Microcluster-Physics”,
Springer(1982)]] Siegel [(1970-1973)---> Statphys-13, The Technion, Haifa, Israel(1977)-C. Kuper and I. Reiss
editors, published in Annals Israel Academy of Sciences, volume 2(1978); International Conference on LatticeDynamics, Paris(1977)-M. Balkanski editor, published by Flammarion(1978); International Conference on
Magnetic Alloys and Oxides(“ICMAO”), The Technion, Haifa, Israel(1977)-A. Hirsh and G. Barnea editors, published
in Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials (JMMM) (1978); Semiconductors and Insulators 5: 39,47,62
(1979)=THREE-contiguous-papers!!!; Scripta Metallurgica 13, 913(1979)-with Takeo Matsubara!!!], following:
(Alvin)Weinberg(ORNL/ANS)-(Sidney)Siegel(ORNL/ANS)-Loretto-Hargraves-Savage-Westwood-Seitz-Overhauser-…
FIRST EXPERIMENTAL DISCOVERY of giant-magnetoresistance(G-GMR)[Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic
Materials(JMMM) 7, 312(1978); Google: “Ana Mayo If LEAKS ‘Could’ KILL'' find The Village Voice, page 38, (August
21, 1978); at www.flickr.com search therein for “giant-magnetoresistance”, then seek first-page 312!!!]
identifIED/IES GENERIC ENDEMIC EXTANT domination of old/new (so mis-called)“superalloys'': nuclearreactors/spent-fuel-casks/refineries/jet/ missile/rocket-engines/hospital-autoclaves/… in austenitic/FCC Febased(stain”less”-steels) and Ni-based (so mis-called) "super"alloys (182/82; hastelloy-X, 600, 304/304Lstainless-steels, ANY/ALL-other: hastalloys, udimets, renes,...,690(San Onofre PWRs (“SONGS”) Mitsubishi failed
(2013) new steam-generators!!!-leading to complete “SONGS” shutdown!!!) GENERIC ENDEMIC EXTANT
detrimental (synonyms!!!): THERMAL: (THE!!!)Wigner's-disease(WD; physics-term) [Journal of Applied-Physics 17,
857(1946)]/Ostwald-ripening(chemistry-term)/spinodal-decomposition (statistical-mechanics/physicsterm)/THERMAL-leading-to-MECHANICAL (TLTM)-IN-stability (nuclear-engineering term)/OVERageingEMBRITTLEMENT(metallurgy-term)/ “sensitization”(marketing/sales-term; DECIDEDLY NOT sitting around a campfire
singing “Kumbaya”(aka “STUCK-DREK”(auf Deutsch oder Yiddish)). Carbides solid-state chemistry/statisticalmechanics/physics domination of ESPECIALLY OLD/AGED/even new: nuclear-reactors/spent-fuel-casks(example:
GE/Westinghouse/DOE Hanford)/ refineries/jet/missile/rocket-engines is austenitic/ FCC Ni/Fe-based (so
miscalled) "super"alloys(182/82; hastelloy-X, 600, 304/ 304L(low-carbon to mitigate Wigner’s-disease(WD)stainless-steels, ..., 690(“SONGS”)!!!) GENERIC ENDEMIC EXTANT detrimental Wigner's-disease(WD):
Mayo[Google: < "Ana Mayo If Leaks Could Kill" >; find: The Village Voice, page 38, (August 21, 1978);
Siegel[Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials(JMMM) 7,312(1978)=at flickr.com search on "GiantMagnoto-resistance"] <<<"Fert" [Physical Review Letters(1988)]-"Gruenberg"[Physical Review Letters(1989)]
2007-Nobel/Wolf/Japan-prizes: [1988(“Fert”) – 1978(Siegel)] = 10-years = 1 decade precedence!!!]
necessitating U.S.-NRC inspections on 40+25=65 Westinghouse PWRs(12/2006); KEPCO(~12 PWRs & BWRs
FORCED-outages for 3-years(~2001 – 2004); TEPCO(~17 PWRs & BWRs FORCED-outages for 3-years(~2001 –
2004)]-Lai[Metallurgical Transactions of the AIME, 9A ,827(1978)=Figure 2.y-axis!!!]-Sabol-Stickler[Physica
Status Solidi 35, 11(1969); @ Westinghouse!!!]-Ashpahani[International Conference on Hydrogen in Metals,
Paris(1977);…]-Russell[Progress in Materials Science 28, 3–4, 229(1984)]- Pollard [last Union of Concerned-

Scientists report(9/1995)]-Lofaro [BNL/DOE/NRC Reports; 19th Light-Water Reactor Safety-Conference(1992);
summarized in Failure-Analysis(1993)]-Pringle[“Nuclear-Power: FROM Physics TO POLITICS, Macmillan(1979)]Hoffman [<www.animatedsoftware.com>], what DOE/NRC MISlabels as "butt-welds" "stress-corrosion cracking"
endpoint's ROOT-CAUSE ULTIMATE-ORIGIN is WD overageing-embrittlement caused brittle-fracture cracking from
early/ongoing AEC/DOE-n"u"tional-la"v"atories GRU(?) sabotage!!! Given the choice between global-warming
versus nuclear-reactor power-plant “incidents”/accidents (example: TMI, Chernobyl,…[<www.japantimes.com”:
Fugun, Tsuruga, Tokai, Obama(Japan) KEPCO(~12 PWRs & BWRs forced-outages for some 3-years: ~2002-2004,
TEPCO(~17 PWRs & BWRs forced-outages for some 3-years: ~2002-2004), Monju/Clinch-River LMFBR(December
12 1996); PREDICTED by Siegel in 1973-1977 abstract of Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 7,
312(1978); online: ) liquid-metal fast breeder-reactor(LMFBR)…Fukashima-Daichi, the choice between tootsies
getting wet with rising-oceans seawater VERSUS nuclear-“incidents”/”accidents” WAITING-TO-HAPPEN!!! Can/WILL
...[-Myhrvold-(Paul)Allen-(Bill) Gates[who brought you gawdawful Windows-8 horror!!!] “new” nuclear-reactor
power-plants be better??? Time will tell!!! THEIR “PROOF” IS IN THEIR PUDDING/AND YOUR/OUR WALLETS!!!”
Until then “TRUST BUT VERIFY!!!”; “CAVEAT EMPTOR!!!”

(1978

EDWARD SIEGEL'S (SO MISCALLED "SUPER"ALLOYS "GIANT-MAGNETORESISTANCE" PAPER: JOURNAL OF
MAGNETISM AND MAGNETIC MATERIALS, 7, 312-316 (1978)-APPEARS ON REED-ELSEVIER JMMM WEBSISTE AS
:UNAVAILABLE: NOT YET SCANNED", THEN LATER SCANNED BY JULY, 2008 = THREE-DECADES LATER AFTER
DECADES-LATER “FERT”(1988) & “GRUENBERG”(1989) “GOT”/PLAGIARIZED 2006 WOLF/ISRAEL-PRIZE & 2006
JAPAN-PRIZE & 2007 PHYSICS NOBEL-PRIZES!!!
GIVEN AT "INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON MAGNETIC ALLOYS AND OXIDES" ("ICMAO"), THE TECHNION, HAIFA,
ISRAEL (AUGUST, 1977)
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EDWARD SIEGEL'S JOURNAL OF MAGNETISM ADN MAGNETIC MATERIALS 7, 312 (1978) "GIANTMAGNETORESISTANCE": ANTIFERROMAGNETIC/PARAMAGNETIC SHEETS OF (Nb, TI)C: (Cr, Mn) ALTERNATING WITH
FERROMAGNETIC NiFe SHEETS

scan0012
EDWARD SIEGEL'S JMMM 7, 312 (1978) "GIANT-MAGNETORESISTANCE" DISCOVERY: FIGURE 2. = ALTERNATING
SHEETS OF PARAMAGNETIC/ANTIFERROMAGNETIC (Nb, Ti)C : (Cr, Mn) PRECIPITATE-SHEETS ALTERNATING WITH
FERROMAGNETIC NiFe MATRIX/SOLVENT-SHEETS FIGURE 3. = "GIANT" ELECTRICAL-RESISTANCE & ELECTRICALRESISTIVITY PEAKS VERSUS TEMPERATURE (IMPOSITION OF EXTERNAL MAGNETIC-FIELD IMPOSSIBLE IN BULK
STRONG-FERROMAGNET
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EDWARD SIEGEL'S JOURNAL OF MAGNETISM AND MAGMETIC MATERIALS 7, 312 (1978) "GIANTMAGNETORESISTANCE" DISCOVERY: FIG. 6 = RELATIVE-MAGNETIZATION(MAGNEGAUGE EXTERNAL-H-FIELD)
(FERROMAGNETIC ---> PARAMAGNETIC) AND HARDNESS(EMBRITTLED ---> DEAD-SOFT) PARALLEL DECLINES UPON
"SOLUTION-TREATMENT" DISsOLUTION OF ANTIFERROMAGNETIC/PARAMAGNETIC (Nb, Ti)C : Cr, Mn PRECIPITATES'
SHEETS MULTI-LAYER/SANDWICH DESTRUCTION) - IMPORTANT NOTE!!!:
ELIMINATION OF INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE-VARIABLE BETWEEN FIGS. 3 & 4 WITH FIG. 6 YIELDED ELECTRICALRESISTANCE AND ELECTRICAL-RESISTIVITY VERSUS RELATIVE-MAGNETIZATION CURVES (A FULL-DECADE(!!!) PRE:
FERT(1988)-GRUENBERG(1989) 2007 PHYSICS:JAPAN, WOLF & NOBEL-PRIZES) WHICH SOMEHOW WERE NEVER
PUBLISHED IN 1977-1978 PAPER

scan0014
LAST PAGE(SHOWING GAP WHERE FIGURES 7 & 8 OF ELECTRICAL-RESISTANCE AND ELECTRICAL-RESISTIVITY
VERSUS RELATIVE-MAGNETIZATION [MAGNAGAUGE-READING] SHOULD HAVE BEEN, BUT WERE SOMEHOW
"INADVERTENTLY" OMITTED BY EDITORS/PUBLISHER[REED-ELSEVIER-NORTH-HOLLAND]) ,WITH REFERENCES OF
EDWARD SIEGEL'S FIRST DISCOVERY OF "GIANT-MAGNETORESISTANCE"

All-Garnet Heteroepitaxial Magneto-Optical Photonic Crystals
A M Grishin
KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden, INMATECH Intelligent Materials Technology, Sweden, Petrozavodsk State
University, Russia
I survey the cutting edge results on synthesis and properties of all-garnet heteroepitaxial magneto-optical photonic
crystals (MOPCs). They are built by alternating layers of a nonmagnetic rare earth gallium garnet and bismuth
substituted iron garnet Bi3Fe5O12. The latter one combines the record high Faraday rotation (FR, θF = 8.4 deg/μm
at 633 nm) with transparency in visible and infrared 1. FR can provide unidirectional propagation of polarized light,
and thus it is used for optical isolation. The idea how to increase FR was suggested by Rosenberg 2 and practically
for the first time realized by Inoue 3 by placing MO material in a resonant cavity. In MOPC, due to the nonreciprocal
optical properties of a ferromagnet, FR increases by a factor of N, where N is a number of reflections light
experiences bouncing between Bragg mirrors.
Ultimate MO performance was achieved growing all-garnet MOPCs containing Bi3Fe5O12 in a resonant halfwavelength cavity and various garnets in quarterwavelength reflectors in Bragg mirrors: heteroepitaxial
Bi3Fe5O12/Y3Fe5O12 4, Bi3Fe5O12/La3Ga5O12 5, Bi3Fe5O12/Gd3Ga5O12 6, and Bi3Fe5O12/Sm3Ga5O12
7,8 crystals. Optimization of processing parameters enables achievement of very smooth (rms roughness is less
than 1 nm) layers with sharp interfaces. MOPCs that contained garnets with big optical contrast and high precision
predetermined layer thicknesses possess sharp stop band and microcavity modes with a FWHM ≈ 1 nm and a peakto valley ratio better than 50 dB. So far, a [Bi3Fe5O12/Sm3Ga5O12]m MOPC with six pairs of quarterwavelength
reflectors in two Bragg mirrors with a half-wavelength Bi3Fe5O12 inbetween microcavity demonstrated the highest
specific FR θF = 20.5 deg/μm at 750 nm 7. Despite its superior FR, the accompanying high optical absorption
hinders practical applications of Bi3Fe5O12 garnet.
The next generation of MOPCs was engineered compromising a strong FR with a modest optical insertion loss. To
realize this approach we reduced bismuth concentration and substituted Fe3+ in Bi3Fe5O12 with diamagnetic Al3+
and Ga3+ ions. These made crystal highly transparent, caused perpendicular magnetic anisotropy thus introduced
remnant FR. As a result, MOPCs owned a new function - MO memory. 9 To the date, at the resonance wavelengths
775 (640) nm, FR θF = 14.1 (14.8) deg/μm and MO-quality factor Q = 99.3 (46.2) deg represent the highest
achieved MOPC performance.
Compared to a single layer MO-film, θF and Q were increased, correspondingly, by the factors of 12 and 2. 10
Multicolor tunable band pass filtering combined with a resonant optical isolation was realized in double-cavity
Bi2.97Er0.03Fe4Al0.5Ga0.5O12/Sm3Ga5O12 MOPCs. Low-loss, high FR pass-bands as well as strong light
rejection within the stop band were achieved optimizing distance between cavities and repetition number of
distributed Bragg reflectors 11.
To engineer MOPCs that combine strong FR with reduced or even absent optical insertion loss, photoluminescence
(PL) effect was explored in Er-substituted garnet films: Er:La3Ga5O12, Er:Gd3Ga5O12, Er:Y3Fe5O12, and
Er:Bi3Fe5O12. 12 PL lifetime in gallium contained garnets is in millisecond range that promises these garnets as
optically gain material.
Bi2.97Er0.03Fe4Al0.5Ga0.5O12/Sm3Ga5O12 MOPCs show the highest MO performance achieved so far: the
highest FR, MO memory (remnant-latched FR as large as 95% of a saturated value), and strong room temperature
photoluminescence 10.

Transmission and FR in Er-substituted Bi3Fe5O12/Gd3Ga5O12 MOPCs were modeled in view of their application in
C-band MO-amplifiers. It was found that 48 layered 11.4 μm thick MOPC at λ = 1532 nm provides 45 deg FR and
transmission as high as 85 % being pumped with 100 mW/980 nm solid state laser diode 13.
Owning gain, luminescent all-garnet heteroepitaxial photonic crystals promise great potential for MO memory, light
guiding, filtering and switching, exceptional dispersion, nonreciprocal and sensing properties as well as integration
with semiconductor platforms.
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Spin waves in exchange-coupled NiFe/IrMn/NiFe trilayers
G Gubbiotti1, S Tacchi1, L Del Bianco2, M Tamisari2, F Spizzo2 and R Zivieri2
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Magnetic films consisting of an antiferromagnetic (AFM) layer sandwiched between two non-equivalent
ferromagnetic (FM) layers have recently attracted a great interest. In fact, in this configuration, each interface of the
AFM layer is exchange-coupled to a different FM layer and information on the AFM magnetic structure may be
obtained by the analysis of the exchange bias effect [1].

In this work, we focus on the spin wave properties dynamics of samples (deposited by DC magnetron sputtering in
a magnetic field of 400 Oe) with layer-stacking sequence Si/Cu[5 nm]/Py[5 nm]/IrMn[10 nm]/Cu[tCu]/Py[10
nm], where Py is Ni80Fe20, IrMn is Ir25Mn75, and tCu, the nominal thickness of a Cu spacer, is varied in the 0 0.2 nm range. Since tCu is lower than the Cu lattice parameter, Cu is expected to grow in form of islands at the top
AFM/FM interface, thus providing another tool, a part from the FM layer thickness, to diversify the top from the
bottom interface and to tune the strength of the exchange coupling. As a consequence, the magnetization loops of
the samples, measured by magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometry, actually feature two distinct loops,
corresponding to the magnetization process of the two Py layers. The relative orientation of the magnetization
vectors of the Py layers (parallel P or antiparallel AP) can be thus controlled by an external magnetic field H. The
spin-wave properties were studied by Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS): spectra were acquired at room temperature at
an angle of incidence
 = 40° by s
saturation) and encompassing both the P and AP alignment of the Py layers.
The BLS results were satisfactorily reproduced by a theoretical model we developed for exchange-coupled AFM/FM
bilayers [2]. To exemplify the information obtainable through this approach, in Fig. 1 the results for the sample with
tCu = 0 Å are shown. In the P states the Stokes (S) and the anti-Stokes (AS) modes are degenerate, so only the
difference between optical and acoustic branches is observed. The calculated frequencies are in good agreement
with the BLS ones apart from slight discrepancies, especially observed for the high-frequency mode. The S-AS
degeneracy is removed in the AP state, between -0.05 kOe and -0.15 kOe, where four modes are found, well
reproduced by the analytical model: the agreement is good for the high frequency modes, but only satisfactory for
the low frequency ones. Similar results were detected for tCu = 0.1 nm and 0.2 nm. The Cu insertion induced just a
change of the extension of the field regions corresponding to the P and AP configurations, whilst the frequency
values were nearly unchanged, so the frequency values in the AP configuration are still not well approximated. This
discrepancy can be tentatively ascribed to the fact that in the AP state the IrMn spins must comply the exchange
coupling with the spins of the two Py layers, which have opposite orientations. This last process is expected to
directly involve the interfacial IrMn spins, but reasonably also the ‘bulk’ ones will be implicated. Hence, compared to
the case of AFM/FM bilayers, a more accurate analytical description of the IrMn magnetic configuration, that is the
aim of this investigation, is necessary.
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Nowadays, Ni-Mn-Z (Z = Ga, In, Sn, Sb) Heusler alloys have attracted a lot of attention because of different unique
properties including the shape memory effect, magnetocaloric effect, exchange bias effect and large
magnetoresistance [1, 2].The potential technological applications exploiting these physical properties make Heusler
alloys more interesting and intriguing. Therefore, the search of novel compositions with better properties is in the
progress. It should be pointed out that Ni-Mn-Ge Heusler alloys may be defined as the novel compositions. At
present, this group of Heusler alloys remains little investigated from both theoretical and experimental points of view
[3-7]. Recent experiments have shown that the stoichiometric Ni2MnGe alloy exhibits only the ferro-paramagnetic
phase transition in austenite without a martensitic transformation. The Curie temperature of austenite was close to
room temperature (≈ 300 K) [3, 4]. From theoretical point of view Ni-Mn-Ge systems have been recently
investigated in a series of works by using the first principles calculations [5-7]. In the most cases, the optimized
lattice parameters, total and atom-resolved density of states and magnetic moments have been obtained only for
the stoichiometric case.
In this work we expanded the 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 and Monte Carlo calculations to a series of non-stoichiometric Ni2+xMn1-xGe
and Ni2Mn1+xGe1-x (𝒙𝒙 = 0, 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75) compositions. In order to create the off-stoichiometric compositions
in 𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 calculations, we used the 16-atom-supercell approach. The electronic calculations were carried out
by using the VASP [8] and SPR-KKR [9] packages. For the exchange correlation energy, we used the general
gradient approximation (GGA) in the form of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhoff [10]. In the first step, we defined the
optimized lattice parameters for austenite in Ni2+xMn1-xGe and Ni2Mn1+xGe1-x and possible stable martensitic phases
by means of the VASP package. It should be noted that in the case of Ni2Mn1+xGe1-x, we considered two magnetic
reference states, where all magnetic moments of Mn atoms located at the Mn and Ge sublattices are parallel and
reversed, respectively. We found that the martensitic transformation can be realized in off-stoichiometric
compositions in contrast to the stoichiometric one. Moreover, the energy difference between austenite and
martensite was found to increase with increasing 𝒙𝒙. This clearly suggests that the temperature of martensitic
transformation rises for the deviation from stoichiometry. By using the optimized parameters for austenite and
martensite, we further calculated the exchange coupling constants as function of distance between atoms by using
the SPR-KKR package. The knowledge of these constants is allowed us to estimate the Curie temperatures for
austenitic and martensitic phases of Ni2+xMn1-xGe and Ni2Mn1+xGe1-x in the framework of Monte Carlo simulations. As
the result, the magnetic phase diagrams of studied compositions were obtained. In general, obtained theoretical
results are found to a good agreement with available experimental data and other theoretical results.
This work is supported by President RF Grant МК-8480.2016.2, RSF-Russian Science Foundation No. 14-1200570/14, and Ministry of Education and Science RF No. 3.2021.2014/K.
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The interfacial exchange coupling between a ferromagnetic (FM) and a multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO) layer is
investigated. FM/BFO bilayers with different both FM anisotropy and BFO structure have been used, in order to
explore the influence of the intrinsic anisotropy of the FM layer and the magnetic configuration of the BFO film. BFO
and 5%-Mn doped BFO (BFO-Mn) thin films were grown by pulsed laser deposition onto (001)-oriented SrRuO3
(SRO) and SrTiO3 (STO) surfaces [1]. Co, Fe, Ni, and CoFeB FM thin films were sputtered in a separate chamber at
300K in a magnetic field of 20 mT, after short plasma cleaning.
The samples were capped by 10 nm of Au layer for ex-situ characterization. The BFO films are fully strained epitaxial
heterostructures [2] and display an antiferromagnetic (AFM) behavior at room temperature, as derived by the nonnegligible exchange bias values found for any FM/BFO bilayer. High resolution vectorial magneto-optic Kerr effect
(v-MOKE) measurements have been performed at room temperature by using a v-MOKE setup with simultaneous
and quantitative determination of the two in-plane magnetization components [3,4,5]. The angular dependence of
the hysteresis phenomena, remanence, coercivity, exchange bias, and magnetization reversal processes, as well as
the accurate determination of the characteristic magnetization directions and magnetic anisotropies is discussed.
The data show that the magnetic properties and their angular dependence are strongly affected by the intrinsic
anisotropy of the FM layer and the structure of the BFO layer. The largest exchange bias effects are found for the
CoFeB films exchange-coupled with BFO films grown onto metallic SRO surfaces. Numerical simulations based on a
modified Stoner-Wohlfarth model confirm that the competition between the unidirectional anisotropy, due to the
interfacial coupling, and the anisotropy of the FM layer is the key parameter to understand the experimental
observations (Figure 1).
[1] J. Allibe, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 95, 182503 (2009).
[2] H. Béa, et al., Philos. Mag. Lett. 87, 165 (2007).
[3] E. Jiménez, et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85, 053904 (2014).
[4] P. Perna, et al., Phys. Rev. B 86, 024421 (2012); P. Perna, F. Ajejas, et al., Phys. Rev. B 92, 220422(R)
(2015).
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In this talk, I will discuss the possibility of coexistence of spin-glass and superconductivity in iron- based
superconductors. The most striking feature of FeSCs is the coexistence of magnetism and superconductivity, which
also differentiate them from cuprates. This coexistence and analysis of the magnetic ordering can contribute a
useful understanding towards the pairing mechanism in high Tc superconductors. Main ingredients of the spin-glass
are frustration and disorder. Rare earth doped CaFe2As2 single crystals have been studied in detail using dc/ac
magnetization and electrical resistivity. CaFe2As2 superconductor exhibits coexistence of spin-glass and
superconductivity for particular type and concentration of doping. The system shows slow spin relaxation, field
cooled plateau at low temperatures, memory effect, open M-H loops etc., which is typical for spin-glass. All the
results support the existence of spin-glass like behavior at low temperatures for particular doping. The origin of the
spin-glass like behavior could be the inhomogeneous distribution of the rare-earth ions or interaction between iron
and rare earth spins which leads to magnetic frustration.
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Lateral spin valves are spintronics devices nowadays widely used to study spin transport in non-magnetic materials,
spincaloritronics and spin-orbitronics effects, as well as spin transfer torques due to pure spin currents1. They are
also envisioned as the next generation of hard disk drive read-heads2.

Figure 1. SEM image of a typical lateral
spin valve.

These devices are composed of a non-magnetic wire in which the spin transport occurs, connected to two
ferromagnetic electrodes. For all-metallic lateral spin-valves, the Permalloy (NiFe) is currently the most employed
ferromagnet, because of its relatively high polarization, its simple deposition method on most materials, and to the
fact that in absence of anisotropy its magnetization is easily controlled by external fields or spin transfer torques.
We showed that using CoFe instead of NiFe allows increasing the spin signal amplitude by up to one order of
magnitude3 [3], reaching 160 mΩ at room temperature for optimized geometries. We have also measured GMR
signals exceeding 10% at 10K using all metallic devices.
Figure 2. Comparison of
non-local signals of lateral
spin valves geometrically
identical, with CoFe and
NiFe ferromagnetic
electrodes, respectively.
Hanle measurement of a
CoFe-based lateral spin
valve in a non-local
geometry.
This high signal is principally explained by a higher polarization, estimated for CoFe between 0.5 and 0.6,
using both a one dimensional model and three dimensional simulations. Our data suggest that a better spin
resistance mismatch could also contribute to an increase of the signal, since the resistivity of CoFe is higher
than that of NiFe.

Using CoFe-based lateral devices, and thanks to the high polarization of CoFe, we were also able to detect,
at room temperature, 3π/2 precession of the spin accumulation using Hanle effect.
[1] Y. Otani and T. Kimura, Phil. Trans. of the Royal Society of London A 369, 3136 (2011)
[2] S. Shirotori, S. Hashimoto, et al, Applied Physics Express 8, 023103 (2015)
[3] G. Zahnd, L. Vila, et al., IOP. Nanotechnology 27, 03521 (2015)
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Operando magnetic studies of Li x CoO 2 and Li x Ni 1/3 Co 1/3 Mn 1/3 O 2 battery cathodes during charging and discharging
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Magnetometry offers a powerful tool for studying Li-ion battery electrode materials since their magnetic properties
are highly sensitive to phase composition, structural disorder, defects and the oxidation state of the transition
metals ions [1]. A novel pathway in this field has recently opened up by developing and applying in-situ techniques
for studying magnetic behaviour during electrochemical charging. Based on our recent in-situ experiments [2,3], we
have designed an electrochemical cell allowing operando measurements of the magnetic susceptibility of battery
electrodes in a SQUID during charging and discharging.
As case study, charging and discharging of a commercial used paramagnetic Li x CoO 2 cathode were monitored
during consecutive cycles [4]. The magnetic susceptibility χ of this cathode material changes by more than factor of
1.5 upon charging/discharging and, therefore, serves as highly sensitive fingerprint for the charge state. The
continuous monitoring of χ with varying Li content x yields evidence for a nonmetal–metal transition of Andersontype and of charge compensation where in addition to Co oxidation a joint charge transfer with O is involved.
Operando SQUID measurements on the technological highly relevant cathode material Li x Ni 1/3 Co 1/3 Mn 1/3 O 2 reveal 
among others
 a variation
-like
kink
of χ(x) indicating the subsequent oxidation from Ni2+ to Ni3+ (1≥ x ≥0.66) and
from Ni3+ to Ni4+ (0.66 ≥ x ≥0.33) with decreasing Li content x.
The present studies therefore demonstrate that continuous monitoring of χ allows a clear distinction between
different magnetic behavior for various lithium contents which yields novel insights into the electronic and chemical
processes in the electrode during charging and discharging.
Financial support by the Graz inter-university cooperation on natural sciences (NAWI Graz) is appreciated.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

N. A. Chernova et al., J. Mater. Chem. 21 (2011) 9865.
S. Topolovec et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 86 (2015) 063903.
S. Topolovec et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 329 (2013) 43.
S. Topolovec et al., J. Solid State Electrochem., accepted
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The purpose of this investigation is to image magnetic multilayers, specifically their buried interfaces, to identify
defects and features using a non-destructive technique, i.e. scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [1]. Currently the
only reliable method to image these devices is transmission electron microscopy, which is destructive and requires
extensive preparation of the devices. SEM is non-destructive and involves very little preparation of the device.
To successfully highlight the contrast caused by features at sub-surface depths within a high-quality sample,
consisting of Ta(2)/CoFeB(1.2)/MgO(1.5)/Ta(2) (thickness in nm), impact voltages for the SEM imaging were
varied between 0.1 kV and 1 kV. To improve the resolution of the images a bias voltage of 5 kV was applied to the
stage to retard the electrons, allowing a higher gun voltage to be used, i.e. (5+0.1) kV to (5+1) kV. This was
achieved using the JEOL JSM-7800F Prime in gentle beam super high resolution mode. Figure 1 shows the contrast
that has been demonstrated through preliminary investigations. The contrast of features varies with the impact
voltages, indicating that the present technique is useful to examine structural disorders not only at surfaces but also
at buried interfaces.
Simulations have simultaneously been performed using CASINO [2] to approximate the depth of penetration of the
backscattered electrons to confirm that the contrast has arisen due to a sub-surface defect. These simulations aid in
developing a depth calibration for the technique. We thank JEOL UK for their support in this project. This work is
partly supported by JSPS Core-to-Core Program.

Figure 1: SEM images attained at (a) 0.1 kV, (b) 0.4 kV, (c) 0.7 kV and (d) 1 kV.
[1]
[2]

A. Hirohata, Method of imaging defects using an electron microscope, British Patent (GB
1522137.7)(pending)
D. Drouin, A.R. Couture, D. Joly, X. Tastet, V. Aimez, and R. Gauvin (2007), CASINO V2.42—A Fast and
Easy-to-use Modeling Tool for Scanning Electron Microscopy and Microanalysis Users. Scanning, 29: 92–
101
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Measuring strain is a large field for sensor applications. There is a large variety of basic physical phenomena to
achieve this purpose. A widely spread wireless reading technique based on the magnetoelastic effect is
magnetoacoustic resonance [1][2], but other techniques are also possible [3]. The still growing field of radio
frequency identification (RFID) enables to add new and important features to magnetoelastic sensing. Additional
features like identification, increased range and multiple tag detection enhance the usability. A RFID build-up
consists of three main parts (i) a specific RFID sensor tag, (ii) a giant magnetoresistance (GMR) magnetic field
sensor [4] and (iii) an amorphous metal ribbon biased with a permanent magnet. We will present measurements of
various prototypes. The proof of concept measurement of such a build-up results in a strain over sensor output
voltage is shown in Fig.1. The linear fit, represented by a dashed line, helps to show the non-linearity of the resulting
signal. Different prototypes are measured and compared to theoretical models and finite element method (FEM)
simulation results. Different GMR sensor and permanent magnet positions and sizes are evaluated. Main
examination parameters are strain resolution, strain range, reproducibility (linearity) and gauge factor (Gf). Scope of
application is structural health monitoring of asphalt road layers or concrete constructions. Especially, systems
where sensors need to be encapsulated inside the structure and therefore need a long lifetime and a high reading
range.

Figure 1: Strain measurement for a simple proof of concept sensor build-up.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Y. Jia, K. Sun, F. J. Agosto, and M. T. Quiñones, “Design and characterization of a passive wireless strain
sensor”, Measurement Science and Technology, vol. 17, p. 2869, 2006.
T. Huber, B. Bergmair, C. Vogler, F. Bruckner, G. Hrkac, and D. Suess, “Magnetoelastic resonance sensor for
remote strain measurements”, Applied Physics Letters, vol. 101, p. 042402, 2012.
C. A. Grimes , C. S. Mungle , K. Zeng , M. K. Jain 1, W. R. Dreschel , M. Paulose and K. G. Ong, “Wireless
Magnetoelastic Resonance Sensors: A Critical Review” Sensors, 2(7), 294-313, 2002.
R. Windl, F. Bruckner, C. Abert, D. Suess, T. Huber, C. Vogler, and A. Satz, “Reactivable passive radiofrequency identification temperature indicator”, J. Appl. Phys., 117, 17C125, 2015.
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Magnetic anisotropy is a key intrinsic property of magnetic materials that is at the basis of macroscopic coercivity in
permanent magnets, it is therefore of utmost importance for the characterization of new materials. It is usually
estimated by measuring the anisotropy field HA. While in a single crystal it is fairly straightforward to measure HA
from the magnetization curves taken along the high symmetry directions, the same method applied to
polycrystalline samples can be quite ambiguous, yielding unreliable results.
The Singular Point Detection (SPD) technique is the most suitable tool for such cases, allowing a prompt and
accurate determination of the anisotropy field also in polycrystals. In SPD we carry out a direct measurement of the
derivatives of magnetization, and look for singular points in the resulting curves: in this way one is able to quickly
detect the value of H A . Magnetic field induced metamagnetic transitions can be easily recognized as well.
SPD is an old technique, originally developed in our laboratory starting from the '70s, that has been extensively
applied especially in the study of hard magnetic materials. The renewed interest in such subject, connected with the
current concerns about possible shortage in rare earth supply, make SPD a still relevant tool. In the talk we discuss
some of the theoretical and practical aspects of SPD, with examples from recent measurements.

Figure: SPD measurements of the anisotropy field H A of FePd related compounds at room temperature (red line)
and LN temperature (blue line). (Lewis L. and Montesarango A., to be published)

Magnetically coupled Co/Ni nanostructures arranged within porous silicon
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The purpose of this work is to combine magnetic nanostructures of two different metals within porous silicon (PS) to
influence the magnetic switching behavior of this porous silicon/metal nanocomposite. These “hard/soft” magnetic
nanocomposites have been achieved by two different routes.
Porous silicon templates in the mesoporous regime have been used for the electrochemical incorporation of
different types of magnetic nanostructures. Two kinds of template materials have been used, on the one hand
double sided porous silicon which has been achieved by etching of an ultrathin wafer in a double tank cell and on
the other hand a silicon wafer has been porosified on one side only. The double-sided porous silicon has been filled
with Ni on one side and with Co on the other side, also using a double tank cell. In the case of the one-sided
sample both metals have been electrochemically deposited alternatingly inside the pores. Magnetic
characterization of the samples has been performed by SQUID magnetometry (field range ± 6 T, temperature range
4 – 300 K).
Considering the magnetization measurements of the porous silicon containing “hard and soft” magnetic
nanostructures, one sees that the magnetic behavior shows a first term due to the softer magnetic material, Ni,
which exhibits a saturation magnetization of 0.6 T (bulk Ni) and a second one due to the harder magnetic material,
Co, which exhibits a saturation magnetization of 1.7 T (bulk Co). Thus the hysteresis curves of the investigated
nanocomposite systems show two different slopes corresponding to the two different materials. In any case samples
offer a clear kink corresponding to the different magnetic switching behavior of Ni and Co, whereas the slope is a
little steeper for double sided samples (figure).

This behavior indicates that in the case of filling both materials in one porous layer a small amount of NiCo alloy can
be formed. First, up to a field of 500 Oe the ferromagnetic behavior of Ni is dominant and above the saturation of
the Ni-structures the behavior of the Co structures, which are saturated at higher fields, becomes more distinctive.
The presented two-metal magnetic nanocomposite is fabricated during a low-cost two-step electrochemical process
whereas double sided as well as one sides PS acts as template. Because the magnetic properties are determined
by the geometry of the deposits and their arrangement the coercivity, remanence and magnetic anisotropy of the
samples (both types) can be modified by varying the size and shape of the Ni and Co deposits. Thus the magnetic
characteristics of the specimens can be broadly tailored, as desired. Nevertheless the magnetic properties of the
resulting nanocomposites are not only correlated with the size, shape and spatial distribution of the deposited metal
structures but also strongly depend on the filling ratio between the softer (Ni) and harder (Co) magnetic materials.
In fabricating bi-metal nanocomposites which offer specific magnetic characteristics the magnetic coupling between
the nanostructures plays an important role, especially exchange coupling between the deposits of two different
metals.
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The Landauer-Buttiker method within the transfer matrix formalism is usually applied to calculate the ballistic
coherent transport properties of electron charge through materials subject to an electrical bias [1]. A fundamental
assumption of the Landauer approach is that it must be applied to open systems, consisting of a central nanoscale
region connected to infinite leads or electrodes. It results in a straightforward approach which is physically
appealing because it connects the conductivity of the system to the probability of electron transmission through it.
On the other hand the Landauer transfer matrix formalism has also been applied to the calculation of spin
dependent phenomena such as giant magnetoresistance [2]. More recently it has been used to the calculate of the
components of the spincurrent [3], [4], passing through a central nanoscale region consisting of of two magnetic
materials separated by a non-magnetic spacer. Once again a fundamental assumption is that the system is open,
that is the central magnetic junction is connected to infinite non-magnetic leads subject to an applied bias.
In this communication we study what happens to the components of the spincurrent as the central magnetic
junction is gradually cut off from its leads, leading to a closed system. We show that the charge and in-plane spin
current components vanish, but surprisingly that a finite out-of-plane spincurrent remains. We show both
analytically and numerically that the remaining spincurrent component is non-other than the torque resulting from
the oscillatory interlayer exchange coupling between the magnets. We also relate this Landauer calculation of the
exchange coupling for closed systems to more conventional calculations involving total energy differences. We
conclude that the Landauer formalism extended to include spin dependent phenomena works for both open and
closed systems.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

R. Landauer, IBM J. Res. Dev. 1, 223 (1957).
J. Barnas et. al., Phys. Rev. B, 42, 8110 (1990).
T. Human, PhD thesis, City University, (2014).
V. Fadeev, J. Mathon and A. Umerski, to be published.
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Transition metal phosphates show original physical properties and are used in many technical applications due to
the great number of different topologies that they can exhibits [1]. Arsenates, similarly to phosphates, tend to form
stable mixed trigonal-octahedral framework structures with a wide range of different topologies, but a detailed study
of their structure and magnetic properties has not been done so far.
Single crystals of CoAs2O4 and NiAs2O4 have been grown by hydrothermal synthesis and structure (Fig. 1 left)
determined by X-ray diffraction, Raman and infrared spectroscopy [2].

Figure 1 Crystal structure of the tetragonal CoAs 2 O 4 shows the connections between CoO 6 octahedral via AsO 3 units
(left). Magnetic susceptibility below critical temperature T c strongly depends on the applied magnetic field (right).
Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility 𝑥𝑥(T) measured in H = 100 Oe exhibits a phase transition from
paramagnetic to ferromagnetic state below critical temperature T c = 105.5 K. However, when 𝑥𝑥(T) was measured in
1 kOe or larger magnetic field, the transition at T c was antiferromagnetic-like (Fig. 1 right). By comparing the
measured magnetic properties with a structurally similar MnSb 2 O 4 [3] a canted antiferromagnetism has been
proposed as a ground state in CoAs 2 O 4 , too. According to our knowledge, the T c = 105.5 K is the highest critical
temperature among all similar structures.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Kauzlarich et al, J. Solid State Chem. 2000, 149, 38.
T, Đorđević et al, RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 18280.
H. Fjellvåg and A. Kjekshus, Acta Chem. Scand., 1985, A39, 389-395.
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In this work we present micromagnetic simulation results demonstrating a simple technique for generation of the
short wavelength spin waves (SWs) beams from magnonic crystals excited by spatially uniform microwave frequency
(mf) magnetic field. The simulations have been prepared by means of MuMax3. We consider thin film of Py (10 nm
thickness) with patterned square area (225×225 nm size) with antidots array (30 nm diameter holes with 60 nm of
period, see Fig. 1 c). To suppress the excitation of SWs from the borders of the simulated structure, we used
periodic boundary conditions. The assumed magnetic parameters were standard for Py, with 0.005 T of the static
the x 4.8 
m with 2 nm size o
magnetic field Hs. The dimensions of the simulated structure were 4.8
m
computational unit cell.
To study dynamic behavior of the magnetic structure, the SWs were excited using spatially uniform external mf field
Hext with time-dependence described by the sinc function. As a result, patterned area has become a source of
propagating short wavelength SWs. The frequency spectra calculated at the ends of the sample were different along
the x and y direction. This means, that the direction of propagating SWs depends on the wave frequency. Thus, we
found a way to control the direction of the emitted SWs using an uniform mf magnetic field for excitation. We
selected two frequencies related to the most intensive components along both directions to excite sample with
monochromatic homogeneous mf field. The excitation of SWs of short wavelength (about 50 nm) at frequencies 22
and 28 GHz is shown in Fig 1 a) and b), respectively. We relate the propagation effects in thin film with the
resonance frequencies inside of the patterned area. In the ferromagnetic resonance spectra of only patterned area
we found the frequencies corresponding to these two SW beams observed in Fig. 1 a) and b). They are visualized in
Fig 1. d) and e). We can identify a strong beam along the vertical y axis, and along horizontal x axis, which are
responsible for the excitation of the SWs. This paper continue the research on excitation of propagating SW with
global mf field [1] and links them with effects of periodicity to open new possibilities for magnonics applications
with short wavelength SW [3].

Fig.
1. a),b) Visualization dynamic component of the magnetization vector of the propagating SW excited in a thin Py
film by the uniform mf magnetic field. In c) we showed patterned area. d), e) Modes visualization of corresponding
to a) and b) frequencies. We can suppose these horizontal and verticals standing waves are the sources of the
propagating SW observed in a) and b).
[1]
[2]

Y. Au, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 98, 122506 (2011); C. S. Davies, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 1602401
(2015).
H. Yu, et al., Sci. Rep. 4, 6848 (2014).
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Recently there is a resurgence of interest in stabilizing the R(Fe,T) 12 structure by replacing the rare-earth with an
element such as Zr. Sakurada [1] and Gabay [2, 3] have been first to reported the stability of the Zr substitution. In
ref [2] an attempt to replace Sm with Zr in (Sm 0.7 Zr 0.3 ) 1+δ Fe 10-δ Si 2 was reported. In this work, we study Sm 1x Zr x Fe 10 Si 2 (x=0.2-0.5) ribbons using a wider range of ribbon velocity and composition than that reported in [2].
Alloys with a nominal composition of Sm 1-x Zr x Fe 10 Si 2 (x=0.2-0.5) were produced in an arc furnace under argon
atmosphere. Rapidly solidified ribbons were prepared using melt-spinning with wheel speeds of 15, 25, 45 and 55
ms-1. As-cast ribbons were annealed in the interval 600-900 oC.
The magnetic properties of the alloys were studied using thermomagnetic analysis (TMA), SQUID magnetometry
(with applied fields up to 5 T and at temperatures of 5-300 K) and Mössbauer spectroscopy. Oriented powders were
obtained using epoxy resin set in a magnetic field of 2T for the magnetic measurements at room temperature. The
minimum of the first derivative of TMA curves was used for the
determination of the Curie temperature.
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Fig. 1 Thermomagnetic analysis of
Sm0.7Zr0.3Fe10)Si2 ribbons
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XRD patterns of the master alloys exhibit a multiphase system with the
main phases confirmed by the TMA analysis. All the as-cast ribbons
contain mainly the ThMn 12 type phase. For v=15 m/s (x=0.3) the
ThMn 12 type phase comprises 94 wt % with the remaining 6 wt % α-Fe.
In fig.1 the TMA curves for x=0.3 are shown. From the XRD data unit cell
parameters of a=8.3883 Ǻ and c=4.7544 Ǻ, smaller than that of

SmFe 10 Si 2 are obtained, as expected from the smaller size of the
substituting atom. Similar results were found for the unit cell
parameters of the 1:12 phases in the ribbons produced with
higher velocities. In these cases, in addition to the main 1:12
type phases, small impurities of other phases appear. The
saturation magnetization of the ribbons is rather independent of
the velocity 112-113 emu/gr. The coercivity for as-cast ribbons
(x=0.3) is ~0.70 kOe rising to ~0.85 kOe upon annealing at
700 oC. Further measurements are in progress. Acknowledgement:
This work is supported by the EU project NMP23-2015 NOVAMAG

[1] S. Sakurada, A.Tsutai and M. Sahashi, Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 187(1992) 67-71
[2 ] A.M. Gabay, N.N Shchegoleva, E.V Belozerov, Fizika Metallov i Metallovedenie v. 94(3) (2002) 41-46
[3] A.M. Gabay and C.G. Hadjipanayis, Journal of Alloys and compounds 657 (2016) 133-137
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The building element of a number of spintronics devices is a trilayer stack associating two ferromagnetic (FM) layers
interspaced by a non-magnetic layer. An antiferromagnetic (AFM) material is in contact with one of the FM layers
with the passive role of freezing its magnetization into a given direction. This is achieved via the so-called exchangebias (EB) mechanism that manifests the existence of an AFM-FM interfacial coupling. EB is the source of a shift of
the FM hysteresis loop, usually characterized by the EB field, H eb and of coercivity, characterized by the coercive
field, H c .
Exchange-bias implies that a certain ferromagnetic component, due to defects in the AFM layer, be coupled to the
ferromagnetic moments. A preferred moment direction can be imprinted in the ferromagnet by freezing the AFM
ferromagnetic component into some arbitrary direction. Classicaly, this is achieved by saturating the FM
magnetization under an applied field, H app , and subsequently cooling the full structure from above the Néel
temperature of the AFM, T N , to low temperature. Various models have been proposed from which a reasonable
qualitative picture of exchange-bias phenomena emerges. Unfortunately, none of them has been able to provide
quantitative agreement with experimental data. Altogether the microscopic mechanisms governing exchange-bias
remain poorly understood.
Rather than explaining the very origin of EB effects, O’Grady et al. [1] developed an experimental protocol by which
they demonstrated in a number of EB systems, and in agreement with an early suggestion by Fulcomer and Charap
[2], that the AFM layer is composed of essentially exchange-decoupled, grains. As a consequence, the decrease of
the bias-field with increasing temperature is dominated by thermal activation and, generally much faster than
expected from the temperature dependence of the interfacial exchange.
The present analysis of EB incorporates the above properties of EB systems. It adds to it an unrecognized aspect. At
the surface of very small antiferromagnetic grains, a frustrated magnetic state is expected resulting from the lack of
neighboring atoms. As for spin-glass systems, several magnetic configurations should exist having similar energies.
Under these conditions, a (minor) interfacial moment rearrangement may follow FM reversal to minimize FM/AFM
exchange. When this happens, magnetization reversal of the FM layer from positive to negative field or from negative
to positive field becomes fundamentally different. The description of the EB hysteresis loops in terms of bias-field
and coercive field is no more adequate. Rather, the values of the fields H pn and H np , representing magnetization
reversal from FM positive orientation to negative orientation and reciprocally are the relevant parameters which
govern EB phenomena. A mean-field model is proposed, providing a physical interpretation for several properties
commonly observed in EB systems. The model is applied to four EB samples based on antiferromagnetic Mn 2 Au,
providing almost quantitative account for the temperature dependence of their magnetic properties.
[1]
[2]

K. O’Grady, L.E.Fernandez-Outon, G.Vallejo-Fernandez, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 322, 883(2010)
E. Fulcomer and S.H. Charap, J. Appl. Phys. 43, 4190 (1972)
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Ni-Mn based Heusler alloys with metamagnetic martensitic transformation are among the most studied materials for
future magnetocaloric applications thanks to the high adiabatic temperature changes related to their inverse
magnetocaloric effect [1]. These materials are rare earth free, easy-to-prepare and offer large tailoring possibilities.
Remarkably, thanks to the strong discontinuities of the physical properties at the martensitic transformation
(magnetization, volume), caloric effects can be obtained not only by applying magnetic fields but also by stress and
pressure, enabling multicaloric applications [2,3].
Although very high values of adiabatic temperature change have been reported [1], metamagnetic Heuslers show
poor reversibility due to hysteresis and spreading of the transition; possible exploitation of minor loops [4] or
artificial phase nucleation sites [5] have been proposed, yet it is still necessary to improve the understanding of
hysteretic phenomena.
In this contribution we will review our findings on the magnetocaloric properties of Ni-Co-Mn-Ga-In alloys [6].
Starting from a thorough measurement analysis on an array of samples with different compositions, comprising
magnetic, calorimetric, and structural techniques, we will discuss the magnetocaloric characterization both from
direct and indirect methods: we will report on the role of hysteresis and transition width on the reversibility and
operational properties. The experimental results will be discussed in the frame of a mathematical model of the
transformation, built on geometrical considerations on the entropy-temperature diagram [7]. The correlations
between entropy and temperature changes with the optimum transformation width will be discussed.
[1] J. Liu et al., Nature Mat. 11, 620-626 (2011)
[2] X. Moya et al., Nature Mat. 12, 52-58 (2013)
[3] L. Manosa et al., Nature Mat. 9, 478-481 (2010)
[4] T. Gottschall, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 021901 (2015)
[5] R. Niemann et al., Proceedings of the VI Thermag Conference p. 49-50 (2014)
[6] S. Fabbrici et al., Entropy 16, 2204-2222 (2014)
[7] F. Cugini et al., in preparation
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Magnonic crystals (MCs) [1, 2] are prototype magnetic metamaterials designed for the con- trol of spin wave
propagation. Conventional Mcs are composed of single domain elements. If magnetization textures [3, 4],
such as domain walls, vortices and skyrmions, are included in the building blocks of MCs, additional degrees
of freedom over the control of the magnonic band structure can be achieved. We theoretically investigate the
inﬂuence of domain walls on the spin wave propagation and the corresponding magnonic band structure (Fig.
1). It is found that the rotation of magnetization inside a domain wall introduces a geometric vector potential
for the spin wave excitation. The corresponding Berry phase has quantized value 4nwπ, where nw is the winding
number of the domain wall. Due to the topological vector potential, the magnonic band structure of MCs with
domain walls as comprising elements diﬀers signiﬁcantly from an identi- cal MC composed of only magnetic
domains. This diﬀerence can be utilized to realize dynamic reconﬁguration of magnonic band structure by a
sole nucleation or annihilation of domain walls in MCs.

Figure 1: Unit cell of a domain wall MC (left ﬁgure) and the corresponding magnonic band structure (right ﬁgure).
The unit cell is composed of a single domain region and a region with a 2π domain wall present. The materials in
the two regions are generally diﬀerent. The dashed lines and the solid lines correspond to conventional and domain
wall magnonic bands, obtained with identical material parameters. The dash-dotted lines are the ”Gedanken
experiment” bands for a domain wall MC with only one material in the unit cell.
[1]
[2]
[3]

V. V. Kruglyak, S. O. Demokritov, and D. Grundler, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 43, 264001 (2010).
B. Lenk, H. Ulrichs, F. Garbs, and M. Mu¨nzenberg, Phys. Rep. 507, 107 (2011).
G. Duerr, R. Huber and D. Grundler, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 24, 024218 (2012). [4] M. Krawczyk and D.
Grundler, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 26, 123202 (2014).
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Characterizing highly defective systems has proved difficult for both theoretical and experimental
approaches. Here we utilize the Mn2RuxGa system as an example of how the materials genome project can
be used as a powerful tool for interpreting experimental results.
Recent experimental work on Mn2RuxGa [1-3] demonstrated its potential as a compensated ferrimagnetic
half-metal. However, the current theoretical understanding [4] has left a number of open question which
could not easily be resolved by the theoretical or experimental approaches alone.
Here we demonstrate how a high-throughput DFT analysis can be utilized, to provide an unbiased, datadriven identification of defects in these materials. This data driven approach has been used to reconcile
seemingly conflicting experimental and theoretical description of Mn-Ru-Ga thin films [5].
[1] Kurt et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 027201 (2014)
[2] Betto et al, Phys. Rev. B 91, 094410 (2015)
[3] Thiyagarajah et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 12, 122402 (2015)
[4] Galanakis et al, J. Appl. Phys. 116, 033903 (2014)
[5] Žic et al, arXiv:1511.07923, PRBR, In press, accepted (2016)
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We present an ab-initio guideline in the framework of density functionaltheory how to combine and tune local
magnetism representedby single molecule magnets (SMMs) within three-dimensional metalorganic frameworks
(MOFs). The electronic and magnetic structureof the flexible MOF DUT-8(Ni) [1,2] was described by Trepte et al.
[3]. Based on our previous work we performed a screening of the metalcenters in a model system [4], which is a
good structural approximationfor electronic and magnetic properties of DUT-8(Ni). The mainresult of these
calculations is, that the electronic structure is mainlydetermined and influenced by the metal centers (3d metals).
Byvarying the metal centers we are able to tune the magnetic propertiesand obtain stable ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic or eventually evenmetallic secondary building units.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

N. Klein et al., PCCP, vol. 12, pp. 11778-11784, 2010
V. Bon et al., PCCP, vol. 17, pp. 17471-17479, 2015
K. Trepte et al., PCCP, vol. 17, pp. 17122-17129, 2015
S. Schwalbe et al., PCCP, vol. 18, pp. 8075-8080, 2016
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Total energy calculations found that the AFM[111]-phase is not the ground state for the CuMnSb in contrast to the
results of neutron scattering experiments. The experimentally observed AFM[111] ground state exists for CuMnSb
samples with defects. We have investigated the magnetic phases of CuMnSb Heusler alloy with defects which exist
in real experimental conditions. Calculated formation energies indicate as possible candidates for defects Mnantisites on Cu-lattice, Cu-antisites on Mn-lattice and Mn- or Cu-interstitials. The total energies of various magnetic
phases of CuMnSb with small concentrations of defects were determined using two different structural models,
namely, the full-potential supercell approach and the alloy model employing the coherent potential approximation
(CPA). We have found that the AFM[111]-ground state is stabilized for a low critical impurity concentrations
approximately 3% . We have also investigated the influence of above mentioned defects on the exchange
interactions among Mn-moments and the stability of magnetic order by using the Heisenberg model Hamiltonian.
The stability of the AFM[111] phase is in all cases enhanced by electron correlations in narrow Mn-bands treated
here in the static limit (LDA+U).

Efficient treatment of magnetism in metal organic frameworks
1

K Trepte, 2S Schwalbe, 3J Schaber, 3E Brunner, 2J Kortus, 1G Seifert

1

Theoretical Chemistry, Germany, 2Institute for Theoretical Physics, Germany, 3Bioanalytical Chemistry, Germany

Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are in the main focus of many research fields. Depending on the number of atoms
inside such frameworks it becomes numerically very demanding to treat them with abinitio methods. We present a
way to solve this problem with molecular clusters which are able to reproduce electronic and magnetic properties in
the corresponding MOF. On the one hand cluster models can be used to describe the intrinsic electronic and
magnetic properties of certain MOFs. We present an ab-initio guideline [1] in the framework of density functional
theory how to tune local magnetism represented by single molecule magnets (SMMs) within the three-dimensional
MOF DUT-8(Ni) [2,3]. On the other hand models systems can be employed to reproduce the chemical environment
inside MOFs. We show how to treat the chemical shift of the isotope 129Xe inside the MOFs UiO- 66/UiO-67 (UiO University of Oslo) [4] with a set of several clusters, representing different pores of the MOFs.
[1]
[2]
[3]
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S. Schwalbe et al., PCCP, vol. 18, pp. 8075-8080, 2016
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Until now, pure spin current injection has been tacitly believed to be decoupled from electric current: for example, in
a non-local voltage measurement of Johnson-Silsbee type the absence of electric current was perceived as
rendering measured voltage largely independent of the device geometry and contact placement.
We analyze an electrically disconnected device, made of a ferromagnetic plate on top of a thin normal-metal film.
Contrary to the common wisdom above, local injection of pure spin current into the normal metal produces electric
current loops crossing the boundary between the two materials. Such currents may significantly modify voltage
distribution in spin-injection devices.

Figure: Electric current pattern in an infinitely thick ferromagnetic plate on top of a thin normal metal
film. Pure spin current is injected at point O. Electric current bursts up from this point and then
curves back down into the film. Current loops are closed by the flow along the film (not shown).
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Externally induced changes at the interfaces in ultrathin multilayers can significantly influence the overall physical
properties of the nanostructures [1]. Hence, this phenomenon can be used to control selected physical properties of
the nanostructures, such as magnetic anisotropy. Ion beam irradiation is a very efficient tool for modification of the
magnetic and magneto-optical (MO) properties in the magnetic nanostructures [2]. The irradiation induced spread
of the sharp interfaces can affect perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). Nice examples of the Ga+ ion
irradiation induced changes of magnetic anisotropy were obtained in Pt/Co/Pt structures [3]. The measurements of
the saturation field as a function of the ion fluence and cobalt layer thickness revealed two branches of enhanced
PMA in Pt/Co/Pt and very recently in Pt/Co/Au [4]. Performed synchrotron studies on both systems show changes
in magnetic moments of the cobalt atoms [4]. However, the preliminary results of the MO studies and chemical
profiles calculations in Pt/Co/Pt after Ga+ ion irradiation show big changes in MO spectra and intermixing at the
interfaces [5].
The purpose of the present work were systematic studies of MO properties of the epitaxially grown cobalt layers
sandwiched by Pt and Au layers after irradiation by 30 keV Ga+ ions with different fluences. Studies were performed
using MO spectroscopy which is a highly sensitive and non-destructive method and allows to probe magnetic
properties of the nanostructures with depth sensitivity. It provides the opportunity to study small changes at
interfaces in magnetic multilayers. The measurements were performed on magnetically saturated samples in the
spectral range from 1.2 to 5.5 eV. Figure 1 presents the changes of the spectral dependence of polar MO Kerr effect
for ion irradiated Pt/Co/Pt and Pt/Co/Au samples. The experimental MO spectra were compared to theoretical
dependences calculated from 4x4 transfer matrix formalism for anisotropic media. The chemical profiles of the
interfaces can be determined from this comparison. The effect of the ion irradiation on the chemical profiles of the
interfaces will be discussed.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

C.-H. Su, et al., J. Appl. Phys. 105, 07C316 (2009).
H. Bernas, Material Science with Ion Beams (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2010).
A. Maziewski, et al., Phys. Rev. B 85, 054427 (2012).
P. Mazalski, et al., J. Synchrotron Rad. 22, 753 (2015).
E. Jakubisova-Liskova, et al., J. Appl. Phys. 115, 17C106 (2014).

Figure 1: Polar MO Kerr effect spectra of a) Al 2 O 3 (0001)/Pt20nm/Co3nm/Pt5nm and b)
Al 2 O 3 (0001)/Pt20nm/Co3nm/Au5nm. Kerr rotation is plotted as o, Kerr ellipticity as x. Different colours
correspond to different fluences. The ion fluences are written in the legend (in ions cm-2).
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Heusler compounds are well known for being exceptionally tunable materials. They have receivedconsiderable
attention due to their high Curie temperature and high spin polarization [1], which makes them good candidates for
applications in novel spintronics devices. The Heusler compounds Co2FeGa and Co2FeGe are half-metallic
materials. While the Fermi energy of Co2FeGe lies in the vicinity of the minority conduction band, in case of Co2FeGa
it lies in the vicinity of minority valence band. Therefore, Co2FeGa0:5Ge0:5 was selected to provide Fermi level in the
middle of this gap [2].
In this work, we present the results of the magneto-optical spectroscopic studies on Co2FeGa0.5Ge0.5 in the spectral
energy range from 1.2 to 5.5 eV. Investigated samples were grown by DC sputtering on MgO substrates. The spectra
were analysed in order to probe the dependence of the L21 ordering present in the samples on their thickness and
deposition temperature. Figure 1 shows polar Kerr effect spectra measured on six Co2FeGa0.5Ge0.5 samples with
different deposition temperatures. The spectra exhibit notable differences in both IR and UV spectral regions. In
order to gain complete information about the optical properties of Co2FeGa0:5Ge0:5, spectroscopic ellipsometry was
carried out in the spectral range from 0.8 to 6.2 eV. The peak found at photon energy 1.6 eV (at both optical and
magnetooptic properties) corresponds to splitting of d-bands in the majority bands. Surprisingly, we have found that
L21 crystallographic ordering scales both with strength of the magnetooptic effect and with peak position
corresponding to splitting of d-bands.
The work was supported by Czech Science Foundations (grant no. 13-30397S).
[1] S. Wurmehl, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 88, 032503 (2006).
[2] G. Jakob et al Phys. Rev. B 83, 174410 (2011)
Figure 1. Magneto-optical spectra
of Co 2 FeGa 0.5 Ge 0.5 samples with
different temperature of
deposition.
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Rare earth aluminoborates RAl3(BO3)4 (R - rare earth ion) crystallize in the trigonal system with space group R32
[1]. They exhibit numerous intriguing physical properties, e.g., a very strong magnetoelectric effect [2]. The
aluminoborates are also promising materials for applications, e.g., the YAl3(BO3)4 and GdAl3(BO3)4 compounds
doped with Nd are applied in self frequency doubling lasers and NdAl3(BO3)4 is used in minilasers.
Lately, a magnetic phase transition was discovered in the DyAl3(BO3)4 single crystal at T ≈ 0.58 K, by means of the
specific heat measurements [3]. In order to establish the nature of the magnetic transition, and the field temperature phase diagram, we have performed specific heat and magnetization measurements on a the
DyAl3(BO3)4 single crystal down to very low temperature (70 mK) for two orientations of the magnetic field, i.e.
parallel to the three-fold c-axis, and perpendicular to this axis. Based on the literature Raman scattering data,
frequencies of the main optical phonon modes were determined and used for evaluation of the lattice contribution
to the specific heat. The lattice and the Schottky contributions to the specific heat were separated and described
theoretically.
Magnetization measurements as a function of temperature indicate that, in the ordered state, the system is a weak
ferromagnet. The easy axis of magnetization is the c-axis, with a ferromagnetic component (see figure 1), while an
antiferromagnetic component is stabilized in the direction perpendicular to c. Time dependent effects were observed
in ac susceptibility at the transition, which indicates a slowing down of the dynamics maybe due to the presence of
magnetic domains.
When a magnetic field is applied along the c-axis, the specific heat anomaly first slightly shifts to lower
temperatures. It then broadens and moves to higher temperatures with increasing field (see figure 2), which might
suggest that the character of the transition changes. The magnetization measurements confirmed this effect. In the
direction perpendicular to c, the magnetization curve as a function of field in the ordered phase shows two
anomalies (see figure 1), which may be signatures of multiple magnetic reorientations when a magnetic field is
applied.
This study reveals the existence of a non collinear ordering in this compound, which presents a rich behavior when a
magnetic field is applied. The evolution of the transition itself is unusual and interesting. Further experiments and
calculations are in progress to determine the physical processes responsible for these observations.
[1]
[2]
[3]

N. I. Leonyuk and L. I. Leonyuk, Prog. Crystal Growth and Charact. 31, 179 (1995).
K.-C. Liang et al., Phys. Rev. B 83, 180417(R) (2011).
T. Zayarnyuk et al. “Low temperature phase transition in borate.”, JEMS 2013 Rhodes, Greece.

Figure 1. Magnetization vs. magnetic field,
B, applied along two crystallographic
directions at

T = 90mK.

Figure 2. Temperature dependences of
specific heat in the fixed magnetic field
applied along the crystallographic
direction c.
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Some mechanisms of properties formation in manganites under combined introduction of divalent and quadrivalent
ions instead of manganese are not yet fully understood. Formerly reported results [1-3] showed that combined
substitution can promote the formation of clusters and inhomogeneities enriched with the pairs of different valence
cations and characterized by various crystallographic and magnetic parameters. Interaction of introduced ions with
the environment in the crystal lattice depends on relation of their radii, charges and the structures of electronic
shells. In this context, the influence of paired divalent+quadrivalent substitutients on manganites characteristics is
of great interest for the researches.
Figure 1 illustrates concentration dependences of Curie point (T c ) of (Zn,Ge)-, (Ni,Ge)-, (Mg,Ge)-, (Zn,Ti)-, (Mg,Ti)substituted manganites (ZGM, NGM, MGM, ZTM, MTM, correspondingly) in the systems La 0.8-x Sr 0.2+x Mn 12+
4+
3+
by Ga3+ (GaM) in analogous system is
x (Me 0.5 Me 0.5 ) x O 3 . T c of manganites with isovalent substitution for Mn
also presented for comparison.

Figure 1. Curie point of ZGM (), NGM (•), MGM (), ZTM (Δ), MTM (∇), GaM ()
All Ge4+(3d10)-contained manganites exhibit a rising of T c with increase of “x” independently of paired ion
configuration (Zn2+(3d10), Ni2+(3d8), Mg2+(2p6)), while Curie point of all (Me2+ 0.5 Ti4+ 0.5 )- and Ga3+-substituted
manganites decreases. Magnetization and unit cell volume of manganites in every system diminish, and ZTM, MTM
have the lowest values of magnetization. Note that electron configuration of Ti4+ is 3p6, and average ionic radii of the
pairs are correlated as follows: R NiGe <R Ga3+ <R MgGe <R ZnGe <R Mn3+ <R MgTi <R ZnTi .
Analysis of the data shows that magnetic parameters of manganites are largely due to the electronic shells
configuration of the ions, the equality of ionic radii of Ge4+ and Mn4+ (R Ge4+ =R Mn4+ ), the dilution of Jahn-Teller Mn3+
ions sublattice by Ge4+, and to the shielding of Mn4+ by Me2+ ions owing to Coulomb interaction. Antiferromagnetic
interaction of Ni2+ ion with the environment leads to the decrease of T c in comparison with the effect of diamagnetic
Zn2+.
It is interesting to note that, despite the fact that the average ionic radius of (Zn2+ 0.5 Ge4+ 0.5 ) is greater than the
radius of Ga3+ (meanwhile all these ions are of 3d10 configuration), magnetic parameters of Ga- substituted

manganite are lower at x≥0.10. This effect can be explained taking into account that at paired substitution the
amount of divalent ions, shielding Mn4+, is less in 2 times than the number of ions Ga3+at the same concentration of
substituents [3].
This research was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation (State order project
334).
[1] Z.R.Musaeva, N.A.Vybornov, V.K.Karpasyuk, A.M.Smirnov, L.S.Uspenskaya, and S.Kh.Yazenkov. J. Surface
Investigation. X-ray, Synchrotron and Neutron Techniques 1 (4), 423-427 (2007).
[2] V.K.Karpasyuk, A.G.Badelin, S.Kh.Estemirova, D.I.Merkulov. Natural Sciences 4 (49), 121–126 (2014).
[3] V.K.Karpasyuk, A.G.Badelin, I.M.Derzhavin, D.I.Merkulov, and A.M.Smirnov. Int. J. Appl. Eng. Research 10 (21),
42746-42749 (2015).
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The layered oxypnictide (LaO)MnSb which consists of the LaO and the MnSb layers stacked along c axis
alternatively, is a room temperature antiferromagnetic insulator with half-filed Mn 3d band. In our previous study,
carrier doping effects to (LaO)MnAs and (LaO)MnSb were investigated and then ferromagnetic behaviors were found
in hole doped (LaO)MnAs and (LaO)MnSb as shown in fig.1. There are two scenarios to explain found
ferromagnetism; one is intrinsic feature of these materials, the other is a ferromagnetic impurity. In these cases,
MnAs, MnSb, Mn2Sb are candidates as ferromagnetic impurities. However, we couldn’t find any peaks from these
ferromagnetic materials in their x-ray diffraction profiles using Cu Kα
line.
In this study, we have examined synchrotron x-ray diffraction (SXRD) measurement for hole doped (LaO)MnAs
and (LaO)MnSb to evaluate ferromagnetic impurity effects at SPring8 BL02B2 beam line. Figure 2 shows the SXRD
profile of (LaO)MnAs, where blue line is the simulated result of MnAs. The MnAs peaks don’t coincide with hole
doped (LaO)MnAs at all. So, the ferromagnetic behavior found in hole doped (LaO)MnAs is definitely due to the
intrinsic feature of this material. The doped hole from the LaO layer may change Mn valence number from 2+ to 3+
and it might lead double exchange interaction. The detailed mechanism will be discussed in the presentation. The
SXRD measurement for (LaO)MnSb is in progress.

Figure 1

temperature dependance of magnetization for (LaO)MnAs (a) and (LaO)MnSb (b)

Figure 2 SXRD profile of hole dope (LaO)MnAs, where the incident x-ray wavelength is 0.57 Å and blue line denotes
the simulated result of MnAs.
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At CERN, the circulating beam current measurement is provided by transformers such as the Direct Current Current
Transformer. Each transformer is built based on toroidal cores made from a soft magnetic material. Depending on
the type of measurement to be performed, these cores require different magnetic characteristics for parameters
such as permeability, coercivity and the shape of the magnetization curve. In order to study the effect of changes in
these parameters on the current transformers, several interesting raw materials based on their as-cast properties
were selected. The materials have been characterised to determine their composition, crystallization, melting and
Curie Temperatures in order to determine suitable annealing processes to tailor their properties with Differential
Scanning Calorimetry and Thermogravimetric Analysis. They have also been analysed by Scanning and Transmission
Electron Microscopy, High-Energy, in-situ and conventional X-ray Diffraction, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy and
Electron Probe Microanalyser.
As-cast magnetic properties such as permeability, B-H curve and Barkhausen noise have also been measured to
study the effect of thermal treatments in the microstructure of the alloys, and the correlation of this with the change
in the magnetic properties. Currently, magnetic domains are under study by Magnetic Force Microscopy in order to
study shape size and shape before and after annealing.
Figure 1 shows the comparison between the as-cast state and annealed state of the Barkhausen noise in one of the
samples studied, from Vacuumschmelze. As can be seen, the thermal treatment decreases the noise level, which
can be due to the decrease of defects and internal stresses in the material.
Figure 1 - Barkhausen
noise before and after
a thermal treatment
above the Curie
temperature of one of
the studied samples
from Vacuumschmelze

The on-going study comparing the before and after annealing states for the different materials will allow the
fabrication of the desired cores with the desired fine-tuned magnetic properties.

Designing new ferrite/manganite nanocomposites
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Entering the nanometer scale regime, the magnetic behavior changes dramatically with respect to the bulk state
and new phenomena appear, such as Supermagnetism [1]. Nanostructured transition metal oxides represent a very
interesting class of materials due to their cross-correlated electronic and magnetic properties and for their important
technological applications (magnetic recording and spintronic devices, biomedicine, ferrofluid technology, catalysis,
etc.).
Here we propose a new approach to synthesize nanocomposites of the soft Colossal Magneto-Resistance (CMR)
manganite La 0.67 Ca 0.33 MnO 3 (LCMO) and hard ferrite CoFe 2 O 4 (CFO), to maximize interphase interactions. This class
of composites has already attracted a great interest for the Tunnel Magneto-Resistance effect (TMR) [2], employed
in actual hard drives.
A comparison between such a novel nanocomposite (NC) and a composite obtained by mechanical mixing (N-MIX)
of the same two phases is carried out by a complete structural and morphological characterization, together with indepth magnetometry studies. All the results suggest that a strong coupling only occurs for the NC sample, whose
magnetic behavior resembles that of an exchange-spring system, as clearly indicated by both the M(H) curve and
the switching field distribution measured at 5 K (Figure 1d) [3].

Figure 1. M Vs H curve of N-MIX (blue circles) and NC (red triangles) are reported in panel a. The single
nanocrystalline phases N-LCMO (b) and N-CFO (c) are reported for comparison. For N-MIX (blue circles) and NC
(red triangles), the switching field distributions are reported in panel (d), while the original DCD curves are reported
in inset (e).
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Our devices are fabricated in the cleanroom using electron beam evaporation through a shadow mask, defined by
electron beam lithography in a PMMA/MMA resist and conventional optical lithography and lift-off techniques. The
use of a 3-axes sample rotation stage coupled with a base pressure 10-10 mbar permits a flexible device design
whilst retaining very clean interfaces between the Silver (Ag) and Permalloy (Py) electrodes.
The downturn of the spin signal at low temperatures has been proved that it derives from scattering due to magnetic
impurities located either at the edges of the normal metal 1 or in the bulk2,3- In our Py/Ag/Py LSVs the spin signal is
simply proportional to the mean free path of electrons exhibiting no downturn below 30 K. Furthermore, there are
different heating effects in the nonlocal spin valve systems, such as Joule heating, Peltier and Seebeck effect at
different parts of the device and is important to understand the origin of the signals rising from the aforementioned
phenomena, to properly determine the magnitude of the various contributions.
We have characterised our devices using a helium flow cryostat and standard DC electrical transport to extract the
spin signal and heating effects as a function of temperature, as depicted in figure 1. Not only is there a non-zero
baseline resistance but its magnitude exceeds that of the spin signal above 180 K, reaching a value of 12.5 mV/A
compared to the 2.5 mV/A of the spin signal at 280 K.

Figure 1: Spin signal of a Py/Ag/Py LSV as a function of temperature, with an obvious non-zero baseline resistance
(left). The figure on the right is the non-local resistance as a function of temperature for the parallel and anti-parallel
state, along with the calculated offset – baseline resistance.
[1] H. Zou et al, Applied Physics Letters 101, 082401 (2012)
[2] L. O’Brien et al, Nature Communications 5:3927 (2014)
[3] J.T. Batley et al, PRB 92, 220420(R) (2015)
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When heated FeRh undergoes a first order metamagnetic phase transition from anti-ferromagnetic (AF) to
ferromagnetic (FM) at ≈350K [1]. One possible application of FeRh includes heat assisted magnetic recording
(HAMR) the widely accepted next approach to increase the areal density of hard disk drive (HDD) storage capacity,
based on a high anisotropy material such as FePt [2]. However, one drawback in HAMR technology includes heating
the recording medium close to the Curie temperature T c , typically ≈500C. A possible solution to reduce the
temperature required to write the data to the disk T w is to include a functional FeRh layer that acts as a temperature
switch when heat to the transition temperature of the FeRh [3].
In this work we report on the effect of FeRh layers deposited onto highly ordered layers of FePt. We
investigate the magnetic properties of these structures by employing vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) and the
structural properties using X-ray diffraction (XRD). Fig 1(a) shows the inplane magnetometry data as a function
temperature and Fig 1(b) shows the coercivity. Understanding the physics at the interface in these structures is key
to produce an optimized exchange coupling that will help reduce the heat required to write high anisotropy recording
media.

Fig 1: a) Shows the inplane magnetometry data as a function of temperature obtained via VSM; and b) shows the
extracted coercivity H c ..
[1]
[2]
[3]

Wang, X., et al, IEEE Trans. Magn., 49:pp. 686–692 (2013).
S. Maat, et al, Phys. Rev. B, 72, 214432, (2005).
J.-U. Thiele, et al, Appl. Phys. Lett., 82, 2859-2861 (2003).
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Neutron scattering has proven to be one of the most versatile condensed matter techniques due to the unique
properties of neutrons. Neutron diffraction and inelastic neutron scattering have the ability to probe atomic and
magnetic structures and magnetic excitations, exchange interactions and magneto-crystalline anisotropy. On the
other hand, small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) can be used as a nanoscope to observe and characterize nanoobjects. Indeed, SANS is a technique able to probe the morphology, spatial organization and magnetization of
magnetic nano-objects from a few nanometers up to the μm range that can be implemented for magnetic memories
and recording devices: nanowires, nanodots, nanostructured films, deposited magnetic molecules, etc.
We used polarized SANS to probe the individual and collective magnetic properties of several classes of metallic
magnetic nanowires, from bottom-up epitaxial solution growth of high-density arrays of single-crystalline metallic
cobalt nanowires [1] to highly ordered arrays of Co nanowires embedded in self-organized alumina (A2O3) porous
membranes [2]. The observation of field-dependent SANS intensities allows us to characterize the influence of
magnetostatic fields and to pin down the magnetic reversal mechanisms. Combined with micromagnetic
calculations [3,4], these results show that polarized SANS has the potential to address bulk real-space
magnetization distributions in nanostructured magnetic systems from a few nm up to several hundred nanometers.

Polarized SANS patterns obtained on magnetic Co nanowires. Top left: IUP (Q) at H=2T. Top right: difference pattern
I(Q) = IUP (Q)
– IDOWN (Q) at H=2T. Bottom left :
I(Q) at H=1T. Bottom
horizontally and perpendicular to the nanowires.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

N. Liakakos et al, Nanoletters, 14, 3481 (2014)
Th. Maurer et al, Physical Review B. 89, 188423 (2014).
F. Zighem et al, Journal of Applied Physics 109, 013910 (2011).
Th. Maurer et al, Journal of Applied Physics 110, 123924 (2011).
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Although RCo5(R=Rare-Earth) alloys with the CaCu5-type structure are stable and can be processed to make
magnets with energy products in the range of 20-25MGOe, their Fe counterparts with the same structure are
thermodynamically unstable [1,2] In such structures the R occupy the 1asite while the transition metal ions occupy
two crystallographically different sites, 2c and 3g, in the space group P6/mmm. Numerous publications describe
substitution of either the rare-earth or the transition metal with other rare-earths or transition metals, the limits of
these substitutions and the effect on the structural and magnetic properties. The Sm based compounds show very
high anisotropies, in excess of 40 T, but have low magnetization < 1 T. Previous efforts to substitute Co with Fe
slightly improved the magnetization but the substitution is limited to less than 10 % [3].
In this work we have undertaken an alternative approach to stabilizing the RFe5 phase based on recent data for
ThMn12 [4] showing that the R can be replaced by a non rare-earth such as Zr or possibly Mg with smaller metallic
radius while preserving the CaCu5-type structure. Samples were prepared by arc-melting with/without further
annealing. The atomic radii of Y and Sm are 178 pm and 181 pm while Zr is 160 pm. For the Sm1-xZrxCo5, 0<x<0.7

the structure can be indexed as the CaCu5 with minor impurities. Fig. 1 shows the unit cell parameters a and c
versus Zr content. Representative demagnetization curves are shown in Fig 2.
The situation is more complicated in the case of Y1-xZrxFe5 0<1<0.3, where the XRD pattern, the magnetization and
the Mossbauer data show a mixture of at least three phases. Things are even more complex across the full series of
R1-xTx Co5-yFeyR= Y, Sm, T= Zr. Trends towards stabilization of the RFe5 phase will be presented. In addition to
crystallographic studies magnetization and Mössbauer data will be presented and discussed.
Work supported by INAPEM and NOVAMAG EU projects
[1] R. Coehoorn, Phys. Rev. B 39 (1989) 13072
[2] Η.Νagai, T. Ishii, Y. Amako, Y. Yoshie and K. Adachi, JMMM, 226-230 (2001)596
[3] T. Saito and D. Nishio-Hamane, J. Alloys and Compounds, Vol 585 (2014) 423-427 and references therein
[4] S. Sakurada, A. Tsutai and M. Sahashi, J. Alloys and Compounds, 187 (1992) 67-71; also A. Gabay and G. C.
Hadjipanayis, J. of Alloys and Compounds, 657, 133-137 (2016)
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Recent publications have shown unexplained phenomena, including a high field anomalous Hall-like effect of
unknown origin, in the magnetotransport of YIG/Pt and YIG/Pd bilayers [1-4]. There has also been a great deal of
discussion in the literature regarding the possibility of a magnetic proximity effect in YIG/Pt systems, with no
universal consensus being reached [4-6]. We have performed a systematic study of the Hall effect alongside both
field and angle dependent magnetoresistance for YIG/Pt bilayers with a variety of interfaces. We also studied the
system of ultrathin Pt on a sapphire substrate with a discontinuous dopant layer of Fe at the interface. We find
similarities in the Hall effect of all systems, suggesting the cause of unexplained highfield curvature in the Hall effect
is interfacial. Analysis of the ordinary and anomalous Hall coefficients as a function of temperature allows the
contributions to be identified and separated into interfacial spin-dependent scattering and magnetic proximity
effects. Key transitions, including sign changes, occur in all forms of magnetotransport at temperatures which are
dependent upon the interface type. The temperature dependence of the magnetotransport hence further elucidates
a magnetic effect with an interfacial origin that is independent of bulk YIG properties. Using these data, we are able
to explain the origins of the seemingly contradictary results described in the literature and disentangle a complex
interplay of interfacial effects.

Fig. 1: The ordinary Hall coefficients of three of the systems under study as a function of temperature. The
temperature at which the change in sign of the coefficient occurs and the temperature of the peak are both crucial
in determining the degree of interfacial magnetic scattering present in the system. Here, the least is seen for
annealed YIG and the most for Pt with an interfacial discontinuous layer of Fe.
[1] Y. Shiomi et. al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 242406 (2014)
[2] S. Meyer et. al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 132402 (2015)
[3] T. Lin et. al., PRL 113, 037203 (2014)
[4] S. Y. Huang et. al., PRL 109, 107204 (2012)
[5] S. Geprägs et. al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 101, 262407 (2012)
[6] Y. M. Lu et. al., PRL 110, 147207 (2013)
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The topological insulators (TIs) represent a distinct phase of matter predicted just over a decade ago [1] and
realized soon after M. König et al [2]. In an ideal case, TIs are insulating in bulk but conducting via their specific
Dirac-type surface states which are protected by the time-reversal symmetry. The current studies of these materials
are driven not only by the fundamental interest, but also a by their possible practical use in future. For example,
forbidden scattering mechanisms [3] make TIs attractive systems for the next-generation low energy consumption
optoelectronic devices.
Analogous surface states were predicted for another class of materials referred to as topological crystalline
insulators (TCIs). In this case, the surface states are protected agaist pertubations not by the time-reversal, but
particular lattice symmetry instead [4]. This phase of matter was first predicted for narrow band-gap
semiconductors SnTe, PbTe and PbSe [5]. The feature making TCIs especially attractive is the possibility to fine-tune
the band structure and thus switch between insulating and conducting phases by means of strain engineering,
pressure, temperature and in-plane magnetic field. Therefore, TCIs are subject of intense scientific research.
The lead tin telluride/selenide (PbSnTe/Se) class of
materials have already been confirmed to exhibit a TCI
phase depending on composition and temperature [6, 7].
Nevertheless, we are still at too early a stage in
understanding their optical and electrical properties and
topological phase transition conditions which are the most
important with respect to their future applications in
optoelectronic devices. Here we present a systematic study
of thin Pb0,75Sn0,25Se layers prepared by hot wall epitaxy on
BaF2 (111) and KCl (100) substrates. Their thickness varies
between 0.1 3 μm, as well as Bi doping, temperature of
deposition, composition and layer orientation in order to
explore material parameters under various conditions and
topological phases. The samples were examined using Xray diffraction, spectroscopic ellipsometry, infrared
magneto-transmission and magneto optical Faraday effect
spectroscopy at room and liquid Helium temperatures in
magnetic fields up to 13 T. Figure 1 shows the characteristic
magneto-transmission spectra taken on the specimen with
the thickness of 2,5 μm compared to the theoretically
expected response within a simple massive Dirac electron
model.

Fig. 1. A false color plot of relative magneto-transmission
of Pb0,75Sn0,25Se measured at T = 2 K showing a series of
interband inter-Landau level resonances. The black lines
are theoretical fits using the band gap of 60 meV and the
velocity parameter 4,3×105 m/s.

[1] C. L. Kane, E. J. Mele, Quantum Spin Hall Effect in Graphene, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 226801 (2005).
[2] M. König et al, Quantum Spin Hall Insulator State in HgTe Quantum Wells, Science 318(5851), 766-770
(2007).
[3] M. Franz, U-turns strictly prohibited, Nature 466, 323 (2010).
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L. Fu, Topological Crystalline Insulators, Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 106802-1 (2011).
[5] T. H. Hsieh et al, Topological crystalline insulators in the SnTe material class, Nature 3, 982 (2012).
[6] P. Dziawa et al, Topological crystalline insulator states in Pb 1-x Sn x Se, Nat. Mater. 11, 1023 (2012).
[7] S.-Y. Xu et al, Observation of a topological crystalline insulator phase and topological phase transition in Pb1xSnxTe, Nat. Comm. 3, 1192 (2012).
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Despite the extensive studies of magnetotransport properties and magnetic phenomena in single material
thin films some of them are still objects of great interest for spintronics technology. Semi-metallic bismuth
with its unique features reveals high magnetoresistance (MR) and strong Hall effect even at room
temperature. Furthermore, at higher magnetic fields the MR of bulk Bi is larger than this of multilayers
exhibiting GMR effect. It is possible due to much lower electron effective mass in bismuth in comparison to
other metals. It results in electron mean free path (λ) of the order of micrometers which is lower only than
λ of graphene. These properties can be used in design and fabrication of magnetic field sensors.
This contribution describes modification of Bi thin film structure and its influence on magnetotransport
properties. Thin bismuth films with different thicknesses were prepared on kapton substrates by thermal
evaporation at ultrahigh vacuum. Then the films were annealed in high vacuum in the temperature range
from RT to melting temperature. The film morphology and crystallographic structure were studied with
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction. The transport properties (magnetoresistance
and Hall effect) were measured with standard four-point probe technique at magnetic fields up to 20 kOe.
The temperature dependent XRD measurements allowed to determine the temperature at which the film
loses the continuity and the process of dewetting is initiated. This measurements showed at higher
annealing temperature grain recrystallization accompanied by grain sizes growth confirmed also by SEM
images. The increase of grain sizes resulted in the significant increase of the magneto- and Hallresistance due to the lower defect concentration. Both effects showed opposite Bi thickness dependence;
the magnetoresistance value saturaterd for thicker films while Hall resistance reached the higher value for
film thicknesses close to discontinuity threshold. These properties are beneficial for construction of flexible
magnetic field and strain sensors.
This work was supported by the National Centre for Research and Development within LIDER V program, Poland
(project Nr.: LIDER/008/177/L-5/13/NCBR/2014).
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Magnetic nanoparticles and nanostructures are of great interest in various disciplines, e.g., magnetic fluids,
catalysis and data storage. By using modern laser manufacturing methods, we are able to generate magnetic
nanoparticles and nanostructures, which allow producing three dimensional (3D) magnetic devices.
For this purpose, we used two methods of laser based nanotechnology:
(I)

(II)

Generation of nanoparticles by pulsed laser ablation in liquids (PLAL). By this method, nanoparticles of
any type of material can be directly produced in a liquid solution. Through the non-equilibrium
conditions during the fabrication process and by using different liquids, physical and chemical
properties of the nanoparticles can be controlled [1].
Two-photon polymerization (2PP) is a convenient direct laser writing process for maskless fabrication of
arbitrary 3D structures with sub-micrometer resolution by using ultrafast laser systems [2-4].

The combination of these techniques allows to build precise magnetic micro- and nanostructures in a flexible way.
By embedding laser-generated magnetic nanoparticles into the process of 2PP, it is possible to create arbitrary 3D
magnetic structures. One advantage of PLAL-generated nanoparticles is that they possess a clean surface in a
chosen environment and, thus, can be directly connected to the host polymer.
In the work presented, firstly, we explore the possibility of tuning the material properties of generated nanoparticles
from a pure iron target in different liquids. In fact, the liquid determines their size, crystallinity and composition.
Together with the structural and magnetic characterization, these dependencies are presented. Secondly, these
nanoparticles are embedded into 2PP generated microstructures. The properties of this microstructures upon their
concentration of embedded particles are studied by means of electron microscopy and AFM/MFM measurements.

Figure 1: Generated magnetic nanoparticles (TEM image and hysteresis curve a)) which are further embedded into
2PL generated microstructures (SEM and EDX analysis b)).
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Investigation of spin Hall effect (SHE) in the ferromagnetic/heavy metal bilayer requires a thorough examination of
metal layer crystallographic structure and its interface with the ferromagnet. In our experiment we focus on relatively
thick Ta underlayers to understand relation between spin Hall angle, Ta microstructure, quality of Ta/CoFeB
interface and temperature dependency of SHE.
Trilayers of dTa Ta/0.9 Co40Fe40B20/4 MgO/2 TaOx systems, with dTa = 5, 10, 15 (all thickness in nm) were deposited
using sputtering method in Singulus Timaris PVD Cluster Tool System. After annealing at 330˚C CoFeB exhibit a
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies show β-Ta phase in 10 nm and 15 nm Ta
layers, while 5 nm Ta remains amorphous, which was confirmed by resistivity measurements. Magnetization
hysteresis loops were performed by means ofvibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) in order to obtain saturation
magnetization in a wide range of temperatures and also allowed to determine the magnetic dead layer (DL)
thickness. Systematic measurements of magnetization for adequate structures prepared with CoFeB wedges show a
decrease of DL for increasing Ta layer thickness (for dTa > 5 nm). We were able to specify the condition of the
interface between Ta and CoFeB layers (a combination of topological roughness and interdiffusion) by X-ray
reflectivity (XRR).
HT) spin-orbit
Harmonic Hall voltage measurements were used to determine longitudinal (
HL) and transverse (
torque (SOT)-induced effective fields as a function of temperature for different dTa (Fig.1). We observe that from
room temperature down to 150 K transverse effective field, which refers to the field-like torque, is dominating.
Comparing our results to the literature data from Ref. [1] we see major impact of Ta thickness due to the spin
diffusion length in this material. On the other hand, less ordered Ta crystallographic structure increase both SOTinduced effective field components.

Fig.1. Temperature dependence of longitudinal and transverse effective fields.
This work is partially supported by the NANOSPIN under Grant PSPB-045/2010 from Switzerland through the Swiss
Contribution, by National Science Center, Poland, Grant No. 2015/17/D/ST3/00500 and No. DEC2012/05/E/ST7/00240 and in part by the AGH University Dean’s Grant.
[1] J. Kim, J. Sinha, S. Mitani, M. Hayashi, S. Takahashi, S. Maekawa, M. Yamanouchi, and H. Ohno Phys. Rev. B
89, 174424 (2014).
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Three-dimensional topological insulators (TIs), though insulating in the bulk, have gapless electronic surface states
which form counter-propagating channels of oppositely spin-polarised electrons with the dispersion relation of
massless Dirac fermions. By applying a magnetic field or ferromagnetic doping, time reversal symmetry in these
systems can be broken. This will lead to the opening of a band gap which has been predicted to lead to a variety of
intriguing physical phenomena, such as the recently observed quantum anomalous Hall effect. A band gap is also
essential for enabling the use of TIs in spintronic or quantum computational devices.
We have previously demonstrated that Cr-doping of Bi 2 Se 3 films leads to homogenous ferromagnetic ordering with
no enhanced magnetism near the surface or interface [1]. Here we investigate the magnetic properties of single
phase, MBE-grown Cr-doped Sb 2 Te 3 films for a range of doping concentrations using SQUID, XRD, Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry, and polarised neutron reflectometry (PNR). XRD shows high quality, single phase films
up to a doping concentration of 8.4 at.% (21% of the Sb sites) and the lattice parameter evolution indicates
substitutional doping. SQUID and PNR show a ferromagnetic response at low temperature with a reduced moment
(1.5 μ B /Cr atom) compared to full Cr3+ doping. The PNR data does not show any interface enhancement of the
magnetisation in these films. Instead, a more complex magnetisation dependence near the substrate interface is
revealed in the magnetisation depth profile.

Figure 1: Polarised neutron reflectometry data and fit for a Cr-doped Sb 2 Te 3 sample (total Cr concentration 5.2%)
at 5 K under an in-plane applied field of 0.65 T.
[1] L.J. Collins-McIntyre et al, “Magnetic ordering in Cr doped Bi 2 Se 3 thin films”, EPL 107, 57009 (2014).
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The search over the last decades [1] for new technological high-density storage systems has stimulated the study of
the possibility of using magnetic artificial nanostructures as storage elements. Recently, Monte Carlo studies of Tshaped magnetic nanostructures have revealed the effects of the strong configurational anisotropy on the
equilibrium and on the evolution of magnetic states in such particles [2,3]. In this work we have studied the
magnetic behavior of T-shaped magnetic nanostructures both experimentally and based on micromagnetic
simulations. A regular array of T-shaped Co nanostructures has been produced by electron beam lithography using
a single step lift-off processes over Si substrates. The T-shaped Co nanostructures in Figure 1(a) have the
approximate dimensions w=200 nm, L=600 nm, d= 1000 nm. The Co thin film was deposited by magnetron
sputtering with thickness t=10 nm. The blue line in Figure 1(b) shows the magnetization of the array as a function of
applied magnetic field. Measurements have been carried out at room temperature with a Quantum
Design VSM SQUID magnetometer. The hysteresis loops show a series of jumps associated with the changes
between different stable magnetic states of the T-shaped nanostructures. Micromagnetic simulations using the
mumax3 GPU free software [4] has been employed in order to obtain the stable magnetic states and hysteresis
loops of geometrically similar nanostructures. From the micromagnetic simulation it is also possible to identify the
different stable magnetic states and correlate their change to the sudden jumps in the hysteresis curves.

Figure 1: a) SEM image of the Co nanostructure array showing 6 T-Shape asymmetric nanoelements. b) Measured
and micromagnetic simulated hysteresis loops for the T-Shape arrays.
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Domain walls have great potential for application in memory storage and logic spintronic devices. The effects of
interfacial Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya exchange interaction (DMI) on wall structure is of particular interest as it influences
wall chirality and results in faster domain wall motion [1]. Néel walls are observed in thin film systems with
perpendicular magnetization where, without DMI, a Bloch structure would be expected. Additionally, DMI imposes a
handedness to these walls [2, 3]. We report on characterising the chirality of such domain walls in thin films using
the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy. Figure 1a shows a schematic of the magnetization for a thin film with two
Néel walls together with grey scale images of the in-plane (x) and out-of-plane (z) magnetization components in
figures 1b and c. It has been shown that the basis of contrast in Lorentz microscopy can be thought of as originating
from the integrated component of the Amperian current parallel to the electron beam [4]. Using this theoretical
framework it is clear that for a beam at normal incidence no magnetic contrast is observed. However these walls can
be observed by tilting the film around an axis perpendicular to the length of the wall – thus introducing a component
of the Amperian current in the appropriate direction [5]. This contrast arises from the domains only, figure 1d, and
no information can be extracted about the wall handedness. Here we demonstrate that by tilting the film around an
axis at 45º to the domain wall an asymmetry in the wall contrast may allow the wall magnetization to be deduced,
providing the “chirality fingerprint” for the film. Figure 1e shows the contrast just from the wall (i.e. x) component of
magnetization (calculated only using figure 1b). The Lorentz image arising from both components shows a
combination of these two effects, although clearly dominated by the out-of-plane magnetized domains (see figure
1f). In figure 1g line traces are shown for each case, the blue and red lines show the “domain” and “wall”
contribution to the contrast and the magenta line shows the combined effect. Note the small asymmetry which is
present in the full magnetization image (figure 1f). The size of the asymmetry is a function of defocus; the images
shown are calculated with a relatively small defocus of 100μm. Through this work, we propose that the sign of the
DMI may be determined by Lorentz microscopy. Indeed, it may even be possible to extract an estimate of DMI
magnitude from the wall width.

Figure 1: (a) A schematic illustrating a plan view of Néel walls in a perpendicularly magnetised film. (b) and (c)
show M x and M z respectively in a 0.6nm film of Co for a hyperbolic tangent domain wall profile. Images (d-f) show
the calculated Lorentz images for a sample tilted by 25º around an axis 45º to the domain wall. Image (d) shows
the contrast from arising from M z only, (e) the contrast from M x only, and (f) with all components, as would be
observed experimentally. Image (g) shows line traces of the intensity corresponding to the indicated lines on images
(d-f).
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Electronic, magnetic and transport properties of high spin organic molecules
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In the past decade many research attempts have been directed to spintronics. Spintronic devices, made of new
materials, are hoped to be superior to traditional electronic ones due to lower power use and faster information
transfer. One of the candidates for new spintronic materials are low dimensional nanostructures such as graphene
and silicene narrow stripes. These one-dimensional nanoribbons are claimed to have stable magnetic moments due
to edge magnetism. However, up to now, this mechanism has not been confirmed experimentally. On the other
hand, the successful use of organic materials in molecular electronics can stimulate the search for new organic
compounds for spintronics.
The high-spin organic molecules can be designed using two main building blocks: spin containing units (SC) and
ferromagnetic coupling units (FC). Alternation of these two kinds of molecular fragments may give stable, high-spin
polymers.
In our theoretical research, we have used a variety of SC units (like carbenes, nitroxide radicals and other) in
connection with FC units (like e.g. naphthalenes) which build high-spin magnetic polymers. Our results, based on
ab-initio calculations indicate that such polymers are very promising candidates for future use in nanoelectronic and
spintronic devices. Total energy calculations show, that such polymers should be structurally stable. We predict high
value of magnetic moment, equal to 2.0 μB per SC for the case of nitroxide radicals. Also, dependent on SC and FC
composition and sequence, the polymers may be either metallic or semiconducting, with a variety of band gap
values. Calculations of transport properties suggest that these structures may have as well very interesting
thermoelectric properties.
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Co/Pt(Pd) multilayers (MLs) have been extensively studied due to their potential interest for magnetic recording
media and spintronic devices. The strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) arising from the prominent
presence of symmetry-breaking elements (interfaces) in the layered structure[1] is the main characteristics making
these materials attractive. Varying the structural and micro-structural MLs features (such as thickness of the single
layers, crystallographic orientation, superstructure periodicity, buffer layer) it is possible to suitably tune the
strength of the PMA, as demonstrated by both experimental and theoretical approaches [2, 3]. In particular, the
magnetic anisotropy is very sensitive to the Co thickness: the highest values of PMA have been obtained for 1−2
monolayers of Co [2], while different thickness thresholds for in-plane magnetization ﬂipping have been found,
mainly depending on the MLs crystallographic orientation.
In this work, ab initio electronic structure investigations have been performed, aimed at determining the magnetic
anisotropy energy (MAE) of [Co n /Pt m ] x MLs for different compositions. MAE is obtained from non-collinear spinpolarized total energy calculations within Density Functional Theory in the PBE [4] Generalized Gradient
approximation, using plane-waves and projector augmented-wave method implemented in the VASP code [5].
The study has been performed by varying the Co and Pt thickness as well as the number of repetitions, and
considering two possible orientations of the ML z-axis, namely, the (100) and (111) out-of-plane geometry. The
presence of a Pt substrate for the ML growth is explicitly included in the calculations. Except for the substrate atoms,
kept fixed at their bulk interlayer distances, structural relaxations have been taken into account for all simulated ML
compositions. Calculated MAE values suggest that the stability of out-of-plane magnetization is critically dependent
on the number of Co layers and on ML orientation: a larger Co thickness threshold (~ 8 Å, 4 atomic layers) is in
fact found for the (111) orientation with respect to the (100)-oriented ML (~ 5 Å, 3 atomic layers). Pt induced spinpolarization is found to be basically confined at the interface layer, decaying at the Pt surface.
Theoretical results are compared to experimental characterization of [Co n /Pt m ] x MLs grown by magnetron sputtering.
Structural order and growth orientations are investigated by XRD and TEM, while the magnetic response is obtained
by VSM measurement. Experimental behaviour of the magnetic anisotropy features are interpreted through the ab
initio results, in terms of a possible decomposition of the total magnetic anisotropy into bulk-like and
surface/interface contributions. The competition between the anisotropy of internal Co layers (favoring ML
crystalline directions resembling the hcp-(0001) easy axis) and in-plane interface anisotropy, confined to few
atomic layers, determines the overall magnetic anisotropy. The results allow us to set-up a predictive model to
optimize the [Co n /Pt m ] x compositions that stabilize the out-of-plane magnetization of the multilayers.
This work is supported by MIUR under project FIRB2010-NANOREST.
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Study of magnetic field distribution in an anisotropic single twin boundary magnetic shape memory element in
actuators
N Gabdullin and S H Khan
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Magnetic Shape Memory (MSM) effect exhibited by certain alloys at room temperature is known for almost 20
years. The most studied MSM alloys are Ni-Mn-Ga alloys which exhibit up to 12% magnetic field-induced strain
(change in shape) depending on microstructure [1]. A multibillion cycle operation without malfunction [2] along
with their “smart” properties make them very promising for application in electromagnetic (EM) actuators and
sensors. However, considerable twinning stress of MSM crystals resulting in magneto-mechanical hysteresis
decreases the efficiency and output force of MSM actuators. Pure crystals with low, 0.3-0.5MPa twinning stress
have been recently reported [3]. However, MSM crystals with type II twin boundaries (TB) possess even lower
twinning stress. Twinning stress as low as 0.01MPa and corresponding 30mT switching field have been reported in
[4] which illustrate remarkable properties of these crystals. However, the microstructure of MSM crystals with very
low twinning stress tends to be unstable leading to their rapid crack growth [2]. Whilst this phenomenon has been
studied experimentally, magnetic field distribution in anisotropic single twin-boundary MSM element has not been
considered yet. This paper addresses this issue.
Figure 1 shows the non-uniform magnetic field distribution in a single twin boundary MSM element. A short 2.5mm
× 1mm MSM element is used for clarity of the figure. The magnetic field is applied transversely to its longest 2.5mm
side resulting in an elongation of 2.2%. A “hard” variant with a axis along the applied field is allocated above the
“easy” variant with c axis along the field. It should be noted that both variants still possess anisotropy which implies
that the “hard” variant has its c axis and the “easy” variant has its a axis normal to the applied field. However, Fig. 1
shows that the field lines change direction inside the MSM element. This happens due to the 45° angle between the
TB and the MSM element’s sides. This results in both transverse (x) and longitudinal (y) components of the
magnetic field in MSM twin variants. However, it is known that longitudinal magnetic fields induce compressive
stresses in MSM crystals. A non-uniform magnetic field causing a complex stress distribution in multi-variant MSM
specimen was studied in [5]. Similarly, the non-uniform field distribution in Fig. 1 can be one of the reasons for
nucleation of TB oriented differently than the main (modelled) propagating TB in single twin boundary MSM
elements. This can lead to instability of their microstructure.

Figure 1. Non-uniform magnetic field distribution in a single twin boundary MSM element.
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Topological insulators are a newly discovered class of materials which allow current to move on their surfaces but
not in their interiors. In this talk we will review our numerical and analytical studies of electronic transport in TIs with
disorder.
Firstly we predict a new signature of the topological state in 3-D topological insulators: at low temperatures the
magnetoconductivity is sensitive to the TI sidewalls and deviates strongly from the Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka (HLN)
formula. This regime is dominated by scattering processes which wrap around the TI sample, and temperature
dependence is lost. The new topological signature should be visible in the same samples and temperatures where
the Altshuler-Aronov-Spivak (AAS) effect has already been observed. This work also has some fundamental aspects
- we solved the Landau level problem on a cylindrical surface.
We also present a practical means of systematically controlling topological transport on the surface of a three
dimensional topological insulator, by introducing strong disorder in a layer of depth d extending inward from the
surface of the topological insulator. The dependence on d of the density of states, conductance, scattering time,
scattering length, diffusion constant, and mean Fermi velocity are investigated. The proposed control via disorder
depth d requires that the disorder strength be near the large value which is necessary to drive the TI into the nontopological phase. If d is patterned using masks, gates, ion implantation, etc., then integrated circuits may be
fabricated. This technique will be useful for experiments and for device engineering.

The figure compares conducting states at the disordered surface of a topological insulator. The upper panel shows
weak surface disorder, the central panel shows a disorder strength suitable for realizing integrated circuits on the TI
surface, and the lower panel shows very strong disorder.
Publications: Phys. Rev. Applied v. 3 p. 064006, Phys. Rev. B v. 90 p. 235148.
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Femtosecond lasers allow to observe magnetization dynamics on unprecedently short timescale. Theoretically, laser
induced demagnetization has possibly been explained as a consequence of spin relaxation via quasiparticle
scattering (mainly with phonons). Another remarkable mechanism of ultrafast demagnetization becomes available
in magnetic multilayers consisting of transition metals and/or their alloys featuring spin polarized 3d valence band
and conduction 4s band. In this case an ultrashort laser pulse excites electrons occupied the d band into the s
band, which is characterized by higher electron mobility. As a result of nonequilibrium situation due to laser heating,
the hot charge carriers move away from the heated spot and remarkably reduce the local magnetic moment. This
process is described by the superdiffusive spin transport model [1]. An important feature for the research in the
field of spintronics is that this mechanism results in ultrafast generation of spin currents which emerge in an
adjacent nonmagnetic layer. Consequently, the spin current of hot electrons can exert spin transfer torque (STT) on
another magnetic layer in a multilayer structure, as recently observed in experiments [2].
In this work, we study magnetization dynamics and the induced spin transfer torque with a special emphasis to nonthermal effects. These include the deviation of the lattice phonon population from the thermalized population,
obtained by calculating the electron-phonon scattering rates for systems with high electronic temperature, and
phonon lifetimes due to phonon-phonon scattering. The difference of the ultrafast STT from the spin-dependent.
Seebeck effect is also rooted in its non-thermal character. To obtain deeper insight into the related physics the
superdiffusive transport model has been generalized to noncollinear magnetic configurations and can be applied to
spin valve structures with laser heated fixed magnetic layers.
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Stable domain patterns in magnetic nano-structures have been associated with memory states in devices where, a
transition between these states could be achieved using domain wall motion induced by magnetic fields or currents.
We study the effect of different elements such as magnetic nano-wires and square pads on the distinct domain
configurations in Cobalt nano-rings. The fabricated devices have two configurations: (a) Nano-rings in contact with
nano-wires that are terminated on square pads and (b) Nano-rings in contact with just nano-wires.
The device structures were patterned by high resolution electron beam lithography. Then, thin films of 5nm
Nb/20nm Co/SiO2/Si were deposited using molecular beam epitaxy in ultrahigh vacuum conditions followed by
lift-off.
The rings have a nominal width of 70 nm and a diameter of 2 um. The nano-wire width is 70 nm. The square pads
have an edge-length of 5 um. We found a clear difference in the switching characteristics of devices of the two
configurations. In device configuration (a), we observe three major distinct switching fields with many jumps near
remanent state of pads which is the nucleation of domains inside the pads region. In device(b), two distinct
switching fields, which corresponds to onion to vortex and back to reverse onion state in ring . In both device
configurations, the value of the switching field decreases with the increase of diameter or width of the ring. The
statistics of repeatability and reproducibility of magnetic switching in the devices are studied as well.
The transitions observed in the magnetoresistance measurements are correlated with stable domain configurations
realized through micromagnetic simulations using OOMMF software.
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CoPd antidots with strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) have attracted considerable interest during the
past years due to their potential application ranging from a new generation of electronic and magnetic devices to
biomagnetism where they may guide the establishment of cell networks due to the cellular response to a magnetic
field [1, 2, 3]. [Co0.3 nm/PdtPd nm]15 (tPd=0.5 and 1.0 nm) antidots of 20 nm in diameter were fabricated on porous
templates with flatten (TiO2 template) and bowl-shaped inclined (Al2O3 template) interpore areas. The templates'
relief results in different type of material concentration in the interpore areas and in consequence in the presence of
magnetization direction distribution leading to deterioration of PMA in comparison with flat CoPd films (Fig.1).
Coercive field enhancement, appearance of two-step magnetization reversal for antidots and change of
magnetization reversal mechanism from domain wall motion for continuous films to combination of domain-wall
motion and incoherent rotation modes for antidots is associated with pinning of magnetic moments on the pores
and on the borders between magnetic granules.

Insets show scanning electron microscopy images of antidots.

Figure 1. Magnetization loops
obtained at 300 K in
magnetic field of 10 kOe by
SQUID-magnetometry of
continuous CoPd films (a)
and antidots on porous TiO 2
(b) and Al 2 O 3 templates (c).

XRR and XRD revealed at Co/Pd MLs interface a presence of Co x Pd 1-x quasi-alloy with stoichiometry dependent on
t Pd and grain sizes dependent on the template type. X-ray diffraction observed from lattice vectors oriented at
different angles to the samples surface allows to compare the size and shapes of crystallites in CoPd antidots and in
continuous films. The influence of interpore area morphology on microstructure and magnetic anisotropy distribution
have been investigated for different thicknesses of t Pd .
The local configuration of Co and Pd atoms and characterization of stoichiometry of Co x Pd 100-x alloy formed at the
Co-Pd interfaces in antidot arrays in comparison with continuous thin multilayered films have been performed by
analysis of EXAFS measurements. The correlation between structure, chemical short-range order and magnetic
properties of CoPd continuous films and antidots were shown.
Authors gratefully acknowledge the Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland for provision of synchrotron
radiation beamtime at beamline Super-XAS of the SLS and would like to thank Dr. Maarten Nachtegaal for the
assistance. Also we acknowledge the support from the National Science Centre (NCN, Poland) grant
2014/13/N/ST8/00731
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Magneto-optical enhancement, phase stability and magnetism of the Rh2Mn-Z and Ir2Mn-Z alloys
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We have performed first-principle calculations to investigate structural, electronic, magnetic, and optical/magnetooptical properties of Rh2MnZ and Ir2MnZ, where the Z=(Al, Si, Ga, Ge, In, Sn, Sb, Pb, Bi) Heusler alloys using
density functional theory [1]. In contrast to the Refs. [2,3,4] where only the ferromagnetic ordering were
considered, here we anticipated also antiferromagnetic ordering along [001] and [111] crystal axis. Some of the
systems showed the different magnetic ordering than previously anticipated. For instance, in accord with the
experimental data our calculation showed that the Rh2MnAl possesses the most stable spin ordering to be
antiferromagnetic along [111] crystal axis[5], whereas in the case of the Ir2MnAl in contrast to the Ref. [5] we
obtained as the most stable spin configuration the ferromagnetic ordering. We found that the ferromagnetic ordering
could be induced by a strain of a few percent. The enhancement of the magneto-optical (MO) effects is done by a
substitution of heavier element, i.e. to increase the spin-orbit interaction for the valence electrons in the system.
However, as seen in the whole series, the heaviest element does not necessarily produces the largest MO effect,
similarly as CeBi vs. CeSb in case of the maximal Kerr effect[6]. In addition, often the systems with heavier Z
element comes to the verge of the thermodynamic stability [2] as for instance in case for Bi in both Rh2MnBi and
Ir2MnBi. Therefore, we investigated a mixed phases, e.g. Rh2Mn(Al/Bi) and Ir2Mn(Al/Bi) as well as the disorder of
the pure Rh2MnAl(Ir2MnAl) and Rh2MnBi(Ir2MnBi) phases. The influence of the substitution as well as the disorder
vs. ordered compound on the MO effects were investigated. The origin of the enhancement of the MO effects by the
Z substituted Heusler alloys is predominantly a fine interplay between the hybridization of the states and an
increase of the spin-orbit interaction.
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Multilayer films consisting of hard and soft magnetic materials have been studied to investigate the possibilities of
anisotropic nanocomposite magnets. Nd-Fe-B and SmCo5 alloys have been frequently used as the hard magnetic
material. However, there are few reports on the preparation of multilayer films using L10- ordered alloy materials
(FePt, FePd, etc.) [1]–[3]. A difficulty for such study is considered to be due to that these materials involve disorderorder phase transformation. In the present study, magnetic bi-layer films consisting of FePt and Co and consisting of
FePd and Co are prepared on MgO single-crystal substrates of (001), (110), and (111) orientations. Co is selected
as the soft magnetic material, since fcc-Co is one of high Ms materials. The film structure and the magnetic property
are investigated.
Figures 1(a) and (b) show the RHEED patterns of Co/FePt and FePt/Co bi-layer films deposited on MgO(001)
substrates. Diffraction patterns consisting of streaks are observed for both films, suggesting that the bi-layer films
are epitaxially growing on the substrates. Figure 1(c) shows the out-of-plane and in-plane XRD patterns of Co/FePt
bi-layer film. FePt(001) superlattice reflection is observed in addition to FePt(002) fundamental reflection in the
out-of-plane. On the contrary, superlattice reflection from FePt layer is absent in the in-plane pattern, though
FePt(200) fundamental reflection is recognized. The result indicates that the FePt layer formed on MgO substrate
consists of L10(001) variant with the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface. Figure 1(d) shows the XRD
patterns of FePt/Co bi-layer film. FePt(001) reflection is recognized not only in the out-of-plane pattern but also in
the in-plane pattern. The result shows that the FePt layer formed on fcc-Co layer involves L10(100) and L10(010)
variants whose c-axes are lying in the film plane. The variant structure is considered to be influensed by the lattice
mismatches of FePt layer with MgO substrate ( −10%) and fcc-Co layer (+8%). The results of bi-layer films prepared
on MgO(110) and MgO(111) substrates will also be presented at the conference.
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Thermally activated domain wall (DW) motion in the magnetic insulators has been studied. A particular interest is
paid to the role of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MAE) and thermomagnonic torques. The thermally assisted
DW motion is endorsed by the magnonic spin current and the applied temperature bias. A remarkable behavior for
the temperature dependence is that the magnetic anisotropy generates extra torque. This leads to novel physical
phenomena such as the acceleration of the DW motion. Up to date two main mechanisms were discussed in recent
literature: The entropic torque and the thermally activated magnonic spin current. The entropic torque pushes the
DW to the hot edge, while the thermally activated magnonic spin current drags the DW to the cold side. There are
still ongoing debates in the literature as to which mechanism is more important. In our study we have shown that
both mechanisms contribute generally. If a magnonic spin current penetrates the DW (a thin DW with 7 nm in
width), then the DW moves to the hot edge. If a magnonic current is reflected by the DW (thickness of DW is 15
nm), then the DW moves to the cold edge. Our results suggest further a new type of spin torque which is specific to
hard magnetic materials (high MAE) like MnBi: The magnetocrystalline anisotropy torque. We have shown that this
torque almost doubles the DW velocity.
In addition to the exchange magnonic spin current, the exchange adiabatic and the entropic spin transfer torques,
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interaction (DMI) induced magnonic spin current, thermomagnonic DMI field-like torque
and DMI entropic toque has been studied. Analytical estimations are supported by exact numerical calculations. We
observed that DMI substantially influence the geometry of the DW’s. Observed phenomenon of interest for spin
caloritronics devices, for example in the DMI based thermal diodes. By switching of the magnetization direction one
can rectify total magnonic spin current
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In this work we continue our previous investigations of the severe plastic deformation (SPD) on the magnetic
properties of 4-f elements, with special accent on magnetic anisotropy and magnetic transformations. As it shown in
[1], severe plastic deformation has a great effect on magnetic properties of 4-f elements. For instance, in Gd a
significant increase of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (up to 2 orders of magnitude) has been observed. The aim
of this work is to investigate other important for permanent magnets industry ferromagnetic elements Tb and Dy for
a change in physical properties.
The interest in this matter is far from being purely academic. Severe plastic deformation procedures are very
interesting for designing novel functional materials. Depending on the degree of deformation, magnetic, structural or
thermodynamic properties could be varied in severely deformed materials, especially in thin ribbons of SPD-treated
materials.
As it shown in [1] a significant depression of magnetic and thermodynamic properties occurs in severely deformed
samples of Gd. The reason of such behavior is in a giant magnetic anisotropy induced by SPD. This unexpected
phenomena drives to a new thermodynamic and magnetic properties of severely deformed Gd ribbons [1] which are
inapplicable after the SPD-treatment for magnetocaloric applications without additional heat treatment procedure.
The heat treatment regimes are directly connected with the degree of plastic deformation [2].
In the talk we report the magnetic properties of thin Tb and Dy ribbons obtained with the help of SPD technique. The
deformation of the materials achieved the values about 70 times and this greatly affect on magnetic properties of
deformed materials. In the case of Tb the enhancement the coercive force during SPD (it is two times larger in
compare to raw material). This feature is helpful for designing novel magnetic materials (especially hard magnetic
materials). Special accent is made for magnetocaloric properties of the SPD treated Tb and Dy metals.
Authors appreciate Russian Science Foundation grant 15-12-10008 for financing this work.

Figure 1. Magnetic hysteresis for terbium.
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Ni-Mn-Ga 10M martensite exhibits monoclinic lattice with uniaxial anisotropy having the easy axis of magnetization
along the c-axis, where c is the shortest cell parameter. Thanks to magnetic shape memory (MSM) effect or more
precisely magnetically induced reorientation (MIR) the microstructure of the martensite can be easily reoriented by
magnetic field or under mechanical stress. This reorientation results in the different directions of the easy
magnetization axis and thus it provides an unique opportunity to study magnetic domains patterns in all three
orientations of magnetization at one exact place of a sample [1]. Under magnetic field the reorientation results in
well-defined magnetic domain pattern corresponding to uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. However, the reorientation
under mechanical stress results in peculiar magnetic structure of rake [2] or fuzzy granular domains [3] depending
on magnetization direction. These patterns are apparently formed due to interaction between magnetic domains
and moving ferroelastic twin boundaries. We correlate these various domains patterns observed by magneto-optical
indicator and MFM with the measured hysteresis curves. Despite of large uniaxial anisotropy the magnetic
hysteresis is very small. The hysteresis curves of magnetically open samples were measured by hysteresisgraph in
magnetic circuit closed by small soft ferromagnetic Fe-Si yoke. This allows to discern small differences of hysteresis
of various domain configurations and to establish the effect of pinning.
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Fe-based superconductors indicate several distinctly different physical properties, orbital physics, rich Fermiology,
phase diagram, unconventional superconducting pairing mechanism (yet to be settled), that makes them overall a
fundamentally different class ---superconductors with not only high Tc but also with technological applications.
Various normal state characteristics (like structural transition, nematic phase, electronic topological transition etc.)
of various 122 family of Fe-based superconductors will be presented from results of first principles simulations. We
use experimentally determined structural parameters through out the phase diagrams of various 122 family of Febased superconductors as a function of doping and temperature as inputs of our simulation. Detailed electronic
structures are extracted to examine temperature and doping dependence of orbital ordering. The electronic orbital
ordering (between the dyz and dxz bands) takes place due to local breaking of in-plane symmetry that generates two
non-equivalent a, b directions. It is comprehensively shown that the temperature and doping dependent `orbital
order’ maps exactly to that of the experimentally determined ``orthorhombicity”. This indicates that the structural
transition is dominantly an electronic transition and is determined by orbital ordering. Temperature/doping
dependence of the orbital order is proportional to that of the nematic order (𝒏𝒏𝒅𝒅𝒙𝒙𝒙𝒙 - 𝒏𝒏𝒅𝒅𝒚𝒚𝒚𝒚 ) and it sets in at a
temperature where magnetic fluctuation starts building. Magnetic fluctuations in the orthorhombic phase is
characterized through evolution of Stoner factor which reproduces experimental findings very accurately. Orbital
ordering becomes strongly spin dependent in presence of magnetic interaction. The anion height plays a crucial role
in establishing relationship among orbital, magnetic fluctuations, nematicity as well as Lifshitz transition in 122
family.

Poster session B
Micro-mixing-assisted Synthesis of Magnetic Hydroxyapatite Composite
Z Feng1, R Xie2
1

Xiamen University, China 2Xiamen University, China

Magnetic nanoparticles have been extensively used in medical field. HAP encapsulated ferrite nanoparticle is one of
the most promising materials. In this study, magnetic hydroxyapatite (HAP) hybrid particles were prepared by the
chemical precipitation of Ca(NO3)2, (NH4)2HPO4, and solution containing iron oxide nanoparticles with a homebuilt micro-mixer and subsequent hydrothermal aging. The crystal structure, morphology and particle size of the
resulting magnetic hydroxyapatite hybrid particles were characterized by X-ray diffraction, scanning electron
microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. The influence of operational parameters such as reactant
concentrations, total reactant flow rates and reactant flow rate ratio was investigated.
Uniform rod-like HAP nanoparticles were obtained after hydrothermally heated at 220 ℃. Fe3O4 nanoparticles
mostly were found deposited well on the surface of rod-like HAP. The results showed that the mean HAP particle size
initially decreased and subsequently increased with increasing reactant concentration and total reactant flow rate,
and increased with increasing Ca(NO3)2∶(NH4)2HPO4 flow rate ratio. Uniform rod-like HAP nanoparticles with a
mean c axis size of about 115 nm and a axis size about 26 nm were obtained after being treated hydrothermally at
220 ℃ when using a reactant flow rate ratio of 1∶1.

The mechanism of formation of the HAP nanoparticles involved HAP precursor existed in the form of amorphous
calcium phosphate (ACP) aggregates, and subsequent form of HAP nanoparticles via two phase transformation
modes after treated hydrothermally. A micro-mixing facility was developed for this study. During the mixing process,
initial reactant streams were introduced through the porous membranes and subsequently split into many
microscopic fluid micelles and interpenetrated substreams, thereby ensuring chemical uniformity within very short
residence time, which was difficult to be achieved by macroscopic mixing devices. To investigate homogeneous
particle formation behaviors in the resulting mixture, DLS measurements were performed to assess the mean size
intensities in real time after the micromixing process. Nano-sized homogeneously grown particles were evident as
soon as the mixing process was completed. The resultant mixture with 1.5 s residence time exhibited an average
primary particle size of 21 nm (amorphous calcium phosphate, ACP), with a relatively narrow monodispersed size
distribution. As the mixing residence time was extended, a rapid increase in average particle diameter was
observed, indicating an enhanced homogeneous formation behavior.
This preliminary study suggested that micro-mixing-assisted synthesis was a promising process in producing
magnetic hydroxyapatite (HAP) hybrid nanoparticles.

Poster session B
Investgations on microstructure and magnetic properties of low-cost hybrid magnets
R-Q Wang, Y Liu, J Li, J-W Ye, W Zhao and X-J Yang
Sichuan University, China
Ce has received much attention in recent years for potential use in permanent magnets [1-2]. Here we report the
results of an experimental study performed on Ce based NdCeFeB nanostructured magnets. A hybrid magnet (called
hybrid magnet, hereafter) was prepared by the hot-pressing and subsequently hot-deformation of the mixture of
NdFeCoB alloy and the CeFeB alloy melt-spun ribbons with different weight ratio. As a comparison, a single alloy of
NdCeFeB (called single magnet) with the same composition by Ce substitution for Nd was prepared under the same
condition. The magnetic properties both decreased with the increasing of Ce content in the two alloys. However, the
hybrid magnet has a higher magnetic properties than the single magnet when the Ce content is equal each other.
That's much relation to their microstructure. The peaks (BH) max value of 32.7 MGOe and 20 MGOe are obtained at
the ratio of 20% Ce, respectively. The SEM results in Fig.2 show that the hybrid magnets have a layered structure, in
which alternating layers of the two starting alloys lay perpendicularly to the pressing direction. Meanwhile, the single
magnets show a inhomogeneous microstructure.

Figure 1 The magnetic properties of hot-deformed magnets with different Ce Content, (a) Hybrid magnets; (b) Single
magnets
Figure 2 The SEM images of hot-deformed magnets with different Ce Content, Hybrid magnets: (a) 20%, (b)40%,
(c) 80%; (b) Single magnets: (d) 20%, (e)40%, (f) 80%

Poster session B
Ferromagnetic resonance in the ethmoid bones of salmon and silver carp
S Gorobets1, O Gorobets1, V Golub2, M Gromnadska2
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The biogenic magnetic nanoparticles (BMNs) became the object of intensive research since 1975 when for the first
time the BMNs were detected in magnetotactic bacteria migrating in a direction of geomagnetic field [1]. Since that
time BMNs have been revealed experimentally [2] in a great number of organisms: algae and protists, worm,
chitons, ant, batterfly, honeybees, termites, lobsters, newt, fishes, sea turtles, birds, bats, dolphins, whales and
human. The genetic control of biomineralization of BMNs is common for all three domains: prokaryotes, archaea
and eukaryotes [3]. The BMNs have been revealed experimentally in ethmoid bones of such migrating fishes as
atlantic salmon and european eel [4, 5]. In this paper the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) signal was studied for the
ethmoid bones of migrating fish (Sockeye salmon) and fish (Silver carp) which don’t migrate in Earth's magnetic
field. The maximum FMR signal is 7 times greater for the ethmoid bone оf sockeye salmon and than for the ethmoid
bone of a silver carp (Figure 1, Figure 2). However the FMR signal for the ethmoid bone of a silver carp is many
orders of magnitude greater than FMR signal for diamagnetic cells of yeast S. cerevisiae.
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Figure 1. FMR signal for the ethmoid bone оf sockeye salmon.
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Figure 2. FMR signal for the ethmoid
bone оf silver carp .

The results of this work confirm the idea that BMNs in fishes don’t serve for navigation in geomagnetic field.
[1]
[2]
240
[3]
[4]
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Blakemore R.P. (1975). Magnetotactic bacteria. Science, V. 190, pp. 377–379
Pósfai M., Dunin-Borkowski R.E. (2009). Magnetic Nanocrystals in Organisms. Elements, V. 5, pp. 235–
Gorobets O.Yu., Gorobets S.V., Gorobets Yu.I. (2014). Biogenic Magnetic Nanoparticles: Biomineralization
in Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes. In Dekker Encyclopedia of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, Third Edition.
CRC Press: NewYork, pp. 300–308
Moore A., Riley W.D. (2009). Magnetic particles associated with the lateral line of the European eel
Anguilla anguilla. Journal of Fish Biology, V. 74, pp. 1629–1634.
Moore A., Freake S.M., Thomas I. M. (1990). Magnetic Particles in the Lateral Line of the Atlantic Salmon.
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B, V. 329, pp. 11-15.
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Nonlinear spin wave excitation at the interface between two ferromagnets with broken spatial inversion symmetry
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The excitation of a nonlinear spin wave is considered in the system of two ferromagnetic semi-infinite media in the
�⃗0 . The total energy density of such a system can be written in the model in which
uniform constant external field 𝐻𝐻
the interface between two ferromagnets is considered as a two-sublattice material [1]:
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��⃗1 and 𝑀𝑀
��⃗2 are the magnetization vectors of the first and the second ferromagnets correspondingly,
where 𝑀𝑀
parameter 𝐴𝐴 (𝑥𝑥) denotes the uniform exchange between sublattices, |𝛼𝛼1 (𝑥𝑥) and 𝛼𝛼2 (𝑥𝑥) are the parameters of
non-uniform exchange for the first and the second ferromagnets, parameters 𝛽𝛽1 (𝑥𝑥) and s 𝛽𝛽2 (𝑥𝑥) correspond to
uniaxial magnetic anisotropies of the first and the second ferromagnets, the corresponding vectors 𝑛𝑛�⃗1 , 𝑛𝑛�⃗2 are the
unit vectors of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy axes, 𝑑𝑑̃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥), 𝑑𝑑̃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)- are tensors of broken spatial inversion
symmetry, the indexes 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 denote the projections of the magnetization vectors onto the axes of Cartesian
coordinate system. Boundary conditions for magnetization at the interface follow from the integration of the
Landau–Lifshitz equation over the interface of finite thickness 𝛿𝛿 according to the procedure of the paper [1].

The transmission coefficient is calculated for a nonlinear spin wave on the basis of the boundary conditions taking
on account the broken spatial inversion symmetry between two ferromagnets. The systems of permalloy-cobalt films
and garnet ferrite films are considered. The conditions of excitation of a nonlinear spin wave in the second
ferromagnet are determined.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 644348 (MagIC).
[1]

Kruglyak V.V., Gorobets O.Yu., Gorobets Yu.I., Kuchko A.N. (2014). Magnetization boundary conditions at a
ferromagnetic interface of finite thickness. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter, V. 26, pp. 406001.

Poster session B
Relationship between degree of grain alignment and angular dependence of coercivity in Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets
T Maki, R Ishii and T Nishiuchi
Hitachi Metals, Ltd., Japan
The degree of alignment of Nd 2 Fe 14 B grains is one of the crucial factors on the coercivity of Nd-Fe-B magnet, and it
is still being discussed how to work it on the coercivity[1]. In order to understand difference between degree of grain
alignment and angular dependence of coercivity, we investigated demagnetization and recoil processes of Nd-Fe-B
sintered magnets which have different degree of alignment with rotating easy axis of the magnets from external
magnetic field.
Two kinds of sphere-shaped Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets, which have same composition but different degree of
alignment (highly aligned (HA) and moderately aligned (MA)), were prepared. Demagnetization and recoil curves
were measured by vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and were simultaneously corrected by demagnetization
factor N = 0.33.
Figure 1 shows demagnetization curves of HA and MA magnets with/without rotating easy axis from external
magneitc field. The coercivity of MA magnet without rotation was higher than that of HA magnet with rotation angle
of 23°, whereas the J r /J s of both samples were same. Figure 2 shows the recoil curves of two samples mentioned
above. The curvature of the recoil curve of MA magnet was smaller than that of HA magnet with rotation, which
indicated smaller domain wall movement in MA magnet [2]. These results suggest that the increase of coercivity in
low degree of alignment magnet is not only determined by the angular dependence of coercivity, but much
influenced on the interaction among grains such as large misorientation angle of adjacent grains.

Figure1 Demagnetization curves of highly aligned (HA) and moderately aligned (MA) magnets with/without rotation.
Figure 2 Recoil curves of MA magnet without rotation and HA magnet with rotation angle of 23°.
[1]
[2]

Y. Matsuura et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 336, 88 (2013).
T. Maki and S. Hirosawa, J. Appl. Phys. 103, 043904 (2008).
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Theoretical analysis of Cu addition effects in Nd-Fe-B magnets
Y Tatetsu1 and Y Gohda2
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Nd-Fe-B magnets are installed in several kinds of application, especially in motors due to its large (BH)max.
However, a costly element, Dy, is needed to keep its good performance since the coercivity is low at high
temperatures and besides, it reaches only about 20 % of the theoretical value. Therefore, these are urgent problems
to be solved from economical and environmental aspects. Recent experiments scrutinizing the microstructures of
Nd-Fe-B magnets suggest that clarifying the structural and magnetic properties of interfaces between subphases
and main phases is an important step toward explaining the mystery of its coercivity. One interesting finding is that
the coercivity of Nd-Fe-B magnets can be improved by the Nd-Cu grain boundary diffusion process [1, 2]. However,
the reasons why Cu addition in Nd-Fe-B magnets can improve the corecivity are unclear.
To understand the mechanism, we simulated Cu-doped Nd 2 Fe 14 B/NdO x systems, which were discovered around
triple junctions in annealed Nd-Fe-B magnets and Cu is thought to surround the main phases [1, 2]. We used the
computational code OpenMX within density functional theory [3]. In our model structures Cu is around the interface
between the main phase (Nd 2 Fe 14 B) and the subphase (NdO x ) (see figure). After simulated various model
structures, we compared their total energies to check where Cu prefers to be in the model structures. We found that
the model structures which Cu located at the interstitial space between the main phase and the sub phase, and the
Fe site at the interface in the main phase are the most stable. In addition, we discovered that the anisotropy of Nd
and Fe atoms at the interface is essentially negative. By considering the total energy and anisotropy analyses, we
concluded that substituting the Fe site with Cu at the main-phase interface can be one possible scenario of
explaining the coercivity improvement in Cu-doped Nd-Fe-B magnets since its coercivity is improved by 40 %
compared to that of the non-Cu-doped Nd-Fe-B system.

Figure: One of the interface model structures for Cu-doped Nd 2 Fe 14 B/Nd x O.
[1]
[2]
[3]

H. Sepehri-Amin, T. Ohkubo, T. Shima, and K. Hono, Acta Mater 60, 819 (2012).
H. Sepehri-Amin, T. Ohkubo, S.Nagashima, M. Yano, T. Shoji, A. Kato, T. Schrefl, and K. Hono, Acta Mater.
61,6622 (2013).
http://www.openmx-square.org

The role of anti-site disorder and oxygen vacancies in post-annealed Sr2FeMoO6 thin films
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M Saloaro, 2, 3 M Hoffmann, 2W A Adeagbo, 4S Granroth, 3H Deniz, 1H Palonen, 1H Huhtinen, 1,5S Majumdar, 4P
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Microstructure Physics, Germany, 4Materials Research Laboratory, Finland, 5NanoSpin, Finland
Double perovskite Sr2FeMoO6 (SFMO) has a great potential for novel spintronics due to the high Curie temperature
(TC around 450 K [1]), large intrinsic magnetoresistance and high spin polarization. Because the applications are
multilayer based devices, thin films with the best magnetic and electrical properties are essential. Therefore, we
have investigated the reasons for the deteriorated magnetic properties of SFMO thin films compared to the
polycrystalline bulk samples.
The anti-site disorder, in which the Fe and Mo ions are transposed, and the oxygen vacancies have been identified
as the key factors for improving the properties of SFMO thin films. Our experimental and theoretical results in good
agreement shows that the Curie temperature of SFMO films could be improved towards polycrystalline bulk values
by manipulating these nanoscale defects [2]. Our studies also show that the substrate induced strain has an
important role in the formation of these and other defects, even though the effect of strain itself is negligible [2,3].
The Curie temperature, saturation magnetization and the spin polarization of SFMO films can be improved by
decreasing the amount of anti-site disorder. The TC could be also increased, without deteriorating the spin
polarization, by increasing the amount of oxygen vacancies. We have shown that the oxygen defiency in SFMO films
can be affected by carefully implemented ex situ post-annealing treatments. To achieve larger changes in the
magnetic properties of SFMO thin films, this investigation has been continued with the in situ post-annealing
treatments at different temperatures and atmospheres. Using the carefully chosen treatments to manipulate the
defects identified as the main deteriorating factors in SFMO thin films is a step towards SFMO based room
temperature spintronics in the future.

[1]
[2]
[3]

K.-I. Kobayashi et al., Nature 395 (1998) 677
M. Saloaro et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces submitted (2016)
M. Saloaro et al., J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 27 (2015) 386001
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Local structure of Cu in Fe 83.3 Si 4 B 8 P 4 Cu 0.7 nanocrystalline alloy studied by XAFS
T Miyanaga and T Kubota
Hirosaki University, Japan
We investigated the local structure of Cu atoms in Fe 83.3 Si 4 B 8 P 4 Cu 0.7 nanocrystalline alloy prepared by meltspinning with various annealing conditions by XAFS. It was found that individual structural changes occur around
each element (Fe, Si, P, Cu) by several annealing steps. The as-spun sample shows amorphous like structure. The
Fe and Si phase crystallize by annealing at first transition temperature (693 K). On the other hand the local
structure around Cu and P atoms changed by two steps at 693 K and 823 K. In order to examine the structure more
detail, the XANES comparison and the curve fitting method for EXAFS were performed. XAFS simulation clearly
shows that the Cu atoms were embedded in bcc Fe phase between the first and second transition temperatures and
changes to fcc Cu phase over 823 K. Figure 1 shows the XAFS spectra for calculated mode (bcc Cu-Cu model Cu
embedded in bcc Fe model) and experimental one. Measured spectra is close to Cu embedded in bcc Fe (Cu-Fe
model) around 2~4 Å-1. It was suggested that the isolated Cu atoms in bcc Fe can be easily crystallized and shows
the high magnetic performance.

Figure1 Comparison of calculated (Cu-Cu model and Cu-Fe model) and measured XAFS.

Fe Layer Induced Ferromagnetism in Pd: An In-Situ Polarised Neutron Reflectometry Study
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S Mayr, 2J Stahn, 1 J Ye, 3A Schmehl, 3T Mairoser, 3A Herrnberger, 4J-F Moulin, 4M Haese, 4M Pomm, 1A Paul, 5B
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Magnetic data storage systems are based on thin magnetic layers and heterostructures. For improving the
functionality of existing devices and to develop new ones, a deep understanding of the properties of these layers
and the coupling between them is essential. In this context not only the classic room temperature ferromagnets are
of interest but also elements which can be polarised, like Pd, in which induced magnetism is observed when it is
brought into contact with Fe. To monitor the structural and magnetic properties during the deposition process, insitu polarised neutron reflectometry (PNR) is used as a novel analysis technique. These PNR experiments were
carried out at the neutron reflectometer AMOR at PSI (Switzerland) using the Selene focusing optics to reduce
measurement times.
In this contribution the evolution of the magnetism in polycrystalline Pd/Fe/Pd thin film systems during growth will
be presented. For as little as a single monolayer of Fe deposited onto an initial Pd layer a high induced magnetic
moment of approximately 1µ B per unit cell was found in the Pd at the interface whereas the magnetic moment of
the Fe is small compared to its bulk value. With more Pd deposited on top of the Fe layer, the magnetic moment of
Fe increases while the induced magnetism in Pd decreases. An induced magnetisation of Pd was observed for a
region of 7.5 Å on both sides of the Fe layer with a magnetic moment which decreases with increasing distance to
the Fe/Pd interface. Additional TEM measurements show that the interfaces between Fe/Pd are sharp and it can be
excluded that the magnetisation results from inter-diffusion or Fe clusters at the interface.

Poster session B
Development of high-speed switched reluctance motor for electric power tools
K Nakamura, Y Kumasaka and O Ichinokura
Tohoku University, Japan
A switched reluctance (SR) motor has a doubly salient pole structure. The windings are individually coiled around
each stator salient pole. The rotor is only made of laminated-core, while it has neither windings nor permanent
magnets. Hence, the SR motor has simple and robust structure, low cost, and maintenance-free operation. It is
expected to be put into various fields, especially to high-speed application. In this paper, a high-speed SR motor for
electric power tools is designed and prototyped. Characteristics of the prototype SR motor are compared to those of
a present permanent magnet (PM) motor used in electric power tools.
Fig. 1(a) shows specifications of the present PM motor used in electric power tools, and (b) indicates the designed
and prototyped SR motor [1]. The motor diameter and the axial length are the same as those of the PM motor. On
the other hand, the winding space factor is about 1.8 times larger since the SR motor has the open slot structure,
whereas the PM motor has the semi-closed slot structure.
Fig. 2(a) shows the comparison of the winding current density versus torque characteristics, and (b) indicates the
torque versus speed characteristics. It is understood from the figure that the maximum torque of the prototyped SR
motor is larger than that of the present PM motor.

Figure 1 Specifications of the PM and SR motors, (a) a present PM motor used in electric power tools, and (b) a
designed SR motor.

Figure 2 Comparison of characteristics of the present PM and designed SR motors, (a) winding current density
versus torque, and (b) torque versus rotational speed.
[1]

K. Isobe, K. Nakamura, and O. Ichinokura, “A Consideration of High-Speed SR Motor for Electric Power
Tools,” Journal of the Magnetics Society of Japan, Vol. 38, No. 5, pp. 194-198 (2014).
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Bumblebee and cockroach under microscopic view
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Room- and low-temperature magnetic techniques belong nowadays to experimental ways frequently used for
identification of iron-based nanoparticles occurring in various biological, geological, and/or environmental
materials. Often the small particles are composed of various iron oxides and/or hydroxides. The present study is
devoted to iron-containing species in bodies of bumblebees and cockroaches exhibiting excellent orientation ability
in their natural environment. For this reason the macroscopic magnetic and microscopic Mössbauer measurements
supported by scanning electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction are used in determination of these species.
As an example a scanning electron micrograph of the part of a bumblebee’s wing is shown in Fig. 1 left. The white
points are the studied species containing besides Fe and O also other elements (C, Mn, Cr, Si, etc.) depending on a
region from which the bumblebees originate, as the energy dispersive X-ray spectra document below. The room- and
low-temperature Mössbauer spectra (Fig. 1 right) taken from the sample (inset) consisting of six wings reflect
asymmetric doublets. They represent iron-based species yielding paramagnetic behaviour supported by magnetic
measurements.

Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrograph and energy dispersive X-ray spectra of species on the bumblebee’s wing
surface (left) and Mössbauer spectra (right) taken from the species on the sample (inset) consisting of six wings.

Poster session B
Synthesis, phase composition, Mössbauer and magnetic characterizations of iron oxide nanoparticles
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The present work describes the synthesis of iron oxide nanoparticles by thermal decomposition of Fe-precursors in
argon and vacuum environments with control over particle size distribution, phase composition and the resulting
magnetic properties. The Rietveld analysis of X-ray diffraction data revealed the crystallinity as well single-phase 𝛾𝛾
Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles prepared under vacuum, whereas argon environment leads to the formation of multi-phase
composition of 𝛾𝛾-Fe 2 O 3 /Fe 3 O 4 (90%) and wustite (10%). Synchrotron x-ray absorption near edge structure
(XANES) indicates that the predominant phase in both the samples is 
-Fe2O3, which is subsequently verified from
the Mössbauer spectra. DC magnetic measurements indicate behavior typical of superparamagnetic system
validated by Mӧssbauer analysis. However, further investigation of ac susceptibility by typical Néel-Arrhenius and
Vogel Fulcher magnetic models suggest an influence from interparticle interactions on the overall magnetic
behaviour of the system.

Figure 1 X-ray diffraction patterns for iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) samples prepared under argon or vacuum
conditions. The labels indexed identify the miller indices (peaks most intense) of the phases 𝛾𝛾-Fe 2 O 3 /Fe 3 O 4 (in
black) and FeO (in blue). The inset show the planes (200) and (004) of FeO and Fe 3 O 4 phases, respectively.

Poster session B
Magnetic Property of Fullerene C 20 : A First-Principles Study
I Setiyawati and Y-H Tang
National Central University, Taiwan
From the production in the gas phase by Prinzbach[1], the C 20 as the smallest fullerene has been attracted
considerable attention among scientists. In the following year, Wang et al[2]sucessfully synthesized the solid phase
of C 20 using ion beam irradiation method and found that the fullerene C 20 behave as the building block of hexagonal
crystal. What more interesting is the existence of magnetism in carbon materials which is experimentally
investigated, i.e chains of interacting radicals, carboneous substances with mixture sp2 and sp3 coordinated atoms,
nanographite, nanodiamond, carbon nanofoams, as well as TDAE-C 60 [3]. These evidences supports the theoretical
predictions that electronic instabilities in pure carbon may give rise to ferromagnetic property even at room
temperature.
To investigate the underlying mechanism of the magnetism C 20 cage structure, we employed the density functional
theory (DFT) within the nonequilibrium Keldysh Green’s function (NEGF) formalism to study the spin-polarized
density of states of the isolated nonmagnetic C 60 , which are truncated by the mixture of pentagons and hexagons as
shown in Fig. 1(a), and of the isolated magnetic C 20 cage and C 15 bowl-like molecules, which exhibit purely
pentagon-bunching structure as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). For the C 15 bowl-like structures, the spin-polarized
molecular levels are mainly contributed by those C atoms on the zigzag edge, while, for the C 20 cage structure, all
molecular levels are spin-polarized resulting from the zigzag boundaries between pentagons which also verified
using plane waves-DFT (Quantum Espresso). Such zigzag-boundary induced magnetic properties of C 20 cage and
C 15 bowl-like molecule can be analog to the graphene nanoribbon with zigzag edges [4]. Moreover, the nonmagnetic and insulating properties of C 60 and C 20 bowl-like molecules can be attributed to the mixture of hexagon
and pentagons.
The structural stability of C 20 cage undergoes changes (i.e compressed) after optimization which still retain spin
polarized density of states. (Contract No. NSC 102-2112-M-008-004-MY3)
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H. Prinzbach et al., Nature (London) 407, 60 (2000)
Z. Wang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett A 280, 351-356 (2001)
M. Tatiana (Magnetism of Carbon-Based Materials).,Studies of High-Tc Superconductivity, vol.44-45 edited
by A. Narlikar (2001)
K. Nakada et al., Phys. Rev. B 54,17954-17961 (1996)
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Magnetic memory-magnetic logic integrated device
X Zhang and Z Luo
Tsinghua University, China,
Existing proposals of magnetoelectric logic mainly including spin-based logic and magnetic-field-based logic, are
focusing on the spin-dependent transport of carriers and asymmetry magnetoresistance effect in non-magnetic
semiconductors, respectively. Unfortunately, there are still some implementation problems, such as low output ratio
for spin-based logic and large magnetic field for magnetic-field-based logic. We invented a Si based
magnetoresistance device [1] and Si based magnetic logic device [2] Here we propose an alternative way to realize
magnetoelectric logic by coupling spin-dependent transport effect in magnetic material and nonlinear transport
effect in semiconductor material [3]. This new magnetoelectric logic synthesizes the advantages of both spin-based
logic and magnetic-field-based logic. All four basic Boolean logic operations including AND, NAND, OR and NOR,
could be performed with high output ratio (>104 %) and programmed dynamically by the additional magnetic
control bit. Further, we experimentally demonstrated that the logic operation results could be directly written into
magnetic output bits by spin-torque switching effect in the same clock cycle of logic operation. This magnetoelectric
logic with simple elementary devices combining non-volatile information reading, processing and writing in one
step, could make a significant improvement of computation speed and reduction of energy consumption.
[1]
[2]
[3]

C.H. Wan, et al, Nature 477, 304（2011)
Z.C. Luo et al. Adv. Funct. Mater. 25, 158-166 (2015)
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Magnetic nanowires (NWs) are often proposed for the magnetic hyperthermia-based treatment of cancer [1]. In the
present work we theoretically evaluate their performance based on the Neél mechanism, i.e. as the heat dissipated
through magnetization dynamics under the action of the ac-field. The hysteresis loops of Py and Co fcc NWs with
30nm diameter and variable lengths are calculated by means of micromagnetic simulations varying the frequency
of the applied field. The Py NWs demagnetize via transverse wall propagation, while the Co fcc NW reversal mode is
the vortex domain wall [2].The average hysteresis loop areas [proportional to the specific absorption rate (SAR)],
normalized by the maximum possible value, coming from the coherent rotation mechanism (8Keff, where Keff is the
effective anisotropy), are larger in Py NW (ranging between 0.45 and 0.9 for long NWs) than those of Co (ranging
between 0.32 and 0.5). Note that the actual SAR value of Co NW is slightly higher than that of Py due to a larger
shape anisotropy (larger Keff). Furthermore, we observe a phase shift of the hysteresis response with the applied
field frequency for long nanowires, related to the retarded nucleation. As a function of frequency, SAR shows a
maximum which increases with the nanowire length. The corresponding frequency decreases with the NW length and
is larger for Co (around 1GHz for long NWs) than for Py (around 300 MHz). Overall, Py nanowires seem to be more
suitable for hyperthermia, considering the Néel mechanism only.

Frequency dependence of average hysteresis loop area for several Co NW lengths. Dashed lines indicate the area of
stationary hysteresis loops.
[1]
[2]
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Magnetic functions are powerful tools for microfluidic systems dedicated to biomedical applications. They allow to
concentrate, separate or trap functionalized magnetic microbeads 1, magnetically labeled cells2, or deoxygenated ed
blood cells3. Micro-sources of magnetic field can be integrated into microchannels to achieve high magnetic
forces, while precisely controlling their location. Soft ferromagnetic microstructures, as opposed to permanently
magnetized micro-magnets, offer a remote control over the force’s intensity. It permits the release of trapped objects
for subsequent analysis or to reset the system. However heterogeneous integration of ferromagnetic microstructures
in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic systems remains challenging. Magnetic composite PDMS is an elegant
approach to solve technological issues. Indeed, the composite preserves the properties of PDMS, such as softlithography 3D microstructuration and O 2 surface activation for plasma bonding with glass, while being magnetic4.
Once implemented in microchannels, it is mainly the dimensions of the composite microstructure, via its
demagnetizing factors, that settle the apparent susceptibility, so the performances. In such open magnetic
circuits, the influence of the material’s permeability becomes negligible. Our results show that this limitation can
be overtaken by organizing the magnetic particles in chains (Fig (a,b)), taking advantage of the reduced
demagnetizing field magnitude along the chains5. Microfluidic devices integrating diamond shape microstructures
of anisotropic composites, integrating chains of Fe3C microparticles, or isotropic composite, in which microparticles
are homogeneously dispersed, were realized and used to perform superparamagnetic beads trapping (Fig (c)). As a
result, trapping efficiency was improved by a factor 1.4 and 3 at flow rates respectively of 50µL/h and 500µL/h
using anisotropic composite microstructures. To assess the performances of such material in the more
general context of target objects manipulation, we have developed an approach using velocity measurements
of superparamagnetic beads nearby the composite. This gives a mapping of reachable forces.

Fig: (a,b) Fe3C particles in PDMS matrix, with mass fractions of 10wt% (a) and 83wt% (b). (c)

1 N. Pamme, Lab Chp, 2006, 6, 24-38
2 X. Yu et al. Langmuir, 2011, 27, 5147
3 Y. Jung et al. Biomed Microdev. 2010, 12, 637-645
4 M. Faivre, et al. Biomicrofluid. 2014, 8, 054103.
5 D. Le Roy et al. AIP Advances 2016, 6, 056604

Superparamagnetic beads trapping in microchannel
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The ferrimagnetic CoTb alloy has been studied because the difference of Curie temperatures of the elements allows
for the moments of Co and Tb atoms to compensate each other at a temperature called compensation temperature
T comp . T comp depends drastically on the composition and reaches room temperature in Co 80 Tb 20 , in the bulk state.
Close to T comp , intriguing magnetic behaviour has been observed such as the inducement of magnetization reversal
by polarized light [1]. This particularity makes CoTb alloy an interesting system to study how the magnetic
properties, like saturation magnetization (M s ) or effective anisotropy constant (K eff) , can be affected by the
compensation cross over.
For this study, Co 80 Tb 20 nanoparticles (NPs) were prepared by laser evaporation technique from Mass Selected Low
Energy Cluster Beam Deposition (MS-LECBD) [2]. We prepared a series of samples in which NPs with selected sizes
between 5 and 8 nm in diameter are embedded in an inert C matrix (c.f. figure 1 (left)). Ensembles of diluted NPs
were characterized by SQUID magnetometry and Transmission Electron Microscopy. We performed Isothermal
Remanent Magnetization curves (IRM) to study the irreversible contribution to the magnetization reversal (see figure
1 (right)). In particular, these measurements reveal the distribution of switching field H sw within the ensemble. CoTb
NPs exhibit large H sw as compared to Co NPs of equivalent sizes. By adjusting IRM [3] and ZFC-FC susceptibility
curves [4], we will discuss the large values of H sw by distinguishing M s and K eff contributions. Interestingly, in
contrast to systems like Co, the magnetism of CoTb NPs can be described by large M s dispersion along with
relatively narrow K eff distribution. We will also discuss about the effect of the size decrease on the T comp of Co 80 Tb 20
NPs.

Figure 1 – (Left) TEM images of NPs embedded in a C matrix with mean diameter (4.94 ± 0.11) nm. (Right) IRM
curves at 2K for CoTb (dots) and Co clusters (triangles) of (8.1 ± 0.19) nm mean diameter, IRM fit (line)
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

S. Alebrand, M. Gottwald et al, Applied Physics Letters, 101 (2012) 162408.
A. Perez, P. Melinon et al, Int. J. Nanotechnol, vol 7 (2010) 523.
A. Hillion, A. Tamion et al, Phys. Rev. B, 88 (2013) 094419.
F. Tournus and A. Tamion, Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, 323 (2011) 1118-1127.
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When assessing the suitability of a material for spintronic applications its spin lifetime and diffusion length are
important considerations, as they directly impact the performance and efficiency of spintronic devices. Theory
predicts exceptional spin-transport in graphene, with expected values of spin lifetime and diffusion length far
exceeding those observed in conventional metals. As a result, there has been significant interest in the development
of graphene as a spintronic material [1]. Despite observations of record breaking spin transport [2], experimental
results are often orders of magnitude below those predicted by theory. A potential cause for the discrepancy is the
dwelling of spins underneath contacts placed across the graphene sheet. In order to explore this problem, we
propose the utilisation of a novel method of electrically contacting graphene, one-dimensional (1D) contacts [3]. To
create such a contact, single layer graphene (SLG) is first encapsulated between two hexagonal boron nitride (hBN)
flakes. The resulting stack is etched to exposure the graphene edge, and subsequently metallised to form a contact.
This technique minimises contact area, reducing dwell time. Devices have been fabricated with a novel non-local
geometry, fig. 1, required to combat the specific challenges faced when using 1D contacts. Initial measurements,
fig. 2, show spin signals around ±30 mT, indicating the successful injection of spin and the detection of spin signals
over distances greater than 3.5 μm.

Fig. 1: Device schematic, showing typical spin injection and detection circuits. Multiple Co electrodes enable a
variety of measurement configurations and provide built-in redundancy. Fig. 2: Non-local transport measurements
for a novel lateral spin valve device with a graphene spin transport layer and 1D contacts. The arrows and line
colours indicate the sweep direction of the externally applied magnetic field.
[1]
[2]
[3]

E. W. Hill et al. “Graphene Spin Valve Devices” IEEE Trans. Magn. 42, 2694 (2006)
N. Tombros et al. “Electronic spin transport and spin precession in single graphene layers at room
temperature” Nature 448, 571 (2007)
L. Wang et al. “One-Dimensional Electrical Contact to a Two-Dimensional Material” Science 342, 614
(2013)
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La 1-x Sr x MnO 3 has a quasi-perovskite structure, modifiable by replacing some of the La3+ by the larger Sr2+ ion,
resulting in a reduction of the Mn-O bond length (d) and an increase of the Mn-O-Mn bond angle (θ), as well as
partial oxidation of Mn3+ to Mn4+. Mn3+ and Mn4+ are double-exchange coupled via O 2p orbitals and hence a
ferromagnetically ordered phase is stabilized [1].
In nanoparticles, the surface dominates the particle properties. La 1-x Sr x MnO 3 nanocrystals (NC) are fabricated using
the micro emulsion technique, with identical pre- cursor Sr concentration and heat treatments. The size of NC is
varied by changing the water-to-surfactant molar ratio R w , which has no influence on any other parameter such as
crystal quality or defect density.
Comparing data for bulk materials from literature and those for NC in Fig. 1, we observe an increase of unit cell
length a and d compared to bulk samples of the same Sr con- centration, whereas θ is significantly reduced,
indicating a larger tilt of the octahedra compared to bulk material. The relative change of θ scales with the surfaceto-volume ratio (S/V) - the more significant the surface be- comes, the stronger the lattice cell distorts.
NC show a reduced T C compared to bulk, related to the crystallographic changes, except for one sample that
contains Mn 3 O 4 as impurity phase, where T C is increased [2].
Reducing the size of La 1-x Sr x MnO 3 nanocrystals leads to a surface vacancy induced weakening of the Mn-O bond.
This results in the increase of the Mn-O bond length and reduction of the Mn-O-Mn bond angle, which weakens the
double exchange. In combination with Jahn-Teller localization, the ferromagnetic transition temperature is reduced
for nanocrystals of pure La 1-x Sr x MnO 3 .

Figure 1. Variation of lattice parameter a, the Mn-O bond length (d ) and the Mn-O-Mn bond angle (θ) with Sr
concentration (x) compared to values for bulk materials from literature[1, 3–6].
[1]
[2]
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The ability to control spin configurations is a fundamental requirement for devices based on propagating magnetic
domain walls (DWs) [1-2]. Mesoscopic magnetic rings are attractive systems which exhibit simple spin states and
offer a good control of the DW position. Furthermore, by tailoring the ring thickness/width, different DW types can
be generated. Such rings have received interest for potential applications such as MRAM elements [3] with the DW
type and spin structure governing the data storage densities and the switching dynamics. Therefore a systematic
determination of the wall spin structures as a function of the geometry is needed.
Here we study the phase diagram of DW types in mesoscopic Fe rings using both micromagnetic simulations and
high-resolution magnetic imaging via scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA) [4,5].
Lowest energy calculations reveal a transition from transverse to vortex DWs on increasing the ring width (w) and
thickness (d), in quantitative agreement with analytical models taking into account the magnetostatic and exchange
energy contributions [6]. Yet the results are quantitatively inconsistent with the experiment due to the DW
nucleation procedure where the walls form on relaxation from the saturated state. Further simulations are performed
to mimic the experiment which demonstrate DW metastability, pushing the phase boundary to larger w x d [7].
In addition to the symmetric transverse and vortex DWs, we also observe asymmetric transverse DWs, which are
often overlooked in experimental phase diagrams, yet the degree of wall asymmetry has been shown to have a
significant impact on its dynamic properties [8-9]. Additionally we find that the metastability of the different wall
types leads to rather diffuse experimental phase boundaries, with different DWs even found in the same rings. We
show that a full quantitative understanding of the data requires that we take into account the effects of thermal
activation and the influence of defects including edge roughness and the polycrystalline grain structure of the
material [7].
Figure 1: Phase diagram of DW states in Fe. The lines represent the phase boundaries between DW types from
micromagnetic simulations of the lowest energy state (black) or the state formed on relaxation from saturation
(blue). The solid lines show the transition from transverse to vortex DW on increasing the ring width/thickness. The
dotted line shows the sub-area where asymmetric transverse DWs occur. The points represent experimental
observations of symmetric transverse (cross), asymmetric transverse (dot) and vortex (ring) DWs from SEMPA
imaging. Representative SEMPA images are displayed alongside for two, points as represented by the green arrows.
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Testing internal stress/strain condition of polymer composite materials is of high importance in structural health
monitoring. A number of sensing methods have been used for stress measurements inside composites but each
technology has some drawbacks so considerable efforts are made to develop innovative approaches. In the present
work, the method of monitoring the internal stresses consists in embedding a soft magnetic microwire into a
polymer matrix and measuring its stress-dependent harmonic spectra when the wire is remagnetized.
The microwire of composition Co71Fe5B11Si10Cr3 with the metallic core diameter of 22.8 µm shows large
transformation of the magnetization process under applied tensile stress owing to the change in sign of the
magnetostriction. Without applied stress the wire has a small positive magnetostriction and a bistable type of the
magnetization curve characterized by large amplitudes of high frequency harmonics. Under application of the stress
the magnetostriction constant becomes negative resulting in inclined hysteresis with largely decreased high
frequency harmonics. These processes are depicted in Fig.1. Enhanced stress sensitivity is proposed to be utilized
in the development of embedded stress sensors.

Fig.1 Effect of tensile stress on the axial hysteresis loops and stress dependent high frequency harmonic amplitudes
normalized to the amplitude of the 3-d harmonic.
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The relation between topology and other properties of space forms one of the key aspects in our understanding of
nature. In the context of magnonics and magnonic devices, major research efforts have been devoted to
investigation of spin waves in curved (or otherwise shaped) magnonic waveguides - ubiquitous elements of any
magnonic logic architecture - and more generally in non-uniform magnetic configurations. The growing variety of
proposed magnonic devices and architectures requires that the nature and diversity of mechanisms of scattering of
spin waves in topological complex media and structures be properly understood.
Here, we report on development of a continuous medium theory of the dispersion of exchange spin waves in an
ultrathin magnetic nanowire wound so as to form an elliptical helix (Fig. 1). In contrast to a circular helix that has
constant curvature and torsion [1], the elliptical helix has a periodically varying radius of curvature, which in turn
modulates the geometrical anisotropy from Ref. 1. Using the perturbation theory, we show that this modulation
leads to a band spectrum for propagating exchange spin waves (Fig. 2), with the elliptical helix thereby forming a
special kind of a magnonic crystal. The size of the first band gap has been calculated using the perturbation theory
and shown to scale as square root of the eccentricity. Moreover, we show that the ratio of the band gap size to the
frequency at which the band gap opens is independent of the exchange constant. Curved magnonic waveguides of
the kind considered here could be used as structural elements of future three-dimensional magnonic architectures.
This research has received funding the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Grant Agreement No. 644348 (MagIC).
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The ability to control and manipulate magnetisation by the application of an electric field is a crucial stage for the
development of energy efficient information storage devices and logical processing units. This effect can be realised
by the voltage induced strain in ferromagnetic/piezoelectric hybrid structures. Such structures have been used
previously to investigate inverse magnetostriction and magnetic switching for single layer epitaxial films. [1, 2].
We have investigated voltage controlled, strain induced modification of magnetization reversal in magnetostrictive
bilayer films of Fe 89 Ga 19 (Galfenol) separated by a non-magnetic spacer layer. This ferromagnetic alloy has been
found to possess a favourable combination of a cubic magnetic anisotropy and a large magnetostriction, sufficient
to overcome the anisotropy energy for achievable levels of strain. [2]. A potential application of these properties
would be in a voltage controlled magnetic information storage device. The extension to more than one layer would
increase the possible storage density by utilising the third spatial dimension to stack storage elements.
We have used longitudinal MOKE (Fig 1) and magnetotransport measurements to characterise the switching fields
for the upper and lower layers of the structure at different values of voltage induced tensile and compressive strain
(Fig. 2).
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The need for sustainable power generation and, e-mobility, industrial automation and the increasing popularity of
electronic goods are expected to cause a rise in the demand of high-performance rare earth (RE) permanent
magnets. By 2017 the RE demand is expected to increase by 20% compared to 2014 and could be 50% higher by
2020 [1]. Producing about 90% of the world's REs, China reduced its export quota from 50145 tons in 2009 to
only 30996 tons in 2012 [2]. This policy created an artificial rise of REs price affecting the advance of RE-based
green technologies. Although Europe possesses exploitable RE ores, large scale production will not start before
2020, due to environmental issues. Recycling could be a good approach to compensate for the lack of RE on the
market. However, less than 1% of REs are currently being recycled, mainly because of non-existing collection
logistics, lack of information about the quantity of RE materials available for recycling and recycling-unfriendly
product designs [1].
The first part of this work consists of a study on different permanent magnet waste streams from electrical and
electronic equipment (WEEE) and aims to improve the identification and recovery of the products with high volumes
of REs. Data regarding the identification, collection, disassembling and the chemical composition of the magnets
will be presented. The second part of our work combines low and high temperature hydrogen treatments - hydrogen
decrepitation process and dynamic hydrogenation disproportionation desorption recombination (d-HDDR) process employed to produce new anisotropic powder for resin-bonded magnets from scrap sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets [3,
4].
The behaviour of different types of scrap permanent magnets (PM) when exposed to carefully controlled H2
pressure, temperature and H2 desorption rate is analysed. Different types of scrap PM that come from electrical
motors and mixtures of scrap PM are covered in the study. The main composition of these scrap PMs is
(Nd,Dy,Pr,Co)-Fe-B with small additions of Cu and Ga. The d-HDDR process is very sensitive to additives like Co and
Dy, therefore the hydrogen treatments were optimized for each alloy. The impact of the HD and d-HDDR parameters
on the recycled resin-bonded magnets final properties will be discussed. The recycled powder quality was
ameliorated by mixing it with fresh powder in order to overcome the detrimental effects of the initial scrap PM
oxygen content and the resulting properties were evaluated.
1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Hollow nanoparticles (HNPs) exhibit great interest in the fields of medicine, materials science, and magnetic
registration and possess remarkable advantage in biomedicine because of their magnetic properties and hollow
structure [1]. In addition, the morphology of HNPs favors enhanced surface effects resulting from symmetry
breaking of the crystal structure and loss of coordination number at both the inner and outer surface, compared to
usual nanoparticles. So, these HNPs are ideal systems to study both the surface effects and the complex
mechanism of surface anisotropy. The aim of this work is to present recent results obtained upon studying a system
of iron oxide HNPs from both experimental and numerical point of views. The microstructural and magnetic
properties of the HNPs were investigated using TEM, SQUID and for the first time in this kind of systems 57Fe in-field
Mössbauer spectrometry. The study includes different series of HNPs; the first one is concerned by maghemite HNPs
with small size and ultrathin thickness giving rise to a complex behaviour which can be described for the first time as
a speromagnet-like [2]. The other series contributes to hollow maghemite nanoparticles with different sizes (12, 14,
18 nm) but comparable thicknesses. The study of such nanostructures allows the effect of size on the spin structure
to be established in the case of HNPs on the basis of experimental results. In addition, the effect of surface
anisotropy on spin structures was numerically studied based on Monte Carlo method, as earlier done for full
ferromagnetic nanoparticles [3]. The results show three different structures (collinear, throttled, and spike) which
are dependent on the values of surface anisotropy Ks inserted in our simulation. The numerical results are
summarized in the magnetic phase diagram as illustrated in figure 1, showing surface anisotropy versus size and/or
thickness.
Those experimental and numerical combined approaches demonstrate clearly the great impact of the inner and
outer surfaces on the spin structure in the case of HNPs, as well as to the low competition of exchange energy with
surface anisotropy.

Figure 1: Variation of Ks critical as a function of the size of hollow nanoparticles (left) as well as thickness (right).
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In magnetic insulators, transport of charge is prohibited due to the large bandgap. Spin can still be
transported however by spin waves (magnons), the elementary excitations of magnetic systems. The field that
studies the properties of spin waves in magnetic insulators is known as magnon spintronics [1]. Recently, it has
been shown [2-4] that high-energy, exchange magnons can also transport spin over long distances, characterized
by a magnon diffusion length λ ≈ 9.5 μm. The exchange magnons can be excited and detected using DC electronic
signals, which provides a direct interface with conventional electronics and opens up new device functionalities,
enabling the investigation of transport phenomena such as the planar Hall effect and anisotropic
magnetoresistance. We report [5] the observation of these two effects for exchange magnons in yttrium iron garnet
(YIG) thin film with obtaining the sign and amplitude from the experiment shown in Figure.

Figure 1. (a) SEM image of a typical device top view for the magnon planar Hall effect with illustration of
measurement connections. An ac-current I is sent to a injector (top pink strip), and due to the spin Hall effect a
transverse spin current is generated, traveling towards the Pt|YIG interface, which excites magnons via the exchange
coupling. Two detectors (left and right blue strips), which are perpendicular to the injector, measure the magnon
potential difference transversally by using inverse spin Hall effect. An in-plane magnetic field is applied to align the
magnetization of YIG. (b) The results of the second harmonic measurement by using lock-in technique, showing 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇2𝜔𝜔
, the transversally measured second harmonic voltage normalized by I2 , as a function of magnetization angle α
(orange dots). Dark cyan line is sinusoidal fit with period of 2π. (c) The deviation of 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇2𝜔𝜔 from the 2π-period
sinusoidal fit as a function of α (orange dots). Dark cyan line is sinusoidal fit with period of 2/3π. This shorter
period modulation as a function of magnetization direction shows the evidence of the magnon planar Hall effect.
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Magnetoelectric (ME) effects have been widely studied not only because they have intriguing physics
characteristics, but also because potential applications in novel multifunctional devices such as sensors, memories
and spintronics. However, since the scarcity of single-phase multiferroic ME materials, multiferroic ME composite
systems, such as ferroelectric-ferromagnetic multilayer structure, have been studied in recent years. In these ME
composite systems, the ME coupling effects come from of altering polarization or magnetization by transferring
strain which is induced by magentostriction in the ferromagnetic or by the piezoelectric effect in the ferroelectric in
on component to the other component.
In this study, we designed Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 -CoFeO 3 -Pb(Zr,Ti)O 3 systems and fabricated by pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
The strain-mediated ME coupling effect according to the thickness of CoFeO3 layer was systematically investigated.
The ME properties of thin composite system were characterized by P-E measurements for electric property, VSM for
magnetic property and especially, ME coupling coefficient measurements using precise ME characterization set-up.
In this presentation, a volumetric influence of CoFeO3 (as shown in Fig. 1) on the magnetoelectric properties in
trilayer thin film system will be discussed in detail.

Figure 1 Magnetoelectric property variation according to CoFeO 3 layer thickness
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Spin torque oscillators (STOs) which simultaneously possess a narrow linewidth and a high emission power are
necessary for future applications. While it has been shown that MgO-based magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) [1]
based STOs [2] deliver a high emission power, they typically suffer larger linewidths as compared to nano-contact
STOs (NC-STOs) [3]. In order to combine the advantages of low-linewidth NC and high-power MTJ based nanopillar
STOs, a new class of hybrid NC-MTJ devices has been introduced [4]. A schematic illustration of such a hybrid
device is shown in Fig. 1(a). Although it has been demonstrated that these devices have a high emission power and
low linewidth [5], a detailed study of their magneto-dynamical modes, and corresponding angular dependence, has
not been reported to date.
In this work, we study the magneto-dynamical behaviour of hybrid NC-MTJ STOs with a NC diameter of 100 nm.
Above the auto-oscillation threshold current several modes are observed, Fig. 1(b). Modes 1 and 2 coexist below
the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) frequency (red dashed line) and are therefore localized [6] and result in a sharp
intermodulation signal at low (1.19 GHz) frequencies, Fig. 1(b, inset). For θ ex >85° mode 3, which lies well above
the local FMR frequency, can be associated with a propagating mode. The linewidth and integrated power of these
modes, Fig. 1(c), show an order of magnitude improvement over our all-metallic NC-STOs [7]. In summary, this new
class of hybrid device not only exhibits a wealth of interesting fundamental physics, but also shows promise for
various applications.

Figure 1. (a) schematic illustration of a hybrid NC. (b) tunability of a single NC with applied field direction. Red
dashed line shows the FMR frequency (c) linewidth and integrated power of each mode shown in (b).
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Spin dependent properties of molecules/ferromagnetic metal interfaces are known to be very sensitive to the nature
of the interaction (chemisorptions versus physisorption) between the two materials [1].
The covalently grafting of molecules over ferromagnetic surfaces like Co and Ni is based on an insolution
electrochemical process allowing grafting radicals (e.g. diazonium chemistry [2]) over a conducting surface. The
deposited molecular thin film is then very robust even against aggressive fabrication processes like
photolithography. Moreover, the grafting parameters are optimized to avoid oxidation of the ferromagnetic material.
Surface electronic and magnetic properties are controlled by superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements.
The dynamic magnetic properties of the functionalized thin magnetic films of Si/Pt (40 nm)/Co (8 nm)/nitrobenzene diazonium (NBD) or bisthienyl-aminobenzene (BTB) have been investigated for the first time by Brillouin
light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy.Figure 1 illustrates a typical obtained BLS spectrum (anti-stokes side only shown
for clarity). Two important features are observed and will be discussed. First, the spin waves resonance frequency is
shifted in presence of the molecules. It demonstrates a change of the magnetic anisotropy. Second, the resonance
peak is wider in presence of molecules. It is a consequence of emission of magnetic moments to the organic
molecules. The magnetization damping is thus increased because of molecules/ferromagnetic metal interface.

Figure 1: BLS spectrum (anti-Stokes side) obtained from the Pt/Co (8 nm) functionalized with BTB (blackspectrum)
or in absence of BTB (redspectrum) with an in-plane magnetic field of 0.1 T and an angle of light incidence of 35°.
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Within the emerging field of antiferromagnetic (AFM) spintronics advantages of compensated AFM materials are
being exploited. AFMs feature robustness against external magnetic fields and do not produce magnetic stray fields
[1]. The robustness against external magnetic fields, however, also results in limited number of methods to
manipulate the AFM coupled moments. In our work we discuss several methods we have successfully employed to
manipulate the AFM moments in thin polycrystalline IrMn, and compare their advantages and disadvantages.
Firstly, we discuss the use of the exchange spring effect on an AFM/FM interface and show that the efficiency of
manipulating AFM moments by this method very sensitively depends on the temperature and thickness of the AFM.
As can be seen in Fig. 1a we identify several different regimes in which AFM coupled moments can be fully or
partially manipulated. Secondly, we discuss the application of spin orbit torques (SOTs) which are known to be an
efficient method to electrically manipulate the ferromagnetic moments [2, 3]. Recently they were predicted to be
also present in AFMs [4] and experimentally observed in a single crystal AFM [5]. Again we study thin
polycrystalline IrMn samples, however now without adjacent FM. From symmetry analysis with respect to the
external magnetic field we identify several current induced contributions to the magneto-transport signal. We
compare results above and below the Néel temperature and show that the AFM order of IrMn is necessary to absorb
spin orbit torque, as is shown in Fig. 1b, where effective magnetic field HAD (representing current induced torques)
is shown. [6]

Fig. 1 (a) Phase diagram of temperature and IrMn thickness showing the regimes where AFM coupled
moments can be partially or fully manipulated. (b) Current induced effective field as a function of current
density measured above and below the Néel temperature of IrMn.
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Recently, the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) in heavy metal/ferromagnetic material bilayers
became a major subject in nanomagnetism. DMI can be regarded as an additional degree of freedom in
ferromagnetic behavior allowing for creating tailor-made chiral magnetic nanostructures [1]. It is found to change
the static and dynamics properties of domain walls [2] and to be responsible for the non-reciprocity of spin waves
(SWs) [3]. As a number of applications have been proposed based on domain walls, both for data storage [4] and
logic gates [5], and concepts are also applicable with skyrmions [6], it is important to quantify the DMI and to
understand its effects in ultrathin films. The Brillouin light scattering (BLS) proved recently to be a unique technique
to get a direct measurement of the DMI through frequency shifts of oppositely propagating SWs. When, the
magnetization and wave-vector are both in-plane and perpendicular to each other, the chiral DM interaction results
in nonreciprocal SW propagation that manifests itself as a linear wave-vector dependence of the spin waves
frequency difference [7-8].
In this work, we use BLS combined with a magneto optical Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometer to study the DMI in
Si/MgO 2/Pt 2/CoFeB 0.8/MgO 2/SiO 2 3 and Si/MgO 2/CoFeB 0.8/Pt 2 ultrathin heterostructures (units in
nanometers). In these heterostructures, the Pt layer (the heavy metal) induces DMI in the CoFeB ultrathin layers,
while the MgO layer is used to induce perpendicular anisotropy. We show that these perpendicularly magnetized
CoFeB films present a DMI whose constant value and sign depend on the interface, the stack order and fabrication
conditions. DMI measurements revealed that the buffer Pt layer induces a much higher DMI constant value
compared to a capping Pt (almost null) one, suggesting a different role of the Pt/CoFeB interface than the CoFeB/Pt
one. This behaviour suggests the interfacial origin of the DMI in our case. The obtained DMI constant from the BLS
measurements was estimated to be D = -1.00 ± 0.1 pJ/m.
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To date control over the spin wave damping in YIG films has been demonstrated by the injection of pure spin
currents generated in an adjacent metallic layer via the spin Hall effect [1-5]. In this work, we demonstrate control
of the spin wave damping in a 65 nm thick YIG film using a spin polarized current generated by a direct current
through a nano-contact, spin filtered by a thin Co layer. The magnetodynamics of both the YIG and the Co layers
were studied by a pulse-modulated microwave current injected through the nano-contact, and the response
detected as a lock-in amplified voltage across the device. The spectra show two clear peaks associated with the
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) in each layer. By varying the sign and magnitude of the direct nano-contact current
we can either increase or decrease the linewidth of the YIG FMR peak consistent with additional positive or negative
damping being exerted by the spin polarized current, as shown in Fig. 1. We found the change in the linewidth due
to the current to be frequency independent and equal to 0.37 Oe/mA. Our nano-contact approach hence offers an
alternative route in the search for auto-oscillations in YIG films.

Fig. 1: (a) Variation of the linewidth of the YIG layer as a function of the applied dc current at different frequencies.
(b) The variation of the Gilbert damping with the applied current.
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Antiferromagnetic materials are of increasing interest for potential applications in spintronics [1]. Their zero net
magnetic moment, resulting from alternating directions of neighboring moments, makes them considerably
insensitive to external magnetic field. However, magnetic order in antiferromagnets can be manipulated by
staggered current-induced fields resulting from relativistic spin-orbit coupling in materials with local inversion
asymmetry [2], which was shown for CuMnAs [3]. Here, we report a study of electrical switching of CuMnAs thin film
devices with simultaneous electrical (anisotropic magnetoresistance – AMR) and photoemission electron
microscopy (PEEM) measurements. Together, the applied techniques allow observation of the domain pattern of the
material, identification of pronounced changes of the domains under the influence of current-induced torques, and
determination of the dependence on current magnitude.
The PEEM images reveal a sub-micron scale magnetic domain structure (fig. 1) which is modified by successive
current pulses applied along orthogonal axes. A clear correlation is observed between the domain images and the
electrical signal recorded as part of the same pulse sequence (fig. 2). Reversible switching of some domain features
and time relaxation effects were observed. The research conducted contributes to deeper insight into the currentinduced switching of antiferromagnets and domain behavior in CuMnAs, necessary for potential application in
spintronics and data storage.
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Vacancies, defects and mixed-valence play a key role in the functional properties of perovskites. We prepared DionJacobson layered perovskites (CuCl)La 1–x SrxNb 2 O 7 with x ≤0.2, via topotactic ion-exchange reactions [1]. The
structures are exhibited in Figure 1. Refined powder diffraction data confirmed that O 1 2- ions from octahedral blocks
[NbO6] move towards the [CuCl] layer with the increasing oxidation state of the copper ions. Additionally, there is a
small reduction in the size of the unit cell with increasing x, with lattice parameters: a = b = 3.880 Å, and c =
11.694 Å for x = 0.1 and a = b = 3.878 Å and c = 11.686 Å for x = 0.2, compared to a = b = 3.891 Å and c =
11.716 Å for the undoped (x = 0) compound. SQUID measurements involving temperature scans from 2 to 400 K in
0.1 T and field sweeps from 0 to 7 T at 2 K have been taken. The data suggest that the transition to the quantum
dimer 2 ground state, as previously observed in the undoped compound, is fully suppressed on doping.
Implications for (CuCl)LaNb 2 O 7 and two Sr doped materials will be discussed in light of the existing theoretical
results and our experiment data. Further experiments will be taken to understand what kind of the magnetic state
inside the doped compounds.

Figure 1. Sample structures for (CuCl)La1–xSrxNb2O7 with x = 0.1 and 0.2.
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The spin-transfer torque effect in the magnetic multilayers was theoretically predicted by Slonczewski [1] and Berger
[2] in 1996. This method will gave a possibility to implement new method of microwave generation in a nanoscales.
It was previously shown [3], that electrical current, which is passing through a magnetic multi-layered structure
becomes spin-polarized and for high current densities (approximately near 107-109 A/cm2), the spin-polarized
current can transfer spin angular momentum among this magnetic layers. This leads to the microwave generation of
such a structure.
Microwave spin-transfer torque – based oscillator, which we will call “spin torque nanooscillators” (STNO), are very
attractive devices for potential applications in telecommunication systems. They are highly tunable by bias current
and magnetic field, they are the smallest oscillators ever developed (more than 50 times smaller than a standard
autooscillators), and they can be biased at low currents (near 1 mA). The main drawback of STNOs is its very weak
output microwave power (less than 1 μW for a simple structures). One of the solution of this problem is to
synchronize several STNOs and to summarize an output power from each device [4]. One more method of power
increasing is to increase the magnetoresistance R of the sample.
Magnetoresistance of the sample can be enhanced by employing a ferroelectric material as the barrier layer.
Multiferroic materials, which are characterized by two or more ferroic orders (ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, etc) have
recently attracted significant interest [5]. Multiferroic tunnel junctions (MFTJ) exploit the possibility to control
electron and spin tunnelling by ferromagnetic and ferroelectric polarizations of the sample. A MFTJ is type of
magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) where a ferroelectric thin film realizes as tunnelling barrier. Furthermore, MFTJ could
be considered as a ferroelectric tunnel junction (FTJ). As a result the main property of MFTJ is the coexistence of the
tunneling magnetoresistance and tunneling electroresistance, as was previously predicted in [5]. In this work the
generation of the microwave oscillations by multilayered MFTJ, which consists of two nanosized ferromagnetic layers
La 2/3 Sr 1/3 MnO 3 and Au separated by barrier multiferroic layer (2 nm thickness) La 0.1 Bi 0.9 MnO 3 (LBMO) mediated by
dc-current, is considered.
For the calculation of output power on the first step one should solve the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation with
additional spin-transfer torque term, which was open in [1],[2]. On the second step need to calculate the output
current or voltage on the load. Here we find the optimum value of the resistance and the parameters of the bias tee,
other physical and circuit parameters, where the output power of the STNO reaches the maximum value.
This work is supported by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation (project No 15-19-10036).
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Thin magnetic layers and heterostructures thereof are the basic building blocks of a large number of magnetoelectronic devices. Their performance strongly relies on the magnetic properties of the layers they consist of. These
are functions of the layers' morphology and microstructure and on the coupling between them. Since these
parameters can change during the process of growth, it is important for the understanding and optimisation of
magnetoelectronic devices to not only accurately monitor the structural but also the magnetic properties during the
process of growth.
While the structural characterisation of thin films during growth by various techniques is common practice (as e.g.
commonly done by RHEED/LEED, STM or synchrotron radiation), the in-situ measurement of the magnetic
properties of films using (polarised) neutron reflectometry is a challenging task. Within a collaboration of TU
München, University Augsburg and MPI Stuttgart, we operate a mobile sputtering facility for the growth and in-situ
monitoring of magnetic multilayers, which can be installed at suitable neutron beamlines. In our contribution, the
setup and first proof of principle polarised in-situ neutron reflectivity measurements on in-situ grown Fe/Cr carried
out at the ToF reflectometer REFSANS at the FRM II neutron source and at the AMOR beamline at PSI will be
presented. At the latter, use of the Selene neutron optical concept allows very fast polarised neutron reflectivity
measurements to be performed within only 15min per spin direction.
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L1 0 FePt film is considered a potential candidate for the future perpendicular magnetic recording media because its
large magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant (K u ) of 7x107 erg/cm3. However, the structure of the L1 0 FePt phase is
face-centered-tetragonal (fct) and normally has (111) preferred orientation, which makes the magnetic anisotropy of the
film incline toward the film plane. In order to apply FePt film to perpendicular magnetic recording media, achievement of
a high (001) texture of the L1 0 FePt films is necessary. Usually, the (001) textured FePt film could be achieved by
depositing the film onto MgO, Cr and CrRu underlayers. However, these multilayer films would result in the higher cost
and undesirable interdiffusions between the FePt magnetic layer and underlayers during post annealing process.
In this study, single-layered FePt films were deposited directly onto Corning 1737 glass substrates by both direct current
magnetron sputtering (DCMS) and high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS). These films were then postannealed at 700 °C for 30 min in a vacuum of 1.0x10-6 Torr. It was found that single-layered FePt films with random
orientation were achieved by using DCMS. However, FePt films with (001) texture showing high perpendicular magnetic
properties were obtained by HIPIMS. Their perpendicular coercivity, saturation magnetization and perpendicular
squareness are as high as 14.2 kOe, 624 emu/cm3 and 1, respectively, which reveal its great potential for use as nextgeneration perpendicular magnetic recording media for ultra-high density recording.
Keywords: Direct current magnetron sputtering, High power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS), Single-layered FePt
films, Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, Perpendicular magnetic properties
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The transition metal oxides exhibit a broad range of functional properties, such as high dielectric permittivity,
superconductivity, spin polarized current, colossal magnetoresistance, ferro- or antiferromagnetism, piezo- and
ferroelectricity, etc. Almost all these properties result from strongly correlated electronic behaviour and are
extremely sensitive to external parameters such as electrical, optical or magnetic fields. Currently, the oxides are
under investigation from the perspective of device applications, both by integrating them in the silicon technology
(for instance growing crystalline high-K oxides on Si substrates) or in the more ambitious field of oxide electronics,
which aims to develop new electronics based on oxides. Advantages of this new electronics lie in the exploitation of
new functionalities that are completely absent in conventional semiconductors, their iso-structure, which allows the
vertical integration of multiple devices through epitaxial heterostructures and striking possibility of size reduction
due to the nanometric characteristic lengths. To foster activity on the large area fabrication of high quality oxide thin
films, low cost substrates such as perovskite-on-silicon needs to be employed for cost-efficient oxide based
technologies. At the same time, it is of extreme importance to maintain the high quality epitaxial growth of complex
oxides on these substrates. Producing such high quality film of other oxides and re-scaling such technology to an
industrial level would pave the way for commercially available high quality oxide electronics-on-Si for both research
and in industry applications.
Correlated electron systems such as perovskite magnetic compounds hold a very high promise for integration in
micro- and nanoelectronic components for potential applications in spintronics. La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) has
been recognized as a magnetic electrode of choice in spin-based structures such as magnetic tunneling junctions,
inorganic or organic spin valves, Spin OLEDs etc. because of its fully spinpolarized conduction band at the Fermi
level. Previously, LSMO was grown on Si substrate, however, the film qualities were often suffered because of the
significant lattice mismatch between LSMO and Si, differences in the coefficients of heat expansion as well as the
easily formed problematic chemical phases at the Si/LSMO interface. In order to deposit a completely crystallized
and epitaxially textured LSMO film, the naturally formed amorphous SiO2 layer should initially be removed from the
Si surface. In order to achieve this, a yttriastabilized zirconia (YSZ) buffer layer is most often used since it has been
shown to activate the decomposition of the native SiO2 at the interface. However, even with an optimal cap layer for
LSMO, such as CeO2 on the top of YSZ, the magnetic and electrical properties of LSMO are obviously deteriorated
when compared with films on single crystal substrates. Especially, the structural properties at the buffer/LSMO
interface are far from perfect and therefore more detailed cleaning and passivation methods should be developed.
In this work, to modify the degree of the oxidation of Si(100) surfaces and the related amorphization of Si(100), we
have implemented a novel vacuum-based deposition method for an extremely thin epitaxial MgO buffer layer with
cleaning and passivation pre-treatment processes in a separate ultrahigh vacuum chamber [1]. With this procedure,
the injurious amorphous SiO2 interface can be completely removed, revealing a cleaned Si(100) (2x1)+(1x2)
substrate surface. Thus a relatively inert protective epitaxial MgO passivation layer can act as an optimal basement
layer for the following manganite layers that can be deposited by pulsed laser deposition on the top. In conclusion,
our thickness dependent LSMO layer studies indicate that the developed MgO buffer layer structure can be widely
exploited in the growth of various manganites for future electronic applications.
[1]
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Tetragonal R(Fe,M) 12 compounds (R = rare earth) have long been of interest as permanent magnet materials. In
recent years, the critical supply of the raw rare earths, has motivated the search for rare earth-free and rare-earthlean hard magnetic materials, such as the R(Fe,M) 12 compounds. To fully exploit this advantage, particular attention
has been recently paid to compounds with the most abundant and least “critical” rare earth materials like cerium.
Although the mixed valence state of the Ce atoms has an unfavourable effect on the Curie temperature, Zr
substitution for Ce in the CeFe 10 Si 2 alloys stabilizes the 1:12 structure, including the ternary compound ZrFe 10 Si 2 ,
and promote high Curie temperatures [1]. The alloys have a single ThMn 12 phase up to x=0.6, as deduced from Xray diffraction, room temperature magnetization > 100emu/g, Curie temperatures in excess of 300ºC and
anisotropy field above 24 kOe for x=0.6, suitable for permanent magnet applications.
To gain further knowledge of the magnetic structure of these compounds, 57Fe Mössbauer experiments were carried
out in the compounds Zr 1-x Ce x Fe 10 Si 2 (x=0, 0.3 and 0.6). The main parameters corresponding to the three Fe
atomic positions in the ThMn 12 structure, namely 8i, 8j and 8f, have been obtained by fitting of the spectra. They
indicate that Ce displaces Fe from the 8i to the 8j positions and its influence on the magneto-crystalline anisotropy
is reflected in the increase of the quadrupole splitting (QS) in position 8f. However, the hyperfine field B hf remains
exactly the same. Mössbauer data is essential to build a complete picture of the role of Zr and Ce in the stabilization
of these compounds.
This work has been funded by the EU H2020 project NOVAMAG
[1]
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Observation of inverse spin Hall effect in wurtzite n-GaN:Si
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The generation of pure spin currents in functional semiconductors is a fundamental requirement for the
implementation in the next generation of spin-based devices. Besides being strategic material systems for state-ofthe-art optoelectronics and high power electronics, III-nitride semiconductors like GaN and AlxGa1-xN have been
widely studied as dilute magnetic semiconductors [1-5]. Moreover, with a non-negligible Rashba spin-orbit coupling
parameter of (4.5+1.0) meV.Å [6] and long spin relaxation times, n-GaN:Si is an outstanding workbench for the
generation and manipulation of pure spin currents.
We report on the generation of pure spin currents in degenerately doped wurtzite n-GaN:Si using an adiabatic spin
pumping technique at room temperature and estimate the spin Hall angle θSH for this Rashba semiconductor. A
Py/n-GaN:Si bilayer system is driven to a ferromagnetic resonance condition and the voltage from an induced
charge emf, due to the interplay of the direct and inverse spin Hall effects, have been measured simultaneously. The
measured voltage is resolved into symmetric and asymmetric components [7] due to spin Hall- and
galvanomagnetic-effects. From the fundamental model of spin pumping [8,9], a spin mixing conductance of (1.38 x
1018) m-2 for the Py/ n-GaN:Si interface and a spin Hall angle θSH = 3.03 x 10-3 for wz n-GaN:Si are found. The
obtained value of θSH is at least one order of magnitude higher than those obtained for other semiconductors like Si,
Ge, ZnO and n-GaAs [7]. We also demonstrate explicitly the effect of the non-magnetic layer thickness on the nature
of the generate emf and discuss the contributions of spurious galvanomagnetic effects, like planar Hall effect (PHE)
in the Py, to the measured emf. This work paves the way to the realization of nitride based low power, non-volatile
and non-dissipative spin devices e.g. spin batteries [10].
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Magnetic relaxation has been measured in La-Co substituted M-type Sr hexaferrites with initial composition Sr 1x La x Fe 12-y Co y O 19 (x=0.05 to 0.20, y=0.08 to 0.13) and La substituted YIG La x Y 1-x Fe5O 12 (x=0.0 to 0.7). The
polycrystalline samples have been prepared by means of standard ceramic techniques, presintered at 1250º C in
air, dry-milled, pressed in disk form, sintered 4h in air at 1350º C (resp. 1420 ºC in air or CO2 for garnets), and
then rapidly quenched to provide the presence of crystal vacancies. XRD measurement reveal the formation of
single phase hexaferrite or garnet (see below). In the temperature range between 80 and 420 K, the magnetic
disaccommodation, i. e., the time decay of the initial permeability after sample demagnetization has been
measured with an automated system based on an LCR bridge, and then has been represented by means of
isochronal curves, in order to enhance the different relaxation processes. The study of this kind of processes
provides information about the underlying mechanisms governing the dynamic behaviour of Bloch walls.
The isochronal disaccommodation spectra show the presence of different relaxation processes for hexaferrites.
When the amount of substituting cations is the same, processes centered at 180 K and 300 K are noticeable.
Increase in doping content (with x=y) lower the amplitude of relaxation processes and supresses the 300 K process.
On the other hand, when the amount of Co is lower than La, the 300 K process is not present and the diminution of
amplitude of 180 K peak is more abrupt with increasing doping. According to our past experience in this system, the
results are interpreted in terms of the effect of cation occupation in electronic and ionic relaxation processes, and
differences with unsubstituted samples are discussed. In garnets, substitution rate increases the amplitude of
characteristic process at 130 K when sintering in air, whereas with CO 2 atmosphere the opposite effect is observed,
and at substitution rates over x=0.3 the formation of secondary perovskite phase occurs, being detectable by a
process at room temperature, while characteristic process of garnets vanishes.
Financial support of Universidad de Valladolid is acknowledged.

Untangling the contributions of cerium- and iron- to the magnetism of Ce-doped yttrium iron garnet
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The outstanding high magneto-optical activity of YIG [1,2] has made of it the staple material for nonreciprocal
devices in optical communications. Over the last years, efforts have been directed at achieving even larger
magneto-optical responses in YIG. A route towards this goal is based on rare-earth-doping, as it provides high spinorbit coupling, responsible for boosting up the magneto-optical activity. Yet, the microscopic mechanisms leading to
superior magneto-optical properties are still unclear. Here we show that magneto-optical spectroscopy in the visible
allows to find a certain interval of wavelengths within which it is possible to untangle the contributions from Ce (the
rare earth under study) and Fe to the magneto-optical properties of YIG. More specifically, we argue that the asmeasured Kerr ellipticity hysteretic loops can be decomposed into two different contributions. The one arises from
optical transitions related to Ce ions located in the dodecahedral positions in the garnet structure, while the other
contribution comes from transitions involving Fe ions in tetrahedral or octahedral sites [3]. Based on a detailed
analysis of the magneto-optical loops, we infer that the magnetization of Ce and Fe saturates at slightly different
fields, showing that the two cationic subnetworks are magnetically decoupled to some extent (see figure below).
The observed phenomenon may also occur for other rare-earth doping, possibly for a different frequency range,
opening up opportunities to study the properties of doped YIG. For instance, peering into the different sublattice
gyrotropic responses may shed light on the specific dynamics of the magnetic moments of the different cations,
something that is unattainable for other experimental methods. Therefore, the approach outlined here paves the
way to assess quantitatively the effect on the optical properties of rare-earth incorporation into YIG [3], providing an
instrumental methodology towards tailoring the functional properties of YIG.

[1] Manabu Gomi et al., JJAP 27, L1536 (1988).
[2] G. F. Dionne, Magnetic Oxides (Springer, New York, 2004).
[3] B. Casals et al., APL 108, 102407 (2016).
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A range of proposed next-generation spintronic data storage devices such as the Racetrack memory[1] and domain
wall (DW) magnetic random access memory [2] require efficient approaches tomanipulate the position of magnetic
DWs within nanostructures. While conventional manipulation of magnetization has been based on magnetic fields
and spin transfer torque due to the spin-spin interaction, more efficient approaches can be based on spin-orbit
effects [3]. For example, in systems with inversion asymmetry the Dzyaloshinkii-Moriya interaction (DMI) can
stabilize new chiral spin structures, such as DWs with a fixed chirality, leading to more robust device operation.
Furthermore novel effects on the application of currents, such as the spin Hall effect (SHE) and inverse spin galvanic
effect (ISGE), offer new avenues to generate a torque on adjacent magnetic layers. While for conventional spin
transfer torque the efficiency of angular momentum transfer is limited to 1ħ for every e- transferred across, for
instance, a DW [3], transfer of orbital angular momentum can overcome this limit and hence there is a lot of interest
in these so-called spin-orbit torques (SOTs).
Here we investigate the dynamics of DWs in various Ta\Co20Fe60B20\MgO and Pt\Co\AlOx systems in detail and we
find that in addition to conventional spin transfer torque, also SOTs play a key role [4]. Kerr microscopy and X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism photoemission electron microscopy are employed to image the effect of the torques on
the magnetization of the nanowires. Fast DW velocities are extracted from the imaged displacements during current
excitations, with a strong dependence of the velocity on the magnitude of the magnetic field along the wire. This
field modifies the DW spin configuration which in turn strongly modifies the observed velocities since the torque
sensitively depends on the relative orientation of the applied current and the magnetization in the DW [5]. By
comparing the wall motion with current-induced magnetization switching, we can deduce the spin-orbit torques
independently of the DMI [4] and we find that the motion observed in Ta(5nm)/ Co20Fe60B20 (1nm)/MgO(2nm) can
be attributed to a positive DMI with a coefficient D = +0.06 mJ/m2 [4]. Chemical depth profiling is used in order to
understand the microscopic origin of the positive DMI, which we attribute to the diffusion of B in the Ta buffer layer
and its segregation at the Ta/CoFeB interface. Furthermore switching at zero fields can be achieved due to spin orbit
torques that result from the spin Hall effect [6,7]. The experimental results are compared to 1-D model simulations
including pinning, revealing a spin-Hall angle θSH = –0.11 for Ta in line with literature.

Figure 1: Average velocity of Down-up (DU,↓↑ , empty symbols) and up-down (UD, ↑↓, solid symbols) as

function of longitudinal field for a current density of j = +3.6 × 1011 A/m2 (squares), and j = –3.6 × 1011
A/m2 (triangles). Lines represent the 1D-model fitting curves.
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Manganese oxides with quadruple perovskite structure, (AMn3)Mn4O12, have recently attracted a great deal of
interest as promising magnetic ferroelectrics (MF), for it is believed that exchange striction plays a dominant role
[1,2], thus leading to large polarisations, P, beyond ~ 1𝜇𝐶 𝑐𝑚−2 , as predicted for the antiferromagnetic (AFM) Ephase of orthorhombic perovskites [3,4]. Specifically, P-values as large as ~ 0.26𝜇𝐶 𝑐𝑚−2 �2 have been reported
in (CaMn3)Mn4O12 single crystals [5,6] and even larger values ~ 0.7𝜇𝐶 𝑐𝑚−2 were recently observed by some of us
in (LaMn3)Mn4O12 polycrystals [7]. On the other hand, no major structural distortions concomitant to the AFM
ordering have been hitherto reported in MF, which may arise from a complex structural distortion pattern driven by
the magnetoelectric coupling [8,9]. Unveiling these distortions would be very important to study the interplay
between spin and lattice degrees of freedom in MF’s.
In order to address this issue, we have investigated the magnetoelastic coupling in (LaMn3)Mn4O12 by means of
Raman and infrared (IR) spectroscopy on single crystals and by means of specific heat measurements on
polycrystalline samples. At the AFM ordering temperature, TN;B=78 K, of the Mn3+ ions at the B sites, the Raman and
IR spectra exhibit large phonon mode anomalies with abrupt frequency drops as large as ~3 cm-1 for some Raman
modes, which gives evidence of large lattice distortions driven by the B- site spin ordering. Further evidence of
lattice spin coupling is given by a large 50% reduction of the low-temperature specific heat by magnetic field. Our
data analysis within a simple thermodynamic model enables us to extract the magnetoelastic coupling, which
confirms the dominant role of exchange striction in the magnetoelectric coupling for (AMn3)Mn4O12 multiferoics.

Figure 1: Anomalies of one Raman- active modes at TN,B =78 K measured on a (LaMn3)Mn4O12 single crystal. Inset:
Crystal structure of (LaMn3)Mn4O12 in the I2/m space group.
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Magnetic and Transport Properties of Co/Pd Multilayers Deposited in Nanodomes
J C Denardin, S Vidal, S Oyarzún, S Michea
Universidad de Santiago de, Chile
Magnetic films with perpendicular anisotropy (PA) are very important in the recording industry and as magnetic
sensors. The research and potential applications of nano-patterned PA films is still more exciting, since the patterns
can have length scales similar to the domain-wall widths and can be tailored to limit the domain-wall movements.
Among the ways to produce nanostructured films, anodized alumina templates (AAO) have emerged as a low cost,
simple and effective method for obtaining large areas of nanopatterns.
Films deposited on top of AAO membranes with pores of different diameter and on the bottom of AAO membranes,
forming nanodomes, show different magnetic reversion mechanisms and can be interesting in basic and applied
research in magnetism.
In this work the magnetization reversal of Co/Pd multilayers deposited on nanodomes of different diameters (100
and 250 nm) are investigated by magnetization curves, extraordinary Hall Effect and magnetic force microscopy
(MFM) experiments. The magnetization curve of nanodomes has a larger coercivity than the curve measured in the
continuous film (see Figure 1). The increase in coercivity can be attributed to a different mechanism of
magnetization reversal in the array of nanodomes as compared to the continuous film. From the MFM image in the
film it is observed large magnetic domains (Fig.1). The MFM images taken in the array of nanodomes shows a
completely different pattern, where bicolor magnetic domains with opposite magnetization directions are clearly
seen. Hall Effect curves show larger values of Hall resistance in the nanodomes. This increase in the Hall resistance
can be further exploited in these systems, aiming in the development of MRAMS and Hall sensors. FORC diagrams
extracted from the films deposited in different substrates (see Fig.1-right) are analyzed and give information on the
magnetization reversal mechanism in each system.

Figure 1: Left: Hysteresis loops of Co/Pd multilayers deposited on glass and nanodomes, and MFM images of the
film and nanodomes. Right: FORC curves and diagram of Co/Pd film.
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There is a vast class of physical problems that involve strong magnetization gradients, hence where the
exchange stiffness A of the magnetic material is of central importance. In films thicker than 10 nm, there exists a
plethora of experimental methods to measure the exchange stiffness (notably the spectroscopy of perpendicular
standing spin waves; in these films A is generally found to be similar to its bulk counterpart. However as exchange
involves overlap of orbitals among magnetic atoms, it should be affected by a reduction of the magnetic
coordinence that occurs at the ultrathin limit.
In this paper, we develop a method to measure A for ultrathin films, and illustrate it on CoFeB systems of thickness
in the 1 nm range. The method relies on RF current-induced spin wave spectroscopy in the free layer of MTJ
nanopillars with perpendicular magnetization. We first measure the frequencies of the quantized spin waves in
circular nanopillars of diameters ranging from 100 to 300 nm (figure). After the mode classification, the spinwave
frequencies can be used to deduce the intralayer exchange stiffness of the free layer material. At 1 nm of CoFeB,
the exchange stiffness is already substantially lower that its bulk counterpart. This decrease of the exchange
stiffness at low thicknesses has strong implications for applications in magnetic storage and
magnonics.

Figure: Microwave magneto-‐resistive susceptibility versus field and frequency for a nanopillar of radius
139 nm. The field is decreased from 110 mT (AP state) to -‐‐110 mT. The line of color is the switching to P. The
labels indicate the assumed mode indexation, with indices (a,b), where the radial number (a) counts the circular
nodal lines and the azimuthal number (b) accounts for a phase shift of 2πb along a circular line.
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Biogenic magnetic nanoparticles (BMN) were discovered in magnetotactic bacteria (MTB) using Mössbauer
spectroscopic analysis in 1979 [1]. Since that BMN were also found in prokaryotes and eukaryotes: fishes [2],
insects [3], birds [4] and mammals [5]. In addition, BMN were found in various human tissues: liver, heart, spleen
[6], adrenal gland, ethmoid bone and brain [7].
Moreover, several studies have shown increased level of BMN during neurodegenerative disease [8] and cancer [9].
In the present research, the human tissues and organs are predicted in which the biomineralization of BMN is
possible.
It is known that the mechanism of BMN biomineralization is the same for all living organisms [10]. Protein of human
that are homologs of the magnetosome island proteins of MTB’s were identified and analyzed to determine the
tissues and organs in which BMN biomineralization is possible. The expression levels of genes they encode in
various human’s tissues and organs were compared with the levels of genes expression of MTB’s mam proteins.
Protein homologs of the MTB’s magnetosome island in human were identified using NCBI BLAST resource, the
expression levels of genes that encode in various tissues and organs were analyzed using “The Human Protein Atlas”
resource. For example, figure 1 shows the expression level of genes encoding human homologs of mam protein in
small in testine.
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Nowadays, the design and fabrication of multiferroics (MF) is one of the main challenges for the development of
oxide spintronics. Tuning the magnetic state of nanostructures by electric field or strains appears to be the key for
low-energy devices. Magneto-electric and magneto-elastic coupling at interfaces between ferromagnetic (FM) and
ferroelectric (FE) layers are at the origin of these phenomena. Both, the magnetic order and anisotropy of the FM
component can be affected by the strains induced by the FM/FE lattice mismatch while charge transfer between
both compounds can depend on the ferroelectric polarization of the structure. A variety of FM and FE have been
combined into artificial MF, being the magnetic compounds generally oxides or transition metal alloys.
In particular, FePt/BaTiO3 seems to be a very promising system. First-principle calculations revealed recently that
important changes of magnetic anisotropy should be observed on the FePt overlayer when BaTiO3 is poled. The FePt
disordered phase is a soft magnet, strongly sensitive to strains. Based on these knowledges we decided to
investigate the structure FePt/BaTiO3. We do expect strain-induced effects originated at the BaTiO3 underlayer onto
the magnetic properties of the FePt. On one hand, there is a large lattice mismatch between FePt and BaTiO3
lattices, η~8% and it is known that FePt magnetic properties are very sensitive to substrate-induced strains. On the
other hand, we intend to observe more subtle effects in the FePt magnetization as the BaTiO3 overcomes different
structural phase transitions below room temperature. To achieve these goals, FePt tFePt/BaTiO3 bilayers with
10nm≤tFePt≤60nm were fabricated by sputtering and pulsed-laser deposition techniques. X-ray diffraction patterns
show that both components growth textured. The magnetization of FePt films is in the plane of the layers for
thicknesses lower than 40nm. For thicker films, the magnetization is oriented in an oblique direction with respect to
the film plane. The magnetic domains patterns change drastically with the film thickness and MFM show that an
array of out-of-plane stripes appears in the thicker films at room temperature (Fig. 1). The competition between
shape and strain-induced anisotropies led to an anomalous temperature dependence of the in-plane coercivity
above tc (Fig. 2). A first comparison of this result with those of FePt single films indicates that the critical thickness
has shifted o higher values. Moreover, a careful look of the Hc(T) curve for the thicker film (arrows in Fig. 2) reveals
small but measurable effects of the BaTiO3 structural transitions on the coercivity of FePt films.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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The combination of hard and soft magnetic materials has been extensively studied for Heat Assisted Magnetic
Recording which is a promising technology for next generation magnetic hard disk drives, using heat to allow writing
of the media. Particular interest is represented by the exchange coupled composite (ECC) due to their suitable
properties for recording such as low coercivity and good thermal stability. The Gilbert damping has a significant role
in magnetic reversal processes, determining the timescale of the switching. Here we investigate the properties of
ECC media and the dependence of time switching time on the damping constant of the soft layer using an Atomistic
Spin Model (ASD) and a macrospin LLB model. We modelled a single 10nm height grain consisting of an FePt hard
phase and soft magnetic phase with a high Curie temperature. The damping constant was set to 0.1 for the FePt
layer and left as a variable parameter for the soft phase. For single layer media, we find an increased damping
constant reduces the switching time, but for the ECC media design we find that high damping leads to an
anomalous increase in the coercivity of the grain. Furthermore we simulate the HAMR process by applying a
gaussian heat pulse to heat the media close to the Curie temperature, where the coercivity of ECC media has a
dramatic drop as it is shown in Fig. 1 and applying a constant reversing field of 1 Tesla. We find a delay of the
switching time with increasing damping constant of the soft layer as shown Fig. 2. This reduction in the switching
time negatively impacts the HAMR process, suggesting that lower damping in the soft layer may be optimal.

Figure 1: The dependence of coercive field on temperature. The simulation points have been extracted from 9
T
hysteresis. The solid line stands for the fitting to: Hc(T) = K (1 − )γ , where γ0.77
≈ and Tc = 760K is the Curie
Tc
temperature of FePt phase.

Figure 2: Reduced magnetisation of ECC media during the HAMR process at different damping constants of Fe layer.
The damping of FePt layer has been kept constant at 0.1. For a damping constant of Fe layer ≥ 0.3, the switching
cannot occur.
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Probing the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction in CoFeB ultrathin films using domain wall creep and Brillouin light
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Magnetic order in ultrathin films is driven by surface and interface effects that lead to new phenomena not present
in the bulk. A famous example is perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, which induces a preferred direction for the
magnetization perpendicular to the film plane. A more recent example of present interest concerns chiral
interactions of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya form, which appear in ultrathin films in contact with a normal metal
possessing large spin-orbit coupling [1]. Here, we present an experimental study of such asymmetry in CoFeB/MgO
on different heavy metal buffer layers, namely Hf, TaN, and W, in which signatures of a sizeable DMI have been
observed in current-driven domain wall motion [2]. First, we use field-driven domain wall motion in the creep regime
in which wall velocities are governed by a power law [3], where the dominant term arises from changes in the
domain wall elastic energy due to the DMI [4, 5]. Second, we use Brillouin light spectroscopy to measure the nonreciprocal propagation of spin waves in the Damon-Eshbach geometry, where it has been shown that the frequency
non-reciprocity is a direct measure of the DMI constant [6]. BLS measurements indicate that for all the samples
DMI is large enough to favor full Néel wall with a right handedness. Creep domain wall measurements show that the
strength varies with the thickness of the W underlayer while being larger than the critical value to have full Néel
domain walls. In the case of Hf, and TaN samples, with a lower damping than the W samples, the DMI value is
much smaller than the values obtained by BLS. Discrepancies between the two methods show that a more robust
description of the in plane magnetic fields and DMI in the creep regime is required and that taking into account
spatial inhomogeneities of the DMI might be a key to explain the experimental observations quantitatively.

(b
Differential Kerr images illustrating expansion of a nucleated domain,
where the black region indicates the initial state and the area swept by the
domain wall during the field pulse is shown in grey. The images compare
motion under perpendicular fields with an additional in-plane static field,
Hx. (a)-(c) Domain expansion for the 2 nm thick W underlayer under a
perpendicular field of μ0 Hz = 20 mT for 400 μs (d)-(f) Domain
expansion for the TaN underlayer under a perpendicular field of μ0Hz =
2.6 mT for 200 μs

Domain wall velocity as a function of in-plane applied field Hx for
propagation along (squares) and perpendicular (circles) to the field
direction. The propagation takes place under a static perpendicular field,
Hz. (a) 2 nm thick W underlayer at μ0Hz = 2.8 mT. (b) 1 nm thick TaN
underlayer at μ0Hz = 0.83 mT. The dashed vertical lines indicate the
offset field, Hoffset.
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Visualizing chemical states and defects induced magnetism of graphene oxide by spatially-resolved-X-ray
microscopy and spectroscopy
Y F Wang, and W F Pong
Tamkang University, Taiwan
This investigation studies the various magnetic behaviors of graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxides
(rGOs) and elucidates the relationship between the chemical states that involve defects therein and their magnetic
behaviors in GO sheets. Magnetic hysteresis loop reveals that the GO is ferromagnetic whereas photo-thermal
moderately reduced graphene oxide (M-rGO) and heavily reduced graphene oxide (H-rGO) gradually become
paramagnetic behavior at room temperature. Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy and corresponding X-ray
absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy were utilized to investigate thoroughly the variation of the C 2p(π*)
states that are bound with oxygen-containing and hydroxyl groups, as well as the C 2p(σ*)-derived states in flat and
wrinkle regions to clarify the relationship between the spatially-resolved chemical states and the magnetism of GO,
M-rGO and H-rGO. The results of X-ray magnetic circular dichroism further support the finding that C 2p(σ*)-derived
states are the main origin of the magnetism of GO. Based on experimental results and first-principles calculations,
the variation in magnetic behavior from GO to M-rGO and to H-rGO is interpreted, and the origin of ferromagnetism is
identified as the C 2p(σ*)-derived states that involve defects/vacancies rather than the C 2p(π*) states that are
bound with oxygen-containing and hydroxyl groups on GO sheets.
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Correlation between crystal planes and disordering of ordered L10 FePt structure caused by ion irradiation
T Hasegawa, T Yamazaki and S Ishio
Akita University, Japan
It is highly desirable to control the magnetic properties of nanostructured systems in several applications such as
magnetic storage, spintronic devices, and drug delivery etc. Nanostructured L10 FePt attains high storage densities
in BPM. Maintaining a planar disk surface is an important requirement for BPM, and the ion irradiation technique is
a possible candidate for the fabrication [1]. In this work, we study the correlation between crystal planes of L10 FePt
and disordering of the ordered structure caused by ion irradiation. As part of the experiment, Ar ions were irradiated
on L10 FePt at several angles (θ, φ) as shown in the inset of Fig.1(a). Figure 1(a) shows magnetization curves of the
unirradiated and irradiated films. For instance, (θ, φ)=(36.4°, 45°) makes (111) face the irradiating direction. Figure
1(b) shows the angular dependence of the squareness ratio of the magnetization curves. The efficiency of the
disordering of the ordered structures depends on the areal atomic density of the crystal planes facing the ion
irradiation direction. Thus, the efficiency on (101), having lower atomic density, is higher than that of (111), having
higher atomic density. From results of the dose dependence, the disordered regions seemed to propagate from the
surface to the bottom of the films.

Fig. 1 (a) Magnetization curves and (b) angular dependence of the squareness ratio of the ion irradiated FePt films
[1]

T. Hasegawa et al., Acta Mater. 56, 1564 (2008)
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Ordered L10 FePt nanoparticles have been successfully synthesized by a liquid phase chemical method. The liquid
phase formation of L10 FePt particles was achieved with the addition of a small amount Bi in the reaction mixture.
Until today, a low temperature fcc to L10 transformation in the FePt bimetallic system takes place only with the
addition of a third element such as Ag and Au and at a concentration that reaches in some cases 30 at.%[1-3].In
this study, we will present the synthesis of FePt bimetallic particles in the L10 ordered crystal structure by thermal
decomposition of Fe(CO)5 and Pt(acac)2 reduction in paraffin oil in the presence of Bismuth acetate and a mixture
of surfactants at 340 oC. The Bi doped FePt nanoparticles were characterized by XRD, TEM and the magnetic
properties were measured with a 3T VSM. The presence of the Bi in the reaction mixture seems to enhance
drastically the fcc to L10 ordering and the as-made particles show a coercive field of 8.5 kOe at room temperature.
From our knowledge, this value of coercive field is one of the highest reported in the literature until today for the
directly liquid phase synthesized L10 FePt nanoparticles.
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Graphene oxide is a promising material that can be combine a mono layer of graphite with oxygen containing
functional group such as hydroxyl, carboxyl. Graphene based hybrid materials have been used for environmental
applications. Many researchers focused on reducing heavy metal ions because of harmful chemical element in the
human body. A trivalent [As(III)] or pentavalent [As(V)] arsenite that analyzed in this paper has the characteristic
present as oxyanions in the natural water environment. We experimented eliminating heavy metal ions in aqueous
solution by synthesized graphene oxide and reduced graphene oxide with magnetite. Furthermore, compared the
arsenic adsorption property of As(III) and As(V) by magnetite-graphene oxide and magnetite-reduced graphene
oxide using x-ray diffraction(XRD), transmission electron microscope(TEM), field emission scanning electron
microscope(FE-SEM) and Raman spectroscopy. Based on the results, both types of graphene magnetite hybrid
materials supposed that reduce property of heavy metal ions in water remarkably
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Numerical study on the collective motion of the antiferromagnetic skyrmion
Y Shimada and J-I Ohe
Toho University, Japan
Magnetic skyrmions are appeared under static magnetic field in helimagnetic materials by competing between the
spin exchange coupling and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya(DM) interaction. Recently, the magnetic excitation of the
skyrmion in the ferromagnetic spin exchange coupling have revealed by numerical,[1-2] experimental, [3] and
theoretical [4] works. Three excitation modes, the counter-clockwise(CCW),the clockwise(CW), and the breathing
mode are excited by the uniform linearly-polarized oscillating magnetic field. By using the numerical calculation,
these modes can be distinguished by investigating the motion of the topological charge. On the other hand, for the
antiferromagnetic spin exchange coupling case, the skyrmion has no(or almost zero)topological charge because two
sub-lattice, i.e. the pair of the antiparallel spins, represent skyrmions with an opposite sign of topological charge.[56]For such antiferromagnetic skyrmion, even the motion of the skyrmion core is still unclear.
In this study, we investigate the collective mode of the antiferromagnetic skyrmion and antiferromagnetic skyrmion
lattice by using the numerical simulation. Spin wave resonant frequencies can be obtained from the spectrum of the
magnetization dynamics using the pulse field. The collective modes are confirmed by observing both time-evolution
of topological charge and of the magnetizations configuration in a real-and k-space. From numerical calculations,
we clarify that both CCW and CW modes have a same frequency that results linearly-polarized oscillating
mode.(Fig.1) Moreover, under uniform circularly-polarized oscillating field with resonant frequency, the
antiferromagnetic skyrmion can move both direction determined by the polarization of external field. These results
imply that antiferromagnetic skyrmion is proper to manipulate for spintronics applications.

Figure1: The spectrum of antiferromagnetic skyrmion dynamics. CCW and CW modes have same resonant frequency
and have almost same intensity.
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Modeling of heat transfer processes in co-doped Ni-Mn-In magnetic wires
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Problems related to improving the effectiveness of magnetic cooling technology working at room temperatures have
an extraordinary interest in the scientific community [1]. Recent experimental investigations of magnetic microwires
have shown that the microwires of Ni–Mn-based Heusler alloys can be also promising candidates for magnetic
cooling applications near room temperature [2].
We would like to point out that Liu et al. [3] have recently observed the giant inverse MCE ∆Tad = - 6.2 K in
Ni45Co5Mn37In13 under the magnetic field change of 1.9 T. At present, this value of ∆Tad is the record value among all
Heusler alloys. Evidently, the choice of geometry for a regenerator or magnetic cooling cell is an important problem
in the magnetic cooling technology. In this work, we study a heat transfer in the three-dimensional magnetic cooling
cell involving microwires of Ni45Co5Mn37In13 Heusler alloy. In the present study of heat transfer processes in the
system with microwires, we used the system of differential equations including the Navier–Stokes and heat
equations for fluid and solid, while the incompressible fluid is passed. The system of equations was solved by using
the finite element method.
The numerical simulations of the heat transfer process were carried out using the three-dimensional cell involving
five Ni45Co5Mn37In13 microwires. With respect to the geometry of a microwire, the wire thickness was varied from 10
to 50 µm, the wire length was fixed to 1 mm. The cooling cell was supplied by the coolant (water) flow at a constant
speed (0.7 m/s) and temperature. Our data clearly point to the fact that the relaxation time increases practically
linearly with the increasing microwire diameter. Besides, in the case of larger coolant velocity the relaxation time is
found to be smaller for all studied diameters of microwires. We summarized the obtained results of the relaxation
time calculation in Figure. The presented data clearly point to the fact that the relaxation time increases practically
linearly with the increasing microwire diameter.

We have shown that the cooling power depends on the magnetic wire thickness and the coolant flow rate. We
calculated the temperature distribution in the magnetic wires and coolant as well as the velocity and pressure fields
of coolant in the cell. The cooling times of 1 litre of coolant and the operating frequency of the magnetic cooling cell
of magnetic wires have been found.
This work was supported by the RFBR (Grant No. 14-02-01085), Ministry of Education and Science RF No.
3.2021.2014/K and RSF No. 14-12-00570\14.
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Vanadium dioxide is a Mott insulator exhibiting a metal-to-insulator phase transition (MIT) at a temperature of about
340 K [1]. The change from the low temperature, insulating, monoclinic phase to the high temperature, conducting,
rutile phase of VO2 is also associated with a change in the strain of the material, which can then be transferred on a
material fabricated on top of the VO2 itself. If such material is magnetostrictive, the change in the applied strain
when crossing the MIT can then influence its magnetic configuration through the magneto-elastic (ME) effect (Fig.
1(a)), thus allowing for a control of the magnetization by crossing the phase transition of VO2 [2]. It is also possible
to trigger the MIT of VO2 through optical excitation [3], with the transition occurring on ns timescales when the VO2 is
excited with a fs laser pulse [3]. Thus, if the VO2 is optically excited, the resulting ultrafast strain variation can be
used to study the ME coupling at the characteristic timescales of the magnetization dynamical processes and use
this approach for ultra-fast switching.
However, to check if this system is apt for such applications, an in-depth analysis of the quasi-static influence of the
strain generated by the crossing the VO2 phase transition on a magnetostrictive material is necessary. Furthermore,
such an analysis is necessary also to verify that the experimental conditions for a time-resolved pump-probe
measurement (i.e. complete reproducibility and reversibility of the magnetic configuration) hold.
Here, we analyse, with high resolution x-ray magnetic microscopy, the magnetic domain pattern of micro- and
nanostructured Ni elements fabricated on top of thin VO2 films grown on Al2O3 (10-12) substrates as a function of
the temperature. Upon crossing the phase transition of the VO2 films, we observe a substantial change of the spin
structure of the magnetostrictive elements. Such modifications of the magnetic spin structure are reversible when
cycling the temperature (i.e. the original state is recovered by cooling down the VO2 to below the phase transition
temperature), and reproducible upon multiple crossings of the MIT, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
With these measurements, we were thus able to demonstrate that, by crossing the phase transition of VO 2, the
magnetization of micro- and nanostructured magnetostrictive elements can be reliably and reproducibly controlled,
and that the necessary conditions for time-resolved magnetic imaging hold.

Figure 1 (a) Coercive field of a continuous Ni layer grown on top of a VO2 thin film as function of the temperature. A clear
change of the coercive field is visible upon crossing the MIT of the VO2. (b) X-ray microscopy image of a 2 μm diameter Ni disk
as function of the applied temperature. A clear change in the spin structure is visible upon crossing the MIT, and the original
magnetic configuration is recovered upon cooling down the VO2 to room temperature. The magnetic state of the Ni disks is
influenced by the surface topography of the VO2 film, thus resulting in a non-shape anisotropy dominated state
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In strain-coupled multiferroic heterostructures, full correlations between ferroelectric and ferromagnetic domains
have been demonstrated [1, 2]. The magnetic properties of these hybrids are characterized by regular modulations
of magnetic anisotropy and strong pinning of magnetic domain walls onto ferroelectric domain boundaries.
Breakdown of domain pattern transfer occurs when the size of the ferroelectric domains becomes comparable to the
width of the magnetic domain wall [3].
Here, we experimentally explore the breakdown of domain pattern transfer in a CoFeB wedge film on top of a
ferroelectric BaTiO3 substrate with regular a1 − a2 ferroelastic stripe domains. In this system, erasure of straininduced magnetic domains depends on the type of domain wall that is formed in an external magnetic field. If the
field is parallel to the stripe domains, broad head-to-head or tail-to-tail magnetic domain walls with width ∆ form,
whereas much narrower head-to-tail walls with width 𝛿 are initialized when the field is perpendicular to the stripes. If
the width of the ferroelectric domains (w) is chosen such that 𝛿 < w < ∆, the magnetic domain pattern is erased and
rewritten at specific magnetic field angles. In this range, rotation of an in-plane magnetic field results in back-andforth switching between these two configurations. This effect, which confirms size-dependent scaling of domain
pattern transfer, is illustrated by the Kerr microscopy images of Fig. 1. The dependence of this phenomenon of
magnetic field strength and CoFeB film thickness will be discussed in detail.

Figure 1: Kerr microscopy images showing the writing (a) and near-erasure (b) of a magnetic stripe domain in a
rotating in-plane magnetic field.
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Spin-torque oscillators (STO) generate microwave signals and have nonlinear properties that make them good
candidates for new computing architectures such as associative memories, in which information is coded in the
individual phases (or frequencies) of mutually coupled oscillators. STOs are considered as fundamental elements
for building arrays of phase coherent oscillators for information processing and retrieval [1]. The nonlinear
properties of STOs enable them to easily lock their frequency to an external stimulation source [2]. To mutually
synchronise STOs, an efficient coupling mechanism is required. In this work, we use the coupling via the magnetodipolar interaction between vortex-based STOs [3]. We have recently demonstrated that it was strong enough to
synchronise adjacent spin-valve nano-pillars in the vortex state [4].
We study the dipolar coupling in pairs of STOs with various sizes and spacings. Our sample design incorporates an rf
antenna on top of the STO pair (see Fig.1a). This enables to study the influence of an external rf field on the
dynamics of the dipolarly coupled STOs. Depending on the bias conditions, we can probe different dynamical states
of the system. In Fig.1b, we show the situation where the two STOs are not mutually synchronised in the absence of
external source: they emit at two distinct frequencies, separated by about 10 MHz. As the frequency of the weak
external microwave field is swept in the vicinity of the autooscillating frequencies (the external source is clearly
identifiable as the bright narrow peak crossing the plot in Fig.1b), it influences the emission characteristics of the
system in a very interesting way. As it gets close to the lowest frequency, both auto-oscillation signals phase-lock to
the external source on a bandwidth of a few MHz. As it gets close to the highest frequency, both signals merge in a
single, more intense peak at a frequency close to the lowest frequency signal, on a bandwidth of about 20 MHz. It
means that mutual synchronization can be promoted by a well-chosen external signal. This manipulation of the
dynamical state of dipolarly coupled STOs also opens perspectives for new computing architectures [5]

Figure 1. a) Sample design. A field-line antenna is patterned on top of the two neighbouring vortex-based
STOs in order to generate a microwave field HRF and manipulate their dynamical state. b) For the given bias
conditions (Idc = 95 mA and μ0Hperp = 13 mT) the two STOs generate very close oscillation frequencies (y axis). The

frequency of the external rf field μ0HRF ~ 70 μT (x axis) is swept across the oscillation frequencies. The two autooscillation signals merge as the external source frequency gets close to that of the STOs.
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Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) has been used to investigate the magnetization structures of magnetic samples.
In the observations of materials with high-Ku like permanent magnets and recording media, high- switching field
(Hsw) property is required so that the tip magnetization does not change during the observation process.
When the magnetization switches under an influence of leakage magnetic flux from the sample, the MFM contrast
varies. In the present study, MFM tips are prepared by coating Fe(10nm)/Co50Pt50(𝒙 nm)/Ru(10 nm) films on Sibase tips of 5 nm top radius. The thickness of CoPt layer, 𝒙, is varied in a range of 10 – 200 nm. The film growth
temperature is fixed at 300°C, where L11-CoPt phase with high-Ku can be prepared [1].
Figures 1(a) and (c) are the MFM images observed for Fe/CoPt(10 nm)/Ru coated tip in the estimation of resolution
and Hsw, respectively. Figure 2 shows the dependences of resolution and Hsw as a function of CoPt layer thickness.
With increasing the thickness, the Hsw increases from 725 to 2025 Oe, while the resolution deteriorates from 9.5 to
12.1 nm. However, relatively high-resolutions better than 20 nm are obtainable for MFM tips with Hsw higher than 1
kOe. The MFM tips with high-resolution and high Hsw are applied to the observations of high Ku magnetic materials of
epitaxial L10-ordered magnetic thin films and permanent magnets, which will be reported at the conference.

Fig. 1 (a) MFM images and (b) power spectra of Fe/CoPt(10 nm)/Ru coated tip. (c) MFM images showing
tip magnetization reversal.

Fig. 2 Dependences of resolution and Hsw on CoPt layer thickness.
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Variation of magnetic domain structure in Pt/Co/Pt film driven by ion irradiation
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Ion beam irradiation [1] or light irradiation is a very efficient tool for the modification of magnetic properties in
nanostructures. Examples of the new effect like irradiation induced increase of magnetic anisotropy and irradiation
induced appearance of an out-of-plane component of magnetization were presented in refs. [2-4]. Focused ion
beam (FIB) irradiation is an especially attractive technique because of its “direct-writing” nature, allowing fast
magnetic patterning without requiring masks or resists. Magnetooptical techniques based on Kerr effect: Polar
(PMOKE), Longitudinal (LMOKE) and Transversal (TMOKE) are particularly useful for local magnetic characterisation
of the patterned nanostructures. Recently developed methods [5-7] are useful for simultaneous investigations of
different components of magnetization.
FIB-induced changes of magnetic domain structure, corresponding to selected components of magnetization, were
studies in an MBE grown Pt/Co/Pt films with initial in-plane orientation of magnetization. Numerous spots (squares
100x100μm2) have been locally and quasi-uniformly irradiated with Ga+ ions with an energy of 30 keV and
different fluences F, ranging from 1·1014 to 1·1016 ions/cm2. Simultaneous in-plane and out-of-plane
magnetization measurements were performed in LMOKE, TMOKE, PMOKE configurations. LMOKE and TMOKE studies
show an in-plane domain structure outside and inside of the irradiated spots. Yet, the observed domain patterns are
different. However, PMOKE studies reveal the presence out-of-plane domains for selected irradiated areas, Fig.1.
Such a behaviour is related to a preferred oblique orientation of magnetization inside those spots. By comparing the
magnetic domain structures that correspond to the individual components of magnetization inside and outside the
irradiated spots, we are able to obtain the information about ion induced changes and the preferred orientation of
magnetization in the irradiated areas. Dependencies of the magnetic domain structures in irradiated spots with
different fluences F with in-plane magnetic field orientation as a function of sample rotation will be discussed.

Fig.1. Magnetic domain structure corresponding to selected components of magnetization in irradiated spots with
different ion fluences F: a) longitudinal, b) transversal, and c) polar. The magnetic field was applied in the sample
plane. Dashed lines and arrows indicate the position of the irradiated spots and the magnetooptical sensitivity for
the selected components of magnetization, respectively.
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Structural and magnetic properties of L10 FePt/Interlayer/L10 FePt trilayers
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Global demand of storage will likely increase rapidly in the next 5-10 years, and manufacturing with the existing
technologies cannot keep up with demand alone. Storage capacity higher than 1-2 Tbits/cm2 is required to satisfy
the needs that emerge from the Internet of things (IoT), supporting mobility, connectivity and Networking. Current
2D-technologies have reached their limits, so new radical approaches are needed to increase the areal-volume
density. A promising approach is 3D-magnetic recording [1], a concept that is based on extending the current
media from 2D to 3D by stacking magnetic layers with different properties [2]. In this work we systematically
studied the structural and magnetic properties of FePt/interlayer/FePt magnetron sputtered trilayers (where
interlayer is MgO or W), as the first step towards the realization of 3D magnetic recording systems. In the past,
similar trilayers with Pt, Pd, or Ag interlayers have been studied, revealing the important effect of interlayer to the
structural and magnetostatic properties of the stacks [3]. The trilayer structure is MgO(100) substrate/FePt(20
nm)/MgO or W(5 to 50 nm)/FePt(10 nm). During deposition the substrate was kept at 500oC. We find strong
coupling between the two FePt layers for all the interlayers studied, while in both FePt layers the L1 0 phase is
observed. A detail study will be presented and possible magnetic coupling mechanisms will be suggested.
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Figure. Magnetic coercivity of the studied trilayers as a function of the interlayer thickness. Dashed
lines indicate the coercivity of single FePt L10 layers.
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Magnetic dipolar structures of small nanoparticle clusters
M Kure, M Beleggia and C Frandsen
Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
Multicore particles such as nanoparticle clusters (NPCs) have often in magnetic hyperthermia studies shown
increased field-induced heating effect compared to particles without clustering, e.g. [1,2]. As such, NPCs may prove
to be more suitable candidates than single-core particles for use within the cancer treatment field of magnetic
hyperthermia. However, a highly relevant question is how the structural arrangement of individual nanoparticles in
clusters influences the magnetic properties.
To investigate this we have developed a computational framework based on Molecular Dynamics techniques, where
a set of magnetic dipole moments with a given spatial arrangement are allowed to relax into their energetically
favorable state, with or without an external magnetic field applied. We have initially modeled simple geometrical
figures in three dimensions with a magnetic moment placed at each vertex, with interesting results. As an example,
the cube (figure 1), also studied in [3], shows infinitely degenerated ground states where all moments relax into the
planes perpendicular to the diagonals (i.e. the (111) planes). In this case, different ground states take different
directions within these planes, but diagonally opposite moments remain parallel.
Our computations also enabled us to determine the response of the set of moments to changing magnetic fields,
related to the effective anisotropy of the geometrical figures, as well as the stability of the magnetic ground state
with respect to perturbation of the positions of the moments.
In our presentation, we address the results for a range of nanoparticle structures. We also discuss heating
probabilities in relation to hysteresis losses for different nanoparticle configurations.

Figure 1: Cube-shaped cluster, with 50 superposed sets of randomly oriented magnetic moments having relaxed
into infinitely degenerate ground states within the (111) planes.
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Among the different known magnetic interactions, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) is peculiar, favoring
the canting of neighboring moments. It is the subject of numerous studies today. When the ratio between the DMI
and the magnetic anisotropy is favorable, skyrmions can form. The DMI requires the lack of inversion symmetry,
which can be realized in two families of systems: materials crystallizing in non centrosymmetrical structures such as
the B20 phase of MnSi and FeGe [1], and at the interface between a ferromagnet and a material with strong spinorbit coupling (Pt/Co/Ir [2], Fe/Ir [3], Pt/Co/AlOx [4], …). The second system, liable for more versatility than
compounds in terms of DMI and skyrmion formation, is the subject of this paper.
We grew various trilayers by sputtering, following the scheme [heavy metal 1/cobalt/ heavy metal 2]n, varying the
cobalt thickness and the nature of the heavy metals (Metals 1 and 2 being different to keep the lack of inversion
symmetry). Here we report Au/Co/Pd multilayers, which we investigated at room temperature. In a first series with a
Ti underlayer, Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) revealed a labyrinth domain structure at remanence, which can be
turned into an assembly of bubbles under a perpendicular field (Fig.1).

Fig. 1 MFM pictures (2×2 µm2) of magnetic bubbles in Au(30 Å )/[Pd(10 Å)/Co(8 Å)/Au(10 Å)]10/Au(50 Å)/Ti(5 Å
)/SiO2/Si, imaged under an out of plane applied field
To characterize these bubbles as “skyrmions” we need to determine their chirality. With transmission electron
microscopy in Lorentz mode (LTEM) we observed magnetic bubbles with Bloch domain walls in a second series of
samples with no Ti underlayer, displaying bubbles at remanence. Preliminary results hint at a well-defined chirality
for the few bubbles investigated (Fig.2) [5].

Fig. 2 LTEM observation of five bubbles in Au(30 Å )/[Pd(10 Å)/Co(8 Å)/Au(10 Å)]10/Au(50 Å)/SiO2/Si The first
image is Fresnel contrasts and the second is the distribution of induced magnetic fields
More LTEM observations are ongoing to confirm statistically the fixed chirality, and will be compared to
micromagnetic simulations.
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Spherical magnetic MgFe2O4 nanoparticles were successfully prepared by the crystallization of a glass in the
system K2O/B2O3/MgO/P2O5/Fe2O3. The magnetic glass ceramics were prepared by the conventional melt
quenching technique followed by a thermal treatment at temperatures in the range 540 – 604°C for time periods
ranging from 2 to 8 h. The studies by X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy and FTIR spectroscopy confirmed the
precipitation of finely dispersed spherical (Mg, Fe)-based spinel nanoparticles with a minor quantity of hematite (αFe2O3) in the glass matrix. The average size of the magnetic nano crystals increases slightly with temperature from
8 to 15 nm as determined by the line broadening in the XRD patterns. For electron microscopy investigations, the
particles were extracted by two methods; (i) replica extraction technique and (ii) dissolution of the glass matrix by
diluted acetic acid. An agglomeration of the nano crystals to larger particles (25 to 35 nm) was observed in the
sample treated at 604 oC for 2h. The optical band gap energy is found to decrease with increasing the heattreatment temperature. The magnetic measurements were performed at room temperature using a vibrating sample
magnetometer. The saturation magnetization and the coercivity showed an increase with increasing the heattreatment temperature.
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Anderson localization of spin waves in chiral magnets in momentum space: coherent back- and forward scattering
M Evans, C Müller and U Nowak
University of Konstanz, Germany
In the studies of transport of particles and waves it is known that there are different transport regimes. Under ideal
conditions, like in vacuum or a perfect crystal, transport will be ballistic. However, in reality one has usually to deal
with some kind of imperfections that induce disorder in the system. If this disorder is strong enough, the transport
will become diffusive. As Anderson showed back in 1958 in case of phase coherent transport disorder can also lead
to completely suppressed transport, known as Anderson localization [1].
In magnonics it is usually assumed that the transport of magnons is limited by dissipation mechanisms, modeled
by the Gilbert damping, that lead to a finite propagation length of the magnons [2]. In addition Anderson
localization introduces another length scale, the localization length, that also limits transport and in some cases it
might be the dominating transport-limiting effect [3].
In the framework of a classical spin model the effect of disorder on magnonic transport is studied utilizing the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. Numerical investigations of spin waves in momentum space show the existence of
coherent backscattering (CBS), which is a weak localization phenomenon and therefore a precursor for Anderson
localization, in 2D. The investigation of the time evolution of the backscattering peak allows us to observe the
influence of non-linear terms of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, resulting in a faster decay of the peak, as well
as the influence of the Gilbert damping, which lowers the overall intensity but not the contrast, which is well know
from optics, where it is a consequence of the reciprocity principle [3].
In addition, a system with weak Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction is investigated, which gives the opportunity to
study CBS in a system owning a dispersion with broken inversion symmetry. This leads to a backscattering peak not
located at the −k0 position anymore, where k0 is the initial wave vector. This situation is shown in the figure, where
the scattered spin wave intensity is plotted and one can see that the position of the CBS peak kCBS is slightly shifted
with respect to −k0. To show directly the existence of Anderson localization, we have evidence for coherent forward
scattering (CFS) [4], a strong localization feature, which is studied in a quasi one-dimensional system.
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The frequency-dependent spin-polarized transport through a single molecular magnet coupled to external
ferromagnetic leads is studied theoretically in the Kondo regime. The molecular magnet is modeled by the lowest
unoccupied orbital level (of energy 𝜖 and Coulomb correlations U) exchange-coupled (with strength J) to the spin S
of the molecule’s core, and tunnel-coupled to external leads (with strength �). The considerations are performed
in the linear response regime by using the Kubo formula, with the corresponding spectral functions calculated by
means of the full density-matrix numerical renormalization group method. It is shown that the frequency-dependent
conductance of the system strongly depends on the intrinsic parameters of the molecular magnet and alignment of
magnetic moments of external leads. Figure 1 presents the 𝜔-dependent conductance G(𝜔) in the case of
antiparallel (left panel) and parallel (right panel) magnetic configuration calculated for different values of J. In the
former case, the conductance becomes enhanced for frequencies lower than the Kondo temperature TK.

Figure 1. Frequency-dependent conductance G(!) of a single molecular magnet of spin S = 2 in the case of
antiparallel (AP, left panel) and parallel (P, right panel) magnetic configuration calculated for different values of
exchange coupling J, as indicated, and for 𝜖 = �U=3, �=U = 0:075, D=U = 0:00017, with U =1 and the spin
polarization of ferromagnetic leads p = 0:5.
It is shown that by increasing the ferromagnetic exchange coupling J, the conductance becomes suppressed and
exhibits only a small maximum at energy scale corresponding to the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy D and to the
exchange coupling J. In the parallel configuration, the situation is different, since the frequency-dependent
conductance is generally suppressed by the presence of an exchange field. This field results from the spindependence of tunneling processes and effectively leads to a spin splitting of the molecule’s orbital level. The
dependence on J is then less pronounced compared to the antiparallel configuration. We also analyze how G(𝜔)
depends on the magnetic anisotropy D and type of exchange interaction J. In both cases we find nontrivial behavior
of the 𝜔-dependent conductance.
This work is supported by the Polish Ministry of Science and Education as Iuventus Plus project (IP2014 030973) in
years 2015-2016 and the National Science Center in Poland as the Project No. DEC-2013/10/E/ST3/00213.
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Exchange bias refers to a set of different phenomena (e.g. loop shifts in the field axis –HE–, coercivity enhancement
or loop asymmetries, among others) which arise when two dissimilar magnetic materials, typically a ferromagnet
and an antiferromagnet, are exchanged coupled at their mutual interface [1]. Although most devices concerning
exchange bias effects rely on thin films, new applications based on nanoparticles, such as coercivity enhancement
for permanent magnets [2], microwave absorbers [3] or as possible spintronic devices [4], are continuously
emerging. Driven by the existing and prospective applications, there is currently a trend to try to enhance the
different exchange bias related effects [1,5].
Here we present small identical 5 nm diameter Co nanoparticles that, once grown in a vacuum chamber, have been
exposed to different partial pressures of Oxygen during their flight towards a substrate in a different chamber by
differential pressure (figure 1). In this way a CoO shell of increasing thickness develops in each case. The
nanoparticles are finally embedded in a copper matrix, which in turn becomes oxidized too. Their structure,
composition and magnetic behaviour has been explored in a systematic way.
We have found that, for the interval of O2 pressures that yields mainly Cu2O in the matrix (below p=25·10-5 mbar),
the exchange bias is greatly enhanced (figure 2). We interpret this as due to the increased number of
uncompensated moments in the shell-matrix region, which act as pinning centers [6], as a result of the small lattice
matching between both oxides [7]. In this manner we demonstrate exchange-bias fields in diluted particle systems
similar (several kOe) to those typically reported in densely packed materials. Further enrichment of chamber
atmosphere in O2 facilitates other Cu oxides (Cu4O3 and CuO), the effect is lost and the bias field is reduced, even
though the progressive reduction of the size of Co cores would contribute to make it even greater.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup for growing the samples. Figure 2: Exchange-bias field as a function
of the oxygen partial pressure in the deposition chamber.
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Spin waves (SWs) constitute a collective disturbance of the local magnetization [1]. Techniques to excite SWs
include: antenna-based induction, spin transfer torque (STT), ultra-fast laser pulses, and magneto-electric
interactions.
In this work, using homodyne based measurement techniques [2-4] we provide an in-depth study of the
magnetodynamics in a quasi-confined system, namely a nanocontact (NC) patterned on an extended
Co(8nm)/Cu(8nm)/NiFe(4.5nm) pseudo spin valve film stack. While the resonances of both the Co and NiFe are
observed, only the latter provides a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for a detailed analysis. Most notably we find that
the spectra of the NiFe layer is not only very broad, but highly asymmetric, consistent with a broadband excitation,
Fig.1(a). Experimentally, the data must be fit with two Lorentzian functions, one corresponding to the ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) mode and another to a higher order spin wave resonance (SWR), in order to extract a reasonable
value for the Gilbert damping of NiFe, Fig.1(b,c).
Micromagnetic simulations reproduce the experimentally observed asymmetry of the resonance and its dependence
on the NC diameter. The smaller NCs exhibit a broader excitation spectrum resulting in higher asymmetry of the
resonance peak. The main reason of the asymmetry is the excitation of exchange dominated propagating spin
waves. Simulations suggest that for in-plane fields, the rf Oersted field in the vicinity of the NC plays the dominant
role in generating the observed spectra, not spin transfer torque.

Fig (1) (a) Zoom-in of a representative spectrum together with a double Lorentzian fit. The resonance conditions (b)
and the measured (dots) and fitted (solid lines) linewidth (c) of the FMR and SWR modes.
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Microstructure Analysis of Co Thin Film Grown on Au Underlayer with Island-Like Surface
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Non-magnetic underlayers have been frequently used to control the crystallographic orientation of magnetic films.
When an underlayer is prepared by employing an elevated substrate temperature or sputtering under a high Ar gas
pressure, the underlayer generally involves island-like surface consisting of top flat terraces surrounded by side
facets which are inclined with respect to the substrate surface [1,2]. These facets give an influence on the
microstructure of magnetic film. In the present study, a Co film is prepared on an Au(111) underlayer with islandlike surface hetero-epitaxially grown on MgO(111) single-crystal substrate. The structure is investigated by RHEED,
XRD, AFM, TEM, and SAED.
Figure 1(a) shows the cross-sectional TEM image of the Co film formed on Au(111) underlayer. The Au underlayer
includes side (11-1), (110), and (100) facets in addition to top (111) terraces. The Co film is uniformly covering
the underlayer, suggesting that Co crystals are growing not only on the terraces but also on the facets. Figure 1(b)
shows the HR-TEM image of a Co crystal formed on top Au(111) terrace. An hcp-Co(0001) crystal is epitaxially
growing on the terrace. Figure 1(c) shows the HR-TEM image of a Co crystal formed on side Au(11-1) facet. An hcpCo crystal is epitaxially growing along the direction perpendicular to the side facet, where the c-axis of hcp-Co
crystal is 70° canted from the perpendicular direction. The present study shows that the crystallographic orientation
of Co film is influenced not only by the underlayer orientation but also by the underlayer morphology.

Fig. 1 (a) Cross-sectional TEM image observed for a Co/Au film deposited on MgO(111) substrate. [(b), (c)] HR-TEM
images of Co crystals formed on (b) top Au(111) terrace and (c) side Au(11-1) facet.
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The use of antiferromagnets for spintronic applications has been discussed recently. [1] A practical challenge using
antiferromagnetic materials is the difficulty to directly measure the strength of the atomic magnetic moments. Here
we turn to (Ga,Fe)N, a system close to spintronic applications, furthermore offering the possibility for the formation
of nano inclusions. We use Fe L-edge X-ray Circular Magnetic Dichroism (XMCD), X-ray Linear Magnetic Dichroism
(XLMD) and theoretical calculations. We measure the magnetic moment of the Fe atoms in several FexN nanocrystal
phases, including the antiferromagnetic ones. We perform first principles calculations based on the DFT and the
projector augmented wave methods, to characterize the electronic structure and magnetic properties of the various
FexN nanocrystal phases.
Films of (Ga,Fe)N were grown by MOVPE and studied by transmission electron microscopy, synchrotron radiation
based x-ray diffraction techniques, hard x-ray EXAFS and XANES. The magnetic response for these samples contains
several contributions as determined by SQUID magnetometry.[2] Of technological importance is the
characterization of the magnetism of self-assembled FexN nanocrystals with sizes up to 100 nm within the (Ga,Fe)N
lattice. The XMCD, Photo Emission Electron Microsopy (PEEM) [3] as well as XMCD-PEEM and XLMD techniques in
the soft x-ray range allow us to focus on the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic contributions of the Fe atoms to
the overall magnetic response at room temperature. For some of the samples the XMCD-PEEM micrographs at the
Fe L-edge indicate that only a percentage of the Fe rich nanocrystals exhibits ferromagnetic contrast. The XMCDPEEM micrographs demonstrate that depending on their size, the ferromagnetic nanocrystals do not exhibit a single
domain structure. We have been able to detect for several samples the weak Fe edge XLMD signal, which allows
quantifying the antiferromagnetic contribution at room temperature. We discuss the XLMD results and the XMCDPEEM micrographs aiming at identifying the chemical nature of the antiferromagnetic phase and ways of its
stabilization. The magnetic moments obtained by both the XMCD and XLMD analysis are in good agreement with the
DFT calculations for the various FexN nanocrystal phases.

This work is supported by the Polish National Centre under Contract Nr. DEC-2011/03/D/ST3/02654, the Swedish
VR Baltic Science Link project and the Carl Tryggers foundation for Science Research under No. CTS 14:32. We
acknowledge the access to the computing facilities of the Interdisciplinary Center of Modeling at the University of
Warsaw.
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Study the effect of Growth Parameters on Magnetostrictive Amorphous FeGaSiB thin films.
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Magnetostrictive amorphous thin films are being developed for a range of application, including sensors and
actuators. The requirements for these applications are magnetic films which possess a large magnetostriction
constant (>50 ppm) and a small anisotropy field (<10kA/m) to achieve high sensitivities. The work presented here
investigates magnetostrictive amorphous films of FeSiB and FeGaSiB, to achieve these required parameters. An
unique co-sputtering–evaporation deposition technique has used to fabricate the films, which allows control of the
Ga percentage. The films were grown on the silicon substrates. The effect of changing the growth parameters
(sputtering power, chamber pressure, Ga evaporation rate) have been studied to determine their influence on the
structural, magnetic and magnetostriction properties of these amorphous films. Also, the effect of the film thickness
on the structural and magnetic properties has been studied. The structural properties were determined from x-ray
diffraction (XRD) to check the films were fully amorphous or if they had nanocrystalline clusters within the
amorphous matrix. While the magnetic properties (coercive and anisotropy field) were measured on a Magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE) magnetometer. A bending tool was used to strain the films via the Villari Effect and
determine the magnetostriction constant (fig 1). It is observed that the Fe-Ga-Si-B films magnetostriction constants
are higher compared to the Fe-Si-B films for thicknesses over 40nm.
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Fig 1. Magnetostriction constant for magnetostrictive FeGaSiB and FeSiB thin films as a function of the thickness.
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Paramagnetic anisotropy Δχ PARA was recently detected at the surface of an natural amorphous-silicate, namely a
tektite produced by a shock event [1]. The Δχ PARz showed maximum value of 2x10 -6 emu/g at the surface, which
gradually decreased toward the interior; here Δχ PARz was observed in limited depth of less than ~1 mm from
surface. The Δχ PARA observed at the surface was comparable to those reported for major rock-forming minerals. Its
magnetically unstable axis was always normal to the surface. Electron spin resonance (ESR) were performed on the
same samples by a X-band spectrometer ( JEOL RE-2X). Angular dependences of the ESR absorption were
consistent with the results obtained in the Δχ PARA measurements, and it was concluded that Δχ PARA was caused by
the individual Fe ions in the sample. Here we measured the depth-profile of Δχ PARA in the surface of a synthetic
sample that was produced by a cooling rate of 70K / s. The obtained Δχ profile was similar to that observed in the
previous study [1], and was reproduced in several turns of experiments. The above results indicate that a small
distortion arise in the isotropic crystal field of the Fe ions. The formation mechanism of the anisotropy at atomic
level can be clarified by changing various conditions in synthesizing the silica (for example, Fe concentration,
cooling velocity, heating temperature, etc), and compare their Δχ values with the ESR spectra. In order to obtain a
depth profile of Δχ with sufficient spatial resolution (~ 0.1mm), it is necessary to detect Δχ from a single sub-mm
size sample separated from the surface. Hence Δχ is obtained from the period of field-induced rotational oscillation
τ of sample that is released in a diffuse area using a microgravity condition as shown in Fig.1. Using this method,
Δχ is obtainable in a small sample, because mass measurement is unnecessary [2]. In a conventional torque
method, it is difficult to detect Δχ of the above level from a sub-mm size sample.

B
Fig.1 Sequence photograph of a sub-mm size sample showing harmonic rotational oscillation with respect to B [1].
Time intervals between the frames are 0.033 s. The Δχ PARA value is obtained from the period of oscillation [ τ ≈
2π(Im−1Δχ−1)1/2 ], where I and m denote moment of inertia and mass of sample, respectively.
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The time-window for processing electron spin information (spintronics) in solid-state quantum electronic devices is
determined by the spin-lattice (T 1 ) and spin-spin (T 2 ) relaxation times of electrons. Minimising the effects of spinorbit coupling and the local magnetic contributions of neighbouring atoms on T 1 and T 2 at room temperature remain
substantial challenges to practical spintronics. Here, we report a record-high conduction electron T 1 =T 2 of 150 ns at
300 K in graphene flakes made by solvothermal synthesis. This long T 1 =T 2 we attribute to the absence of foreign
atoms and other external perturbations like substrate, electronic connections etc.. Self-assembly of the flakes
results in 37 nm ± 7 nm carbon spheres, which exhibits conduction electron T 1 =T 2 of 175 ns at 300 K. The long
T 1 =T 2 exceeds by far the highest values observed for any conducting solid state material of comparable size. Is due
to quantum confinement effects, to the intrinsically weak spin-orbit coupling of carbon, and to the protecting nature
of the outer shells of the inner spins from the influences of environmental disturbances. Following the observation of
spin polarization by electron spin resonance, we controlled the quantum state of the electron spin by applying short
bursts of an oscillating magnetic field and observed coherent oscillations of the spin state. These results
demonstrate the feasibility of operating electron spins in graphene and conducting carbon nanospheres as
quantum bits at room temperature.
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Spin torque oscillators (STOs) are promising candidates for the next generation of integrated radio frequency
devices. Unfortunately, their intrinsic large phase noise and low output power have been a drawback for their
technological applicability as frequency emitters. As a solution to both, the mutual synchronization of several STOs
was proposed and its feasibility experimentally demonstrated soon afterwards by synchronizing two STOs [1].
However, the scalability to larger arrays of mutually synchronized oscillators has been very limited so far, up to a
maximum of 2 nanopillar STOs [2] and 5 nano-contacts [3] respectively. Among other technological reasons, the
small locking range of mutual synchronization reported constitutes one of the main limitations towards the
synchronization of a large amount of STOs. Therefore, exploring routes to enhance and ideally tune the locking range
of mutual synchronization becomes crucial.
In this work, we investigate the mutual synchronization of two electrically coupled vortex STOs [4]. The two
oscillators, electrically connected in series (Fig. 1a), exhibit three different dynamic states depending on the applied
out of plane field and current: (1) the gyrotropic mode (G-mode in Figs.1b,c), (2) a transition dynamic state (T-state
in Figs. 1b,c) characterized by a smooth decrease of frequency upon increasing field or current (df/dI<0, df/dH<0),
and (3) a third dynamic state which is observed at larger currents than the gyrotropic mode given the same field,
and is characterized by a positive slope in the fvsI and fvsH dispersion curves (df/dI>0, df/dH>0). This dynamic
state, labeled C-state in Fig. 1b, is associated in micromagnetic simulations with a magnetic state in which the
vortex core has been expulsed from the magnetic dot. The synchronization properties of these three different
dynamic states have been investigated (see Fig. 1c, for an example of the synchronization of the gyrotropic mode of
an STO with both the gyrotropic mode and the transition state of the other STO) and found to be very different. While
most studies of the magnetization dynamics on vortex STOs are focused on the gyrotropic mode, we will show that
the other dynamic states have better capabilities for mutual synchronization, exhibiting much larger synchronization
range (Fig. 1d). Injection locking experiments performed at f and 2f in the three different dynamic states confirm
that the robustness (less non-linearities) of the gyrotropic mode translates into lesser ability to synchronize to an
external source. Among the three dynamic states the transition mode associated with a relatively large linewidth
appears the most efficient at synchronization. Time domain measurements confirm that its especially good
synchronization capabilities are due to its large tunability through an enhancement of the non-linear parameter .
These results will be important towards the optimization of large-scale arrays of mutually synchronized nanooscillators for radiofrequency and neuromorphic computing applications.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the experimental set-up. (b) Frequency current dependence of an independent oscillator
at a constant field of H=-3.2 KOe. (c) Synchronization experiment performed by sweeping the current flowing
through one of the oscillators (STO1 – black curve) while the current through the other oscillator (STO2 – blue curve)
is kept fixed. The synchronized state is highlighted in red symbols and the locking ranges are labeled as 
S . Pink and
green color represent the kind of dynamic states synchronized in each case in correspondence to the color
convention adopted in (d). (d) Mutual synchronization locking range as a function of the type of dynamic states
participating to synchronization. Data obtained in experiments performed at 2 different fields and different currents
to have access to the interaction of all possible pairs of dynamic states.
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Magnetic skyrmions [1,2] hold promise as a new approach for improving the scalability of magnetic memories
because of their potential extremely small sizes and low threshold currents for initiating their dynamics [3]. To this
end, it is anticipated that systems based on ultra-thin magnetic films in which the chiral interaction arises from the
break of inversion symmetry at interfaces [4,5], are the most promising as the important magnetic parameters at
play can be tuned e.g. the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DM), the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy or the
exchange interaction. Following this strategy, it has been shown very recently that magnetic skyrmions with
diameters ranging from a few hundred [6,7] down to a few tenths of nanometers [8] can be observed at room
temperature.
Beyond these first observations, the main objective of this work is to get a deeper understanding about the origin
and the amplitude of the DMI in asymmetric multilayers grown by sputtering deposition and patterned into
nanostripes. More specifically, we will present a comprehensive study in a series of ultra-thin cobalt-based
multilayers having different combination of heavy metals around the cobalt layers e.g. Ta, Pt, Ir, Al203, different
thicknesses either of the cobalt or of the heavy metal layers and different number of repetitions. For each systems,
the standard magnetic parameters i.e. magnetization and anisotropy have been determined through magnetometry
measurements. As for the estimation of the DM interaction, we have used a combination of room temperature
magnetic imaging by Magnetic Force Microscopy and micromagnetic simulations. Skyrmions tracks can be
observed in 500 nm wires using this standard imaging technique and the skyrmion dimensions can be varied by
changing the perpendicular applied field. One of the important outcomes is that the DM interaction in these
multilayers (and thus the skyrmion size) can be largely influenced by the modification of the multilayer stacking. We
believe that such a systematic study can be helpful to choose and optimize the most appropriate systems for the
stabilization and dynamics of nanometer scale skyrmions at room temperature for future nanospintronic devices
[9,10].
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Neodymium-based magnets are among the most important permanent magnetic materials due to their high BH
product. Future improvements to the performance of these magnets requires a detailed understanding of the origin
of their temperature dependent properties and interfaces responsible for nucleated reversal mechanisms. We
present atomistic spin dynamics simulations of bulk Nd 2 Fe 14 B explicitly modeling the correct crystallographic
structure, localized Fe and Nd moments, pairwise Heisenberg exchange and localized 2nd and 4th order
magnetocrystalline anisotropies in this complex material. Using a combination of Langevin spin dynamics[1] and
Constrained Monte Carlo[2] methods we simulate the temperature dependent magnetic properties including the
sublattice magnetization, Curie temperature, spin reorientation transition and anisotropy fields. Using careful
parameterization and extending the spin temperature rescaling (STR) method[3] to multisublattice materials, where
the rescaling is different for different elements, we find quantitative agreement between the calculated temperature
dependent properties and experimental results for a large single crystal. We apply our model to simulate the
hysteretic behavior of a single domain sample, equivalent to a single micromagnetic macrocell, showing
exceptionally high coercivity as shown in Fig. 1(a). Compared to the usual easy-axis Stoner-Wohlfarth hysteresis
cycle which has a square loop, at low temperatures the simulated loops exhibit reduced squareness due to the easy
cone anisotropy. In Fig. 1(b) we show the simulated temperature dependence of the canting angle of the easy cone
anisotropy compared directly with experimental data, where the natural thermal fluctuations in the simulation
reproduce the spin reorientation transition due to competing second and fourth order anisotropies with their
different temperature dependencies.

Figure 1 | Simulated temperature properties of Nd 2 Fe 14 B. (a) Temperature dependent hysteresis loops for a single
domain nanoparticle with the Nd 2 Fe 14 B crystal structure show a reduced coercivity at elevated temperatures. (b)
Simulated temperature dependence of the easy cone angle (line) compared to experiment (points) reproducing the
spin reorientation transition temperature at 130K.
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Traditional methods for cancer treatment are based on the unspecific death of cancerous cells using drugs or highly
energetic radiation which cause drastic side effects. Magnetic hyperthermia has been shown to have no known side
effects and will allow for reduced doses and even replacement of those more conventional treatments [1]. Currently,
only magnetite (Fe3O4) / maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) nanoparticles have been approved for use in humans. In most
studies of magnetic hyperthermia the value of the anisotropy constant K is assumed to be uniform although a
distribution will occur. This is due to the fact that the anisotropy of magnetite/maghemite nanoparticles is
dominated by shape. This is shown in Figure 1 where the value of both magnetocrystalline (Kc) and shape (Ks)
anisotropy constants for magnetite are shown as a function of the particle aspect ratio. Figure 1 highlights the
extreme sensitivity of the value of the Ks to particle elongation at low aspect ratios. For example a change in the
aspect ratio from 1.1 to 1.5 varies Ks by 300%. This is critical as in most experimental studies particles have
elongation ratios in that range. Hence, any theoretical model of magnetic hyperthermia needs to take into account
the distribution of aspect ratios, i.e. shape anisotropy constants for its conclusions to be valid.
In this paper we present calculations based on our previous work which showed that hyperthermia is dominated by
hysteresis heating [2,3]. Figure 2 shows the heat output generated through hysteresis losses as a function of the
dispersion in the anisotropy constant distribution, assumed to be Gaussian, for particles of different median size.
The effect is strongly dependent upon the median particle size. In the full paper the effect of the shape of the
anisotropy constant distribution will be presented.

Figure 1. Variation of the magnetocrystalline and
shape anisotropy constants for magnetite as a
function of particle aspect ratio.

Figure 2. Heat output generated through
hysteresis losses as a function of the
standard deviation in the distribution of
anisotropy constant for particles of different
median size.
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Topological defects are a key to understanding global properties in many different condensed matter systems with
long range order. Although artificial skyrmion textures (with integer topological index Q = 1) have been imprinted in
multilayers [1, 2], related topological defects with fractional skyrmionic charge Q =1/2 (socalled merons) have also
been described and observed [3]. Actually meron textures bound to magnetic stripe domain pattern dislocation
cores have been recently observed in weak perpendicular anisotropy NdCo/Py bilayers supporting a weak stripe
domain pattern at equilibrium [4] (see figure below). In this work, we have extended our previous study by
performing a detailed characterization of the 3D micromagnetic structure of meron textures in GdCo/NdCo/Py
trilayers. Magnetic Transmission X-Ray Microscopy (MTXM) at different sample orientations has been used to obtain
the magnetic configuration of the bottom/top/central layers around these merons, taking advantage of its long
penetration depth to study buried layers and the possibility to obtain independently element selective images of
each layer magnetization. A detailed analysis shows that most merons appear either on top or bottom layers but not
on both at the same time. This asymmetric indepth configuration follows strong selection rules based on defect
topological characteristics which will be outlined and discussed in terms of micromagnetic simulations. Work
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SFRH/BPD/90471/2012).
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An intricate spatial and temporal control of functionalized magnetic microbeads during its motion is important for
the successful transport of labelled chemical and biological species in microfluidic cells. Especially
superparamagnetic particle loaded shell monodisperse microbeads act as a model system for biological cell
manipulation. A controlled motion of superparamagnetic particles around ferromagnetic discs is ensured by stray
magnetic field gradients, circuiting with externally applied azimuthal rotating magnetic fields. The analysis of the
transport dynamics reveals a fundamental behavior of microsphere motion. Depending on rotating field amplitude
and frequency, the microbeads exhibit a constantly repeating capture, transport, and release from the magnetic
structures. Comparing modeling and experimental results, we investigate the role of superparamagnetic
susceptibility, external magnetic field strength, and particle mass to the maximum particle velocity.
In our experiments single circular magnetic film structures are obtained on a Si wafer via sputter deposition and
subsequent optical lithography. Magnetic polystyrene particles of different sizes and magnetic content are
employed. Rotating magnetic fields are applied in a magneto-optical microscope. With increasing the rotational
frequency, the microbead starts to detach as a result of increased hydrodynamic drag force relative to the strength
of the magneto-static interaction. Micromagnetic modeling is used to model the magnetization vector distribution
and local stray field components in accordance with the experiments. The rotating gradient of energy potential is
derived by integrating the stray fields over the bead volume. All dynamic features of microbead motion are retraced
by the modeling. The quantitative modeling of the excursion phenomenon accurately describes all stages of motion.
An adjustment of the periodicity of microbead jumps by tuning the applied field and rotational frequency is
possible. The controlled variance of the number of jumps by tuning the rotational frequency forms the basis of
describing the motion of microbeads over patterned magnetic surfaces.
A profound understanding of microparticle magnetomechanics and the predictability of motion is obtained. Our
modeling approach can be applied without loss of generality to arbitrary ferromagnetic structures and microbeads.
Using dynamic effects, microbeads can be transported freely over arrays of ferromagnetic patterns. Examples of
motion of microbeads on more complicated ferromagnetic patterned surfaces will be presented.

Fig.
1: Magnetic domain structure, calculated energy potential, optical image of a moving microbead together with a
selection of experimental and modeled paths of an orbiting microbead with up to 14 bead excursions per
circulations.
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Spinel ferrites are technologically important ceramic materials that have been widely used in various applications
and, understanding their magnetic properties is essential for the development of new technological strategies to
design magnetic materials suitable for various applications. Mg-ferrite has inverse spinel structure (Mg2+ has
octahedral – B site preference), while Zn-ferrite has normal structure (Zn2+ has exclusive tetrahedral - A site
preference), whereas Mg-Zn ferrite would show mixed structure. Accordingly, Zn-substitution in Mg-ferrite will
transform the structure from inverse to normal via mixed structure, leading to changes in distribution of cations,
which in-turn will have strong influence on magnetic properties. So in the present work, we have utilized x-ray
diffraction (XRD), magnetic measurements to study Zn-substitution induced changes in cation distribution and, its
effect on magnetic properties of Mg 1-x Zn x Fe 2 O 4 (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) nanoparticles.
Mg 1-x Zn x Fe 2 O 4 nanoparticles were synthesized by sol-gel auto-combustion method, utilizing citrate-nitrate
precursors and, then the obtained dry gel powder was annealed at 600ºC for 3 hours. XRD measurements in
𝜃𝜃 − 2𝜃𝜃 configuration were performed using C u K α radiation. Full-profile analysis of XRD patterns was done using a
Rietveld refinement software MAUD to obtain structural parameters. Magnetic measurements were performed by
vibration sample magnetometer ‘VSM’ (LakeShore Model 7410) by applying ± 1.8 Tesla field, to obtain saturation
magnetization (M s ), coercivity (H c ) and, the results are correlated with cation distribution, bond angle, bond length
obtained from XRD analysis.

Figure 1: Variation of Mg, Zn and Fe concentration at A and B site. Line connecting points are guide to the eye.
XRD reveal the formation of fcc structure (Fd 3 m space group) with grain diameter: 40.8 
55.4 nm. With Zn
substitution, noticeable changes are observed in cationic distribution (shown in figure 1), ionic radii of A, B-site,
bond length, bond angles, inter-ionic distances between displacement of oxygen anions leads to: i) weakening of
A-B interaction with simultaneous strengthening of A-A, B-B interaction and, ii) increases the population of Fe3+ ions
on B site, thus affecting M s . For the studied samples M s and, H c respectively range between 2.9 – 109.9 A m2/kg
and 1567.7 – 7130.4 A/m. For sample with x = 0.4,109.9 A m2/kg with modest H c valve: 2594.3 A/m) were
obtained. Obtained high Ms values are interesting for applications. Values of the total magnetic moment calculated
from cationic distribution and from direct magnetic measurement show similar trend as that of M s . Results, show a
strong correlation between Zn-addition induced changes in cation distribution and magnetic properties, which can
be utilized effectively for tuning magnetic properties.

Micromagnetic simulation study of magnetic anisotropy in obliquely deposited thin films
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The interest in the study of magnetic nanostructured systems has been driven by their unique physical properties.
The large variety of methods for producing such structures has been developed. Among them, the self-assembly
methods are very promising as they allow to produce large magnetic structured systems at low cost. For example,
oblique deposition or more recently developed Glancing Angle Deposition (GLAD) techniques [1] (with controllable
movement of the substrate during deposition) are widely used to fabricate nanostructured (or sculptured) in three
dimensions thin-film systems.
As the underlying mechanisms of the films morphology formation in such techniques have a stochastic nature, the
resulting system usually has a nonregular structure. Because of that, it is hard to predict theoretically physical
properties of the films. However, the recent increase in availability of high-power and low-cost processors has now
enabled to both simulate the growth process of thin-film systems and numerically analyze the physical properties of
obtained structures. In the case of obliquely deposited films, such studies already include calculations of
mechanical, optical, and electrical characteristics, but, to our knowledge, not magnetic.
Here we study the static magnetic properties of obliquely deposited thin (~50 nm) permalloy (Ni 80 Fe 20 ) films. We
developed Monte Carlo thin film growth simulator, which allows us to generate three-dimensional structures of the
films produced with different deposition angles α. Then, we transfer the structures data to our micromagnetic
simulation software and analyze the magnetization reversal processes, highlighting the dependence of the magnetic
anisotropy on the deposition angle (Fig. 1). With the adjustment of the model parameters, we are able to fit the
dependences with the experimental one very well. The results of the work demonstrate the perspectives of the
method for studying complex magnetic structures.

Figure 1. Anisotropy field H k as a function of the deposition angle α.
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In the last few years the lateral dimensions of magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) read heads have been rapidly
decreasing and are below about 40 nm at present time. At such a small size, magnetic excitations, such as thermal
spin waves eigenmodes, play a significant role, influencing the reader efficiency and the signal-to-noise-ratio. In
fact, the fluctuation of magnetization in the sensor stack gives rise to voltage noise via magnetoresistive effect that
influences the measurement. Therefore, understanding the characteristics of the spin wave eigenmodes spectrum of
the multilayer stack and its dependence on both the geometrical and the materials characteristics of the real
sensors becomes critical in order to achieve reliable performance.
In this work, we present the results of a micromagnetic study of the low-amplitude, linear, eigenmodes in a
rectangular (30 nm x 35 nm) MTJ consisting of a FL/MgO/RL/Ru/Py/AF stack, where FL and RL denotes the
Permalloy (Py) Free and Reference Layer respectively, while AF indicates the antiferromagnetic seed layer.
The results show the existence of two modes, as illustrated in Figs.1 and 2. The mode at lower frequency is mainly
localized within the FL, while that at higher-frequency is confined in the RL. Both the frequency and the spatial
profile of these eigenmodes are appreciably modified by smoothing the corners of the rectangular cell, as well as by
taking into account a tilt in the direction of the applied field. They also depend on the non-uniformity of the applied
field that, in the real device, is generated by small permanent magnets. These results will be compared with the
experimental data obtained from real MTJ read heads in order to shed light upon spectra variations (e.g the
appearance of extra peaks or mode degeneracy

phenomena) and their impact on reader test data and
noise characteristics.

Fig. 1 Calculated eigenmodes spectrum and spatial
profiles of the rectangular MTJ with either sharp (SC) or
rounded (RC) corner. The applied field H is directed
along the horizontal direction (x axis)

Fig. 2 Calculated eigenmodes frequency and spatial
profiles of a RC MTJ, for an applied field H directed
either along the x axis (ϴH=0) or tilted by 5° from it.
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Spin valve is a canonical element in the field of spintronics used as a magnetic read head in information storage
applications [1] and as a spin torque oscillator in high frequency communication applications [2]. Challenges in
scaling down of TMR read heads due to higher RA product has reinvigorated interest in all metallic GMR read heads
[3]. Metallic spin valves were first grown using electron beam evaporation technique, but are conventionally grown
using sputtering technique. However few studies have been reported on the viability of pulsed laser ablation as a
technique for growing metallic spin valves [4].
Taking this as motivation, we report the first room temperature in-plane magneto-resistance (MR) of 3.3% in
interface-engineered exchange-biased metallic spin valve structure [SiO 2 /NiFe(4nm)/Co(2.5nm)/
Au(5nm)/Co(5nm)/ FeMn(8nm)/Au(3nm)] deposited in custom-built ultra-high vacuum system using pulsed laser
ablation technique. We observe improvement in the MR with Cu as spacer layer. Magnetization measurements are
also performed to corroborate MR measurements. A comparative study of the effect of the substrate is done by
growing thin films on Si(100) and SiO 2 substrates. Field annealing the samples results in two fold increase in
performance. However at higher temperature, the MR degrades. This is attributed to lower blocking temperature than
Neel temperature of the anti-ferromagnetic FeMn layer. Low temperature measurements exhibit 130% improvement
of MR as we cool down samples from 300K to 100K due to suppression of electron-phonon and spin-flip scattering.

Fig. 1:(a)Resistance as a function of magnetic field in [SiO2 /NiFe(4)/Co(2.5)/Au(5)/Co(5)/FeMn(8)/Au(3)]
showing high MR value of 3.3%. (b) Polar plot of variation of MR as a function of angle between exchange bias
anisotropy direction and field direction. (c) Improvement of MR with field annealing (d) MR as a function of
measurement temperature.
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Propagation of surface acoustic waves in epitaxied and magnetostrictive Fe 1-x Ga x thin films
C Hepburn, J-Y Duquesne, J-Y Prieur, M Eddreif and M Marangolo
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, France
In magnetostrictive systems the re-orientation of the magnetization of the magnetic medium causes a spontaneous
deformation and vice versa. Through magneto-elastic coupling surface acoustic wave (Rayleigh wave) can influence
dinamically the magnetic properties of materials, as the magnetization or spin waves.
Here, we present an experimental work on the magnetostrictive thin film Fe0.8Ga0.2, whose thickness varies
between 25 to 100 nm. The thin films are epitaxially grown on ZnSe / GaAs (001). The magneto-elastic coupling is
intense in alloys of FeGa. The surface acoustic wave (SAW, Surface Acoustic Waves) are excited and detected by
interdigital transducers (IDT Interdigital Transductors), deposited directly on a piezoelectric substrate GaAs. The
propagation of acoustic waves is studied by varying the intensity of the applied magnetic field, the temperature, the
direction of propagation and the frequency of the acoustic wave. It is found that the equilibrium configuration of the
layer of FeGa has a significant impact on the propagation of the acoustic wave, i.e. on its speed and attenuation.
We interpret our results in the theoretical framework of anelastic relaxation and of the propagation of acoustic waves
in piezomagnetic multilayer structures.

Figure 1. Interdigital Transducers deposited on piezoelectric GaAs leading to the propagation of Surface Acoustic
Waves on magnetostrictive FeGa thin films

Poster session B
TEM analysis and micromagnetic study of nano- and microcrystalline Nd-Fe-B magnets
J Fidler, G A Zickler, P Toson and A Asali
TU Wien, Austria
Rapidly quenched Nd-Fe-B magnet materials are widely used for bonded and hot deformed type magnets with high
coercive field and energy density product. The typical grain size is in the order of 20 to 100 nm depending on the
processing conditions and composition. The aim of the present investigations is to determine the influence of the
grain size, orientation of grains and nanocomposition of grain boundaries on the coercive field and magnetization
reversal behaviour by a combined TEM and micromagnetic study. The nanoanalytical and structural investigations of
various melt-spun materials were carried out on an analytical field emission transmission electron microscope
(TEM) (FEI Tecnai F20) at 200 kV, equipped with a high angle annular dark field detector (HAADF), a silicon drift
energy dispersive X-ray detector (EDAX) and a Gatan Tridem GIF electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS). Focused
Ion Beam samples for the TEM investigation were produced in an FEI Quanta 200 3D DualBeam-FIB using the liftout technique. Special emphasis was laid on the nanoanalytical characterization of grain boundary (GB) phases by
means of EELS and EDX. The microstructural model of the grains and intergranular phases which is used for the
numerical micromagnetic simulations has been derived from the detailed nanoanalytical TEM/STEM study. Figure 1
shows a typical microstructure with a mean grains size of about 90nm (a) and 25nn (b), the finite element model
(c) and the calculated demagnetization curves (d) of oriented and isotropic grains. The coercive field strongly
depends on the GB phase (no GB vs. non-magnetic vs. soft magnetic GB) (Fig.1d). The calculated decrease of the
coercive field H c with increasing grain size is in good agreement with the experimental H c values of the melt-spun
ribbons related to Fig.1a (𝜇𝜇 0 H c = 0.6 T) and Fig.1b (μ 0 H c = 1.0 T).
R

The authors are grateful to Dr. D.N. Brown from Magnequench Technology Centre Singapore for providing the
investigated magnet materials. The financial support from the European Community's Seventh Framework
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Size-dependent ferromagnetism in bare gold nanoclusters
A Venäläinen¹, V Tuboltsev¹, A Savin² and J Räisänen¹
¹University of Helsinki, Finland, ²Aalto University School of Science, Finland
Bulk gold is well known to be diamagnetic. Recently however there have been both experimental and theoretical
work indicating that magnetic properties arise, while going down to nanoscale gold objects. These effects have
mostly been exhibited by gold nanocrystalline films as well as functionalized gold nanoparticles. We demonstrate a
size dependent ferromagnetic behaviour in bare gold nanoclusters. This is demonstrated by the characteristic
ferromagnetic hysteresis with the temperature dependent saturation magnetization, remanence and coercivity of
gold nanocluster aggregates. Characteristic superparamagnetic behaviour was detected in dispersions of small
clusters. The temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization, remanence and coercivity of gold
nanoclusters were measured using a ultra-high- sensitive magnetometer based on a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) and the morphology of the samples was analysed by scanning tunnelling microscopy
(STM).

↑ Magnetization as a function if magnetic field measured at 5 K, 100 K and 400K.
→Magnetization as a function if magnetic field measured at 5 K, 100 K and 400K.
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Ferromagnetic resonance modes in interlayer-exchange- coupled films and nano-dot arrays
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Since the discovery of antiferromagnetic (AFM) exchange coupling in layered structures1, these systems have
been widely studied2-4 due to their potential applications in the field of spintronic circuits and devices. In this
work, we investigate the influence of the interlayer exchange coupling strength on the static magnetization
behavior and dynamic precession modes using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) and a vector
network analyzer ferromagnetic resonance (VNA-FMR), respectively.
The samples include CoFe (5nm)/Ru(t nm)/CoFe (3nm) (t = 0.4-1.2 nm) trilayer films and patterned
rectangular nanodots with nominal size of 200 nm by 100 nm. Strongest AFM coupling is observed for t=0.8
nm. With decreasing the thickness of Ru layer, biquadratic exchange coupling becomes dominant over
bilinear exchange coupling, favoring a spin-flop state. For the thicker Ru layer with t = 1.2 nm, ferromagnetic
(FM) coupling is observed.
Fig. 1 shows data for t = 0.4 nm and 1.0 nm. The VSM data in the upper panel can be described by modeling
the different couplings and the modeled spin states are indicated by arrows. The FMR data (lower panel)
show a low frequency acoustic mode for both films, and an additional optical mode for t=1.0 nm [Fig. 1(b)].
Macro-spin simulations (open dots) of the field-dependent resonance frequency (f res ) are in good agreement
with the experimental results.
Fig. 2 shows measurements of a FM coupled film with t = 1.2 nm patterned into an array of rectangular nanodots. Here, shape anisotropy and dipolar interaction between the vertically stacked nano-scaled layers give
rise to different resonance modes: the so-called edge and center modes5. Both have different frequency
spectra when the static field (H S ) is applied along easy and hard axis of the rectangular dots. Again the data
can be well described by modeling. The dynamic properties of these kinds of nanomagnets could become
relevant for future logic processing schemes6.
The work was funded within EMRP JRPs EXL04 by EURAMET and the EU. The Notre Dame group was
supported in part by the NSF/SRC ‘Nanoelectronics for 2020 and Beyond’ grant.

Fig. 1 M-HS loop (upper panel) and fres -HS spectra
(lower panel) for t = 0.4 nm (a) and 1.0 nm (b). Arrows
indicate orientations of M of two FM layers. Open dots
show the modeling data.

Fig. 2 fres -HS spectra for t = 1.2 nm dot
array. Upper panel: HS//easy axis; lower
panel: HS⊥hard axis. Open dots show
the modeling data.
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Exchange biased Py/Py-oxide antidot arrays: effect of morphology on magnetic properties
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Phenomenon of exchange bias (EB) effect in thin films has gained increasing attention due to its applications in
magnetic random access memories devices and as an element of the spin-valve sensors [1]. EB effect originates
from the exchange coupling at ferromagnet (FM)/antiferromagnet (AF) interface and is typically observed as a shift
of the hysteresis loop after field cooled procedure below the Néel temperature (TN) of the AF. EB effect is usually
considered for FM-AFM bilayers with in-plane anisotropy. Recently, EB effects have also been induced along the
perpendicular-to film direction, in both continuous [2] and patterned multilayers (or multilayered antidots) [3].
Present paper is focused on the study of EB effect observed on porous bilayers (about 10 nm) containing FM
permalloy (Py) and AF oxidized permalloy fabricated by their deposition on porous anodized silica templates with
different porosity (5 % to 15 %). Morphology of porous oxidized Py films is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy images and magnetization loops obtained at 3 K in magnetic field of 10
kOe by SQUID-magnetometry of porous oxidized Py films.
It is proved by SQUID magnetometry that EB effect was observed only at low temperatures but in both perpendicular
and parallel geometries with respect to the films surface. Detail studies of HC and HEB dependencies vs porosity as
well as field cooled – zero field cooled curves allow identification of two different pining mechanisms responsible for
EB effect and strong enhancement of coercive field. The first one is related to the interface of FM/AF bilayer and is
only at 3 K. The second mechanism is associated with the pinning of magnetic moments on the nanopores edges. It
is observed in the broad temperature range thus proving the dominating role of porous films morphology in the
evolution of their magnetic properties.
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Magnetic circuit model combined with play model obtained from LLG equation
H Tanaka and O Ichinokura
Tohoku University, Japan
Magnetic circuit model is one of the useful models for high-efficient electric machines because it is simple model
with fast computation time. To calculate the iron loss of the magnetic circuit model, a lot of methods for calculating
hysteresis behaviour have been proposed in previous papers. Among them, play model [1] is an efficient model for
calculating hysteresis behaviour from the viewpoint of calculation time and accuracy. However, many measured
hysteresis loops in various maximum flux densities are required to obtain the play model.
On the other hand, to calculate the hysteresis behavior of electrical steel, simplified micromagnetic model using LLG
equation [2] was proposed. It can calculate hysteresis loops in various maximum flux densities by using mimimum
measurement data. In our previous paper, a method for coupling with a magnetic circuit model with the LLG
equation was proposed [3].However, this model requires a lot of calculation time because the LLG equation
requires convergence calculation.

In this paper, to overcome the problem, we propose the method for obtaining the play model from the LLG equation,
and combined it with the magnetic circuit model. Fig. 1 shows the hysteresis loops obtained from the LLG equation.
It is understood that calculated hysteresis loops are in good agreement with the measured ones. Fig. 2 shows the
calculated hysteresis loops in various maximum flux densities with 0.04 T step by which the play model can be
determined instead of the complicated experiment.
To prove the usefulness of the proposed method, the dynamic analysis of a transformer used in the switching power
converter circuit shown in Fig. 3 was simulated. Fig.4 shows the measured and calculated hysteresis loops under

PWM excitation. It is clear that the proposed model can calculate the hysteresis loops under PWM excitation with
high-accuracy.
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Magnetic field induced broadband absorption in the mixed phase of metamagnets
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Development of new electronic devices directly depends on the novel materials, allowing for better and faster
performance. On the other hand, densely integrated circuits generate electromagnetic radiation that can harm
sensitive electronics and living beings. Despite extensive research efforts, a broadband absorption that would
extend over a wide microwave region and thus allow for improved electromagnetic shielding and superior signal
processing, is still missing [1].
Here we highlight a new functionality of layered metamagnets, namely, their ability to absorb electromagnetic
radiation in an extremely wide frequency range. The effect can be controlled by the external magnetic field, which
actuates the absorbing mixed ferro/antiferromagnetic phase that is stabilized by a finite demagnetization field. We
show this on the Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2Br compound [2], employing a series of complementary experimental techniques
involving neutron scattering, muon spin relaxation, specific heat, ac and dc magnetization measurements, and
electron magnetic resonance [3]. In particular, we have determined a detailed magnetic phase diagram and clearly
identify the mixed phase region. Most importantly, we find that the excitation spectra in this magnetic-field-induced
phase extend over more than nine decades of frequency (Figure 1) and thus demonstrate the controllability of the
broadband absorption [3].
As the strength of the magnetic field that is required can be in artificial metamagnets, i.e., magnetic multilayers,
easily adjusted, a direct tuning of the essential functional properties of these materials is imminent.

Figure: The imaginary part of the ac susceptibility (bottom panel), and electron magnetic resonance at
480 GHz (top panel) plotted as a function of field and temperature.
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Magnetoelectric coupling between ultrathin Fe films and Pb (Mg 1/3 Nb 2/3 ) O3] (1-x) -[PbTiO3] x , x=0.32 (001) (PMNPT)
S R V Avula, J Heidler, J Dreiser, J Vijaykumar, L Howald, F Nolting and C Piamonteze
Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland
Artificial multiferroics are systems of great interest for applications in novel multifunctional devices, where
magnetoelectricity emerges due to the interfacial coupling between a ferri/ferromagnetic and a ferroelectric
material. Experimental work on Fe/BTO/LSMO heterostructures [1] revealed a change of the tunnel
magnetoresistance depending on the BTO polarization which evidenced a change of the Fe spin polarization for
different BTO polarization directions. Theoretical calculations for ultrathin Fe films i.e. 1-3 monolayers (ML)
deposited on ATiO 3 perovskites (A= Pb, Ba) predict a modification of the magnetic structure with the thickness of Fe
film [2]. Here, we study ultra-thin films of Fe magneto-electrically coupled with a ferroelectric substrate PMN-PT
(001) .We have grown ultra-thin wedge of Fe with thickness varying from 1 ML to 5 ML on PMN-PT (001) under
ultra-high vacuum conditions. A conductive top electrode is grown, allowing to switching the ferroelectric
polarization of PMN-PT in-situ. We employed x-ray magnetic circular di-chroism (XMCD) technique at, the Fe L 3 , 2edges. Applying sum rules [3] the spin and orbital moment of Fe are determined at the interface for the two
polarizations of PMN-PT (001).The measurements were performed at very low temperature (2K) and applied
magnetic field of up to 6.8T. The results for the Fe wedge (1-5 ML) shows that the thinner part (1 ML) is
paramagnetic while the thicker part (5 ML) is ferromagnetic. Furthermore, we measured a 10% change in the
remanent spin magnetic moment for 5 ML of Fe upon switching the ferroelectric polarization of PMN-PT (001).
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Accuracy improvement of magnetic hysteresis calculated by LLG equation
H Tanaka and O Ichinokura
Tohoku University, Japan
Quantitative analysis of iron loss considering magnetic hysteresis property is required to develop high-efficient
electrical machines. A lot of methods for calculating the hysteresis behavior have been proposed. Among them, a
simplified micromagnetic model using Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation [1] is one of the useful models for
calculating the hysteresis properties. In a previous paper, the magnetic circuit model combined with the above LLG
equation model was proposed [2]. The proposed magnetic circuit model can calculate the hysteresis loops of
various materials under various exciting voltage waveforms with high accuracy. However, further improvement of
calculation accuracy of the magnetic hysteresis using the LLG equation under high magnetic flux density is required.
To calculate the hysteresis loops with high accuracy, first, the equation expressing the magneto elastic energy in
Ref. [1] is improved to simulate the strong magnetic nonlinearity. Second, the equation for the magnetic anisotropy
field in Ref. [1] is also improved to express the shape of the hysteresis loop with high accuracy,

Fig. 1 shows the measured and calculated hysteresis loops using the proposed method. Fig. 2 shows enlarged view
of Fig. 1. It is found from these figures that the proposed method can calculate the magnetic hysteresis at high
magnetic flux density with high accuracy. Fig. 3 shows analytical object and magnetic circuit model coupled with the
proposed LLG equation. Sinusoidal voltage waveform corresponding to the maximum flux density B m = 1.8 T was
applied by the voltage source in Fig .3. Fig. 4 shows the measured and calculated current waveforms. It is clear that
the calculated waveform is in good agreement with the measured one.
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Spin seebeck effect in Fe3O4 thin films for energy harvesting
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The Peltier and Seebeck effects are thermoelectric phenomena that are defined by the generation of a temperatureor potential- difference, respectively. This can be used to fabricate reliable solid state cooling (the Peltier cell) or to
scavenge waste heat (the thermoelectric energy generator, TEG). The high cost and relatively low efficiency of these
devices, however, currently prevents widespread application of TEGs for waste heat harvesting. This is driven, in
part, by the codependence of electric and thermal conductivities that inevitably limits the efficiency of such devices.
It was recently demonstrated that a thermal gradient applied across a metallic, insulating, or semiconducting
magnetic material can result in the generation of a spin polarized current: the spin Seebeck effect [1]. This is
observed indirectly by use of the inverse spin Hall effect by placing a heavy metal such as Pt in direct contact with
the magnetic material such that a voltage, VISHE, is generated. Critically, this effect could be implemented in waste
heat harvesting technologies [2]. The advantage of such energy harvesting devices is a new device architecture that
enables reduced fabrication costs as well as separation of the electric and thermal conductivities.
YIG and Pt are commonly chosen materials for observation of the spin Seebeck effect (or indeed demonstration of
waste heat harvesting potential), however, the cost of these raw materials can be prohibitively high. We will present
data on a sequence of measurements of magnetic thin films, chosen to minimise cost - Fe3O4:PM on glass - where
PM is a paramagnet chosen to have large spin Hall angle (e.g. Pt). In these samples voltage generation comparable
to epitaxially grown films has been observed, indicating potential with regards to wide scale energy harvesting.
Finally a discussion of the relevant parameters when comparing potential spin Seebeck devices will be presented.

Figure 1: Basic principles of a spin Seebeck based TEG. a Longitudinal spin Seebeck effect, b transverse spin
Seebeck effect, c conventional TEG, d potential spin Seebeck based TEG.
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Effect of long-term thermal aging on magnetic hysteresis for low-alloy pressure vessel steel
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A development of nondestructive evaluation techniques for irradiation hardening in low-alloy steels for reactor
pressure vessel has been an important issue for long-term operation of nuclear power plants. Under neutron
irradiation, the formation of nanoscale defects such as Cu-rich precipitates is accelerated due to enhanced diffusion
of atoms, resulting in an increase of yield stress and hardness [1]. In addition, an additional increase of such
mechanical property changes was found to occur at high neutron fluence above 1020 n/cm2, owing to the formation
of "late-blooming" Mn-Ni-Si-rich clusters. Further, materials are subjected to high temperatures of 290°C and
therefore thermal embrittlement also affects the hardening. The combined effects of irradiation and thermal aging
make it difficult to understand the mechanism of material property changes during neutron irradiation. Magnetic
hysteresis, which is sensitive to lattice defects, is one of possible techniques for nondestructive evaluation of
neutron-irradiated materials [2], however, effects of thermal embrittlement on magnetic hysteresis were not fully
understood.
In this study, we investigated effects of long-term thermal aging on magnetic hysteresis for VVER440 and
VVER1000-type low alloy steels, used for nuclear reactor pressure vessels. The compositions are similar to each
other, but, VVER1000 contains a higher amount of Ni. The steels were aged up to 10000 hour at a high temperature
of 550°C, to accelerate thermal effects. Magnetic hysteresis was measured for a plate with dimensions of 4 ´ 16 ´
0.5 mm3, using a flux meter. Samples with longitudinal (LX) and transverse (TX) orientations with respect to rolling
direction, were measured. Microhardness measurements exhibited that hardness is insensitive to thermal aging for
both steels and orientations.
Figures 1 summarizes coercivity as a function of aging time. Coercivity for VVER440 steady increases with time up to
the maximum aging time for both LX and TX orientations, whereas that for VVER1000 slightly decreases for both LX
and TX cases. Under irradiation, the formation of defects with a few nanometer size was observed for both steels and
the volume fraction was much higher for VVER1000 with high-Ni content [1]. Generally, lattice defects disturb
domain wall motion and materials including high defect density exhibits high coercivity. The present observations
suggest that although nanoscale defect formation has an important roll for an increase of coercivity for VVER440,
but, relaxation of internal stress in a matrix, associated with a decrease of Ni content, may have strong effects on
decrease in coercivity for high-Ni VVER1000 steels.

Figure1: Coercivity as a function of aging time for (a) VVER440 and (b) VVER1000 low-alloy steels
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Effect of deposition conditions on the magnetic anisotropy of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 thin films
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Recent developments in thin-films growth showed the enormous potential of epitaxial stress to tune the properties
at a very fundamental level. In perovskite oxides, ABO3, accommodation of epitaxial stress occurs through a
complicated pattern of rotations and deformations of BO6 octahedra, which determine their magnetic and transport
properties. We report here a ferromagnetic resonance study of the relaxation of epitaxial strain in thin-films of
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
(LSMO) synthesized by two different methods: Chemical Solution Deposition, CSD in quasiequilibrium deposition
conditions, and Pulsed Laser Deposition, PLD, far from thermodynamic equilibrium. The LSMO films were grown on
of (001)TiO2-terminated SrTiO3 substrates with different thickness between 3 nm-25 nm. The FMR analysis shows
that all the samples presents biaxial in-plane anisotropy with K4~ 2 kJ/m3; however, while PLD reveals an
additional uniaxial in plane contribution KU ~ 0.2 kJ/m3, this term is completely suppressed in the chemically
synthesized films. A larger out of plane anisotropy is also identified in the films grown by PLD. We analyze the
results in term of the different arrangements of the MnO6 octahedra, which implies tunable magnetic and transport
properties in samples grown by different methods.
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Many aspects of magnetization dynamics in ferromagnetic metal (FM)/ non-magnetic metal (NM) bilayers have
been investigated by means of spin pumping and the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) in different materials. However,
although the spin-pumping is an interfacial effect no systematic work, to our knowledge, on perfectly ordered
interfaces has been performed yet.
In this work we show how epitaxially grown FM/NM (NM: Pt, Au, Pd) interfaces can strongly affect the spin pumping
effect due to the structural quality of the interface.
The samples were prepared by electron‐beam evaporation technique having a constant Fe layer thickness and
different capping layer materials, such as Pt, Au, Pd and MgO. By tuning the growth parameters epitaxy of the NM
layer was achieved on top of Fe. Figure 1 shows such an example of a fully epitaxial MgO (substrate)/Fe/Pt sample.
With the help of ferromagnetic resonance technique (FMR) we determine the damping contribution due to spin
pumping. We calculate the effective spin-‐mixing conductance, g, that serves as a quantifier of the efficiency
of spin pumping. We show that the effective spin mixing conductance is strongly affected by the local interfacial
structure.
Furthermore, we analyze the inverse spin Hall effect voltages. The voltage amplitudes are strongly affected by the
capping materials. Following the line shape analysis method together with angle resolved spin pumping
measurements as shown in Fig. 2 we were able to separate the symmetric and antisymmetric contributions to the
measured voltage amplitudes and finally to quantify the ISHE voltage due to spin pumping. Subsequently we
calculate spin‐Hall angles and spin diffusion lengths with respect to capping material and to the local
microstructure at the interface.

Fig. 1: The cross-‐sectional high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of an
Fe(12nm)/Pt(12nm) bilayer deposited on MgO(100) reveals a fully epitaxial system. Fig. 2: Angular dependent
spin pumping experiments on the Fe(12nm)/Pt(3nm) sample in magnetic easy axis with microwave excitation at
13 GHz.
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Magnetic skyrmions are nanometer scale whirling spin configurations that were predicted in the 80’s [1] but were
observed only recently. Their small size, topological protection and the fact they can be moved by very small current
densities has opened a new paradigm to manipulate magnetization at the nanoscale [2]. This has led to novel
concepts of memory and logic devices where skyrmions are the information carriers. Recently, room-temperature
magnetic skyrmions where observed by several groups [3,4,5], but they did not directly reveal the chiral nature of
these objects. Here we report on the experimental observation of stable magnetic skyrmions at room temperature
without applied magnetic field in a Pt/Co/MgO sputtered ultrathin magnetic nanostructure. We used photoemission
electron microscopy combined with X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD-PEEM) to demonstrate its chiral Néel
internal structure [6]. The skyrmions have been observed in sub-micrometer dots or wires and their sizes are
typically of the order of 120 nm. Spin wave spectroscopy measurements confirm the presence of a large
Dzyaloshinskii Moriya interaction in our thin films (D=2 mJ/m2), which explains the observed chiral order. Our
experimental observations are well reproduced by micromagnetic simulations and numerical modelling. This allows
the identification of the physical mechanisms governing the size and stability of the skyrmions, which are keys for
the design of devices based on the manipulation of skyrmions [6].

Fig. 1 : Experimental XMCD-PEEM image (left) and micromagnetic simulation (right) of a chiral Néel skyrmion in a
400 nm dot of Pt/Co/MgO
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Among novel rare earth free permanent magnet materials, the Fe-Co alloy has recently attracted a great deal of
attention. In this work we present our approach of inducing magnetocrystalline anisotropy and coercivity in FeCo/Au-Cu multilayer films, produced by magnetron sputtering. The main idea is the stabilization of metastable
tetragonal phases and the induction of anisotropy by straining the FeCo unit cell [1]. We also doped FeCo with
Carbon since by this way we can stabilize strain and increase the magnetocrystalline anisotropy value [2]. But a
partial strain relaxation is observed for film thicknesses greater than 2nm films [3]. In order to induce strain from
both sides in the FeCo layer and thus prevent the strain relaxation, we deposited Fe-Co/Au-Cu thin alternate layers
on single crystalline MgO (100) substrate. X-ray, SQUID and FMR measurements were performed. A high
magnetocrystalline anisotropy value of about 0.4 MJ/m3 was measured for the [Fe45Co55 (3 nm)/Au30Cu70 (1
nm)]12 system, along with the induction of a coercivity in the order of 850 Oe.

Figure 1: a. The XRD pattern of the [AuCu/FeCoC]12 multilayer, where a peak shift is observed and b. In and out of
plane magnetic hysteresis loops
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Magnetic skyrmions have recently been touted as promising candidates for future data storage technologies
because of their predicted transport properties and stability [1]. Since they are stabilized by anti-symmetric
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions, magnetic skyrmions can occur in either chiral magnets such as FeGe and
related compounds, or in thin-films or multilayers [2] where the reduced symmetry needed for emerging DM
interactions can be controlled artificially.
Even though skyrmions have been observed in an increasing number of materials, even at room temperature, the
search for suitable magnetic compounds able to host skyrmions remains a very active field. Layered transitionmetal/heavy metal (TM/HM) nanostructures, which offers many degrees of freedoms with respect of tuning relevant
material properties such as the DM and magnetocrystalline anisotropy, forms probably the most promising class of
skyrmion materials. Other candidates can be found among Heusler alloys which typically exhibit high Curie
temperatures and have been used in spintronic devices.
We here present a general, accurate and efficient way for theoretical screening of suitable skyrmion materials, using
selected TM/HM multilayers as well as the Heusler alloy MnPtSn as examples. In order to characterize these
materials, we perform ab-initio calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the spin
polarised relativistic Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method [3]. These DFT calculations are used to obtain important
ground state parameters such as magnetic moments and the Gilbert damping, as well as Heisenberg and DM
exchange interactions between the individual atomic moments. The extracted parameters are then employed in
Monte Carlo and atomistic magnetization dynamics simulations [4] in order to determine the magnetic ground
state. Furthermore, we extract information about the existence of skyrmions by tuning the external magnetic field
and temperature, thus mapping out the magnetic phase diagram for the selected systems.
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Magnetic characterization of Fe(FeO x )/Ir(IrO y ) multilayers grown by magnetron sputtering
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The quest for new materials with significant spin-orbit interactions is an area of increasing interest due to their
potential application in spintronic devices. Besides, as a result of spin-orbit coupling, the magnetic moments may
pin to certain lattice orientations resulting in new permanent magnets interesting also for technological
applications.Therefore, taking into account the strong spin-orbit coupling of iridium and the significant attention
gathered by the Ir oxides in the last years, we have grown several layered heterostructures combining the significant
spin-orbit coupling of the Ir (or Ir oxide) layer to the high moment and high Tc of the Fe (or Fe oxide) layer. The metal
(oxide) layers have been grown with thicknesses in the 2nm-10 nm range by magnetron (reactive) sputtering.
Magnetic characterization has been carried out by means of SQUID macroscopic magnetometry and Ir L-edges
XMCD measurements. Very different magnetic behaviour has been observed among the samples. In the case of
metallic Fe/Ir samples, the Ir layer presents a Fe-induced magnetization, but the role of iridium in the global
magnetic response is negligible. No enhancement of the coercivity is observed and only a small negative remanent
magnetization at room temperature can be associated to the Ir layer. On the other hand, in the case of oxide layers,
the hysteresis loops show a significant H c up to 9 kOe that may be associated to the strong SOC of iridium. Besides,
in order to properly explain the differences in the magnetic behaviour, a comprehensive structural characterization
has been carried out including TEM, XRR, RBS and XAS techniques.
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Fig. 1(left) Cross-sectional TEM image of the sample [Fe(5nm)/Ir(2nm)] 10; (right) M(H) curves
for[Fe(5nm)/Ir(2nm)] 10 and [Fe(5nm)/IrO2(2nm)] 10 samples.
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In this work the evolution of damping in Co/Pt, Co/Au and Ni 81 Fe 19 /Pt bilayers was studied as a function of heavy
metal layer thickness increasing from sub nanometer to 10nm. Magnetization precession was measured in the timedomain using time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect technique. The data was fitted with a damped sinusoidal
function in order to extract the phenomenological Gilbert damping coefficient α. The ferromagnetic (FM) films with Pt
capping layer show a large and a complex dependence of α with nominal capping layer thickness, while for Au
capping no significant dependence was observed. Different localized spin-orbit interactions, related to intermixing
and to d-d hybridization of Pt and Au at the interface with Co or Ni 81 Fe 19, are the main reason for the damping
difference. Analysis of the structures shows that damping is affected by the differences in the interface structure; as
a result the spin-diffusion length and the effective spin-mixing conductance were modified at the interface area. It
was observed that intrinsic damping with an extrinsic contribution played an important role in the enhancement of
damping when the Pt capping layer is discontinuous. The complexity of damping in FM/NM thin film was explained
by both intrinsic and extrinsic evolution and their correlation in sub-nanometer stage and the domination of the
intrinsic essence when NM became continues, as shown in the figure. The results show qualitative agreement with
recent theoretical predictions.
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Topologically nontrivial magnetic textures, e.g., skyrmions, were shown to contribute to the Hall e_ect of electrons.
But not only the transport of electrons is influenced by a noncollinear magnetic texture; the same holds for magnons
as well. Assuming an electrically insulating sample, two external forces remain which act on a magnetic lattice: a
magnetic field gradient, and a temperature gradient. The system’s response to these forces is proportional to
transport coefficients that define thermomagnetic observables, e.g., spin and thermal conductivity.
Recent experiments showed that not only longitudinal transport, that is, along the direction of the force, but also
transverse transport is possible: upon application of a temperature gradient to an insulating collinear ferromagnet a
transverse heat current was measured; this effect is known as magnon Hall effect (MHE) [1] and is caused by the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. On the other hand, skyrmions, a special noncollinear texture of magnetic
moments, were found to result in a transverse heat current, too, introducing a topological MHE [2, 3] (see Fig. 1).
We report on magnon transport on two-dimensional noncollinear magnetic textures studied by means of classical
atomistic spin dynamics. A frustrated antiferromagnet on a triangular lattice is modelled, whose phase diagram—
determined by Monte Carlo simulations—features multi-q phases, above all a skyrmion lattice [4]. Thermalized spin
configurations are evolved according to the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, spin and heat currents are
evaluated at each time step. Applying the Kubo formula, the transport coefficients are given by time integrals over
the current correlation functions.
The magnetic phase diagram, spanned by magnetic field and temperature, is explored and the skyrmion phase
identified by its winding number. The thermomagnetic transport coefficients are calculated alongside. The results
show (ı) an anisotropy within the single-q phase associated with transport parallel and perpendicular to the ordering
vector, and (ıı) nonzero transverse transport upon entering a triple-q phase predicting a topological MHE and
skyrmion spin Seebeck and Peltier effects.

FIG. 1: Sketch of the topological magnon Hall effect. Application of a temperature gradient causes a transverse
thermal current due to the topologically nontrivial skyrmion texture.
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Magnetoresistive sensors are commonly used nowadays for the detection and counting of magnetic nanoparticles or
magnetic labeled molecules [1, 2]. The spin-valve sensors can detect the fringe field created by the magnetic
nanoparticles, as a result, when a nanoparticle passes over the sensor area, a variation of the sensor output voltage
is obtained. In this work, we fabricated a magnetoresistive device capable to detect Fe-Cr-Nb-B magnetic
nanoparticles that can be used in hyperthermia cancer therapy [3]. Two of the most important aspects in
hyperthermia cancer treatment are to precisely know the amount of magnetic nanoparticle injected in tumor as well
as nanoparticles retention rate by the tumor. The fabricated device consists of spin-valve sensors and microfluidic
channels that are used to guide the nanoparticles on the sensors area. The spin-valves having the multilayer
structure of Ta (3 nm) / NiFe (5 nm) / CoFe (2.5 nm) / Cu (2.7 nm) / CoFe (3 nm) / IrMn (10 nm) / Ta (5 nm),
were deposited by RF/DC magnetron sputtering on a Si/SiO2 substrate. By using e-beam lithography technique,
the spin-valves were patterned into rectangular elements of 150 μm in length and 2 μm in width. Gold contact lines
were defined and the active area of the sample which contains the spin valve sensors and the contact lines was
passivated with a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer. PDMS microfluidic channels having 100 μm in width and 100 μm in
height were fabricated by using a mr-DWL negative photoresist mold. In the end, the microfluidic channels were
bonded to the magnetoresistive sensor chip surface in such a way that only spin-valve sensors are positioned inside
of the microfluidic channel. The spin-valve sensors show a magnetoresistive ratio of 7.1% and a linear field region of
40 Oe, resulting in a magnetic field sensitivity of 0.13%/Oe and a noise level of 20 μV. Fe-Cr-Nb-B nanoparticles
(200nm) were dispersed in a liquid carrier by ultrasonication obtaining solutions with different concentrations: 1 to
20 mg/ml. The obtained solutions were injected through the microchannels and the sensor output voltage was
recorded in order to build a sensor calibration curve. In hyperthermia experiments usually phantom tissues are used
to simulate the real tumors. By injecting nanoparticles with known concentration in a small chamber that contains
the phantom tissue and by measuring the nanoparticle concentration of the nanoparticle dispersion at the outlet of
the tissue chamber using the magnetoresistive device, the nanoparticles retention rate by the tissue can be
determined.
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Spin-torque devices are commonly of sufficiently small size that fluctuations of the magnetisation orientation due to
thermal effects can be significant. When a device is at room temperature the spin transfer torque can enhance or
reduce thermal fluctuations [1], even when the applied current is below the calculated threshold current for
switching, and can lead to inadvertent switching.
Calculations determining spin torque in a device are typically performed assuming zero temperature. Theoretical
studies of temperature dependence have been performed, many using the Fokker-Planck equation, but have not
been able accurately describe the dynamics of magnetisation when the current applied is much larger than the
threshold current [2, 3]. In the high current regime the dynamics of magnetisation reversal driven by spin torque
have been successfully described by dynamic micromagnetic or macrospin models[4, 5], where thermal effects
could be ignored. However in intermediate time scales, where the applied current is approximately equal to the
threshold current, which corresponds to operating speed for STT-RAM, it has been found that magnetisation reversal
is dependent on both spin torque driven precessional switching and thermally activated switching[6].
If the threshold current is dependent on both spin-torque and thermal effects it becomes critical to account for both
if write and read currents are to be suitably different when designing a low-error rate STT device system[7].
We present a statistical model that describes the dynamic magnetisation by a weighted probability distribution of
trajectory. This allows the switching process due to both spin-torque driven switching and thermal fluctuations
during the reversal to be described by an analytical expression. Furthermore, the model allows statistics to be
gathered for a large number of devices, which makes it ideal for STT type device design.
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Organic semiconductors (OSC) have been shown to possess desirable properties for spintronic devices. A major
feature that defines the characteristics of such devices is the OSC-ferromagnetic interface, where spin injection
takes place [1] [2]. It has been theorised that at this “spinterface”, a hybridisation-induced spin-polarised state is
formed from the interaction between the 3d band of the metal and the molecular LUMO when the molecule is
adsorbed onto the ferromagnetic surface. To study the intricacies behind these mechanisms, we utilised spinpolarised metastable de-excitation spectroscopy (SPMDS) to investigate a range of OSC systems. Our chosen
molecule of interest is carbon-60, which, as well as having high compatibility with common substrates, also holds
many desirable properties such as low spin-orbit coupling and high charge carrier mobility [3].
Preliminary data to demonstrate the strengths of MDS and probe the electronic structure of C 60 was carried out via
deposition on Si (111). A systematic study to examine the organic/semiconductor interface at various annealing
temperatures was carried out using MDS and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). The MDS spectra were
found to mostly match the conventional UPS spectra, with the exception of a peak which is also not found in bulk
C 60 spectra. It is hypothesised that the extra feature is due to a surface bonding state arising from the hybridisation
of the occupied Si dangling bond state and the unoccupied C 60 LUMO. This is not observed on the UPS spectra due
to low cross section. The detection of this surface bonding state is contrary to previous suggestions that no charge
transfer occurs across the interface.
The helium beam is spin-polarised to probe the magnetic properties of the interface between C 60 molecules and
epitaxial Fe (001) and Fe3O4 (001). Evidence of chemisorption of the C 60 molecules onto the magnetic surfaces is
collected using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Spin polarisation as a result of spin doping in the C 60
monolayer is directly observed using SPMDS. Calculated spin asymmetry values indicate that the spin polarisation
in the initial C 60 layer is coupled to the Fe 3 O 4 surface and these change the resulting polarisation from the bulk
value. The results show a possible avenue of interface engineering as a means to improve device performance in
organic spintronic applications.

MDS and UPS spectra of the C 60 /Si (111) interface. An extra peak is observed in the MDS spectrum, attributed to
the interaction between Si dangling bonds and the unoccupied molecular LUMO.
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Nanostructured FeCoZr-CaF 2 films with elongated, columnar-like magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) oriented normally to
the films surface demonstrate perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). They are of particular interest for designing
high density recording media, magnetic field sensors and media for visualization of magnetic fields distribution.
Decreased dispersion of orientations of NPs magnetic moments, as well as increase in anisotropy field H a is
important for PMA enhancement. Oxidation of magnetic NPs and their irradiation with heavy ions was performed for
this purpose by fabrication of films in oxygen-containing atmosphere (PO = 4.3 mPa) and subsequent Xe treatment
with fluences D = 7- 20·1012 ion/cm2. Mössbauer spectroscopy (Fig. 1a-b) evidences that deposition of
(FeCoZr) 74 (CaF 2 ) 26 films in oxygen-containing atmosphere with P O = 4.3 mPa promotes partial NPs oxidation with
conservation of α-FeCo(Zr) non-oxidized cores and formation of oxide shells. It simultaneously leads to significant
decrease of the angle θ of deviation of NPs magnetic moments orientation vs films normal (from 24 to 17°).
Additionally, increase in H a from 1.4 to 3.4 kOe and decrease in demagnetizing field H d from 11.3 to 10.4 kOe as
compared to non-oxidized films was detected (fig. 1d-e). The described results clearly indicate the enhancement of
PMA in studied films. Irradiation of partially oxidized (FeCoZr) 74 (CaF 2 ) 26 films provides further decrease in the
dispersion angle 𝜃𝜃 down to 15° (fig. 1c), despite of some reduction of H a . It should be emphasized that irradiation
leads to significant decrease in H d up to 7.5 kOe after both oxygen and ions treatments (fig. 1e). The origin of PMA
enhancement in films are discussed in the context of the formation of NPs oxide shells and ion tracks along the
films normal which create non-magnetic barriers for α-FeCo(Zr) NPs interaction and homogenize sizes and
orientations of magnetic NPs thus leading to the alignment of magnetic nanocolumns inside matrix perpendicularly
to the films surface.

Figure 1. Mössbauer spectra (a-c) and magnetization curves (d-e) of (FeCoZr) 74 (CaF 2 ) 26 films synthesized in
oxygen-free (a), oxygen-containing atmosphere (b-c), as well as irradiated with Xe ions of fluence D = 7·1012
ion/cm2 (c) and D = 25·1012 ion/cm2 (d-e); magnetic field was applied in films plane (d) and in films normal (e)
direction.
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Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin Pt/Co/Pt sandwiches with a cobalt layer thickness beyond spin
reorientation transition [1] can be induced by ion irradiation and femtosecond laser pulses [2, 3]. This property is of
great interest due to possible application related to e.g. the high density magnetic memories. The present studies
were focused on effect of the sample irradiation by an excimer laser (308 nm wavelength, 25 ns pulse duration, the
flat-top intensity profile). The samples deposited by the molecular beam epitaxy onto (0001)-oriented Al 2 O 3
substrate consisted of 5-nm thick Pt buffer, 3.5-nm thick Co layer and 5-nm thick Pt cover. Magnetic and structure
properties were studied by magnetooptical magnetometry, optical and scanning probe microscopies, X-ray
diffraction, X-ray reflectivity, and polarized neutron reflectivity. In-plane magnetization state was observed for asdeposited samples. With increase of deposited energy density D (i) increase of magnetic anisotropy for D = 400
mJ/cm2; and (ii) appearance of out-of-plane magnetization state were observed (Figure 1). A threshold character of
modifications of structure properties, depending on deposited energy density was found. Below certain energy
density level a modification of the strains in the trilayer was the only effect of the irradiation. The further increase of
energy density reveals in effective alloying of Pt and Co and a creation of the Co-Pt solid solution expanded over the
whole structure volume (for D = 600 mJ/cm2). The average chemical composition of the alloy determined by three
independent methods is close to that of a well-known phase of the fcc CoPt 3 alloy. The obtained results differ
substantially from the results reported for similar structures modified with the use of femtosecond laser irradiation
with wavelength 800 nm [4]. Possible origin of this difference is discussed.

Figure 1. Atomic force microscopy (a) and magnetic force microscopy (b) images of the sample after
irradiation with 600 mJ/cm2. Image size 4x4 μm2.
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Gilbert damping constant α is important factor to develop high density magnetic recording systems and spintronic
devices. Ferromagnetic resonance investigation of Ni-Fe single crystal thin films deposited on MgO single crystal
substrates suggested that extrinsic damping constants of Ni-Fe specimens depended on the magnetoelastic
properties, or magnetostriction of the specimens[1]. However, it is difficult to measure the magnetostriction of the
specimens on MgO substrates by using the conventional cantilevered optical measurement system, because of high
Young’s modulus on MgO substrate. In this study, we present a new magnetostriction measurement system of
magnetic thin film specimen using a Michelson interference.
Figure 1 shows a schematic picture of the measurement system. A He-Ne laser beam (wave length λ L = 633 nm) is
divided in two directions by a half mirror, or a beam splitter. One beam is reflected by a fixed mirror, and the other is
reflected by a surface of the cantilevered magnetic thin film on substrate, one end of which is clamped to the
holder. Both beams recombine at the half mirror to produce an interference pattern incident on a screen. When
magnetic field is applied parallel to the film plane, the magnetostriction of the magnetic film makes the specimen
slightly bend, and we can observe the movement of the pattern depending on the differential pathlength between
the two beams, or the deflection d of the specimen. Relationship between d and λ L is given by
𝑑𝑑 =

𝜆𝜆𝐿𝐿
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥.
2

𝜆𝜆 =

𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 2 𝑑𝑑 𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 (1+𝜈𝜈𝑓𝑓 )
,
3𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 𝐿𝐿2 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 (1−𝜈𝜈𝑠𝑠 )

(1)

Variation of d can be detected with the precision of about λ L /20 by analyzing a line profile of the interference
pattern. The magnetiostrictive strain λ is calculated by [2]
(2)

where t f , t s are the thickness of the film and substrate, respectively, L is the distance between the clamping edge to
the laser spot location, and E f , E s , and ν f , ν s are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the film and substrate,
respectively. Figure 2 shows magnetic field dependence of the magnetiostrictive strain for Ni thin film specimen (t f =
310 nm) deposited on polyimide film substrate. L is 10 mm. t s , E s , and ν s are 125 mm, 3.35 GPa, and 0.3,
respectively [3]. The saturation magnetostriction of the specimen is estimated to be 2.9×10-5, which is nearly the
same value of ref. 4.

Fig. 1 Schematic picture of measurement system

Fig. 2 Magnetostriction of Ni thin film specimen
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Modification of magnetization orientation in Pt/Co/Pt ultrathin films by single and multiple femtosecond laser
pulses
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Ultrathin Pt/Co/Pt films were irradiated with femtosecond laser pulses of sufficiently high energy to create
irreversible structural and in consequence magnetic modifications in the samples. The irradiation effect was studied
as a function of the following parameters: (i) an initial structure of the
Co film, determined by different temperatures during preparation of the Pt buffer layer; (ii) a Co film thickness,
which determines the initial preferred out-of-plane or in-plane magnetization orientation; (iii) a broad range of pulse
fluence up to ablation of the metallic films; (iv) the pulse repetition number ranging from 1 to 20. The dynamics of
the laser annealing process was also watched using a pumpprobe setup.
A possibility of a local creation of numerous magnetic phases, particularly the out-of-plane magnetization in the inplane magnetized virgin sample, and vice versa, is demonstrated [1]. The presented diagrams, obtained from the
optical and magnetooptical analysis of the irradiated spot images, show magnetic states evolving with wide range of
the deposited local energy density (Fig.1).
The range of energy density, which creates the out-of-plane magnetization state, is found to be significantly broader
for the Co film deposited on the Pt buffer layer grown at 750°C in comparison to that grown at room temperature.
Detailed X-ray diffraction studies clearly show a higher crystalline quality and a much smoother surface of the buffer
deposited at elevated temperature. The observed differences seem to play a crucial role in the mixing processes
induced by the laser irradiation.

Figure 1. Pt/Co/Pt magnetic phase diagrams derived from PMOKE remanence images, as a function of Co thickness
and pulse energy density, for two types of Pt buffer layer.
[1] J. Kisielewski, et al., J. Appl. Phys. 115 (2014) 053906
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Magnetic decoupling in CoFe 2 O 4 @SiO 2 @Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles
B Rivas-Murias and V Salgueiriño
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Magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) is a well-known material which shows interesting magnetic properties. For example, its high
saturation magnetization at room temperature is widely applied in spintronic field [1].This material also presents the
advantage of low toxicity that together with its magnetic properties makes it an excellent candidate for applications
in biomedicine [2].
On the other hand, cobalt-ferrite (CoFe 2 O 4 ) is interesting for its large magnetocrystalline anisotropy and also its
relative high saturation magnetization, higher than that of the magnetite at low temperature [3].
In this work, the goal is the magnetic decoupling of the CoFe 2 O 4 core (shell) from the Fe 3 O 4 shell (core) through a
SiO 2 layer in the CoFe 2 O 4 /SiO 2 /Fe 3 O 4 system. The core-shell particles have been synthesized by thermal
decomposition method and were characterized by Transmission Electron Microscopy. Their magnetic properties were
also measured to corroborate the magnetic decoupling of the core and the shell. In addition, in order to also study
the exchange and the dipolar interaction between the powdered samples, an additional non-magnetic silica shell
was grown to isolate the CoFe 2 O 4 /SiO 2 /Fe 3 O 4 nanoparticles.
[1]
[2]
[3]

J. Sinova, I. Žutić, Nat. Mater. 11, 368 (2012).
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Isolated magnetic skyrmions[1] in ultrathin magnetic films hold promising prospects for future data storage
technologies such as racetrack memories[2]. Skyrmions are localized spin configurations characterized by a finite
topological charge,
𝑄𝑄 =

1
� 𝑺𝑺 �𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 𝑺𝑺 × 𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦 𝑺𝑺�𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
4𝜋𝜋

where S is a classical vector field of unit length, representing the spins.

Conventionally, isolated magnetic skyrmions may only exist on a ferromagnetic background if a finite
Dzyaloshinsky{Moriya interaction is present in the system[1]. The Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction selects a
preferred rotational type for the spin vectors, and the topological charge of skyrmions is always Q = -1 for a fixed
background magnetization direction.
We have determined the magnetic exchange interactions from ab initio calculations in an Fe monolayer on Pd(111)
substrate with a Pt/Ir alloy overlayer . In spin dynamics simulations we have observed localized spin configurations
with topological charges ranging from -3 to 2. In agreement with recent calculations[3], we will demonstrate that the
presence of antiskyrmion and higher-order skyrmions is due to the frustrated isotropic exchange interactions in the
system. Although the Dzyaloshinsky{Moriya interaction present in the system makes skyrmions with Q = -1
energetically more favourable compared to the ferromagnetic state, it acts as a destabilizing force on configurations
with different topological charges.

[1]
[2]
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Bogdanov A, Hubert A 1994 phys. stat. sol. (b) 186, 527
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Tailoring soft magnetic properties of sputtered FineMET thin films for high frequency power applications
A Masood, S Kulkarni, P McCloskey and C O Mathuna
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Magnetic cores with versatility in soft magnetic properties are highly anticipated in modern energy storage and
transferring devices for high frequency applications. The next generation of miniaturized power electronic devices
requires cores with high magnetic flux density, high resistivity, and ultra-low coercivity along with ease of
manufacturability. The excellent soft magnetic properties and high electrical resistivity of nanocrystalline and
amorphous materials, as compare to their crystalline counterparts, makes them a potential candidate. These
materials are well investigated in bulk form, however thin film study of these novel metals retaining their excellent
properties is still a new area of research. The high magnetic flux density (1.7 T) and electrical resistivity (145 μΩcm)
of nanocrystalline FineMET (Fe 73.5 Cu 1 Nb 3 Si 13.5 B 9 ) as compared to Co-based amorphous alloys are advantageous
for device miniaturization and need to be further explored. In the present work, soft magnetic properties of
nanocrystalline FineMET alloy were tailored in thin film form. Different films of 40-500 nm thickness were deposited
by magnetron sputtering and magnetic properties were studied by the B-H loop tracer and high frequency
permeameter. The hysteresis loop study show that films were perpendicularly magnetized in the as-deposited state
[Fig. 1 (a)]. The coercivity (H c ) and anisotropic field (H k ) were found to increase initially as a function of film
thickness (40-100 nm) and the maximum values of H c =4.5 Oe and H k =22 Oe were obtained for 100 nm films [Fig.
1 (b)]. The perpendicular component of magnetization and H c continuously decreased for the thicker films and was
minimum (H c =0.8 Oe and H k =1.6 Oe) for 500 nm films. The perpendicular anisotropy and high coercivity of films in
as-deposited state can be attributed to the high degree of atomic randomness and stress/strain produced during
the fabrication process. In addition, to optimize the soft magnetic properties, thermal annealing at different
temperatures (200-450 oC) was performed in an inert atmosphere for different time scales. The films annealed
above 250 oC showed good soft magnetic properties with H c < 0.1 Oe. The effect of film thickness and annealing
temperatures on the high frequency soft magnetic properties were investigated. The structurally relaxed phase of
annealed samples and strong exchange coupling were found responsible for the good high frequency magnetic
response. The impact of annealing with and without magnetic field on the magnetic properties will also be discussed
in the full paper.

Fig. 1: (a) BH-loops of different films in as-deposited state. (b) The coercivity (H c ) and anisotropic field (H k ) as a
function of film thickness. The effect of heat treatment on the magnetic properties is also presented.
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The field of spintronics uses the carrier spin angular momentum as a basic functional unit in addition to the charge.
A semiconductor-based spintronic technology first requires the efficient generation of spin-polarized carriers in Si or
Ge (the materials of microelectronics) at room temperature. Electron spin polarization in Si or Ge can be achieved
by electrical spin injection from a ferromagnetic metal. In this presentation we discuss about using the spin-orbit
effects to generate spin polarized carriers from pure charge currents in Ge. Indeed, charge currents can generate
spin currents by the spin Hall effect in bulk materials and the Rashba effect at interfaces. In n and p type bulk Ge,
we use spin pumping-inverse spin Hall effect measurements to deduce the spin Hall angle which reflects the
charge-to-spin conversion efficiency. In bulk Ge, we find it very low of the order of 0.1% but it can be greatly
enhanced at interfaces by the Rashba effect. In particular, using the spin pumping technique, we show the high
spin-to-charge conversion efficiency into metallic Rashba states at the Fe/Ge(111) interface. Moreover, using the
optical spin orientation method to generate a spin current in Ge, we study the spin-to-charge conversion at the
Pt/Ge(100) and Bi/Ge(111) interfaces by the spin-orbit interaction. We demonstrate that the spin-orbit interaction
can be used at metal/Ge interfaces to efficiently generate spin polarized electrons.
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The incidence of cancerous disease is expected to increase worldwide by more than 75% by the year 2030 [1].
Consequently, much effort is focused on finding novel efficient therapies to cure cancer or reduce the side effects of
current treatments. Therefore, apart from the conventional medical methods based on molecular or radio-therapy,
other approaches focusing on magnetic materials as platforms for inducing physical destruction of the cancerous
cells are also considered. Accordingly, it was very recently showed that disk-shaped permalloy microparticles with
magnetic anisotropy, placed in rotating magnetic fields, can affect irreversible the fate of a cancerous cell through
mechanical disruption of the cell membrane [2-4].
Here, we present a set of preliminary results regarding the effect of biocompatible magnetite nanoparticles with
shape anisotropy and sharp edges on the viability of human osteosarcoma cancerous cells. The magnetic particles
were synthesized by chemical precipitation starting from FeCl2*4H2O, glycerin and NaOH. The nanoparticles were
generally in octahedral, pyramidal or prismatic shape (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. SEM image of the sharp magnetic nanoparticles
After incubation with cancerous cells for 24 h, the particles were subjected to vibrating magnetic fields (0.3 T and
frequency of 3 Hz) for 3 minutes. The nanoparticles aligned in chains followed the lines of the dynamic magnetic
fields and induced necrosis of the cells through strong mechanical interactions. After magnetic treatment, the
viability of the cells was evaluated by using a conventional MTT colorimetric assay versus controls. The results
showed that the cytotoxic effect is related to the concentration of magnetic nanoparticles. Accordingly, for 0.5
mg/mL concentration, the viability decreased with 12% whereas for 5 mg/mL, the decrease was about 40 %.
We assume that the cell necrosis has resulted from the mechanical disruption of the cells network, cell membrane
or/and the inner organelles.
This study showed that anisotropic magnetite nanoparticles can be good candidates for the newly developed
approach for cancer treatment. By conjugation with anticancer drugs and coupled with magnetic hyperthermia
processes, these sharp nanoparticles could greatly improve the necrosis rate and therefore the success of the anticancer treatment.
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Single domain magnetic nanocrystals (MNC) coated by a nonmagnetic layer making them exchange uncoupled,
interact only through dipolar interactions (DDI). The peculiarities of the later combined with the intrinsic
magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MAE) are responsible for a set of magnetic behaviours determined by the strength of
the DDI (i.e. the MNC concentration in the system), the characteristics of the MAE (symmetry and easy axes
distribution) and the structure of the assembly. Depending on the above parameters tunable experimentally, at
least in part, one expects a magnetic phase at low temperature of modified superparamgnetic, super spin glass
(SSG) or superferromagnetic (SFM) nature. The dipolar induced SSG phase has been evidenced in numerous
systems including MNC assemblies [1,2], while the DDI induced SFM phase in assemblies of MNC is still lacking.
Given the known properties of dipolar systems, and that structural disorder is likely to promote a SSG state, the SFM
phase can be expected only on long-range-ordered MNC supracrystals with face-centered cubic (fcc) structure.
We focus on the experimental realization of such systems from both Co and 𝛾𝛾F e 2 O 3 MNC and the numerical
modelisation of the onset of the SFM phase within. Indeed, we have already obtained long-range-ordered fcc
supracrystals of Co well organized supracrystals of Co MNC [3]. On another hand the 𝛾𝛾F e 2 O 3 MNC present a
weaker anisotropy, increasing the DDI over MAE ratio a parameter favouring the SFM phase. In order to
unambiguously detect the SPM/SFM and /or SPM/SSG transition in supracrystal samples, we are developing a
local magnetometry using micro-Hall probes. On the modelisation side, we show from MC simulations of the
spontaneaous magnetization and the nematic order parameter, λ indicating the onset of the SFM phase, under
which conditions the SFM can be expected in the case of a well ordered fcc lattice of spherical MNC (see figure 1).
The MAE with uniaxial easy axes randomly distributed introduces the disorder leading to the disappearance of the
SFM order, and the key parameter is the ratio 𝜖𝜖𝑢𝑢 /(φ𝜖𝜖𝑑𝑑 ) where 𝜖𝜖 u , 𝜖𝜖 d and φ are respectively the reduced anisotropy
and dipolar coupling constant and the volume fraction.
R

R

Figure 1: Spontaneous polarization for 𝜖𝜖𝑢𝑢 = 0 solid line, and nematic order parameter λ, symbols, in terms of
∅ 𝜖𝜖𝑑𝑑 /T∗. Periodic boundary conditions with conducting external conditions avoiding demagnetizing effects. 𝜖𝜖𝑑𝑑 = 3,
corresponding to Co densely packed.
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Ultrathin magnetic films can exhibit topologically non-trivial spin textures as a result of competing magnetic
interactions [1,2,3]. Previous spin-polarised scanning tunnelling microscopy experiments have shown that an
atomic bilayer of palladium and iron on Ir(111) exhibits spin spirals in zero field and the application of a
perpendicular magnetic field leads to the formation of skyrmions [3,4].
Here we investigate the response of spin spirals and skyrmions upon application of in-plane and canted magnetic
fields. We investigate atomic-scale changes by making use of the non-collinear magnetoresistance effect, which is
sensitive to the degree of non-collinearity of the spin texture [5]. For spin spirals we observe qualitatively different
behaviour in magnetic fields applied parallel or perpendicular to the propagation direction. The axial rotational
symmetry of skyrmions is broken by canted magnetic fields, and the observed asymmetry demonstrates the
cycloidal nature of the skyrmion and allows a determination of its sense of magnetization rotation [6].

Figure 1: Spectroscopic dI/dV maps of a Pd-Fe bilayer island in canted magnetic fields with an out-of-plane
component of 1.3 T and in-plane components of (a) B = 1 T and (b) B = -1 T. (c) and (d) show Gauss-filtered
dI/dV maps of single skyrmions extracted from (a) and (b) (marked by black squares). (e) Illustration of a
cycloidal skyrmion with cones representing the magnetic moments.
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Magnetic skyrmions, spin quasiparticles with diameters of the order 10’s of nanometres, form an ordered lattice
phase for a range of magnetic materials whose cubic crystal structures lack inversion symmetry. Commonly the
ordered lattice phase is accessed at a temperature close to the Curie temperature by applying a magnetic field of
sufficient strength. The mathematical topology and magnetic parameters involved give rise to significant stability for
individual skyrmions and overall to the lattice state. Thus, it is interesting to study in real-time, phase transitions
involving lattice formation and annihilation. Both processes require large numbers of discontinuous variations in
magnetisation either coming from or going toward the topologically trivial helical or conical magnetic states.
Employing Fresnel mode, de-focus imaging, in a 200keV cold field emission gun (C-FEG) transmission electron
microscope (TEM) we have investigated magnetic transition processes in a sample of the chiral multiferroic insulator
Cu2OSeO3 (T C =50K). The sample was cooled to 20 Kelvin using a liquid helium specimen holder and imaged in the
(111) plane. Time varying magnetic fields, with timescale ~500ms, were applied along the (111) plane by rapidly
ramping the optically inactive objective lens in order to induce transition dynamics. The emerging processes were
filmed with a temporal resolution of 10ms utilising a novel direct electron counting Medipix3 detector.
During the transition from the helical to skyrmion lattice phase we observed skyrmion formation dynamics on a
frame by frame basis and in two distinct regimes. Rapidly increasing the applied field led to reorientations of the
helicoids giving rise to defect sites. Around these sites, individual skyrmions and small clusters were regularly
formed but these were transient and unstable, surviving for 10’s of milliseconds only before being annihilated again.
Instead stable skyrmion lattices were formed finally through the propagation of a front and progressive consumption
of the helical phase. We will present our analysis of these processes via both real and reciprocal space based
methods.

Figure 1: Three consecutive Fresnel mode images showing the transient appearance of Skyrmion like objects
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Currently there is much interest in developing Dy-free high performance NdFeB-based magnets for use in wind
turbines and motors for electric vehicles. In order to tune NdFeB-based materials able to operate at high
temperature (H c > 0.8 T at 160°) it is necessary to have a detailed understanding of the important microstructural
features and reversal mechanisms. Combining Molecular Dynamics simulations of relaxed Nd 2 Fe 14 B/ α -Fe interfaces
and atomistic spin dynamics calculations we have studied the origins of the localized magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy (MAE) at the interface. The complexity and size of the interface prohibits ab-initio calculations of the MAE,
and so we use the Néel pair anisotropy model [1] to calculate the local magnetoelastic strain for each atom in the
system. We assume that the magneto-elastic contribution falls off exponentially with distance, thereby taking into
account the effects of local atomic order on the local MAE. The calculated site-dependent anisotropy as a function
of height is shown in Fig. 1. In the hard Nd 2 Fe 14 B phase we find a large oscillatory MAE arising from the Fe
sublattice, while in the α -Fe we find a low anisotropy with fluctuations around zero due to the cubic symmetry. At the
interface we find a highly localized transition region around 0.5 nm thick where the anisotropy energy becomes
negative, allowing domain walls to pass into the hard phase. We will also show atomistic spin dynamics simulations
of the nucleation process at the interface, investigating the effects of vacuum and a-Fe interfaces and elevated
temperature on the nucleation process. Understanding the local variation of the anisotropy is critical to fully
understand nucleation properties critical to the performance of permanent magnet materials.

Figure 1 Calculated magnetic anisotropy profile through a relaxed Nd 2 Fe 14 B/ α -Fe interface, showing atomic
resolution information for the variation of the MAE.
Work supported by the future pioneering program MagHEM commissioned by NEDO.
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The ability to control magnetism by an applied electric field is the “holy grail” in creating ultra-low power, high
density MRAM. Thus magnetoelectrics are currently an intense topic of research. Among the few single-phase
magnetoelectrics reported, hexaferrites show potential for device applications as they exhibit low field
magnetoelectric effects at room temperature [1]. Doping Strontium Ferrite with Co and Ti weakens multiblock spin
interactions, inducing a spin spiral cone configuration. It is postulated that changes in local strain alter the spin
spiral cone angle and electric polarization, since these hexaferrites are also electrostrictive [2]. Thus the application
of a magnetic field modifies the spin spiral cone angle leading to a change in electric polarization. Given the
importance of multiblock spin interactions, the Ti/Co ratio should significantly affect the magnetoelectric coupling.
Above a critical Co doping concentration, it is proposed that occupation of five-fold sites by Co2+ is responsible for
the induction of a cone of magnetization due to non-collinearity [2]. However, there are contradictions in the
literature as to whether the Co2+ cations prefer to occupy the Octahedral [3] or tetrahedral [4] lattice sites initially.
On the otherhand, nonmagnetic Ti4+ cations substituted to octahedral sites are thought to interrupt the magnetic
interactions in a way that the two blocks RS and R*S*, within the unit cell, become magnetically decoupled
[3].Consequently we have studied M-type hexaferrite thin films of (SrFe 8 Co 2 Ti 2 O 19 ), (SrFe 8 Co 3 Ti 1.5 O 19 ) and
(SrFe 9.8 Co 2.03 Ti 1.87 O 20.45 ).
Dramatic effects in the magnetic properties and vibrational spectra (Raman) are observed on changing the Ti/Co
ratio. XMCD analysis has been used in conjunction with atomic multiplet calculations to determine the specific coordinations and valences of the Fe, Co and Ti ions that are present within each film. Understanding the sites
occupied by the Co and Ti is crucial in understanding the mechanisms responsible for the magnetoelectric effect in
M-type haxaferrites.

Figure 1: XMCD spectra of the SrFe 8 Co 2 Ti 2 O 19 Hexaferrite sample at the Fe and Co L 3,2 edges
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substituted barium ferrite, BaCoxTixFe12−2xO19 (x = 1–6),” Materials Chemistry and Physics, 105 (2007)
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Short time annealing of Nd 2 Fe 14 B/α–Fe nanocomposites, at temperatures in the vicinity of the recrystallization
temperature of the hard magnetic phase, produced well crystallized samples, with Fe crystallites under 20 nm and a
strong hard/soft exchange coupling [1]. Therefore, in order to check whether this is true for other exchange coupled
nanocomposites, the effect of short time annealing on the structure, microstructure and magnetic behaviour of
mechanically milled (MM) SmCo 5 +20 wt% α–Fe nanocomposites was investigated. The samples were produced by
milling SmCo 5 +20 wt% α–Fe powder for 6h, with the calculated total shock energy around 39 KJ. The resulting
powder was then annealed for upwards of 30 min at 500, 550 and 600 oC and for 1.5 min at 650, 700, 750 and
780 oC (followed by rapid cooling in water). The structure and microstructure of the annealed powders was studied
trough X-ray diffraction. The average crystallite sizes of the soft magnetic phase were calculated using the Scherrer
method and were found to be within the 10-20 nm range. The soft phase crystallites were sufficiently small to
ensure a good interphase exchange coupling. The magnetic properties of the nanocomposites were studied from
demagnetization curves and dM/dH vs. H plots, using the extraction method in applied fields up to ±10 T. A
maximum coercive field of 0.76 T was obtained, with a remanent magnetization value of 87 Am2/Kg (Fig. 1a), and a
maximum energy product of 110 KJ/m3. Short time annealing was found to improve the interphase exchange
coupling (Fig. 1b) due to the better crystallization of the hard magnetic phase. The structure, microstructure, and
magnetic properties were analyzed taking into account the different annealing routes.

Figure.1. Demagnetization curves (a) and dM/dH vs. H plots (b) for the 6h MM SmCo 5 +20wt%Fe nanocomposite
samples annealed for long (empty symbols) and short times (filled symbols).
[1]

V. Pop, S. Gutoiu, E. Dorolti, O. Isnard and I. Chicinaş, Journal of Alloys and Compounds 509 (2011)
9964– 9969.
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The spin behavior of devices combining organic semiconductors and ferromagnetic electrodes is strongly dominated
by the nature of the chemical bonds at the interfaces[1]. New spintronics functionalities, as for example spin
filtering by organic molecules, have been demonstrated in the recent past giving rise to the so‐called “spinterface”
field.
In this work we investigated the effects of the introduction of an ultra thin organic layer on a well known tunneling
magnetoresitive device based on La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (LSMO) and Co as injector and on SrTiO 3 (STO) as tunneling
layer[2]. LSMO/STO/Co combines magnetic bistability (TMR ) and electrical memory effects (memristor) because
the hysteretic current‐voltage (I‐V) characteristics.
When 2nm thick of C60 organic semiconductor is introduced between STO and Co, the hybrid device demonstrates
resistive switching. The tunneling magnetoresistance(TMR) ratio for the device with a C60 layer changed when the
resistive switching occurred, whereas no change was observed for the device without the C60 layer. The electrical
bistability of LSMO has little effect on TMR of the device, and the interface effect caused by C60 on TMR could be
tuned by electrical bistability of the device.
[1]
[2]

S. Sanvito Nature Physics 6, 562–564 (2010)
J. M. De Teresa et al.Science 286, 507 (1999)
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The ability to control the magnetic state of a ferromagnet via exchange bias to a nearby, voltage controlled,
magneto-electric antiferromagnet is appealing for prospective spintonics applications. It was demonstrated that the
surface moments of antiferromagnetic Cr 2 O 3 can be isothermally switched using such electric field or electric
voltage manipulation [1] making Cr 2 O 3 an attractive platform for voltage-controlled spintronic devices or data
storage [2]. To exploit the full potential of Cr 2 O 3 it is essential to understand its magnetic properties on a
microscopic length scale.
To that end we use a novel, room temperature nanoscale magnetometer, with which we observe well defined
antiferromagnetic domains and measure the surface moment density of Cr 2 O 3 to be 2μ Boh r/nm2 at room
temperature.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the measurement setup: a diamond tip containing a single nitrogen vacancy (NV) center is placed
in the focal spot of the microscope and the sample is scanned underneath. (b) Electron spin resonance (ESR) from a NV center.
The schematic illustrates the NV center ground state spin triplet which can be read out optically due to fluorescence contrast
between the │0> and │±1> states. (c) Magnetic field image of a Cr 2 O 3 film identifying different domains on the sample.

Our magnetometer is based on individual Nitrogen Vacancy (NV) electronic spins in diamond [3]. The magnetic field
along the NV crystal axis is measured by virtue of the Zeeman effect, as the NV is scanned in close proximity to the
sample [Figure 1(a)]. Using a combination of microwave excitation and optical microscopy, the electron spin
resonance [ESR, Figure 1(b)] can efficiently be detected optically. By measuring the ESR line-shifts while scanning
the sample, we quantitatively map the stray magnetic field of the topmost, magnetically uncompensated surface of
the collinear antiferromagnet Cr 2 O 3 [4] [Figure 1(c)]. As the orientation of the magnetic moment at the top surface is
linked to the orientation of the AF order parameter in Cr 2 O 3 , the observed stray field clearly maps the AF domains in
the sample. Moreover, from our quantitative magnetic field map we determine a surface moment density of
2μ Bohr /nm2 and the NV to sample distance of 70nm, which is indicative of the nanoscale imaging resolution of our
approach.
These first results demonstrate that NV magnetometry is a sensitive tool to microscopically analyze antiferromagnets
and understand the emergence of their magnetic domains at the nanoscale.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

He X., Wang Y., Wu N., Caruso A., Vescovo E., et al. , Nat. Mat. 9, 579 (2010)
Kleeman W., J. Appl. Phys. 114, 027013 (2013)
Maletinsky P., Hong S., Grinolds M.S., Hausmann B., Lukin M.D., et al. , Nat. Nanotechnol. 7, 320 (2012)
K. D. Belashchenko, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 147204

Asymmetry in anomalous Hall effect measurements of bilayer magnetic islands
R A Griffiths, P W Nutter, T Thomson
University of Manchester, UK
The anomalous Hall effect (AHE) is the phenomenon whereby a ferromagnetic material produces a transverse
voltage when a current is applied. By fabricating a Hall cross of non-magnetic material, the hysteresis loop of small
magnetic volumes (magnetic islands) can be obtained by fabricating them on the cross [1,2]. We have carried out
AHE measurements on islands with two separated magnetic layers (with perpendicular anisotropy) that have two
separate switching events. The resulting hysteresis loops show significant asymmetry in the voltage step sizes on the
forward and return parts of the loop (Fig. 1).
We show that whilst the underlying AHE is symmetric, the loops are made asymmetric due to a contribution from a
longitudinal (offset) voltage across the island. This offset voltage is picked up due to a slight misalignment of the
voltage arms (inherent in all Hall devices), and can normally be disregarded. However, in these devices the size of
the offset voltage changes, due to a small spin valve effect causing the island’s resistance to change when the layer
magnetisations are antiparallel.
Measurements on multiple devices show the link between offset voltage and resulting asymmetry, and this is
backed up by a FEM simulation. This has implications for Hall measurements on materials that exhibit
magnetoresistance, as a constant offset voltage cannot be assumed, meaning that asymmetry may occur.

Fig. 1 (a) AFM image showing Hall measurement setup. The 350 nm diameter CoPd/Pd/CoPd island is at the cross
centre. (b) The resulting hysteresis loop shows significant asymmetry in the step sizes.
[1]
[2]

Neumann, A. et al., Nanoletters 13, 2199-2203 (2013).
Alexandrou, M et al., J. Appl. Phys. 108, 043920 (2010).
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Over the last decades, iron-oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) have experienced an ever- increasing interest due to the
range of possibilities to apply them in biomedicine [1, 2]. This has prompted the interest to standardise the
characterization of IONP physical properties [3, 4]. With this aim, the EU FP7 project -NanoMag [5]- is establishing
a framework of existing experimental techniques not only to correlate the macroscopically measurable quantities of
an IONP ensemble with the physical properties of individual particles on the nanoscale, but also to tune individual
particle properties in order to obtain desirable macroscopic effects.
In this contribution we combine TEM, X-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction results to investigate the structural and
magnetic behaviour of two synthetic single-core IONP samples with identical cores but varying particle sizes. The
IONPs present a median core size of ca. 11 nm and a particle size of ca. 31 nm (sample S1) and ca. 13 nm
(sample S2 at Figure 1).
Structural characterisation is essential to help us to interpret the static and dynamic behaviour in DC-magnetisation
measurements and AC-susceptibility studies [6, 7]. The ZFC-FC measurements show blocking temperature peaks
around 110 K and 210 K, respectively (Figure 1), with the blocking temperature being substantially larger for the
smaller particles. We interpret this to be the result of the smaller core-to-core distance between adjacent particles
(ca.2 nm) in S2, compared to that one in S1 (ca. 20 nm), and the effect this has on the dipole-dipole in the
powders. Rietveld refinement of both nuclear and magnetic structures has been carried out, in particular the neutron
patterns (λ = 0.1594 nm) have been calculated with a Fd-3m space group for the nuclear structure. The
ferrimagnetic structure involves Fe-magnetic moments at 4 octahedral and 2 tetrahedral sites, hence the magnetic
structure is not modified on the nanoscale with respect to bulk.
This work is supported by EU NMP FP7 project NanoMag (grant no. 604448). We gratefully acknowledge the ILL for
provision of neutron beam-time at the instrument D2B.

Figure 1: TEM images of the nanoparticles from S1 and S2 as well as the ZFC-FC measurements of the two particle
powders.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Q. Pankhurst et al. J. Phys. D 36, R167 (2003).
A. K. Gupta and M. Gupta, Biomaterials 26, 3995 (2005).
O. Posth et al., In IMEKO XXI World Congress (pp. 1362-1367).

[4]

F. Ludwig et al., IEEE Transactions on Magnetics 50, 11, 5300204 (2014).

[5]
[6]
[7]

NanoMag-Project. Available online: www.nanomag-project.eu.
S. M. Yusuf et al., Phys. Rev. B 74, 224428 (2006).
N. Rinaldi-Montes et al., Nanotechnology 26, 305705 (2015).
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We employed a new, simple, cost-effective pyrolytic method to synthetize oxidized-graphenic nanoplatelets (OGNP)
and thin films using bamboo (Guadua angustifolia Kunth, macana biotype), which is a natural, cheap, highly
renewable and abundant material. We have studied the magnetic response by systematically varying the crystal
structure and topological defects. OGNP show ferromagnetic order at room temperature. The crystal structure of the
samples as well as the surface topography is modified by increasing the carbonization temperature in a range of
473K – 973K. At 973K OGNP present a higher ordered crystalline graphite structure and a carbon environment that
is mainly in sp2 bonding configuration (sp2 fraction of 87%). Magnetic force microscopy gives direct evidence for
local ferromagnetic order at the topological defects. Magnetic properties are correlated with the presence of
topological defects due to a natural formation of Na-islands during the carbonization process, which modify
considerably the topography of the nanoplatelets. Temperature dependence on conductivity of the thin films
showed typical semiconductor behavior, which could be described by the Mott three-dimensional variable-range
hopping mechanism. Hysteresis negative magnetoresistance (MR) was found in thin films, which confirm the
intrinsic nature of the observed ferromagnetism. At T = 300 K the maximum MR is about 2%. Our overall results
discard any correlation of the FM order with the presence of magnetic impurities.

Figure 1. MR curve of oxidized-graphenic thin film (inset) measured at room temperature
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The Dzyaloshinski-Moriya (DM) interaction induced by the interfaces of thin film structures has been shown to
support the existence of skyrmions in a range of field and at room temperature [1]. Designing skyrmions for
applications in spintronics presupposes an engineering of the DM interaction, which must first be quantified. When
the DM interaction is not strong enough to lead to negative magnetic domain wall energy, the latter can be
expressed in terms of the equilibrium size of regular stripe domain patterns with an analytical expression. Thus, if an
equilibrium domain configuration can be attained experimentally it becomes possible to calculate the DM
interaction strength provided a measure of the domain width can be found and equated to that of regular stripes.
This is not the case in general. However, we show these conceptual difficulties can be overcome if we parametrize
the domain pattern with a variable scale on a measured pattern geometry. Because the relative weight of the
magnetostatic and wall energy contributions to the total energy is altered by scale, different scales will minimize the
latter if different wall energy densities are assumed. The density for which the energy minimizing scale coincides
with the measurement scale is used for calculating the actual DM interaction in the film. Using magnetic force
microscopy images of patterns obtained after demagnetizing a Si/Pt 10nm /Co 0.6nm /Pt 1nm /[Ir 1nm /Co 0.6nm /Pt 1nm ] x5
/Pt 3nm film, we find significant differences of nearly 20% between the above procedures.
Whereas the latter technique provides a measure of the effective DM interaction, comparing measured skyrmion
profiles with calculated profiles for specific DM interactions constitutes the basis for measuring the DM at discrete
film locations. The premise for this procedure is the ability to simulate the skyrmions image contrast quantitatively.
In magnetic force microscopy we accomplish this by calibrating the tip [2] and ensuring the tip-sample distance is
held constant at a known value. As we show, the values obtained for the DM interaction at the position of discrete
skyrmions exceeds the average value by 16 – 25% depending on the location.

Figure 1. a) As-grown domain pattern in Si/Pt 10nm /Co 0.6nm /Pt 1nm [Ir 1nm /Co 0.6nm /Pt 1nm ] x5 /Pt 3nm . b) magnetic energy densities for
different D’s and sizes of an image containing the domain pattern displayed in a). The energy minimum is at 5μm for D =
2.09mJ/m2. c)/d) MFM image/profile of a single skyrmion with a D ≈ 3mJ/m2.

[1]
[2]

C. Moreau-Luchaire et al., arXiv:1502.07853 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci]
P. J. A. van Schendel, H. J. Hug, B. Stiefel, S. Martin, and H.-J. Güntherodt, J. Appl. Phys. 88 (2000) 435
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Magnetic ferrite nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted considerable attention because of their electrical, structural,
optical and magnetic properties that lead to novel technological and biological applications. We currently elaborate
ferrite based NPs in order to disperse them in water [1]. In this context, we have synthesized several samples of Co 1x Zn x Fe 2 O 4 mixed ferrite NPs, each one with a different stoichiometric parameter x varying from 0.1 to 0.9 [2]. Our
NPs, obtained by hydrothermal coprecipitation in alkaline medium, have their chemical composition checked by
using atomic absorption spectroscopy and their structure by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) experiments realized on powder
samples. In addition, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) pictures show their morphology and allow a mean
size determination. It clearly indicates a mixture of nanospheres and nanocubes of similar sizes. This is described by
an average size, which well matches the one deduced from XRD analysis, performed by Rietveld refinement. The
diffractograms reveal for all samples a pure spinel structure, with zinc ions mostly located at tetrahedral sites and
cobalt ions mainly distributed among octahedral sites. This is in agreement with a magnetization decrease with zinc
content. Hysteresis loops measurements were performed at 300K and at 5K using a PPMS magnetometer. At 300K,
we observed non-zero remanence and coercivity for higher cobalt content. At low temperature (see figure), coercivity
and remanence also increase with increasing Co content. Furthermore, a sudden drop in the magnetization is
observed close to remanence, being more pronounced for samples with higher cobalt content. This behavior is
associated to both NPs with uniaxial and cubic anisotropies.

[1]
[2]

J. A. Gomes, M. H. Sousa, F. A. Tourinho, R. Aquino, G. J. da Silva. J. Depeyrot. E. Dubois, R. Perzynski J.
Phys. Chem. C 112. 6220 (2008)
P. Coppola, F. G. da Silva, G. S. Gomide, F. L. O. Paula, A. F. C. Campos, R.Perzynski, F. A. Tourinho, J.
Depeyrot, R. Aquino. Hydrothermal synthesis of mixed Zinc-Cobalt ferrite nanoparticles: structural and
magnetic properties. Journal of Nanoparticle Research, submitted, (NANO-D-15-01531) 2015.
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Isolated skyrmions have been experimentally demonstrated in magnetic thin films with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction (DMI) where they have been manipulated through spin-currents [1], stabilized at room temperature [2]
and shown to exhibit particle-like properties. These nanoscale magnetic textures makes them promising for
applications in non-volatile memory [3] and spintronics devices [4].
In this talk we will propose a skyrmionic signal reshuffler (see Fig.1) capable of successfully decorrelating a
telegraph noise signal while preserving its statistical properties. The input signal's state is employed to inject
skyrmions into a ~200nm chamber where they repel and diffuse thermally before being used to construct a new
telegraph signal. Numerical simulations will be offered to justify the proposition and show how chamber size,
temperature and spin-current intensities can be tuned to influence the correlations between input and output
signals.
Our compact device allows for the cascading of multiple logic gates operating on telegraph signals by eliminating
the propagation of correlations across the circuit, a fundamental property for stochastic computing. Its main
principle of operation relies on the conservation of injected skyrmion numbers to effectively store the statistical
information of the input signal. However, skyrmions can also be expected to annihilate at large enough particle
densities. This aspect will be used to extend the device's scope beyond its immediate use as an analog
decorrelation filter. We will argue that through an effective combination of theseproperties, our device can be
expected to behave as a classical leaky integrate-and-fire neuron model, offering a path forward in the
development of biologically inspired computational elements.

Figure 1: Diagram of the skyrmionic signal reshuffler
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

N. Romming et al., Science 341, 6146 (2013).
B. Miao, et al., PRB 90, 174411 (2014).
R. Tomasello et al., Sci. Rep. 4, 6784 (2014).
X. Zhang et al., Sci. Rep. 5, 9400 (2015).

Imaging of patterned ferromagnetism in Ne+ irradiated FeAl thin films by advanced Lorentz TEM microscopy
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Ion beams can be utilised as an alternative to lithographic techniques to perform rapid and novel patterning,
defined by software masks. Pattern transfer can be performed through etching to define structures topographically,
or by irradiation, delivering a controlled ion dose. Most often, crystal structure damage occurring from the energy
loss by impinging ions has been employed to negatively reduce magnetic moment or to disrupt sensitive interfacial
couplings in multilayers. Alternatively, ion beam induced damage can be used in a positive sense, to effectively
“create” ferromagnetism in 40 nm Fe60Al40 films which prior to irradiation were paramagnetic [1].
In this work we have used an advanced detection strategy on an aberration corrected JEOL ARM200cF Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) [2] to achieve correlated 1 nm spatial resolution imaging of physical
structure (Fig. 1a) and magnetism (Figs. 1b-d). For each electron probe position, recording the electron scattering
by the sample allows quantitative measurements to be made of in-plane magnetic induction at the same time
revealing structural variation. We have applied this technique to reveal multi-domain structures in as-written disc
shaped structures with diameter 0.3 - 4 
m (Fig. 1b and c), and rectangular structures with lateral dimensions 0.03
-4
m by 10 
m (Fig. 1d). Furthermore, we have investigated the widths of the lateral transitions between the
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic state at element edges, across narrowest single-line written features and of
domain walls and vortices within elements.

Fig. 1. STEM images showing magnetic contrast in the Ne+ patterned Fe60Al40 film. (a) Bright field image of the
thin film, showing which area is ferromagnetic due to patterning. (b, c) magnetic contrast for the 4 
m diameter
patterned disc, mapped magnetic induction indicated by the double headed arrows. (d) Magnetic induction in a
400 nm by 4 
m rectangular structure.
[1] Rantej Bali, et al, Nano Letters, 2014, doi:10.1021/nl404521c
[2] S. McVitie, et al, Ultramicroscopy, 2015, doi:10.1016/j.ultramic.2015.01.003
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A profound concept in theoretical modeling is the separation of time scales in different reservoirs, for instance spin
and lattice. However, in magnetocaloric [1] and multiferroic [2] materials such a reservoir separation is not feasible
because of comparable exchange energies. Thus, a proper description combining the instantaneous dynamics as
well as force and energy minimisation of both, spin and lattice degrees of freedom, are required.
We will present our electronic structure approach of combined atomistic spin-lattice dynamics. Here, we apply our
first-principles Tight Binding method, allowing us to calculate forces without mapping to any particular effective
classical Hamiltonian model. Applying multiparameter perturbation theory we still are able to map to a classical
bilinear spin-lattice Hamiltonian, allowing us to compare common methods like Monte Carlo to our ab-initio
methodology.
The current proposed method will be applied to bulk Stoner magnets and low-dimensional systems under the
constrain of negligible charge reordering. We reveal significant inconsistencies of the usual bilinear model in both
spin and lattice, especially under disorder. Our approach will give a new insight on exchange phenomena within and
between different reservoirs.
[1]

G. Bauer et al., Nature Materials 11, 391–399 (2012) [2] R. Ramesh et al., Nature Materials 6, 21 – 29
(2007)
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Spin electronics based probes have been developed for 3D magnetic micro-imaging and non destructive evaluation.
The first approach, rather classical, is based on arrays of linear GMRs which allow mapping of defects over rather
large surfaces. Perpendicular or planar configurations have been used allowing different field components
detection. The second approach is based on using up to 4 orientations of GMRs microprobes in order to reconstruct
the 3 components of the magnetic field. This approach is particularly interesting for imaging of magnetic objects
with arbitrary shapes. Relation between size and detectivity performances as well as electronic design
configurations using in situ modulation schemes will be discussed. The tailoring of the GMR response allowing the
development of very sensitive probes, small field range, or lower sensitive probe with long linear range will be also

presented. Various examples of applications in imaging will be presented.
View of a 3D probe

Example of a 6x0.1mm depth default in Inconel

Time-resolved holography with extended reference by autocorrelation linear differential operator (HERALDO)
imaging of nano-scale magnetic vortex dynamics
N Bukin
University of Exeter, UK
X-ray holography with extended reference autocorrelation by linear differential operator (HERALDO) has recently
been used to obtain time-resolved imaging of vortex core gyration within a 2 μm x 2 μm permalloy (Py) square along
a gold coplanar waveguide (CPW) with a spatial resolution of 30 nm and temporal resolution of up to 0.25 ns. This
is the first time this technique has successfully captured clear, high resolution (both spatially and temporally)
images of vortex core gyration. Images were captured by exploiting the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
effect to obtain magnetic contrast and show the domain structure within the sample at a specific point in time
during its gyration. By introducing a delay between RF pulse-induced excitation of vortex core gyration (variable)
and the incoming x-ray pulse (fixed), we were able to obtain images of the magnetic state of the sample at different
moments in time after gyration excitation. We found that it took ~3.5 ns for a single gyration to occur and the
maximal displacement of the core from its rest position was roughly 110 nm. HERALDO is an improvement upon the
standard Fourier transform holography (FTH) technique in that it uses an extended reference (in this case, a slit)
instead of a point and thus has increased x-ray flux through the reference, reducing image acquisition time. The
sample can also be tilted to allow imaging of in-plane as well as out-of-plane magnetism and high quality slits are
easier to make than high quality points, allowing higher spatial resolution in images.

Reconfigurable exchange bias-like effect in hybrid hard/soft patterned magnetic composites
1,2
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Reconfigurable magnetic systems are attracting growing interest due to their potential in the development of
forefront magnetic devices.[1,2] One way to create the reconfigurability is by applying external fields and/or
changing the magnetic history of the system, controlling in this way, the dynamic[3] and/or static magnet-ic[4]
behavior without changing the shapes/sizes of the structures. Here we present a hybrid 2D hard-soft composite
fabricated by combining soft (Co73Si27) and hard (NdCo5) magnetic materials with in-plane and out-of-plane
magnetic anisotropies, respectively. They have been microstructured in a square lattice of CoSi anti-dots with NdCo
dots within the holes (see figure below). The magnetic properties of the dots allow us to introduce a magnetostatic
stray field that can be controlled in direction and sense by their last saturating magnetic field. The magnetostatic
interactions between dot and anti-dot layers induce a completely reconfig-urable exchange bias-like shift in the
system’s hysteresis loops. Two different regimes for this shift are pre-sent depending on the lattice parameter of the
microstructures. For large values, dipolar magnetostatic decay is observed with a small bias field shift. For the
smaller lattice parameter, the interaction between adjacent anti-dot’s characteristic closure domain structures
enhances the exchange bias-like effect. Work supported by Spanish MINECO (FIS2013-45469) and FCT of Portugal
(Grants SFRH/BPD/90471/2012 and SFRH/BPD/72329/2010).

a) SEM micrograph of the fabricated CoSi anti-dot matrix and NdCo dots. b) In-plane T-MOKE loops for three
different magnetic histories: →, ← and ↑ senses of the initial saturating magnetic field. c) Micromagnetic
simulation of the hybrid structure showing the in-plane hysteresis loop of the CoSi anti-dot matrix and different
magnetization configurations during the reversal. The interaction between neighbor anti-dots closure magnetization
configurations exhibits a clear asymmetric behavior due to the magnetic state recorded in the NdCo dot.
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Artificial magnetic stray field landscapes above engineered magnetic domain structures in topographically films are
versatile for the positioning and active manipulation of micro- or nano-objects such as molecules or even hybrid
material systems[1,2]. In this regard, the quantifiable measurement of the magnetic stray fields with spatial
resolution on the nanometer scale is desirable and simultaneously one of the most challenging tasks.
In this work, we have investigated artificial domain walls in an exchange-biased CoFe (10 nm)/IrMn (30nm) layer
system. Three different domain wall geometries, illustrated in Fig. 1a, were induced by varying the external magnetic
field vector during keV-He+ ion bombardment [3].
The perpendicular component of the magnetic stray field was evaluated quantitatively employing a scanningmagnetoresistive microscope (SMRM) 4. In-field magnetic imaging for all three domain configurations provides local
information about the reversal process, in particular near the domain wall. Interestingly, for the side-to-side
configuration, a stable Bloch point was observed at the domain wall interface as shown in Fig. 1c. The Bloch point
can be moved by applying a magnetic field along the domain wall direction, which might be relevant for spintronics
applications.
This study was supported by micromagnetic simulations, computing the magnetostatic field above the surface and
giving a detailed insight into the intrinsic domain wall structure. As shown in Fig. 1b the simulations are in nice
agreement to the experimental findings obtained by in-field SMRM.

Figure 1 — a) Schematic representation of the investigated artificial magnetic landscape geometries. b) Simulated remanent
state of the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization component for the side-to-side geometry. c) Experimental results for the
side-to-side geometry at the remanent state and after applying an external magnetic field H ext of 13.9 mT. Initial Bloch point
positions are marked with dashed lines. On the inset: the Bloch point with corresponding line profile.
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A. Ehresmann, D. Lengemann, T. Weis, A. Albrecht, J. Langfahl-Klabes, F. Göllner, and D. Engel, Adv. Mater.
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F. Ahrend, D. Holzinger, M. Fohler, S. Pofahl, U. Wolff, M. DeKieviet, R. Schaefer, and A. Ehresmann, J.
Magn. Magn. Mater. 381, 292 (2015)
D. Holzinger, N. Zingsem, I. Koch, A. Gaul, M. Fohler, C. Schmidt, and A. Ehresmann, J. Appl. Phys. 114,
013908 (2013)
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Magnetostrictive Materials for aerospace applications
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Magnetostrictive materials, such as Fe-Si-B and Co-Si-B are being investigated for different aerospace applications
including wireless strain sensors for structural health monitoring (SHM) [1] and magnetostrictive energy harvesters
[2] for powering other SHM sensors. To monitor the structural health of composite, the research has investigated
using amorphous Fe-Si-B and Co-Si-B wires embedded into the composite to measure the internal strain and detect
when there is damage within the composite. The wires were produced using the in rotating water quench technique
and were either plain or glass coated. The wires were then embedded between 10
m unidirec
(Fig. 1). How the composite mechanical properties were altered with the addition of the wires was studied. It was
found that the larger the diameter of the wire, the greater the detrimental effect on the composite failure. The
change in magnetisation as a function of strain was also measured. COMSOL modelling was used to determine the
ideal sensor array to measure the change in strain. Other work has investigated using Fe-Si-B (Metglas) ribbon in
magnetostrictive energy harvesters [2]. Different ribbon arrangements within the harvester have been studied,
including cantilever and bridge set-ups, embedded the ribbon within the composite and using up to 5 separate
ribbons. Different pick-up coil arrangements have also been studied to determine the best arrangement, which gives
the largest output voltage over a useful frequency range. It was found that the bridge arrangement had a wide
frequency range for the output voltage compared to a cantilever, but the output voltage was lower.
[1]
[2]

A. Christopoulous et al, Smar. Mater. Struc. 23, (2014), 085035
L. Wang et al, Smar. Mater. Struc. 17, (2008), 045009

Figure 1. Magnetostrictive wires co-bonded to the composite surface.
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A skyrmion, an example of a topological excitation, can appear in a chiral material with cubic symmetry. The motion
of the skyrmion can be described by a Thiele equation, and the form of the equation is quite similar to that for
superconducting vortices. There are questions concerning the mass of the vortex, and these are important for
understanding the transport phenomenon called the flux ow state[1]. On the other hand, the mass of a skyrmion is
important in the field of spintronics and to date has been studied in terms of the response to the different kinds of
driving fields[2]. It is also known that inertia is important for understanding motion in confining potentials[3].
In this presentation, we consider the response of two coupled skyrmions in a bilayer system. In this system, a
skyrmion exists in each layer and the two skyrmions interact with each other via interlayer exchange coupling. We
examine this problem from the viewpoint of using resonance to study inertia. We will discuss their dynamical
behavior and ac response to different kinds of oscillating fields. Moreover, we show that a narrow band of spin
waves can be generated by driving a resonance of the coupled skyrmion system. The mechanism of generating spin
waves will be discussed in terms of the energy transfer and the orbital motion of skyrmions.
[1]
[2]
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Van der Waals assembly using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique is an appealing method for fabrication of
two-dimensional transition metal diselenides (TMDs) ultrathin films down to one monolayer because one can
achieve high purity of the layers and it is uniformly scalable [1]. In this approach, fully relaxed epilayers can be
obtained on the substrates whose surfaces are chemically (quasi) inert owing to low density of dangling bonds. In
addition this approach can make possible to conduct doping process in order to yield magnetically active 2D
materials. Compared to the surface charge transfer doping and substitutional doping reported essentially for
exfoliated flakes [2,3], the intentional MBE doping appears to be an unique approach which offers an accurate
control of the concentration and the homogenous distribution of dopants.
In this poster, we report on the growth, characterizations of few monolayers MoSe2, WSe2 and their magnetic
derivatives obtained by doping on different substrates such as SiO2/Si and sapphire. The TMDs epilayers were
fabricated by two step growth process which consists of depositing TMDs layers at temperatures ranging from
350°C to 600°C followed by a post-annealing around 700°C. We point out that the growth rate and the substrate
temperature of the first step play a key role in the growth dynamics of the TMDs on sapphire. The post-annealing
allows to improve the crystalline quality and to smooth the layers. We have performed several techniques in order to
characterize the TMDs layers such as RHEED, Raman, X-ray diffraction, AFM, XPS. The figure 1 displays the grazing
incidence x-ray diffraction spectrum of one monolayer MoSe2 on sapphire. The reflections coming from MoSe2 are
clearly visible along two directions of sapphire. The phi-scan RHEED (inset of figure 2) is found to be isotropic when
rotating the samples. This means that the layer is polycrystalline and composed of multi-domains without any
preferential in-plane orientation. The domain size estimated from XRD peaks is about several dozen nanometers.
Additional results from the layer characterizations have been also obtained, such as Raman shown in the figure 2,
indicating unambiguously the fingerprint of TMDs monolayers with highly crystalline structure over centimeter-sized
surface. The Fe-doped TMDs were also synthesized with the optimum growth parameters for free-dopant TMDs
layers. The characterizations and magnetic properties of the Fe-doped TMDs layer will be discussed in the poster.

Figure 1. XRD of one monolayer MoSe 2 grown on sapphire. Figure 2. Raman spectra of post-annealed one
monolayer MoSe 2 grown on sapphire. The inset shows the RHEED pattern of the corresponding sample.
[1]
[2]
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L10 ordered FePt alloy is currently considered as the most promising candidate for next generation ultra-high
density magnetic recording media (> 1 Tbit/in2), due to its high magnetocrystalline anisotropy (5 – 10 MJ/m3),
which ensures room temperature thermal stability of grains with size down to 3 nm [1,2]. However, due to the large
switching field of this material, the writability issue must be solved to comply with conventional recording heads.
Exchange coupled composites consisting of high- and low-anisotropy ferromagnetic phases separated by a sharp or
a graded interface [2,3] have been proposed as an efficient way to reduce the switching field without compromising
the thermal stability.
In this work, anisotropy phase-graded L10/A1 FePt films deposited on amorphous glass substrates were
investigated by combining ultra-high resolution electron microscopy and angular magnetic measurements. A high
textured (001) L10 FePt film was first deposited at a relatively low temperature (350 °C) using an MgO/Cr
underlayer stack, hence a second layer was grown by gradually decreasing the deposition temperature down to a
final value ranging in between 250 and 100 °C depending on the layer thickness (tG). This procedure leaded to the
formation of a phase-graded system [4] consisting of hard and soft phases separated by a nanometer interphase
boundary, where the anisotropy gradually changes due to the variation of the relative amount of hard and soft
phases along the film thickness. The samples showed a preferential perpendicular anisotropy and a significant
reduction of the coercive field with the increase of tG (~30% for tG = 5 nm), suggesting a potential interest in these
systems for future magnetic recording media.
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Figure 1. (a,b) Cross section STEM images. (c) Normalized room temperature hysteresis loops measured along the
normal to the film plane as a function of tG. (d) Trend of the coercivity as a function of tG; the values of the final
deposition temperature are also indicated.
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Direct Observation of Magnetic Domain Propagations in TbFeCo Dots Thin Films
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The amorphous ferrimagnetism rare-earth (RE) transition metal (TM) alloys has been investigated for the magnetooptical recording due to the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in thin films [1]. They have great potential
applications in perpendicular magnetic random access memory, which is considered to be a universal memory
technology due to the low power dissipation and the non-volatility [2]. Here we studied amorphous TbFeCo dot films
and directly observed the propagation process of the magnetic domains in the different dot size thin film samples by
a wild-field Kerr microscopy. The system was built up on a Kohler illumination [3], a blue LED with the wavelength of
455nm was used as an illumination source. A high resolution CCD camera was fixed to capture the polarization
dependent live images, the two out-of-plane oriented domains showed up in the images as black and white
contrast. By subtracting a domain free background image from the saturation magnetization state, we can obtain a
clear micrograph of the domain pattern. The diameter of our dot samples are 300μm, 150μm respectively, we
extracted three hysteresis loops from the different regions of the sample as showed in Figure 1. The coercivity is
slightly different as the extract regions shifted from the central to the edge of the dot, and the changing tendency is
contrary as the size of the dots is different. This phenomenon is consistent with the magnetic domain reversal
progress been observed in the real time images, the magnetization orientation of the large dot (300μm) reverses
from centre to edge while the small dot (150μm) reverses from the edge to centre.
[1]
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The current-driven dynamics of chiral domain walls (DWs) [1] along multilayers with strong perpendicular
magnetocristalline anisotropy is studied by means of realistic micromagnetic simulations [2] in different systems.
We firstly evaluated the geometry depicted in Fig. 1(a), where the ferromagnetic layer (FM) layer is patterned with
the shape of “a quarter-of-a-star” on top of an extended HM. The FM consists in seven strips, each one forming a
different angle 𝜙𝜙 with the y-axis. A train of five positive current pulses flowing through HM underneath the
ferromagnetic (FM) is injected along the positive y-axis. Fig. 1(b) depicts the final displacement of each DW within
each strip, indicating a maximum DW displacement (𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 ) along the strip at 𝜙𝜙≈30º from y-axis. From this state, a
new train of five pulses is injected along the negative y-axis, and the final displacement is shown in Fig. 1(c). In this
case, the 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 is observed along the strip parallel to the y-axis (𝜙𝜙≈0º) and decreases gradually from this
direction. A similar analysis was also performed to evaluate the semi-bubble expansion in an unpatterned FM thin
film (Fig. 1(d)-(f)), where 𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 is also reached at 𝜙𝜙≈30º for both the up-down and the down-up DWs.

Our analysis indicates that pinning and thermal effects play a significant role which needs to be taken into account
in order to properly describe the angular dependence of the current-driven domain wall dynamics in these systems
[3]. These simulations can account for the experimental behavior at large currents, but results at lower current
density point towards incompatibilities between the model and the experiment that need further experimental and
theoretical efforts.

Figure 1. DW dynamics along strips with different orientations with respect to the current. (a) Initial state of up-down DWs. (b)
Forward displacement of the DWs under five positive current pulses (2ns at J=+2TA/m2). Grey dotted lines represent the initial
positions of the DW in each strip. The DW displacement is shown by plotting the differential images Δ(𝑟𝑟𝑟)=𝑚𝑚 𝑧𝑧,𝑓𝑓 (𝑟𝑟𝑟)−𝑚𝑚 𝑧𝑧,𝑖𝑖 (𝑟𝑟𝑟),
where the sub-indexes i and f indicate the initial and final states respectively. (c) Backward displacement of the DWs under five
negative current pulses (2ns at J=-2TA/m2). Black dotted lines represent the initial positions of the DW in each strip. (d)-(f)
Semi-bubble DW dynamics under five positive current pulses (1ns at J=+1TA/m2) at zero and at room temperature.
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A study of the structure and magnetic properties of 2 nm diameter (340 atoms) Fe nanoparticles embedded in a Cr
film matrix is reported. The structure was investigated by X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) and the magnetic
properties by Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometry. The thin films were produced
by the co-deposition of pre-formed gas-phase Fe clusters, synthesised by a gas aggregation source, with an atomic
vapour of Cr produced by an MBE source. The magnetic behaviour was analysed as a function of Fe nanoparticle
volume fraction in the range 5 – 20% and was compared to previous results on ferromagnetic nanoparticles in
antiferromagnetic matrices. EXAFS measurements showed that the atomic structure in the Cr-embedded Fe
nanoparticles is the same as the bulk Cr bcc structure. No evidence of alloying between Fe and Cr is found. For the
most diluted sample the saturation magnetisation (M S ) was 1 µB /Fe atom, which is significantly less than the bulk
M S value of 2.22 µB /Fe atom, indicating that the surface of Fe nanoparticles is either antiferromagnetic or nonmagnetic, due to the atomic disorder. An increase in the volume fraction produces an increase in the value of M S
and at a volume fraction of 20%, close to the percolation threshold, M S exceeds the value of bulk Fe showing that
some Cr spins, surrounding Fe particles, actually provide a contribution to M s , as they tend to orient along the
magnetization of Fe particles. After field cooling below 30K, all films show Exchange Bias (EB), due to the exchange
coupling at the Fe/Cr interface, and an increase of coercivity, which are both much larger for the most concentrated
sample. The above results show that Cr spins at the surface of the Fe particles play a key role in determining the
observed magnetic behaviour [1, 2].
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We report a detailed study on the spinterface based on LSMO manganite and the sexithienyl/sexithiophene (T6)
molecule, which has been at the basis of the pioneering employment of organic semiconductor in spintronics.[1]
We combine spectroscopical (XPS and UPS) and morphological (AFM) techniques to perform a deep investigation of
the early two monolayers of T6 molecules on LSMO thin films. We report on the interfacial energetics and on the
growth mechanism. We enlighten the parameters that define the interaction between LSMO and T6 in the formation
of the so-called spinterface, which is the key for the understanding of organic spintronic devices.[2]
We employ 9 nm La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (LSMO) epitaxial thin films deposited on extremely high quality TiO 2 terminated
SrTiO 3 (100) substrates purchased by Shinkosha Co. ltd. These LSMO films are ferromagnetic and metallic at room
2
areas at least (no outgrowths or particulate). Then
temperature with a roughness below 0.2 nm over a 20 x 20 m
the T6 films are deposited in the range from 0.25 to 2 monolayers (ML), plus thick films (4 and 6 ML) to have a
“bulk” reference.
The figure reports the morphology of the early two ML and the energy landscape of the interface, where the
transition from the submonolayer to the “bulk” behavior, happening just below 2 ML, is enlightened.
We go far beyond the state of the art knowledge of this interface.[3] Our study reveals a very strong and anisotropic
interaction between T6 and LSMO, which results in a unique growth mode dominated by such a strong interaction,
by the crystalline directions of the LSMO and by its electronic structure. The effect of the LSMO persists even at the
2 ML coverage, a unique aspect in the organic semiconductor growth modes. The distinctive T6/LSMO interaction
unveils the potential application of this spinterface in organic spintronics. Our study enables an aware and
motivated employment of such a spinterface.

Figure: AFM images of 0.25, 0.75, 1.25 and 2 ML coverage of T6 on LSMO (right); the thickness dependence of the
XPS data on the sulfur edge (left).
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High performance magnets are of crucial importance nowadays, with applications related to clean energy
production and electrical motors efficiency, for instance. The most used materials for this purpose are the
intermetallic compounds with general formula R 2 M 14 B, R being a rare earth and M=Fe or Co. However, these
materials have shown limitations for systems operating at high temperatures and, at the same time, the use of
critical rare earths increases the costs of high performance magnets. Previous studies [1] on the magnetic
properties of intermetallic compounds have shown that numerical calculations, based on classical formulae
correlating crystalline electric field (CEF) parameters with anisotropy coefficients, are suitable to explain the
magnetic properties of such materials as a function of temperature and applied magnetic field. When applied to the
R 2 Fe 14 B series of compounds, a remarkable feature of this approach is the fact that the same values of crystal field
coefficients are able to reproduce, with reasonable accuracy, the magnetic properties in all the RE series. In this
work, the method has been applied to the calculation of the behaviour of R 2-x R’ x Fe 14 B compounds, as a way to
explore the influence on the magnetic properties of the substitution of a given R atom with a second one (R’). The
aim is to find material compositions offering optimum compromise between performance and cost of permanent
magnets, by minimizing the use of more expensive rare earths. Preliminary results reproduce the main
characteristics such as spontaneous magnetization and Curie temperature in Nd 2-x Ce x Fe 14 B. Anisotropy constants
as a function of temperature are also calculated, and found in good agreement with experimental data. Also,
calculations of magnetizations as function of applied magnetic field are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Calculated magnetization as a function of magnetic field in Nd 2-x Ce x Fe 14 B compounds, in a field applied
perpendicular to the easy c-axis. Experimental data for pure Nd 2 Fe 14 B is presented in open circles for comparison
[2].
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We have studied the magnetic coupling between a soft ferromagnet (Cobalt) and a multiferroic using x-ray resonant
magnetic scattering (XRMS). The multiferroic BiFeO 3 is the only known magnetoelectric that shows magnetic and
ferroelectric ordering at room temperature (TN=370ºC and TFE=820ºC) [1]; it is a G-type antiferromagnet with a
long-range cycloidal structure [2,3]. The coupling between a soft ferromagnet and the AF order of BFO would allow
the electric field control of the ferromagnetism since in BFO the magnetic moment is coupled to the electric
moment, a type of indirect magnetoelectricity with a potential exchange-bias effect.
With XRMS we demonstrated that the magnetic cycloid existing in BiFeO 3 induces a wriggle in the magnetization of
the Co ferromagnetic layer deposited on BiFeO 3 single crystal [4] We have demonstrated this by seeing off-specular
peak at the resonance energy of the Co and Fe. To refine the model of the magnetic structure we have done
simulations of the weight and the positions of the off-specular peaks as a function of the azimuthal angle. Our
simulations have been done using the kinematical approximation for magnetic scattering and we choose to
modelize the cycloid as a sinus wave magnetization along 2 orthogonal directions, the third one being the direction
of propagation of the cycloids. In addition thanks to PEEM we also study the coupling between ferroelectric domains
and antifferomagnetic domain in the case of a multidomain sample [5].
More recently we use also soft x-ray scattering on BFO sample with array of aligned electric domain either artificially
written using PFM or as grown. The aim was not only to probe the ordering of electric domain but also to investigate
the existence of a potential nonzero magnetic moment that may exist at the domain wall due to symmetry breaking.
First result will be presented.
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Superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles continue to emerge as one of the most important nanomaterial for
biomedical applications because of its biocompatibility, with applications as MRI contrast agent, thermally
activated drug release and heating mediators for hyperthermia cancer treatment.1 In the past few years much work
was published on a plethora of synthetic protocols in order to control the size, shape and surface functionality of
nanoparticles. Among the work focused on magnetic hyperthermia Jean-Paul Fortin et al.2 reported that the Specific
Loss Power (SLP) for isolated Fe3O4 nanoparticles is maximized in the 10-15 nm size range. More recently it was
reported that the organization of superparamagnetic isolated Fe3O4 nanoparticles to nano-assemblies increases
significantly the SLP values.1, 3 Results show that the 40 nm nano-assemblies (which consisted from 6 nm average
diameter isolated Fe3O4 nanoparticles) have a 92.62 W/g SLP with an applied field of 10 kA/m at 425 kHz
frequency.
In this study, superparamangetic Fe3O4 nanoparticle-clusters in the 30-40 nm size range were synthesized by a
modified polyol method. The as-made materials are first functionalized by PVP and then by citrate ions in order to
increase their water solubility and stability. XRD studies show a single phase material of Fe3O4 TEM and HR-TEM
images suggest that the nano-assemblies have a flower-like morphology with 30-40 nm mean diameter and consist
of 6-8 nm mean diameter isolated Fe3O4 nanoparticles Magnetic measurements show that the nanoparticleclusters are superparamagnetic with saturation magnetization of 39 and 57.7 emu/g for the PVP and citrate coated
materials, respectively. The difference in the saturation magnetization is probably due to the less organic content in
the case of the citrate modified materials.
The temperature profiles, obtained from hyperthermia measurements of 10 mg/ml nanomaterial in water solution
and with an 10 kA/m applied field at 150 kHz frequency, showed an increase in temperature from 293 to 338 K
(ΔT=45 K) after only 79 sec of field exposure with a very high rate of 0.57 oC/sec in the case of citrate
functionalized particles while the heating rate was 0.31 oC/sec for the PVP coated particles.
[1]
[2]
[3]

Lartigue L., Alloyeau D., Kolosnjaj-Tabi J., Javed Y., Guardia P., Riedinger A., Péchoux C., Pellegrino T.,
Wilhelm C., Gazeau F., ACS Nano 2013, 7 (5), pp 3939–3952
Fortin J-P, Wilhelm C., Servais J., Ménager C., Bacri J-C, Gazeau F., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2007, 129 (9), pp
2628–2635
Barickn K.C., Aslam M., Lin Y-P., Bahadur D., Prasad P.V., Dravid V. P., J. Mater. Chem., 2009, 19, 70237029
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Investigation of the multiferroicity in Eu 2 CoMnO 6 and Ce 2 CoMnO 6
C Miclea
National Institute of Materials Physics, Romania
Polycrystalline samples of the double perovskite-type compound Eu 2 CoMnO 6 , Ce 2 CoMnO 6 and the non-magnetic
homolog, La 2 CoMn 6 , were synthetized using a ceramic method by high temperature reaction in air. We report here
preliminary results on powder X-ray diffraction investigation, DC magnetization, specify heat, electrical transport and
electrical polarization measurements.
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Time resolved imaging of coupled nano-contact spin transfer vortex oscillators
E O Burgos Parra1, P S Keatly1, S R Sani2, J Åkerman3 and R J Hicken1
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Phase-locked spin torque vortex oscillators (STVOs), formed from multiple nano-contacts (NCs) on a spin-valve
mesa, are anticipated to exhibit enhanced microwave power and phase stability compared to an individual STVO.
The Oersted field produced by the DC current in each NC leads to the formation of a vortex, while the spin-torque
sustains vortex gyration.[1,2] While the microwave emission due to the gyration can be characterized by electrical
measurements, the magnetization dynamics beyond the perimeter of the NC cannot. In this work pairs of STVOs with
NCs of 100 nm diameter and center-to-center separation ranging from 200 nm to 1100 nm have been studied, with
a combination of electrical measurements and time-resolved scanning Kerr microscopy (TRSKM) being used to
explore the microwave emission and associated magnetization dynamics as a function of NC separation. Electrical
measurements were richly featured, often exhibiting multiple modes and their harmonics. The character of the
spectrum was also found to change markedly as the NC separation was reduced. At the smallest separation of 200
nm, splitting of the STVO frequency was observed over a significant range of DC current, while the enhanced
amplitude and reduced linewidth expected of a pair of mutually synchronized STVOs was not. To explore the splitting
further TRSKM was used to image the magnetization dynamics. A small injected microwave (RF) current, with
frequency and power of 160 MHz and -5 dBm respectively, was used to phase-lock one of the modes to the laser
system for stroboscopic Kerr imaging of the dynamics. The Kerr images acquired for the NC pair with 200 nm
separation reveal significant differences in the spatial character of the magnetization dynamics when compared to
those observed previously for a pair with 900 nm separation, for which the dynamic interaction is expected to be
weaker. For a separation of 900 nm, localized regions of magnetization dynamics were observed close to each NC,
each region having similar spatial character to that found within single NC devices, suggesting that a separate vortex
had formed at each NC.[3] However, for a pair of NCs with 200 nm separation, a single region of lower amplitude
dynamics was observed to span the region occupied by the NCs. At the same time, large amplitude dynamics were
also observed some microns from the NCs. We speculate that these dynamics are due to the oscillation of antivortices (AV) that were pushed away from the NCs, pinned by stray DC electromagnetic fields from the device
contact pads, and then excited by the stray RF Oersted field. An improved understanding of the interaction of pairs
of NC-STVOs obtained from time-resolved imaging of their magnetization dynamics is crucial for the realization of
networks of phase-locked STVOs that share common magnetic layers.
[1]
[2]
[3]

M. R. Pufall et al., Phys. Rev. B, 75, 1 (2007)
Q. Mistral et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 257201 (2008)
P. S. Keatley et al. ‘Direct observation of magnetization dynamics generated by nano-contact spin-torque
vortex oscillators’ (submitted for publication)
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Spin dependant tunnelling in ultrathin Schottky junctions based on La 0.66 Sr 0.33 MnO 3 / SrTiO 3 :Nb interfaces
G Kurij1, T Maroutian1, A Solignac2, L E Calvet1, R Guerrero1, G Agnus1, M Pannetier-Lecoeur2 and P Lecoeur1
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High-quality all-oxide thin Schottky junctions, based on ferromagnetic La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) and Niobiumdoped n-type semiconductor SrTiO3 (Nb:STO) materials were investigated. Samples were grown by pulsed laser
deposition and a dedicated patterning process has been established for the fabrication of ultrathin-film Schottky
junctions, with Nb:STO thickness of 3 nm and below.
At first, ultrathin single barriers (Nb:STO/LSMO) were investigated in a wide temperature range. While the currentvoltage characteristics of such junctions seem to follow the thermionic field emission theory close to room
temperature, for low temperatures a marked deviation from the standard behaviour is observed. Compared with
semi-infinite bulk-based semiconductor Schottky junctions, the charge injection is found to be strongly affected by
the electric field dependent permittivity of ultrathin Nb:STO.
In a second step, symmetrical Schottky junctions (LSMO/Nb:STO/LSMO) were fabricated with a Nb:STO barrier
thickness of 2 nm. The hard layer of the magnetic structure was built using (i) a SrRuO3/LSMO bilayer or (ii) a
ruthenium-doped LSMO layer [1]. A tunnel magnetoresistance signature for the structure was measured up to 7%
for the former case and up to 350% for the latter one. Although oxide-based tunnel magnetoresistance has been
intensively investigated in the last decades [2, 3], the observation of such an effect using a doped semiconductor
as tunnel barrier was never reported to date. It brings new opportunities to design oxide-based spin electronic
devices, but also highlights some remaining challenging questions.

Figure 1: (Left) Sketch of the designed heterostructure including the SRO/LSMO pinned layer, the Nb:STO depleted
layer and the LSMO top electrode. (Right) Measurement of the change of the resistivity as a function of the external
applied magnetic field indicating a clear tunnel magnetoresistance.
[1]
[2]
[3]

R Guerrero, A Solignac, C Fermon, M Pannetier-Lecoeur, P Lecoeur, R Fernández-Pacheco, Appl. Phys. Lett.
100, (14), 142402 (2012)
Yu Lu, X. W. Li, G. Q. Gong, Gang Xiao, A. Gupta, P. Lecoeur, J. Z. Sun, Y. Y. Wang, and V. P. Dravid Phys.
Rev. B 54, R8357(R) (1996)
Bowen et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 82, 233 (2003); Werner et al, Appl. Phys. Lett. 98, 162505 (2011)
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Investigation of the spin-pumping effect in epitaxially grown Fe/MgO/Pt systems
L Mihalceanu, S Keller, A Conca, J Greser, M R Schweizer, B Hillebrands and E T Papaioannou
Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Germany
Spin currents allow for charge carrier free information transfer. Thus understanding and improving the generation of
spin currents at the interface of thin ferromagnetic (FM)/ non-magnetic (NM) and FM/ Insulator (I)/NM stacks
provides an opportunity for developing faster data-processing nanoelectronics devices with low energy
consumption.
We investigate the influence of an MgO tunnelling barrier in Fe/MgO/Pt systems on the spin-pumping effect which is
based upon a spin current getting injected from the ferromagnetic into the non-magnetic layer. The injected spin
current is subsequently detected via the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) (Fig. 1). Fitting of a symmetric and an
antisymmetric Lorenzian fit formula allows for the analysis of the detected DC-voltage. By means of the spin
pumping FMR measurements we demonstrated that an increasing thickness of the MgO interlayer in Fe/MgO/Pt
leads to a more pronounced symmetric ISHE DC-voltage signal contribution over the antisymmetric one (Fig. 2).
Due to the anisotropy of Fe an angular dependence of the ISHE DC-voltage is examined. The results reveal the hard
axis and uniaxial anisotropy influence on the spin-pumping effect.
We correlate our results with structural analysis of the trilayers. With the help of X-rays diffraction we show that Pt
grows as an almost perfect crystal on top of the MgO interlayer while Fe grows epitaxially on the MgO substrate. Xray photoemission spectroscopy is also used to reveal the chemical composition of the interfaces.

Fig. 1: Spin-pumping induced voltage detected by using Fig.
the ISHE-effect. Plot illustrates the perpendicular to the
external magnetic field H and MW field induced DCvoltage for 0, 1, and 2 nm thick MgO interlayers.

2: Symmetrical over the anti-symmetrical
contribution of the detected spin-pumping voltage for
various Fe(12nm)/MgO(0-2nm)/Pt(6nm) samples along
the magnetic easy axis with microwave excitation at 13
GHz.
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Ultra-low-current spin Hall nano-oscillators based on NiFe/W bilayers
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Spin Hall nano-oscillators (SHNOs) driven by pure spin current have shown the capability to generate highly
coherent microwave signals at room temperature [1]. Recently, a new device geometry was demonstrated using
nano-constriction structures in NiFe/Pt bilayers, and single mode signal with low threshold current (Ith) was
achieved under in-plane applied fields [2].
SHNOs have so far been studied with a limited number of material combinations, including Pt/NiFe [2], Pt/YIG [3],
Pt/CoFeB [4] and Ta/CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB [5]. Here, we present new, high-efficiency SHNOs based on
NiFe(5nm)/β-W(5nm) bilayers and investigate their magnetic and microwave characteristics.
The measurement geometry is described in Fig.1(a). A noticeable reduction in Ith (<500 μA) has been observed
compared to previous reports [2,5] (Fig.1(b)). Ith was obtained from devices with constriction width from 80 to
150nm and Ith vs. width follows a linear trend. The effective Ith is calculated as the portion of the total current
flowing in the W layer whose resistivity is 7 times larger than NiFe resistivity. The microwave properties are studied
under different conditions of the applied magnetic field and current. Fig.1(c) shows the power spectral density map
of a 150nm wide constriction under 0.04 T field (φ=30o). At low currents, a single mode with a weak current
dependence is observed. By increasing the current, a second lower frequency mode appears with a clear redshifting current dependence of df/dI=-1.3 GHz/mA. It has the characteristics of a “spin wave bullet” mode which is
self-localized at the center of the constriction. Its microwave signal is also more dominant at lower fields, consistent
with a larger bullet size at lower fields [6].

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

V. E. Demidov et al., Nat. Mater. 11, 1028 (2012)
V.E. Demidov et al., Applied Physics Letters 105, 172410 (2014)
A. Hamadeh et al., Physical Review Letters, 113, 197203 (2014)
M. Ranjbar et al., IEEE Magn. Lett. 5, 3000504 (2014)
L. Liu et al., Physical Review Letters 109, 186602 (2012)
H. Ulrichs et al., Applied Physics Letters 104, 042407 (2014)
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Toward accurate calculation of diffusive spin transport starting from realistic Hamiltonians. Applications to
electrons, polaritons, and holes
V Sacksteder
Royal Holloway University of London
Spin-orbit couplings, in the presence of an electric current, can generate strong spin currents with possible
applications to spintronics devices. For example, recent experiments demonstrated domain switching driven by
electrical current in a CoPt bilayer with strong spin-orbit coupling. These devices depend sensitively on both their
atomic-scale physics including the multilayer device profile and spin-orbit coupling, and on charge and spin flow
across the whole device. This talk will focus on a coarse-graining strategy which starts from realistic Hamiltonians
describing spin and scattering at the atomic scale, and derives spin diffusion equations suitable for modeling a
spintronics device. After reviewing the standard formalism, we outline how symbolic algebra can ease calculation of
spin diffusion equations for Hamiltonians containing several terms, and can be extended to high orders in
perturbation theory, and to strong spin-orbit coupling. We also discuss the possibility of deriving spin diffusion
coefficients numerically, allowing the use of very realistic and detailed microscopic Hamiltonians. We present results
for spin lifetimes, persistent spin helices, spin polarization production, and characteristic spatial patterns in holedoped materials, polaritons, and electron gases.

The figure compares the diffusive two dimensional spin transport of electrons (upper panels) with that of holes
(lower panels.) The panes show the spin polarization patterns produced after diffusion away from a point source at
the center. Left panels are at zero magnetic field, and right panels are in a 7 Tesla field.
[1]

Phys. Rev. B 93 p. 085311, Phys. Rev. B v. 89 p. 161307(R).
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FORC analysis of a FeRh thin film deposited on an ordered matrix of Ni nanowires
K M Ray, G Pessotto and D R Cornejo
University of São Paulo, Brazil
A study of the magnetic properties of a system consisting of a FeRh thin film (~163 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛) deposited by magnetron
sputtering over an ordered matrix of Ni nanowires in alumina nanoporous was carried out. Matrix of highly ordered
porous in anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) was obtained by the two-step anodization process of aluminum in oxalic
acid under dc applied voltage of 40 V, while the PH of the solution was maintain in 2 and the temperature in 5°C.
The diameter of the porous was determined by AFM measurements and a mean diameter of 60 nm was obtained
(Fig. 1a). Later, Ni nanowires have been successfully fabricated by ac electrodeposition in that matrix. Finally, the
mentioned FeRh film was sputtered on the matrix.
Magnetization measures as a function of the temperature (Fig. 1b) show that the FeRh layer has the usual antiferroferro first-order phase transition (FOPT). First-order-reversal-curves (FORC) studies have been realized in both inand out-of-plane directions of the film. These characterizations were made at different temperatures in each of the
three regions of the transition: the region where FeRh thin film is in the antiferromagnetic phase (AF); the region
corresponding to the ferromagnetic phase (F); and the region of the coexistence of AF and F phases. FORC
distributions measured in the out-of-plane direction (Fig. 2a) shows typical peaks corresponding to systems with
interacting clusters (with two or more magnetic phases) soft and hard, with dipolar and exchange interactions. The
ferromagnetic state of the thin film seems to favor the coupling between the film and nanowires. When the FORC is
measured in the parallel direction to the thin film (Fig 2b) it is observed that the coercivity of the system and the
height of the peaks increase with the transition of the FeRh to the ferromagnetic state, indicating the presence of
greater irreversible events in the system.

Poster session B
Behavior of the antiferro-ferromagnetic transition in a FeRh thin film layer coupled to Ni nanowires
G Pessotto, K Ray and D Cornejo
University of São Paulo, Brazil
The behavior of the antiferro-ferro first-order phase transition (FOPT) in FeRh thin film layer under presence of Ni
nanowires has been investigated.
FeRh thin film has been deposited by a magnetron sputtering on an Al2O3 matrix with Ni nanowires, at two different
temperatures: 798 K and 873 K. Annealing at 873 K for 1 h has been done in the sample deposited at higher
temperature. X-ray diffraction confirmed the bcc (type CsCl) structural phase on FeRh layer in both samples.
Fe48.2(2)Rh51.8(2) composition and 163(1) nm of thickness were obtained. The Ni nanowires, with 60nm of
mean diameter, were deposited by electroplating in the porous of Al2O3 templates.
Zero Field Cooled (ZFC) and Field Cooled (FC) curves showed a magnetic FOPT near room temperature, where FeRh
layer is antiferromagnetic (AFM) at lower temperatures and ferromagnetic (FM) at higher temperatures. The
measures were performed with 100 Oe of applied field. A difference of ~20 K in the critical temperatures of
transition were obtained comparing the samples, suggesting the higher temperature of deposition and annealing
increased that critical temperature. Measurements in zero applied field but with Ni nanowires at two different
remanence states have been performed. A difference of around 10 K in the critical temperature of transition was
observed by changing the direction of the remanence (along the main axis) in the wires (Fig. 1). It is consistent with
a coupling in the magnetization of the wires and the magnetic moment in the FeRh grains.
Hysteresis curves at different temperatures along the transition region have been measured. A distinct behavior of
the coercive field as a function of temperature was observed for each sample (Fig. 2). Also, significant differences
were obtained for measurement with the applied field oriented in- and out-of-plane. A decrease of coercive field
with the increase of temperature has been observed only for sample with FeRh layer deposited at lower temperature
for in- and out-of-plane applied field. For the other sample, the coercive field increased with the increase of
temperature in the out-of-plane condition, while the coercive field remains constant throughout the temperature
range. The coercive field behavior suggests different coupling between FeRh thin film and Ni nanowires arising from
different temperatures of deposition.

Figure 1: ZFC-FC curves of sample with FeRh deposited at 873K and the Ni nanowires in the (blue) positive and
(red) negative remanent magnetic moment. Figure 2: Coercive fields as function of temperature in warming
temperature branch.
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Exchange bias and training effect in ultrasmall core-shell cobalt ferrite nanoparticles
R C Leite, F G da Silva, G S Gomide, P Coppola, R Aquino and J Depeyrot
Universidade de Brasília, Brazil
The interest on magnetic core shell nanoparticles (CS-NPs) has extensively increased over the last years. This
interest is mainly due to their high potential to several applications, including drug delivery, combined therapeutic
and diagnostic – theranostic – biomedical applications. In a recent work [1] on CS-NPs of MnFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 and
CoFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 the magnetic coupling between soft/hard ferrite cores with a maghemite (γ-Fe 2 O 3 ) has been
shown. This coupling improves the efficiency in the conversion of electromagnetic energy into heating in magnetic
NP hyperthermia [2]. In another work with ultrasmall MnFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 CS-NPs we have investigated the role of
the magnetic interactions in the EB properties [3]. It was possible to distinguish between intra and interparticle
exchange bias by comparing experiments in a powder and in non-textured frozen dispersions of those NPs. Here, we
investigate the EB properties of ultrasmall CoFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 NPs with mean diameter of d RX =2.5 nm at T=5K, on
powder samples. The EB field (H ex ) is measured as a funcion of the cooling field (H cool ). It increases up to a
maximum H cool = 960 kA/m decreasing with further increase of H cool , as illustrated in figure 1a. The presence of
minor loops effects on the investigated NPs can be excluded because, for all hysteresis loops, the high field
magnetization is well reversible on a large range of field. The analysis for the variation of H ex vs. number of field
cycles (n) after FC process in such NPs have revealed a decrease on H ex pointing out the presence of the so called
training effect . In order to clarify the time effect on hysteresis loops, we have adopted an aging of 6000 s to the FC
cycle measurements before each cycle measurement. Our results show that the aged FC cycles are quite similar to
those without aging, indicating that time effect is negligible in comparison with that of the field training as depicted
on figure 1b. A comparison of our experimental data with predictions from Binek model [4] from EB Training Effect
shows excellent agreement.
Effect shows excellent agreement.

Figure 1: a) Cooling field dependence of the shift H EX . b) EB training effect H EX vs n and the aging effect with
t w =6000 s.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

R. Cabreira-Gomes et al. J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 368, 409 (2014).
J. H. Lee et al, Nature Nanotechnology, 6, 418-422. (2011)
F. G. Silva et al J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46, 285003 (2013).
Binek, C. Physical Review B, 70, 014421 (2004).
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Ab-initio calculations of the magnetic properties of metal-doped Boron-Nitrogen nanoribbon
J Rufinus
Widener University, USA
The field of spintronic has been continuously attracting researchers. Tremendous efforts have been made in the
quest to find the good candidates for future spintronic devices. One particular type of material called graphene is
under extensive theoretical study as a feasible component for practical applications. However, pristine graphene is
diamagnetic. Thus, a lot of research has been performed to modify the graphene-based structure to achieve
meaningful magnetic properties. Recently, a new type of graphene- based one-dimensional materials called Boron
Nitrogen nanoribbons (BNNR) has been of interest due to the theoretical predictions that this type of material shows
half-metallic property. Here we present the results of theoretical and computational studies of M-doped (M = Cr,
Mn) BNNR, the objective of which is to determine whether the presence of these dopants will give rise to
ferromagnetism. We have found that the density and the atomic distance among the dopants affect the magnetic
ordering of this type of material. These results provide a meaningful theoretical prediction of M-doped BNNR as a
basic candidate of future spintronic devices.

Poster session B
Manipulating the RKKY coupling strength by electric fields
R Lavrijsen, R Raijmakers, M Lalieu, H J M Swagten and B Koopmans
Eindhoven University of technology, the Netherlands
Manipulating the RKKY coupling strength by electric field control [1] could lead to a new type of low energy
magnetic memory device as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In this contribution we describe a simple theoretical model based on wave interference (see Fig. 1(b)) and present
preliminary experimental data on obtained using a patterned Ta/Pt/Co/Pt/Ru/Pt/Co/AlOx/Pt multilayer (see Fig
1(c)) that hints towards this effect.
The applied bias voltage influences the electron wave vector and reflection coefficients at the bilayer/dielectric
interface. This leads to a change in the phase of the oscillating RKKY coupling strength. Using the approach gives
the advantage that a direct control of the sign of the RKKY coupling could in principle be achieved. The first results
indicate that there is indeed an effect on the RKKY coupling and we will present our ongoing work aiming at
disentangling all contributions.

Figure 1. (a) The idea: a bias voltage switches a bi-layer device from parallel to anti-parallel alignment. (b) The
potential landscape used for electron wave vector calculations leading to the RKKY coupling as described by Bruno
et al. [2], here we investigate the extra potential step at the insulating barrier describing the electric field effect. (c)
Hysteresis loop of gated bilayer showing the first preliminary effects.
[1]
[2]

M. Fechner, P. Zahn, S. Ostanin, M. Bibes and I. Mertig, Phys. Rev. Lett., 108, 197206, (2012)
P. Bruno, Phys. Rev. B. 52, pp. 411-439, (1995)
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FePt alloy thin films have been investigated for applications to recording media, MRAM devices, etc. For such
applications, enhancement of L1 0 ordering and control of the easy magnetization axis (c-axis) perpendicular to the
substrate surface are required. When a film with L10 structure is formed on a (001)-oriented underlayer, L1 0 (100)
and L1 0 (010) variants whose c-axes are lying in the film plane may coexist with L10(001) variant with the c-axis
perpendicular to the substrate surface. In order to enhance the formation of L1 0 (001) variant, an application of inplane lattice expansion on the FePt films is effective [1]. In the present study, FePt films of 10 nm thickness are
prepared on various kinds of (001) oxide single-crystal. The mismatches with the substrates employed in the
present study, MgO, MgAl 2 O 4 , SrTiO 3 , (LaAlO 3 ) 0.3 (Sr 2 AlTaO 3 ) 0.7 , and LaAlO3, are –10, –6, –2, –1, and 0.2%,
respectively.
Figures 1(a) and (b) show the RHEED patterns observed for FePt films deposited on MgO and SrTiO3 substrates,
respectively. Diffraction patterns consisting of streaks are observed for all the films, suggesting that the films are
epitaxially growing on the substrates. Broader streaks are recognized with decreasing the substrate temperature. The
result indicates that the lattice distortion and/or the orientation dispersion increase with decreasing the deposition
temperature. Reflections from L1 0 (100) and L1 0 (010) variants [Fig. 1(c-2)] are recognized for the films deposited
at temperatures higher than 400 °C, as shown by the arrows in Figs. 1(a-3)–(b-4). L1 0 (100) and L1 0 (010) variants
are formed, possibly due to that the strains caused by the mismatches are relaxed by employing elevated substrate
temperatures. Figure 1(d) shows the temperature dependence of c/a ratio calculated from XRD data (not shown
here).
The c/a ratio of film deposited on SrTiO 3 substrate dose not vary depending on the substrate temperature and the
value is nearly 1 for all the temperatures. The reason seems to be due to that the lattice mismatch between FePt
and SrTiO3 is very small (–2%). On the contrary, the c/a ratio decreases from 0.999 to 0.968 with decreasing the
substrate temperature from 600 °C to RT. The FePt lattice is apparently deformed by depositing on MgO substrate
(mismatch: –10%) at a lower temperature. In order to enhance the ordering with the c-axis perpendicular to the
substrate surface, the strained FePt film deposited on MgO substrate at 200 °C was annealed at 600 °C. Figures
1(e-1) and (f-1) show the out-of-plane XRD patterns of film deposited at 600 °C and film deposited at 200 °C
followed by annealing at 600 °C. FePt(001) superlattice reflection is recognized for both films. The order degrees of
films prepared by one- and two-step methods are respectively estimated from the XRD data to be 0.25 and 0.58,
respectively. Figures 1(e-2) and (f-2) show the in-plane XRD patterns. Strong FePt(001) reflection is observed for
the film prepared by one-step method, which indicates that the film involves a large amount of L10(100) and
L10(010) variants. On the other hand, the intensity of in-plane FePt(001) reflection is very small for the film
prepared by two-step method. These results shows that annealing a FePt film strained along the perpendicular
direction is effective for enhancing the formation of L1 0 (001) variant. The effects of other oxide substrates on the
film structure will also be discussed at the conference.

Fig. 1 [(a), (b)] RHEED patterns observed for FePt films deposited on (a) MgO and (b) SrTiO3 substrates. (c)
Schematic diagrams of RHEED patterns simulated for (c-1) L1 0 (001) and (c-2) L1 0 (100)+(010) variants. (d)
Substrate temperature dependences of c/a ratios of films deposited on MgO and SrTiO3 substrates. [(e-1), (f-1)]
Out-of-plane and [(e-2), (f-2)] in-plane XRD patterns of FePt films prepared by (e) one- and (f) two-step methods.
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Preparation and application of iron oxides nanoparticles functionalized with amino acids for inhibition of pathogens
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Magnetic iron oxides nanoparticles (NPs) functionalized with lysine (Lys) and arginine (Arg) was obtained by
following chemical co-precipitation route in basic medium. The synthesis was performed by mixing ferrous chloride
(FeCl2 • 4H2O), ferric chloride (FeCl3 • 6H2O) and the specific amino acid in a molar ratio of 1: 2: 0.5,
respectively. The initial mixture of water and ferric salts were stirred and heated up to reach 80 °C in a reflux
system. When the mixture was homogenized and stabilized at temperature of 80 °C, the NH4OOH was added in
excess and the system was kept under the same conditions for 60 minutes. High pH sample was washed several
times with distilled water to reach a pH similar to water. Finally the sample was separated into two, one remained
suspended in water (as obtained) and the other part was dried. The dried samples were characterized by X-ray
diffraction (XRD), Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS), infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (F-TIR) and zeta potential
(ζ). Of the measurements of XRD and MS was obtained that the samples are magnetic nanoparticles (core -shell) of
magnetite and maghemite of about 9 nm in diameter. Of the F-TIR and zeta potential measures was obtained that
the amino acids Lys and Arg were correctly functionalized at magnetic nanoparticles, referred to herein as M@Lys
and M@Arg.
For capture and inhibition of bacteria, concentrations of the functionalized nanoparticles used for M@Arg were 3.8,
1.0 and 0.2 mg/ml for E. coli while the concentrations of M@Lys used was of 4.4, 1.1 and 0.3 mg/ml for B. subtilis,
resulting in efficient bacterial growth inhibition of E. coli of 64.85, 61.21 and 59.39% respectively was obtained,
while for the B. subtilis efficiency of bacterial growth inhibition was plaque was 88.84, 90.03 and 89.11%. Hinting
that a high efficiency of bacterial capture at very low concentrations of NPs, which gives us a tool to capture
nanobiotechnology bacteria in liquid cultures with application to capture them in wastewater.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Krasner, S.W., et al. (2006) Occurrence of a new generation of disinfection by products. Environ. Sci.
Technol. 40 (23) (2006), 7175-7175
Li, Q.,et al. (2008) Antimicrobial nanomateriales for water disinfection and microbial control: potencial
applications and implications. Water Res. 42 (18), 4591 – 4602
Mahmoudi, et al. (2012) Silver-coated Engineered magnetic nanoparticles are promising for the Success in
the figth against antibacterial resistance threat. Acs Nano 6 (3), 2656 – 2664
Wu, M.-C., et al. (2013) Graphene-based photothermal agent for rapid and effective killing of bacteria. Acs
Nano 7 (2), 1281 – 1290
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Intrinsic spin-wave (SW) modes excited in a variety of magnetic nanostructures including thin-film nanostrips,
cylindrical nanowires [1] and tubes [2] have attracted considerable attention owing to their fundamental interest
[3] and technological applications in magnetic memory and logic devices [4, 5]. Such geometrically confined
systems also can have magnetic domain walls (DWs) of various types [1,2, 6]. DW motions have been central
research issues in the field of magnetism because they can be used as reliable information carriers [7,8]. Essential
to the realization of such devices is the manipulation of the speed and direction of DW motions. To that end, we
report on the SW modes and associated DW motions excited in a cylindrical nanotube driven by circular-rotating
magnetic fields of different frequencies, as studied by micromagnetic simulation and quantitative interpretation.
Two different localized DW oscillations along with asymmetric ferromagnetic resonance precession and azimuthal
SW modes were found at the corresponding resonant frequencies. At these frequencies moreover, and for a given
chirality, the intrinsic modes result in very contrasting DW motions of differing speed and propagation direction. The
direction as well as speed of DW propagation were found to be controllable through the excited dynamic modes
according to the rotational sense and frequency of non-contact circular-rotating fields. We found, furthermore, that
SW emissions from the moving DW occur, along with their Doppler effect, at a specific field frequency. This work
expands the fundamental understanding of intrinsic SW modes, their related DW motions, and SW emissions in soft
magnetic nanotubes, and offers an efficient means of manipulating the speed and direction of their DW
propagations using the intrinsic SW modes aforementioned.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

M. Yan, A. Ka´kay, S. Gliga, and R. Hertel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 057201 (2010)
M. Yan, C. Andreas, A. Ka´kay, F. Garcı´a-Sa´nchez, and R. Hertel, Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 122505 (2011)
S. Choi, K.-S. Lee, K. Y. Guslienko, and S.-K. Kim, Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 087205 (2007)
K.-S. Lee, D.-S. Han, and S.-K. Kim, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 127202 (2009); S.-K. Kim*, K.-S. Lee, and D.-S.
Han, Appl. Phy. Lett. 95, 082507 (2009)
K.-S. Lee, and S.-K. Kim, J. Appl. Phys. 104, 053909 (2008)
J.-Y. Lee, K.-S. Lee, S. Choi, K. Y. Guslienko, and S.-K. Kim, Phys. Rev. B 76, 184408 (2007)
S. S. P. Parkin, M. Hayashi, and L. Thomas, Science 320, 190 (2008)
D. A. Allwood, G. Xiong, C. C. Faulkner, D. Atkinson, D. Petit, and R. P. Cowburn, Science 309, 1688
(2005)
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Magnetic skyrmions, topological solitons with an integer topological charge, have been found in magnetic bulk
materials of non-centrosymmetry [1] as well as in magnetic thin films with large spin-orbit coupling at inversionsymmetry-broken interfaces [2]. It is known that this coupling, known as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI),
plays a crucial role in stabilizing skyrmion formation. Skyrmions’ topological stability is advantageous in memorydevice applications, owing to both their nano-scale dimensions and ultra-low critical current density [3]. In this
light, reliable manipulation of magnetic skyrmions by spin-polarized currents or magnetic fields has attracted great
interest [3,4]. Very recently, skyrmion motions also have been found to be driven by spin waves (SWs) propagation
in nanostripes [5, 6]. This alternative approach is of special interest in terms of the promise of all-magnetic control
of skyrmions in geometrically constricted elements. However, the underlying physics of SW-skyrmion interactions
are still lacking. In the present study, we employed micromagnetic numerical simulations to examine SW-driven
skyrmion motions and elucidate their underlying physics. We report on interactions between propagating SWs and a
single skyrmion in perpendicularly magnetized nanostripes with DMI, as studied by micromagnetic numerical
calculations. Incident SWs from one end interact with the skyrmion located at the center, giving rise to considerable
forward skyrmion motions for specific incident-SW frequencies. This frequency-dependent interaction originates
from the robust coupling of the SWs with the internal modes of the skyrmion. Here we present correlations between
skyrmion motion and SW propagation and their interaction for different methods of SW pumping such as symmetric
and antisymmetric excitations, among others. This work furthers the understanding of the interactions between
magnons and topological solitons in constricted geometries.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

S. Mühlbauer, B. Binz, F. Jonietz, C. Pfleiderer, A. Rosch, A. Neubauer, R. Georgii, and P. Böni, Science
323, 915 (2009)
S. Heinze, K. V. Bergmann, M. Menzel, J. Brede, A. Kubetzka, R. Wiesendager, G. Bihlmayer, and S. Blügel,
Nature Phys. 7, 713 (2011)
A. Fert, V. Cros, and J. Sampaio, Nature Nanotech. 8, 152 (2013)
J. Iwasaki, M. Mochizuki, N. Nagaosa, Nature Nanotechnol. 8 742 (2013)
X. Zhang, M. Ezawa, D. Xiao, G. P. Zhao, Y. Liu, and Y. Zhou, Nanotechnol. 26 225701 (2015)
J. Ding, X. Yang, and T. Zhu, IEEE Trans. Magn. 51 1500504 (2015)
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Chiral magnetic materials, where structural chirality gives rise to the anisotropic Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya (DM)
interaction, usually show rich variety of magnetic phases. One example of such materials is a cubic (P2 1 3) chiral
helimagnet MnSi that demonstrates the presence of helical-, conical- and mysterious A- phases in the temperature
vs. magnetic-field phase diagram. Another important example is hexagonal (P6 3 22) chiral helimagnet CrNb 3 S 6 .
CrNb 3 S 6 is a layered magnetic material consistent of ferromagnetically ordered a-b planes stacked along the chiral
caxis. The Lorentz transition electron microscopy (TEM) experiments confirm that below the transition temperature
(T c ) about 127 K there exists a helical magnetic ordering along the c-axis, which is turned to the chiral magnetic
soliton lattice by external magnetic field applied perpendicular to the chiral axis [1].
The main goal of this work is to understand how the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition occurs in thin
films of chiral helimagnets. For this purpose, we consider two-dimensional (2D) XY-model with additional in-plane
DM interaction along certain direction. As it is well known (see e.g. [2]), using the duality transformation technique,
the standard XY-model can be mapped into the 2D gas of magnetic vortices interacting with each other via the
logarithmic Coulomb forces. In the low temperature phase, 𝑇𝑇 < 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 , where 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 is the characteristic BKT
transition temperature, vortices and antivortices are tightly coupled in dipoles forming vortex-antivortex pairs and
making isolated voices unobservable. In contrast, in the high temperature phase, 𝑇𝑇 > 𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 , the pairs are broken by
the thermal fluctuations, and individual vortexes proliferate in the system.
We extended the standard duality mapping formalism to the XY-model with the in-plane uniaxial DM interaction and
applied external magnetic field. It is demonstrated that within this technique, the DM interaction is mapped into the
effective electric field acting on the 2D Coulomb gas of magnetic vortexes. To understand the effect of the electric
field, the resulting model is analyzed using the renormalization group (RG) approach [3]. It turns out that the electric
field is a relevant parameter of the RG equations, which eliminates the BKT transition (see Figure). Physically it
means that the DM interaction takes vortices and antivortices away from each other preventing the formation of
vortex-antivortex pairs.
Figure. Schematic RG flow for the XY model with the DM
interaction, 𝐾𝐾 = 𝐽𝐽/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, where 𝐽𝐽 is the exchange
parameter, 𝑦𝑦 is the fugacity, and 𝐸𝐸 is the effective
electric field proportional to the DM constant. Arrows
show the flow direction. Above the KT fixed point
(𝐾𝐾 = 2/𝜋𝜋), the vortices want to organize in the bound
pairs, but the electric field breaks apart the dipoles.
Then RG flows go to the paramagnetic point (𝑦𝑦 =
∞, 𝐾𝐾 = 0).

The work is supported by the Government of the Russian Federation Program 02.A03.21.0006 and by the Ministry
of Education and Science of the Russian Federation, projects Nos. 1437, 2725, and MK-6230.2016.2. The authors
also acknowledge support by JSPS KAKENHI Grants No. 25287087 and No. 25220803.
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Y. Togawa at al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 107202 (2012)
[2]
N. Nagaosa, Quantum Field Theory in Condensed Matter Physics; Springer–Verlag: Berlin–Heidelberg
(1999); p 68.
[3]
S. Sujani et al., Phys. Rev. B 50, 16668 (1994)
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As recently reported by Mizukami[1], the main technique used so far to study precessional dynamics in films with a
high perpendicular anisotropy is TRMOKE. We report the main results we have obtained in a detailed cavity-FMR
investigation of a series of (Co/Pd) multilayer films prepared by sputtering on thermally oxidized Si substrates.
These films have the common layered structure : Sub/Pd(base)54A/[Co(t)/Pd(spacer)9A]x N
repetitions/Pd(top)27A) with layer thicknesses given in A (Angstroëms).The characteristics of the 4 films are : 1)
Film1: F1[Co 11.6 A, N=2],2)Film2: F2 [Co 8.7 A, N=3] ,3) Film3: F3 [ Co 5.8 A, N=4] , 4) Film4: F4 [ Co 4.35 A,
N=5].We study (at X-band) the angular variation of the resonance spectrum (angle of the dc field with the film
normal) and exploit the main characteristics of the resonance signal (lineshape, field for resonance Hres, linewidth
ΔH).All the films are characterized by a uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy K (associated to spin-orbit coupling) with
easy axis perpendicular and corresponding anisotropy field H A = 2K/M.
Results for the planar magnetization films :
The films (F1,F2,F3) are characterized by a planar magnetization (the total perpendicular anisotropy field Hi = 4πM
-H A is positive). Using the resonance conditions in PAR and PER geometries given in [2,3], we deduce the value of
Hi from the observed values H PAR and H PER . The results are as follows : i) Film1 [Co 11.6 A] :field Hi = 8.05kOe
(±0.03) ;ii) Film2 [Co 8.7 A]:field Hi = 6.90kOe((±0.06) ; iii) Film3 [ Co 5.8 A] :field Hi = 1.77kOe (±0.01) .
Assuming for 4πM(Co) the bulk value, from the variation of K with the thickness of the basic (Co/Pd) unit we
estimate that the (Co/Pd) interfacial anisotropy Ks has about half the value found in ref[4]. The damping parameter
α is deduced from the observed linewidth ΔH. It corresponds to an effective value of the damping (intrinsic
F1)( = 6.26 x 10-2.
relaxation + inhomogeneous broadening).For Film1: ΔH PAR = 231 Oe, from which we deduce α
Results for the perpendicular magnetization Film4 :
Film4 has clearly a spontaneous perpendicular magnetization .Defining the positive field Hu = (-Hi), we deduce Hu
from the data through the resonance conditions in PAR and PER geometries, that we have established. The
absorption signal observed in PER geometry is displayed in Fig.1.We have H PER = 436 Oe, leading to Hu (F4) =
2.76kOe .The coercive field is deduced : Hc (F4) = 248 Oe. The FMR resonance is characterized by a small linewidth
F4)( = 0.11[ i.e a much weaker value than the one found [1] in (Co/Pt)
(ΔH PER = 403 Oe), from which we deduce: α
multilayers with comparable t(Co)].
Figure1 :Perpendicular geometry spectrum of Film4
in the field range [-1500;1500 Oe], along the
hysteresis cycle : i) the FMR Hres is 436 Oe ; ii)the
coercive field Hc is deduced to be 248 Oe
[1] S.Mizukami, J. Magn. Soc. Jpn39, 1-7 (2015).
[2] H. Hurdequint, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 242-245,
521 (2002).
[3] H. Hurdequint, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 310,
2061 (2007).
[4] B.N. Engel et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 1910
(1991).
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After the publication in 1975 the classic work by Imry and Ma [1], the viewpoint was firmly established in the
literature that in space dimensions d<4 the introduction of an arbitrarily small concentration of impurities of the
"random local field" type in a system with continuous symmetry of the n-component vector order parameter
(O(n) model) leads to the long-range order collapse and to the occurrence of an inhomogeneous state, which in
what follows will be designated as the Imry and Ma state. Our study has revealed that such a strong statement is
not universally true.
It is shown that the anisotropic distribution of the impurity-induced random local field directions in the ndimensional space of the order parameter in most cases leads to the impurity-induced effective anisotropy in the
system. For a qualitative explanation of the effective anisotropy origin, let us consider the influence of the
impurity local field 𝒉𝒉𝑙𝑙 (index l enumerates impurities) on homogenous distribution of the order parameter. For
the sake of simplicity, we neglect the longitudinal susceptibility of the system at low temperatures, much smaller
than the temperature of magnetic ordering.
The component of the random field 𝒉𝒉⊥
𝑙𝑙 , which is perpendicular to the direction of the order parameter η0 in a
pure system, leads to a local deviation of the order parameter and to appearance of the order parameter
component 𝜼𝜼⊥ (𝒓𝒓) orthogonal to η0. As a result, there appears the negative additive to the ground state energy
2
proportional to (𝒉𝒉⊥
𝑙𝑙 ) . It reaches its maximum value when the η0 direction is perpendicular to the local field of
the impurity. Therefore, the order parameter is advantageous to orient perpendicularly to the preferential
direction of the random fields.
In a particular case of anisotropic distribution of random field directions, when all 𝒉𝒉𝑙𝑙 are collinear, the order
parameter is energetically favorable to orient perpendicularly to this direction. Thus, in the case of X-Y model
(n=2) there is anisotropy of the "easy axis" type, and in the case of the Heisenberg model (n=3) one has
anisotropy of the "easy plane" type.
In the case of coplanar distribution of the random field directions in the space of the order parameter in the
Heisenberg model, there arises an easy axis perpendicular to the indicated plane.
Evaluation of the effective anisotropy constant 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 by the order of magnitude gives a value of
𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ~

𝑥𝑥〈𝒉𝒉𝑙𝑙 2 〉
𝐽𝐽𝑆𝑆 2

,

(1)

where x is the dimensionless impurity concentration (impurity number per unit cell), the brackets 〈〉 denote
averaging over all impurity fields, and J is the exchange integral describing the interaction of the nearest spins S.
It was shown previously that if the anisotropy constant exceeds the threshold value
2

𝑥𝑥〈𝒉𝒉 2 〉 4−𝑑𝑑
𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ~𝐽𝐽 � 2 𝑙𝑙 2 � ,
𝐽𝐽 𝑆𝑆

(2)

the system transfers into the ordered state [2]. Indeed, to follow the fluctuations of the random field, the order
parameter has to deviate from the most favorable (from the point of view of the anisotropy energy) direction. This
leads to an increase in the anisotropy energy. When this growth is not compensated by the gain in energy due to
the order parameter following the fluctuations of the random field, an inhomogeneous Imry and Ma state
becomes energetically unfavorable, and the system goes back to the state with the long range order.
It is easy to see that for 2<d<4 in the case of strongly anisotropic distribution of the random field directions,
when the estimation (1) is valid, one has 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≫ 𝐾𝐾𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , therefore an inhomogeneous Imry and Ma state is not
implemented.
[1]
[2]
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We report on investigations of magnetic and structural properties of CaMn1-xRexO3, the compound for which only
scarce basic magnetic and electrical properties are available [1]. Substitution of Re for Mn results in one-electron
doping accompanied by monotonous increase of the lattice parameters and unit-cell volume with increasing x. Low
temperature magnetic ground state evolves from G-type antiferromagnetic (AFM) with weak ferromagnetic (FM)
C0.06
-type AFM
to the
one
charge
with minority
ordered G-type AFM at x=0.1. The
component for x=0.02
spontaneous magnetization M0 increases sharply with increasing x, reaches a maximum of 3.4 emu/g at T=10 K for
x=0.04, and then decreases progressively to 0.25 emu/g at x=0.1, see Figs. 1a,b. Anomalous negative
magnetization is observed for x=0.02 in zero field cooled MZFC and field cooled magnetization MFC below Néel
 increases
-doping,
from with increasi
temperature TN, see Fig. 1c. Paramagnetic (PM) Curie-Weiss temperature
96 K for x=0.02 to for x=0.1, pointing out to a progressive enhancement of FM correlations in the PM phase with
increasing x. Exchange bias (EB) effect, manifested by vertical and horizontal shifts in field cooled hysteresis loops
appears in CaMn1-xRexO3. The EB field HEB is very small for x=0.02 and 0.04 samples, while then it monotonously
increases with x, reaching 817 Oe at 10 K for x=0.1 sample. The EB phenomenon is attributed to the lowtemperature phase separation into FM clusters embedded in the G-type or C-type AFM matrix and to the presence of
different interfaces between coexisting magnetic phases. An increase of the FM phase volume under an applied
pressure is linked to the suppression of the field cooled negative magnetization for x=0.02 and to the reduction of
EB effect for all samples. Our results indicate that the exchange bias effect in CaMn0.9Re0.1O3 may be induced, at
least partially, by Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interactions. We have evaluated the stability of EB by measuring the
training effect. Discussion of the results in the frame of the spin relaxation model elucidates the important role of
the AFM domain rearrangement at the interface. The complex phase separation and possible contributions from
different interfaces between coexisting magnetic phases to the EB effect are also discussed.

Fig. 1 (a) M(H) loops of CaMn1-xRexO3 samples at T=10 K, measured after ZFC. (b) M0 as a function of Re-doping. (c)
MZFC(T) and MFC(T) dependences recorded in H=100 Oe for x=0.02.
[1] B. Raveau et al. Mater. Res. Bull. 35, 1579 (2000).
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Using first-principles calculations within the LSDA (Local Spin Density Approximation) method based on density
functional theory (DFT), the electronic structure and magnetic properties of zinc blende Fe/In 0.5 Ga 0.5 As/InP
superlattice are investigated. This compound are found to be half -metallic ferromagnets with a total magnetic
moment of 2.25μ B per Fe. In addition to this, we reported the DRX measurements of thick iron sample before and
after annealing. One should note, after the annealing treatment at higher temperature, the disappearance of the
peak associated to the Fe(001) plane. In contrast to this report, we observed after the annealing at low
temperature the additional peaks attributed to the presence of indium and Fe 2 As. This suggests a subsequent
process consisting in a strong migration of atoms followed with crystallization at higher temperature. To investigate
the origin of magnetism and electronic structure in these zb compounds, we calculated the total and partial DOS of
FeInP. One can see that µ total =4.24 µB and µ Fe =3.27 µB in contrast µ In =0.021 µB and µ P =0.049 µB . These results
predicted that FeInP compound do belong to the class of zb half metallic HM ferromagnets with a pseudo gap= 0.93
eV are more promising materials for spintronics devices.

Fig. 1. θ/2θ diffraction pattern obtained for a 60-nm-thick Fe film deposited on InGaAs (001). The black and
opendots correspond to data before and after annealing, respectively.
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P. Blaha, K. Schwarz, G. K.H.Madsen, D. Kvasnicka and J. Luitz,WIEN2k, An Augmented Plane Wave + Local
Orbitals Program for Calculating Crystal Properties (Karlheinz Schwarz, Techn. Universit¨at Wien, Austria),
2001. ISBN 3-9501031-1-2.
I. Zutic, J. Fabian, S. Das Sarma, Rev. Mod. Phys. 76 (2) (2004) 323.
F. Monteverde, A. Michel, A. Fnidiki and J.P. Eymery, Eur. Phys. J. 21 (2003) 179.
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Heusler compound such as Co2MnSi (CMS) may be of great interest in the field of spintronics because of their
potential full spin-polarization at the Fermi level, low magnetization damping and high Curie temperature [1,2]. Both
large tunnel magnetoresistance in CMS/MgO-based MTJs [3,4] and high spin polarization (93%, obtained by SpinResolved PhotoEmission Spectroscopy SR-PES experiments using 21.2 eV photon energy) [5] were only reported
recently. We also investigated the half-metallic magnetic character of this compound using spin-resolved
photoemission, as well as ab initio calculation and ferromagnetic resonance [6]. At the surface of CMS, a gap in the
minority spin channel is observed, leading to 100% spin polarization. However, this gap is 0.3 eV below the Fermi
level and a surface state of ∆1 character is observed in the minority spin band at the Fermi level. The observation of
this minority spin state strongly depends on the chosen photon energy in SR-PES measurements and could not be
seen at 21.2 eV. We show that enriching the CMS compound with Mn lowers its Fermi energy below the surface
states. This clarifies the dependence of tunnel magnetoresistance on the compound stoichiometry previously
reported in the literature [3]. Moreover, we also prove that this state is strongly linked to the surface termination of
CMS, and that it can be almost suppressed when covering CMS with Mn, MnSi and MgO. The bulk half metallic
character comes with extremely low values of Gilbert damping (as low as 7x10-4), which reaches values never
observed before on conducting materials.

Fig. 1. (a-c) Minority and majority spin SR-PES spectra and spin-polarization for Co2MnxSi. (c) Gilbert damping
measured on various Co 3 - x Mn x Si samples.
[1] S. Ishida, S. Fujii, S. Kashiwagi, S. Asano, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 64, 2152 (1995);
[2] S. Picozzi, A. Continenza, A.J. Freeman, Phys. Rev. B 66, 094421 (2002);
[3] T. Ishikawa et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 95, 232512 (2009) ;

[4] H.-X. Liu et al., M. Yamamoto, Appl. Phys. Lett. 101, 132418 (2012) ;
[5] M. Jourdan et al., Nat. Commun. 5, 4974 (2014) ; [6] S. Andrieu et al., Phys. Rev. B in press (2016)
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Gilbert damping is recognized as one of the key properties for designing spintronic devices. Unraveling its
microscopic origin is of pressing importance, and many theoretical approaches have been presented based on the
linear response of spin-spin correlations, with the electronic states calculated from the first principles techniques.
One of the important findings is the contribution from electron scattering, showing that the damping constant 
𝛼𝛼 behaves like 
𝛼𝛼 ∝ 𝜏𝜏 e in the weak scattering region while 𝛼𝛼 ∝ 1/ 𝜏𝜏e 
in the strong scattering region, where 𝜏𝜏 e is
the scattering time of electron orbital motion.
R

R

R

To confirm this experimentally we prepared single crystal thin films of bcc Fe with small atomic fraction of Co (6 at.
%) on GaAs(001) substrates by rf magnetron sputtering. Two specimens of the same thickness were deposited
successively, and the second one was annealed at 300 in
C
situ. The XRD spectra showed a peak from bcc FeCo(002) in both as-deposited and annealed films. A slight narrowing of the peak width by annealing was confirmed.

Electron scattering rates were investigated by measuring resistivity 𝜌𝜌 s ince𝜌𝜌  is inherently related with momentum
scattering of electrons. 𝜌𝜌 of as
-deposited and annealed films are compared in Fig. 1. 𝜌𝜌 decreas es by annealing
both at room and low (liquid nitrogen) temperatures, showing that the electron scattering rates are smaller in
annealed films than in as-deposited films at both temperatures.
Damping constants at room/low temperatures were investigated by FMR linewidth ΔH r using a conventional, fieldswept spectrometer at a microwave frequency of 35 GHz. The external field up to 6 kOe was applied in the plane of
films. 
ΔH r of the 12-nm thick films at room temperature is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of field directions. ΔH r
consists of a four-fold symmetric extrinsic contribution from two-magnon scattering (TMS) superposed on an angleindependent intrinsic component due to the Gilbert damping. ΔH r at <110> directions, at which TMS shuts off,
correspond to the upper bound of the Gilbert damping. We observed slight narrowing of ΔH r by annealing; from 52
Oe to 50 Oe at [1¯ 1¯ 0]. Linewidth was also measured at liq. N2 temperature with the same specimens at the fixed
angle [1¯ 1¯ 0] (due to the mechanical limitation of our spectrometer), as plotted in Fig. 2. (▲ for as-deposited,
and ● for annealed films) ΔH r increases from 70 Oe to 89 Oe by annealing. The present result supports the
theoretical conjecture, showing that at room temperature when the specimen is in the strong scattering region due
to the frequent electron-phonon collisions, the reduction of the residual scattering by annealing leads to the slight
decrease of damping. While at low temperature when the specimen is in the weak scattering region, the damping
increases as the electron scattering rate is reduced by annealing.
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Uncovering the physical mechanisms that govern ultrafast spin dynamics is critical for understanding the
fundamental limits of ultrafast spin-based electronics. At present, full understanding of femtosecond spin dynamics
still remains elusive [1]. One of the reasons is the fact that even in equilibrium state the longitudinal magnetization
dynamics is not well understood, yet. Obviously, in-depth knowledge of the physics of longitudinal spin dynamics
may shed light the role of the exchange interaction in control the ultrafast dynamics of spin subsystems in complex
materials.
In this report, we derived the general expression for longitudinal spin susceptibility χzz(q,ω) of a two-sublattice
Heisenberg ferrimagnet aiming to overcome limitations typical for the phenomenological approaches. The
microscopic analysis is based on the diagram technics for the spin operators [2], which formally, yield analytic
expressions that are valid over the entire temperature range of the magnetically ordered state of the system.
Namely, our results describe a region in the (q,ω) space beyond both the hydrodynamical and the critical regimes.
The strong renormalization of the longitudinal spin dynamics due to processes of virtual creation and annihilation of
transverse spin-wave modes has been found. Videlicet, there is a process of creation and annihilation of two spin
(acoustic) waves with energies ε 1 (k) and ε 1 (k ± q), which corresponds to in-phase sublattices magnetization
precession and is in close analogy with the ferromagnet case [3]. There is also a channel of two spin wave
excitations with the energy frequencies ω(q) = [ε 2 (k) - ε 2 (k ± q)], which correspond to out-of-phase sublattices
magnetization precession (exchange spin waves). The third channel is a two spin wave creation/annihilation
process at frequency ω(q) = [ε 1 (k) + ε 2 (k ± q)]. (In all these processes the wave vector k is a variable.) The first two
channels are controlled by the occupation factor determined through the spin waves Bose distribution function. Yet,
the processes of creation or annihilation of one acoustic and one exchange modes (the third channel) remains
effective even in the absence of transverse excitations, i.e., when n(k) → 0.
We have shown that the spectrum of longitudinal excitations consists of a quasi-relaxation mode forming a central
peak in χ (q, ω ) , and two (acoustic and exchange) precession-like modes. As the main result, it is predicted that
both acoustic and exchange longitudinal excitations are energetically above the similar modes of the transverse spin
wave at the same temperature and wave vector. The existence of such exchange longitudinal modes opens up a new
form of excitation behavior in ferrimagnetic materials, which may be important for understanding the physics of nonequilibrium magnetic dynamics under the effect of ultrafast laser pulses in multi-sublattice magnetic materials.
zz

This work is partly supported from the European Union’s Horizon-2020 research and innovation programme under
the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 644348 (MagIC).
[1] A. Kirilyuk, A. V. Kimel, and T. Rasing, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82, 2731 (2010); Rep. Prog. Phys. 76, 026501 (2013).
[2] V. G. Baryakhtar, V. N. Krivoruchko, and D. A. Yablonskii, Green Functions in the Theory of Magnetism (Naukova
Dumka, Kiev, 1984) [in Russian].
[3] Yu. A. Izyumov, N. I. Chaschin, and V. Yu. Yushankhai, Phys. Rev. B 65, 214425 (2002).
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Further increase of memory density is very challenging with the existing 2D device structures and therefore will
require novel approaches via utilizing the 3rd dimension. Ordered arrays of cylindrical magnetic nanowires growing
vertically to substrate inside isolating templates are attractive materials for next generation data storage devices.
They can be fabricated by template-assisted electrodeposition techniques [1]. Data bits could be densely packed in
3D arrays of such NWs each carrying several bits along its length in the form of magnetic domains. To realize such
concept we recently proposed a new approach – bar code cylindrical nanowires with modulation material
composition along the NWs. We showed experimentally, the atomically sharp interfaces between Co and Ni
segments acts as an effective pinning sites for domain wall (DW) propagation, thus creating the periodic energy
landscape [2] which is crucial for the realization race track memory device [3]. Since numerous studies have been
addressed to investigate the DW propagation behavior along flat ferromagnetic nanostripes [4], the dynamics of the
three-dimensional DW structures is still an open question.
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) could be a useful tool to study the dynamics of the nanoscale magnetic
object like vortices, skyrmions or DWs. However the dynamic measurements are limited by the speed of the camera
used for the record. Recently Gatan Company developed the new fast K2 camera which is promising for the study of
dynamic processes.
Figure 1 shows the in-situ study of the field-driven DW motion in multisegmented Co/Ni nanowires 80 nm diameter
and 30 um length. Our NWs has a multidomain reversal process (at the given value of the external magnetic field
applied in opposite direction of the nanowire magnetization DWs nucleate and pin at the certain interfaces) which
allows us to record DWs dynamic. Fig. 1 (0 us frame) shows the Lorenz image of the NW in a single domain state (in
over-focused image Fresnel contrast at the center of the homogeneously magnetized cylindrical NWs is shifted
towards the NW edge). At the nucleation field (30.0±0.2 mT, 625 us frame) pairs of the DWs (tail to tail and head
to head) nucleates and propagates in opposite directions reversing NW magnetization (the shift of the Fresnel
contrast at region II changes on opposite). As shown on the fig. 1 after 625 us DWs pin at interfaces marked by
dashed lines. Next frame (1250 us) shows the further switching of magnetization (region III). We estimated the
average speed of the DW. The interaction between interfaces and DW slows average propagation speed up to 0.05
m/sec. We also studied the temperature dependence of the depinning field and average DW speed at low
temperature conditions (90 K).
Figure 1. Domain wall propagation in Ni/Co nanowire
under external magnetic field. a-c, Time development
of DWs propagation in the nanowire obtained by
Lorentz TEM imaging in Fresnel mode. Images are
stretched vertically by 600% for better visualization. d,
Compositional map of the nanowire obtained by EELS.
[1] Ivanov, Yu. P., et al. Nanotechnology 25, 475702
(2014).
[2] Ivanov, Yu. P., et al. under review (2016).
[3] Parkin, S., S., P. et al. Science 320, 190 (2008).
[4] Boulle, O., et al. Materials Science and
Engineering R 72 (2011) 159–187.
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When simulating the magnetic hysteresis in electrical machines, it is vital to have an accurate model of the static
hysteresis. In particular for highly grain-oriented, domain-refined steels, such as those used in power transformers,
the available hysteresis models are often inadequate. Mathematical models, such as the Jiles-Atherton model,
generally do not have the required precision, while interpolating methods can be cumbersome to use in simulation
programs. Additionally, these methods may require measurements of the major hysteresis loop, something which is
very difficult to achieve with commercially available equipment.
Here, we propose an approximation for the major loop, or indeed for any static hysteresis loop with high (≥1.7 T)
reversal magnetization. The approximation is fast, but agrees very closely with measured results (Figure 1), and can
be extrapolated to higher magnetizations.
In this approximation, the flux density, B, is described as a function of the magnetizing field H:
2𝐽𝐽+1
2𝐽𝐽+1
1
1
coth �
H� − coth � H� is the Brillouin function [1]. The parameter
B = 𝐽𝐽Bsat 𝐵𝐵𝐽𝐽 (H), where𝐵𝐵𝐽𝐽 (H) =
2𝐽𝐽

2𝐽𝐽

2𝐽𝐽

2𝐽𝐽

J, which is proportional to the total angular momentum, is here assumed to be a function of the magnetizing force
and the reversal magnetization, 𝐽𝐽 = 𝐽𝐽(H, Hr ). Measurements show that J approximately follows a Lévy cumulative

distribution function: 𝐽𝐽 ~

2 ∞ −𝑡𝑡 2
∫ 𝑒𝑒 d𝑡𝑡,
√𝜋𝜋 𝑥𝑥

𝛼𝛼

𝑥𝑥 = �
. With this, the hysteresis loop can be approximated with
2(H−H )
c

dB
dt

very good accuracy using only three fitting parameters: two shape parameters α; one for sign(B) = sign � �, and
dB

one for sign(B) = −sign � dt �, and the coercive field, H c . These fitting parameters are functions Hr , but since they
vary only slightly with varying Hr , and are connected to measurable quantities, the measured magnetization
behavior can be extrapolated to determine the true major loop.

Figure 1: Measured (circles) and approximated (line) hysteresis loop for a highly grain-oriented silicon iron at 1.9 T.
In order to improve clarity, the curve is only shown up to 50 A/m. For higher magnetization, the curves coincide to
within measurement accuracy.
[1]L. Brillouin, ‘Les moments de rotation et le magnétisme dans la mécanique ondulatoire’, J. Phys. Radium, vol. 8,
no. 2, pp. 74–84, 1927.
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Magneto-dielectric materials in palnar antennas have raised widespread attention in wireless communications [1].
As the permeability increases, the impedance matching bandwidth of the antenna is improved while its resonant
length is decresed. This phenomenon is in contrast to conventional dielectric substrates, which has a higher
dielectric constant but a smaller impedance bandwidth. In practice, patch antennas on ferrite substrates allow for
pattern control, frequency shifting, and scattering reduction [2]. For the applications in the VHF-UHF bands,
researchers have suggested magneto-dielectric meta-materials arranged in periodic configurations for the design of
EM structures [3]. However, these approches are difficult to mass production and easy fabrication.
In this study, a magneto-metal antenna with compact in size and still has similar bandwidth and gain characteristics
compared with convenctional dielectric patch antenna is presented. The proposed antenna comprises a rectangular
= 0.01
magneto-metal film (i.e., ferrite, dielectric constant 
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟 = 12, permeability 𝜇𝜇 = 1000 H/ m, conductivity𝜎𝜎
S/m, and dielectric loss tan 
𝛿𝛿 = 0) deposited by thermal-evaporation method embedded between the copper
radiator and Duroid substrate (RO3003). Through appropriate adjustments of the thickness of ferrite layer and
antenna geometry parameters, a larger -10 dB impedance bandwidth, a smaller size, high gain, and radiation
efficiency can be achieved simultaneously. Moreover, this study is suggested as a poster.

Figure. 1 (a) Configuration of proposed magneto-metal antenna. (b) Return loss and (c) peak gain values versus
frequency of Cu/Duroid and Cu/ferrite/Duroid structures; L = 75 mm and H = 60 mil.
In summary, a similar -10 dB impedance bandwidth and gain but a much smaller size were obtained for
Cu/ferrite/Duroid (1.33% (1491-1511 MHz) and L 1 × W 1 = 34.0 mm × 22.7 mm) against conventional Cu/Duroid
(0.8% (1496-1508 MHz) and L 1 × W 1 = 56.7 mm × 37.8 mm) structures. These improvements can be ascribed to
high permeability and low dielectric loss of the ferrite layer. Magneto-metal antenna are thus a promising candidate
for next-generation wireless communication devices.
[1]
[2]
[3]

R. C. Hansen and M. Burke, “Antennas with magneto-dielectrics,” Micro. Optical Technol. Lett., vol. 26,
no.2, pp. 75-78, Jul. 2000.
A. D. Brown, J. L. Volakis, L. C. Kempel, and Y. Y. Botros, “Patch antennas on ferromagnetic substrates,”
IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propag., vol. 47, no. 1, pp. 26-32, Jan. 1999.
H. Mosallaei and K. Sarabandi, “Magneto-dielectrics in electromagnetics: concept and applications,” IEEE
Trans. on Antennas and Propag., vol. 52, no. 5, pp. 1558-1567, Jun. 2004.
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Recently, three-dimensional (3D) bulk Dirac semimetal have been theoretically predicted [1] and a crystallinesymmetry-protected 3D bulk Dirac semimetal phase has been experimentally identified in a high-mobility Cd 3 As 2
single crystal [2].
Single crystals of Cd 3 As 2 were synthesized using the chemical vapour transport technique. The poly- crystalline
Cd 3 As 2 was prepared as described in [3]. Vacuum-sealed quartz tube loaded with polycrystalline Cd 3 As 2 lump was
then placed into the modified two zone tube furnace which was slowly heated to final gradient of 585-565 °C and
kept at these temperatures for 48 hours.
The electrical resistivity of Cd 3 As 2 single crystals measured at temperatures between 20 K and 290 K reveals a
typical metallic behaviour with the ratio R(300 K)/R(20 K)=6 (the inset a) to Fig.). The samples are examined by Xray diffraction. The crystal structure of Cd 3 As 2 has a tetragonal symmetry group I4 1 /acd with lattice parameters in
agreement with previous studies [4]. The magnetization was measured in the temperature range 4.2 K - 300 K and
magnetic field up to 5 T using Quantum Design's Magnetic Property Measurement System which uses a SQUID
amplifier as a sensitive magnetic field detector. The samples are diamagnetic with magnetic susceptibilities that are
only weakly temperature dependent down to about 60 K, below which an upturn can be observed. In the low
temperature range from 50 K down to 4.2 K, we observe de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations that allow us to
characterize the three-dimensional Fermi surface and its relevant parameters (effective cyclotron mass of charge
carrier, the Fermi wave vector and the Fermi velocity). Figure shows the extracted oscillating part of the
magnetization vs 1/B (dHvA effect) for magnetic field along the [100] direction. The inset b) to Fig. shows
oscillation frequency obtained by fast Fourier transform (F=56 T). For field in [001] direction different oscillation
frequency of 60 T was found. The de Haas{van Alphen effect data clearly shows the existence of two different Fermi
surface cross sections and a nontrivial Berry's phase (the inset c) to Fig.), which is the signature of a threedimensional Dirac fermion in Cd 3 As 2 .
[1] Z. Wang, H. Weng, Q. Wu, X. Dai, and Z. Fang,
Phys. Rev. B 88, 125427 (2013).
[2] M. Neupane, S.-Y. Xu, R. Sankar, N. Alidoust, G.
Bian, C. Liu, I. Be- lopolski, T.-R. Chang, H.-T. Jeng,
H. Lin, A. Bansil, F. Chou, and M. Z. Hasan, Nat.
Commun. 5, 3786 (2014).
[3] A. Pariari, P. Dutta, and P. Man- dal, Phys. Rev B
91, 155139 (2015).
[4] M. N. Ali, Q. Gibson, S. Jeon, B. B. Zhou, A.
Yazdani, and R. J. Cava, Inorg. Chem. 53, 4062
(2014).
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Understanding domain wall motion in magnetic thin films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy is of great
importance for the comprehension of magnetization reversal processes. Furthermore, domain wall motion is ment to
be a key ingredient for the developing of new magnetic memories and related devices. Although domain wall creep
motion induced at low magnetic fields has been recurrently reported during the last two decades, results presenting
the underlying mechanisms leading to the displacement of domain walls are scarce. Here, we present experimental
results within the creep regime at ultra-slow velocities ($10^{-9}$m/s) showing that the displacement of domain
walls ocurrs through a series of individual events, analogous to avalanches in deterministic systems. In order to
identify such events, we study a Pt/Co(0.7nm)/Pt sample using polar magneto-optical Kerr effect differential
microscopy. The accompanying figure shows the spatial arrangement of a set of avalanches occurring during the
displacement of a domain wall over a 7h experiment. This information permits us to characterize the statistical
properties of avalanches and compare them with available theoretical models and numerical results. We show that
the avalanche size statistics is compatible with power-law distributed events. Furthermore, we analyze in detail the
space-time correlation between different events. Our results go beyond the usual phenomenological description of
creep motion of domain walls in magnetic thin films and related systems.
Constant colored regions indicate individual events
(avalanches) occurring during the displacement of
the domain wall in the ultra-slow creep regime.
Initial and final domain wall positions are indicated
with continuous black lines.
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Magnetization of europium metal has the features which contradict to its type of the magnetic ordering. Simple spin
structure revealed in europium below Neel temperature (~90 K) [1] should be characterized by linear in magnetic
field magnetization. Experiment, however, shows non-ordinary magnetization curves, which are strongly non-linear
like in ferromagnetic case but not characterized by significant hysteresis [2]. We assumed that this quasiferromagnetic behavior is the impurity-related effect, due to the clusters of the ferromagnetic compounds EuH2 and
EuO embedded in the metal volume. The source of hydrogen and oxygen could be corrosion of europium samples in
moist environment. To check this hypothesis we at first performed annealing of europium samples in vacuum and
inert gas. The Figure demonstrates the evolution of the magnetization curves under different thermal treatment.
Fig. 1: Volume magnetization isotherms of europium at 4.2
K: Triangles - original sample; Circles – after annealing the
sample in argon (5 hours at 650 oC); Crosses – after
vacuum annealing (3 hours at 500 oC) ; Squares - after 0.5
hour vacuum annealing at 820 oC; Increasing and
decreasing of magnetic field is marked by empty and filled
symbols, respectively.
It is seen that the magnetic susceptibility in high fields does
not depend on the vacuum annealing. In this case the
natural description of the europium magnetization is:
𝐼𝐼(𝑇𝑇, 𝐻𝐻) = 𝜒𝜒(𝑇𝑇)𝐻𝐻 + 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒(𝑇𝑇, 𝐻𝐻), where 𝜒𝜒(𝑇𝑇) is susceptibility
of antiferromagnetic matrix and 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒(𝑇𝑇, 𝐻𝐻) is excess
magnetization depending on annealing of the sample. Extrapolation of 𝐼𝐼(𝑇𝑇, 𝐻𝐻) curve from the high field region to
the ordinate axes I(T,0) can be a good measure of the excess magnetization.

On the second step of the experiment we performed vacuum melting of europium samples combined with mass
spectrometry of the evacuating gas. The working temperature ~1050 oC was enough for total decomposition of
EuH 2 compound (the melting point of Eu metal is 826 oC). The spectra contained the peaks of molecular hydrogen,
oxygen and nitrogen, the hydrogen peak being much stronger than the other components. Finally, collecting the
evacuated gas and calibrating the mass spectrometer with the mixtures having known content of the components,
we showed that the atomic hydrogen concentration in europium samples C H can be as large as 21%. If all the
hydrogen participates in ferromagnetic compound EuH 2 , the related excess magnetization can be estimated as
1
𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒(𝑇𝑇, 0) = 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 𝑁𝑁 µ ≈120 G. Here we took the values of europium atom density N=2.05 1022 cm-3 and magnetic
2
moment per europium atom in EuH 2 µ = 6 µ B .

The obtained estimation correlates well with the excess magnetization of the original europium sample shown in the
figure. Nevertheless, the fact that the significant reduction of I(T,0) is observed after the vacuum annealing far from
the EuH 2 decomposition temperature makes us to consider a contribution of hydrogen dissolved in the metal
volume. We discuss the nature of excess magnetization based on temperature dependences of 𝜒𝜒(𝑇𝑇) and 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒(𝑇𝑇, 𝐻𝐻)
as well as resistivity data of europium.
[1] Millhouse and McEven, Solid St. Com. 13, (1973) 339.
[2] R. M. Bozorth and J. H. Van Vleck, Rhys. Rev. 118, (1960) 1493.
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Chromium dioxide (CrO 2 ) is an ideal material for spin electronic devices since it has almost 100% spin polarization
near Fermi level. However, it is thermally unstable and easy decomposes to Cr 2 O 3 even at room temperature. In this
study, we try to improve the thermal stability of CrO 2 thin films by doping with Sn whose oxide has the same
structure as CrO 2 . High quality epitaxial Sn x Cr 1-x O 2 (x=0.01, 0.02, 0.03) films were grown on single crystalline TiO 2
(100) substrates by chemical vapor deposition. Sn4+ ions were believed to be doped into CrO 2 lattice and take the
lattice positions of Cr4+, which are identified by x-ray photonic emission spectra and x-ray diffraction. The magnetic
measurements reveal that Sn-doping leads to a decrease of magnetocrystalline anisotropy as exhibited in Fig.1.

Fig.1. Hysteresis loops of Sn x Cr 1-x O 2 films
(a) x=0, (b) x=0.03,

Fig. 2 Density of states of pure
and Sn-doped CrO 2

Figure.3 (a )XRD patterns of Sn x Cr 1-x O 2 films annealed, x=3 at 510°C, x=0 at 435°C and at 510°C; Cross-section
of TEM images of Sn x Cr 1-x O 2 films annealed 460°C, x=3(b), x=0 (c).
The thermal stabilities of the films were evaluated by annealing at different temperatures. Sn-doped films can
withstand a temperature up to 510°C, significantly higher than what undoped films can do (lower than 435°C) as
shown in Fig.3, which suggests that Sn-doping indeed enhances the thermal stability of CrO 2 films. Our calculations
also indicate that Sn-doping may not change the essential half metallic properties of CrO 2 as evidenced in Figure.2.
Therefore, Sn-doped CrO 2 is expected to be very promising for applications in spintronic devices.
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In the present work, the Monte Carlo study of sandwich magnetic structures with GMR effects is carried out with
applying an anisotropic Heisenberg model to describe the magnetic properties of the thin ferromagnetic films
forming these structures1. We have received the dependence of the magnetic characteristics on the temperature and
the external magnetic field for ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic configurations of given structures. We developed
a new methodology of determination of the magnetoresistance with the use of the Monte Carlo method and
calculated temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance for the sandwich structures with different thicknesses
of ferromagnetic films. The graph of calculated magnetoresistance is given in Fig. 1a for structure with thickness
N=10 ML for iron films with determination of temperature scale through the value of exchange integral J 1 ≈ 2 10-14
erg corresponding to the interaction of nearest neighbors in bcc-structure of the iron. In the same Fig. 1a, the results
of experimental measurements2 of the magnetoresistance for current perpendicular-to-plane geometry (CPP-MR)
are presented for the multilayer structure Fe(001)/Cr(001) with thickness of the iron films equal 3 nm
corresponding to N = 10 ML. One can see that the calculated temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance
agrees very well with experimental data. Also, our calculated temperature dependence of the CPP-MR is in a good
agreement with the experimental results3 obtained for spin-valve structure CFAS/Ag/CFAS/IrMn with the Co 2 based
half-metallic Heusler alloy Co 2 FeAl 0.5 Si 0.5 in Fig. 1b.

Figure 1. Comparison of the temperature dependencies of the CPP-MR for structures Fe/Cr (a) and
CFAS/Ag/CFAS/IrMn3 (b) obtained by experimentally2,3 and calculated by the Monte Carlo methods.
Our methodology gives possibility to predict a maximum values of the magnetoresistance for different multilayer
structures with optimum thicknesses of ferromagnetic films. So, we predict that for the structure Fe(001)/Cr(001)
the CPP-MR takes the maximum values for ferromagnetic films with thickness N=16 ML (Fig. 1a). The
magnetoresistance in this case equals 42% for T=300 K and exceeds nearly twice as much the experimental
obtained value2 δh≈20% for structure with thickness N=10 ML.

Support by Russian Science Foundation through project No. 14-12-00562 is acknowledged. The simulations were
supported by the Supercomputing Center of Lomonosov Moscow State University.
[1] Prudnikov P.V., Prudnikov V.V., Menshikova M.A. and Piskunova N.I. (2015) J. Magn. Magn. Mater.387, 77-82.
[2] Bass J. and Pratt W.P. (1999), J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 200, 274-289.
[3] Furubayashi T, Kodama K, Sukegawa H, et.al. (2008) Appl. Phys. Lett. 93, 122507
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Fe 1-x Gd x ferrimagnetic, amorphous, alloy films are technologically interesting for ultrafast [1] and all-optical [2]
switching applications. Controlled materials properties, including magnetic anisotropy, are required with respect to
applied magnetic field, temperature and film thickness. Fe 1-x Gd x films exhibit a compensation temperature T comp , at
which the sublattice magnetizations are equal and opposite, so that the overall film magnetization is close to zero.
T comp exists for atomic ratios in the approximate range of (0.22<x<0.26), its temperature depending on x. Above
T comp , the film magnetization is dominated by the Fe sublattice. Below, it is dominated by the Gd sublattice.
With element specific measurements, using scanning transmission x-ray microscopy (STXM) at the PolLux beamline
at the Swiss Light Source, we study films of Fe 1-x Gd x patterned into squares of a few μm side length. Specifically, we
study Fe 1-x Gd x alloys with x=0.27 and x=0.24. We characterize the out-of-plane to in-plane reorientation of the easy
axis of magnetization, which can occur when films are cooled through T comp [2, 3]. Squares with in-plane anisotropy
exhibit a flux closure Landau pattern, while squares with out-of-plane anisotropy have maze domains. The 300 K
XMCD (x-ray magnetic circular dichroic) image of a 3 μm square (Fig. 1 (b)) exhibits bidomain out-of-plane
magnetised structure. At 90 K (Fig. 1(c)), it is instead magnetized in-plane and a Landau pattern is stabilized.
Interestingly, in a sample with a lower T comp range, we find that a 5 μm square (Fig. 2) is magnetized out-of-plane at
both 300 K and 90 K, but exhibits finer maze domains with an average domain width of 100-200 nm at a
temperature of 90 K.
Following the controlled introduction of domains walls and vortices within these microstructured samples, we now
have an excellent system to pursue the static and dynamic behaviour of the magnetic features with temperature.

Figure 1 Fe 0.73 Gd 0.27 3 μm square, 50 nm thick. (a) moment vs. T, arrows indicate temperatures where element
specific measurements were taken, shading indicates T comp region. XMCD images (b) 300 K, out-of-plane, bidomain
(c) 90 K in-plane (central region), Landau pattern
Figure 2 Fe 0.76 Gd 0.24 5 μm square, 100 nm thick. (a) moment vs. T, arrow indicates 90 K element specific
measurement, shading indicates Tcomp region. XMCD images (b) 300 K, out-of-plane, large domains (c) 90 K outof-plane, maze pattern

[1]
[2]
[3]

I. Radu, K. Vahaplar, C. Stamm, T. Kachel, N. Pontius, H.A. Dürr, T.A. Ostler, J. Barker, R.F.L. Evans, R.W.
Chantrell, A. Tsukamoto, A. Itoh, A. Kirilyuk, Th. Rasing , V. Kimel, Nature, 472, 205-208, 2011
S. Mangin, M. Gottwald, C-H. Lambert, D. Steil, V. Uhlíř, L. Pang, M. Hehn, S. Alebrand, M. Cinchetti, G.
Malinowski, Y. Fainman, M. Aeschlimann, E. E. Fullerton, Nature Materials, 13, 286-292, 2014
Manli Ding, S. Joseph Poon, Journal of magnetism and Magnetic Materials, 339, 51-55, 2013
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Antiferromagnetic IrMn alloys are used extensively in magnetic read sensors and thermally assisted MRAM to
provide a unidirectional field which stabilizes the polarizing ferromagnetic layer. Here we use an atomistic spin
model1 to investigate the effects of order and composition on the antiferromagnetic properties of IrMn alloys. The
model uses a single set of parameters for all compositions, using nearest and next nearest exchange interactions.
Simulated temperature dependent sublattice magnetization curves for different alloys and compositions were
calculated. We find a strong non-monatonic composition dependence of the Neel temperature due to competing
effects of atomic coordination and magnetic frustration. Increased atomic disorder reduces the Neel temperature of
the system linearly. For the technologically relevant IrMn3 composition this leads to a 30% reduction in the Neel
temperature between the ordered and disordered phases. The ground state magnetic structure is also seen to
change significantly with order and composition, ordered IrMn3 displaying a triangular ground state, while the
disordered phase has a tetrahedral ground state spin structure due to increased magnetic frustration, shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Detailed information about the effects of order in this material can lead to tailored
properties potentially improving the performance of devices.

FIG. 1. Visualization of the ground state spin structure for ordered (a) and disordered (b) IrMn3, shown triangular
and tetrahedral order respectively
[1] R F L Evans, W J Fan, P Chureemart, T A Ostler, M O A Ellis, and R W Chantrell. Atomistic spin model simulations
of magnetic nanomaterials. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter, 26(10), 2014.
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The perovskite manganites La1-CaMnO3 attracted significant research interest for their abundant physics. The
ceramic manganite La0.4Ca0.6MnO3 is characterized by a stable antiferromagnetic (AFM) ground state (N ~ 160 K)
and charge ordering (CO) below CO ~ 267 K [1]. The substitution of Ga3+ for the manganese ions, in this compound,
can greatly influence its physical properties. The partial replacement of manganese ions by non magnetic d10 Ga3+
ions can disrupt the charge, orbital, spin ordering [2]. In this work we studied in great detail, the structural,
magnetic and magnetotransport properties of the Ga doped compounds La0.4Ca0.6Mn1-xGaxO3 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2). The
magnetic and magnetotransport measurements were performed in the temperature range 5 – 300 K and in
magnetic fields up to 12 T. It was found that the CO and AFM phases are weakened with increasing Ga content. For
x = 0.2, CO = 201 K and N = 156 K. Surprisingly, an abrupt rise of magnetization was seen below 100 K, suggesting
that part of the AFM/CO phase was transformed in ferromagnetic clusters which grow with increasing Ga content
(see Fig. 1). All the samples have semiconducting behavior in the whole investigated temperature range, with
features at CO and C. The studied compounds showed negative magnetoresistance (MR) that is not much affected by
the Ga content. The maximum value of MR ~ 30 % (for 7 T) was always reached at the base temperature (75 K).
These results suggest that MR in these compounds is greatly influenced by extrinsic factors, such as grain
boundaries, disorder and charge carriers localization. At low temperatures, the behavior of these compounds
suggest that they could be composed of a mixture of charge ordered and charge disordered phases of various
proportions, i.e., in a phase separation scenario.
[1] M. Pissas, G. Kallias, Phys. Rev. B 68, 134414 (2003).
[2] B. Vertruyen, S. Hébert, A. Maignan, C. Martin, M. Hervieu, B. Raveau, Cryst. Eng. 5, 299 (2002).

Fig.1. Temperature dependence of the field cooled
magnetization under a field of 1 T for the
La0.4Ca0.6MnO3 and La0.4Ca0.6Mn0.8Ga0.2O3. The
charge ordering (CO), Néel, (N) and Curie (C)
temperatures are indicated.
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In the recent years there has been a large increase in demand for Iridium due to its applications in magnetic
memory and storage. This is due to its ability to form a sheet antiferromagnet with a blocking temperature above
300K when combined with Manganese. Unfortunately as a consequence of this increase in demand for Iridium, the
price has soared making it necessary to explore other options for creation of antiferromagnetic layers in spintronic
devices.
One of the most promising groups of materials for this application are Heusler alloys, with a number predicted to
exist in an antiferromagnetic state [1]. To achieve this it will be necessary to characterise the magnetic ordering
temperatures of the alloys of interest, namely Ni2MnAl and Fe2VAl. Sheet resistance measurements have been
made using a 4 point measurement with Van der Pauw geometry in an Oxford Instruments cryostat. After measuring
twice with current applied in perpendicular directions an area independent resistivity measurement can be
calculated. To ensure that this measurement technique is viable initial testing has been carried out on a single
crystal Chromium. The data is shown in figure 1.
This technique will allow for measurement the Néel temperature for the two alloys mentioned above and also
exploration of the dependence of the Néel temperature on annealing time and crystallinity. These properties are
controlled through the use of a vacuum annealing furnace and deposition parameters on the HiTUS sputter
deposition system used to produce the films.

Figure 1 - Electrical resistivity of single crystal Chromium with temperature.
[1]

Singh, D.J. and I.I. Mazin, Electronic structure, local moments and transport. Physical Review B, 1998.
57(22): p. 14352-14356.
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The ceramic bulk samples of LuFeO 3 and LuFeO 3 /SrTiO 3 thin films in orthorhombic modification have been
investigated by means of X-ray diffraction, magnetization, dielectric and ESR measurements. Our ESR X-band and
Q-band measurements shown one line in ESR spectra of bulk sample, the resonance line broadens with decreasing
temperature. The shape of the ESR line strongly changes below 130K (Figure 1). The dielectric measurements of
thin films o-LuFeO 3 on the two substrate SrTiO 3 and SrTiO 3 :Nb performed in temperature range 100K≤T≤400K
indicated that the dielectric characteristics of the films depends on properties of conductive SrTiO 3 substrate (Figure
2). This work was supported by the Science Development Foundation under the President of the Republic of
Azerbaijan Grant № EIF-2013-9(15)-46/09/1.

Figure 1 ESR spectra of the bulk sample LuFeO3 at different temperatures with temperature step 10K (X-band
frequency).

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant in thin films LuFeO 3 on
two type of substrate SrTiO 3 (dielectric substrate) and SrTiO 3 : Nb (conductive substrate).
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The understanding of the magnetoresistance (MR) responses as related to the way how the magnetization reverses
in any kind of magnetic material is of great interest, not only for fundamental study, but importantly also for the
improvement of the current spintronics technology. In this work, we demonstrate that by having direct experimental
access to the magnetization vector during the reversal (by using a vectorial-Kerr magnetometry) we can predict the
magnetoresistive signals. We demonstrate so in spin-valve [1] and in its basic constituents, i.e. single FM layer [2]
and bilayer FM / AFM [3].
We performed RT angular and field resolved M-H loops and the corresponding simultaneous resistance changes,
and demonstrate that the R(H) curves depend exclusively dependence on the reversal processes (ultimately
dictated by magnetic anisotropy of the system). Very importantly, from the vectorial-resolved M-H we can
experimentally determine the relative angle between the magnetization vectors of the two FM layers in spin-valve
and the magnetic torque and the angle enclosed between the magnetization vector and the applied current
direction in a single FM layer. This allows for the simulation and prediction of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR),
anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) and Planar Hall Effect (PHE) in the whole angular range and for any magnetic
field values.
[1] P. Perna et al. Phys. Rev. B 86, 024421 (2012)
[2] P. Perna et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 202407 (2014)
[3] P. Perma et al., Phys. Rev. B 92, 220422(R) (2015)
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During the last years, there has been an increasingly interest in the possibility control of magnetic dynamics by
electric fields. Some recent experiments [1,2] in magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) nanopillars have been
demonstrated that the electric field can modify the magnetic perpendicular anisotropy on such devices, leading to
voltage-induced ferromagnetic resonance. However, it has also been showed that there should be an important
contribution of spin torque in MTJ’s response [1]. In this work, we present an analytic model to predict the
magnitude and the lineshape of the voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA) induced ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR), which permits distinguish between the VCMA and spin torque contributions to the magnetization
dynamics. It is shown that the general lineshape is given by:

With ω, ω R , λ, S and A S as the frequency, resonant frequency, linewidth, symmetric and asymmetric component
respectively. We have found explicit analytic expressions for S and A S in terms of the spin-transfer torque and VCMA
magnitude. Our results are in good agreement with a recently published work in MgO spacer MTJs [1,2].

FIG. 1. Examples of the on the relative
magnitudes and sign of S and A S

[1] Jian Zhu et al.,Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 197203 (2012)
[2] Takayuki Nozaki et al., Nature Phys. 8, 491 (2012)
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Thermoelectric transport properties in magnetically ordered crystals were investigated from a space-time symmetry
point of view among others by Kleiner (1966, 1969) and by Grimmer (1993). They also considered the influence of
an external magnetic field H. Crystals belonging to any of the 122 space-time point groups may show for H = 0
electric resistivity, thermal conductivity, thermoelectric (Seebeck) effect and Peltier effect, as well as the following
effects linear in H: Hall, Righi-Leduc, Nernst and Ettingshausen. The tensors describing these effects are invariant
� and time inversion 1' and therefore also under space-time inversion 1� '; their form can be
under space inversion 1
found using the Onsager relations Γµν (𝑯𝑯) = Γνµ(−𝑯𝑯), where Γµν (𝑯𝑯) is a 6×6 matrix giving the gradient of the
electrochemical potential and the heat current as functions of the electric current and the temperature gradient in
the crystal.
Magnetically ordered crystals belong to one of the 90 magnetic point groups (MPGs) that do not contain time
inversion 1' as a separate element. For H = 0, spontaneous Hall and Righi-Leduc effects are possible for the 31
MPGs allowing ferromagnetism, spontaneous Nernst and Ettingshausen effects for 58 MPGs. Whereas
magnetoresistance, magneto-heat-conductivity, magneto-Seebeck and magneto-Peltier effect are of even order in H
in crystals without magnetic order, such effects linear in H are possible in case of magnetoresistance and magnetoheat-conductivity for the 66 MPGs allowing piezomagnetism, and in case of magneto-Seebeck and magneto-Peltier
effect for all 69 MPGs that do not contain space-time inversion 1� ' as a separate element.
To find the forms of the tensors describing the effects in magnetically ordered crystals, Kleiner (1966) considered
different categories of groups K of quantum mechanical operators corresponding to space-time symmetry
transformations, whereas Grimmer (1993) used Onsager relations as formulated by Shtrikman & Thomas (1965):

Where M denotes the time averaged magnetization field describing the magnetic configuration.
It will be shown that the two procedures give the same restrictions on the form of the property tensors. The
procedure based on Shtrikman & Thomas (1965) is more elegant and lets us easily separate tensors into two parts
being invariant and changing sign under 1', respectively. Whereas Kleiner (1966, 1969) and Seemann et al.
(2015) consider both parts as forming a single tensor, it will be shown that considering the two parts (which can be
measured separately) as independent tensors leads to much stronger results.
[1] Grimmer H (1993). Acta Cryst. A 49, 763-771.
[2] Kleiner W H (1966). Phys. Rev. 142, 318-326.
[3] Kleiner W H (1969). Phys. Rev. 182, 705-709.
[4] Seemann M, Ködderitzsch D, Wimmer S and Ebert H (2015). Phys. Rev. B 92, 155138.
[5] Shtrikman S and Thomas H (1965). Solid State Commun. 3, 147-150, erratum (1965), 3, civ.
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Due to their inhomogeneous nature, multilayer systems composed of different magnetic materials are of interest in
several current research areas such as optical magnetic switching, topological insulators, permanent magnets, and
thin films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. Thus, proper characterization of the physical parameters and
clear understanding of the magnetization dynamics of these kinds of structures is important.
Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) can be used to better understand these multilayer systems. However, a well
defined theory is necessary in order to achieve this understanding. For single magnetic moments, the FMR theory
(also known as Kittel equation) is well defined and widely used due to its simplicity. However, the Kittel equation
can only be applied to homogeneous systems, and is unsuitable for heterogeneous multilayer structures. One
approach used to sidestep this drawback is to treat each resonance mode individually after adding additional fields
to account for interaction effects. This approach leads to reasonable good approximations of the different physical
parameters, but improvements can be done if the heterogeneous nature of the structure is accounted for. Other
analytical models which account for the inhomogeneities have been formulated, but they have too many restrictions
or their implementation is too complex for their widespread use.
In this work we propose a model for the FMR of an exchange interacting heterogeneous multilayer system based on
the formalism for studying planar spin waves on thin films proposed in Refs. [1-3]. Our model accounts
simultaneously for all the resonance modes of the structure, and offers information on their frequencies, intensities,
and field and frequency linewidths for any number of layers. We provide a combination of readily usable
expressions and simple numerical calculations which can be easily implemented in commonly used free or
commercial mathematical packages. The model accounts for the contributions of the external applied field, uniaxial
and cubic anisotropies, demagnetizing energy, and the
Heisenberg interlayer exchange interaction.
We apply our model to showcase some interesting behaviors of
the resonance modes of a NiFe/CoFe bilayer structure due to
changes on the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM)
interlayer exchange coupling (EC), and the perpendicular applied
field. Figure 1 shows the resonance frequency of the bilayer in
function of the perpendicular applied field for several values of the
interlayer EC. It shows that there is a value of the field ( H≈1.35 T)
for which the individual layers share the same resonance
frequency. When an interlayer EC is added to the interface, a gap
appears at this crossing point, and is induced by a change of the
layer governing the dynamics of the acoustic and optical modes.
Our results suggest that this gap depends linearly with the
coupling, with a different slope for FM and AFM EC.
Finally, we find that for an antiparallel ordering of the
magnetization of the NiFe/CoFe bilayer, an strong AFM EC tends to stabilize the frequency of optical mode, while
increasing that of the acoustic mode.

[1]
R. E. Arias and D. L. Mills, Phys. Rev. B 60, 7395 (1999).
[2] P. Landeros, R. E. Arias, and D. L. Mills, Phys. Rev. B 77, 214405 (2008).
[3] D. Cortés-Ortuño and P. Landeros, J. Phys. Condens. Matter 25, 156001 (2013).
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The manganite family Nd 1-X Ca X MnO 3 , 0 ≤ x _≤1 (hereafter NCMO) was screened for the prospect of a strong
magnetocaloric effect by experimentally determining magnetic transition entropies. The study was motivated by the
recent observation of large low-temperature refrigerant capacities (RC) in the closely related Pr 1-X Ca x MnO 3 (PCMO)
system [1]. The Goldschmidt tolerance factors of PCMO and NCMO differ by less than 0.5%, and the free-ion
magnetic moment of Nd is about 1% larger than that of Pr. The wide-range comparison of PCMO and NCMO is
therefore of theoretical interest in the context of manganite physics, and NCMO is also expected to produce even
slightly larger magnetic entropy changes than PCMO while retaining a qualitatively similar magnetostructural
functionality. Additionally, the two manganite families can be made to form almost arbitrary solid solutions,
instantly providing an optimization pathway e.g. with respect to the magnetocaloric effect as soon as the parent
materials are characterized.
The NCMO samples were prepared in a polycrystalline bulk form via conventional solid state ceramic synthesis.
Save for a NdMnO 3 -CaMnO 3 miscibility gap observed at 0.8 ≤ x ≤0.9, all samples were pure and single-phase as
verified by x-ray diffractometry. To avoid artifacts caused by the metamagnetic transitions found at 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.5, all
magnetic entropy changes were extracted from isofield magnetization data, M H (T), measured by sweeping the
temperature, T, from 400K to 10K with constant magnetic fields of up to μ 0 H = 5T applied. The results for the
magnetic transitions with greatest RC values are summarized in _gures 1 and 2. As expected, the maximum entropy
change, (�-ΔS) max , was slightly larger in NCMO than in PCMO (5.3 J/kgK vs. 4.9 J/kgK at μ 0 H = 5 T) due to the
larger magnetic moment of Nd, but, conversely, the transitions were also narrower over T in NCMO, resulting in a
smaller maximum RC value (380 J/kg vs. 390 J/kg at μ 0 H = 5 T). Yet, the magnetocaloric performance estimate of
NCMO is easily on par with that of the successful magnetocaloric alloy Gd 5 Si 2 Ge 2 which attains RC ≈370 J/kg at
μ 0 H = 5 T, albeit at a much higher temperature of T max = 276K compared to the T max = 124K of Nd 0.8 Ca 0.2 MnO 3 .
[1] J. Tikkanen, H. Huhtinen and P. Paturi, IEEE Trans. Magn. 50 (2014) 2504004
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Recently artificial spin ice (ASI) systems, consisting of nanoscale magnetic islands arranged into 2D geometries
such as square or kagome lattices, have attracted wide interest due to the unusual properties that can emerge as a
result of geometrical design[1,2]. In this study we examine a novel system which we called “pinwheel ASI”. This
structure is a modified square ASI where every element is rotated 45° around its central point, as shown in Fig.1
(a). In such structures the dipolar interaction is predicted to produce a ferromagnetic ground state for the vertices.
We present here results obtained from such lattices, fashioned using electron-beam lithography to pattern 10 nm
thick Ni80Fe20 films into elements with 470 × 170 nm2 lateral size. An image obtained using Lorentz transmission
electron microscopy (LTEM) is shown in Fig. 1 (b). Magnetization processes have been investigated in detail using
LTEM on these samples, and mesoscopic “macrodomain” and “macrodomain wall” structures have been identified
from the magnetic configuration of elements. The behaviour of the macrodomains driven by a magnetic field is
hysteretic as shown in parts (c) - (g) of Fig. 1. Parts (c), (e) and (g) of Fig. 1 show the saturated states of the ASI
array, illustrating that the macrodomain comprises ground state vertices. In addition, domain structures at coercivity
are displayed in Fig. 1 (d) and (f), where the transverse magnetization of the entire ASI array approaches zero.
Macrodomain walls, defined as the boundary between adjacent domains, can be classified into two types and are
highlighted by red boxes in Fig. 1 (d). The first type (1) is composed of type II vertices with residual charges and net
magnetic moment which appear as Néel-like rotations where the wall lies parallel to the direction of the anti-parallel
domains (see Fig. 1 (h)). The second type (2) is mainly formed by mixed charged and uncharged vertices where the
magnetisation in the adjacent domains is in head-to-head or tail-to-tail alignment (see Fig. 1 (i)). Interestingly, we
also find that the four-charge and zero-charge vertices are always shown in pairs within a domain wall.

Figure 1: (a) Sixteen possible topologies of the pinwheel ASI vertices; the blue and red points at either ends of
islands representing magnetic charges. (b) Fresnel image of an ASI arrays used to identify the magnetization in a
single element. Net-magnetic-moment configurations at (c) -273 Oe, (d) 160 Oe, (e) 279 Oe, (f) -190 Oe and (g) 276 Oe magnetic field where the bold black arrows indicate the magnetization direction in the macrodomains. In (d)
the macrodomain walls are indicated by red boxes. Composition of (h) type (1) and (i) type (2) macro-domain wall.

[1] E. Mengotti, et al. Real - space observation of emergent magnetic monopole and associate Dirac strings in
artificial kagome spin ice. Nature phys. 7, 68-74 (2010).
[2] I. Gilbert, et al. Emergent ice rule and magnetic charge screening from vertex frustration in artificial spin ice.
Nature Phys. 10, 670-675 (2014).
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I. Gilbert, et al. Emergent ice rule and magnetic charge screening from vertex frustration in artificial spin ice.
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We report on exchange bias (EB) effect observed in Mn-doped SrRuO 3 ruthenates. It was previously found that
SrRu 1-x Mn x O 3 undergoes the ferromagnetic (FM) to antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase transition, accompanied with
changes in the structure, at narrow Mn doping range 0.2 < x < 0.3 [1]. This transition is of the first order in nature,
allowing both FM and AFM phases to coexist at the transition boundary, therefore it may provide the natural
AFM/FM interfaces in the sample and the EB effect. In present study we verify if the exchange bias exists in SrRu 1x Mn x O 3 in vicinity of the magnetic/structural transition.
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It was found that the EB effect emerges with increasing Mn doping in SrRu 1-x Mn x O 3 at x ≈ 0.25, following the FM to
AFM phase transition, and then the EB field, H EB , increases significantly in doping range 0.25 < x ≤ 0.3, see Fig. 1.
The EB effect was verified by both cooling magnetic field, H cool , dependence of the H EB and training effect. A
markedly nonmonotonic H EB vs H cool dependence with maximum at around 40 kOe was found, resembling the
behavior of phase-separated EB systems. Moreover, a clear analogy with behavior of classic EB system of
Pr 1/3 Ca 2/3 MnO 3 [2] was noticed, strongly suggesting that the EB effect in SrRu 1-x Mn x O 3 originates from exchange
interactions at the interface of nanoscale FM clusters (size of ~ 1.5 nm at x = 0.3) coexisting together with
dominant AFM phase at the boundary of the first-order FM/AFM transition. The training effect observed is well
understandable within the spin-conﬁguration relaxation model and indicates important contribution to the EB
behavior from the AFM domains rearrangement at the interface.
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Fig. 1. The transformation of the M(H) loop and increase in the exchange bias field H EB at T = 10 K following the FM
to AFM phase transition in SrRu 1-x Mn x O 3 , with increasing doping from x = 0.2 to x = 0.3.
[1] S. Kolesnik, B. Dabrowski, and O. Chmaissem, Phys. Rev. B 78, 214425 (2008).
[2] D. Niebieskikwiat and M. B. Salamon, Phys. Rev. B 72, 174422 (2005).
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CuCrO2 oxide with delafossite structure has attracted a lot of interest as a prototype quasi two dimensional
triangular lattices. It is of particular interest because of the discovery of its p-type transparent conductivity and
magnetically driven ferroelectricity controlled by an applied magnetic field [1]. In this work, we investigate the
phase transition and magnetic properties of CuCr1-xAlxO2 (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3) by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
based on the classical Heisenberg model. Using the exchange interactions and single ion anisotropy constants
measured by neutron scattering measurements [2], our MC simulations with periodic boundary conditions show
that phase transition occurs at TN = 26.4 ± 0.8 K (Fig.1a) which accords well with the one reported experimentally
TN = 24 K [2,3]. Moreover, our simulations confirm that the system orders in the nearly 120° ground state (GS)
incommensurate configuration (Fig.1b) called the ICY state. The magnetization under a small applied field (0.5 T)
obeys well the Curie–Weiss law for antiferromagnets (M / H = C / (T + θCW)) at high temperatures and confirms that
the phase transition occurs at 26.2 ± 0.8 K (Fig.1c). The estimated Curie–Weiss temperature θCW = 203 ± 6 K is in
a good agreement with the experimental value [3,4]. The deviation from the Curie–Weiss law below 150 K is due to
the development of short range antiferromagnetic (AF) correlation (Fig.1d).

Figure 1: Thermal variation of the specific heat C(T) (a), the order parameter _(T) confirming the nearly 120° GS (b),
the magnetization and the inverse susceptibility measured under 0.5 T B-field (c), and the short range
antiferromagnetic correlation (d).
On the other hand, doping CuCrO2 by Al3+ indicates that the proper screw configuration can be destabilized by the
substitution of nonmagnetic Al3+ for the magnetic Cr3+ even under zero field. Fig.2a shows that, as much as spin
dilution is enhanced, the ground state is no more the ICY state since EICY(x) > EGS(x). As a consequence of such
spin dilution, the specific heat peak shifts down and becomes broadened (Fig.2b) suggesting that the AF transition
disappears due to the suppression of the long range magnetic ordering. Indeed, Fig.2c confirms that the long range
correlation at 0 K decreases and vanishes as x increases which confirms the assumption of the experimental
measurements of the specific heat [5].

Figure 2: Variation of the GS energy & of the ICY state (per magnetic atom) versus x (a), thermal variation of the
specific heat C for various x (b), variation of the correlation function versus distance Rij for various x (for simplicity
we show the part where Rij is a multiple of “3a”) (c).
Extensive numerical simulations are now in progress to precise well the magnetic ground state as the spin dilution
increases. In addition, we are now studying the Ag-doped CuCrO2 (AgxCu1-xCrO2) and modeling the ferroelectric
properties of CuCrO2 to have a clear idea about the thermal dependence of the multiferroic properties of this
compound.
[1] Seki S, Onose Y and Tokura Y 2008 Phys. Rev. Lett. 101 067204
[2] Frontzek M et al. 2011 Phys. Rev. B 84 094448
[3] Okuda T et al. 2013 Int. J. Mod. Phys. B 27 1330002
[4] Poienar M et al. 2009 Phys. Rev. B 79 014412
[5] Okuda T et al. 2011 J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 80 014711
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In this report, the results of measurements of the crystallographic, thermomagnetic, magnetic, and
magnetocaloric properties of the NiMn 1-x Cr x Ge half-Heusler compounds with a variation of chromium
concentration (x = 0.04, 0.18 and 0.25) are presented. An influence of partial substitution of Cr for Mn and
synthesis technology on the character of structural and magnetic phase transitions have been studied by
X-ray diffraction, differential scanning calorimetry, and magnetization methods. The slowly cooled
compounds have a single phase orthorhombic TiNiSi-type crystal structure at room temperature. A
quenching of the NiMn 1-x Cr x Ge alloys results in the transformation of the phase composition of these
samples from the single phase state with an orthorhombic crystal structure for x = 0.04 to the two-phase
(orthorhombic and hexagonal of the Ni 2 In-type) state for x = 0.18 and 0.25. The magnetic properties were
investigated by means of dc magnetization measurements over a wide temperature (400 – 5 K) and
magnetic field (up to 60 kOe) ranges. The experimental data indicate that a quenching and the
replacement of Mn atoms by Cr ones leads to occurrence and stabilization of the ferromagnetic state. Both
the slowly cooled and hardened compounds exhibit a thermal hysteresis in the vicinity of the magnetic
and structural phase transitions, which is characteristic for a first-order transition. The magnetic phase
transition temperatures slightly depend on Cr content in the slowly cooled alloys and decrease strongly in
the hardened alloys at substitution of Cr ions for Mn ones. The magnetic entropy changes, |ΔS M max|, in
the slowly cooled alloys exceed |ΔS M max| calculated for the hardened alloys. Its maximum value near the
magnetic phase transition equal to 34 J/kg·K for a field change of ΔH = 60 kOe is obtained in the slowly
cooled alloy with x = 0.18 (Fig.1).
The giant magnetocaloric effect makes these materials one of the most promising candidates as working
material in magnetic refrigerators.
Fig.1 Magnetic entropy change, ΔSM, as a function of
temperature for the slowly cooled sample with x = 0.18
under field change of ΔH = 10 - 60 kOe.
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Based on the first principles calculation, tetragonal distorted FeCo alloy has large uniaxial anisotropy energy K u1 and
high saturation magnetization Ms, which is the most desirable feature for high density perpendicular magnetic
recording media and innovative permanent magnets [1,2]. In fact, the epitaxial tetragonal FeCo films with c/a~1.2
prepared on Rh buffer layer shows K u1 larger than 1.5x107 erg/cm3 [3]. FeCo-Al forms a B2 ordered phase in a wide
composition range and is expected to enhance Ku1 through a B2 ordering and a huge magneto-elastic interaction
[4, 5]. In this study, the tetragonal (Fe 1-x Co x ) 1-y Al y (x:0 ~ 1, y:0 ~ 0.2) films are prepared on Rh buffer layer and the
effect of Al addition on the magnetic anisotropy of FeCo/Rh is studied.
(Fe 0.5 Co 0.2 ) 0.9 Al 0.1 (2 ~ 20nm)/Rh (20 nm)/MgO(100) and Fe0.5Co0.5(2~20nm)/Rh (20 nm)/ MgO(100) films
were prepared in a high vacuum multiple dc-sputtering system with a base pressure lower than 1×10-6 Pa. Rh thin
film was first sputtered on the MgO (100) substrate at 300 oC. Then, after decreasing the temperature to 200 oC,
FeCoAl and FeCo films were epitaxially grown on the Rh layer. Finally, SiO 2 was sputtered as a capping layer to
prevent oxidation. The film structure was analysed by in-plane and out-of-plane XRD. Magnetic properties were
measured by VSM, Polar-Kerr measurements and torque magnetometer.
The values of K u1 for (Fe 0.5 Co 0.2 ) 0.9 Al 0.1 and Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 films are plotted in Figure.1 as function of FeCoAl thickness.
These data are re-plotted as a function of the lattice distortion c/a in Figure.2, and its K u1 -c/a relation is understood
by a tetragonal distortion [2]. (Fe 0.5 Co 0.2 ) 0.9 Al 0.1 exhibits a maximum (2.1x107 erg/cm3) around c/a ~ 1.2, which is
larger than FeCo due to B2 ordering. With taking account of Ms ~ 1500 emu/cm3, a coercivity Hc over 10 kOe is
calculated from the single domain theory, and then a maximum energy product (BH) max is expected to be over
64MGOe (570 kJ/m3) for 90% filling.

Figure 1 K u1 as a function of film thickness for (Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 ) 0.9 Al 0.1 and Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 films. Figure 2 K u1 as a function of
c/a for (Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 ) 0.9 Al 0.1 and Fe 0.5 Co 0.5 films.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

T. Burkert et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004) 027203.
Y. Kota et al., Appl. Phys. Express 5 (2012) 113002.
H. Oomiya1 et al., J. Phys. 48 (2015) 475003.
E. K. Delczeg-Czirja et al., Phys. Rev. B 89 (2014) 144403.
A.E.Clark et al., IEEE Trans Magn 36 (2000) 3238.
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Since an idea of exchange-coupled hard/soft nanocomposite magnets was proposed, predicting a huge maximumenergy-product (BH)max value [1], much experimental effort was made so far. Reported experimental (BH) max values
are, however, still much smaller than the predicted one. The reason for the gap would be related mainly to a
difficulty in controlling the size and alignment of magnetic grains. Moreover, Toga et al. suggested, according to the
first-principle calculations [2], the magnitude of exchange-coupling constant J ex in the Nd 2 Fe 14 B/α-Fe system
depends on the crystal orientation at the interface, even taking a negative J ex value for a particular combination. We
recently confirmed experimentally that positive and negative J ex values were realized in Nd 2 Fe 14 B(001)/α-Fe(100)
and the Nd 2 Fe 14 B(100)/α-Fe interfaces, respectively [3, 4]. These results thus suggest that we need to control the
crystallographic orientation at the interfaces in order to avoid interfaces with a negative Jex value. In this work, we
fabricated the Nd 2 Fe 14 B/Mo/Fe multilayer films, in which we tried to avoid the negative Jex interfaces by keeping
the layer-by-layer structure and the perpendicular alignment of the c-axis. The Mo(20nm)/[Nd-Fe-B(t NFB )/Mo(1
nm )/Fe(5 nm)/Mo(1 nm )]5/Mo(10 nm ) multilayers were deposited on the MgO(100) or Al 2 O 3 (0001) substrates
using UHV helicon sputtering system. During the deposition of multilayers, the substrate was heated at 300°C.
Then, the films were annealed successively in the range from Ta=400°C to 700°C in a vacuum under 10-7 Pa.
Typical out-of-plane and in-plane magnetization curves are shown in Fig. 1 for films with the Nd-Fe-B layer thickness
of t NFB = 5 nm and 30 nm after annealing at Ta=650°C. The films with t NFB = 5 nm showed soft magnetic properties,
while films with t NFB = 30 nm exhibited the perpendicular anisotropy with the coercivity of 5~6 kOe as shown in Fig.
1(b). In order to analyze the exchange-coupling behavior, we made the first-order-reversal-curve (FORC)
measurements for these films. The result for the film with t NFB = 30 nm annealed at Ta=700°C is given in Fig. 2.
Shapes for the major loop and the FORCs suggested an existence of positive exchange coupling between the Nd-FeB and the α–Fe layers via the 1-nm-thick Mo spacer layer. X-ray diffraction measurements on the films with t NFB =
30 nm suggested that the c-axis of the Nd 2 Fe 14 B crystalline layer was aligned perpendicular to the film plane. The
degree of the c-axis alignment, however, was not so high in the present film. Several approaches are now in
progress to fabricate the multilayer films with higher degree of alignment and larger energy-product values.
[1] R. Skomski and J.M.D. Coey. Phys. Rev. B 48, (1993) 15812.
[2] Y. Toga, H. Moriya, H. Tsuchiura, A. Sakuma, J. Phys: Conf. Ser., 266, (2011) 012046.
[3] D. Ogawa, K. Koike, H. Kato, S. Mizukami, T. Miyazaki, M. Oogane, and Y. Ando, J. Korean Phys. Soc. 63 (2013)
489.
[4] D. Ogawa, K. Koike, S. Mizukami, T. Miyazaki, M. Oogane, Y. Ando, and H. Kato, Appl. Phys. Lett., 107, (2015)
102406.
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Co-ferrite with spinel structure is one of the attractive materials for spintronics and artificial multiferroics. Due to the
insulating and high-curie temperature properties, Co-ferrite thins films have potential applications in such so called
spin filters, where a combination of insulating ferrite with a non-magnetic electrode is believed capable of creating
pure spin polarized currents. Co-ferrite also shows large magnetostrictive effect. Which can be used for enhancing
magnetoelectric coupling between ferroelectric phase and magnetic phase of multiferroic nanostructures. Films with
(00l) orientation and perpendicular magnetic anisotropy are essential to realize the interesting properties of Coferrite thin films. So far, Single crystal substrate such as SrTiO3, MgO have been reported for the heteroepitaxial
growth of (00l) orientated Co ferrite films. However, from the practical application point of view, it is strongly
recommended to prepare orientated Co ferrite films onto thermally oxidized silicon wafers (SiO2/Si)
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Figure.1 typical hysteresis loops of Co-ferrite films. Figure. 2 MFM images of Nd-Fe-B films by probes coated with
Co-ferrite/FeCo films.
Here, a unique process has been developed to deposit Co-ferrite thin films onto thermally oxidized silicon wafer with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy by facing target sputtering. FeCo was used as underlayers. Co-ferrite films with
preferential (001) orientation have been successfully prepared. Coercivity in the perpendicular direction as large as
9 kOe has been achieved (Fig. 1). Of particular interest is that the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and coercivity
of the films are depended on the oxygen content in the films. Three dimensional lattice parameters determined by
in-plane X-ray diffractometry to be a=b=8.43 Å, c = 8. 35Å. This indicating a compressive out-of-plane strain as
large as 1.1 %.
Magnetic force microscope (MFM) probes are prepared by deposition of Co-ferrite films onto commercially available
atomic force microscopy (AFM) Si probes. The probes are double side coated to minimize the influence of strong
compressive stress in Co-ferrite films. The probes are used to observe of the magnetic domain structure of the highperformance Nd-Fe-B thin film. Domain structures of Nd-Fe-B films, at different magnetization state are revealed
(Fig.2). Abrupt contrast reversal of the MFM image due to the magnetization reversal of the probes by the stray field
is not detected. Our results show Co-ferrite is promising as high coercivity MFM probe materials.
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Low bandwidth manganites are insulators in the ground state, but a transition to a metallic phase (IMT) can be
induced with with external stimuli such as magnetic or electric field, light, pressure etc. In the IMT the resistivity can
decrease by several orders of magnitude [1]. Low bandwidth manganites also possess an insulating charge- and
orbital ordered state (CO/OO-state) at high temperature, where the current carriers are localized in a chequerboard
like order. This ordered state can also be destroyed by external stimuli. The critical temperature of the CO/OO-state,
Tco, increases with decreasing rare earth ion size, which means that in Gd 0.6 Ca 0.4 Mn O3 (GCMO) and Sm 0.6 Ca 0.4 Mn O3
(SCMO) Tco is above room temperature enabling applications at room temperature.
In this work we have deposited GCMO and SCMO thin films on SrTi O3 (100) single crystal substrates with
pulsed laser ablation in order to optimize the magnetic and structural properties for e.g. memristor-like applications.
The deposition temperature was 500 ◦C or 700 ◦C and the oxygen post-annealing was done in situ at 500 ◦C or
700 ◦C (Table 1). All the films were fully textured and phase pure (Fig 1), although the ones made at 700 ◦C had
narrower peaks in x-ray diffraction indicating better crystalline quality. Magnetically, all the films showed the
charge/orbital order phase transition around 360 K and a ferrimagnetic transition around 70K (Fig. 1). The
saturation magnetization at low temperature was higher in the films deposited at 700 ◦C (Table 1).

Figure 1: The magnetic moments as functions of temperature in 50 mT field (left inset) and as functions
of field at 10 K (main panel) for the films deposited and annealed at 700_C. The right inset shows θ − 2θdiffractograms for the films.
Table 1: The unit cell volume, V , magnetic ordering temperature, T c , charge/orbital ordering temperature, T co ,
saturation magnetisation at 10 K, Msat, and coercive field at 10 K,B c , for all the films.
[1]

T. Elovaara and S. Majumdar and H. Huhtinen and P. Paturi Photoinduced Colossal Magnetoresistance
under Substantially Reduced Magnetic Field, Adv. Func. Mater. 25, 5030 (2015).
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Paramagnetic anisotropy Δχ PARA was recently detected at the surface of an natural amorphous-silicate, namely a
tektite produced by a shock event [1]. The Δχ PARz showed maximum value of 2x10 -6 emu/g at the surface, which
gradually decreased toward the interior; here Δχ PARz was observed in limited depth of less than ~1 mm from
surface. The Δχ PARA observed at the surface was comparable to those reported for major rock-forming minerals. Its
magnetically unstable axis was always normal to the surface. Electron spin resonance (ESR) were performed on the
same samples by a X-band spectrometer ( JEOL RE-2X). Angular dependences of the ESR absorption were
consistent with the results obtained in the Δχ PARA measurements, and it was concluded that Δχ PARA was caused by
the individual Fe ions in the sample. Here we measured the depth-profile of Δχ PARA in the surface of a synthetic
sample that was produced by a cooling rate of 70K / s. The obtained Δχ profile was similar to that observed in the
previous study [1], and was reproduced in several turns of experiments. The above results indicate that a small
distortion arise in the isotropic crystal field of the Fe ions. The formation mechanism of the anisotropy at atomic
level can be clarified by changing various conditions in synthesizing the silica ( for example, Fe concentration,
cooling velocity, heating temperature, etc), and
compare their Δχ values with the ESR spectra. In
order to obtain a depth profile of Δχ with sufficient
spatial resolution (~ 0.1mm), it is necessary to detect
Δχ from a single sub-mm size sample separated from
the surface. Hence Δχ is obtained from the period of
B
field-induced rotational oscillation τ of sample that is
Fig.1 Sequence photograph of a sub-mm size sample
released in a diffuse area using a microgravity
showing harmonic rotational oscillation with respect to B [1].
condition as shown in Fig.1. Using this method, Δχ
Time intervals between the frames are 0.033 s. The ΔχPARA
is obtainable in a small sample, because mass
value is obtained from the period of oscillation [ τ ≈
measurement is unnecessary [2]. In a conventional
2π(Im−1Δχ−1)1/2 ], where I and m denote moment of inertia
torque method, it is difficult to detect Δχ of the
and mass of sample, respectively.
above level from a sub-mm size sample.
[1] M. Yokoi, M. C. Katsura, Yamanaka & C. Uyeda, (2014) Planet. Space Sci.100, 46–50.
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The magnetocaloric effect of the perovskite-structure of manganite family Gd 1-x Ca x MnO 3 , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (hereafter
GCMO) was determined based on the magnetic transition entropies of polycrystalline bulk samples. The GCMO
samples were prepared in a polycrystalline bulk form via conventional solid state ceramic synthesis. The phase
purity was determined by x-ray diffraction. Transitions in the temperature range of 10-400 K were
investigated in external fields up to 5 T. For samples with x ≤ 0.4 the Mn spins order ferromagnetically around
50 K and Gd spins order ferrimagnetically with the Mn spins at a lower temperature. They display a
magnetocaloric effect during the spin ordering transition. In the samples with x ≥ 0.5 a magnetic entropy
change is also associated with a charge/orbital ordering transition near room temperature. However, the amount of
this entropy change is small compared to Gd alloys and there is little hope for the room temperature refrigeration
applications of GCMO.
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It is known that Heusler alloys Ni-Mn-Z (Z = Ga, In, Sn, Sb) are promising materials for magnetic cooling technology.
Moreover this ferromagnetic shape memory alloys contains low-costs elements than rare-earth elements.
Substitution of up to 10 at.% Co for Ni increases the Curie temperature T C and improves the magnetocaloric
properties [1]. Ni2MnAl Heusler alloy at room temperature is paramagnetic and undergoes a PM – AFM transition at
313 K [2].
In this work we present experimental research of Ni 40 Co 10 Mn 50-x Al x (x = 11, 12, 13) Heusler alloys. Ingots were
prepared by arc melting in argon atmosphere. The ingots were not annealed. Temperature dependent magnetization
curves were measured using an original magnetometer. The magnetocaloric effect were measured by AMT&C
Magnetocaloric Setup by the direct method (ΔH = 2 T).
The magnetization curves and the magnetocaloric effect of Ni 40 Co 10 Mn 50-x Al x (x = 11, 12, 13) Heusler alloys will be
presented.
We acknowledge the financial support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Grant №. 14-02-01085), the
Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation (№. 3.2021.2014/K) and the Russian Science Foundation
(№ 14-12-00570\14).
[1] R. Kainuma et al., Nature 439, 957 (2006).
[2] M. Acet et al., J. Appl. Phys. 92, 3867 (2002).
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The main component of many spintronic devices is the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) where two ferromagnets are
separated by a thin insulating tunnel barrier. The electrical resistance of such a device depends on the relative
orientation of the ferromagnetic (FM) electrodes magnetization. The aim is to achieve a large tunnel
magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio at practical output voltages in combination with a weak temperature dependence.
Apart from high TMR values, it is also important to understand the magnetization dynamics and relaxation
mechanisms of MTJs in close relation with the interfacial characteristics for realizing low consumption and high
speed spintronic devices.
In this work, we present magnetoresistance (MR) measurements as well as the study of the dynamic properties of
CoFeB (CFB) MTJs by Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy and micro-strip ferromagnetic resonance (FMR).
Two different film stacks have been investigated, namely, sample 1:
Si/SiOx/Ta(5)/Co40Fe40B20(2.6)/MgO(1)/Co20Fe60B20(4)/Ta(5)/Ru(5) and sample 2:
Si/SiOx/Ta(25)/Co40Fe40B20(1.3)/MgO(1)/Fe(0.1)/MgO(1)/Co20Fe60B20(2.2)/Ta(5) (unit in nanometer). The
thin Fe-insertion in sample 2 ensures a higher spin transfer through the barrier.
BLS and FMR studies revealed a single uniform precession mode for sample 1 where thickest CFB are used. This
mode is attributed to the CFB top layer due to the limited penetration depth (~ 10 nm) of the electromagnetic field
in the BLS experiment. Analysis of both BLS and FMR measurements allowed deducing a similar perpendicular
anisotropy field about 1.56 kOe. Moreover, the hysteresis loop measurement with an in-plane magnetic applied
field (hard plane) exhibited a two steps switching with a two slightly different saturation fields confirming the single
mode observed by dynamic techniques due to the slight anisotropy field difference of the two FM electrodes. For
sample 2, with the thinner CFB layers, both techniques showed two well separated modes associated to each CFB
layer, as shown (arrows) in figure 1 where a typical BLS spectrum is presented. The derived perpendicular
anisotropy fields are sensibly different, namely 2.6 kOe for the top CFB soft layer and 6.1 kOe for the bottom hard
one. The difference between sample 1 and sample 2 is mainly related to the thickness of the CFB layers suggesting
an interfacial origin of the anisotropy. The tunnel magnetoresistance has been measured in elliptical elements of
sample 2 of different sizes as shown on figure 2. Strong size-dependent switching fields and antiparallel state being
more unstable in the smallest device beside a MR ratio of 17% are observed. Stray field effects will be discussed.
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Two batches of maghemite nanoparticles of sizes 9 and 11.5 nm with narrow size distributions have been prepared
(see Fig. 1). To achieve samples with controlled broadening of the size distribution, particles from these batches are
mixed in different proportion. The mixing was varied from 0% of the 11.5 nm particles (100% of 9 nm) to 100%,
yielding 8 mixtures hereby referred to as MIXx, where x corresponds to the weight percentage of 11.5 nm particles
(x=0, 10, 20, 30, 50, 65, 85 or 100). The mixed particles were pressed into dense pellets in which the interparticle
dipolar interaction is strong and leads to collective behaviour in the particle ensembles. Using AC and DC
measurements we investigate the magnetic collective behavior as a function of concentration of 11.5 nm particles.
We find that the freezing temperatures of all our samples obey critical slowing down and thus that low temperature
superspin glass states are formed, in spite of even very broad size distributions. We will discuss the results in terms
of the individual particle relaxation times and their relation to the measured freezing temperatures and the derived
glass transition temperatures.

FIG. 1. Size distribution of the 9 nm particles (left) and 11.5 nm particles (right).
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Cu(tn)Cl 2 (tn = 1,3-diaminopropane) has been previously identified as a potentional realization of a quasi-twodimensional, spatially-anisotropic triangular Heisenberg antiferromagnet with spin 1/2, intralayer exchange
coupling, J/k B ≈ -3 K, and interlayer exchange coupling, J´ ≈ 0.001 J. Previous specific-heat studies in zero
magnetic field did not show a phase transition to long-range magnetic order down to 60 mK. These studies
indicated a field-induced anomaly forming below 1 K in magnetic fields up to 7 T and this anomaly was assigned to
a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition [1]. The structure of Cu(tn)Cl 2 consists of covalently bonded
ladders running along the c-axis, while adjacent ladders are linked through hydrogen bonds. Electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) measurements of single crystals have been performed in the X-band range at a fixed frequency of
9.4 GHz in the temperature range from 2 K to 300 K in magnetic fields up to 0.5 T. A single crystal with dimensions
a´ × b´ × c´ = 1.5 × 1 × 0.4 mm3 was used for the EPR studies. The analysis of g-factor confirmed, that
coordinating ligands around Cu(II) ion form a distorted octahedron elongated along the local z axis. In
the temperature range from 300 to 100 K g c´ and g a´ change monotonously, there is a decrease of
both components with decreasing temperature. These behaviour could be related to a general contraction of
the crystal structure. However, at temperatures below 60 K significant increase of g a´ and decrease of g c´ was
observed. Such a behaviour was experimentally observed in low-dimensional magnets and coincides with the
theoretical predictions for the resonance fields in the presence of a dipolar coupling and the exchange anisotropy.
The phonon modulation of the spin anisotropies can be responsible for the increase of the EPR linewidth observed
above 100 K in both orientations. On the other hand, the upturn of the linewidth appearing below 20 K can be
ascribed to the development of intralayer magnetic correlations.
This work was supported by the projects APVV LPP-0202-09 and VEGA 1/0143/13.
[1] A. Orendáčová, E. Čižmár, L. Sedláková, J. Hanko, M. Kajňaková, M. Orendáč, A. Feher, J. S. Xia, L. Yin, D. M.
Pajerowski, M. W. Meisel, V. Zeleňák, S. Zvyagin and J. Wosnitza, Phys. Rev. B 80, (2009) 144418-144426.
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Magnetic semiconductors have gained much attention because of their potential applications to spintronic devices.
It is a great advantage to use transparent conducting films such as indium tin oxide (ITO) as a host material for
diluted magnetic semiconductors because of their high conductivity and optical transparency. Integrating ITO into
magneto-optoelectronic devices is straightforward, since there are several devices using its thin films in the market.
In this work, we prepared Mn-doped ITO films on glass and polymer substrates by rf magnetron sputtering, and
investigated not only magnetic, electrical, and optical properties of the films but also local structures surrounding
Mn ions in the films by x-ray absorption spectroscopy.
The magnetization as a function of magnetic field showed hysteretic behavior at 300 K in the deposited Mn-doped
ITO films. The films exhibited low electrical resistivity of the order of 10-4 cm. The optical transmittance of the films
ranged from 75 to 90 % in the wavelength region of 300-800 nm. The coexistence of ferromagnetism, high
electrical conductivity, and high visible transparency in the Mn-doped ITO films is expected to be a desirable trait for
spintronic devices.

Figure 1. Mn K-edge EXAFS spectrum of the deposited Mn-doped ITO film.

Figure2. radial distribution functions of the deposited Mn-doped ITO film.Comparison between observed and
simulated

The x-ray diffraction patterns of the olycrystalline Mn-doped ITO films were indexed based on a cubic bixbyite
structure of In 2 O 3 . In order to investigate the local structures surrounding Mn ions, extended x-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) spectra were measured [1]. The EXAFS spectra at the Mn K edge of the Mn-doped ITO film is
shown in figure 1. The Fourier transform of the EXAFS spectrum gives the radial distribution function. Figure 2 shows
the Fourier transform of the observed EXAFS spectra at the Mn K edge of the Mn-doped ITO film. The comparison
with the simulated radial distribution function suggested that Mn ions prefer to be incorporated into the In sites of
the In 2 O 3 lattice. The valence of Mn ions was evaluated to range from +2 to +3 by the threshold energy obtained
from the inflection point of the edge in the x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectrum. Although the
incorporation of Mn2+ ions reduces the carrier concentration of ITO films, doping by Mn2+ ions having higher
magnetic moments ions is desirable for improving the magnetic properties of the Mn-doped ITO films. These x-ray
absorption spectroscopic data are useful for revealing the origin of the magnetism of the Mn-doped ITO films.
[1]

Nakamura T 2016 J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 49 045005
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Controlling magnetic domain walls is an important objective for studying their fundamental properties and for
potential applications in devices such as Racetrack memory, 3-terminal MRAM and logical processing
architectures[1]. In the case of vortex domain walls in planar magnetic nanowires, it has been proposed that the
chirality of the wall can serve as the method to encode information[2]. Practical implementations of domain walls in
such technologies will require low power methods to control domain walls on the local scale.
A promising route to low energy control of magnetisation is to use electric fields. In particular, the application of
voltage-induced mechanical strain in hybrid piezoelectric/ferromagnet devices has received much attention
recently[3,4]. Using this approach, we have investigated the effect of a voltage-tunable strain-induced uniaxial
anisotropy on the chirality of vortex domain walls in nanowires. Using x-ray magnetic circular dichroism photoemission electron microscopy (XMCD-PEEM) and micromagnetic calculations we demonstrate that the chirality of
the domain wall can be switched reversibly by the voltage induced-strain.
We will show how this functionality may be implemented in schemes where domain walls are used for information
storage and processing.

Figure 1: XMCD-PEEM images of a vortex wall in a Ni ring. The chirality of the wall switches from (a) anti-clockwise to
(b) clockwise and back to (c) anticlockwise under successive uniaxial strain pulses.
[1] D.A. Allwood et al., Science 309, 1688 (2005).
[2] Omari, et al., Phys. Rev. Appl. 2, 044001 (2014).
[3] Hu et al., Nature Communications 2, 553 (2011).
[4] Lei et al., Nature Communications 4, 1378 (2013).
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Sr 2 FeMoO 6 is a promising material for future spintronic applications due to its exceptionally high Curie temperature
and 100 % spin polarization. A Lot of work has been done in order to optimize the properties of Sr 2 FeMoO 6 thin
films, which are necessary considering the future applications. In this study, we focus our attention on the surface
structure of Sr 2 FeMoO 6 thin films. Smooth surfaces are benefical for multilayer structures and provide better charge
carrier transfer between layers. However, the phase purity and other structural and magnetic quality should not be
reduced at the expense of surface structure.
A pure Sr2FeMoO6 target, with a Curie temperature over 400 K, was made using solid-state synthesis. A set of
Sr 2 FeMoO 6 thin films was prepared with pulsed laser deposition and the effect of laser energy and deposition
temperature was investigated. Sr 2 FeMoO 6 thin films are highly sensitive to changes in the laser energy and clear
evidence of impurity phases were observed when laser energy was altered. Phase pure films resulted through the
whole temperature range between 900°C and 1050°C when proper laser energy was used. Films fabricated at
lower deposition temperatures resulted with smaller surface roughnesses, higher Curie temperatures and with
relatively high saturation magnetization values. A steep ferro paramagnetic transition was observed in all films, the
transition being steeper in films with a low deposition temperature. The results indicate that both a high structural
and a high magnetic quality Sr 2 FeMoO 6 thin films can be obtained with deposition temperature between 900°C
and 950°C.

Figure 1. The surfaces of two Sr 2 FeMoO 6 thin films. The thin film in figure 1 a) was prepared at 1050°C and the film
in figure 1 b) was prepared at 900°C
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A Kondrashov1, A Ustinov1, M Cherkasskii1, B Kalinikos1, S Demokritov2
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Generators of microwave dynamical chaos are attractive for
applications in secure telecommunication systems [1,2], novel radar
systems [3], and as noise signals for microwave measurements. This
work reports on the broadband microwave dynamical chaos
generation utilizing the active ring generators that are based on
metalized ferrite films. The use of the metallization allowed us to
increase the spectral width of the self-generated microwave signal up
to 1.5 GHz.

Fractal dimension

1

6
4
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H = 1462 Oe

H = 1642 Oe
An experimental structure of the generator consisted of a nonlinear
0
spin-wave phase shifter, a broadband linear microwave amplifier, an
0,0 0,4 0,8 1,2 2 3 4 5
adjustable attenuator, and directional coupler that were connected
Gain coefficient (dB)
into a closed ring circuit. A 65μm-thick, 40 mm-long and 2 mm-wide
yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film was utilized in the phase shifter.
Saturation magnetization 4πMs of the film was 1750 Gs. For excitation and detection of spin waves, 8-mm-long
and 50-μm-wide slot-line antennas were used. Distance between the input and output antennas was 10 mm.
Antennas were fabricated on the same substrate. The YIG film was placed on the slot-line antenna structure. It
means that the surface of the YIG film facing the antennas may be considered as metalized. The YIG film was
magnetized to saturation by bias magnetic field lying in the film plane perpendicular to spin wave propagation
direction. Such field configuration corresponded to the surface spin waves excitation. Experimental study was
performed for several values of the bias magnetic field H in the range of 1400-1700 Oe. Below results for H = 1642
Oe are represented.

Decrease of attenuation in the active ring led to initiation of a monochromatic microwave signal generation. A value
of the ring gain coefficient, corresponding to generation beginning, was set to G = 0 dB. Increase of G led to
sequence of generated signal form changes. It was due to the appearance of nonlinear four-wave parametric
processes. At G = 2.5 dB, in time domain nonperiodical signal was observed. The whole spectrum of the measured
signal consisted of a number of broaden harmonics. The width of the whole spectrum was about of 1 GHz in the
case of H = 1462 Oe and of 1.5 GHz in the case of H = 1642 Oe. The value of 1.5 GHz is at least five times wider
than one obtained before. Broadening is due to the increase of group velocity of spin waves propagating in
metalized YIG-film.
A chaotic nature of the self-generated signals was confirmed by numerical calculations of the fractal dimension and
Lyapunov exponent. In figure 1 dependence of the fractal dimension from the ring gain coefficient is shown. It is
clear that change of the magnetic field value allows one to control the fractal dimension and thus to control the
complexity of the chaotic signal.
Experimental investigations in this work was supported in by Russian Science Foundation numerical investigations
was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research.
[1] H. Ren, M. S. Baptista, and C. Grebogi, Phys. Rev. Lett., 110, 184101 (2013).
[2] A. A. Koronovskii, O. I. Moskalenko, A. E. Hramov, Technical Physics, 55, 435 (2010).
[3] V. Venkatasubramanian, H. Leung, X. Liu IEEE Trans. On Image Procerssing, 18, 1255 (2009).
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The effect of disorder on various types of long range ordering is probably one of the most fascinating yet not
completely resolved problems in condensed matter physics. Quantum magnets with bond disorder cause significant
interest now because of the convenience to use them for such effects research. Phase transitions via specific
gapless Bose-glass phase are intensively studied in bosonic systems with box distributed or Gaussian disorder (e.g.
in optical traps), but for quantum magnets disorder is better modeled using binary distribution. Thus, in the present
study we address the problem of quantum phase transitions in bosonic systems with binary disorder.
Based on self-consistent T-matrix approximation (SCTMA), the Mott insulator - Bose-glass phase transition of onedimensional noninteracting bosons subject to binary disorder is considered. The results obtained differ essentially
from the conventional case of box distribution of the disorder. The Mott insulator - Bose-glass transition is found to
exist at arbitrary strength of the impurities. The single particle density of states is calculated within the frame of
SCTMA, numerically, and (for infinite disorder strength) analytically. A good agreement is reported among all three
methods. We speculate that certain types of the interaction may lead to the Bose-glass - superfluid transition
absent in our theory.
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Unconventional exchange bias (EB) effect was found in basically antiferromagnetic (AFM) electron doped
manganite Sm 0.1 Ca 0.6 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 . The major part, almost 95% of the volume of this compound undergoes first order
phase transition from paramagnetic to C-type AFM phase at Néel temperature T N-C ≈ 150 K. The transition is
accompanied by a structural transition from Pnma to P2 1 /m space group. The remaining part (~ 5% of the total
volume) undergoes transition to the G-AFM phase at Néel temperature T N-G ≈ 70 K. This phase exhibits very weak
spontaneous moment, M 0 ≈ 0.19 emu/g at T = 10 K. Upon field cooling Sm 0.1 Ca 0.6 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 shows exchange bias
effect through horizontal and vertical shifts of the hysteresis loop. The negative EB at low temperatures increases
rapidly with cooling field up to 100 Oe, the increase becomes much weaker in the cooling field range 100 - 500 Oe,
and almost completely insensitive to magnetic field at cooling fields above 0.5 kOe. The sign of the EB changes with
temperature from negative below 40 K to a positive one at T ≥ 40 K. Temperature variations and change in the sign
of the EB effect upon increasing temperature can be ascribed to a competition between two mechanisms. According
to the first one, strong negative EB appears in phase separated G-type AFM regions with Pnma structure containing
FM clusters. According to the second one, positive EB may appear due to formation of domain walls at disordered
interface between structurally and magnetically different AFM phases (C-type and G-type) during field cooling.
Alternatively, positive EB may be induced by FM/AFM exchange coupling between FM clusters in G-type AFM phase
with surface adjacent to surrounding C-type AFM phase. The competition between the two mechanisms may be
responsible for non-monotonic temperature variation of the hysteresis loop parameters and excessive evaluated size
of FM droplets.
Unconventional EB effect was also noticed in single crystal ErFeO 3 orthoferrite, compensated ferrimagnet. The effect
emerges in the vicinity of the compensation point T comp = 45 K, at which magnetic moments of the
antiferromagnetically coupled Er and Fe sublattices are identical and net magnetization equals to zero. It was found
that H EB increases upon approaching T comp , and changes sign with crossing this temperature. Both H EB and average
coercive field H C diverge below T comp and they are restricted above T comp . The discontinuity in H EB and H C observed is
a hallmark of the first-order transition at T comp . The novel feature that we found is that the EB sign may be changed
to the opposite one by varying the field cooling protocol depending if T comp is crossed with decreasing or increasing
temperature.
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The BLADE beamline at Diamond Light Source can is geared towards research into the magnetic properties of thinfilm and nanostructured samples. With x-rays in the soft energy regime, element specific measurements can be
performed on the L 2,3 absorption edges of transition metals and the M 4,5 edges in rare earth materials. Combined
with control over the x-ray polarisation state, both arbitrary linear and circular, allows for the investigation of a wide
range of magnetic dichroism phenomena.
Using a focussed x-ray beam and through x-ray scattering techniques it is possible to determine the spatial
dependence to the magnetic behaviour within a sample. However with potential applications for magnetic materials
in novel technological devices, the temporal behaviour of magnetic thin films and nanostructures is also of
considerable interest. Our understanding of time-dependent dynamical processes is key to the high speed
response of future magnetoelectronic, spintronic and spin-orbitronic technologies.
To investigate these time-resolved magnetic phenomena with element sensitivity we are developing pump-probe
measurements using the intrinsic pulse structure of x-rays produced by a synchrotron source. By synchronising a
magnetic field or electrical current pulse with a variable delay from the arrival time of x-ray photons we can probe
the magnetisation dynamics with sub-nanosecond resolution.
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P Nawrocki, L Gladczuk, E Jedryka and M Wojcik
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Thin magnetic films of hexagonal Co with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are very interesting for possible
spintronic applications. Magnetic films which are preferentially magnetized in a direction perpendicular to the plane
of the film can be used as a source of highly polarized spin current in magnetic tunnel junctions used in magnetic
random access memories (MRAM). PMA can be acquired (for example) in heterostructures where sufficiently thin Co
is deposited on Au(111) buffer and then capped with an Au overlayer. Such systems are also extremely interesting
to study because of the interface effects arising due to the strain induced to their crystallographic structure which is
caused by the lattice mismatch (14%) between Co and Au and which may influence the magnetic anisotropy. In
this presentation are shown the results of 59Co Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) studies on Au(111)/Co/Au
heterostructures (grown by MBE) where Co layer thickness dCo is varied from 1,5 nm to 10 nm. The aim of this
study was to obtain structural and magnetic characterization of the films, especially in the interface areas. NMR is
suitable for this task because it is a local technique, by which one can obtain valuable information about local
atomic arrangement [1,2] and local magnetic stiffness. NMR experiment alongside with NMR simulations reveal that
hexagonal Co layers with d Co < 3 nm make atomically sharp interface to Au(111) substrate in major part of the
interface area (visible by a knoll on the spectrum intensity centered around 190 MHz which is characteristic for Co
having 3 non magnetic Au nearest neighbors – fig. 1, inset).

Figure.1. 59Co NMR spectra taken at 4.2K, corresponding to the samples with d Co = 1,5 nm – 10 nm. For layers with
d Co ≥ 3 nm a structural transition to a relaxed hexagonal structure takes place in the entire volume of the Co film
which manifests itself in: (1) rise of the NMR spectra intensity at 190 - 210 NMR frequency region; (2) shift of the
NMR frequency towards lower values.
For this thickness range Co atoms located inside a bulk of the layer reveal a higher resonance frequency than that
reported for a bulk sample with magnetization in the hexagonal plane. As shown in fig. 1 up to a layer thickness of
2,5 nm ≤ d Co ≤ 3 nm, Co grows without any noticeable changes in the structure of the film. However above this
thickness a visible structural transition to a relaxed hexagonal structure takes place in the entire volume of the Co
film. Modification of the Co structure manifests itself in the (1) shift of the NMR frequency towards lower values and
(2) in rise of the NMR spectra intensity at 190 - 210 frequency regions (see fig. 1). NMR analysis suggests that the
strain at the interface to Au substrate is released by the appearance of additional dislocations and incorporation of

Au
atoms into the first atomic plane of Co film. Described structural changes upon crossing the critical Co layer
thickness alter also their magnetic properties - 59Co NMR restoring fields have revealed a significant decrease of
magnetic stiffness at 4.2 K in Co layers with dCo > 2,5 nm.
[1]
[2]

Cerisier M et. al. 2001 J. Appl. Phys. 89 7083–7085
Jedryka E et. al. 2004 J. Appl. Phys. 95 2770–2775
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B (T)

Cu(en)(H 2 O) 2 SO 4 (en=ethylendiamine = C 2 H 8 N 2 ) crystallizes in the monoclinic symmetry, space group C2/c.
Previous experimental studies of thermodynamic properties identified the system as a realization of a spatially
anisotropic triangular lattice with spin ½ from the Néel phase [1]. Analysis of specific heat yielded the estimate of
an effective value of intralayer exchange coupling, J/k B ≈ 3 K while interlayer coupling is very weak, J’ ≈ 10-3J . The
system undergoes a magnetic phase transition to long range ordered state at a temperature T c = 0.92 ± 0.02 K.
Analysis of electron paramagnetic resonance spectra revealed easy plane anisotropy of exchange coupling. What is
more, the angular dependence of resonance linewidth did not support a previous conjecture about the identification
of magnetic layers with the crystallographic ab plane [2]. Recent ab initio calculations of exchange interactions
identified magnetic layers with crystallographic bc plane. The studies found rather strong spatial anisotropy of
exchange coupling within the layers. Correspondingly, Cu(en)(H 2 O) 2 SO 4 can be treated as a two-dimensional (2D)
array of coupled zig zag Heisenberg chains [3]. The redetermination of the geometry of magnetic lattice is in
agreement with specific heat data in zero magnetic field which interpolate between the prediction for a Heisenberg
chain and a square lattice. Our recent specific heat studies in magnetic field applied along the a axis found non
monotonous shift of critical temperature, characteristic for a field induced Berezenskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless phase
transition, expected in 2D magnets [4]. Present work is
8
focused at the thermodynamic studies in magnetic field
which allowed mapping of the phase diagram in all
crystallographic directions (fig.1). A nonmonotonous
6
behavior of a critical line observed in all three directions
suggests that sufficiently large magnetic field can induce
B || a
4
XY anisotropy which prevails over an intrinsic spin
B || b
anisotropy XYh 2 supported by the lattice symmetry.
B || c
Accordingly, a spin flop transition was observed in the
2
magnetic field about 200 mT applied along the h 2 axis
which coincides with the b direction. The effects of spin
and exchange anisotropy on the critical behaviour is also
0
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explored suggesting that Cu(en)(H 2 O) 2 SO 4 can be
Tc (K)
considered as a model 2D system with XYh 2 spin
anisotropy.
Financial support of VEGA 1/0143/13 and ITMS 26220120005 is acknowledged. D.L. acknowledges project
"IT4Innovations National
Supercomputing Center – LM2015070".
[1] M. Kajňaková et al, Phys. Rev. B 71 (2005) 014435.
[2] R. Tarasenko et al, Phys. Rev. B 87 (2013) 174401.
[3] R. Sýkora and D. Legut, J. Appl. Phys. 115 (2014) 17B305.
[4] L. Sedláková et al, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 404 (2016) 53.
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The results of alternating (ac) susceptibility studies of single crystal Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 performed at temperatures from 2 K to
nominally 10 K are reported. The frequency was swept from 0.1 Hz to 1 kHz, whereas dc magnetic field oriented in
[110] direction was applied up to 3 T. Frequency dependence of the real and imaginary components of the
susceptibility reveal the existence of two distinct relaxation processes. The analysis of Cole – Cole diagrams ruled
out a wide distribution of the relaxation times. Consequently, two channel relaxation was considered. The low –
frequency relaxation was attributed to Orbach – like relaxation process, however, the energy scale was not
consistent with the crystal - field energy level scheme. To this end, the energy spectrum of a single tetrahedron was
calculated for dc magnetic field oriented in [110] direction leading to satisfactory agreement with the energy barrier
proposed from the susceptibility data. This results suggest that even in Kelvin temperature range the single – ion
approximation does not represent the adequate approach in describing the magnetic relaxation. Anomalously high
value of the characteristic relaxation time can be attributed to pronounced phonon bottleneck effect. The analysis of
the temperature dependence of the mean free phonon path revealed that the phonon bottleneck is not caused by
scattering the phonons at the boundaries of the used single crystal. Instead, the conditions for a resonance phonon
scattering as a leading mechanism are met. The second relaxation process was found to be temperature
independent and was ascribed to cross tunneling relaxation. The obtained results may be relevant for other strongly
frustrated systems studied under similar conditions.
This work was supported by the projects VEGA 1/0143/13 and ITMS 26220120005.
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One of the widely applied methods to explore free energy surface of complex systems is metadynamics. In
metadynamics the free energy is sampled at selected number of degrees of freedom referred as to collective
variables (CV) by introducing a history-dependent bias potential, which is adaptively constructed in the space of the
CVs. Magnetic properties of thin films are often described by a Heisenberg model extended by on-site and two-site
anisotropy:
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Choosing the CV as the normal component of the average of the magnetization normalized with the magnitude of
the average of the magnetization
ƞ=

〈𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀〉
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the free energy could be calculated as a function of the orientation of the magnetization. Clearly, the collective
variable ƞ can take the values between -1 and 1. The two limiting value ƞ = ±1 belong to the normal-to-plane
magnetic configurations while ƞ = 0 represents an in-plane configuration. The free energy has been calculated by
means of Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations. In the case of on-site only anisotropy (𝑑𝑑 = 0) we were able to
reproduce the Callen-Callen behaviour of the temperature dependent magnetic anisotropy for 2D system with
exponent 𝑚𝑚 = 3
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For two-site only anistropy (𝐾𝐾 = 0) the exponent turned out to be 𝑚𝑚 = 2 at high temperature. In the case of a bilayer temperature driven reorientation has been found as the consequence of the competing two-site (𝑑𝑑 < 0) and
on-site (𝐾𝐾 > 0) anisotropy.
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Investigation of spin waves in antiferromagnets is a promising and prospective area or research. Hovewer, this area
remains poorly investigated despite the fact that such spin waves has been generated and observed experimentally.
In this paper, spin waves in a uniaxial two-sublattice antiferromagnet are investigated.
Let us write down the antiferromagnetic vector in the form




(in the
L = L0 (ex sin θ L cos ϕ L + e y sin θ L sin ϕ L + ez cos θ L )
spherical coordinates (r,θ,φ)) and compose a system of

equations for the components of the vector L based on the
Landau-Lifshitz equation and the AFM energy functional. Let
us seek a solution of the resulting system in a self-similar
form θ L (r, t ) = θ L (x, y, z − vt ) , ϕ L (r, t ) = ω H t + ϕ~L (x, y, z − vt ) ,
here ωH =gH 0 (H 0 is the external magnetic field, v – wave
speed; for a time-dependent H 0 we use ∫ω
H dt instead of ω
H t).
For such solution, let us use relativistic-like space
transformations: after introducing a characteristic speed
c = 4 µ 0 M 0 Aα 1 /  (A is the uniform exchange constant, α1
is the non-uniform exchange constants of the
sublattice 1, M 0 is a modulus of the sublattices’
magnetization) we perform a passage from the Cartesian
coordinates (x,y,z) to the coordinates X 1 =x, X 2 =y, and
X 3 = z / 1 − v 2 / c 2 for v<c, X 3 = z / v 2 / c 2 − 1 for v>c (for
v=c, no solution of such class exists).

𝜔𝜔 0 x/c and
Fig.1. Dependence of the angle 𝜃𝜃θL on ω
ω
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It is quite fascinating to study the magneto structural coupling in the geometrically frustrated antiferromagnet, where
structural distortion elevates the ground state degeneracy leading to a long-range magnetic order. In this regard a
cubic spinel compound of the form AB 2 O 4 is drawing much attention currently [1], where A refers to tetrahedral and
B refers octahedral site. In the case of ferrimagnetic spinels of formula ACr 2 O 4 , where A is a magnetic cation,
frustration driven magneto structural coupling is unexpected as a result of A-O-Cr3+ interaction collectively
dominating over the frustrated interaction between Cr3+ ions [2]. Particularly, in case of NiCr 2 O 4 , the Jahn-Teller
effect due to the A site cation causes tetragonal distortions that further elevates frustration in Cr3+ sublattice [2].
NiCr 2 O 4 undergoes several structural phase transitions associated with the magnetic ordering. Thermodynamically,
NiCr 2 O 4 has also shown three anomalies in heat capacity [3]. A ferrimagnetic transition occurs at 65 K having a
simultaneous co-operative crystal distortion from tetragonal to orthorhombic symmetry [4]. The low temperature
magnetic transition at T = 31 K is ascribed to the ordering of the antiferromagnetic component of the magnetic
structure of NiCr 2 O 4 spinel [2]. The structural transition from cubic to tetragonal symmetry occurs below 310 K due
to the Jahn-Teller effect. However, this transition does not appear to be significant from the magnetization
measurement point of view. Thus, it becomes very interesting to study the magnetic behaviour of NiCr 2 O 4 by
substituting either A and B sites or both systematically with suitable cations.
The current work aims at the modification of magnetic properties of NiCr 2 O 4 by doping Co2+ and Fe3+ at A and B
sites, respectively. In order to do so Ni 1-x Co x Cr 2 O 4 and NiFe x Cr 2-x O 4 , with x = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, were prepared using a
chemical co-precipitation technique. XRD results indicate phase purity of the samples without any trace of Cr 2 O 4
impurity when calcined at 900 °C, while the TEM analyses of these samples show that the particles are of
micrometer size and are mostly having bi-pyramidal shape. The intercepts on temperature axis obtained by the
extrapolation of linear part of the magnetization gives the value of Curie temperature, T c , which coincides with the
minima of the first order derivative of M (T). In both cases, T c is found to increase from 65 K reported for NiCr 2 O 4
with doping. For the case of Fe substitution at the Cr site present results reveal an enhancement of T c to above 300
K. However, this is in line with a similar enhancement in T c that has been reported in Fe substituted CoCr 2 O 4 [5].
Furthermore, in case of Co doped NiCr 2 O 4 exchange bias with high coercivity has been observed for Ni 0.5 Co 0.5 Cr 2 O 4
[see Fig.1], although it was not seen before doping in this study. Present findings demonstrate that the magnetic
properties of NiCr 2 O 4 can easily and dramatically be modified by doping Co2+ and Fe3+ at A and B sites,

respectively.
Fig.1. M-H loops at 3 K under ZFC and FC condition for Ni 0.5 Co 0.5 Cr 2 O 4 . Inset shows enlarged view of the M-H loop.
[1] Yamasaki et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 207204 (2006).
[2] Suchomel et al. Phys. Rev. B 86, 054406 (2012).
[3] S. Klemme and J. van Miltenburg, Phys. Chem. Miner. 29, 663 (2002).
[4] H. Ishibashi and T. Yasumi, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 310, e610 (2007).
[5] Kumar et al. Mater. Res. Bull. 54,78 (2014).
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Magnetocaloric materials as the most crucial element of the magnetic refrigeration systems should have a strong
magnetocaloric effect, together with optimized thermal properties. While enhancing the MCE of refrigerant materials
has been the object of extensive efforts [1], studies on thermal conductivity of magnetocaloric materials are seldom
reported [2]. In this work the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity K(T) of two families of
magnetocaloric materials and its impact on device efficiency is studied. As presented in Fig. 1, the thermal
conductivity measured from 245 K up to 400 K, spanning the magnetic transitions, is of the same order of
magnitude for Mn-Fe-P-Si (between 1.5 to 4 W/m/K) and La-Ca-Sr-Mn-O samples (1 to 3.2 W/m/K), with
contrasting behaviour.

Figure 1. Thermal conductivity of Mn 1.25 Fe 0.7 P 0.45 Si 0.55 and Mn 1.3 Fe 0.65 P 0.4 Si 0.6 and La 2/3 (Ca 1-x Sr x ) 1/3 MnO 3 , X= 0,
0.06, 0.15, 0.3, and 1
Thermal conductivity trends are correlated to the magnetic transition, emphasizing the effect of magnetic transition
type on the rate of thermal conductivity change in the vicinity of the Curie temperature (T C ). We show that the
thermal conductivity change of the two families of magnetocaloric refrigerants within their working temperature
range can exceed 50% of their value at T C . For a given device geometry, the observed changes of K within a 20K
operating span around T C may induce a cooling power loss exceeding 50% due to optimal frequency changes
during operation. In addition, the sharp change of K close to T C is a promoting property to be implemented in
thermal switches and diodes. It is highlighted that in order to optimize magnetic refrigeration devices and
magnetocaloric materials, a full description of the temperature and field-dependence of thermal conductivity is
needed and should be adequately considered.
[1] Brück et al, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 2007, 310, 2793.
[2] Turcaud et al, Scr. Mater. 2013, 68, 510
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Radar absorbing materials, i.e. magnetite (nano-Fe3O4) coated carbon fibers (MCCFs) were fabricated by electrodeposition (ED) and electrophoretic deposition (EPD) techniques. The structure, morphology, magnetic and
microwave absorption properties of prepared samples and comparison between the two coatings methods (i.e. ED
and EPD) were investigated. In order to prepare the MCCFs samples, in ED technique, a multi-step cathodic method
employed to deposit magnetite on the surface of activated carbon fibers (CFs) through the reduction of Fe (III) Triethanolamine complex in an aqueous alkaline solution at 60-80 oC and regard to EPD technique, by deposition of
nano-Fe 3 O 4 particles distributed stably in a suspension on the surface, a uniform and compact Fe 3 O 4 thin-film was
fabricated on activated CFs. Our results indicated that, a more homogenous and denser magnetite coating and
consequently, improved EM absorption properties could be achieved by EPD and multi-step ED methods on CFs
comparing to single step method at ambient and 80 oC, respectively. Considering the magnetic hysteresis loop of
MCCFs coated at 60 oC, it seems that the exchange bias effect occurred in this sample. Also, the strongest RL of
MCCFs was recognized to be −11 dB at 10.37 and 11.4 GHz for a layer of 1.7 mm in thickness, which coated by
EPD, so EPD was introduced as a suitable method for production of MCCFs due to its low cost, easy productivity and
time efficiency as same as the high absorption properties of resulted MCCFs in compare with the ED method.
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The search for practical solutions to increase the speed of manipulation of magnetic bits is a very important problem
in modern information technology. Since the outstanding discovery of the demagnetization of a Ni film by a 60
femtosecond optical laser pulse[1] several theoretical models have been proposed. In the literature possible
explanations involve spin losses due to direct coupling between laser photons and the electron spins,
superdiffusion, electron phonon scattering mechanisms and magnonic excitations. In this work we are going to show
how the ultrafast demagnetization process can be explained only in terms of the interaction between the electronic
and the spin degrees of freedom of the system without including any other external dissipation effect. Using the time
dependent extension of Spin Density Functional Theory we have investigated the magnetization dynamics of
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic transition metals reaching the conclusion that the ultrafast evolution of the
magnetic system is driven, after the action of the laser pulse, by a time dependent kinetic magnetic field that is
itself related to the internal ultrafast motion of the electronic degrees of freedom, the nature of this field is then
investigated showing that it directly contributes to the dynamical modification of the exchange splitting.

Figure 1: (a) Typical electric field pulse used to excite the Fe6 cluster with black arrow indicating the direction of the
field, (b) time evolution of the z component of Bkin and Bxc integrated over the system volume, (c) time evolution of
the variation of the total magnetization Mz(t) with respect to its initial value, (d) time evolution on atomic site 6 of
the magnetization variation along z and of the electron density variation with respect to its value at t = 0 integrated
inside a sphere of radius R = 0.9A.
[1] E.Beaurepaire, J.C.Merle, A.Daunois, J.Y.Bigot, Ultrafast Spin Dynamics in Ferro- magnetic Nickel, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 76, 4250(3), (1996).
[2] E. Runge and E.K.U. Gross, Phys. Rev. Lett. 52, 997 (1984).
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Gadolinium nitride is one of the rare examples of an intrinsic magnetic semiconductor [1], which makes it of
particular interest for use in spintronics studies. Its conductivity is controlled by doping, most often by large
concentrations of nitrogen vacancies. The vacancies concentration can be controlled by varying the growth
conditions [2], and we have recently shown that Mg doping can passivate the donors to give semi-insulating GdN
[3]. However, fundamental questions regarding the nature of the dopant levels and their influence on the electrical
transport remain unanswered. Here we present transport properties from a series of samples that span the range
from insulating to degenerately doped. The data can be understood in terms of an evolution from isolated impurity
levels in the insulating material to an impurity band that merges with the conduction band at heavy doping levels.
We have also used GdN and the related rare earth nitride samarium nitride to make GdN/AlN/SmN magnetic tunnel
junctions (MTJs). SmN has the remarkable property that the spin contribution to the magnetic moment is almost
exactly cancelled by the orbital contribution, leading to a near-zero moment ferromagnetic state [4]. The orbital
moment is slightly dominant, spin points opposite to an applied field. The MTJs show a very high magnetoresistance
of 200% indicating strong spin polarisation, and the novel magnetic properties of SmN give the surprising feature
that the resistance is largest in high field (see Figure).

Figure: Magnetoresistance of a GdN/AlN/SmN magnetic tunnel junction. The resistance is largest at high field when
the magnetisation of the two rare earth nitride electrodes is parallel, because this causes the spins to be antiparallel.
[1] F. Natali, B.J. Ruck, N.O.V. Plank, H.J. Trodahl, S. Granville, C. Meyer, and W.R.L. Lambrecht, Rare-earth

mononitrides, Prog. Mats. Sci. 58, 1316 (2013).

[2] F. Natali, B.J. Ruck, H.J. Trodahl, Do Le Binh, S. Vezian, B. Damilano, Y. Cordier, F. Semond, and C. Meyer, Role
of magnetic polarons in ferromagnetic GdN, Phys. Rev. B 87, 035202 (2013).
[3] C.-M. Lee, H. Warring, S. Vezian, B. Damilano, S. Granville, M. Al Khalfioui, Y. Cordier, H.J. Trodahl, B.J. Ruck and
F. Natali, Highly resistive Mg-doped GdN films, Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 022401 (2015).
[4] J.F. McNulty, B.J. Ruck, and H.J. Trodahl, On the ferromagnetic ground state of SmN, Phys. Rev. B 93, 054413
(2016).
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Magnetic and electric transport studies have been made on cerium-calcium substituted perovskites
La 1-2x Ce x Ca x MnO 3 for x = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 (referred to as LCeCaM05 etc.) prepared following sol gel method.
Magnetization measurements are reported in the temperature range 20K – 300K and in fields upto 8 kOe. Electrical
resistance has been measured in the temperature range 2K – 300K and in fields upto 14 T. All the samples undergo
paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition. Curie temperatures for LCeCaM05 and LCeM10 are ~265 (±5)K and 250
(±10)K respectively. At 20K, M – H measurements on all the three samples show ferromagnetic hysteresis loops.
Saturation magnetization (M s ), coercivity (H c ) and remanence (M r ) at 20K are noted in Table 1. M s remains nearly
the same in all the three samples.
Among the Ce/Ca substituted samples LCeCaM15 is highly disordered. Addition of 10 atomic% Ca into 10 atomic%
Ce substituted system drives the FM state towards a more disordered one and when in place of 10 atomic% Ce, the
substitution is of 5 atomic% Ce and 5 atomic% Ca, the system shows up to be far better FM ordered [1].
In the series La 1-2x Ce x Ca x MnO 3 no upturn is seen in ρ but there is only a slight tendency of increase at ~30K. This
would mean that in the Ce/Ca substituted samples, of the two competing factors – decreasing scattering with
lowering of temperature leading to reduction in ρ and spin polarized tunneling leading to enhancement of ρ - the
factor of decreasing scattering overtakes. In insulating regions of all the samples at temperatures above the M – I
transition points [2], conduction is controlled by variable range hopping and at higher temperatures small polaron
hopping mechanism is operative (Fig. 1). Activation energy values in the only cerium substituted samples are
comparable to those reported in other substituted manganites. In samples with simultaneous substitutions of cerium
and calcium, activation energies are much smaller.
Figure 1: Variation of ln(ρ/T) versus inverse temperature (1/T) for
the sample La 0.80 Ce 0.10 Ca 0.10 MnO 3 , at 0 T (solid circles), 5 T
(open circles) and 14 T (triangles). The solid line gives the best fit
to the equation ρ = ρα T exp( E P / k BT ) .
[1] P. Raychaudhuri et al., Phys. Rev. B 59, (1999)13919
[2] A. Banerjee, S. Pal and B.K. Chaudhari, J. Chem. Phys. 115,
(2001)1550
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Nanocrystalline Ni51Mn19Sn30 Heusler alloy was prepared in powder shape by solid state reaction in a planetary
ball mill under argon atmosphere. The initial elemental mixture was milled up to 10 h and the formation of the alloy
is studied by X-ray diffraction and magnetic measurements. After 10 h of milling the samples exhibits biphasic
mixture (austenite and martensite) of phases and in order to study the thermal stability of the phases, a subsequent
annealing is performed on the milled powder. Another aim of the annealing was to promote the the alloy formation
in particular for short milling time.
The evolution of the magnetic properties with milling and after annealing is discussed. In order to understand the
magnetic behavior of the milled samples, a comparison with the initial and cast sample is made. Magnetic
properties are found to strongly depend on the phases promoted during milling and annealing. A phase change is
found after annealing, leading to a decrease of the sample magnetization. Implication of the intermediate phase
formation during milling and annealing is considered regarding the magnetic properties.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the UTCN Internal competition grant CI 6/1.2/2015 and RomaniaFrance bilateral program (PHC Brancusi 2013/2014 - 28847YK)
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This study is focused on the development of a hard Fe–28Cr–23Co-1Si magnet by a thermo-magnetic treatment.
The alloy ingot was prepared by melting high purity raw materials in a vacuum induction furnace (VIM) and casting
in alumina tube (26 mm diameter). Specimens, (d=9.6 mm, h=4.6 mm) were cut and subjected to solid-solution,
thermo-magnetic and step aging treatments. Fig.1 shows the optical microscopy images of the alloy after applying
the solution treatment. Microstructure consist of coarse grain of BCC α phase as confirmed by X-ray diffraction
studies. Magnetic properties in the Fe–Cr–Co alloys are formed by spinodal decomposition of α-solid solution into
two phases, ferromagnetic α1 (Fe and Co-rich) and weakly-magnetic or non- magnetic α2 (Cr-rich). Sidebands in Xray diffraction pattern were discovered in aged alloy that is a characteristic of spinodal decomposition. Magnetic
properties were studied at different stages of the production. An Fe-28Cr-23Co-1Si alloy achieves the typical
magnetic properties as Br = 7.71 kG, Hc= 0.747 kOe and (BH)max= 1.91 MGOe after applying the whole heat
treatment processes (Fig. 2).
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Spintronics is the most promising way for pushing up the present technology, allowing the development of new
generation devices, having applications in many technological fields: magnetic recording, actuators, micro- and
nano-electromechanical systems and sensors. Among these, a very promising field is the magnetic gas sensing,
giving the possibility to overcome the limitations of the present conductometric devices i.e. high working
temperatures and complex electrical contacts that have to be made on nanostructured systems. [1]
The research activity on magnetic gas sensing is mainly addressed to exploit dilute magnetic semiconductors
and/or transition metal oxides, [2] however this kind of systems needs the application of very large magnetic fields
and often to work at very low temperatures in order to have an appreciable magnetic moment. All these
requirements hinder the development of a sensitive, portable and low-cost sensor.
Recently, we developed a stable, sensitive and fast magnetic gas sensor (Figure 1b and c), which works efficiently
at room temperature and with very small applied magnetic fields (≈50 Oe) [3] It is based on a hybrid
ferromagnet/piezoelectric system which combined the huge surface reactivity provided by ZnO nanorods, with
ferromagnetic properties of a Co layer which acts as a magnetic transducer (Figure 1a). The performances of this
system were checked with a magneto-optical Kerr effect setup and showed outstanding results with different target
gases (CO, H2, …). The reversibility of the process, and then the sensor life time is ensured by the complete
protection of the Co layer from oxidation. XAS and XMCD measurements have been exploited in order to unravel the
phenomena responsible for the magnetic gas sensing mechanism.

Figure 1 (a) SEM image of the ZnO NRs grown on the Co layer. RT magnetic gas sensing performed with MOKE using
(b) CO and (c) H 2 gasses at different concentrations.
[1]
[2]
[3]

P. T. Moseley, Sens. Actuator B-Chem., 1992, 6, 149.
A. Punnoose, J. Hays, A. Thurber, M. H. Engelhard, R. K. Kukkadapu, C. Wang, V. Shutthananadan and S.
Thevuthasan, Phys. Rev. B, 2005, 72, 054402.
R. Ciprian, C. Baratto, M. Donarelli, M. Ferroni, M. Campanini, E. Comini, A. Ponzoni and G. Sberveglieri,
submitted to RSC Adv., 2016.
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Bismuth iron Perovskite (BFO) and Ga substituted BFO films were investigated in order to realize ferroelectrics and
magneto-optics (MO) composite materials. Recently, we successfully synthesize Bi3Fe5O12 (BIG) at the low
annealing temperature of approximately 500 degree C by metal organic decomposition (MOD) technique.
The BIG has the largest Faraday effects among the iron garnet materials in visible light region. We thought the MOD
was a useful technique for synthesis of the BIG-BFO composite materials. According to the past reports, the Gasubstituted BFO has both rhombohedral and pseudo-tetragonal structures where the ferroelectricity is enhanced in
co-crystal structures region. In this paper, we report the crystallization process of the BFO and Ga substituted BFO
on glass and SrTiO3 (STO) substrates.
The metal organic solutions for BFO and Ga-substituted BFO were spin-coated on the substrates. After
repeating spin-coating, drying and the pre-anneal processes, the films were crystallized at the temperature range
between 480 and 630 degree C. As a test preparation of the composite material, the Bi substituted iron garnet
was crystallized on the BFO on glass substrate by the MOD technique.
With increasing Ga substitutions, the crystal structures change from rhombohedral to tetragonal. The appearance
structures also depend on the annealing temperatures and the substrates. The Ga-substituted BFO on glass
substrate had large leakage current, whereas the BFO films showed lower leakage current and good ferroelectric
properties shown in Fig.1. Fig.2 shows the SEM micrographs of the BFO and the Ga-BFO surfaces. Large numbers of
voids and dislocations were observed in Ga-BFO/STO film. This may induce the large leakage current. For the case
of the STO substrate, Ga-substituted BFO had lower leakage current and showed ferroelectric properties. The Bi-YIG
on BFO/glass showed the Faraday rotation of approximately 2 degree / micron at 630 nm, which is almost the
same value of the reported value of the Bi-YIG prepared by a liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) technique.
Fig.1 P-E hysteresis loops of BiGaxFe1-xO3 (x=0,0.1) on Nb:SrTiO3 and
glass substrates.
Fig.2. SEM micrographs of BFO/glass
and BFO/STO.
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Zigzag spin-1/2 chain system β-TeVO4 belongs to an interesting class of one-dimensional quantum magnets where
both low dimensionality and frustration enhance the effects of quantum fluctuations and weak interactions
introduce-long range magnetic order at low temperatures. Strong frustration can lead to vector chiral (VC) ordered
state which gained attention through its connection to certain type of multiferroics [1] and in frustrated spin-1/2
chain systems due to the presence of spin multipolar phases in high magnetic fields [2].
In β-TeVO4 spin-1/2 zigzag chains are formed by distorted VO5 pyramids sharing their corners (Fig. 1). Magnetic
susceptibility measurements revealed three magnetic phase transitions at T1= 2.26, T2=3.28 and T3=4.65K [3]
and theoretical study showed that nearest-neighbour interactions are ferromagnetic, while next-nearest-neighbour
interactions are antiferromagnetic [4], supporting strong frustration in this system. Recently, these phases were
characterized in a comprehensive study of high-field magnetization, specific heat and neutron diffraction
measurements as a VC phase (T<T1), a new stripe phase (T1<T<T2) and a spin-density-wave (SDW) phase
(T2<T<T3) [5].
We present results of magnetic torque measurements which probe bulk magnetic anisotropy. Measurements were
performed in the paramagnetic and magnetically ordered phases. We determine temperature dependence of
magnetic susceptibility along the principal magnetic axes which are different than crystal axes and rotate with
temperature (Fig. 2). Symmetry is lowered already below T3 in the SDW phase. Each phase can be distinguished by
a different temperature behaviour of bulk magnetic anisotropy and rotation of magnetic axes which stops below T1
in the VC phase. Unlike neutron diffraction measurements, torque magnetometry probes both ordered and
disordered contributions. Prompted by a possibility of the appearance of multiferroicity in the VC phase we have
recently started dielectric spectroscopy measurements which will also be presented here.

[1] S. Seki et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 127201 (2008).
[2] J. Sudan, A. Lüscher and A. M. Läuchli, Phys. Rev. B 80, 140402(R) (2009).
[3] Yu. Savina et al., Phys. Rev. B 84, 104447 (2011).
[4] A. Saúl and G. Radtke, Phys. Rev. B 89 104414 (2014).
[5] M. Pregelj et al., Nature Communications 6, 7255 (2015).
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The recent discovery of giant magneto impedance (GMI) effect is predicted to advance the sensitivity of the
magnetic sensors beyond the performance of giant magneto resistance (GMR) based sensor technology [1].
In this study, we have focused on the GMI phenomenon to gain an in-depth understanding about its physical
process during the perturbation of the spin system driven by both alternating current and magnetic field. In pursuit
of this goal, a versatile and simplified model based up on the conventional Landau Lifshitz Gilbert (LLG) equation
coupled to the Maxwell equations [2] has been framed and successfully tested in several systems: the individual inplane rotations of both external magnetic field and exchange bias field, which act on the material with different
anisotropy.
Unlike previous studies [2,3], our LLG equation take into account the stress induced anisotropy field which causes a
slight change in the GMI peak magnitudes. The creation of exchange bias field by the an ferromagnetic layer in a
multilayer system is also mimicked in our framework and reproduce the asymmetric behavior in the GMI peaks with
a shift in both hysteresis loop and the MI response, which is a full agreement with the experimental results.
Figure 1 shows the GMI response obtained by considering the intrinsic magnetic and geometric properties of a
[FeNi(60 nm)/IrMn(35 nm)]x 5 multilayer system, indicates that our model is able to predict asymmetric-GMI
response of the material.
To sum up, we demonstrate that our versatile, but simplified model, is able to predict the MI properties of exchange
biased systems under a full map of external magnetic fields and AC current frecuencies, providing a robust tool for
the evaluation of this and similar material systems in the next generation of magnetic sensor applications.

Figure 1. The MI reponse of [FeNi(60 nm)/IrMn(35 nm)]x 5 multilayer system with transversal anisotropy as the
external static magnetic field is rotated from longitudinal to the transverse direction in the presence of exchange
bias field along longitudinal direction.
[1]
[2]
[3]

A. Peksoz et al. / Sensors and Actuators A 159 (2010) 69–72.
C. Dong et al. Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic materials, 250, (2002), 288-294.
Cimpoesu, Stancu, and Spinu, Physical Review B 76, 054409 (2007), 1-15.
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Pinning of magnetic domain walls (DWs) along nanowires is essential for the development of new sensing and data
storage systems. Recent studies on pinning in perpendicularly magnetized heterostructures have focused on cases
where the ferromagnetic layer is bombarded with heavy metal ions to induce changes in anisotropy which could be
used to pin a DW [1, 2].
In this work, micromagnetic simulations and analytical models are used to study pinning due to local variations of
anisotropy in nanowires made of PMA materials. Micromagnetic simulations revealed that the DW in such systems
has zero geometric tilting, is wider than normal and its propagation is always in the regime above the Walker
breakdown. It is clear from Figure 1 that, while micromagnetic simulations of this problem are in agreement with
experiments, traditional analytical models cannot directly be applied to this problem. We present an extended
analytical model in this work that accounts for the dependence of anisotropy on DW position, and improves the
predictions of the analytical models. Such a model could help model DW motion in disordered system and could
also be used to study DW pinning.

(a) Micromagnetic simulations

(b) Predictions of the q-Φ-Δ analytical model.

Fig. 1. Average DW velocity in a Pt-CoFe-MgO system as a function of applied driving. In each case, anisotropy was
randomly varied a specific amount (5%, 10%, 15% or 20%) around the mean value every 20 nm of DW
displacement. The deppining fields could clearly be seen in the micromagnetic simulation. It is clear that the
analytical models fail to reproduce the results.
[1] IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 46 (2010) 1708-1710.
[2] APL, 100 (2012) 232402.
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Understanding the correlation between the atomic structure and functionality in spintronic devices is crucial for their
optimization as well as engineering novel type of devices. In this work, we present experimental and theoretical
study that directly correlates the atomic structure with the interface spin-polarization in half-metallic Heusler alloy
based spin-valve device structures. Here, on the example of Co2MnSi/Ag interface, a functional part of a spin-valve
device, we study the effect of the electrode atomic plane termination on the interface electronic properties. By
employing density functional theory calculations we demonstrate clear difference in the spin-polarization between
the two bulk-like terminated interfaces: Co/Ag and Mn-Si/Ag. Strikingly, when the interface is determined by Co/Ag
atomic planes the spin-polarisation switches the sign (i.e. becomes negative) while the Mn-Si/Ag interface keeps
the positive spin-polarisation. Aberration-corrected electron microscopy performed on a spin-valve
Co2MnSi/Ag/Co2MnSi heterostructure reveals the existence of a thermodynamically stable non-bulk atomic layer at
the electrode/spacer interface. DFT calculations show that this layer introduces spin states of opposite spin
polarisation compared to the rest of the electrode spin polarisation. This inversely spin polarised layer can act as an
additional spin-scattering centre in this spin valve geometry. The strong dependence of the interface spin
polarisation on the local atomic structure can be potentially utilized to engineer the interface spin-polarization in
spin device structures, hence tailor the overall device performance.
[1] Z. Nedelkoski et al., The effect of atomic structure on interface spin-polarization of half-metallic spin valves:
Co 2 MnSi/Ag epitaxial interfaces, Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 212404 (2015).
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Gadolinium is well known as the benchmark material for room-temperature magnetic refrigeration applications. It
also shows a strong Curie temperature dependence on pressure when compared to simple ferromagnets. As it is
widely known that magnetovolume effects can contribute strongly to the intensity of the magnetocaloric effect, the
challenge arises when estimating the magnetovolume contribution to the magnetocaloric effect of Gd. To address
this without using typical methodologies better suited for giant magnetocaloric materials, we propose the use of a
simple microscopic model. We consider a magnetic interaction with an exchange parameter J between i and j spins
to be linearly dependent on volume v, together with volumetric and external field interaction terms: ------------------------------------------------------------- ------- where K is compressibility. Standard Metropolis-type monte-carlo (MC)
methods do not converge when applied to compressible magnetic lattices. Therefore we employ a recently reported
MC method [1] for quick calculations of the thermodynamic properties. Simulated results are compared with
experimental data of a Gd single crystal in fig.1.

Figure 1. Comparison between magnetic entropy change (left) and magnetostriction (right) of experimental data
(solid lines) and simulation of a compressible Heisenberg system (dashed lines).
We show this simple model to be able to quantitatively reproduce experimental data, with parameters that compare
well to those obtained via ab-initio density functional theory calculations. The estimated magnetovolume
contribution to the total entropy change in Gd is small, but quantifiable. This work paves the way to a “ground-up”,
fast computational approach to search for new, and to optimize existing, magnetic refrigerant materials.
[1] J. S. Amaral, J. N. Gonçalves, V. S. Amaral, IEEE Trans. Magn. 50 1002204 (2014).
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By Monte Carlo simulations, we study the character of the spinglass (SG) phase in dense disordered packings of
magnetic nanoparticles (NPs). We focus on NPs which have large uniaxial anisotropies and can be well represented
as Ising dipoles. Dipoles are placed on SC lattices and point along randomly oriented axes. From the behaviour of a
SG correlation length we determine the transition temperature T c between the paramagnetic and a SG phase. For
temperatures well below T c we find distributions of the SG overlap parameter q that are strongly sample-dependent
and exhibit several spikes. We find that the average width of spikes, and the fraction of samples with spikes higher
than a certain threshold does not vary appreciably with the system sizes studied. We compare these results with the
ones found previously for 3D site-diluted systems of parallel Ising dipoles and with the behaviour of the SherringtonKirkpatrick model.a
a

We thank financial support from MINECO FIS2013-43201-P Grant
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We have performed realistic simulations at finite temperatures using Monte Carlo and atomistic spin dynamics
simulations incorporating quantum statistics (Bose-Einstein) employing the scheme by Woo et. al. [1]. The
description is much improved at low temperatures compared to classical statistics (Boltzmann) normally used in
these kind of simulations, while at higher temperatures the classical statistics are recovered. The expected Bloch T3/2
law for the magnetization is recovered at low temperatures in contrast to classical statistics in which the
magnetization drops too rapidly, illustrated in Figure 1. The most important property that enters the method is the
magnon density of states at finite temperatures and the present method does not have any adjustable parameters
in contrast to previous suggested temperature rescaling methods. A comparison between several different
implementations of the method is performed, using both adiabatic approaches and direct calculations of the
dynamical structure factor in atomistic spin dynamics. We demonstrate the method for a range of different
materials, ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials in both low dimensional and bulk form using either model
parameters, or material specific parameters calculated from electronic structure calculations. In general, it is found
that the description of the finite temperature properties is improved, with correct behaviour of the specific heat and
magnetic entropy as function of temperature.
[1] C. H. Woo, H. Wen, A. A. Semenov, S. L. Dudarev, and P.-W. Ma, Phys. Rev. B 91, 104306 (2015).

Figure 1. Magnetization from Monte Carlo simulations as function of reduced temperature T/Tc for bulk simple cubic
lattice with nearest neighbour interaction and weak uniaxial anisotropy using classical (red) and quantum (black)
statistics.
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Low-dimensional magnetic oxides have attracted the scientific interest due to their peculiar magnetic properties
related to crystalline structure. These oxides are usually composed of linear magnetic chains which are responsible
for the strong magnetic anisotropies observed [1,3]. In particular, γ-CoV 2 O 6 is an antiferromagnet with Néel
temperature, T N = 7 K, and exhibit unusual magnetic behaviors with large anisotropy and 1/3 magnetization plateau
[4], observed for single crystal samples.
In this work we determined the synthesis conditions for obtaining γ-CoV 2 O 6 polycrystals by Pechini Method. X-ray
diffraction measurements analyzed by Rietveld refinement allowed the study of kinetics phase formation and
confirmed its triclinic structure. Magnetic susceptibility (𝝌𝝌DC) as a function of temperature measurements have
shown a maximum at T N =7 K which confirms the antiferromagnetic character of γ-CoV2O6. An irreversibility on 𝝌𝝌DC
versus T curve and an increase in the susceptibility value for temperatures below T N were also observed.

The magnetization measurements have shown a stepped magnetization behavior in which two magnetic phase
transitions induced by the applied field below T N were observed. The first occurs for H= 3 kOe, where the system
changes from a antiferromagnetic state to a ferrimagnetic state, and another for H= 6 kOe where the magnetization
increases significantly and tends to the saturation value. The presence of a ill-defined plateau at 1/3 of the
saturation magnetization M S can be attributed to contributions from different orientations of the crystallites with
respect to the applied magnetic field. The system presents a decrease in the M S as the temperature is increased
from 1.8 K to 3 K, although, M S increases again at 7 K. Furthermore, AC susceptibility 𝝌𝝌AC as a function of
temperature measurements revealed a peak at 3 K whose intensity varies with the driven frequency. These results
suggest that at below 3 K the system exhibit other transition due to decompensated moments present in the sample
and originated mainly due to interactions in the interface of different grain sizes [5].

Figure - (a) AC susceptibility as a function of temperature. and (b) Magnetization curves as a function of applied
field for γ-CoV 2 O 6 sample. Inset in (a) shows details of the phase transition at 2.8 K and inset in (b) shows details
of hysteresis loop

[1] Z. He, et al.; Appl. Phys. Lett., vol. 88, p. 132504, 2006.
[2] A. Maignan, et al.; J. Mater. Chem., vol. 14, p. 1231–1234, 2004.
[3] S. Kobayashi, et al.; Physica B, vol. 213–214, p. 176–178, 1995.
[4] M. Lenertz, et al.; J. Phys. Chem. C, vol. 115, p. 17190–17196, 2011.
[5] T. Mousavand, et al.; Phys. Rev. B, vol. 79, p. 1–5, 2009.
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Due to challenges of solving practical applicability problems and high energy assumption in magnetic cooling (MC)
system, the researchers in magnetocaloric community have been worked to explore new magnetic refrigerant
materials [1-3]. Although there are many of material family in the literature, only a few of them, perovskite
manganites- (La-Fe-Si) alloys, can be integrated into the MC system in terms of magnetocaloric parameters such as
easy control of the Curie temperature, low thermal and magnetic hysteresis and high magnetic entropy change etc.
In this respect we have performed the effect of replacing La with Pr on magnetocaloric properties in (La 1x Pr x ) 0.85 Ag 0.15 MnO 3 (0.0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5) compounds. Crystal structure of the samples has been studied by using x-ray
diffraction method. Structural analysis carried out by Match! 2 and Maud software that based on Rietveld method
show that samples at low concentration level (x ≤ 0.2) have rhombohedral phase (𝑅𝑅3� 𝑐𝑐) and the others (x ≥ 0.3)
have orthorhombic (Pbnm) phase [4]. From the SEM images it is understand that average particle size decreases by
increasing Pr concentration in (La 1-x Pr x ) 0.85 Ag 0.15 MnO 3 . Magnetization analyses show that all samples exhibit second
order magnetic phase transition from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic phase at the Curie temperature by increasing
temperature. The transition temperatures, obtained from the magnetic phase transition point, decrease from 262 to
138 K by increasing Pr amount in the main structure [4]. All Pr substituted samples also show antiferromagnetic
coupling observed below T N ~ 50 K. The maximum magnetic entropy change (−ΔS M ) max and relative cooling power
(RCP) of the samples under 0 – 50 kOe magnetic field change were obtained in the range of 7.90 - 2.88 J/kg K and
213.32 - 153.50 J/kg, respectively [4]. From all these results it can be said that samples with small Pr
concentration are expected to be promising candidate for magnetic refrigeration.
This work supported by the research fund of Çukurova University under grant contracts number FEF2010D11 and
the research fund of Adıyaman University under grant contracts number FEFBAP/2014-0008.
[1] K.A. Gschneidner Jr, V.K. Pecharsky, and A.O. Tsokol, Rep. Prog. Phys. 68 (2005) 1479–1539.
[2] O. Tegus, E. Brück, K.H.J. Buschow, and F.R. de Boer, Nature. 415 (2002) 150–152.
[3] M.H. Phan, S.C. Yu, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 308 (2007) 325–340.
[4] A. O. Ayaş, M. Akyol and A. Ekicibil, Philosophical Magazine DOI:10.1080/14786435.2016.1144939.
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Nanocrystalline soft magnetic materials have gained much attention in recent years because of their unique set of
properties. Nanocrystilline materials have a complicated relation between their magnetic properties and the size D
of crystallites. Depending on the ratio between D and the correlation exchange length of the material, different
magnetic configurations arise. In particular, for a certain combination of a D size and a value of an external
magnetic field H the magnetization ripple structure [1] can be formed in thin nanocrystalline films.
In this work, the ripple-like magnetization structure was studied by a numerical analysis of micromagnetic model [2]
of nanocrystalline films with a random distribution of uniaxial anisotropy easy axes. The films characteristics
corresponded to α-Fe-20at%Si, with the nanoparticles size D variation in the range 6-100 nm. As an example inset
fig. 1 shows the simulated “pictures” of the magnetization ripple (for H = 10 Oe), which are very similar to the
experimental ones. The study of the magnetization root-mean-square (rms) deviation 𝜑𝜑 as a function of H for
different D reveals that for small D behavior of 𝜑𝜑 has a good correspondence with the predictions of the analytical
Hoffmann’s theory [1] (lines in Fig. 1). However, as the D increases (≥ 42 nm), the magnetostatic energy is starting
to prevail leading to a formation of magnetic domains and, as a consequence, to a significant increase of the
magnetization rms deviation.
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Figure 1. Magnetization ripple microstructures (inset) and magnetization rms deviation 𝜑𝜑 as a function of the field H.

[1]
[2]

Hoffmann H. (1968) IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 4 (1), 32-38.
Belyaev B.A., Izotov A.V., Leksikov An.A. (2010) Physics of the Solid State 52 (8), 1664.
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Magnetic position and orientation detection plays a major role in modern industrial applications. Generally,
in such systems, the modulation of the magnetic field is detected to determine the mechanical motion of the
source.
The advantages of the magnetic method include contact-free measurement, high resolutions, a potential for
miniaturization and an excellent robustness against temperature and dirt [1], ideal for applications in oily
and greasy environments such as motors and machinery [2].
In the automotive industry, magnetic systems are used e.g. for gear shifts, gas pedals or as wheel speed
sensors, with manufacturing quantities in the millions. Especially in this branch, a high level of safety
requirements must often be fulfilled, which immediately leads to the question of how variations in the
permanent magnet manufacturing process influence the system.
By comparison of an FEM simulation to previous experiments (Fig.2), it was found that the magnetic
parameters of permanent magnets vary strongly when compared to the data sheets given by the
manufacturers – even beyond the typically claimed ten percent. This is especially troublesome when
attempting to layout magnetic circuits by FEM simulation.
To study linear position detection, a precision experiment that features precise relative positioning between a
sensor and a magnet in a magnetically shielded environment was set up (Fig.1). In the proposed study, a
newly developed 3D-Hall sensor is used to measure the near-field of multiple samples of permanent magnets
to expose the true variations of the industrial fabrication process and the influence on the magnetic field
relevant for position and orientation detection. Finally, a new method concerning the simulation of
inhomogeneously magnetized permanent magnets that goes beyond ordinary FEM capabilities based on an
iterative algorithm and the analytic solution for ideal permanent magnets is tested.

Figure1: 5-axis Precision experiment. A magnet is
. positioned relative to a magnetic sensor in a shielded
environment

Figure 2: Comparison of precision
experiment with FEM analysis based on
manufacturer datasheet.

[1] C.P.O. Treutler, Magnetic sensors for automotive applications, Sensors and Actuators A, 91,1,pp 2-6, 2001,
Elsevier
[2] J.P. Heremans, Magnetic field sensors for magnetic position sensing in automotive applications, MRS
Proceedings, 475, pp 63, 1997, Cambridge Univ Press
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The study of frustration and the collective behaviour stemming from it has been a growing topic in magnetism over
the past decade. The pioneering works in artificially frustrated magnetic systems used single domain ferromagnetic
islands arranged on a geometrically frustrated lattice1,2. The magnetic microstates of the arrays were frozen in, due
to large energy barriers to switching in the islands.
Interest in creating a thermalized artificial spin ice system grew; a seminal exploration by Morgan et al observed
thermally driven dynamics that occurred during fabrication, when the small magnetic volume reduced the island’s
energy barrier to an accessible degree3.
Another approach to thermalisation, performed by Kapaklis et al, was based on the inducing of dynamics by
heating the material close to the Curie temperature. This allowed the magnetic islands to undergo switching, and the
degree of fluctuations and excitation populations depend on the lattice geometry4.
In this work, we examine the candidacy of gadolinium as a material for use in a thermally active artificial spin ice
system. The Curie temperature of 293K is easily accessible in a lab, and would allow a study akin to that of
Kapaklis et al to be undertaken.
Thin film gadolinium is only ferromagnetic when grown hexagonally close packed (hcp), and this has proved a
critical issue in previous unsuccessful attempts in creating single domain gadolinium nanobars5. Our team at
Queen’s University Belfast has shown how to minimise the non-ferromagnetic volume when growing thin film
gadolinium6, which should overcome this issue.
Micromagnetic simulations have been performed to find suitably sized gadolinium islands which are single domain
in nature. Keeping the thickness of the island small was found to be critical for obtaining single domain status, as
illustrated below. These islands were then studied in kagome and square artificial spin ice networks, in preparation
for an experimental study of a thermally active gadolinium artificial spin ice system.
[1] Wang et al (2006), Nature, 439, 303-6
[2] Tanaka et al (2006), Phys. Rev. B 73,
052411
[3] Morgan et al (2011) Nature Physics, 7,
75-79
[4] Kapaklis et al (2012) New Journal of
Physics, 14(035009)
[5]Hsu et al (2012), Journal of Applied
Physics, 111 (053916)
[6] Scheunert et al (2012) Applied Physics
Letters 101(142407)
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The generalized decoration-iteration transformation is adapted to a rigorous study of the coupled spin-electron
model on a doubly decorated honeycomb lattice, which involves the localized Ising spins placed at its nodal lattice
sites and the mobile electrons delocalized over pairs of decorating sites. The finite-temperature phase diagram as a
function of the band filling reveals an existence of interesting reentrant phase transitions also under the half-filled
band case, which appears as a consequence of influence of antiferromagnetic further-neighbour Ising interaction
between the localized Ising spins. It is found that the reentrance exists for both ferromagnetic as well as
antiferromagnetic phases presented in the phase diagram. Their existence is additionally verified by a loop
character of thermal variations of the spontaneous uniform and staggered magnetizations including two consecutive
critical points. The competition between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic couplings along with the annealed
bond disorder is responsible for a reduction of uniform and staggered spontaneous magnetization in addition to the
aforementioned reentrance. Moreover, the comprehensive study of the specific heat is performed with the main
emphasis laid on a thermal behaviour in a close vicinity of the critical temperature.
This work was financially supported by ERDF EU (European Union European regional development fond) grant
provided under the contract No. ITMS26220120005 and by the Slovak Grant Agency VEGA under Grant No.
1/0043/16.
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Considerable attention has been paid to magnetic and magneto-optical (MO) properties of amorphous ferrimagnetic
thin films composed of rare-earth and transition metals because of their useful technological applications. Among
them, GdFe provides significant advantages, such as large magnetization density, and possibility to adjust its
compensation temperature, coercive and saturation magnetization by changing the composition [1,2]. Moreover,
GdFe enables direct access to its spins through the electromagnetic interactions, which makes it subject of
importance for future magnetic recording (such as heat assisted magnetic recording) and information processing
technologies [3].
The GdFe shows perpendicular anisotropy when the Gd concentration is around the compensation concentration,
which is for this material about 25% [4]. This composition is often used for MO applications such as MO disk
storage or MO spatial light modulator driven by spin transfer torque (spin SLM) [5]. It is very important to control the
GdFe composition precisely, since it significantly affects the GdFe magnetic switching properties and magnetic
anisotropy (see Fig.1). Therefore it is meaningful to investigate optical and MO properties of the GdFe with the Gd
concentrations close to the compensation concentration.
In this work, we present a systematic study of optical and MO properties of amorphous Gd 18.3 Fe 81.7 and Gd 24.7 Fe 75.3
thin films prepared by Ion Beam Sputtering on thermally oxidized Si substrates. Thin SiO 2 and Ru capping layers
were used to prevent the GdFe surface oxidation and contamination. Spectroscopic ellipsometry and MO Kerr effect
spectroscopy were employed as characterization techniques. A confrontation of ellipsometric and MO experimental
data with advanced theoretical calculations provided a spectral dependence of complete permittivity tensors and a
spectral dependence of the absorption coefficients in a wide spectral range.

Figure. 1.: MO Kerr effect hysteresis loops of a) Gd 18.3 Fe 81.7 and b) Gd 24.7 Fe 75.3 with SiO 2 and Ru capping layers
measured at 780 nm.

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

M. Urner-Wille, K. Witter, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 13(1-2), 77–80 (1979).
S. Sugano and N. Kojima, Magneto-Optics (Springer, 2011).
L. Le Guyader et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 101(2), 022410 -1-4 (2012).
L. Boernstein et al., Magnetic Properties of Metals (Springer, 1986).
K. Aoshima et al., J. Disp. Technol. 11, 129-135(2015).
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Orthorhombic perovskites are nowadays broadly studied materials due to their tunable magnetic and electric
properties. Here we study PrMn1-xFexO3 bulk poly and monocrystals. They were prepared by floating zone technique
from sintered powder oxides precursors in adequate stoichiometric amounts and their structure was determined by
x-ray diffraction. Preliminary phase diagram (Fig. 1) was obtained by various techniques listed in corresponding
figure caption. Their optic and magneto-optic properties were measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry and
magneto-optic spectroscopy so far at room temperature. Acquired data will provide full spectral permittivity tensor
in extended visible range of energies.

Figure 1: Phase diagram of PrMn1-xFexO3 oxides obtained from magnetic measurements, specific heat
measurements, DTA (Differential Thermal Analysis), DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry) a XRPD (X-Ray Powder
Diffraction).
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Single-layered manganites R 1−x A 1+x MnO 4 (R = rare earth ion, A = alkaline earth
ion) show a complex interplay between charge, orbital, and magnetic degrees of
freedom. The half-doped compounds R 0.5 A 1.5 MnO 4 (R = Pr, La; A = Ca, Sr) show
a charge order with a checkerboard pattern of Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions accompanied
by an orbital order emerging concomitantly at the same temperature TCOO.
Furthermore, a CE-type magnetic order develops at lower temperatures with
ferromagnetic three-spin zig-zag chains and antiferromagnetic interchain
coupling (fig. 1). For x = 2/3, the charge order appears as stripe pattern with two
adjacent stripes of Mn4+ ions alternating with a single stripe of Mn3+ ions, while in
the magnetically ordered state four-spin zig-zag chains arise [1]. Motivated by
the possibility of a segregate investigation of the manganese magnetism, the
La 1−x Sr 1+x MnO 4 was in the focus for a long time, since manganese is the only
magnetic ion in this compound. Due to the large ionic radii of La and Sr doping
levels beyond x = 0.6 are not possible. For a deeper understanding of the
ordering phenomena higher doping levels are needed. To overcome the structural
restrictions, La and Sr have to be substituted by smaller ions. We synthesized
centimeter-sized single crystals of R 1−x Sr 1+x MnO 4 (R = Pr, Nd) and R 1−x Ca 1+x MnO 4
(R = Pr, Nd, Sm) with doping levels 0.5 ≤ x < 0.75 using the floating-zone
technique. Measurements of resistivity, susceptibility, and specific heat (fig. 2),
as well as single-crystal X-ray diffraction show evidence for charge and orbital
order (COO) in all these materials. Extensive studies on half-doped manganites
R 0.5 A 1.5 MnO 4 with R = La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu and A = (Ca 1−y Sr y ) by Mathieu et al. [2]
reveal an increasing disorder when successively substituting Ca by Sr, which
results in a decrease of the COO transition temperature. They established a
bandwidth-disorder phase diagram and proposed a shortrange COO for all Srdoped manganites except La 0.5 Sr 1.5 MnO 4 showing long-range COO. Based on
our studies on R 1−x A 1+x MnO 4 ,we extend this phase diagram by the doping level x
as an additional parameter and find indications for long-range COO in
Pr 1−x Sr 1+x MnO 4 and Nd 1−x Sr 1+x MnO 4 for x > 0.5.
This work has been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft via SFB 608.
[1] H. Ulbrich and M. Braden, Physica C: Superconductivity 481, 31 (2012).
[2] R. Mathieu, M. Uchida, Y. Kaneko, J. P. He, X. Z. Yu, R. Kumai, T. Arima, Y. Tomioka, A. Asamitsu, Y. Matsui, and
Y. Tokura, Physical Review B 74, 3 (2006).
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During the last few years, soft magnetic composites have been good candidates for use in electrical devices like
electromotors, transformers, sensors and other type of equipment. These materials offer several advantages over
traditional laminate steel, such as 3D and isotropic magnetic properties and relatively small core losses.
The aim of this work was the investigation of the AC magnetic properties of composite materials based on the
mixture of two different ferromagnets to obtain suitable magnetic properties in the composite. First ferromagnetic
material is polycrystalline iron based material Somaloy 700 consisting of pure iron particles covered by insulating
film. Second ferromagnetic material is nanocrystalline Vitroperm 800 alloy added to the resulting mixture with
following fraction 5, 20, 30, 50 wt. %. The samples in the form of a ring were used for AC magnetic measurements
and the samples in the form of a cylinder for specific resistivity measurement. The frequency core losses
dependences decrease with rising ratio of nanocrystalline material content in the composite material. We assume
that the increase of the Vitroperm (with larger particles) content (up to 50 wt. %) in the composite leads to the
decrease of the demagnetizing field causing the decrease of the permeability. The Vitroperm content causes the
increase of the specific resistivity of sample series.
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We report on the development of a high-resolution scanning magnetometer which fully exploits the vectorial nature
of the magneto-optical Kerr effect. The three-dimensional nature of magnetization is at the basis of many
micromagnetic phenomena and from this data, we can fully characterize magnetization processes of nanostructures
in static and dynamic regimes. Our scanning Kerr magnetometer uses a high numerical aperture microscope
objective where the incident light beam can be deterministically deviated from the objective symmetry axis,
therefore both in-plane (via the longitudinal Kerr effect), and out-of-plane (via the polar Kerr effect) components of
the magnetization vector may be detected. These components are then separated by exploiting the symmetries of
the polar and longitudinal Kerr effects. From four consecutive measurements we are able to directly obtain the three
orthogonal components of the magnetization vector with a resolution of < 600 nm.
Performance of the magnetometer is demonstrated by a measurement of 3D magnetization vector maps (Fig. 1)
showing out-of-plane domains and in-plane domain walls in an yttrium-iron-garnet (YIG) film, the angular
dependent anisotropy energy function measurements of metastable iron layers and on a study of magnetization
reversal in a magnetic disks with diameters ranging from 250 nm to 8 micrometers (Fig. 2).
Fig. 1: (a) 3D magnetization vector map of out-of-plane
domains in YIG sample with distinguishable in-plane domain
walls where the magnetization is twisting in the direction
along the domain boundaries. (b) Map of the 𝑚𝑚𝑦𝑦 component
of normalized magnetization vector obtained from two
subtracted measurements of Kerr ellipticities. (c) Map of the
𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧 component of normalized magnetization vector.
Fig. 2: (a) three different states of magnetization vector field
in an 8 micrometer wide magnetic disk. Data suggests more
complex vortex nucleation mechanism with three vortices and
an antivortex. (b)
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Behavior of magnetic vortices under applied static or pulsed magnetic fields has been previously studied in many
aspects [1,2]. Of particular interest is the vortex nucleation and annihilation, which defines the final state of the
vortex. While the vortex annihilation has been studied extensively [3], not much attention has been paid to the
vortex nucleation mechanisms and experimental data on vortex nucleation in single disks are missing completely.
In presented work, we show how the two-point anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) of a single Permalloy nanodisk
is influenced by its spin configuration. By comparing various AMR data to numerical calculations of the disk
resistance, it was interpreted that different pre-nucleation magnetization states assemble in the disk in dependence
of its shape and material properties. Further, multiple nucleation modes may randomly occur in a single disk. The
most common pre-nucleation state, referred to as an S-state, has a significant feature in the AMR spectra in the
form of a resistance drop just before the vortex nucleation occurs (point I. in Fig. 1A). The experimental and
simulated AMR spectra are in a very good agreement and we further support our results by direct magnetic imaging
(Fig. 1B) of the vortex nucleation mechanism under applied static magnetic fields using Magnetic Transmission Xray Microscopy (MTXM) performed at the Advanced Light Source at Berkeley, CA, USA. Additional evidence on the
S-states is also provided by scanning Kerr magnetometry.
The magnetoresistance measurements can quickly provide repeatable information about vortex nucleation modes
together with valuable statistics measured on a single disk. It can also provide other types of analysis, e.g. statistics
of nucleated vortex circulation probability or nucleation and annihilation fields measurements.

Fig. 1: (A) Simulated AMR spectrum of a 2-μm-wide, 100-nm-thick disk. (B) Corresponding magnetization
distribution, together with MTXM images. Gray scale represents the 𝑚𝑚𝑧𝑧 component of magnetization.

[1] K.Y. Guslienko, J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 8, 2745 (2008).
[2] V. Uhlíř, M. Urbánek, L. Hladík, J. Spousta, M.-Y. Im, P. Fischer, N. Eibagi, J.J. Kan, E.E. Fullerton, and T. Šikola,
Nat. Nanotechnol. 8, 341 (2013).
[3] J.F. Pulecio, S.D. Pollard, P. Warnicke, D. a. Arena, and Y. Zhu, Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 132403 (2014).
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Artificial spin ice systems make it possible to study new magnetic phenomena at various spatial and time scales
(from atomic to micromagnetic). Temperature induced magnetic switching of magnetization has been observed
experimentally with typical lifetime ranging from seconds to days as temperature changes from 300K to 400K1.
Here, we present results of calculations of the rate of magnetisation reversals using rate theory and analysis of the
multidimensional energy surface. We study a kagome ring as a set of individual islands coupled by dipole
interaction. Parameters characterizing the prolate island (magnetization and anisotropy) were estimated from
micromagnetic simulations. The total energy of the hexagonal element is written as:

Where the volume of an island is V = 470 × 170 ×3 nm3, saturation magnetization M s = 166 × 103 A/m and
anisotropy K in =4550 erg/cm3. H is the applied (in plane, perpendicular to anisotropy) external magnetic field. The
applied magnetic field strongly changes the energy surface. The positions of minima and height of barriers between
states are altered. Nudged Elastic Method(NEB)2 is used to find minimum energy paths (MEPs) for various values of
H. In fig.1, the results of NEB calculations of minimum energy paths between clockwise and anti-clockwise states
are shown.

Steady state approximation is applied to determine lifetime between initial and final states. Results of the
calculation of the lifetime are in good agreement with experiments. The lifetime is strongly depended on the value of
the applied magnetic field. The internal magnetic structure of the islands during spin transitions is investigated. For
relatively large islands, the magnetization reversal process includes formation of a temporary domain wall instead of
coherent rotation of all the spins in the island.

[1] Farhan A, Derlet P M, Kleibert A, Balan A, Chopdekar R V, Wyss M, Anghinolfi L, Nolting F,
Heyderman L J 2013 Nature Physics 9 375
[2] Bessarab P F, Uzdin V M, Jónsson H 2012 Phys. Rev. B 85, 184409.
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Magnetocaloric materials can be used in a reverse process to directly convert heat to electricity [1]. The estimated
efficiency of such a thermomagnetic generator can be as high as 55.5% of Carnot efficiency [2]. A recent study
shows that the thermomagnetic generator can exceed the efficiency of conventional technologies, namely organic
Rankine cycle (ORC), power generators, Stirling power generators and thermoelectric power generators, especially in
the low exergy regime [3]. The research fields of magnetocalorics and thermomagnetics have in common that the
change of magnetization with temperature needs to be maximized. Maximizing the derivative of dM/dT could also
induce large voltages in a coil wound around the magnet according to Faraday’s law thus generating
thermomagnetic energy. To make above mentioned technologies commercially viable, it is necessary to find new
compounds with high dM/dT made of abundant elements with T C in the range of 200-800K in order to plug in to low
grade waste heat sources which are sufficiently abundant e. g. exhaust streams in turbines or cooling water in
chemical processes.
A systematic study focusing on the crystallographic, magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of cobalt and iron
substituted MnB was conducted jointly experimentally and with DFT calculations. The pure MnB sample shows an
orthorhombic structure with a spontaneous magnetization (M S ) of 156Am2kg-1 (see Fig.1) and a sharp magnetic
transition (T C ) of 567K that yields a large magnetic entropy change of 7.5 Jkg-1K-1 in a 2T field change at this
temperature. Both the substitution of Co and Fe elements for Mn were found to effectively modify TC accompanied
by a lower magnetization (M S ) (see Fig. 1) leading to a reduced magnetocaloric effect. The differences in magnetic
properties with substitution are described by calculation of the density of states and interatomic distances. It is
found that in contrast to the Co atoms the Fe atoms develop large and stable moments similar to the Mn atoms
which are consistent with the experimental findings. The sharp and significant change of M S (T), the very stable
nature of these refractory borides and abundant availability makes some of these compositions suitable for
thermomagnetic power generation applications.

Figure 1: Evolution of magnetic moments as a function of Fe/Co addition in Mn 1-X (Fe/Co) X B.
[1] V. Srivastava et al., Advanced Energy Materials 1 (1) (2011) 97–104.
[2] L. Brillouin et al., Electrical Communications, Federal Communication Labories, Nutley, NJ (1948) 22937.
[3] D. Vuarnoz et al., Applied Energy 100 (0) (2012) 229–237.
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There is currently a great interest in magnetoelectric multiferroics, where electric and magnetic orderings are
coupled. This offers the possibility of manipulating magnetization by an electric field and vice versa, thus opening a
new field of electronics applications, such as cheap and accurate magnetic sensors, energy-saving non-volatile
memories and spintronic devices [1]. The challenge is to develop a material where both, the polarization and the
magnetoelectric coupling are sufficiently large for applications. A breakthrough came recently with the report of
polarizations ~1μC cm-2 in manganese oxides with quadruple perovskite structure, AMn’3Mn4O12, such as
CaMn3Mn4O12 [2] and LaMn3Mn4O12 [3].
Here, we focus on the quadruple perovskite NaMn3Mn4O12, which shares with other AMn’3Mn4O12 compounds similar
structural and magnetic properties, e.g. an antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering of the Mn ions in the A’ and B sites
[4,5], but also exhibits a striking charge-ordering of the Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions in the B sites in the paramagnetic phase
[6]. We carried out a systematic magnetization, specific heat and Raman spectroscopy study on single crystal and
polycrystalline samples in the 2 – 300 K range and in magnetic fields up to 9 T. Our data analysis gives evidence of
a large magnetoelastic coupling driven by the AFM ordering of the Mn ions in the B-site.

Figure 1 – Magnetic field-dependence of the specific heat of a NaMn 3 Mn 4 O 12 polycristalline sample at 2 K.
[1] W. Eerenstein et al., Nature 442, 759 (2006).
[2] R. D. Johnson et al, Pyhs. Rev. Lett. 108, 067201 (2012).
[3] A. Gauzzi et al. unpublished (2016).
[4] A. Prodi et al, Phys. Rev. B 79, 085105 (2009.
[5] A. Prodi et al, Phys. Rev. B 71, 052404 (2005).
[6] A. Prodi et al, Nature Materials 3, 48 (2004).
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In this paper we experimentally confirmed the existence of the critical behavior characteristic temperatures
metamagnetic phase transition in a system of Heusler alloys Ni-Mn-In(Co) [1,2], which is represented in Fig. 1. A
thermodynamic model to describe points of loss of stability of the phase transition of the 1st kind of second-order
expansion of the free energy change in the field and temperature. It is shown that the model qualitatively and
quantitatively consistent with the results of experiments on the Heusler alloy samples of the system Ni-Mn-In(Co).
Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the behavior of the characteristic temperatures: Ms - temperature began to phase
transformation from ferromagnetic austenite to antiferromagnetic martensite (martensitic transition), Af temperature end to phase transformation from antiferromagnetic martensite to ferromagnetic austenite (reverse
martensitic transition).

As a result, it was shown that the temperature of the end of the phase transition from antiferromagnetic martensite
ferromagnetic austenite - Af, is independent of time switching magnetic field (process 2 in Figure 1), and thus, the
anomaly behavior Af temperature after reaching the critical field of 5 T of the time switching on and off of the
magnetic field is independent (Fig. 2). At the same time, the temperature of the beginning of the phase transition
from the ferromagnetic austenite to martensite weakly - Ms (process 1 or 5 in Figure 4) is influenced by the time of
removal of the magnetic field (Figure 2.).
The work was supported by Russian Science Foundation grant No. 14-22-00279.
[1] Ito W., Imano Y., Kainuma R. et al., Metallurgical and Materials Transactions 38A, 759 (2007).
[2] Umetsua R.Y., Itob K., Itob W., . et al., Journal of Alloys and Compounds 509, 1389-1393 (2011)
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Tilted exchange springs consist of exchange coupled hard and soft magnetic layers, with out-of-plane and in-plane
anisotropy, respectively. This combination gives rise to a canting of the magnetization of the soft layer with a wide
and tunable range of tilt angles, which provides additional degrees of freedom to control the magnetization
dynamics in magnetic nanostructures.
In this study we investigate optically induced ultrafast magnetization dynamics in [Co(0.5 nm)/Pd(1 nm)] 5 /NiFe(t)
tilted exchange spring samples by the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect. The competition between the outof-plane anisotropy of the hard layer, the in-plane anisotropy of the soft layer and the applied bias field reorganizes
the spins in the soft layer, which get further modified with the variation in t. The spin wave spectrum, the ultrafast
) all depend on the spin distribution in the soft layer,
demagnetization time and the extracted damping coefficient (
while the two latter also depend on the spin-orbit coupling between the Co and Pd layers. Figure 1a displays the
spin wave frequency as a function of t. Multimode spectra are observed for thick NiFe layers, while the main mode
frequency show a minimum and a rapid increase for low t. This is related to the evolution of the effective anisotropy;
from out-of-plane to in-plane with increasing t. Figure 1b displays the damping constant for two different fields. A
is observed for high fields, which demonstrate a transition from a regime where intrinsic mechanisms
minimum in 
dictate the damping to one where extrinsic mechanisms dominate. At lower fields the extrinsic mechanisms govern
the damping down to t=5 nm.
The observed dynamics will be important for understanding the utilization of tilted anisotropy materials in devices
such as spin-transfer torque MRAM and spin-torque nano-oscillators.

Figure 1. Evolution of (a) spin wave frequency and (b) Gilbert damping constant as a function of the NiFe layer
thickness (t) at H=1.3 (green circles) and 2.5 kOe (violet circles).
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The recent rare-earth element price crisis has motivated intensive research to develop new, high-performance rareearth free permanent magnets [1]. Alnico V magnets, containing Al, Ni, Co and Fe, are nanostructured hard
ferromagnets, a result of spinodal decomposition during heat treatments, and present coercivity values typically
below 650 Oe [2]. Because of their high working temperatures and material sustainability, an increase of energy
product would make Alnico a worthy substitute of Nd-based magnets. Recently, Alnico V thin-films on Silicon were
shown to present coercivity values up to ~ 10 kOe. The unusually high coercivity value happens as the result of Si
ions diffusion from the substrate to the thin film which leads to the formation of a novel Body Centered Tetragonal
Fe-Co-Si phase [3, 4]. Nonetheless, the diffusion mechanism, chemical composition and saturation magnetization
of this novel phase require further studies.
We have deposited thin films of Alnico V alloy in Silicon substrates, showing how controlling deposition temperature
can result in an increase of up to 40% of saturation magnetization compared to room-temperature deposited
samples. Raising Argon pressure during heat treatments causes a considerable increase in coercivity, up to 4 times
the coercivity of bulk Alnico V magnets (Figure 1). Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) shows the
formation of two separate layers, after applying post heat treatment on the sample (Figure 2). Unlike previous
reports on high-coercivity Alnico V thin films, where quenching was required to obtain the novel BCT Fe-Co-Si phase,
our results show no such correlation, pointing to different mechanisms at work.

Figure 1. left) Effect of deposition temperature on saturation magnetization and right) effect of post heat treatment
on coercivity of deposited films.

Figure 2. STEM cross section images of the heat treated at 800 C̊ sample.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

N. Poudyal, J Ping Liu, J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46 (2013) 043001.
K. H. J. Buschow, Rep. Prog. Phys. (1991) 54 1123.
O. Akdogan, G. C. Hadjipanayis, J. Phys: Conf. Series 200 (2010) 072001.
O. Akdogan, W. Li, G. Hadjipanayis, J Nanopart Res (2012) 14:891.
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Attention of the condensed matter community was recently attracted by the pyrochlore iridates R 2 Ir 2 O 7 (R = rareearth ion) where magnetic frustration, strong spin-orbit coupling associated to the Ir4+ ions and magnetocrystalline
anisotropy associated to the rare earth ions coexist and may lead to exotic magnetic phases and unprecedented
electronic transport properties. These compounds exhibit a metal-insulator transition at the temperature
corresponding to the onset of the Ir4+ magnetic ordering. The transition temperature and the high-temperature
electronic state both depend on the rare-earth ion [Matsuhira et al., JPSJ 80 (2011) 094701].
Neutron powder diffraction experiment on Tb 2 Ir 2 O 7 revealed the presence of magnetic Bragg peaks below 40 K. We
show that these result from a polarization of the Tb3+ magnetic moments, induced by the Ir-Tb exchange, along their
local 3-fold axis to form the so-called all-in/all-out magnetic configuration (see Fig. 1) . On the other hand, no
evidence of magnetic ordering was found in Er 2 Ir 2 O 7 down to 2K by neutron diffraction, though measurements on a
magnetometer equipped with a dilution refrigerator show an extra thermomagnetic hysteresis suggesting a possible
freezing below 0.6 K. The contrasting behaviors between Er 2 Ir 2 O 7 and Tb 2 Ir 2 O 7 are explained as being inherent to
the change of magnetocrystalline anisotropy between Er (easy-plane) and Tb (easy-axis), which respectively
competes against or is consistent with the molecular field associated with the Iridium magnetism [Lefrançois et al,
PRL 144 (2015) 247202]. Further neutron powder diffraction experiments realized on pyrochlore with rare-earth
presenting an easy-axis anisotropy (Ho and Dy) or an easy-plane anisotropy (Yb) confirmed this result either by
displaying an all-in/all-out magnetic order or by remaining disordered. This in turn strongly supports an allin/ all-out
magnetic order on the Ir pyrochlore sublattice, which was awaited as a signature of the topological nature of the low
temperature insulating state [Wan et al., PRB 83 (2011) 205101]. Using hot neutrons, powder diffraction
experiments were also performed on Gd 2 Ir 2 O 7 and were complemented with experiments using thermal neutrons on
a small amount of powder prepared with non absorbing 160Gd isotope. Assuming that the Gd3+ ions do not show a
magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the 4f electrons being in the orbital singlet S-state, an all-in/all-out magnetic
ordering was awaited. The experimental data indeed evidenced this long range order. However, an additional signal,
characteristic of short range correlations, is also observed and its investigations are underway. Inelastic neutron
scattering finally were performed on the polycrystalline compounds using thermal and hot neutrons, allowing to
access the crystal field excitations and magnetic excitations, leading to a better understanding of the magnetic
properties of this family of materials.
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Oxides of the family A3MM’O6 (A = alkaline-earth metal, M, M’ = transition metal) crystallize in a structure where the
M and M’ ions form chains distributed on a triangular lattice. This structure gives rise to a low dimensional chain
magnetism with interchain geometric frustration. A series of unconventional magnetic properties is thus generated,
attracting a lot of attention, in particular when the magnetic moments are confined along the chains direction by an
anisotropy energy.
We studied the 5d-based compound Sr3NiIrO6, where the strong spin-orbit coupling on the Ir4+ ions might induce
unexpected behaviors through spin-orbit entanglements. Single crystal magnetization, powder neutron diffraction
and single crystal resonant inelastic scattering (RIXS) measurements were performed. The magnetization
measurement revealed the existence of a easy-axis anisotropy confining the Ni2+ and Ir4+ magnetic moments along
the chains. Besides the zero-field cooled and field-cooled magnetization measurements showed that there are two
characteristic temperatures at 70 and 17 K. The higher temperature is associated with a deviation from a CurieWeiss behavior and the appearance of magnetic order with propagation vector k = (0,0,1). The magnetic structure
was determined from powder neutron diffraction as well as symmetry arguments [PRB 90 (014408) 2014].
RIXS measurements allowed probing the electronic and magnetic excitations inside the t2g triplet thus estimating the
strength of the spin-orbit coupling as well as the amplitude of the trigonal distortion of the IrO6 octahedra. This
allowed to better understand the Ir4+ implication on the magnetic properties of the compound, in particular how it
induces highly anisotropic magnetic interactions. With this new information we were able to determine a spin wave
model able to account for the quasi-dispersionless magnetic excitation that we observe at 90 meV (see Fig. 1).
Remarkably, the easy-axis magnetic structure observed in Sr3NiIrO6 is found to arise from the highly anisotropic
magnetic interactions counterbalancing the strong Ni2+ easy-plane anisotropy [arXiv:1501.05420].

Figure 1: RIXS map measured at 10K along the (10 -1 L) direction. The dotted lines show the calculated spin-wave
excitations. The Ir and Ni main contributions are in white and grey respectively.
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High quality La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LSMO) ultrathin layers are of interest for applications in spintronic devices due to their
unique physical properties. These oxides with perovskite structure exhibit colossal magnetoresistance [1] and high
degree of spin polarization. They contain mixed valence manganese ions Mn3+/Mn4+, which leads to metallic
conductivity and ferromagnetic ordering. The ferromagnetic behavior was explained by the double-exchange (DE)
interaction [2] originating from the eg electron transfer between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions via the O2- 2p state. Since the
DE electron transfer probability strongly depends on Mn3+-O-Mn4+ geometry, one of the main factors responsible for
the change of magnetic properties is a strain arising in the film due to the lattice mismatched substrate used for the
deposition. LSMO films used in this study were grown by pulsed laser deposition on four different substrate
materials – LaAlO3 (LAO), (LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2TaAlO6)0.7 (LSAT), SrTiO3 (STO) and DyScO3 (DSO). These substrates of
different lattice constants provide a variety of strains induced in the deposited LSMO layers, ranging from large
compressive strain on LAO, through small compressive (LSAT) and small tensile (STO) up to large tensile strain on
DSO. Combination of spectroscopic ellipsometry and magneto-optical (MO) spectroscopy was used to investigate
the optical and MO properties of the films. Figure 1 shows spectra of MO Kerr rotation for films of two different
thicknesses, deposited for each thickness on STO and LSAT substrates. Difference in the MO response across the
samples deposited on distinct substrates is clearly visible. With the help of ellipsometric data the off-diagonal
permittivity tensor elements were calculated for all the samples, revealing remarkable changes in the electronic
structure with respect to different values of the induced strain.

Figure 1: MO Kerr rotation spectra of LSMO samples with thicknesses of 5 and 19 nm deposited on STO and LSAT
substrates.
[1] R. von Helmholtz, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 71 (1993) 2331.
[2] C. Zenner, Phys. Rev. 82 (1951) 403.
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A nanogranular thin film structure with concentration Co(c=0.2)Bi(1-c), and thickness 25nm, exhibits: (i)a
progressive crossing of Hall coefficient RH(B) curves, Fig.1,fromnegativeat lower fieldsto positive signat higher fields
between 5K and200K,and (ii) the perpendicular magnetoresistance (PMR) ,ρ┴Hall(Β,Τ)/ρ┴Hall(Β=0,Τ),curves are
separated, Fig.2, in two different components above and below |Β|≈2Τ. Specifically, the low field PMR component
is described[1]by the two band-model of bulk Bi: 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆(𝑩𝑩) = 𝒂𝒂 . 𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩 /(𝟏𝟏 + 𝒈𝒈 . 𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩)

where g~(ne-nh)2depends on charge density ne (nh) of electrons (holes)and the factor αdepends on Hall mobility
of charge carriers. The effect of the low-field PMR component increases, Fig.2,from 5K up to 300K by:
ΔρHall(ΔΒ=2Τ,300Κ)≈3∙Δρ┴Hall(ΔΒ=2Τ,5Κ),following theobserved behavior ofRH(B,T)curves in Fig.1. Below
100K and for |Β|≥2Τthe second component in PMR curvescan be simulated bya power law: ρi(B)=b∙Bκ, with an
exponent κ:1.3≤κ<2, which is understood as a result of the two band-model equation in case of ne≠nh(g>0).
However, above 100K and for |Β|≥2Τthissecond PMR componentbecomes linear in B: ρi(B)=b∙B, up to 300K.
This behavior coincides with the temperature and field regions where the RH(B) curves, Fig.1, change the sign of
Hall coefficient. Since it was reported [2] that a linear MR with Bcan be related to an edge-resistance:𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑒 ∼ 𝛣𝛣⊥,
then both effects can be related with thepredominance of an edge conduction channel, over the bulk Bi channel, at
the grain boundaries of Co and Bi.

[1]
[2]

A.Gerber, I.Kishon, I.Ya.Korenblit, O.Riss, A.Segal,M.Karpovski, B.Raquet, PRL99, 027201 (2007).
P.S.Alekseev, A.P.Dmitriev, I.V.Gornyi, V.Yu.Kachorovskii, B.N.Narozhny, M.Schutt, M.Titov, PRL114,
156601 (2015).
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FINEMET powders have been prepared by ball milling annealed melt-spun ribbons (MSR) using oleic acid (OA) or
stearic acid (SA) surfactants as controlling milling agents. Ribbons were annealed at 420 ºC and 450 ºC for 1 h,
and ball milled for 24, 48 and 72 h. Hysteresis loops show that the specific magnetization remains largely constant
for powders milled in OA while in SA the specific magnetization decreases with milling time. After 72 h milling in OA,
the magnetization remains close to that of the precursor ribbons, about 145 emu/g, while for powders milled in SA
the value of saturation magnetization decreases to approximately 85 emu/g, which suggests that the powder might
have become more nanocrystalline and oxidized during the milling process (Figure 1). Microstructural investigation
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) shows that powder particles milled in OA are non-agglomerated
particles with a platelet morphology. Those milled in SA consist of a large density of much smaller particles, in
spherical shape, agglomerated and compacted. The particle size decreases with milling time, in both cases. All
powder particles for milling times 48 and 72 h contain a nanocrystalline α-iron phase (Figure 2). The size of
nanograins has been found to be approximately the same within the range 3.8 – 5.5 nm, but the number of powder
particles which contain nanograins is confirmed to increase with milling time. EDX measurements show a clear
indication of increased oxidation in the powders milled in SA as compared with those milled in OA. Therefore, the
improved soft magnetic properties of the powders milled in OA compared with powders milled in SA are largely due
to the effect of the wet milling environment which leads to less oxidation than milling in SA.
Figure 1. Hysteresis loops of FINEMET
MSRs as cast and annealed (T ann =450
°C) and powder ball milled in (a) OA
and (b) SA for 24, 48 and 72 h.

Figure 2. Nanograins in FINEMET
powder particles annealed at
T ann =450°C and ball milled for 72 h,
shown (a) in HRTEM with inset
diffractogram and simulation of the -

iron [100] zone axis, and (b) using
dark field TEM.
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Domain walls (DWs) in magnetic nanostructures have long been a subject of much interest1. The majority of work so
far has focused on 90° and 100° DWs. However, recently the field has seen promising developments in 360° DWs,
stable topological defects consisting of two strongly-coupled 180° DWs of opposite chirality2
360° DWs have several interesting properties relating to behaviour in applied field3, interactions with spin-waves4
and high density DW systems such as racetrack memory4. Here we demonstrate their utility as a tool for controlling
global magnetization states of nanostructures comprised of interconnected nanowires.
By using a novel 360° DW injection technique we are able to introduce DWs of desired chirality to any point in a
structure. Choosing these points carefully allows the injected DWs to mediate controlled switching events
throughout the nanostructure, resulting in new magnetization states without the application of a global field or
current. This behaviour is confirmed via MFM data supported by micromagnetic simulations.

Figure 1: Micromagnetic simulation & corresponding MFM data showing 360° DW mediated switching. An initially
left-magnetised structure i) has a 360° DW injected at its centre ii) resulting in a new magnetization state oriented
down-left after the composite 180° DWs have spread through the structure iii).
[1] Kläui, M. – JOP: Cond. Matt. 20(31), 2008
[2] McMichael, R.D. and Donahue, M.J - IEEE Trans. Mag. 33(5), 1997
[3] Mascaro, M. D. and Ross, C. A. – PRB 82(21), 2010
[4] Roy, P.E., Trypiniotis, T. and Barnes, C. H. W. – PRB 82(13), 2010
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Phenomenological models of avalanches of pinned interfaces have provided a series of predictions in the past
about the statistical properties of the magnetization processes in soft magnetic materials. Magnetic avalanches
(known as Barkhausen jumps) show scaling laws with critical exponents which are in agreement with the
calculation. For instance, polycristalline bulk magnetic materials are well described by the so called ABBM model,
which assumes to have a single domain wall moving in a random media with spatial Brownian properties. This
model actually belongs to a more general class of meanfield (MF) models which predict, for instance, that the
average shapes of temporal avalanches is a inverted parabola, as experimental verified in permalloy thin films [1].
Knowing these universal shapes, it was also possible to understand and evaluate nonuniversal effects such as the
one given by eddy currents in magnetic ribbons. Other materials have shown properties that go beyond the
meanfield prediction, with different sets of critical exponents. Anyway, none of these models was able to give a
quantitative description of the magnetization dynamics, and of avalanche statistical properties.
Recent advances in the theory of interface depinning provide a new predictive universal framework for the avalanche
statistics both in and beyond mean-field [2]. Here we aim to present the first quantitative comparison between
theory and experiments in polycrystals and amorphous materials, characterized by short-range and long-range
elasticity. We focus our attention on observables related to joint distribution of avalanche size and duration, and to
the temporal avalanche shape at fixed size. Data for both long-range and short-range samples show a remarkable
agreement with the analytical predictions, and display clear deviations in case on non-universal effects such as in
presence of eddy currents.

Universal scaling functions of the temporal avalanche shape at fixed size ⟨˙u (t ) ⟩ S for long-range (left, 𝛾𝛾= 2) and
short-range elasticity (right, 
𝛾𝛾 = 1.77). In both plots, the continuous lines are the analytical theoretical predictions
𝜏𝜏 M amd S M are to normalization constants of
where no fitting parameters are involved. S is the avalanche size, and 
duration and size, respectively.
R

[1] Papanikolaou, S., Bohn, F., Sommer, R. L., Durin, G., Zapperi, S. Sethna, J. P. , Nat. Phys. 7 (2011) 316
[2] Le Doussal, P. and K. Wiese, Phys. Rev. E 88 (2013) 022106
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Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) is a versatile technique for imaging local magnetic fields with high spatial
resolution. Usually, a dual passage method is used, where each measurement line is scanned twice, for topography
and magnetism separately [1,2] J. Schwenk et al. have developed two single-passage, bimodal magnetic force
microscopy tip-sample distance control techniques {3,4]. The first method uses van der Waals forces to track the
topography, requiring small tip-sample distances. Hence, distance errors must be kept small limiting the application
of this method to rather flat samples with small topographical features, or to smaller scan ranges. The second
method maps the second resonance mode amplitude, arising from an oscillatory tip-sample bias at half of the
second mode resonance frequency. Because of the longer range of the electrostatic interaction, the second method
can also be used when tracking the topography at larger tip-sample distances. However, changes of the second
mode quality factor, for example arising from spatially dependent energy dissipation, would lead to a variation of
the local tip-sample distance.
This last problem can be overcome by modulating the electrostatic tip-sample interaction in frequency. A high
quality factor cantilever is mechanically excited under vacuum conditions on its first resonance mode and a 1000
Hz oscillatory tip-sample bias is used to frequency modulate the first mode resonance frequency. The cantilever
oscillation amplitude at its first mode resonance frequency is a measure of the magnetic tip-sample interaction.
Sidebands arise, of which the first, at 1000 Hz, has nonzero amplitude only if the contact potential is not
compensated with an applied the DC sample bias. Therefore, the DC bias that zeroes the amplitude measures the
local contact potential, i.e. constitutes a Kelvin measurement. The amplitude of the second sidebands, at 2000 Hz
reflect the derivative of the tip-sample capacity which is a proxy for the tip-sample distance, and can hence be used
for control. This measurement technique is convenient in particular for measurements involving a sizeable
topography and possibly changes in contact potential, such as bit patterned media (BPM).
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

S. Hosaka, A. Kikukawa, Y. Honda, H. Koyanagi, and S. Tanaka, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., Part 2 31, L904
(1992).
R. Giles, J. P. Cleveland, S. Manne, P. K. Hansma, B. Drake, P. Maivald, C. Boles, J. Gurley,
and V. Elings, Appl. Phys. Lett. 63, 617 (1993).
J. Schwenk, M. Marioni, S. Romer, N. R. Joshi, and H. J. Hug, Non-contact bimodal magnetic
force microscopy. Appl. Phys. Lett. 104, 112412 (2014)
J. Schwenk, X. Zhao, M. Bacani, M. A. Marioni, S. Romer, and H. J. Hug, Appl. Phys. Lett. 107,
132407 (2015).
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Neutron scattering is the leading technique for measuring magnetic correlations in solids. It can be used as a direct
probe for studying magnetic order and magnetic moment coupling in frustrated or low dimensional materials. It can
also prove dynamic correlations, their lifetime and diffuse scattering in the absence of magnetic order. The suite of
neutron spectroscopy instruments at the MLZ, located at the research reactor FRM II in Garching, provides a unique
opportunity to study emerging as well as well-known strongly correlated electron materials. The MLZ provides free
beam time for scientific use at its instruments for everybody (according to the decision of the review panel and
under the condition of publishing the results).
In this poster presentation, we will introduce:
 the diffuse scattering neutron time of flight spectrometer with polarization analysis DNS,
 the universal cold three axisspectrometer/diffractometer MIRA,
 the three axis spectrometers PANDA (cold) and PUMA (thermal)
 and the spin echo three axis spectrometer TRISP.
Our recent highlights cover broad variety of scientific fields like frustrated magnetism (e.g. bilayer pervoskite
Sr 3 Fe 2 O 7 [1] or lifetime of spin waves in 2D and 3D systems [2]), magnetic excitations in insulators (e.g. in cobalt
oxides [3]), quantum phase transitions (e.g. absolute zero vibrations in superfluid helium [4] or Higgs mechanism in
quantum spin ice [5]), superconductivity (e.g. nematic correlations in high temperature superconductors [6]) or
novel magnetic states (e.g. helimagnons, skyrmions [7,8]). You are welcomed to visit our poster stand and ask for
details or introduction to our proposal review system.
[1] Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 147206 (2014)
[2] Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 017204 (2013)
[3] Nature Comm. 5, 5731 (2014)
[4] Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 155305 (2012)
[5] Nature Communications 3: 992 (2012)
[6] Science 345, 657 (2014)
[7] Nature Materials 14, 478–483 (2015)
[8] Phys. Rev. Letter 115, 097203 (2015)
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Fast domain wall (DW) propagation through magnetic nanostrips opens promising opportunities for the
development of magnetic memory and logic devices. As the speed increases, the DW starts to deform. This
deformation ultimately leads to Walker breakdown when DW distortions become too large to support a stable DW
shape leading to a significant drop in DW velocity. We introduce an averaging collective coordinate approach to
describe and quantify domain wall deformations, depending on the internal degrees of freedom. This approach
introduces an averaged effective field, which is substituted in the Landau-Lifshitz equation. Then, this equation is
explicitly evaluated and spatially averaged, resulting in equations of motion with collective coordinates averaging
the locally varying DW properties. Our approach is applied to field-driven domain wall propagation in
perpendicularly magnetized nanostrips with Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). While deriving the equations of
motion, collective coordinates quantifying the geometrical tilting of the DW, the magnetization rotation in the DW
and the DW width appear in agreement with what we observe from simulations, see Figure 1. This contrasts with
analytical models where collective coordinates are introduced in an ansatz describing the DW shape1,2. Our method
helps to characterize the stabilizing or destabilizing effect of the magnetostatic, exchange and DM interactions along
with that of in-plane fields. This understanding helps us to understand how the Walker breakdown can be shifted to
higher DW speeds.

FIG. 1: The approach allows to quantify collective coordinates as the geometrical tilting of the DW, the
magnetization rotation in the DW (represented by the changing colors) and the DW width unambiguously from a
micromagnetic simulation.
[1] A. Thiaville and Y. Nakatani, “Spin dynamics in confined magnetic structures iii,” (Springer, Berlin–Heidelberg,
2006) Chap. Domain-Wall Dynamics in Nanowires and Nanostrips, pp. 161–205.
[2] O. Boulle, S. Rohart, L. D. Buda-Prejbeanu, E. Ju´e, I. M. Miron, S. Pizzini, J. Vogel, G. Gaudin, and A. Thiaville,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 217203 (Nov 2013), http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.217203.
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Strain engineering is an effective tool to alter the properties of correlated functional oxide perovskites thin films.
Strain (either compressive or tensile) in La 0.67 Sr 0.33 Mn O3 (LSMO) can directly affects the BO 6 octahedral tilting,
rotations and Mn-O-Mn1 bond angle which in turn alter Metal-Insulation transition (MIT), Curie temperature (T c ) 2,
magnetic anisotropy (MA) etc. Therefore, strain effects have therefore to be carefully characterized before we can
envisage any applications. Here, we study epitaxial LSMO thin films grown by PLD on different substrates that
includes in-plane compressive strain on LaAlO 3 (001, -1.36%), nearly matched on NdGaO 3 (110, -0.31%) and
La 0.3 Sr 0.7 Al 0.65 Ta 0.35 O 3 (001, -0.12%); in-plane tensile strain on SrTiO 3 (001, +0.82%), SrTiO 3 buffered MgO (001,
>0.82%) and MgO (001, +8.04%) respectively. The epitaxial quality of films is tested by rocking curve analysis with
FWHM around (002) peak is ~0.08° for films on nearly matched substrate NGO (110) to ~1.4°on MgO (001) with
large strain. As the strain in thin film increases, significant reduction in MIT temperature (T p ) and Curie temperature
(T c ) are observed.
We investigate the in-plane magnetic anisotropy in half-metallic manganite thin films by tailoring the epitaxial strain
using angular dependent room temperature Vectorial Magneto-Optical Kerr Magnetometry (V-MOKE)3,4. The
experimental data show that the MA symmetry landscape significantly changes depending upon the substrate
induced (in-plane) strain and thickness. At low thickness, the dominant anisotropy is due to interface effects,
octahedral rotations5 and substrate texture. At intermediate thickness, and in particular for LSMO on LSAT (001) we
envisage two main contributions for the anisotropy: (i) a strong bi-axial (four-fold symmetry) MA (with easy axes
(e.a.) along <110> pc and <1-10 > pc crystallographic axes) due to cubic magneto-crystalline anisotropy, and (ii) A
weak uniaxial (two-fold) MA due to orthorhombic crystal structure of LSMO (with e.a. along <100> pc ). In general, for
larger LSMO thickness on LSAT (001), the orthorhombicity dominates the cubic crystal anisotropy and presents a
strong uniaxial MA with easy axis along <100> pc axes. In LSMO films grown onto STO (001), the MA presents a
competition between (four fold) magnetocrystalline and (one-fold) substrate step induced anisotropy. In the case of
LSMO film grown on STO buffered MgO (001), a strong (four-fold) magnetocrystalline anisotropy observed along
<110> pc and its equivalent pseudocubic axes. Comparing with all the cubic substrates, orthorhombic NGO (110)
always exhibits a profound uniaxial anisotropy due to anisotropic stress along two in-plane directions with easy axis
aligned with the direction of higher stress <1-10> pc . The understanding of the substrate induced MA in LSMO and its
effects in magnetoresistance are essential for developing manganites-based spintronic devices.
[1] A. Vailionis, H. Boschker, W. Siemons, E.P. Houwman, D.H.A. Blank, G. Rijnders, and G. Koster, Phys. Rev. B 83,
064101 (2011).
[2] C. Adamo, X. Ke, H.Q. Wang, H.L. Xin, T. Heeg, M.E. Hawley, W. Zander, J. Schubert, P. Schiffer, D. a. Muller, L.
Maritato, and D.G. Schlom, Appl. Phys. Lett. 95, 112504 (2009).
[3] Perna.P, C. Rodrigo, E. Jimenez, F.J. Teran, N. Mikuszeit, L. Mechin, J. Camarero, and R. Miranda, J. Appl. Phys.
110, 0 (2011).
[4] P. Perna, L. Mechin, M. Saib, J. Camarero, and S. Flament, New J. Phys. 12, (2010).

[5] Z. Liao, M. Huijben, Z. Zhong, N. Gauquelin, S. Macke, R.J. Green, S. van Aert, J. Verbeeck, G. Van Tendeloo, K.
Held, G.A. Sawatzky, G. Koster, and G. Rijnders, Nat. Mater. 1 (2016).
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Multiferroics are multifuctional materials that exhibit multiple ferroic orders at the same time. Recently, considering
their technological applicability, significant effort has been made to find new ways how to control ferroelectric and
magnetic orderings within different kind of materials. One of the most investigated perovskite multiferroics, bismuth
ferrite (BiFeO 3 ), is a good candidate for technological use because of high ferroelectric and magnetic ordering
temperatures. Pure BiFeO 3 exhibits antiferromagnetic order which results with low net magnetic moment. One way to
disturb antiferromagnetic order is doping of BiFeO 3 with heavy rare earth elements.
We have thoroughly investigated high and low temperature magnetic properties of BiFeO 3 where 10% of Bi atoms
were substituted with Yb and La and results were compared with pure BiFeO 3 . All the samples were prepared using
the hydro-evaporation procedure. Zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization curves indicate
development of the weak ferromagnetism. Magnetic hysteresis loops measured at the low temperature (5 K), room
temperature, and high temperatures, just under and above transition temperature (around 630 K), also suggest
weak ferromagnetic behavior with high coercive field.
Complete magnetic results in full temperature range (2-800K) clearly indicate enhancement of the weak
ferromagnetism after performed substitution with rare earth elements.
The authors acknowledge the financial support of the Croatian Science Foundation under the project UIP-2014-098276 and Ministry of Education and Science of Republic of Serbia (project number III45007).
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A contactless method of detecting ferri/ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is proposed which uses superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry to measure the change in the projection of the in-plane
magnetic moment, Δmz as a material specimen is driven into resonance. The SQUID output voltage is proportional
to the change in flux resulting from a sample's change in magnetisation during resonance about the axis of the
applied field. The Δmz detection method for monitoring magnetisation dynamics has only been observed previously
using the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE)[1]. This new technique would allow for the determination of the
precession cone angle for FM materials which is typically difficult to extract from cavity or stripline based resonance
experiments. It also eliminates the need for electron beam physical vapour deposition of coplanar waveguides
(CPW) typically used in vector network analysis (VNA) FMR and is easily implemented in commercial SQUID
magnetometer systems. Fig.1 shows the design of the resonator consisting of a stainless steel coaxial cable for
connection to the RF source and a 50 Ω matched transmission line terminated with a 50 Ω load resistance,
encased in a thin walled copper ground shield. Great care is taken to ensure that microwaves traversing the
microstrip would not interfere with the flux locked SQUID loop. Tests are performed with a rectangular cuboid of bulk
polycrystalline yttrium iron garnet (YIG). A 1-22 GHz signal generator is used to provide external RF excitation, which
is chopped at ~1 kHz, and a superconducting magnet supplies the bias magnetic field. The applied field is ramped
in regular increments and the resonant frequency Fres is found by varying the excitation frequency until a sharp
increase in the SQUID output voltage is detected using a lock-in amplifier, as shown for a nominal 50 mT field in
Fig.2. Fig.3 compares the SQUID detected resonance with the vector-network-analyser (VNA) obtained Fres as a
function of the applied field over the same range. Excellent agreement is shown for the two FMR detection methods,
demonstrating the applicability of the broadband FMR using SQUID magnetometry, which can be combined (in realtime) with DC and AC magnetisation measurements.

Fig.1. Schematic of SQUID-based FMR
detector

Fig.2. Dependence of the SQUID output
voltage on the applied excitation frequency
at μ0H= 50 mT.

Fig.3. Resonant frequency (GHz) as a function of
applied magnetic field for both SQUID and VNA FMR
detection.

[1] T. Gerrits et al. Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 98, no. 20, 2007.
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Stabilizing the magnetic signal of single adatoms is a crucial step towards their successful usage in widespread
technological applications such as high-density magnetic data storage devices (see e.g. Refs. [1{3]). The quantum
mechanical nature of these objects, however, introduces intrinsic zero-point spin-fluctuations that tend to
destabilize the local magnetic moment of interest by dwindling the magnetic anisotropy potential barrier even at
absolute zero temperature. Here, we identify the origins and quantify the effect of the basic ingredients determining
the magnitude of the fluctuations, namely the (i) local magnetic moment, (ii) spin-orbit coupling and (iii)
electronhole Stoner excitations. Based on a systematic first-principles study of 3d and 4d adatoms [4], we
2

demonstrate that the transverse contribution of the fluctuations 𝜀𝜀 , is comparable in size to the magnetic moment
┴
itself, M, as revealed in Figs. 1a and 1b. Furthermore, we evaluate the impact of the fluctuations on the magnetic
anisotropy energy, which is reduced by a remarkable ≥50% as compared to the static value calculated by standard
density functional theory. Interestingly, we develop a simple diagram (see Fig. 1c) relating the fluctuation
magnitude to the characteristic features of adatoms, providing practical guidelines for designing magnetically stable
spintronic devices with minimal quantum fluctuations.

PACS numbers:
FIG. 1: Calculated local magnetic moment (solid lines) and mean value of the transverse ZPSF (dashed lines) for 3d
2
┴

(a) and 4d (b) adatoms. M (�𝜀𝜀 ) is denoted by black squares (black circles) and red upward triangles (red
downward triangles) for adatoms deposited on Ag(100) and Cu(111), respectively. (c) The background shows a 2D
plot of the spin-uctuation to magnetization ratio as a function of the damping (𝜂𝜂) and the resonance frequency
(ω0) in the LLG model. Circles (black) and squares (red) denote various adatoms deposited on Ag(100) and
Cu(111), respectively, where the parameters η and ω0 have been extracted from a fit to the ab initio spinsusceptibility.

[1]
Cyrus F. Hirjibehedin, Chiung-Yuan Lin, Alexander F. Otte, Markus Ternes, Christopher P. Lutz, Barbara A. Jones, and
Andreas J. Heinrich. Science, 317(5842):1199{1203, August 2007.
[2] T. Balashov, T. Schuh, A. F. Takacs, A. Ernst, S. Ostanin, J. Henk, I. Mertig, P. Bruno, T. Miyamachi, S. Suga, and
W. Wulfhekel. Phys. Rev. Lett., 102:257203, Jun 2009.
[3] A. A. Khajetoorians, S. Lounis, B. Chilian, A. T. Costa, L. Zhou, D. L. Mills, J. Wiebe, and R. Wiesendanger. Phys.
Rev. Lett., 106:037205, Jan 2011.
[4] Julen Iba~nez-Azpiroz, Manuel dos Santos Dias, Stefan Blugel, and Samir Lounis. Submitted for publication.
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The recently synthesized ZnCu 3 (OH) 6 SO 4 (Zn-brochantite) is a new representative of quantum kagome
antiferromagnets (QKA’s), a class of spin-½ systems in which the interplay of low-dimensionality, geometrical
frustration and quantum fluctuations provides a fertile ground for novel states of matter [1]. An especially intriguing
one is a spin liquid, a magnetically disordered and dynamical yet highly quantumentangled spin state, which is
predicted to be the stable ground state of the Heisenberg QKA [2]. Its true nature [1, 3] and especially its behaviour
at higher temperatures, however, remains unclear.
We present complementary local-probe and inelastic neutron scattering measurements on Zn-brochantite which
show that in this QKA representative several different dynamical yet highly correlated spin states exists [4]. We
discover a crossover from a high-temperature quantum-critical regime into a gapless spinliquid state with
decreasing temperature (Fig. 1). An additional unconventional instability of this spin liquid state then leads to a
second, distinct spin-liquid state that is stabilized at the lowest temperatures (Fig. 2). We propose that that such
instabilities are a universal feature of various frustrated quantum magnets [4].
We also present preliminary results of an in-depth muon spin relaxation (μSR) study which shows the presence of a
coupling of impurity spins with intrinsic kagome spins in Zn-brochantite and that the spin fluctuations of the lowesttemperature spin-liquid state possess an unconventional spectral density with an intriguing field dependence.

[1] Y. Li et al., “Gapless quantum spin liquid in the S = 1/2 anisotropic kagome antiferromagnet ZnCu3(OH)6SO4”,
New J. Phys. 16, 093011 (2014).
[2] S. Yan et al., “Spin-Liquid Ground State of the S = 1/2 Kagome Heisenberg Antiferromagnet,” Science 332,
1173 (2011).
[3] M. Fu et al., “Evidence for a gapped spin-liquid ground state in a kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet,” Science
350, 655-658 (2015).
[4] M. Gomilšek et al., “Instabilities of Spin-Liquid States in a Quantum Kagome Antiferromagnet”, Phys. Rev. B 93,
060405(R) (2016).
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Topologically non-trivial spin configuration, a magnetic vortex structure has lots of interest due to its fascinating
static and dynamic characteristics as well as its technical application to spintronic devices [1-3] based on
energetically equivalent quaternary ground states according to the clockwise or counterclockwise in-plane curling
magnetization as well as upward or downward out-of-plane core orientation [4,5]. Generally, it has been believed
that one of those four states is determined randomly and/or stochastically during nucleation process from the
saturation states. Recently, it is found that the magnetic vortex state is determined stochastically in a circular disk
with asymmetric shape during nucleation process with chaotic behavior [6]. Here, we present deterministic chaos in
the nucleation process of magnetic vortex from micromagnetic simulations and its manipulation through the
symmetry breaking.
Four possible states can be reduced two through a breaking of geometrical symmetry by cutting the edge of circular
disk. Although the chaos of determining curling magnetization disappears, the time evolution of <m Z > still shows a
chaotic behavior and thus, the final core orientation is determined chaotically. From observing the detailed
nucleation process, we find the inherent dynamic-symmetry breaking and, by manipulating this through a tiny
external magnetic field, the chaos of core orientation also disappeared. Our works provide not only the
comprehensive understandings on chaos and symmetry breaking in the nanomagnetism but also efficient
manipulation method of quaternary vortex states.
[1] Parkin, S. & Yang, S. H. Nature nanotechnology 10,195-198 (2015).
[2] Fert, A. et al. Nature nanotechnology 8,152-156 (2013).
[3] Uhlir, V. et al. Nature nanotechnology 8,341-346 (2013).
[4] Tretiakov, O. A. & Tchernyshyov, O. Physical Review B 75, 012408 (2007).
[5] Mermin, N. D. Reviews of Modern Physics 51,591-648 (1979).
[6] Im, M. Y. et al., Nature communications 5,5620 (2014).
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The propagation of magnetic domain walls (DWs) by spin transfer torque (STT), first predicted and experimentally
demonstrated in 1980s [1], is the base of many proposed innovative technologies such as the DW racetrack
memory or the DW memristor [2]. The efficiency of this effect, critical to the success of the proposed applications,
is quite low in the simple transition metal ferromagnets that were first studied. This led to research on new
systems with different DW structures or with new spin current generating mechanisms (such as multi-layers with
strong spin orbit coupling materials), often with surprising results [3].
In this regard, the net magnetization was proposed as a tuning factor of the DW velocity, as it is expected to
modify both the DW structure and the STT efficiency [4]. Rare Earth / Transition Metal ferrimagnetic alloys, such
as TbFe, where the net magnetization can be dramatically changed with temperature or composition, are perfect
models to test these hypotheses [4].
We have studied the propagation of DWs under field and current in micrometric tracks of amorphous Tb 0.24 Fe 0.76
(7 nm thick), using magneto-optical Kerr imaging, with controlled temperature. These films, deposited by coevaporation with an accurate composition, are perpendicularly magnetized in a large range of temperature. Under
field, the DWs propagate in the creep regime, with a high sensitivity to temperature. To study the propagation
under field and current while limiting the effects of Joule heating, we have applied a DC magnetic field and pulsed
current (100 µs at 1 kHz). We observed that DWs move in the direction favored by the field, and are faster when
propagating in the opposite sense to the charge current (fig. 1-left), compatible with STT. The effect increases with
increasing applied current, but is highly non-linear, as can be expected in the creep propagation regime. The
velocity versus magnetic field with positive and negative current pulses (see fig.1-right) enable us to compare the
effects of current and field. Taking into account the duration of the pulses (100 µs each 1 ms), we determined the
effect of the current to be equivalent to 8 mT at 60 GA/m2, a large value for a single layer system. When no field is
applied, the DW propagates for current densities greater than 75 GA/m2, although the DW depins stochastically
(i.e. not on every current pulse).
These results show that high efficiency STT driven DW propagation can be obtained in systems with low net
magnetization. We also conclude that ferrimagnetic rare-earth / transition metal alloys, where the magnetization
can be modulated, can serve as a model study system to study the effect of net magnetization and STT.

Figure 1. Left. Superimposed Kerr magneto-optical images showing the propagation of two DWs in a TbFe wire
under current and magnetic field. Right. DW velocity versus applied field, with electric current in the direction of
propagation (blue) or in the opposite direction (red). The dashed lines correspond to a exp(-H–¼) fit as predicted by
the creep dynamic regime.

[1]

L. Berger, J. Appl. Phys. 55, 1954 (1984)

[2] S,S,P. Parkin et al, Science 11, 190 (2008) ; J. Grollier, V. Cros, F. Nguyen Van Dau, Patent WO2010125181A1
(2010).
[3] See for example I.M. Miron et al, Nat. Mat. 9, 230 (2010).
[4] T. Komine et al., J. Appl. Phys. 109, 07D503 (2011); D. Bang & H. Awano, Appl. Phys. Exp. 5, 125201 (2012).
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The highly spin-polarized compensated ferrimagnet, Mn2RuxGa (MRG) [1][2], is successfully integrated into an
MgO-based perpendicular anisotropy magnetic tunnel junctions. The stacks with various Ru concentrations (x ≈ 0.7,
0.8, and 1.0) are grown on MgO (001) substrates by DC magnetron sputtering in a system with a base pressure of
1 x 10-8 mbar. The general structure of the stacks is substrate/MRG(40)/Al(0.6)/MgO(1.5)/CoFeB(1.0)/
Ta(0.3)/CoFeB(0.9)/MgO(0.7)/Ta(3.0)/Ru(4.0), where the thicknesses are indicated in brackets in nanometers.
The stacks are patterned into series of 6 x 6 μm2 and 20 x 20 μm2 magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) using standard
UV lithography and Cr/Au top contact layer. Tunnelling magnetoresistance ratios of up to 40% are measured
between 10 K and 300 K. We investigate the effect of the annealing temperature on the room temperature TMR of
the MTJs (left panel - Fig.1). The annealing treatment induces perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the composite
CoFe top electrode, crystallizes the MgO barrier, and recovers some of the anti-phase boundaries present in the
MRG electrode and because of these effects the TMR improves four times from 1.7 % (in the as-prepared sample)
to 6.7 % (in the one annealed at 325 °C) . The TMR effect changes sign as a function of the applied bias (panel (B)
– Fig. 1). We interpret this as crossing the exchange splitting in the MRG electrode (see upper left picture on panel
(B) – Fig. 1). Furthermore, the low bias TMR exhibits six-fold decrease between 10 K and 300 K. The strong change
is attributed to the temperature evolution of the MRG/barrier interface spin polarization and to resonant tunnelling
[3] through paramagnetic impurities states in the MgO barrier. Temperature and bias dependences of the tunnelling
magnetoresistance effect are investigated in order to clarify the structure of the Mn2RuxGa density of states.
Interestingly, despite exhibiting a vanishing magnetic moment at a compensation temperature of approximately 200
K for x ≈ 0.8, the tunnel magneto resistance ratio is non-zero through the compensation region. This is a direct proof
that the spin-transport is governed by one of the Mn sub-lattices, only. Broad temperature range magnetic field
immunity of up to 0.5T is demonstrated in the same sample. The high spin polarization and perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy exhibited by the composition makes Mn2RuxGa ideal for applications in both non-volatile magnetic
random access memory cells and THz spin-transfer oscillators.

Fig. 1: Panel (A) – Room temperature TMR effect of MTJ with Mn2Ru1Ga electrode. Positive TMR is observed for
applied bias U = 10 mV, and negative TMR for U = -1V. The left picture demonstrates the stack structure. Panel (B) –
TMR (V) curves at 10 K and 300 K for the same sample annealed at 350 °C. The inset represents schematically the
MRG spin-split density of states.

[1] N. Thiyagaraj et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 122402 (2015).
[2] D. Betto et al., Phys. Rev. B 91, 094410 (2015).
[3] E. Tsymbal et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 186602-1 (2003).
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Defining the position of a simulated micromagnetic object whose spatial extension varies in time is a great
challenge. When possible, average values or symmetries of the components of the magnetization distribution can
be used. However, if all symmetries are broken because of some perturbations or due to developing excitations,
they do not provide a robust tool to define a position. Moreover, such an object can be arbitrarily deformed,
stretched, about to split into other objects, or even vanishing. Those situations may cover a broad spectrum of
micromagnetic configurations for the same intrinsic object, and are usually impossible to describe in advance. As a
result, fitting techniques are inapplicable. In this context, we need a robust tool that does not depend on local
details, small continuous deformations, to assess the existence of a micromagnetic object at any time, as well as its
position. The so-called winding number was built by mathematicians for this purpose. It relies on topological
invariance properties of the investigated vector field.
In this work, we use the winding number in the frame of the Bloch point (BP) dynamics, to assert whether there is a
Bloch point core within an arbitrary volume. As it is invariant under continuous vector field deformation by
construction, the winding number is insensitive to perturbations of the BP configuration. To check analytically the
usefulness of the winding number, we have computed its value for an Ansatz vector field. We have also investigated
the influence of noise and arbitrary waves added to that vector field. The numerical result agrees very well with
theory, even when noise and waves are affecting the vector field distribution. The estimation of the winding number
has been implemented in a finite element code (FeeLLGood) that computes micromagnetic configurations within a
cylindrical wire, and is robust.
Bloch point wall dynamics cannot correctly be fully described by Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, because of its
singularity. Indeed, this equation relies on the strong hypothesis that the modulus of magnetization is constant,
while at the core of the BP magnetization goes to zero. Nevertheless, the winding number technique is fully
applicable and very efficient to define position of the BP. Using a dichotomy technique on the embedding volume of
the BP singularity, its position is estimated to an arbitrary precision. Fig 1 plot is the position z of the BP singularity
and winding number N versus time. The exit of the BP is clearly evidenced. The nanowire is 1 micron long, from -500
nm to +500 nm, diameter 70 nm, the applied field is 3 mT, andα= 0.02.
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The BiFeO3 (BFO) compound is one of the most studied multiferroic material, either in bulk, nanoparticles or in thin
films [1]. At bulk, a BFO magnetic structure suggested a g-type antiferromagnetism with a cycloid spin structure with
a period of approximately 62 nm along (110) direction [2]. In thin films, the residual strain arising from the
interface film/substrate may alter their structural and physical properties, inducing changes in the spin cycloid
structure [3]. In the present study we have investigated the induced magnetic anisotropy in BFO thin films grown
over (100) Si substrates by two different techniques, Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) and Radio Frequency (RF)
Magnetron Sputtering. The PLD sample, 160 nm thick, was annealed after deposition, at 873K for 1 hour, in a
conventional furnace. High resolution X-Ray diffraction was performed at the LNLS Synchrotron facility in Campinas,
Brazil, and revealed a polycristalline BFO single phase with a preferential orientation along the (024) plane, almost
parallel to the sample surface, with an isotropic crystalline and strain distribution for each in plane performed
measurements. Magnetic characterization with conventional extraction magnetometry showed a ferromagnetic
behavior at room temperature and a clear induced magnetic anisotropy resulting from the structural texture. The RF
Sputtering film, 160 nm thick, was deposited in a heated substrate (at 873 K) and after deposited the sample was
annealed in situ at 973 K for 1.5 hours. Graze incident conventional X-Ray and Rietveld analysis reveal a
polycrystalline BFO single phase with mean particle size around 16 nm, with residual in plane microstrain (Fig. 1a).
Magnetic characterization measured along the perpendicular and parallel directions show an anisotropic
ferromagnetic behavior (Fig. 1b). This ferromagnetic anisotropy is related to the in plane structural texture.

Figure 1: a) Grazing incidence X-Ray diffraction for 160 nm BFO sputtered thin film deposited at 873 K substrate
and annealed at 973 K. b) Magnetization measurements in plane and out of plane measured at 300 K.
[1] R. Ramesh and N. Spaldin, Nature Materials 6, 21 - 29 (2007).
[2] I. Sosnowska, Journal of Physics C: Solid State Physics, Volume 15, Number 23, 4835 (1982).
[3] I. C. Noyan, J. B. Cohen, Residual stress measurement by diffraction and interpretation, Springer, New York,
1987.
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Using the Stöber method, silica spheres were obtained and arranged in an fcc lattice. Metallic Fe and Ni, were
introduced in opal voids by means of the reduction of precursor salts with different reducing agents. . Magnetization
curves of the as synthesized metallic nanoparticles and of the artificial opals with infiltrated nanoparticles were
measured by using the vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) technique with an applied magnetic field oriented
along the [111] direction. In order to interpret the hysteresis cycles of magnetization, the homogenization theory
developed in [1] to model the system of fcc arranged SiO 2 spheres with embedded metallic nanoparticles together
with an effective media model, namely Maxwell-Garnett formula, which describes the interstitial region of the opal,
consisting in a mixture of air and ferromagnetic material have been applied. Such homogenization theory provides
explicit formulas for all the components of the permittivity and permeability tensors of a magnetodielectric photonic
crystal in terms of the parameters of the inclusions and the host material in the quasistatic limit. On the basis of
these theoretical models, we have elaborated a computing program to calculate the effective permittivity and
permeability of the SiO 2 opals with nanoinclusions of different shape. Using the effective permeability, depending
on the applied magnetic field, curves of magnetization vs magnetic field are straightforwardly calculated. The theory
reproduces the general features of measured magnetization curves. Moreover the Landau-Liftschitz-Gilbert [2]
equation was solved, in order to reproduce the experimental results, using Ewald summations [3] to take into
account the dipolar interaction between the spatially arranged magnetic nanoparticles. In particular, the strong
dependence of hysteresis loops on the filling fraction, which was experimentally observed, is numerically confirmed
by using an appropriate magnetic-field dependent permeability for each of the metallic nanoparticles.
This work was partially supported by VIEP-BUAP.
[1] V. Cerdán-Ramírez et al., J. Appl. Phys. 106, 103520 (2009).
[2] L. Landau, E. Liftschitz, Phys. Z. Sowjetunion 8, 153 (1953).
[3] P. P. Ewald, Ann. d. Phys. 369, 253 (1921).
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The interfacial exchange coupling between a ferromagnetic (FM) and a multiferroic BiFeO3 (BFO) layer is
investigated. FM/BFO bilayers with different both FM anisotropy and BFO structure have been used, in order to
explore the influence of the intrinsic anisotropy of the FM layer and the magnetic configuration of the BFO film. BFO
and 5%-Mn doped BFO (BFO-Mn) thin films were grown by pulsed laser deposition onto (001)-oriented SrRuO3
(SRO) and SrTiO3 (STO) surfaces [1]. Co, Fe, Ni, and CoFeB FM thin films were sputtered in a separate chamber at
300K in a magnetic field of 20 mT, after short plasma cleaning.
The samples were capped by 10 nm of Au layer for ex-situ characterization. The BFO films are fully strained epitaxial
heterostructures [2] and display an antiferromagnetic (AFM) behavior at room temperature, as derived by the nonnegligible exchange bias values found for any FM/BFO bilayer. High resolution vectorial magneto-optic Kerr effect
(v-MOKE) measurements have been performed at room temperature by using a v-MOKE setup with simultaneous
and quantitative determination of the two in-plane magnetization components [3,4,5]. The angular dependence of
the hysteresis phenomena, remanence, coercivity, exchange bias, and magnetization reversal processes, as well as
the accurate determination of the characteristic magnetization directions and magnetic anisotropies is discussed.
The data show that the magnetic properties and their angular dependence are strongly affected by the intrinsic
anisotropy of the FM layer and the structure of the BFO layer. The largest exchange bias effects are found for the
CoFeB films exchange-coupled with BFO films grown onto metallic SRO surfaces. Numerical simulations based on a
modified Stoner-Wohlfarth model confirm that the competition between the unidirectional anisotropy, due to the
interfacial coupling, and the anisotropy of the FM layer is the key parameter to understand the experimental
observations (Figure 1).
[1] J. Allibe, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 95, 182503 (2009).
[2] H. Béa, et al., Philos. Mag. Lett. 87, 165 (2007).
[3] E. Jiménez, et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 85, 053904 (2014).
[4] P. Perna, et al., Phys. Rev. B 86, 024421 (2012); P. Perna, F. Ajejas, et al., Phys. Rev. B 92, 220422(R)
(2015).
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The spin-transfer torque (STT) underpins the operation of what is probably one of the most promising candidates for
scalable, non-volatile memory technologies, the STT-MRAM. In these data storage units, the switching in each
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) cell is driven by spin- polarised currents as opposed to stray magnetic fields in
conventional MRAM cells. Accurate quantitative material-specific predictions of the switching currents in MTJs are
hence key to the development of STT-MRAM.
We consider the most widely-studied and technologically relevant MTJ, the Fe|MgO|Fe stack, and explore some
technically different formulations for the STT within an ab initio finite-bias transport method. This is based on the
density-functional theory and the non-equilibrium Green's function approach (DFT+NEGF) as implemented in the
Smeagol1 code. We have investigated two of the most widely used steady-state formulations of STT: 1) the one
based on the exchange field generated by the current-carrying electrons2 and 2) the non-local variant based on the
spin-current divergence3,4. The main computational bottleneck in this type of calculations is typically the selfconsistency under current-carrying conditions. Our aim is to compare the numerical efficiency and accuracy of the
two STT methods and analyse their sensitivity to details in the electronic structure. We then establish a feasible
approximate computational scheme to be used in massive automated (high-throughput) material optimisation
algorithms for STT-MRAM.
[1]A. R. Rocha, V. M. Garcia-Suarez, S. Bailey, C. Lambert, J. Ferrer, and S. Sanvito, Phys. Rev. B 73,
085414 (2002).
[2] P. M. Haney, D. Waldron, R. A. Duine, A. S. Nunez, H. Guo, and A. H. MacDonald, Phys. Rev. B 76,
024404 (2007); C. Heiliger and M.D. Stiles, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 186805 (2008) .
[3] A. Kalitsov, M. Chshiev, I. Theodonis, N. Kioussis, and W. H. Butler, Phys. Rev. B 79, 174416 (2009).
[4] Y. Xie, I. Rungger, K. Munira, M. Stamenova, S. Sanvito, A. W. Ghosh, Spin Transfer Torque: A
Multiscale Picture, 'Nanomagnetic and Spintronic Devices for Energy-E

cient Memory and Computing'
(2016).
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We focus on two different low dimensional magnetic spin systems, namely single-domain magnetic nanoparticles
and magnetic thin films, exhibiting respectively long and short range interactions, and study the influence of these
interactions on relaxation and thermal activation.
The first system is an assembly of spherical, identical, magnetic, single-domain nanoparticles immersed in a solvent
at constant temperature. Interest for that type of systems can be found in biomedical applications such as cancer
treatment via hyperthermia. The particles carry a magnetic moment of constant amplitude and interact with each
other via long-range dipolar interactions. The dynamics of the moments is governed by two mechanisms: the Brown
dynamics and the Néel dynamics. For a given particle, the Brown dynamics corresponds to the case when the
magnetic moment is pinned inside the particle by a strong anisotropy. The relaxation of the moment then results in
a physical rotation of the particle [1]. In the case of Néel dynamics, the magnetic moment can rotate inside the
particle with respect to the anisotropy axis. Using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [2], we show that Brown’s
theory for the rotational relaxation of an independent magnetic moment under the sole effect of the environment
holds very well at different temperatures but eventually breaks down if the medium’s viscosity becomes too low. By
adding long-range dipolar interactions and studying the relaxation of characteristic equilibrium structures of the
assembly, we show that they influence the relaxation in different ways depending on the particles’ arrangements
and are responsible for the emergence of new characteristic times.
The second system is a magnetic monolayer of N spins ordered into a 1 or 2-dimensional lattice. Atomic spins
interact via ferromagnetic exchange between nearest neighbours. Moreover, the symmetry being reduced at the
interface is responsible for the emergence of a short-range antisymmetric exchange term in the interaction, known
as the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI), which favours non-uniform magnetic structures such as skyrmions
and helicoidal phases. In thin films with no DMI, the electrostatic energy keeps the magnetization in-plane, leading
to the nucleation of Bloch-type domain walls. When DMI is included, the walls turn into Néel walls [3].
In both cases, the nucleation of a domain wall is a stochastic process that requires the system to overcome an
energy barrier to transition from a stable ferromagnetic state to a metastable state corresponding to the domain wall
configuration. The probability of transition can be accessed using Langer’s theory [4], which provides a
multidimensional version of Kramer’s frequency escape rate theory generalized to the intermediate-to-high damping
(IHD) limit. The escape rate can be deduced from the knowledge of the energy landscape of the assembly of atomic
spins, which we compute via geodesic nudged elastic bands (GNEB) simulations [5] in parallel with energy
minimization algorithms.
[1] A. Hucht, S. Buschmann, and P. Entel. Molecular dynamics simulations of the dipolar-induced formation of
magnetic nanochains and nanorings. EPL (Europhysics Letters), 77(5), February 2007.
[2] G. Klughertz. Ultrafast magnetization dynamics in magnetic nanoparticles. PhD thesis, Ecole doctorale de
physique et chimie-physique de Strasbourg, Institut de physique et chimie des mat´eriaux de Strasbourg, 2016.
[3] A. Thiaville, S. Rohart, E. Ju´e, V. Cross, and A. Fert. Dynamics of dzyaloshinskii domain walls in ultrathin
magnetic films. EPL (Europhysics Letters), 100(5), December 2012.
[4] W. T. Coffey, D. A. Garanin, and D. J. Mc Carthy. Crossover formulas in the kramers theory of thermally
activated escape rates - applications to spin systems. Advances in Chemical Physics, 117, 2007.
[5] P. F. Bessarab, V. M. Uzdin, and H. Jonsson. Method for finding mechanism and activation energy of magnetic

transitions, applied to skyrmions and antivortex annihilation. Computer Physics Communications, 196:335–
347, November 2015.
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Super-harmonic injection locking (SHIL) of a single nano-contact spin torque vortex oscillator (STVO) subject to a
small microwave current has been explored. Frequency locking was observed up to the fourth harmonic of the STVO
fundamental frequency f0 in microwave magneto-electronic measurements. The large tunability of the STVO
frequency f0 allowed the device to be locked to multiple sub-harmonics of a particular value of fRF, or to the same
sub-harmonic over a wide range of fRF, by tuning the DC current, as shown in Figure 1. In general, analysis of the
locking range, linewidth, and amplitude confirmed that the locking efficiency decreased as the harmonic number
increased, as expected for harmonic synchronization of a non-linear oscillator. Time-resolved scanning Kerr
microscopy (TRSKM) revealed significant differences in the spatial character of the magnetisation dynamics of
states locked to the fundamental and harmonic frequencies, confirming significant differences in the core
trajectories within the same device. Super-harmonic injection locking of a NC-STVO may open up possibilities for
devices such as nanoscale frequency dividers, while differences in the core trajectory may allow mutual
synchronisation to be achieved in multi-oscillator networks by tuning the spatial character of the dynamics within
shared magnetic layers.

Figure 1. (a) The STVO frequency as a function of DC current and the calculated (i.e. n×f 0 ) higher harmonics (2f 0 ,
3f 0 , 4f 0 ) are shown (blue curves), overlaid with the frequencies of the RF current (grey curves). (b) SHIL of the STVO
up to f RF = 4f 0 is observed when the frequency of an injected RF current coincides with one of the harmonics of the
STVO.
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New calculations are presented of the Gilbert damping parameter α in bulk ferromagnetic transition metals which
arises from spin-orbit coupling (SOC). We follow previous work [1,2] by using the Kambersky formula [3] in which
the effect of impurity and phonon scattering is simulated by a Lorentzian broadening Γ of the one-electron states.
However it has recently been shown [4] that the Kambersky formula is only valid to second order in the spin-orbit
parameter ξ so that the one-electron states in the formula must be calculated in the absence of SOC. Failure to
apply this restriction, as in most existing calculations [1], [2], results in α diverging in the limit of a pure metal at
T=0 where Γ → 0. The striking difference at low Γ between calculations of α with and without SOC in the band
structure is shown for Fe and fcc Co in [2]. Qualitative comparison between calculations of this type and the
observed temperature dependence of α [5] may be made with the reasonable assumption that Γ increases with T
owing to phonon scattering. The observed rapid increase of α as T decreases below 100K in Ni and hcp Co is often
quoted [3,1] in support of calculations using the Kambersky formula with SOC included in the band structure.
However the observed temperature independence of α in Fe is in agreement with the calculation with SOC not
included [2], and furthermore experimental measurement shows that α saturates for all materials as T → 0 [5].
Thus there is both experimental evidence and sound theoretical reasoning that SOC should not be included in the
band structure as has been done previously.
The new results reported here correctly exclude SOC in the band structure and use special techniques to calculate α
down to the very low values of Γ appropriate to a pure metal at low temperature. It is found that in Ni α increases as
Γ decreases to low values which is consistent with the observed temperature dependence. As pointed out in [4] the
standard Kambersky formula fails for a system without spatial inversion symmetry such as hcp Co. A modified
formula will be presented together with results of calculations for hcp Co.
[1] K. Gilmore, Y.U. Idzerda and M.D. Stiles, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99 027204 (2007)
[2] E. Barati, M. Cinal, D. M. Edwards and A. Umerski, Phys. Rev. B 90 014420 (2014)
[3] V. Kambersky, Czech. J. Phys B 26 1366 (1976)
[4] D. M. Edwards, J. Phys. Condens. Matter 28 086004 (2016)
[5] S. M. Bhagat and P. Lubitz, Phys. Rev. B 10 179 (1974)
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Coercive properties of magnetic materials are widely considered to be of great importance. Particularly magnetic
sensor applications often rely on thin films, where the understanding of coercive and hysteretic properties is crucial.

According to the random anisotropy model, the coercive field strongly depends on the nanocrystalline grain size D.
We investigate the hard-axis coercive fields of rectangular and elliptic nanocrystalline soft magnetic thin films as a
function of D using finite elements simulations. To this end we developed an algorithm to create micromagnetic
models featuring nanocrystalline grains with randomly distributed crystalline anisotropy directions (Fig. 1). The
grains are created according to a grain size distribution that can be arbitrarily controlled. This enables us to closely
mimic the grain size distribution occuring in materials used for magnetic sensing applications (Fig. 2).
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The magnetic properties of rare-earth materials were the subject of intensive studies in the sixties years. With the
success of modern crystal growth techniques to produce rare-earth multilayers, the interest in this subject is
currently undergoing a fast resurgence, with exciting new perspectives for the future [1]. On the other hand,
magnetic ordering in the heavy rare-earth lanthanides is mediated by the RKKY interaction in which the polarization
of conduction electron yields an indirect exchange between localized 4f moments on neighboring lattice sites. The
interplay between this long-range interaction and anisotropic and magneto-crystalline effects results in complex
magnetic ordering and the possibility of a variety of magnetic structures. One of the most recent purposes is the use
of these materials in solid-state rare-earth-ion-doped systems, which justifies their status as very strong candidate
to energy storage in a long-lived quantum memory system [2]. The present work intends to contribute to the study
of the magnetic phases of rare-earth thin films, aiming further applications. In this work we investigate theoretically
a c-axis holmium thin film, consisting of a stacking of atomic layers with equivalent spins, infinitely extended in the
x-y directions. To study the magnetic phases as functions of the applied magnetic field, we use a self-consistent
local field model which incorporates the surface modifications in the exchange field and the thermal average values
(<J n > ; n=1…N ) and the orientation of the spins in each layer (< φ
n > ; n=1…N ). Our main purpose is to study the
magnetic phases of very thin Ho films in the temperature interval between 20 K and 132 K. Specifically, we
investigate the influence of the surface and thickness of a thin film, associated with the existing competition
between the energies of exchange and magneto-crystalline anisotropy, when in the presence of an external
magnetic field and temperature [3]. The present study shows the strong influence that the surface and thickness of
a thin film associated with the existing competition between the energies of exchange and magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, exerts on the magnetic order of these systems, when in the presence of an external magnetic field and
temperature. The slab size, surface effects and magnetic field due to spin ordering impact significantly the magnetic
phase diagram.

Fig.1 (a) Phase diagram of Ho films with 24
monolayers.

[1] B. Hjörvarsson, R. Pentcheva, Springer Tracts
in Modern Physics 227 (2007).
[2] N. Timoney, I. Usmani, P. Jobez, M. Afzelius, N.
Gisin, Phys. Rev. A 88 (2013) 022324.
[3] L.J. Rodrigues, V.D. Mello, D.H.A.L. Anselmo,
M.S. Vasconcelos, J. Mag. Mag. Mater. 377
(2015) 24.
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High-performance hard magnetic materials are now of widespread use, with a world market dominated by rare-earth
(RE) magnets. RE elements, particularly heavy REs are critical materials, mainly due to limited global deposits, low
sustainability and expensive extraction and processing. As such there is currently a considerable effort to develop
new high-performance RE free hard magnetic materials[1].
Hadjipanayis et al.[2] reported a high coercivity value of 6.5k Oe of Alnico V thin films sputtered on silicon
substrates. This was attributed to a high magnetocrystalline anisotropy of a new FexCoySiz body centred tetragonal
(BCT) phase, originating from a distortion caused by Si diffusion. While a Curie temperature (T C ) value of ~305ºC
and structural data of this novel BCT phase were reported, there is currently no prediction for its stoichiometry, nor
total magnetic moment.
We here report on a Density Functional Theory (DFT) study on this high coercivity BCT phase, discussing the effect of
Si concentration by taking into account the experimental lattice parameters. TC values (Fig 1a) were estimated via a
mean-field approximation using exchange parameters obtained by the Liechtenstein method [3], and the use of the
Coherent Potential Approximation, as implemented in the SPR-KKR package [4]. Additionally, the magnetic
saturation values and magnetocrystalline anisotropy (Fig 1b) along the range of concentrations are predicted. We
further contrast the assumed Si diffusion mechanism, with a scenario of distortion due to epitaxial growth on a Si
100 surface.

Fig.1.a- The Tc as function of composition, with the area that agrees with the experimental value delimited by black
lines. Fig.1.b- Composition dependency of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
[1]- Jones N., Nature 472 22 (2011)
[2]-O. Akdogan and G. C. Hadjipanayis “Alnico thin films with high coercivities up to 6.9 kOe” J. Phys.: Conf. Ser
200 072001 (2010)
[3]-A I Liechtenstein et al, J. Phys. F: Met. Phys. 14 L125 ( 1984)
[4]-The Munich SPR-KKR package, version 6.3, H. Ebert et al, http://ebert.cup.unimuenchen.de/SPRKKR
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A common approach for predicting the magnetic properties of materials is to consider an Ising or Heisenberg-like
model, solved via a Monte-Carlo method, typically by the Metropolis algorithm. The required magnetic required
exchange parameters (J) values can be readily obtained via Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods. While the
Metropolis algorithm is the go-to method in this kind of studies, mainly due to its ease of implementation and
flexibility, there are considerable drawbacks to its generalized use to determine applied magnetic field (H) and
temperature (T) dependent properties. In terms of computational requirements, independent converged calculations
are required for each T and H values, which can become overwhelming for detailed studies, particularly near phase
transitions. Additionally, magnetovolume coupling effects, which are an important performance parameter of
magnetocaloric materials, are difficult to consider, even for a simplified Domb model approach [1].
We here present an overview of the recently proposed Random Path Method (RPS) [2]. This method allows an
unbiased statistical sampling of spin configurations, energy and degeneracy values of Ising and Heisenberg-like
systems, leading to an approximation of the partition function coefficients. As such, the partition function obtained
is generalized in terms of system parameters, such as exchange constants, external field, temperature, volume, or
other homogeneous contributions to the energy. We show a generalization of the RPS methodology to threedimensional Ising and discretized Heisenberg-like vector models. As seen in Figure 1, the Tc values obtained for
lattice sizes up to 500 spins are in agreement with high temperature expansion estimates. We also explore the
effects of magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) and compare magnetovolume coupling with the mean-field BeanRodbell model. The methodology here discussed could prove to be useful in the context of computational magnetic
materials design, wherein the high-cost and labour associated with the exhaustive experimental search for new
materials is complemented with ab-initio and thermodynamic modelling.

[1] Computer Simulation of Liquids, M. P. Allen and D. J. Tildesey, Oxford University Press
[2] J. S. Amaral et al“Thermodynamics of the 2-D Ising Model From a Random Path Sampling Method”, IEEE
Transactions on Magnetics, 50 11
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Ni-Mn based Heusler alloys with metamagnetic martensitic transformation are among the most studied materials for
future magnetocaloric applications thanks to the high adiabatic temperature changes related to their inverse
magnetocaloric effect [1]. These materials are rare earth free, easy-to-prepare and offer large tailoring possibilities.
Remarkably, thanks to the strong discontinuities of the physical properties at the martensitic transformation
(magnetization, volume), caloric effects can be obtained not only by applying magnetic fields but also by stress and
pressure, enabling multicaloric applications [2,3].
Although very high values of adiabatic temperature change have been reported [1], metamagnetic Heuslers show
poor reversibility due to hysteresis and spreading of the transition; possible exploitation of minor loops [4] or
artificial phase nucleation sites [5] have been proposed, yet it is still necessary to improve the understanding of
hysteretic phenomena.
In this contribution we will review our findings on the magnetocaloric properties of Ni-Co-Mn-Ga-In alloys [6].
Starting from a thorough measurement analysis on an array of samples with different compositions, comprising
magnetic, calorimetric, and structural techniques, we will discuss the magnetocaloric characterization both from
direct and indirect methods: we will report on the role of hysteresis and transition width on the reversibility and
operational properties. The experimental results will be discussed in the frame of a mathematical model of the
transformation, built on geometrical considerations on the entropy-temperature diagram [7]. The correlations
between entropy and temperature changes with the optimum transformation width will be discussed.
[1] J. Liu et al., Nature Mat. 11, 620-626 (2011)
[2] X. Moya et al., Nature Mat. 12, 52-58 (2013)
[3] L. Manosa et al., Nature Mat. 9, 478-481 (2010)
[4] T. Gottschall, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 021901 (2015)
[5] R. Niemann et al., Proceedings of the VI Thermag Conference p. 49-50 (2014)
[6] S. Fabbrici et al., Entropy 16, 2204-2222 (2014)
[7] F. Cugini et al., in preparation
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Study of domain wall (DW) dynamics in perpendicular anisotropy ferromagnetic materials is of interest due to its
potential for applications in memory, logic and sensing devices. The presence of the interfacial DzyaloshinskiiMoriya interaction (DMI) due to the presence of a heavy metal layer underneath the ferromagnetic layer, tends to
stabilize a Neel type of domain wall [1]. This influences the dynamics of the domain wall. A method to measure DMI
has been demonstrated in [2] and [3]. This method involves nucleating a bubble domain and then allowing the
domain to expand under the application of an out-of-plane (OOP) and an in-plane (IP) biased field. If DMI is present
in the system, the bubble DW expands asymmetrically along the axis of the applied IP field. DMI of the system is
estimated by calculating velocity of the DW along the axis of the in-plane field for different in-plane fields. This
method is based on the consideration that the type of wall in the axis of the applied IP field is purely Neel. While it
is not straightforward to probe the type of wall in experiments, we use simulations using micromagnetic code
Mumax3 to study the type of wall during the evolution of a bubble DW in a simple perpendicularly magnetized
system with DMI in the absence of any disorder. Our results show that DWs are not entirely Neel. Each DW
conserves 4 Neel points at each time instant during its evolution, each Neel point following a trajectory dependent
on value of the DMI in the system.

Figure: (a) Evolution of the bubble DW under the application of an OOP magnetic field of -33 mT (negative sign
indicates into the plane). Each circular line in color represents DW position at a particular time instant during its
expansion. Red and green solids dots represent Neel points in the DW with in-plane magnetization pointing radially
outward and inward respectively, (b) Evolution of Neel points of the DWs for two different DMIs: 0.5 mJ/m2 (solid
dots) and 1.0 mJ/m2 (plus sign). Red and green colors represent Neel points in the DW with in- plane magnetization
pointing radially outward and inward respectively. Dots or plus sign of same brightness represent same time instant.
[1] A. Thiaville et al., Europhys. Lett. 100, 57002 (2012)
[2] S.-G. Je et al., Phys. Rev. B 88, 214401 (2013).
[3] A. Hrabec et al., Phys. Rev. B 90, 020402(R) (2014).
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Modifications of magnetic properties of Co layers triggered by different types of buffer and cover layers have been
investigated and reported in refs. [1, 2]. Those studies revealed a substantial impact of submonoatomic Mo layer
coverage which forced the magnetization reorientation of a Co layer from perpendicular to in-plane alignment. In a
system composed of two Co layers, the presence of interlayer coupling causes more complicated magnetization
arrangement.
The present studies were performed on wedge-type structures grown by molecular beam epitaxy on sapphire
substrates in the following configurations (see Figure A): (i) Mo buffer (sample I) or Au buffer (sample II) 20 nm
thick; (ii) Co wedge along “x” axis; (iii) wedge spacer Au (sample I) or Mo (sample II) along “y” axis; (iv) Co wedge
along “x” axis; (v) Mo (sample I) or Au (sample II) 5 nm thick overlayer; (vi) Au 5 nm thick (sample I). The thickness
range of all wedges (Co, Au, Mo) was from 0 to 3 nm. The spatial distribution of magnetic properties was studied by
polar Kerr-effect-based magnetometry (P-MOKE) and microscopy sensitive to out-of-plane magnetization
component.
Figure B shows a local variation of magnetization arrangement (deduced from hysteresis loops and defined by
marks) observed in the sample I schematically shown in Figure A. For low Co layer thickness magnetization reorients
from in-plane to perpendicular direction in both Co layers with increasing spacer thickness. Further increase of the
spacer thickness still forces perpendicular magnetization of both Co layers, however with varying coupling type:
parallel-antiparallel-parallel. Simultaneous perpendicular and in-plane magnetization of the component magnetic
layers was found for higher Co films thickness. Observed complicated diagram of magnetization arrangement is
compared with that of the “inversed” structure (sample II), i.e. Mo/Au/Co(wedge)/Mo(wedge)/Co(wedge)/Au.
Figure: (A) Schematic view of the
wedge-type sample. (B) The remnant
image of magnetization (10×10 mm2)
obtained by P-MOKE technique showing
its spatial distribution in the sample
Mo/Co/Au/Co/Mo/Au. A grey level of
image corresponds to the perpendicular
component of magnetization. The
configurations of wedges thicknesses
are shown schematically.
This work was supported by the National
Science Centre in Poland under the
project no. 2014/13/B/ST5/01834.
[1] A.Maziewski et al., physica status solidi (a) 211, 1005 (2014).
[2] A.Wawro et al., Phys. Rev. B 83, 092405 (2011).
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Spintronics and magnonic device architectures promise signal processing at clock rates higher than 5 GHz with onchip magnon propagation, elimination of Ohmic dissipation using magnetic insulators, contactless wiring with RF
antennas, energy-efficient and nonvolatile data processing using remanent state switching and spin injection
methods such as spin torque transfer. Fabrication of such integrated spintronic, magnonic, or magnetooptical
devices requires growth of magnetic insulators such as yttrium iron garnet (YIG, Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 ), cerium-doped yttrium
iron garnet (Ce:YIG, Ce x Y 3-x Fe 5 O 12 ) or thulium iron garnet (TmIG, Tm 3 Fe 5 O 12 ) with high structural and magnetic
quality. In this presentation, we describe how we have established pulsed laser deposition processes for growing
these high quality magnetic insulators ranging from thicknesses (7-700nm). Following process conditions, a few
device demonstrations are going to be presented. Finally, essential process conditions that affect spintronic and
magnonic device architectures are going to be presented.
[1] M. C. Onbasli et al., APL Materials 2, 106102 (2014). doi: 10.1063/1.4896936
[2] M. C. Onbasli, Scientific Reports 6:23640 (2016). doi: 10.1038/srep23640
[3] M. Montazeri et al., Nature Communications 6, 8958 (2015).
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The study of materials in transmitted light by such magneto-optical methods as magnetic linear and circular
dichroism (MLD and MCD, respectively) is more informative than Faraday and Kerr effects, as MCD and MLD are
observed only on absorption bands.
MCD and MLD spectra were investigated for the La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 (LSMO),
Pr 0.6 Sr 0.4 MnO 3 , and Pr 0.8 Sr 0.2 MnO 3 (PSMO) polycrystalline films (20150 nm in thickness) within the 1-4 eV range in an external magnetic
field H equal to 3 kOe and at the temperature T from 90 to 300 K.
Single-crystal zirconium oxide stabilized by yttrium (YSZ) was used for
the substrates.

Fig. 1. MCD spectra for LSMO and
PSMO films at T = 100 K and H = 3
kOe. For a qualitative comparison of
the spectral shapes, the MCD value is
given in arbitrary units.

The MCD spectra for LSMO and PSMO films are characterized by a
larger number of resonance features in comparison with the absorption
spectra for the same samples. The MCD spectra shape of the studied
samples does not depend on their thickness and is characterized by two
main features of the same sign: a strong broad band in the region of 3.2
- 3.4 eV and significantly weaker asymmetric broad band in the region
of 1.7-2 eV. Besides, the relatively weak band of the opposite sign
appears in the MCD spectra of the Pr 0.6 Sr 0.4 MnO 3 and La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3
films near 2.3-2.4 eV with decreasing temperature (Fig. 1).

The MLD spectra of the LSMO and PSMO films differ noticeably from
the MCD spectra of the respective samples, and the value of the MLD
effect is significantly lower comparing to the MCD value (for example,
see Fig. 2). The MLD spectra shape does not depend also on the films
thickness. However, the correlation between magneto-optical
peculiarities and conductivity type of samples was traced.
Experimental MCD and MLD spectra were decomposed to several
Gaussian and Lorentz contours, and their intensity temperature
dependences were analyzed. Basing on the characteristic dependence
of the magneto-optical bands intensity on temperature, Sr
concentration, and conductivity type of the samples, electron transitions
responsible for the MCD and MLD spectra of LSMO and PSMO films
formation were identified.

Fig. 2. MCD and MLD spectra for LSMO film at T =
90 K and H = 3 kOe.

The obtained results are an important step towards the understanding of electronic states in substituted manganites
and the search of new functional materials on their basis.
The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, Grants Nos. 14-02-01211 and 16-3200209.
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Recently, magnetic vortices have started to attract attention in the data-storage industry, due to the potential for
data to be encoded using both the polarity and chirality of vortices. It is perceived that this could give rise to a
multi-bit platform for data storage [3]. It has been shown that the position of a magnetic vortex can be switched
between defects in a permalloy disc using external magnetic fields [1].
Using micromagnetic modelling we explore the mechanisms by which vortices can be unpinned from one antidot in
a nanoscale Permalloy disc, and pinned to another. Specifically, we use both Object Orientated Micro Magnetic
Framework (OOMMF) [2], and mumax3 [4] to study a Permalloy disc with a diameter of 50 nm and a thickness of
20 nm. Several antidots, each with a diameter of 8 nm, were inserted within the disc in order to serve as artificial
pinning sites.
In the first stage of the micromagnetic calculations, we relaxed the magnetization of the system so as to obtain the
ground magnetic state. Both vortex and single-domain states were found to be stable without a bias magnetic field.
In the second stage, the vortex ground state of the disc was excited by isolated global magnetic field pulses. At
sufficient amplitude the field pulses result in the unpinning, gyration and subsequent re-pinning of the magnetic
vortex core to another antidot. Through careful adjustment of the field pulse direction and amplitude, a direct
switching of core position between neighbouring antidots was achieved. Crucially, the vortex core always
experiences the pinning potential of one or two antidots during gyration, constraining it to the ring of antidots (fig:1).
Our results demonstrate the possibility of accurately controlling the spatial position of a magnetic vortex within a
nano-scale permalloy disc. This is an important step towards the development of a dynamic data storage platform
that uses magnetic vortices to store information.

Figure 1: Simulation results showing the switching of vortex core position from one antidot to the adjacent antidot
anti-clockwise; colour indicates the in plane component of magnetisation while the brightness shows the out of
plane component of magnetisation. Frames are 50ps apart.
[1] R. L. Compton and P. A. Crowell. Dynamics of a pinned magnetic vortex. Phys. Rev. Lett., 97:137202, Sep
2006.
[2] M. J. Donahue and D. G. Porter. OOMMF User's Guide, Version 1.0: Interagency Report NISTIR 6376. National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, Sept 1999.
[3] M. Uhlir, V.and Urbanek, L. Hladik, J. Spousta, M.-Y. Im, P. Fischer, N. Eibagi, J. J. Kan, E. E. Fullerton, and T.
Sikola. Dynamic switching of the spin circulation in tapered magnetic nanodisks. Nat Nano, 8:341,346, 05 2013.
[4] A. Vansteenkiste, J. Leliaert, M. Dvornik, M. Helsen, F. Garcia-Sanchez, and B an Waeyen- berge. The design and
verication of mumax3. AIP Advances, 4(10), 2014.
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L10 chemically ordered FePt is the most promising material for next generation heat assisted magnetic recording
(HAMR) due to its large magneto-crystalline anisotropy[1]. In order to be utilized for HAMR applications, FePt
medium parameters, such as saturation magnetization, anisotropy field, Gilbert damping parameter, and the Curie
temperature should fulfill specific requirements. In particular, the damping parameter plays a key role for the
writability of HAMR media as recently discussed by Suess et al.[2]. In this regard, it is well known that addition of
rare earth elements can drastically increase the damping parameter [3].
In this work, we have investigated the effect of Tb ion implantation on the magnetic and structural properties of L1 0
FePt thin films. Fe 55 Pt 45 (10 nm) thin films were prepared by dc magnetron sputtering at room temperature on
SiO 2 (100 nm)/Si(100) substrates[1]. The L1 0 phase was obtained by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at 800°C for
30 s in N 2 atmosphere. The implantation was performed using an ion energy of 10 keV. Structural properties were
investigated before and after implantation by X-ray diffractometry (XRD). As prepared FePt films reveal pronounced
(001) and (002) reflection peaks (Fig. 1a), which confirms the formation of the L1 0 phase with strong (001)texture. The latter is required for strong perpendicular mag-netic anisotropy (PMA). Tb implantation, corresponding
to 5 at.% of Tb, leads to a substantial reduction of the peak intensities (Fig. 1b), which is associated to the
distortion of the L1 0 crystal structure. By further increase of the Tb content to 15 at.%, the (001)-texture completely
vanishes (Fig. 1c).

Figure 1 – XRD (θ−2θ) scans of RTA processed Fe 52 Pt 48 films (a) before and (b,c) after Tb implantation of different
concentrations. (d-f) Corresponding SQUID-VSM hysteresis loops measured in out-of-plane and in-plane
configuration at room temperature.
The corresponding magnetic properties were analysed by superconducting quantum interference device —vibrating
sample magnetometry (SQUID-VSM) in out-of-plane and in-plane geometries as presented in Fig.1 (d-f). With

increasing Tb dose a strong reduction of the coercive field and PMA, as well as the remanent magnetization due to
antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe and Tb was observed. Furthermore, a pronounced influence of Tb content on
the Curie temperature and Gilbert damping parameter is expected and will be discussed in this presentation.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

D. Weller et al., Physica Status Solidi A 210, 1245 (2013).
D. Suess et al., J. Appl. Phys. 117, 163913 (2015).
W. Bailey et al., IEEE Trans. Magn. 37, 1749 (2001).
M. Albrecht and C. Brombacher, Physica Status Solidi A 210, 1272 (2013).
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In [1] a second order phase transition on magnetic field parallel to the sample plane is considered theoretically
within the framework of micromagnetic approach. The values of micromagnetic structure (MMS) formation field and
MMS period are determined experimentally and are consistent with those obtained theoretically.
In this work a transition from domain structure (DS) to the micromagnetic structure (DS ↔ MMS) is investigated
based on the Mitsek-Semyannikov model [2]. In this model “trapezoidal” distribution of magnetization vector M s in
a plate is assumed. Parameters of micromagnetic structure and of equilibrium domain structure are determined by
minimization of the free energy of the system. Theoretical estimates are compared with experimental results.
Observations of DS and MMS were performed using magnetooptic Faraday effect on (001) iron garnet
(EuEr) 3 (FeGa) 5 O 12 plates in magnetic field up to 3 kOe applied parallel to the surface of the plates.
Figures 1 and 2 show the results of numerical simulations. The following parameters of the samples were used for
calculations: saturation magnetization Ms = 19 Gs, induced uniaxial anisotropy constant K u = 5100 erg/cm3,
constant of inhomogeneous exchange interaction A ≅ 6 * 10-7 erg/cm, thickness L = 0,005 cm. Figure 1 shows the
dependence of the angle of exit θ of the M s vector from (001) plane on the intensity of magnetic field H. It is clear
that DS → MMS transition occurs as a second order phase transition. Figure 2 shows the dependences of the
domain width D and of the width of the transition area 2δ for (001) plate on the magnetic field intensity. With the
increase of H the domain structure turns into micromagnetic structure.
Experimental dependences of the magnetic structure period (stripe DS and lattice of cylindrical domains) on the
intensity of the field parallel to the sample plane, including the range of fields in which DS ↔ MMS transition takes
place, are presented in the report.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

[1] L.A. Pamyatnykh, I.E. Belskii and G.A. Shmatov, Micromagnetic Structures near a Second Order Phase Transition
in Monocrystalline Ferrite Garnet Plates, Acta Physica Polonica A, Vol. 127(2), pp. 421-423, (2015).
[2] A.I. Mitsek, S.S. Semyannikov, Changes of phase and supercritical states of magnetic films, The Physics of
Metals and Metallography, Vol. 35(6), pp. 1163-1173, (1973).
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Nanocrystalline Permalloy (Ni 3 Fe) powders were prepared by mechanical alloying starting from elemental Ni and Fe
powders. Homogenised Permalloy and carbonyl Fe mixture were pressed at 600 MPa and then subjected to
annealing at different temperatures (ranging from 400 up to 600 °C) in argon atmosphere in order to obtain coreshell like particles by micro-alloying. The large Permalloy particles are surrounded by very small particles of
carbonyl Fe and by micro-alloying a non-uniform layer of Fe-rich composition was obtained. At the Permalloy-iron
interface a layer of Rhometal composition is evidenced to be formed by micro-alloying. During the heat treatments
independent on annealing temperature the Permalloy conserve its nanocrystalline state. The samples have been
investigated by X-ray diffraction-XRD, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry
(EDX), magnetic M(H) and electrical resistivity measurements. The spontaneous magnetization of the core-shell
powders versus Ni 3 Fe content shows a drop for the Ni3Fe amount larger than 75.6 wt%, due to the formation of the
Rhometal layer (which has a magnetisation smaller than the magnetization of Ni 3 Fe). The electrical resistivity
measured on the sintered compacts obtained from the pseudo core-shell Permalloy/Rhometal powders is of
Ωm, 3 times larger than the electrical resistivity of the iron sintered compacts.
4.77•10-3 
The core-shell like particles of Permalloy/Rhometal composition could lead to a new type of magnetic cores with
specific characteristi
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The in-plane rotation of weak magnetic stripe domains in ~ 100 nm thick Fe 0.8 Ga 0.2 and Fe:N (Nitrogen implanted)
films epitaxied on GaAs(001) was investigated combining magnetic force microscopy, vibration sample
magnetometry, and x-ray resonant magnetic scattering measurements. These two systems are characterized by
perpendicular energy density K PMA of the order of 105 J/m3 leading a quality parameter Q = K PMA /½μ 0 M s 2 < 1 and a
consequent weak stripes regime (see Fig. 1). We analysed the behaviour of the stripe pattern under the application
of a bias magnetic field along the in-plane direction perpendicular to the stripes, and made a comparison with the
analogous behaviour at remanence (Fig.2). The experimental results have been explained by means of energy
balance considerations.[1]
Fields smaller than 400 Oe for Fe0.8Ga0.2 and 1000 Oe for Fe:N do not induce any stripe rotation. Interestingly, a
deformation of the closure domains pattern was evidenced in Fe0.8Ga0.2 leading to a fully reversible magnetization
motion. Larger fields produce a sudden rotation of the stripe structure. A phenomenological model is proposed to
describe the origin of the critical field.

Figure.1. MFM images showing the rotation of Fe:N stripe domains. The stripes were initially prepared along [100]
by a saturating magnetic field, then an increasing in-plane transversal magnetic field H trans . was applied. For each
field value, MFM images were taken at remanence.
Figure.2. Top: magnetization vs. magnetic field μ0Htrans applied normal to the stripes. Partial loops refer to different
maximum values of μ 0 H trans . Bottom: Evolution of the magnetization in the applied field (M on ) and at remanence
(M off ) as a function of μ 0 H tran
[1]

S. Fin et al. Phys. Rev. B 92, 224411 (2015)
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Some mechanisms of properties formation in manganites under combined introduction of divalent and quadrivalent
ions instead of manganese are not yet fully understood. Formerly reported results [1-3] showed that combined
substitution can promote the formation of clusters and inhomogeneities enriched with the pairs of different valence
cations and characterized by various crystallographic and magnetic parameters. Interaction of introduced ions with
the environment in the crystal lattice depends on relation of their radii, charges and the structures of electronic
shells. In this context, the influence of paired divalent+quadrivalent substitutients on manganites characteristics is
of great interest for the researches.
Figure 1 illustrates concentration dependences of Curie point (T c ) of (Zn,Ge)-, (Ni,Ge)-, (Mg,Ge)-, (Zn,Ti)-, (Mg,Ti)substituted manganites (ZGM, NGM, MGM, ZTM, MTM, correspondingly) in the systems La 0.8-x Sr 0.2+x Mn 12+
4+
3+
3+
x (Me 0.5 Me 0.5 ) x O 3 . T c of manganites with isovalent substitution for Mn by Ga (GaM) in analogous system is
also presented for comparison.

Figure 1. Curie point of ZGM (), NGM (•), MGM (), ZTM (Δ), MTM (∇), GaM ()
All Ge4+(3d10)-contained manganites exhibit a rising of T c with increase of “x” independently of paired ion
configuration (Zn2+(3d10), Ni2+(3d8), Mg2+(2p6)), while Curie point of all (Me2+ 0.5 Ti4+ 0.5 )- and Ga3+-substituted
manganites decreases. Magnetization and unit cell volume of manganites in every system diminish, and ZTM, MTM
have the lowest values of magnetization. Note that electron configuration of Ti4+ is 3p6, and average ionic radii of the
pairs are correlated as follows: R NiGe <R Ga3+ <R MgGe <R ZnGe <R Mn3+ <R MgTi <R ZnTi .
Analysis of the data shows that magnetic parameters of manganites are largely due to the electronic shells
configuration of the ions, the equality of ionic radii of Ge4+ and Mn4+ (R Ge4+ =R Mn4+ ), the dilution of Jahn-Teller Mn3+
ions sublattice by Ge4+, and to the shielding of Mn4+ by Me2+ ions owing to Coulomb interaction. Antiferromagnetic
interaction of Ni2+ ion with the environment leads to the decrease of T c in comparison with the effect of diamagnetic
Zn2+.
It is interesting to note that, despite the fact that the average ionic radius of (Zn2+ 0.5 Ge4+ 0.5 ) is greater than the
radius of Ga3+ (meanwhile all these ions are of 3d10 configuration), magnetic parameters of Ga- substituted

manganite are lower at x≥0.10. This effect can be explained taking into account that at paired substitution the
amount of divalent ions, shielding Mn4+, is less in 2 times than the number of ions Ga3+at the same concentration of
substituents [3].
This research was supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation (State order project
334).
[1] Z.R.Musaeva, N.A.Vybornov, V.K.Karpasyuk, A.M.Smirnov, L.S.Uspenskaya, and S.Kh.Yazenkov. J. Surface
Investigation. X-ray, Synchrotron and Neutron Techniques 1 (4), 423-427 (2007).
[2] V.K.Karpasyuk, A.G.Badelin, S.Kh.Estemirova, D.I.Merkulov. Natural Sciences 4 (49), 121–126 (2014).
[3] V.K.Karpasyuk, A.G.Badelin, I.M.Derzhavin, D.I.Merkulov, and A.M.Smirnov. Int. J. Appl. Eng. Research 10 (21),
42746-42749 (2015).
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The application of different magnetic materials for cores of DC chokes is compared in this paper. A set of
components are designed, simulated, realized and measured under real operating conditions using different
magnetic materials. The compared materials are: ferrite (3F3), powder (sendust MS) and amorphous material
(Microlite 245). An optimal design procedure is considered aimed at minimizing losses and volume of the
component. The obtained design results are verified by carried out simulations by COMSOL. The competitive results
are summarized and design recommendations are formulated regarding the application of these materials in such
applications.
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Detailed theoretical and experimental investigations on the electronic and magnetic properties of the Mn2-xCoxVAl (x
= 0, 0.2, 0.6, 1.0) with ordered L21 structure have been performed. Polycrystalline samples have been examined by
X-ray and neutron diffraction, magnetization measurements and valence band X-ray photoemission spectroscopy.
The electronic band structure has been determined theoretically using the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) Green’s
function method and the substitutional disorder was accounted for by the means of the Coherent Potential
Approximation (CPA). The degrees of the B2 and L21 atomic ordering for the as-cast samples obtained from the
intensity ratios of the X-ray patterns are higher than 0.84 and 0.52, respectively. The site occupation considered in
the calculations has been correlated with those obtained by the X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments. The Curie
temperatures decrease with Co content, ranging between 770 K (x = 0) and 254 K (x= 1). The measured valence
band spectra are compared with those obtained by the KKR band structure method. As the Co doping is used to
obtain a half-metallic fully compensated ferrimagnet (HMFi), our study may offer an insight on the evolution of the
HMFi character with disorder and doping.
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The paper investigates the influence of operating frequency on parameters of power electronics transformers with
ferrite cores. An improved design algorithm including eddy current losses calculation in windings is applied to
design competitive transformers under the same input parameters while varying the operating frequency in a wide
range (25kHz to 400 kHz). Two sets of designs are compared: for 400W and for 1200W full bridge converter, totally
12 designs. The obtained design results and relations are verified by carried out simulations using COMSOL.
Specific optimization approaches are proposed to decrease eddy current losses in windings at high frequencies.
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Rare-earth (RE) metals have different magnetic structures resulting from the competition between the crystal-field
and exchange interactions. When a magnetic field is applied it creates a third interaction and the magnetic
structures are more complicated. In thin films, it is expected that even the magnetic arrangement itself can be
strongly modified. Rare-earth helimagnets such as Terbium (Tb), Holmium (Ho) and Dysprosium (Dy) represent the
best candidates to evidence such finite-size effects. This finite-size effect is caused by the reduced number of atoms
in the direction perpendicular to the film plane that leads to a decrease of the total magnetic exchange energy. In
recent years, research on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) enjoys a steady increase, this is related mainly to a
potential of the phenomenon for practical application in efficient. The magnetocaloric effect is characterized by the
isothermal entropy change DS and by the adiabatic temperature change ΔTad upon variation of the applied
magnetic field. The adiabatic temperature change can be measured directly or indirectly using heat-capacity and
magnetization data. In a material displaying MCE, the alignment of randomly oriented magnetic moments by an
external magnetic field results in heating of the material. If the magnetic field is subsequently turned off, the
magnetic moments randomize again, which leads to cooling of the material. We report a theoretical investigation of
magnetocaloric effect (MCE) of thin Tb films in the helimagnetic temperature range, from TC = 219 K to TN = 231 K,
for external fields of the order kOe. We find that for strong external field, H=70 kOe, the adiabatic temperature
change ΔT near the Néel temperature is around 15K for any thickness of Tb films (see Fig. 1). However large
thickness effects are found for small values of the external magnetic field strength. For external field strength of the
order of a few kOe, the thermal caloric efficiency increase significantly for ultrathin films. For an ultra-thin Tb film
with 6 atomic layers, we have found ΔT/ΔH=4 K/T while for thicker films, with 24 atomic layers, ΔT/ΔH=1.3 K /T.
The enhancement of the MCE, relative to the bulk Tb values, is more pronounced for small values of the external
field strength, where ultra-thin films the helical state form and the film behaves as a ferromagnetic.

Figure 1: Adiabatic variation of the temperature as a function of T for a Terbium ﬁlm with thickness of 6, 10 and 20
monolayers, for an applied ﬁeld of ∆H=70 kOe.
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Ferromagnetic ground state properties of Nb-doped EuTiO 3 single crystal
S Roy, N Khan and P Mandal
Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, India
EuTiO3 (ETO) has attracted much attention in recent past due to the observation of large magnetodielectric effect in
single crystal below the antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition temperature TN = 5.5 K and strain induced
ferromagnetism (FM) and ferroelectricity (FE) in thin films [1, 2]. Efforts have also been made to transform this
compound from AFM to FM using substitution, e.g. doping [3-5]. In this work, we have performed magnetic,
electrical and thermal studies on the single crystals of EuTiO3 and EuTi1-xNbxO3 (ETNO). Magnetic study implies that
the ground state of the parent compound ETO is antiferromagnetic (TN = 5.7 K) insulator whereas Nb doping in ETO
introduces itinerant electrons which mediate the ferromagnetic interaction channel between the localized 4f spins of
Eu2+. The temperature dependence of magnetization for x=0 and 0.15 samples is shown in FIG.1. ETO becomes FM
metallic above 5% of Nb doping. A sharp λ-like anomaly due to the suppression of spin fluctuations is observed in
the thermal conductivity of ETO. The detailed magneto-thermal conductivity analysis indicates that the spin-phonon
coupling is much stronger in ETO as compared to ETNO samples. Heat capacity of both ETO and Nb doped samples
show sharp λ-like anomaly at the magnetic ordering temperature which is a signature of continuous phase
transition. Critical analysis of the low temperature heat capacity data has been done for x=0, 0.15 compounds. For
both cases, the value of the critical exponent α of the specific heat is close to that of the theoretical value -0.11 for
3D-Heisenberg model [6]. Therefore, these compounds belong to 3D-Heisenberg universality class with short range
nearest neighbor interaction between localized Eu2+ moments.

[1] T. Katsufuji and H. Takagi, Phys. Rev. B 64, 054415 (2001)
[2] J. H. Lee et al., Nature (London) 466, 954 (2010)
[3] Y. Kususeet al., Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 53, 05FJ07 (2014)
[4]L. Li et al., APL Mater. 2, 110701 (2014).
[5] L. Li et al., Phys. Rev. B 92, 024109 (2015)
[6] J. A. Souza et al., Phys. Rev. B 81, 172410 (2010).
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In artificial square spin ice, magnetic nanoelements are geometrically arranged in arrays to mimic the frustration
found in rare earth titanate pyrochlore crystals1. So far, such arrays have implicitly been considered to be a more or
less exact analogue of their atomic counterpart with each nanoisland having two possible orientations of the
magnetization owing to shape anisotropy. In this picture, artificial square ice is characterized by a two-fold
degenerate ground state2.
It has been shown, however, that in addition to the overall direction of the magnetization, artificial square ice
possesses a large number of internal degrees of freedom owing to the structure of the magnetization and that these
degrees of freedom give rise to distinct features in the resonant dynamics spectrum of the system3. Some of these
are connected to the bending of the magnetization at the edge of the nanostructures resulting from magnetostatic
coupling to its nearest neighbors4 and leading to the formation of C or S states in the elements. Using
micromagnetic simulations, we demonstrate that the existence of C and S states gives rise to a highly degenerate
ground state with finite zero-point entropy, similar to that of the pyrochlore spin ices6. The increased degeneracy is
visible in the resonant spectrum obtained in the presence of a symmetry-breaking field pulse (Fig. 1). The spectrum
reveals distinct signatures for the C and S states and the resonances are about 800 MHz apart, making them
experimentally observable. This degeneracy can be tailored by tuning the magnetostatic coupling within the array
through the saturation magnetization (M S ) or thickness t of the islands. In addition, we predict the occurrence of
edge “melting” above a critical temperature at which the magnetic symmetry is restored.
Our work demonstrates how subtle changes in nanoelement geometry and in magnetic properties can lead to
fundamentally novel collective behavior in artificial spin ice. This opens additional possibilities of tailoring the
properties of artificial spin ice for potential magnonic applications6.

[1] R. F. Wang, C. Nisoli, R. S. Freitas, J. Li, W. McConville, B. J. Cooley, M. S. Lund, N. Samarth, C. Leighton, V. H.
Crespi and P. Schiffer, Nature 439, 303 (2006)
[2] A. Farhan, P. M. Derlet, A. Kleibert, A. Balan, R. V. Chopdekar, M. Wyss, J. Perron, A. Scholl, F. Nolting, and L. J.
Heyderman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111, 057204 (2013)
[3] S. Gliga, A. Kákay, R. Hertel, and O. G. Heinonen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 117205 (2013)
[4] N. Rougemaille, F. Montaigne, B. Canals, M. Hehn, H. Riahi, D. Lacour, and J.-C. Toussaint, New J. Phys. 15
035026 (2013)

[6] S. Gliga, A. Kákay, L. J. Heyderman, R. Hertel, O. G. Heinonen, Phys. Rev. B 92, 060413(R) (2015)
[7] E. Iacocca, S. Gliga, R. L. Stamps, and O. Heinonen, Phys. Rev. B, accepted (2016)
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Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (PCMO) is a low-bandwidth manganite and an insulator in the whole doping range [1- 3]. Within the
composition range 0.3 ≤ x ≤ 0.75, it undergoes a charge-ordering transition at T ≈ 250 K and it is antiferromagnetic
at lower temperatures. In these systems, two competing phases, namely double-exchange mediated
ferromagnetism (FM) and charge ordering (CO) can form across the phase transition near a bicritical point [3]. In
this case, a sudden change from one phase to another can occur by applying a controlled perturbation, such as
strain or a magnetic field. Then, substrate-induced strain can transform the CO phase into a conducting FM phase,
which is known as melting of the chargeordered state. Emergence of colossal magnetoresistance in this case makes
these materials good candidates for incorporation in magnetoelectric composites. On the other hand, piezoelectric
substrates allow the reversible control of the strain applied to the films and therefore of the magnetic properties.
LiNbO3 is a ferroelectric (TC ∼ 1480K) and possesses favourable optical, piezoelectric, electro-optical and
photorefractive properties which make it very interesting for electro-optics applications. In this work,
Pr0.50Ca0.50MnO3 thin films were deposited on LiNbO3 using pulsed laser ablation (fig. 1). The optimization of the
deposition conditions and detailed structural, magnetic and transport properties of PCMO thin films have been
carried out. The structural characterization of the PCMO thin films on LiNbO3 has revealed that the films are
crystalline, with a highly preferred (111) growth orientation. They are strained on the substrate, since the interplanar
distances vary systematically with the film thickness, and the strain progressively relaxes with increasing thickness.
Furthermore, there are indications of in-plane texture of the films. The Raman measurements have shown that film
thickness plays an important role in the vibrational modes of the films, particularly in the modes associated with
Jahn-Teller distortions.

Figure 1: Scanning electron micrographs of a PCMO film with a thickness of 1250 nm: a) cross-section and b) top
view.
From the magnetic and electric transport measurements the charge-ordered phase was observed on the films even
in the thinner samples, with the corresponding transition temperature TCO increasing up to 40 K with decreasing
film thickness. This behaviour was attributed to the strain imposed by the substrate onto the films, induced by the
lattice mismatch for both substrate orientations, which leads to an enhancement of Jahn-Teller distortions that
tends to stabilize the CO phase in the films.
[1] E. Dagotto, Science 309 257 (2005).
[2] A.M.L. Lopes et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 100 155702 (2008)
[3] Y. Tokura, Rep. Prog. Phys. 69 797 (2006)
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Perovskite-like cobaltite ScCoO 3 belongs to the so-called strongly correlated systems exhibiting a rich physics which
associates with electronic processes of charge, spin and orbital ordering. It is possible to find almost all known
phenomena as for other transition metal oxides with strong electronic correlation - superconductivity, giant
magnetoresistance, insulator-metal phase transition in cobaltites. The use of high-pressure synthesis allows us to
stabilize small Sc3+ cations in the non-typical "spacious" oxygen polyhedra (ScO n )m- with high coordination
numbers (n = 8 - 12) in the structure of ScCoO 3 which leads to a fundamentally different character of the distortion
of perovskite-like structure (compared with isostructural rare-earth elements RCoO 3 oxides). However, it was already
firmly established that the partial "inversion" of the positions of cations with similar size A3+ (= Sc) and M3+ (= Fe,
Co) is possible in such perovskites, i.e. transition metal cations (M3+) are localized in two fundamentally different
(from the viewpoint of anionic environment symmetry and the number of magnetic neighbors) positions of AMO 3
structure. As for discussed sample the structural analysis showed the (Sc 1-y Co y )CoO 3 composition with y ≈ 0.05.
At 300 K the typical Mössbauer spectrum of iron-doped cobaltite (Sc 0.95 M 0.05 )MO 3 (M = Co 0.95 57Fe 0.05 ) clearly
consists of two (Fe1 and Fe2) doublets, whose isomer shift (δ Fe1 < δ Fe2 ) and quadrupole splitting (Δ Fe1 < Δ Fe2 )
values indicate the presence of the high-spin (HS) Fe3+ ions which occupy two crystallographic positions with
different oxygen surrounding. The existence of these doublets could only originate from 57Fe3+ ions in structural
positions corresponding to the A and B sublattices. The δ Fe1 (= 0.32(1) mm/s) and Δ Fe1 (= 0.42(1) mm/s) values
for the ﬁrst Fe1 doublet are in good agreement with the δ = 0.31 – 0.33 mm/s and Δ = 0.38 – 0.50 mm/s values
for Fe3+ ions located in the B site of RCo 0.98 57Fe 0.02 O 3 (R = Y, Eu and Lu) perovskites. The Fe2 doublet with the larger
isomer shift of δ Fe2 = 0.45(1) mm/s presumably should correspond to 57Fe3+ ions located at the larger A site, and
the larger quadrupole splitting of Δ Fe2 = 1.26(1) mm/s indicates that Fe3+ ions have highly asymmetric coordination
at the A site. It was shown experimentally on the basis of subspectra areas that he distribution of 57Fe3+ ions is not
statistical, but 57Fe3+ ions preferably occupy the A site (about 30% instead of the expected 5%). It should be noted
that increasing the iron content in ScCo 0.6 Fe 0.4 O 3 does not lead to any significant changes in the Mössbauer
spectra, which still represent a superposition of two partial doublets corresponding to iron cations in two sublattices
of the perovskite structure.
To verify the correctness of the doublet assignment to the A and B positions, we calculated a lattice contribution
(Vlat) to the electric ﬁeld gradient (EFG) tensor at 57Fe at the A and B positions. The various parameters of the EFG
related to the specific electronic structure of ScCoO 3 cobaltite are discussed.
The study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, № 14-03-00768, № 16-33-00760, № 1603-01065.
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The current progress in the development of storage devices (SD) based on CMOS technology is directly connected
with its further scalability to the 45 nm technological process and beyond to combine the good performance
characteristics, low power consumption, increased functionality and ultra-dense data recording in a single memory
cell. However, the existing semiconductor memory technologies (SRAM, DRAM, NOR Flash) face a number of
challenges when the device size is scaled down to very small technological nodes which mainly caused by
increasing in power dissipation. For these reasons it requires finding an alternative type of memory compatible with
CMOS which allows overcoming these issues. The recent breakthroughs in the spin electronics, spin-transfer torque
(STT) effect as a special one, open the way for the creation of STT-RAM working on the current-induced
magnetization switching in magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) with perpendicular (or in-plane) anisotropy that
promises the extended scalability towards sub-20-nm node. Despite this, there is still STT-MRAM recording trilemma
associated with the complexity of simultaneous maintaining of thermal stability factor, low write currents and good
reading margin which needs to be solved by considering new spintronic phenomena. The spin-orbit (SO) transfer of
spin momentum in bilayer heterostructures (BHS) with broken inversion symmetry can significantly reduce power
consumption [1]. The ability to control electric and magnetic state in multiferroic tunnel junction (MFTJ) leads to the
concept of low-power multibit memory [2].
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The voltage pulse sequences for 1T-1SE architecture of MR cell for the case where SE is MTJ. The cross section of
MR cell is drawn in inset for the different SE: (a) MTJ, (b) BHS as part of MTJ and (с) MFTJ.
Within the HSPICE model we considered a comprehensive approach to read and write operations in the
magnetoresistive (MR) cell based on different mechanisms of spin transfer in magnetic heterostructures. The
comparison of power consumption and read/write speed between these MR cells in simple 1T (transistor)-1SE
(storage element) architecture and existing memories (SRAM, DRAM, Flash) was performed, where MTJ, MFTJ and
asymmetric BHS selected as SE. The magnetization dynamics is calculated based on modified LLGSB equation with
a current-driven term, obtained from the solution of the direct quantum-mechanical problem of spin transport that
distinguishes our approach from the previous ones. The simulation results show that the best performance is
achieved with the use of asymmetric BHS with Rashba SO effect, which corresponds to [3]. The combination of the
SO transfer of spin momentum and multibit states in MFTJ can improve the functionality of spintronic SD.
The work is executed on the equipment CCU MCT and ECB MIET and supported by the RF Ministry of Education and
Science (Gostask GC № 3.2501.2014 / K and by the RScF (project №16-19-00181).
[1] Wang K. L., Alzate J. G. and Amiri P. K. J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 46 (2013) 074003.
[2] Roy A., Gupta R. and Garg A. Adv. Cond. Mat. Phys. (2012) 1687.

[3]
Oboril F., Bishnoi R., Ebrahimi M. and Tahoori M.B. IEEE Trans. Comput.-Aided Des. Integr. Circuits Syst. 34 (2015)
367.
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The three layer magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) structures attract considerable attention recent times. This is
primarily due to the possibility of alternating signal generation under the action of direct current. At the same time
there is the opposite effect: the application of radio-frequency (RF) alternating current to the MTJ can lead to
appearance of d.c. voltage signal. This phenomenon of rectification of radio-frequency referred to as the spin-torque
diode effect was firstly experimentally observed by Tulapurkar et al [1]. However, the RF detection sensitivity in
Ref.[1] (about 1.4 mV/mW) was more than three orders lower than in case of semiconductor Schottky diode
detectors. The further researches demonstrate that the application of a DC bias current to a MTJ affords a high RF
detection sensitivity of 12.000 mV/mW at room temperature [2], which exceeds sensitivity of semiconductor
Schottky diode detectors (up to 3.800 mV/mW). Recent work [3] reported that sensitivity of spin-torque diode with
vortex initial magnetization distribution of free layer is up to 40000 mV/mW. This value is achieved due to the vortex
expulsion under the simultaneous action of both AC and DC currents. In spite of the great interest, the vortex
dynamics in this case it is still not completely clear.
In the current work we analyze vortex dynamics and corresponding spin-torque diode effect using micromagnetic
modeling. We demonstrate that in case of planar polarizer the RF current can efficiently excite vortex core rotation,
even without additional d.c. bias current, which lead to the rectification of input radio-frequency, due to the TMR
effect. The analytical description of this phenomenon was proposed. Both by micromagnetic modeling and by
analytical results we demonstrated zero threshold input current for the vortex excitation, and therefore diode effect.
Also we consider vortex excitation by simultaneous action of RF current and DC bias in case of tilted polarizer. It
revealed that, although the used DC current value is not enough for vortex excitation, it can improve the efficiency of
RF vortex excitation (and therefore sensitivity) in several times (see Fig.1). The case of vortex expulsion is also
considered.
Fig.1. The dependence of radius of vortex core on the frequency in case of bias DC presence and absence.
[1] A. Tulapurkar, Y. Suzuki, A. Fukushima, H.
Kubota, H. Maehara, K. Tsunekawa, D.
Djayaprawira, N. Watanabe, and S. Yuasa,
Nature 438, 339 (2005).
[2] S. Miwa, S. Ishibashi, H. Tomita, T. Nozaki,
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Kubota, K. Yakushiji, T. Taniguchi, H.
Imamura, A. Fukushima, S. Yuasa, and Y.
Suzuki, Nature Materials 13, 50 (2014).
[3] A. S. Jenkins, R. Lebrun, E. Grimaldi, S.
Tsunegi, P. Bortolotti, H. Kubota, K. Yakushiji,
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Artificial spin ices (ASI) are nanomagnetic islands which are single domain and have bi-stable Ising-like states. In
the square ASI geometry, each vertex has four nanomagnets whose magnetic moment can point either in or out. The
lowest energy arrangement consists of two-in and two-out and obeys the so-called ‘ice-rule’. It is possible to create
a polarised, ice-rule obeying state from which thermally active arrays may relax over characteristic timescales. It is
then possible to use a SQUID-VSM magnetometer to measure these relaxation times using large area ASI arrays
(2mm2) as a function of temperature. Here we studied samples made of Permalloy (NiFe) with small enough islands
that they are thermally active near room temperature, i.e. 22 × 70 nm with 6 nm thickness. There were four
different lattice spacings studied in the range 138 – 245 nm, in order to vary the interaction strength. We observe
for increased interaction a shift of the relaxation times to lower temperature, by approximately 10 K. This gives us a
way to quantify the effective lowering of the reversal barrier of the individual islands due to the field it feels from its
neighbours. This is compared to the interaction energy as calculated from a simple dipole model or micromagnetic
simulation.
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Magnetic anisotropy enhancement of La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 thinfilms grown on BaTiO 3 bufferlayer
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Magnetic Moment (µB / Mn)

A series of LSMO films with a thickness of approximately 15 nm has been fabricated by pulsed laser deposition on
(001) and (110) oriented SrTiO3 substrates with a varying BaTiO3 bufferlayer of 2-10 nm thickness. Sample
morphology was studied by AFM. Samples were characterized by magnetization measurements and
magnetotransport studies. In case of the (001) oriented substrate the BTO bufferlayer increases surface roughness
and deteriorates the LSMO properties. The paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition is smeared over a wide
temperature range and the typical magnetic anisotropy [1] is lost even for the smallest BTO thicknesses. The (110)
oriented system is found to be more stable against morphological inhomogeneities and shows enhanced uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy.
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Spinel ferrite have been investigated in the design of several nanomaterials for energy. As an example, in the
production of hydrogen as a clean and renewable energy resource, they are used in the nanoscale design of new
catalysts for acid decomposition, biomass hydrolysis and thermochemical water splitting. Using bi-magnetic core
shell ferrite nanoparticles (CS-NPs), different properties can be combined in a unique object. CS-NPs elaborated to
make ferrofluids present increased core-shell coupling when the core anisotropy is harder than that of the shell [1],
a result which could improve the efficiency of the conversion of electromagnetic energy into heat for magnetic
hyperthermia treatment. As the magnetic anisotropy and the NPs magnetization are structure dependent for both
the core and the shell, an insight on the local structure of these nanocrystals is of primary interest. The aim of the
present work is to investigate MnFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 and ZnMnFe 2 O 4 @γ-Fe 2 O 3 CS-NPs using Neutron Powder
Diffraction, in field Mossbauer spectroscopy, X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and X-ray Powder Diffraction.
These NPs are obtained by coprecipitation in alkaline media and a hydrothermal surface treatment is performed to
obtain the core-shell structure. Our results indicate that contrarily to zinc ferrite based CS-NPs [2], in Mn-ferrite
based ones, the cation distribution is strongly related with the mixed valence states of Mn cations. The increase of
the oxidation degree deduced from the Linear Combination Fit of XANES data (figure on the left) is due to both the
synthesis in highly basic solution and the surface treatment. It affects the interatomic distances and the size of the
cubic cell, which are found to be smaller than expected. A high degree of inversion is then measured for the NPs
core, with about 65 % of octahedral sites occupied by manganese cations. In NPs based on Zn-Mn mixed ferrite
cores, NPD spectra show modifications of the magnetic structure as the zinc content increases. Rietveld refinements
allow the extraction of the site occupancy (figure on the right) and indicate the strong affinity of both Mn and Fe
cations for B-sites and of Zn cations for A-sites. LCF of XANES spectra indicate that 2/3 of Mn ions present a +3
oxidation state. Such mixed valence states seems to be promising for catalytic activity.
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Poster session C
The study of the magnetic interaction in nanosized Ni 1-x Zn x Fe 2 O 4 ferrites
S Aliyeva and T Mehdiyev
ANAS Institute of Physics, Azerbaijan
The experimental studies of the EPR and Raman spectra of micropowders and nanofilms of Ni 1-x Zn x Fe 2 O 4 ferrites
shown that in these spectra are detected oscillation frequency, corresponding to the magnetic sublattice. These
investigations and their analysis allow us to established that the reason of spin reorientation, which observed in
EPR specta of different compositions of Ni 1-x Zn x Fe 2 O 4 ferrites and also the generation of 26.4THz (880cm-1)
terahertz radiation is the emergence magnetic non-homogeneous and non-collinear magnetic structure in the result
of the temperature effect to the concentration and orientation of the Fe3 + ion spins existing in skewed and
superparamagnetic states. The frequency of the basic and extra maxima of oscillation spectrum were determined
and it was found that the generation of the terahertz radiation 26.4THz(880cm-1) observed only on the nanofilms.

Poster session C
Thermodynamic Properties of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) Cathode Material- La 1-x Sr x CoO 3-𝜹𝜹
R Thakur and N Gaur

Barkatullah University, India
Mixed ionic-electronic conductors (MIECs) containing Co with the capability to conduct oxygen ions and electrons
simultaneously have been identified as strong potential IT-SOFC cathode candidates in recent years. The fact that
rare-earth perovskite-type cobaltate are most suitable as a cathode material in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), makes
the thermal behavior of these compounds highly important. As these compounds are predominantly ionic in nature
hence the lattice contributions to the specific heat (Fig. 1) at constant volume (Cv(lattice)) of La1−xSrxCoO3-𝛿𝛿(0.1 ≤ x ≤
0.8) has been studied and thereby thermal expansion is computed as function of temperature by means of
Modified Rigid Ion Model (MRIM) and found to be in good agreement with experimental values. We have
systematically investigated the effect of phonons on thermal properties, Debye temperature ( 
𝜃𝜃D), molecular force
(
and Gruneisen parameter𝛾𝛾)
(for La1−xSrxCoO3-𝛿𝛿
constant (f), Reststrahlen frequency (𝜗𝜗), cohesive energy𝜑𝜑),
(0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.8). Also the effect of phonons on the bulk modulus is studied using the atoms in molecules (AIM)
theory for Sr doped LaCoO3-𝛿𝛿. We have found that the computed properties reproduce well with the available
experimental data, implying that MRIM represents properly the perovskite cobaltate La1−xSrxCoO3-𝛿𝛿(0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.8).
To our knowledge some of the properties for these complicated compounds are reported for the first time.

Fig. 1. Variation of lattice specific heat as a function of temperature (T) for (a) LaCoO3-𝛿𝛿 (b) La0.9Sr0.1CoO3-𝛿𝛿(c)
La0.8Sr0.2CoO3-𝛿𝛿(d) La0.7Sr0.3CoO3-𝛿𝛿 (e) La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-𝛿𝛿and (f) La0.5Sr0.5CoO3-𝛿𝛿along with the experimental data of
Tsubouchi et al.

Poster session C
Transport Properties of Ru doped YMnO 3 Compound
R Thakur and N Gaur
Barkatullah University, India
We report that the polycrystalline hexagonal YMn0.9Ru0.1O3 compound can be synthesized by using conventional
solid state reaction method at a sintering temperature of 128000. The reflections/diffraction peaks observed in the
XRD measurements matched exactly with standard (JCPDS) data for the hexagonal crystal structure of YMnO3
without any extra peaks due to impurities. The dc electrical measurements of the as prepared YMn0.9Ru0.1O3
compound have been carried out below room temperature down to the minimum possible. The electrical
measurement of the Ru doped YMnO3 compounds reveal that the resistivity is suppressed with the addition of the
ruthenium content and a consistent increase in the resistivity have been witnessed with decreasing temperature. In
generalized sense the observed resistivity versus temperature behavior in the studied compounds suggests the
induction semiconductor-like character in the material.

Poster Session C
Squeezing and quantum statistics for an interacting magnon system under parallel pumping
Z Haghshenasfard and M G Cottam
University of Western Ontario, Canada
Calculations are reported for the squeezing effect [1] and statistical properties of a magnon system under
microwave parallel pumping. Both the exchange and the dipole-dipole interactions are included in a macroscopic
model. The theory is developed for parallel pumping and with the nonlinear processes due to the four-magnon
interactions taken into account. The total spin Hamiltonian is transformed to boson creation and annihilation
operators and an effective Hamiltonian is applied to determine the temporal evolution of magnon operators under
pumping. The coherent magnon state representation is used to study the magnon occupation number and the
statistical property of the system. Particularly, it is discussed that the nonlinearities associated with the parallel
pumping and the four-magnon interactions can lead to squeezing and its behaviour can be manipulated via the
pumping amplitude and the four-magnon coupling strength. It is also shown that the average number of magnons
may exhibit a collapse-and-revival phenomenon, which is a non-classical effect analogous to Rabi oscillations in
quantum optics. Also it is demonstrated that by varying the nonlinearities of the system it is possible to produce
and control the super-Poissonian magnon-counting statistics, even when the initial magnon state is chosen as a
Poissonian Glauber coherent state. A numerical example of the collapse and revival in average magnon number is
shown in the figure, taking parameters typical of YIG. Curve A is for a pumped vacuum state, whereas B is for a
chosen coherent state with pumping. C refers to the same coherent state in the absence of pumping (and fourmagnon interactions), where the magnon number remains constant in time.
[1]

See J. Zhao et al., Phys. Rev. B 73, 184432 (2006).

